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Commentary on the Classification of LOVE
hee that trusteth to the loue of a woman, shall be as sure as he that hangeth by the leafe
of a tree in the later end of Summer.1
C07.02.02 Love
The predominance of English terms in this field indicates that it was
mainly amorous love which was imported and developed as an important
theme in literature under French influence.2 Central and persisting terms for
moderate non-amorous love are generally from English sources.
a
The term charity is especially associated with the results of love, while
dilection and amorous3 are usually used with reference to spiritual love.
Affixedness, however, is usually used in a disapproving sense, for the feeling
of attachment between the heart and the body or the like, as an obstacle to the
achievement of Christian salvation.
Pays de tendre is always found italicized, and is used in reference to the
imaginary country, Tendre, found in Madeleine de Scudéry's novel Clélie.
Flaughen, found figuratively only once, occurs in the phrase "flaughens
of this love".4 The metaphor is thus fully explained in context, suggesting that
the figurative usage need not necessarily be given as a separate term in the
thesaurus.
The phrase labour of love derives ultimately from I Thesselonians 1, 3
and Hebrews 6,10.
The term lovescape is found first as a poetic nonce-word, and then in an
independent coinage designed to balance townscape.5 There is no evidence that
the second writer was aware of the first usage. A similar creation for the sake
of balance is found with inloving, used to counter injoying.6
1 Swetnam (1615, p36).
2 see Table Li.
3 aj 1677-1856.
4 1649 VISCT. KENMURE Sp. in Select Biog. (1845)1. 401.
1876 G.M. HOPKINS Wreck of Deutschland xxiii, in Poems (1967) 59 ; Punch 19 Feb,
286/1.6 1633 W. STRUTHER True Happiness 124.
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C07.02.02/O1 Great Love
The speaking in perpetual hyperbole is comely in nothing but love.1
This section contains a relatively high proportion of terms borrowed
from Latin and French,2 which may result from the fact that extreme love was
not a major concern in literature until after the OE period. 3 Those terms not
from Old French or Latin are from Old English, but fail to survive into later
English. This probably indicates that the types of great love which were of
interest to the Anglo-Saxons (primarily religious devotion and the loyalty of
the comitatus,4 neither of which is to be found in this Classification) were not
major themes in the work of later writers.5
a
An important source of imagery in this section is the depiction of love in
terms of heat. The physiological overlap with other emotions in terms of
increased body-heat may explain why wrath should be here as well as in
ANGER, although the theory of the humours may also explain the linkage
between the two emotions.6
Bosom-reigning should probably not be placed here, since it is actually
used of sins which are dominant or controlling and thus overcome the love of
more worthy things.7
The OED suggests that the phrase love alife might originally have
meant "to love dearly" (liefe), but was reformed on the basis of a mistaken
understanding as "to love as one's life".
Devotee, originally written devotee, as if from French, is an English
form, based on such words as refugee and assignee. Devote is also an English
formation on French patterns.8
1 Bacon Essays 'Of Love', quoted in Hughes (1988, p125).
2 see Table L2.
see Table L4, Lewis (l936,p3) and Fell (1984, p66).
4	 Lewis (1936, p12).
5 1t was felt to be relevant to include sections on both LOYALTY and GRACE/FAVOUR in
the Classification of the OE lexis of LOVE (see Fig. 1.5).6 see also C07.02.02.03.O1.O1.O1 Attractiveness.
1637 PRESTON ML Ebal (1638) 32.
8	 the OED headnote for devote.
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C07.02.02/01 .01	 Fanship
Chase (1988, pp258-69 R4.1.1) presents the vocabulary of the field
CULT, which represents an overlap between EXCESSIVE LOVE and
RELIGION, and is on the edges of my field.
0
The term schwärrnerei has been used of schoolgirl crushes since 1930,
often with another girl as the object. It, schwärm and schwännish, are rarely
found without italics or inverted commas, indicating that they are not fully
naturalized.
The noun rave is from the French rêver, "to dream, be delirious",
which introduces the notion of love as a form of madness.'
C07.02.02/03 Spiritual Love
This field too is shading off from my central area of concern. Spiritual
love is as much a virtue as an emotion. Although Chase (1988) deals with SIN,
and Thornton (1988) with MORALiTY, neither of them present the field of
VIRTUE.
C07.02.02103.01 Love of Humanity
The term love-in is cited only three times. The first two are from 1967,
"the summer of love", but by 1971, the date of the third citation, it has
acquired sexual connotations.2
More terms are listed for those who love women than for those who love
men. This may be an example of the lexicalization of the rarer areas of
experience.3 The love of humanity, philanthropy, is seen as a virtue, while the
love or women is seen as a weakness.4 On examination of their contexts, it is
found that many of the terms are used contemptuously.
C07.02.02/04 etc. Family Love
Ally, lyance and alliance are all used of relations by marriage and
confrater always found in religious contexts. The quotation given for
brothering in 1818 also contains the word sistering, "to treat or greet as a
sister," which is not given head-word status in the OED.
1 see C07.02.02.05 etc. Images of Amorous Love.2 1967 Times 28 Mar. 417; 1967 Observer (Colour Suppi.) 3 Dec. 12/1; 1971
M.BUTFERWORTH Flowers for Dead Witch ix. 127.
see, for instance, C07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness.
see C07.02.02.02.02/O1 Pampering.
1818 SOUTHEY LetL (1856) III. 97.
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Most of the terms derived from mother, father, maternal and paternal
which are included here were not derived from GHT slips. The defmitions
given by the OED for these terms do not stress the LOVE element, and do not
divide the transferred uses from the literal, so GHT slips will probably have
been placed in MOThER and FATHER.
C07.02.02.01 - 07.02.02.01.02.01 	 Images of Love
Perle, plesaunte to prynces paye
To clanly cbs in golde so clere,
..Quere-so-euerljugged gemme gaye,
I sette hyr sengeley in synglere.'
A number of themes reoccur in 07.02.02.0 1 Loved One and
07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment, and in sections intervening
between them, which illustrate the ways in which love and the object of love
are described. These themes are drawn together here for discussion. Many of
the same themes are also found in 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart, indicating
the overlap between parental and romantic love.2
The loved one is unique (tenlic, onlepy, oning, one and only) and is as
vital to the lover's being as the life (my fife, love afife ), the heart (heart-root,
rnachree, macushla, acushla), the soul (soul) or the pupil of the eye (apple of
one 's eye, sloe of my eye, light of one 's eye(s)). 3 These terms are drawn
mainly from English and Irish sources, as if the use of any more exotic
vocabulary might distract from the intensity of feeling.4
The importance of the loved one can be indicated by using terms derived
from descriptions of earthly wealth. 5 Terms of endearment in this tradition
include treasure, jewel-darling, cinnamon, shat (Jr. séad "jewel"), schatz and
asthore (German and Irish, "treasure", respectively).The word dear and its
derivatives (including darling) account for most of the terms in this group.
1 Pearl 1.1-8 in Gordon (1953, p1). See also LS2O (AssumptMor) 188 " pa cwp ure
Drihten to pere eadigan Marian lichoman, Ne forlte ic e nfre mm meregrot, ne ic pe nfre
ne forhete, mm eorclanstan, forpon pe u cart soplice Godes tempi"2 see C07.02.02.05 etc. Images of Amorous Love.
3	 Deuteronomy 32.10; Psalms 17.8; Proverbs 7.2 and Lamentations 2.18.
4	 the exclusion of shat, the Irish terms are not recorded before the nineteenth-century.
Presumably this is a result of the increasing interest of educated speakers in nonstandard forms
of the language, and of the growing desire among Irish writers to distinguish their language
from the English standard. MCCrun et al (1986, p189) argue that the desire to reject as well as
to posit Celtic etymologies may be influenced by political considerations. See chapter 5 and
TableL3.1.
see Matthew 13.46 and Table L3.1.
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The loved one appeals to all of the senses.' Terms refeing explicitly to
attractiveness are placed at 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness, but
comparisons with flowers (such as daisy, honeysuckle) also suggest the love-
object's beauty, as may some of the uses of animals as sources of imagery (e.g.
culver, bulkin, duck, sparrow, con(e)y), while beautiful, pretty, muskin2 and
fair-haired are explicit, and may represent straightforward description. It is
also possible that the term sprunny "sweetheart" comes from the dialectal
sense "smart, spruce".
The sense of taste is well represented, with many terms containing the
elements sweet and honey, while others include cinnamon, sugar, lamb-chop,
(old) crumpet as well as the grudging terms of endearment (old) cabbage,
prawn, old bean, old egg and old (tin of) fruit.3
The pleasure felt in touching the loved one is suggested by terms such as
fondling, fonded and endeared, as well as, possibly, muss. The sense of sound
may be implied by (my) ding-ding and -dong, and the sense of smell by the
flower terms cited above.
The loved one is delicate and needs to be cared for ((derlynge)
dainteous, dainty, chis/chise, sock-lamb). This delicacy and smallness is often
implied in the use of diminutives such as -ing,4 -ling,5 -kin,6 -let7 and -y,8 as
well as by repetition. 9 The use of hypocorism is a common and recognised
form of endearment;'° with the implication of insignificance serving as an
attempt to deny the intensity of the emotion involved." Stem (1931; pp322-4)
writes that "The change of abuse into endearments belongs to the instances in
which the striving for an adequate relief to the emotion calls for the name of
the opposite emotion ... The instinct for giving to the feelings as strong an
expression as possible makes us resort to these words. The designations for
unplesant emotions are not only more numerous, they are also of greater
see Table L3.2.
2	 the Old French mus(e)quin "a pretty face".
3 Compare with savour, palate, taste, goOt, gust and relish, douceur and billet doux. See
07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness and Wentworth & Flexner (1960, pxiii).
dearing, butting, whiting, nutting and dilling.
5 in darling, tidling, loveling and ladyling.
6 lee fkyn, wifeilcyn, wifekin, ladykin and boykin.
' in wifelet.
8 in chucky, wifie, childie, bunny, puggy and popsy.
slawsy-gawsy, (my) ding-ding, lovey-dovey, popsy-wopsy.
10 Table L3.3, but cf also many of the animals in Table L3.5. See also van der Post (1958,
p16), on the use of hyper- corism among Australian Bushmen.
'see the quotation at C07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion.
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intensity. When we wish to express a strong pleasant emotion, an expression in
reality belonging to painful emotions easily presents itself as the most adequate
symbol, adequate to the intensity, although disregarding the quality of the
emotion." Terms explicitly comparing the loved one to something small or even
insignificant include sparrow, mouse, marmoset, flittermouse, duckling, bird's-
nie/-nye, pigsy/pigges eye, pinkeny/pinkany, pinkanniny,chuck (etc.), lamb,
bunny, toy, popelote and poppet. 1 The phrase be someone's huckleberry2
appears to depend upon huckleberry "a person of little consequence".3
The loved one is also compared with small children (fair haired, white
haired boy,4 blue-eyed boy, golpol (?<gold poll ="goldilocks")) and. with babies
(honey-baby, suckler, sucket, ?bunting, ?butting). 5 The nonsense words
diddums and snookums are representative of "baby-talk".6
An interesting semantic overlap of this field is with PENIS. These
include prick, cock,7 pillicock, ?ding-ding and ?ding-dong. It is not clear
whether these are intended to be insulting or hypocoristic terms of endearment.
The beloved needs to be cared for but can also cause care; 8 an overlap
between love and pain is suggested by the terms besorg, besorgian, sorg and
chary.9 Physical pain is suggested by have a soft spot for, fleshy, nesh<hnesce
and tender.'° This fear of being hurt may be the cause of some of the less
flattering terms of endearment which seem to express a reluctant affection, such
as my cabbage (based on the French), prawn, pebble, old buster, marmoset,
beggar, fool, powsoddy (?="boiled head") and ya bass." The wish to distance
oneself from the object of love while expressing one's affection may also be the
motivation behind some of the terms of endearment drawn from among the
animals (mouse, con(e)y, pigsy, pussy, lamb, bunny, bulch, bulkinl2),
1 Jesperson (1905, p 174) suggests that the term pet is derived from petty (French petit).
2 in 07.02.02.02.03 Friend and 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart.
3 OED 1868 + 1889. This sense may have influenced Twain in his choice of the name
Huckleberry Finn.
4 McCrun et al (1986, p182), state that this is a direct translation of the Irish Gaelic for"a
favourite".
5 see Table L3.4.6	 makes extensive use of such baby-talk in his Journal to Stella: employing third person
forms for both the first and second person, plural forms for singular, pet names and private
"nonsense" words. See Williams (Ed.) (1948, Vol Ipll'7 & p210 and Vol 11pp606-7 & 671).
which does not appear as a term of endearment or form of address in the OED. Wright (1981,
p27) suggests that it may be derived from the Romany kak "uncle".
see Table L3.4.
9 see C07.02.02.05 etc. Images of Amorous Love.
10 from 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness.
see also trout in 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante and pimple in
07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant Companion.
12 bulkin is cited in the OED as an expression of both endearment and contempt.
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birds (chick (etc.), culver, dove (etc.), sparrow, ducks) and even insects (nitty),
although many of these terms also imply smallness and vulnerability.'
C07.02.02.O1 Loved One
Dearing is used to rhyme with appearing and can, therefore, be treated
as a nonce-word, as can oning, which is used oniy once, as a rhyme for
bringe.2
C07.02.02.02/O1	 Natural Affection
The term storge, used with reference to parental and particularly
maternal love, is found in a wide variety of texts, but is not fully naturalized.
Excepting the two earliest usages 3 it is always in italics and/or explained.
Misaffection would be better explained by the defmition "disaffection"
for one of the two citations given from 1635 in the OED, while the other
refers to earthly affections as a diversion from the love of spiritual things.4
C07.02.02.02.O1	 Tenderness
This section duplicates, in part, Thornton (1988, pp 168-9) GC1 1
Tender.
a
The phrase tender loving care is not cited until after the abbreviation
TLC led to its acceptance as a phrase in its entirity.
C07.02.02.02.02 Doting
A gret hungre, insaciat to finde,
A dowcet ill, a ivefl swetness blinde,
A right wonderfulle, sugred, swete errour,
Withoute labour rest, contrary to kinde,
Or withoute quiete to have huge labour.5
The notion of love as a weakness6 is also implied in the word foiblesse,1
in nesh<hnesce, effeminate, and in the phrase have a soft spot for. One of the
1 see Table L3.5.
2 1601 J. WEEVER Mirr. Martyrs B vii b; a1300 E.E.Psalter xxi.21.
1637 BASTWICK Litany 1.11/i; 1764 T.HUTCHINSON HIsL Mass. vi. (1763) 463.
"1635 J. HAYWOOD tr. Biondi'sBanish'd Virg. 28; 1635 BP. HALL Char. Man. 41.
In Davies (1963, no. 99).
6 see C07.02.02.05 etc. Images of Amorous Love.
7 ultimately from the French aj faible "feeble".
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forms of weakness which love most characteristically takes is that of madness.
Love robs the lover of the ability to judge: the dot- root, contained in such
forms as dote, dotage and doting, corresponds to the Middle Dutch doten, "to
be crazy"; while the -sot- and -dolt- roots imply that the person who loves
excessively is made stupid by it (as does engougement). The loss of judgement
involved is also suggested by the terms including fancy, which is cognate with
fantasy.
C07.02.02.02.0210 1	 Pampering
Many of the terms in this section imply that too much love makes the
beloved as well as the lover weak. Where excessive care is taken of men or
boys a loss of masculinity results, as suggested by mollycoddle.
C07.02.02.02.03	 Friend
A repeated theme in this section is that of friends joined by religious
obligation. Gossip, from the OE godd sibb, originally meant "relative in
God", while compadre and compeer are drawn from French and Spanish
terms for "god father".
The OED etymology for buddy derives the term from a 'nursery
pronunciation' of brother, but McCrun et al (1986, pl89) argue that it may be
from the Irish bodach, "an old man, a churl". Given the use of hypocorism as a
form of endearment, it is possible that this meaning is actually derived from
the sense "a person of small stature."1
Amicability is used with reference to the restoration of friendliness after
a quarrel.2 Amicable itself is often used in contexts in which friendliness
would not be expected, such as in reference to a divorce,3 thus implying lack of
ill-feeling, rather than actual good will. Hayakawa (1968, pp246-7) writes that
amiable is similiarly used.
The terms palsy-walsy and buddy-buddy are often used
contemptuously. The duplication of a term is a form of hypocorism (see
above), but can also imply contempt or a lack of respect.
Philism is cited from two apparently unconnected nonce usages. 4 On
each occasion the term is used to balance phobism, and on each occasion is
presented within inverted commas.
1 Wright (1898).
2 e.g. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick. xii. (C.D. ed) 87.
Carter (1987, p52).
1917 Edin. Rev. July 127; 1923 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 325.
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The right hand as a symbol of friendship is cited only in translations
of Tacitus, rendering Latin dextrae.' That the phrase give the left hand of
friendship2 occurs in other contexts implies that the image is more widely
acceptable than these two citations would imply.3
The form heavy friend may be derived from a stock theatrical type.4
Chesney (1970, p83) states that pal probably gained wider cunency
through sporting contexts, being recorded first in the sporting slang of the
Victorian middle classes.
Schur (1987) defmes the word comity as "mutual civility,
friendliness, and consideration",5 and bonhomie as "geniality, straight-
forward good nature, open-hearted friendliness." 6 Grant and Munson
(1941176) give the form speakable "affable, approachable", while Jesperson
(1905, p99) writes that "Amity means 'friendly relations, especially of a
public character between states or individuals,' and thus lacks the warmth of
friendship."
C07.02.02.02.03/O1	 Making Friends
Cope is from the French verb couper "to strike", which indicates a
continuation of image with the forms strike,7 hit it and hit it off 8
Break the ice involves the same metaphor as the terms flame, fire,
fyrhat, hat and wailn,9 as well as cold, cool, chilly and frozenly.'°
Cotton up may have originated in cloth-making where cloth was said
to 'cotton up' when the process of finishing was nearly complete. From this
sense it came to mean "everything is going well", and from that, possibly,
to meaning that two people were enjoying one another's company.
11591 SAVILE Tacitus, Hut. I liv.31; 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. II. xiv. (1622)
53.
2 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness.
see also Tilley (1950, H68) "Give not your right hand to every man."
see Collinson (1927, p71).
OED "Courtesy, civility, urbanity; kindly and considerate behaviour towards others."
6 OED "Good nature; the quality of being a good-fellow."
.' 07.02.02.02.03.02.01/01 Making Acquaintance.
8 07.02.02.02.03/0 1 Making Friends.
07.02.02/0 1 Great Love.
10 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends.
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C07.02.02.02.03.O1	 Close Friend
A Friend is one's second self.1
Cater-cousin is of uncertain etymology. Grose (1811) explains the term
thus "He and I are not cater cousins, i.e. we are not even cousins in the fourth
degree". The OED, however, states that the cater- element may have been
drawn from the verb cater "to provide a supply of food for", suggesting an
overlap in motivation with companion etc. (below). Another possible source is
the ME word catour, an aphetic form of aca tour, from the eOF acateor "a
buyer". In this case there would be an overlap with customer and with
chap (pie), ultimately from the OE ceapman "a merchant".
Chum has been popularly derived from an abbreviation of chamber-
fellow, chamber-mate, or the like, but the OED states that "no historical proof
or connecting link has been found." This is a possible source for friendship
terms, however, since many terms are available for companions who live or
sleep with one another. 2 That physical proximity may lead to intimate
friendship is also indicated by the terms strait, narrow and near, as well as
thick. As thick as inkle weavers apparently refers to the weavers of linen tape
whose looms were closely spaced, leading to the rapid development of
friendships. Other OED simile-phrases include as thick as three in a bed and as
thick as thieves.
The terms lie and au mieux are always cited in italics, indicating that
they are not fully naturalized, while like that is usually accompanied by the
crossing of the index and middle fingers or, in writing, by some indication that
the gesture has been made.
Trout "friend" is recorded first alliteratively with true or trusty.3 It may
be an example of the attempt to distance oneself from a dear one by the use of
insulting endearments .4
The term Boston Marriage is relatively common and also completely
opaque, so it might serve as a useful addition to the OED, which does give
Boston baked beans, Boston (bull) terrier and Boston crab (a wrestling hold).
'Tilley (1950, F696). See also "Amicitia aequalitas. Amicus alter ipse" in Erasmus (1982 tr,
Vol 31 p31).
2 see 07.02.02.02.03.02/03 Domestic Companion and /05 Bedfellow.
c1661 Roxb. BaIl. (1883) IV.518; 1682 NewNews frBedlam 30.
see C07.02.02.01 - 07.02.02.01.02.01 Images of Love.
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C07.02.02.02.03.O1/02	 Confidante
Neither privado nor tête-a -tête (aj and av) appear to be fully
naturalized.
C07.02.02.02.03.02	 Companion
The frequency with which words for a male friend rise into and fall from favour
perhaps suggests an embarassment over the affectionate side of friendship and a
continuing search for the referent whose neutral and casual tone will be
considered uncompromising in its manliness.1
Terms defmed as "companion" can indicate a greater degree of intimacy
than "acquaintance" terms, being virtually synonymous at times with friend,
but at others meaning only "someone who is with one". The variations in sense
may represent historical developments, but sometimes the implications of both
senses are invoked at once. Cad, mate,2 butty, coach fellow, bobber and
marrow are all frequently used of companions who work with one and, as
working class terms, would often mean "friend" and usually "close friend" in
working class use,3 but when borrowed by a speaker or writer of standard
English the terms can become contemptuous and lose any implications of warm
attachment.
0
Gem annes and menesse are usually employed with reference to
religious fellowship, while companionage and companionry4 both seem to be
used in contemptuous reference to drinking companions.5
C07.02.02.02.03 .02102	 Travelling Companion
The importance of co-operation between those who travel together, more
marked in the past than now, means that many of these terms, although used of
temporary associations, may imply more closeness and warmth of feeling than
the definition suggests. Terms which may originally have referred specifically
to travelling companions and which have come to be used of companions in
'Hayakawa (1968, p228).
2	 (1981, p88) writes that this was originally drawn from sailors' usage; in reference to
the mate who was second in command to the skipper. Franklyn (1953, p292) writes that china
is used of a close friend, and mate of a companion at work.
see MCCrun et a! (1986, p283).
see 1886 BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) 1.135; 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834)
239.
see 07.02.02.02.03.02/04 Table Companion.
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general include gefara, midgesiô, samodgesit3, gesiô, gesiôa, yfere<gefere,
fere<('ge)fera, con fere, coach-companion and running-mate.
a
The OE phrase beon in wag miö is listed under way in the OED, along
with walk in the way with, but the two phrases are separated by too many
centuries for the GHT to include them in the same entry.
C07.02.02.02.03 .02/03	 Domestic Companion
Comrade and corn rado1 have the etymological meaning "chamber-
fellow", which indicates how important the co-operation involved in sharing a
home or part of a home with someone else is in the establishment of a
friendship (see domestic, homely). This is also the etymological theme
suggested for chum.2
C07.02.02.02.03 .02/04 	 Table Companion
Companion3 is ultimately from the late Latin companionern, "one who
shares bread (panis) with (corn) one". -öofta, found in treowgeôofta,
(ge)poftrxden, geôoftscipe and geôofta,4 is cognate with the Icelandic dopta
"bench-fellow". Such etymologies support observations that sharing food and
drink is an important part in the establishment of a trusting relationship.5
C07.02.02.02.03 .02.01	 Acquaintance
Many of these terms, as with the terms for friendship, can be used
euphemistically to refer to a more than merely social proximity. Conversing
can also have sexual implications, while make (too) free with may suggest
impropriety or even nonmarital intercourse.6
a
Grose (1811) writes that the phrase hob or nob was used during the
reign of Queen Elizabeth to ask whether one would have beer from the hob
(i.e. warm beer) or from the nob or table (i.e. cold beer). The OED, however,
gives hob as a variant spelling of hab, part of the verb have, with nab as its
negative. The adverbial phrase hob-nob means "hit or miss ... at random," and
is thus used to describe informal and friendly relationships.
1 in 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion.
2 see C07.02.02.03.01 Close Friend.
in 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion.
4
see Fisher (1982, pp33-4) and Bullough (1991).6 see 1654 FULLER Two. Sermon. 76; 1783 Hist. Miss. Baltimores 11.79
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C07.02.02.03.01 .01.01	 Attractiveness
for the most part thou shalt find [women] ... dissembling in their deeds, and in
all their actions subtill and dangerous for men to deall withall: for their faces are
lures, their beauties are baytes, their looks are netts, and their wordes charmes,
and all to bring men to ruine.1
This field is adjectivally based, mainly because of the high proportion of
-ness forms among the nouns. The noun heading 'Attractiveness' is used for
the sake of consistency within the Commentary.
OED definitions at first yielded the sections ATFRACTION and
SEXUAL ATI'RACTION. It was found, however, using this division, that
there were no terms for sexual attractiveness until the very late nineteenth or
early twentieth-century. This was a result of the history of the OED as much as
of the history of the language, although the division would have emphasized
the twentieth-century's increased directness in such matters. 2 That an individual
now described as sexy could earlier been described as bewitching or
fascinative is beyond doubt. To imply, however, that the earlier terms were
used only with reference to sexual attractiveness, would be to impose a
twentieth-century post-Freudian perception on the structure of the lexis.
This section adds the notion of magic to the themes of madness,
stupidity and weakness. The attractiveness of the object excuses the attraction
felt by the agent. An attractive person (usually a woman) is described as
bewitching, witching, bewitchful, magnetic and magnetical. The victim is
charmed, bewitched, magnetized and tranced, drawn like a bird to a trap (-
lure-), as incapable of escape as of resistance (enthralled, captived,
captivated).3
This sense of the verb fancy (vt) "to fmd (someone) sexually attractive"
might usefully be included in the OED as a more specific use of sense 8a) "To
take a fancy to; to entertain a liking for; to be pleased with, to like. With obj a
person (in early use often = to be or fall in love with)."
1 Swetnam (1615, p4).
2	 (1928, p89) writes ". . .Violet was full of what people call 'allure', or in simpler
language, of sexual attraction."
see C07.02.03.05 Amorous Love.
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C07.02.02.04 Caressing
Ingle is used to imply sexual caressing, if not full intercourse.' Ingling
also has sexual or at least amorous implications, being used with reference to
sparrows watched over by Venus.2
C07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
The division made between amorous and sexual caressing has given rise
to two sections out of an original one. That such a division was necessary
became obvious on seeing bill and coo juxtaposed with touch up. As in
LOVE generally, the movement within the Classification is towards the more
explicitly sexual.
a
Both of the citations given for smug indicate that the term was invented
under the influence of hug. It seems to imply more explicitly sexual behaviour
than the OED definition suggests.3
C07.02.02.04/04.O1	 Sexual Caressing
This section show considerable overlap with 07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation. Discussion of the term bundle is to be found in
C07.02.03.03.05.03.01	 Fornication.
(XX]
The OED defmition most closely relating to grope in this sense is
section 3. "To touch with the hands; to examine by touch; to handle, feel; to
probe (a wound). Also to take hold of, grasp, seize. b) in indecent sense [sic]"
is labelled as obsolete. The last recorded usage for this sense is from 1664. The
modem usage is probably derived from sense 2 in the OED "to attempt to fmd
something as by feeling in the dark or as a blind person...", since it often
connotes unsureness and incompetance.
C07.02.02.04.O 1	 Embracing
Many of the terms in this section are also used as euphemisms for sexual
intercourse. Complexion is cited in reference to the immaculate conception,
'1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKER Roaring Girle IV Wks. 1873 111.202.
2 1595 T. EDWARDS Cephalus & Procris (1873) 43.
1813 E. PICKENS Poems I. 176; 1922 JOYCE Ulysses 308.
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while the pairing of bosoming with bedding suggests some degree of
euphemism.1
The citations for wind, plight and yoke all include reference to the
arms, which suggests that the verbs alone would not be understood in this
sense.2
C07.02.02.04.01I01	 Hugging
I have divided the dates on the GHT slip for squdge in order to indicate
that only one citation is of hugging.3 The other usages (from 1870 on) would
all be better defmed as "to squash".
C07.02.02.04.0 1103	 Snuggling
Nudgel is used of a baby at the nipple.4
C07.02.02.04.01/03.01 	 Nuddling
The terms included here all seem to be used of animals. Snoozie is used
of dogs,5 nuddle of sheep6 and nuddling possibly of sheep, but certainly of
some kind of animal.7
C07.02.02.04.02	 Kissing
Feeding as a sign of affection has very often been ritualized into pure gesture.
Thus bullfmches when they flirt with their beaks ('Schnabelflirt') no longer
exchange any food. They simply bill.8
In theory the same division could have been made here as in
07.02.02.04 Caressing: between the purely affectionate, the amorous and
the overtly sexual. Ho.wever, although the nouns baisier, bass, lip-lick, lip-clip
and swap, and the verbs bass and smick are always used of kisses between
lovers, the division is not as clear-cut as in Caressing. It may be that the
citations given misrepresent the potential usage of the words, since there seems
no reason why baisier should be amorous, but basiate not.
1 1493 Festival! (1515) 886; 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik .IV.169. See also C07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse.
2 see, for example, 1611 BEAUM. & FL.; c1440 York Myst xli. 81; a1508 DUNBAR Tua
MariitWemen 220, respectively.
1928 J.M. BARRIE PeterPan V.ii.159.
' 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 's Mor. 220.
1847 E. BRONTE Wuthering Heights iii; 1894 'G. EGERTON' Discord 187.
6 1898 Speaker 5 Feb. 181.
1640 J. Gower Ovids Festivalls 11.34.
8 EjblEibesfe!dt (l97l,plO8).
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Chase (1988, p268) deals with some of the terms for the kiss of peace
in R4. 1.3. He does not include osculum pads, presumably because it was
placed under Roget 887 or 889 in the Glasgow archive.
The terms pucker and puckering are not defined in terms of kissing
in the OED, although this seems to be a significant enough sense to merit a
heading of its own.
C07.02.02.04.02101 	 French Kissing
an osculatory exercise that strikes all but the most ardent lovers as being
more insanitary than amorous.1
Some of the terms in 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing must have been
used to describe french kissing, but the sexual element is not always explicit
in OED definitions or made clear by the illustrative quotations.
a
Deep-kiss seems to be a technical term, in as much as it is cited only
from the works of sexologists.2
C07.02.02.04.02/01.01	 Love-bite
Love-bite is now often used of a mark made by sucking rather than
actually biting. The 1972 OED citation is in reference to the mark rather
than the bite itself.3
C07.02.02.04.02101 .02	 Necking
Mugging, although defmed by the OED as "kissing, love-making,
necking", is also cited with reference to caressing between a mother and
daughter.4
1 Partridge (1947, p25).
2 1951 FORD & BEACH Patterns Sex. Behav. iii.49; 1948 A.C.KJNSEY et al. Sexual
Behaviorin Human Male x 369.
1972 Daily Tel. 29 Jan. 3/1.
1926 K.S.PRITCHARD Working Bullocks xxvii. 242.
C07.02.02.05 etc. Images of Amorous Love
According to the myth, there came a moment somewhere in the eleventh or
possibly the twelfth century after Christ when, quite suddenly, romantic
love was invented.1
Amorous love is the largest section of this Classification. 2 Many of
the strands of imagery from elsewhere in LOVE are drawn together here.
Love as a battle
An inclination to physical struggles with some one particular person, just as
in later years an inclination to verbal disputes, is a convincing sign that
object-choice has fallen on him.3
This theme is common in literature,4 but little reflected in the lexicon
of the field. The terms assault and con quest, along with advances, assay
and assail suggest that it is the lover's part to pursue his sweetheart
persistently, and the sweetheart's role to defend herself against his
advances. 5 The man who is fortunate enough to be loved in return takes his
lady's favour into battle to protect him. 6 Love is also depicted in terms of
fighting or quarrelling (see tug, pickeer7).
Love as imprisonment or service
Amor is derived from the verb amo, meaning catch or be caught, for the
lover is caught in the bonds of desire and longs to catch another on his hook
(haino).8
Love-bend continues the imageiy of love as imprisonment which has
been noted especially in C07.02.02.03.O1.O1.O1 Attractiveness. Sue
was used first with reference to the relationship of a servant and master or
mistress. The terms entangle, entanglement, browden and fancy-free also
imply that love is restricting and should be avoided, as do the shackle terms
in MARRIAGE. This entrapment can be described in terms of magic (see
above), or as some other supernatural force as the terms witch, siren, vamp
1 Mount (1982, p98).
2 The term amorous is employed where earlier the clumsy romantic/sexual was used, to
emphasize the progressive sexualization of many of the terms contained here.
Freud (1949 tr, p69).
see Atkins (1978, p173).
07.02.02.05.04 Courtship and 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass.
607.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens.
' 07.02.02.05.05/02 Amorous Struggling.
8 Capallenus (drawn from Isidore), in Walsh (1982, p37).
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and mermaid imply. 1 The image of the lover as slave to his lady is familiar
from medieval depictions of courtly love.2
Love as a (law) suit
Perhaps as a result of the medieval concept of the court of love, 3 love
is often described in legal terms. This includes the terms court, accourt, sue,
suit, suitor and solicitor.
Love as a hunt
The female's role in courtship.. .is that of the hunted animal who lures on
her pursuer, not with the aim of escaping, but in order to be fmally caught;
the male's role is to capture the female, overcoming her resistance by force
if necessary.4
The depiction of love as a hunt is another commonplace in medieval
literature. 5 Its lexical components include pursuer, sue and suit. The
successful pursuer then consumes or otherwise feeds off the prey.6
Love as a game
A less serious form of love as a battle is love as a game. Most of the
playing terms are to be found in 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation, but see also
love-play and play.7
Love as a blow or injury
Making friends can be described in terms of hitting. 8 The idea of Cupid,
the love god, causing love with his arrows is familiar (as in shoot), but the
terms smite and passado also imply some sort of physical injury. The logical
extreme of depicting love as a form of injury is seen in the terms hornrne
fatale, lady killer and femme fatale and siren.9 The woman may also injure
1 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a Man.
2 See also 07.02.02.05.05.01/01 Cavalier Servitude.
see 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature.
4 Margaret Jackson 'Facts of Life' in Caplan (1987, pp56-'7), in reference to the model of
courtship presented by H. Ellis in his Studies in the Psychology of Sex (Philadelphia,
1913).
5 The Book of the Duchess, Gawain and the Green Knight; Keats' La Belle Dame
Sans Merci in Allott (1970, ppSOO-6) and Atkins (1978, p174).6 see wolf in 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a Woman, and wolfess, man-
eater, vamp and vampire in 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a Man.
.' 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing and 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship.
8 e C07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends.
see 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a Woman and
07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a Man. See also C07.02.03.04 etc.
Prostitutes and Prostitution for a discussion of the connection between love, sex and
danger.
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her lover by spuming his love. 1 The OED's sense divisions for crush imply
that it too is drawn from violent imagery.
Love as transitory
Love, from its very nature, must be transitory. To seek for a secret that would
render it constant, would be as wild a search as for the philosopher's stone, or
the grand panacea; and the discovery would be equally useless, or rather
pernicious, to mankind.2
The transitory nature of love is implied in the terms passage, love
passage and passado. See also 07.02.02.05/01.03 Inconstancy.
Love as a physical or mental illness
In one city I visited, the entire population had been wiped out by love three
times in a row.. .the urgency was to prevent another plague of love sweeping
the city and causing its hardworking people to give up their jobs and families
and takd'to flinging roses through the windows and composing ballads.3
The words potty, pottily, nutty, crackers, assot, assoted, assote, fantaser
and astounded along with the phrases dippy over/about, (to be) cracked about,
be crazy for, cracked on, crazy for, nuts about and be. queer for imply that
falling in love involves a lack or loss of judgement. 4 The object of love may be
held responsible for this. 5 Love can be seen as a form of temporary madness6
(love-fit) or as a physical ailment (see stricken, smite and languish7). In
addition, this use of case may be intended to be pseudo-medical.8
see Davies (1963, nos. 21, 57).
2 Wollstonecraft (1792, p1 13).
3 Winterson (1989, p75). See also Plato (1951 tr, p61).
see Davies (1963, nos. 4,9,10,70 & 99) and Shelley's Ifaint, Iperish with my love in
Hutchinson (1919, p653).
see C07.02.02.02.03.01.01.O1 	 Attractiveness.
6 see Hite (1976, p496) and Stone (1977, p5).




Love as a weakness
It is a sweet, soft, enigmatic power that drives us on. We cease to think, to feel,
to will; we let ourselves be carried away by it and ask not whither.1
In the same way that a physical injury or physical illness makes one
weak, love is held to weaken the lover, partly by decreasing the ability to
judge. One who is in love is soft on or soppy about the other.2 The results of
love, and particularly of lust, are debasing to the point of reducing a human to
the status of an animal, or a man to the status of a woman.3
Love as a parent-child relationship
• . .many behavior patterns which are regarded are typically sexual, such as
kissing and caressing, are in origin actually actions of parental care... .Sigmund
Freud, in a strikingly topsy-turvy interpretation, once observed that a mother
would certainly be shocked if she realized how she was lavishing sexual
behaviour patterns on her child.4
In C07.02.02.01 - 07.02.02.01.02.01 Images of Love I
demonstrated that hypocorism is a major form of endearment, and that the
loved one is frequently depicted as weak and in need of protection. 5 The
converse of this is to be found in the treatment of the loved one as a parent.6
The male can be addressed or referred to as daddy, the female as red-hot
momma or sweet mama.
Love as a rustic idyll
The mutual love, protection and fulfillment of lovers has been depicted
in literature as a rustic idyll.7 This theme is reflected in the terms swain,
swaining and shepherd's hour. Such an idyllic depiction of love has
necessarily to be exclusive.8
1 von Sacher-Masoch (1989 tr, p12!).
2 see C07.02.02.02.02 Doting.
see monkey parade in 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation and dammarat in 07.02.02.05.05.0 1
Male Flirt. See also C07.02.03.03.01/02.01 Male Sexual Desire.
4 Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1971, p147). See also ibid. p143 for a discussion of sexual foreplay in the
light of this contention.
Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1971, pp108-1 13) writes that the courtship rituals of animals as diverse as the
hamster, squirrel, and roe deer, as well as many types of bird, involve the imitation of infantile
sounds and patterns of behaviour.6 see Benjamin (1990, p5!).
see, for instance, Keats Where be ye going you Devon Maid in Allott (1970, pp3 18-9).
see twos, and twosing in 07.02.02.05.04/0 1 Dating.
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Love as heat
The depiction of love as a flame or fire is suggested by bum and
flaughen,' as well as in the description of the object of one's love as a flame
and of the lover as one's spark.2
C07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
inamorately and enamorately are cited only from the writings of
Nashe,3 while the sole citation for pandemic and one of the two for pandemian
are drawn from Shelley's work.4
The second citation for fancy-free5 appears to be in echo of the first,6
since parts of the original context are also repeated. Footloose is also found in
the extended form footloose and fancy free.7
C07.02.02.05/01 .02.0 1	 Willow-wearing
It is possible that the use of willows as a symbol of unrequited or
disappointed love is drawn from Psalm 137, 1-2..
C07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
Holder (1989) suggests that the verb spoon is from the phrase lie
spoons, meaning "to lie with the convex side of one against the concave side of
the other" or from the giving of love-spoons. 8 He also states, probably
correctly, that the term is "now somewhat dated."
C07.02.02.05/03	 Love Literature
Love, such as the glowing pen of genius has traced, exists not on earth, or only
resides in those exalted, fervid imaginations that have sketched such dangerous
pictures.9
In addition to the terms included here are many drawn from the
depiction of love in literature and other media. These include the terms vamp
1 07.02.02.05/01.01 Enamouring and 07.02.02 Love. See also C07.02.02101 Great
Love.
2 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart and 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
is described by the OED as a probable figurative use of spark sb1.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 5; ibid. 38.
a1822 SHELLEY Pr. Wks (1888) II. 67; ibid. 64.
1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk (1869) 98.6 1590 SHAKS Mid N H.i. 164.
7 'E. CANDY' Words forMurderPerhaps xi.125.
8 see 07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens.
9 Wollstonecraft (1792, p168).
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respectively. Spark sb2
and sex kitten from cinematic types of womankind, 1 and the boy-next-door as
the unlikely hero of a love-story. Love at first sight, boy-and-girl and boy-
meets-girl are clichés drawn from romance literature, while moonlight and
roses (originally from the title of a song) describes a type of sentimentality
characteristic of modem romances. Passage and love-passage may be drawn
from the depiction of a love-affair in a literary work which has something
other than love as its main theme (as with love-scene and love-intenst).
a
Amour Courtois is not naturalized. It is always found italicized and is
generally used in literary criticism as an alternative to the terms courtly love
and fm amor (which is not found in the OED).
C07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1971, p126) writes of the use of indirect means of
expression used to curb aggressive tendencies. This is particularly marked in
courtship customs, where indirect means are introduced to decrease the
harshness of refusal. To have one's love-token or one's request for a love-
token refused is less painful than to be rejected oneself.2
a
Neither Gage d'amour nor bonne fortune are fully naturalized.
C07.02.02.05.O1	 Lover
The lover, it is true, has a poetical licence to exalt his mistress; his reason is the
bubble of his passion, and he does not utter a falsehood when he borrows the
language of adoration.3
As with the term lover itself, it is often impossible to determine
whether terms included here deal with emotional or physical relationships. As a
result of this there is a considerable overlap between this section
07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner and 07.02.03.03.05.03/01 Partner in
Nonmarital Sex.
It appears from the number of non-naturalized terms in LOVE as a
whole, and particularly in 	 P1 MoW.)5
	
LOVE, that such emotions
are held to be foreign in origin and are, perhaps, viewed with distrust. In this
1 Mills (1989, p245) writes that Hollywood's first vamp was Theda Bara in A Fool There
Was (1915).
2 van der Post (1958, pp24.5-6) writes of the use of a bow and arrow in Bushman courting
rituals.
3 Wollstonecraft (1792, p194).
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section the non-naturalized terms include soupirant, amoretto, enamorato,
enamorado, novio and grande amomuse. Non-naturalized terms for the object
of love include objet, leibling, liebchen, dulcinea, querida and carissitna.
a
Jacquart & Thomasset (1988, p95) suggest that, as part of the technical
vocabulary of courtly love, drut implies consummation.
The lover whose love is not welcome (any longer) is described as a stale.
This may be from the AF estale, "a pigeon used to entice a hawk into the net",
rather than the food imagery motivating stale, "unattractive."
C07.02.02.05.02	 Sweetheart
Love in the heart of a woman should partake largely of the nature of gratitude;
she should love, because she is already loved by one deserving her regard; and,
if she never allowed herself to think of gentlemen in the light of lovers or
husbands until asked to do so, she would escape much suffering.'
The passive section (sweetheart), follows the active (lover). 2 As in the
previous section, it is probable that many of the terms given here are also used
of sexual partners or are used as terms of endearment. 3 There is also a
considerable overlap in imagery. Sweetness is a major semantic element in this
section, with terms whose reference to sweetness is clear in English (sweeting,
honey, sweet, sweetheart, sweetie, sweetie-pie), and with terms whose
reference to sweetness is now opaque (docea.mur, douse, dowsabel). The
sweetheart is one's dainty and one's baby.4
The use of women's names for "female sweetheart" (e.g. dinah, jane,
jug, sheila) seems to be contemptuous, or at least disrespectful, in that it
implies a large degree of similarity between one woman and the next. 5 This use
of proper names is also characteristic of 07.02.03.04 Prostitute.6
1 AllAbout Etiquette (l875,p249).
2 Cameron (1985, p81) comments on the use of lover and mistress.
see 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner and 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment.
see C07.02.02.01 - 07.02.02.01.02.01 Images of Love.
see C07.02.03.04 etc. Prostitutes and Prostitution.6 see Chapter 7.
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C07.02.02.05.03	 Lovers
". . .1 am Heathcliff— he's always in my mind - not as a pleasure, any more
than I am always a pleasure to myself— but as my own being— so don't talk
of our separation again - it's impracticable".1
The phrase play gooseberry may derive from play up old gooseberiy
"to play havoc" or from gooseberry as a euphemistic term for Satan.2
Although egoisme a deux is cited only once, it is more widely used than
this implies, and should probably be considered for inclusion in the OED.
C07.02.02.05.03/01 & /01.01 Love Affair & Liaison
Many of the terms in this section are used euphemistically for "sexual
relationship" or "sexual intercourse".
The adjective pinned and verb (phrase) chuck (over) are probably
common enough to merit consideration for entry in the OED. Pinned might be
placed as a development of pinned aj, sense 2 "Furnished or adorned with
pins" or, perhaps preferably, as a new sense of its own. Chuck (over) would
be placed in chuck v 2b, as a variant of chuck up.
C07.02.02.05.04	 Courtship
Amoring is a nonce word created to fulfil the need for a rhyme with
snoring.3
C07.02.02.05.05 & /01	 Flirta tion & Flirtatious
Looks
In the mating behaviour of many mammals the flight of the female is ritualized.
This 'coy' behaviour is an invitation to pursuit.4
The image behind the notion of throwing sheep 's eye as a form of
flirtatious glance may refer to the largeness of sheep's pupils and to the
dilation of human pupils by pleasure.5
1 E. Brontë (1847, p122). See also Plato (1951 Ir, p63).
2OED
1675 COTTON Burlesque upon Burl. 213 (D.)
4 Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1971, p48).
see Fisher (1982, p61).
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The verb phrase play hard to get should probably be included
somewhere in the OED. It is difficult to determine, however, where it should
be placed, since the verb has various sexual and romantic senses. Sense 37b
"To deceive or tease" is a possible candidate, but the phrase should probably be
placed as a development of sense 13 a "To do something which is not to be
taken seriously, but merely done in sport or frolic; to trifle with."
If the verb pricktease were to be included in the OED it would appear
in VII 21 among the combined forms and attributive uses, along with
pricktease (n), prickteaser, prickteased and prick-teasing.
C07.02.02.05.05.03.O1 etc.	 Seduction
Be war, ye wemen, of youre subtyl fo,
Syn yit this day men may ensaumple Se;
And trusteth, as in love, no man but me.1
This section deals with success in the attempts to find and attract a lover
described in 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass. For this reason it is placed
at the end of LOVE and the beginning of SEX.
Since the OED already has the transitive and intransitive uses of the verb
cruise in this sense and the nouns cruising and cruiser, it might be useful to
include also the noun cruise "an act of cruising" and the adjective cruising
"that cruises," both of which are widespread in homosexual usage.
Cottage, sense 3b is defmed as "a public lavatory or urinal slang (now
only in homosexual usage)". It would be possible to make this defmition more
informative by indicating that the term is generally used of public lavatories
used for the purpose of anonymous sexual encounters. The related forms
cottage (vi), cottaging and cottager are also common enough to be
considered for inclusion.
1 Chaucer The Legend of Good Women (in Benson (Ed.) (1988)1.2559-61).
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Commentary on the Classification of SEX
When a lady congratulated Dr. Johnson on omitting all improper words
from his dictionary he replied - "So you have been looking for them,
Madam?"1
C07.02.03	 Sexual Intercourse
The pleasure is momentary, the position ridiculous and the expense
damnable.2
Many of the OE terms for sexual intercourse and its variations are
found only in glossaries, glosses and translations. 3 Few of them survive into
later English. This is partly because most OE texts which did survive were
preserved in monasteries.4 There may, of course, have been less 'pleasant'
terms which did not survive, or which were not recorded until a much later
period.
As an area of great social anxiety, sex is heavily lexicalized. Different
aspects of the act are emphasized in different contexts, according to the
connotations the writer or speaker wishes to convey. 5 For instance,
Partridge (1947, p35) divides Shakespeare's sexual imagery into the
following categories: musical; religious; trading and commercial;
mechanical; sport and horsemanship and hunting; martial (including fencing
and jousting); nautical and naval; geographical and topographical;
agricultural; pastoral and horticultural; animal world; and domestic and
social.
Sex can be depicted as a natural activity (naturelly, 6 do/work one 's
kind), although this does not seem to have been a significant source of
vocabulary in recent times. 7 The possibility of procreation is suggested by
the term knock (as in knock up), and is always indicated by the contexts in
which bedscipe and sex-union occur.
Animal terminology may be intended to suggest that sexual
intercourse is natural, or to convey disgust (as in colt, rabbit, mount, tup
1 Simons (1973, pl'76).
2	 Earl of Chesterfield (1694-1773), quoted in Daintith & Isaacs (1989, p181).
see Coleman (1989, pp 143-54).
4	 Burchfield (1985, p 20).
see Weeks (1986, ppli-3).
6 Which, perversely enough, is used, in 1484 CAXTON Fables ofsop VI.iv, with
reference to a man's incestuous relationship with both his mother and his daug1r.
Si. 1. Lawrence (1929, pp3O8-9) writes that "with the Elizabeth ans the grand
rupture had started in the human consciousness, the mental consciousness recoiling in
violence away from the physical, instinctive-intuitive."
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and ride). 1 Tail, may also be intended to imply baseness, since, in the
strictest sense it is an organ humans do not possess.
Comparison between the sexual appetite and the need for food may
be suggested by brucan, greens, one 's oats and jelly.2 This appears to be a
relatively modem way of looking at sex 3 , although the linkage of excessive
sexuality with other forms of excess is already made explicit in the concept
of the Seven Deadly Sins.4
The notion of sexual intercourse as a kind of game, or as something
which produces pleasure, is suggested by the terms lac, bed-glee, plegan
and meriy-bout. It is also seen as a form of dance (mattress-jig, shaking of
the sheets).5 With a lull in the 19th century, this is a fairly significant source
of vocabulary throughout the English-speaking period.6
The OE root -hem- implies some degree of domestic commitment to
the sexual partner. 7 This does not seem to be a particularly significant
source of vocabulary after the OE period. 8 Love is a relatively limited
source of vocabulary for this field,9 but may be indicated by the terms
amoroso,'° frige" and make love.'2
It is possible to avoid direct reference to sexual intercourse itself by
euphemistic metonymy. In this manner, reference may be made to touching
(touch, touch till, gehrinan, massage), to nearness (neah west , samwist,
justle,'3 meet with, Visit,' ?fand/fond,' 5) or to companionship (flesh-
1 Table S1.1. See Mills (1989, p172 & piTh) and C07.02.03.04 Prostitutes and
Prostitution.
2 see Paul (1969, p13), and Wentworth & Flexner (1960, pp654-5). MCrun (1986, pp220-l)
gives a possible etymology of jelly in this sense.
3	 S 1.1, but see LeComte (1978, p79) who quotes H.R.Hays The Dangerous Sex: The
myth of feminine evil (New York, 1964) p91: "In the Talmud the verb meaning to eat can also
mean coitus."
4 see Foucault (1984a, p51).
(1989, p17) suggests that this sense of ball may be derived, ultimately, from the Latin
ballare "to dance".
6 Table S 1.6.
7 Fischer (1986, p75) writes that none of the hem- words survive into Middle English. None
are recorded after ci 150 in MED. although Wright (1902) gives the Somerset dialect term
hame "to have sexual intercourse", with a citation from 1873 (see non-OED forms).
8	 S 1.4.
9	 S 1.1.
10 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner.
see Fell (1984, p28).12	 the OED states to be derived from the French faire I 'amour or Italian fan 'amor.
Hughes (1988, pp2'7-8) notes that this phrase "moves through a prolonged 'seduction' so to
speak, through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, before explicit coitus is attained."
'u1iimately from the late popular Latin juxtare "to be near to/draw near to".14 now used only with reference to dogs.
15	 is derived from the OE (ge)fandian "to try, attempt, tempt, test, examine, explore,
search Out, experience, visit".
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company, have to do with, truck). ! Conversation is one element of
companionship (converse,2 intercourse, communication), but even more
distant forms of contact have also been seen as suspect (as in
correspondence). See Table S 1.4 for a fuller presentation of these terms.
Sex as a form of joining is suggested in the terms mxc, (ge)mang,
gemengedness, restgemana, peodan, ymone<gemana, onement,
connexion/connection, interunion). A closely related source of terminology
is represented by those words and phrases depicting sex as a form of mixing
(melling, commistion, commixture, mix). These are significant sources of
vocabulary throughout the period, but with a particular peak during the
16th, 17th and early 18th centuries.3
The relationship of sex to sleep is indicated by the terms restgemana,
gerestscipe, sleep with (etc.). The place for intercourse is a bed (bed-
company, bed-glee, go to bed with, see also ibedde<gebedda, bedde, bed
(vb), (ge)iesta and sleeping partner in 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual
Partner), which is properly situated in a bedroom (chamber-work).4
Indirect reference to beds is also made in shaking of the sheets, mattress-jig
and bolsterer. The terms overlay, overlie, cover and compress all indicate
the position assumed for sexual intercourse. The initial act of mounting the
female is suggested by mount, leap, rig, jump and vault, used to represent
the entire act. Even if the missionary position is not implied, some form of
lying down is expected (geliger, concumbence, concumbency, lay, lay for,
belie, as well as her in 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner). The terms roll
and roll in the hay may indicate a relatively newly-expressed assumption
that the woman might not be wholly passive. 5 These seem to be significant
sources of vocabulary throughout the English-speaking period, with relative
lulls in early ME and in the late 17th to early 18th centuries. 6 This has, of
course, to be set against the changes in uptake of terminology as a whole
and against variations in the coverage of different periods by the OED.
1	 OE riddles rely heavily on double entendre which employs many of the same methods
as euphemism, but with directly opposed results. See, for instance the use of nearwian and
gemot in riddle no. 25, and of gretan in no. 44 (Krapp & Dobbie (1936)).
2	 Latin source means "to dwell, abide, live with", but, except in this sense, the term has
tended to refer only to verbal interaction in English. Compare criminal con versation in
07.02.03.03.05.03.02	 Adultery.3	 S 1.3.4 Reference to beds is also used with sexual implications in OE riddles (see Krapp & Dobbie
(1936, nos. 4 and 25)).
Moulton (1981, pp1 84-5) writes that expressions reducing the female partner to passivity are
inherantldysphemistic.
6 Table S 1.2.
see Chapter 5.
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The movements involved in sexual intercourse are implied by the
terms pump, grind,' grinding, mattress-jig, jig-a-jig and schtup, among
many others. The movements of sex have been a particularly significant
source of vocabulary for the 19th and 20th centuries.2
The nouns shafting, screwing, occupying, rooting and poking, along
with the verbs plug, stuff, come in unto, poke,3 screw, root, thread, foil,
slip (someone) a length, get into and ingress concentrate upon the
penetrative aspect of sexual intercourse. 4 Wimble comes from the name of
an implement used for making holes. This view of intercourse appears to
have been increasingly lexicalized over the past 150 years.5
Sex is also seen as a form of service (service of Venus, 6 manred),
fulfilment of the obligations of an office (?(ge)brucan), or labour (chamber
work).l This is a fairly limited and probably mostly literary source of
vocabulary which may be linked with the depiction of sexual intercourse as
a commercial activity (commerce, business, ?truck).8
A source of sexual phraseology in many languages, but apparently no
longer widely used in English, is the concept of sex as a form of knowledge
(knowledge, fleshly knowing, carnal knowing, bodily knowledge, carnal
knowledge, (ge)cunnan, know), or of understanding (?fand/fond,
ongietan).9 These terms are often euphemistic.
OED citations frequently make reference to lack of sexual
intercourse, especially in saints' lives and accounts of Christ's conception.
Terms used in these contexts tend to be euphemistic rather than direct
(ymone<gemana, melling, knowledge, fleshly knowing, carnal knowing,
bed-company).
In other contexts, the inclusion of a qualifier such as unclean or with
man/woman may impiy that the term is euphemistic to the point of opacity
1 Atkins (1978, p242) considers grind to be euphemistic.
2 Table S 1.5.
3 Atkins (1978, p170) states that the "humorous" term poke could be used in male society
"where "fuck" would have caused discomfort".
see Greer (1970, p41), Moulton (1981, ppl85-6), Cameron (1985, p81 & 1990, ppl5-6).
Foucault (1984b, pp29-30) discusses Artemidorus' analysis of sexual dreams, based upon the
relative status of the partners. Where a person of higher status penetrates one of lower status,
the dream foretells good fortune; but where the penetrator is of lower status, misfortune is to be
expected.
5	 S 1.7, but see also the Old English Riddles in Krapp & Dobbie (1936, nos. 61 1.5-6 and
62).
6	 occurs only in translation.
7 cfKrapp & Dobbie (1936, nos. 41.9, 37 1.2,421.2 and 541.10).
8	 the caveat that, since sex frequently is a commercial act, little can be deduced from this
selection. See Table S 1.5.
9 OED describes this sense of know as "Chiefly a Hebraism which has passed into the modern
languages but found also in Greek and Latin. So German erkennen, French connaltre." See
Thielicke (1964, pp66-7), Foucault (1976, p61), in reference to Ancient Greek pedagog and
Tilley (1950, C 1620) "He that Covers thee discovers thee". See also Table Si.!.
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when standing alone. This appears to be the case with flesh-company, carnal
knowledge, intercourse,' although it is possible that the qualifier is used to
add emphasis.
Words, phrases and usages derived from Latin are a rich source of
sexual euphemism. Fischer (1986, p123) paraphrases the passage "naht
fremaô flsc habban meden gil on gepance nig wogaô" ("nihil prodest
carnem habere uirginem si mente quis nupserit") from LibSc 70, 6-7 as "it
is useless to be chaste in the flesh, if one is unchaste in spirit." This usage of
wogaö is in direct translation of the Latin euphemism. Latin terms are
often used in scientific or medical contexts (coitus, venereously,
venereally,2 cocate, coite). Other terms restricted to medical or scientific
usage include wifgemana, wifôing, sexual relations and sex-union.
The negative import of some terms is made clear by their context
(e.g. converse, commerce, have to do with, mix, 3 do/work one 's kind). In
some cases this is also clear from the etymology (meddling, soil4). Direct
reference to the organs involved in sexual intercourse is probably
dysphemistic (length, shaft, rogering5) . 6 Reference to Tables S1.6 and S1.7,
suggests that it is the nineteenth and twentieth centuries more than any other
which regard sex itself in these terms, other periods having reserved their
disapproval for excessive or deviant intercourse.
Confederate, as its connotations imply, is used of ifiegal intercourse;
in this case with reference to incest. Jangle is used with reference to
adultery: in addressing the cuckolded husband. Deception of one of the
parties involved (usually the female) is suggested in the terms belie, use,
have, do, do over, score and jape and in non-sexual usages of fuck and
screw.7
Various terms suggest that a man in some way owns a woman when
he has sexual intercourse with her. These include agan, possess, take, have
and give oneself to. Possession is also implied by the term (ge)brucan,
1 The OED citation for 1973 is the only unqualified usage. The qualifying terms employed are
all negative in import, suggesting that intercourse itself conveys a certain distaste.
2 Venereally and venereously are cited only with reference to sexually transmitted diseases.
This is often used of couplings which are not only disapproved of, but which are also
unnatural, in that they involve different species or a human and an immortal being.
in reference to marital intercourse.
5 It has been suggested (e.g. Grose (1811)) that Roger was a name given to bulls, but
Teichman (1982, p59) writes that "in 1407 the Bishop of Exeter requested the incarceration of
one Joan Boyle, excommunicated for her refusal to perform penance for the crime of
fornication with the eponymous John Rogger, a monk of Modbury, which fornication had
continued for years 'publicly and notoriously'."
6 5crton (1986, p148) writes that such terminology "takes us precisely towards a bodily and
depersonalized perception of sexual intercourse."
see Robert Baker "Pricks" and "Chicks": A Plea for Persons' ppl74-9 in Vetterling-Braggin
(1981, ppl6l-82) and Moulton (1981, ppl84-5). See also Wentworth and Flexner (1960,
pp654-5) and Table S 1.7.
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which takes female as well as male subjects.' When take is used with a
female subject the implication is of acceptance rather than possession.
Terms refefing to women sexually by a part of the whole imply that
sexual intercourse is the sole purpose of womankind. Reference may be
direct (zatch, pussy) or indirect (smock). The same outlook is indicated by
terms for sexual intercourse which come to be used for the female partner
(such as root, poke, tail and lay).2
Swinge and thrum have also meant "to beat, flog, whip, thrash."
Foil is a term from fencing, while, knock up, knock off, rip off and bang
also have violent connotations, or imply a lack of emotional involvement.3
Despite much that has been written on the subject, violence, as opposed to
penetration, is a relatively minor source of sexual vocabulary.4 Many more
of the non-OED terms, however, have violent connotations. The relative
sparcity of such terms in the OED may be a result of the deliberate
exclusion of slang and non-standard language. Such an emphasis on the
'polite' could be expected to result in a higher representation of 'nice'
words for sexual intercourse than one based on non-standard speech. The
fact that non-OED terms provide a wider selection of violent terms for
masturbation5 as well as for sexual intercourse, suggests that violent terms
may merely be being used descriptively: just because the terms guzzle and
gobble occur, it does not follow that eating is necessarily noisy, fast and
greedy. Bang, in this light, may be no more offensive than belly-bump,
given a similar grammatical construction. 6 It is also possible, seeing that the
violent emotions remain when the sexual partner is removed, that the terms
indicate hatred and contempt of sex and of sexuality as much as of the
partner. This is in keeping with the increase in violent terminology
following the repression and self-denial particularly characteristic of the
Victorian era, but Lawrence (1929, pp3O7-l6) writes that the Elizabethans
had begun to view sex as an enemy once syphilis was introduced into
Britain.7
1 e.g. i€CHom 1, 13 198.25 hu meg pt beon pet ic cyld hebbe foran öe ic nanes weres
ne bruce?
2 0702030101 Sexual Partner. See also 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women
Regarded Sexuality.
see Fox (1980, p96) and Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1971, pp27-9 & 67), on the relationship between
male sexuality and aggression and ibid. p104 & pp1 15-6, on the relationship between female
sexuality and submission in various species.
4	 S1.6 and S 1.7.
see C07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation.
6 e.g. where the verb takes both partners as the subject the action necessarily seems more
reciprocal than if the woman is presented as a passive participant.
Lawrence (1929, p312) "The appearance of syphilis in our midst gave a fearful blow to
our sexual life. The real natural innocence of Chaucer was impossible after that."
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Manred is used to mean "homage; vassals collectively, the men
whom a lord can call on in times of wars; the position of a leader of
fighting men; the 'conduct' (of an army)" in OE.' It was difficult to
determine how the meaning "sexual intercourse" could have developed,
until the single usage was seen in its fuller context where the military
implications are clear. The OED's citation is drawn from La3amon's Brut,
in which a fifteen year old virgin, kidnapped as a battle-trophy, dies after
being raped by the giant who captured her.2
The term bed-rite, occurs in the line "No bed-right shall be paid Till
Hymens Torch be lighted."3 Although Hymen and the reference to the
ceremonial of marriage suggest rite, the juxtaposition of right and paid
suggests that the term is correctly spelt if it is considered as a form of due.
In dramatic performance the two senses can co-exist without reference to
morphology.
Sex (vi) is a nonce-usage the first time it occurs, and is further cited
only in a representation of pidgin English.4 Jig-a-jig is used only in
representations of pidgeon or broken English. Holder (1989) suggests that
poon tang is usually used with reference to mixed-race couplings, between
black men and white women.
Carnal (vt) is used with reference to the copulation of a man and a
statue, thereby emphasizing the fleshly nature of the male in order to stress
the inequality of the union.5
The quotation given for unline indicates that it means "to desist from
promiscuous behaviour" rather than actually describing the act of detaching
oneself during copulation. 6 This implies that line may be inherently
pejorative.
Neaman and Silver (1991) write that to rock is to act the female or
'passive' part in intercourse and to roll to act the male or 'active' part.
Numerous non-OED terms and senses for this section seem to be of
sufficiently widespread occurrence (and/or of great enough familiarity to
me) to merit consideration for inclusion in the OED. For instance, while the
act (act sb id)) "sexual intercourse," is included (the) act of love is not.
Come is listed with various prepositions in section Vifi, and it might be
useful to include the phrase come together among these.
1 Clark Hall (1960)
2 Bt 25911.
1610 SHAKS Temp IV.i.96.
4 1966 'G. BLACK' You want to die, Johnny? ix. 172; 1980 J. BARNETT Paimprint i.6.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med II §7.
6 1598 MARSTON Sco. Villanie I.iv.
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The OED definition for embrace "the action of folding in the arms
of, pressing to the bosom (Sometimes euphemistically for sexual
intercourse)" should perhaps be emended to emphasize that the plural also
commonly occurs with this sense.
The non-OED phrase get in(to) (someone 's) pants is probably more
closely related to get sense 42b "to make one's way into (business, favour,
office, etc); to succeed in obtaining" than to 42h get into "to have sexual
intercourse with (a woman)," and might usefully be included there, perhaps
along with the variant form get into (someone 's) bloomers.
Phrases are not always easily found in the OED, and because of this it
is sometimes difficult to determine where they should be placed. The
phrase have/get one 's ashes hauled is not listed in the OED, but is
relatively common among the non-OED terms, 1 with the more specific
sense "to have sexual intercourse with a prostitute" in 07.02.03.04.02
Prostitute's Client and the related form haul one's own ashes in
07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation. If this form were to be included, it
would have to be as a new sense for either haul or ash. Among the
definitions for ash are sense 5 "Dust of the ground (Hence used to express
man's mortal constitution)," which is not recorded after 1738, and, sense 4
a) relating to the remains of a human corpse. It might be more useful to see
this usage as a figurative extension of sense 1 which refers to the powdery
remains left after a fire. Haul is already found with sexual implications2
and the phrase to haul over the coals suggests an association with fire, even
if the meaning is apparently unrelated. The phrase may be a figurative
description of the tending of a fire which has already burnt to ashes. It is
not clear whether the ashes are raked over in order to expose and make use
of the embers which remain burning, or to extinguish them altogether.
With a word as common as give, it is often difficult to determine
where non-OED senses should be inserted. The phrase give it to could be a
development of 46 a) "to make an attack either with blows or words," or b)
"to rob, defraud." It should probably be given as a sub-section of 46 on its
own. It is easier to determine that, although not closely related, give (her)
one should be placed somewhere near to 11 b) "of a woman: to devote
(herself) completely to •(a man); spec. to accept sexual intercourse."
1 although Wentworth & Flexner (1960) note that it is "used only by men; not now common
and probably unknown to many younger men."2	 the quotations given for the first division of sense is the following:
1773 GOLDS Stoops to Conq III (Globe) 664/1
Didn't I see him hawl you about like a milk-maid?"
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Horizontal (aj), also found in various compounds, is far easier to
place. Sense 2 a) of horizontal is "Parallel to the plane of the horizon" and
various phrases, such as horizontal equivalent, horizontal plane, horizontal
line and horizontal rainbow are already listed. Since, however, the
adjective occurs alone, as well as in numerous noun and verb phrases,' it
might be more useful to place it as a sub-meaning of 2 a).
The fourth division of sense for impale is divided into two separate
definitions. The first is "to thrust a pointed stake through the body of, as a
form of torture or capital punishment; to fix upon a stake thrust up through
the body," and the second, probably more relevantly, is "to transfix upon,
or pierce through with anything pointed; fig. to torment or render helress as
if transfixed. It is clear that the sexual usages of impale (vi & vr) are
related to the uses placed under these definitions, but are not fully defined
by them. A further specification of figurative usage or an additional
division of sense would be required were these uses to be listed.
The relatively common phrase in the biblical sense, belongs as a
more specific usage of the OED's biblical "of, relating to, or contained in,
the Bible."
Leg(-)over would be a useful inclusion in leg 17a, which contains
the special combination forms for that noun. The term is also used with
reference to a promiscuous female and attributively.
Although make out is found with a sexual defmition among the
senses of the verb make (91 c) (c)), the simple verb is not found with an
emphasis upon the sexual. This might usefully be placed at sense 71 "to
have to do with a person or thing," but senses 29 a) "to gain, acquire, or
earn (money, reputation, etc.) by labour, business or the like ..." and b)
"slang and dial. To steal ... in milder sense, to acquire, manage to get" are
also relevent.
The adjective non-coital was found used in 1956, 1964 and 1981 and
believed to be a non-OED form, but was discovered among the adjectival
forms of the prefix non- (division 3) cited from 1971 and 1973. Non-
sexual is also found in this section, but is not listed among the forms found
at the head. Its usage in the single citation given is biological, and has
reference to asexual reproduction. A further sense of nonsexual might
usefully be implied by the addition of quotations in which the term is used
to mean "not of or pert. to sexual intercourse."
1 including horizontal exercise, -jogging, -refreshment, -rumble "sexual intercourse,"
horizontalcon quest "an act of nonmarital intercourse," horizon tallife "prostitution," apt to
becomehorizontal "promiscuous (of a female)" and horizontalize "to have sexual intercourse
with."
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Quickie has two main sense divisions in the OED. The first is "a
cinematographic film that is made quickly and cheaply" and the second "in
various extended and transferred senses: anything produced or carried out
quickly." Only the 1975 quotation is with reference to sexual intercourse,
but this usage is probably common enough to be specified or even to merit
a subdivision of its own.
The OED definitions for receive (v) include II 8 a) "to admit (a
person) into some relation with oneself," but the usage most closely related
to this sense is probably 5 a) "to take in; to admit as to a receptacle or
containing space; to allow to enter or penetrate."
The verb phrase relate to is a further specification of the meaning "to
feel affectively involved or connected with someone or something; to have
an attitude of personal and sympathetic relationship to," which is the OED's
sense division 9 c) for relate.
Service is found both as a noun and verb with reference to sexual
intercourse, from a female as well as a male point of view. When the female
point of view is emphasized, it is often with reference to prostitution, and
the implications are very different from those conveyed by the quotations
given in the OED.'
C07.02.03/O1 Sexual Behaviour
Fantasy and fantasize are not defmed in explicitly sexual terms in
the OED. Fantasy is defmed as "a daydream arising from conscious or
unconscious wishes or attitudes," and is cited since 1926, while fantasize,
cited since 1950, is defined as "to visualize fancifully, to represent in the
fancy." One, or possibly two, of the quotations given for fantasize are used
of sexual fantasies, which usage is common enough to merit a mention, if
not a defmition of its own.
C07.02.03/O1.O1 Sex Theory
Collinson (1927, p109) refers to sexological as an American term.
The non-OED term the birds and the bees should probably be
included. It would fit well in bird 6, among the "many proverbial
expressions" listed there.
1 for example, service, sexual services, personal services "prostitution," service (Vt) "to have
sex with a client" and service station "a brothel."
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C07.02.03.O1	 One who Copulates
The OED indicates that poker is found as a general term of abuse, as
are many synonyms for penis (dick, prick, plonker, pillock) and vagina
(twat, cunt). Most of the uses of fucking are merely intensive, in which
usage socking is a euphemistic substitute. This use of sexual vocabulary for
abusive purposes is paralleled by many of the negative and aggressive
attitudes towards sex illustrated in C07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse.'
The word sack "bed" is used sufficiently frequently with sexual
implications that this sense might usefully be mentioned in the OED
defmition. The OED divides this section of sack into "a hammock; a bunk"
and "a bed." In the second set of quotations,the term is sometimes found
with sexual implications.
C07.02.03.O1.O1	 Sexual Partner
Many of the non-OED terms provided for sexual partners are also to
be found in 07.02.02.05.03.01 Sweetheart and 07.02.02.05.03.02
Lover, where the OED has not stressed the sexual aspect of their
defmition, or where more pronounced sexual overtones have developed
since it was compiled. These terms are marked "&" in the Classification of
non-OED terms. Other overlaps are with 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness,2 07.02.02.05.03/01.01 Liaison and
07.02.03.03.05.03/0 1 Partner in Nonniarital Sex.
The word beard, used in the sense of "(a male who pretends to be) a
sexual partner (oO," might usefully be included in the OED. It would
probably be inserted after section d) where allusive usages are listed with
reference to age, experience and virility.
This euphemistic usage of the term involvement would possibly be a
useful addition to OED involvement sense 1, where the defmition stands as
"the action or process of involving; the fact of being involved; the condition
of being implicated, entangled or engaged; engagement, embarassment;
financial or pecuniary embarassment." A sub-sense could be appended to
this, or the definition lengthened, to include the usage "an amorous
relationship."
The OED usages of lover(s) in a sexual sense, are placed in
07.02.03.03.05.03/01 Partner in Nonmarital Sex because the
1 See also cock-sucking in 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex, and see MCDonald (1988, ppix-x).
2	 Mills (1989, p22!) "a woman's attractiveness may well have been determined by her
degree of sexual availability."
found also at 07.02.03.03.01.02.02.
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definition is "one who loves illicitly; a gallant, paramour." The term is still
usually used of unmarried couples, but without the negative emphasis
implied by the OED definition. This may represent a convergence of two
OED senses, the other being "one who is in love with, or who is enamoured
of a person of the opposite sex."
C07.02.03.02	 Sexual Athleticism
The standing position, though popular in certain sections of society, is not to
be recommended in any circumstances. There is a risk of injury to the
female vagina through misdirection of the penis. Furbringer gives an
example where fatal results followed the adoption of this position.'
Vera copula, found as a term of (ecciesiatical) law, is aiway cited in
italics.
The OED includes passive in a sexual sense, but not active, which
would probably be most usefully placed as a sub-sense of 2 "opposed to
passive," or even with a defmition as full as that provided for passive: "of,
relating to or characteristic of the female or inactive role in a sexual
relationship, frequently associated with masochism in psychoanalytic
theory; that fails or refuses to respond with, or shows an abnormal lack of
activity." Many of the usages represented by the citations I have collected
could be less euphemistically defmed as "pert. to the partner who is•
beneath, or penetrated by, the other in sexual intercourse."2
The OED defmitions for bareback are 1 "with the back bare" and 2
"esp. of a horse: without a saddle; unsaddled." The second of these could
easily be expanded or given a sub-sense to indicate the figurative sexual
implications of the term.
The non-OED term dog(gie)-fashion is probably of frequent enough
use to merit consideration for inclusion. It would be placed either in section
20 of dog (n), with the "special combs.", or in doggy (aj), perhaps as a
sub-sense of sense 2 "of, pert. to or char. of a dog."
This sense of the phrase fire blanks, might usefully be included as a
figurative usage of blank (n) sense 14 "short for blank cartridge."
The OED defmitions for posture are "the relative disposition of the
various parts of anything; esp. the position and carriage of the limbs and
the body as a whole; attitude" and "among animals, a particular pose which
1 van Yelyr (1941, pp9l-2).
2 note also that the terms French active and French passive occur in 07.02.03.02.02 Oral
Sex, where the penetrated partner is considered active.
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is a signal of a specific pattern of behaviour." This sense would probably be
best placed as a sub-sense of the second definition, or as a more specific
usage within the existing division.
The OED does not list the term safer at all, but safe, sense 9 a) is
"of an actions, procedure, undertaking, plan, etc.: free from risk, not
involving danger or mishap, guaranteed against failure." This defmition
could usefully be given a sub-sense specifying that the term is often used
with reference to sexual practices which do not involve the risk of exposure
to the I-I1V virus. Similarly, unsafe is listed, in section 2 a) as "of actions,
etc.: involving or not free from, danger or risk." A specifically sexual usage
is already listed in 2 c), where citations for unsafe period: the time during
which sexual intercourse is most likely to result in pregnancy, are listed.
St. George is used often enough with reference to sexual positions to
merit consideration for inclusion in the OED. At present, the OED
definitions of George begin with St. George, further divided into a) "a cry
formerly used by English soldiers" and b) "a form of lance exercise." It
would probably be useful to list this sense as section c), in order to clarify
those sexual usages which may not be clear in context.
C07 .02.03.02.01	 Masturbation
When masturbation appears [in classical medical texts], which is rather rare,
it is in a positive form: an act of natural elimination, which has the value
both of a philosophical lesson and a necessaiy remedy.1
Should it become a habit it quickly destroys both health and spirits; he
becomes feeble in body and mind, and often ends up in a lunatic asylum.2
It provides an apprenticeship that logically precedes the training for the real
relationship.3
One of the difficulties in this section has been dividing those terms
referring to self-masturbation from those referring to manual stimulation by
a second party. For this reason there is a considerable overlap with
07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing.
Euphemism must have been particularly effective in obscuring the
vocabulary of this field, since there appears to have been no lexicalization
of MASTURBATION until the early 17th century.4 This must indicate that,
as with 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex and 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex, less
1 Foucault (1984b, p140).
2 Baden Powell, quoted in Daintith and Isaacs (1989, p119).
3 GilbertTjordman LeDialogue Sexuel (Paris, 1976) p71, quoted in Béjin 'The Influence of
the sexologists and sexual democracy' in Aries & Béjin (1982, p213).
4	 S2. Shorter (1980, p85) confidently asserts that masturbation actually increased in
incidence between the middle of the eighteenth and the end of the nineteenth centuries.
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specific vocabulary has been employed.' The Church, for instance, must use
unspecific vocabulary in order to avoid suggesting undreamt-of vices into
the minds of penitents: "there are many vices recorded in the penitential
which it is not proper for a person to know. Therefore the priest ought not
to question him about everything, lest, perhaps when he goes away he be
persuaded by the devil to fall into one of the crimes of which he had
previously been ignorant."2
Many of these terms, especially those found earlier, are used with
negative import. The masturbator used to be viewed as a moral reprobate
endangering his or her own health and salvation (self-pollution, self-abuse,
onanism, w(h)anker's doom), but is now merely depicted as a contemptible
failure.3 Masturbation, whether involving one person or more, is seen as a
temporary and inferior alternative to 'the real thing' (dry-mouthed widow,
five-fingered widow, Princeton-First- Year).
0
The 1889 citation for jerking (off) is drawn from a dictionary.4 It is
the only citation without off, suggesting that the verb is always used
phrasally: the next recorded usage being from 196O. This indicates the
length of time it can take for a word with sexual connections to be correctly
recorded even in our era of documentation and lexicography.
The adjectives jerk off, wank and wanky are mainly used with
reference to pornographic images or writings. The perceived link between
masturbation and pornography is also illustrated by stroke book and stroke-
house.6
The adverbs auto-erotically and masturbatorily are both used in
euphemistic phraseology; auto-erotically in a (pseudo-) scientific work, and
masturbatorily in a humorous context.7
While terms dealing specifically with male masturbation tend to be
dysphemistically direct (jerk off, wank (off), jack off, whack off, pull off),
the only OED term restricted to female masturbation is euphemistic (touch
oneself).
1 e.g. Conf. 5. (Mone) 125: Gyf wif ana forlegennysse do mid hyre syifre...
2 Thdu1f's instructions for Confessors in his Second Diocesan Statute, cited in Payer
(1984, PS6). See also Jacquart & Thomasset (1988, pp89, 93) and Payer (1984, p14) who
writes that medieval Latin penitentials tend to use "a general-duty verb.. .in conjunction
with a word or phrase which usually succeeds in identifying the act".
see wanker in 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness.
1889 BARRIERE &LELAND Dict Slang 1.497/2.
1960 E.L. WALLANT Human Season ix. 94.6 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography.7 1933 J.C. FLUGEL Hundred Yrs. Psychol. IV viii. 284; 1973 M. SEYMOUR-SMITh
Guide Mod. World Lit. 225.
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The non-OED terms for MASTURBATION include enough instances
of the prefix auto- to make it a worthwhile inclusion with this sense in the
OED. The existing definitions would not clarify these euphemistic usages,
which would probably be placed under auto-', for the person who needed to
look them up. Similarly, while many compounds and combined forms are
listed under self-, the meaning of sell-manipulation, for instance, referring
to only a part of the self, would not be sufficiently explained by its
inclusion in a list along with such terms as sell-abandonment, self-
employment and self-betrayal.
Other prefixed forms which are often used to imply masturbation are
secret- and manual-. Secret would probably be listed alongside the phrase
secret life in 1 p) "a private life of a nature concealed from the common
observer; spec. one consisting of covert sexual dealings," although secret
parts and secret members "the external organs of sex" are also listed in
section 1 j). Manual would belong as a further specification or sub-sense of
Manual A aj. i a) "of or pertaining to the hand or hands; done or
performed with the hands."
The OED defmitions of caress, like those of self- and auto- do not
sufficiently well explain the import of this euphemistic usage. It might be
best placed as a sub-sense of the transitive verb's section 1 "to treat
affectionately, to touch, stroke or pat endearingly; to fondle," although the
information could also be conveyed by the addition of "also,
euphemistically; to masturbate."
if fmger-fucking were to be included in the OED, it should probably
be listed among the combined forms of finger in section 15.
Although not listed at all in the OED, the following non-OED terms
are also common enough to merit consideration for entry:
hand job/handjob
inter-fem oral (used adjectivally)
J. Arthur (Rank) (n & vb)
C07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
ORAL SEX has only been lexicalized in this and the last century.' It
is to be expected that less specific terms, such as those to be found in
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity and 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion have





As with the adverb auto-erotically in 07.02.03.02.0 1
Masturbation, orally is found only as a euphemistic usage in scientific or
anthropological works.1
The verb cunniingue is reconstructed from a single usage of the
participle cunnilinging.
In the second citation for irrumator, the irrumator is the partner
receiving rather than performing oral sex, despite the active implications of
the -or suffix.2 Latin irrwno means "to give the breast", but Lewis &
Short (1922) defme irrumator as "one who practises beastly obscenity,"
indicating that the present sense was probably already current in Latin.
Many of the non-OED oral- nouns for this section are included
under oral in the OED. This usage of French/french (aj) should probably
be given as a more specific usage of 2 b) "with the implication of
spiciness," along with french kiss.
The verb phrase give head and adjectival use of head are probably
common enough for this sense to be given in the OED. It is not at all clear,
however, under which sense of head they would belong. Holder (1989,
head job) suggests that the term comes "from the 'head' or glans penis," but
it seems more likely that head job should be interpretated, along with,
handjob/hand job, wrist-job and gob-job as "a (sexual) act performed by
means of the ...."
Glory hole would probably have to be listed among the combined
forms of glory in section 11. The sexual implications of the term gobble,
both as a noun and in verb phrases, should probably be placed under the
first defmition "to swallow hurriedly in large mouthfuls, especially in a
noisy fashion."
C07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
Deriving from French Bougre, ultimately Bulgarus, a Bulgarian, it carries
the sense of 'heretic' from the fourteenth century.. .and 'sodomite' from the
sixteenth.. .The attribution of 'filthy' sexual practices to freethinkers and
religious 'deviants' is, apparently, an ancient form of propaganda.3
The perceived overlap between anal intercourse and heresy can be
illustrated by reference to Chase (1988, pp82-4: R1.1.10 Heresy) where it
is seen that bugger and related terms have been freely used with reference
to heretics and their religions.
1 1951 FORD & BEACH Patterns Sexual Behaviour (1952) iii.54; 1953 A.C. Kinsey et
al. Sexual Beha viorHuman Female vii. 258.
2 1901 A. ALLINSON tr. Rosenbaum 's Plague of Lust ll.xxi.20.
Hughes (1988, p209).
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Unlike MASTURBATION and ORAL SEX, ANAL SEX has been
lexicalized throughout the period studied, excluding OE,which appears to
have employed euphemistic circumlocutions such as the Biblical 'to deal
with males', 'to abuse oneself with mankind'.' Biblical prohibitions against
anal sex have been taken seriously by the Church, particularly where
celibacy and sexual segregation increase the probability of and opportunities
for anal intercourse.
It is difficult in some cases to determine whether the terms included
here refer specifically to anal sex, or to homosexual contact and feelings
generally. Sodomy, paedera sty and buggery have been used with reference
to all forms of non-procreative intercourse,2 including masturbation, oral
sex, bestiality and all forms of homosexual contact.
As with sections 07.02.03.01.01 Masturbation and
07.02.03.02.01 Oral Sex, terms from this section can become general
terms of abuse, sometimes even losing all sexual implications. Examples of
this are the use of sod and bugger as mild terms of abuse or as terms of
endearment.
a
Buggery (aj) is used to mean "unnatural" with reference to the
division between the spiritual and the material natures of humanity. The
second usage is as an intensifier, expressing general contempt. 3 Buggerly is
cited only as an insulting intensifier.4
The 1838 usage of per anum, which I have excluded, is medical and
in reference to anal bleeding, rather than intercourse.
Terms for a male penetrated in the act of anal intercourse indicate the
loss of status resulting from the adoption of a female role (tart, bum-boy).5
Common non-OED terms and senses for this section include back
door, which is used often enough in phrases to merit an additional
specification of meaning in the defmition "a door at the back of a building
or enclosure, as opposed to the front door; a secondary or private
entrance." Brown/brown is also frequently found in phrases and
1 These are both drawn from I Corinthians 6.9; the first from an a1425 bible cited in the MED
under deal and the second from the 1611 King James Bible.
2 Goldjn et al (1950, p314) divide sodomy into 'passive', 'active', 'oral' and 'female'.
1643 R.O. Man's Mort vi.49; 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour 1.23.
' 1545 JOYE Exp. Dan vii.N vj b; 1653 URQUHART Rabelais H.xxx.
compare with the female names found in (+)07.02.03.03.01.02.O1 Male
Homosexuality.
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compounds and should probably be placed at section 3 "elliptically, for
various things or parts of things of a brown colour.'
Greek/greek (aj) is fairly commonly used to denote anal intercourse.
This usage could, perhaps, be placed as a development of the noun sense "a
meny fellow; a roysterer; a boon companion; a person of loose habits,"
following a similar sense development to gay (Fig. 4.1). Another
possibility arises from consideration of sense 4 "a cunning or wily person; a
cheat, sharper, especially one who cheats at cards," in the light of the
depiction of the passive party in anal intercourse as an unwilling victim
(pathic, gash, lamb, patient, pink pants, slavey). Comparison with
French/french, Roman and English,2 however, suggests that this usage
actually represents a development of the first sense "a native of Greece; a
member of the Greek race," with reference to the acceptance of
homosexuality among the Ancient Greeks.
The OED defmition of indecency coming nearest to this usage is
sense 3 b) "something indecent; esp. an indecent act, an offence against
decency." The term is often used more specifically than this in legal terms
as a euphemistic reference to homosexual anal or oral intercourse.
Unnatural (aj) is fairly commonly found among the non-OED terms
in this section as well as in -i-07.02.03.03.02.O1.O1 Male
Homosexuality. The most closely related definitions in the OED are 3 b)
"of persons: ... acting at variance with the dictates of nature" and 5 "at
variance with what is natural, usual, or to be expected; unusual, strange."
Those who use the term with reference to nonvaginal intercourse probably
mean to imply something like sense 2 "not in accordance or agreement with
the usual course of nature," or even 2 b) "abnormal; monstrous."
C07.02.03.03	 Sexuality
The adjective sexed is only cited qualified by another, such as
highly, over-, neivously or rigorously.
0(1]
The only citation listed for sociosexual in the OED is under socio- 3
"in the sense social and .. . . ." The quotation gives an example of usage with
reference to "sub-human primates." There is no indication that the scope
and usage of the term are any wider than this, although the non-OED
citations virtually all refer to human sexual behaviour and conditioning.
Sociolinguistic, however, is given as a headword rather than a combined
1 it is also found in +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality.
2 in +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex, +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex and
+07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism, respectively.
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form of socio-. Even if it were not considered necessary to present
sociosexual as a headword in its own right, it might be useful to offer more
citations in order to emphasize the term's wider usage.
C07.02.03.03/O1	 Perversion
Nis swaôeah hemed geset for nanum pinge buton for bearnes gestreone1
Perversion is a culturally defmed label. Many terms which have been
used of sexual perversion are defmed in more general terms in the OED.
Sexual perversion can be categorised as a moral failing (compare OED
degenerate ?aj 1), a psychological disturbance (compare depraved aj 2,
twisted (up) aj 3 b) or physical sickness (sick aj 11.3). It is also seen as a
deviation or falling from the natural state or from natural behaviour
(corrupt ?aj 3, unkind aj 4, unnatural ?aj 3). These terms and, no doubt,
many more, are not listed here, because the OED does not divide the sexual
from the non-sexual usages.
Many of the terms in this section have been used with widely varying
application in the course of their usage, which is why no specific acts or
practices are listed here. I have chosen to classify PERVERSION under
07.02.03.03 etc. SEXUALITY rather than 07.02.03.02 etc. SEXUAL
ACTS in defiance of the weight of historical opinion. The notion of
perverted sexualities is relatively recent; to some extent a by-product of the
development of psychology. 2 Before individuals were labelled as
homosexuals, transexuals or sado-masochists, reference was made to
licentiousness in general terms, or to the act itsell rather than the person
performing jt. It is not wise to be too specific in listing unacceptable
behaviour.4 For this reason unrihthxmed, for instance, is used with
reference to homosexuality and bestiality as well as to rape.5 Sodomy and
buggery have also been widely used in reference to sexual practices which
have been seen as unnatural. These terms are, of necessity, disapproving:
1 ACHom20 111.
2 see Foucault (1976, pp1 17-8).
see Foucault (1984a, p45), with reference to the Ancient Greeks. The use of general instead
of specific terms is also characteristic of double entendre. See, for instance, the use of nathwr
and nathwet in the OE riddles (see Krapp & Dobbie (1936, nos. 25, 54, 61, 62)).
4 For instance, Bérubé (1983, p92) suggests that the use of medical boards to examine potential
recruits and exclude possible homosexual involvement in World War II, enabled many men to
consider their sexuality in terms not previously available to them.
e.g. Mart 2.1 (Herzfeld-Kotzor) 110 [JU 30/A/17] Iet ws para wundra sum pt
twegan men on sumum ende pere cyrcan hig gepeoddon hig tosomne myd unryhthemede;
Conf 1.1 (Spindler) 125 Swa hwylc se ôe fela yfela do in morôre and in unrihthmede mid
neatum mid wyfum, ga in mynster and a fste øô his daga ende, gif he swyôe fela yfela
fremede; Conf 4 (Fowler) 176 Gyf hwa mid his ofercnefte wif oiôe mden neadinga
nymö to unrihthemede hire unwilles, beo he amansumad.
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even the doctor, who makes no moral judgement, sees the patient's
condition as one requiring a cure.' Sexual practices which may be seen as
perversions today have been seen as excesses in other cultures 2 and earlier in
the history of our own, hence the cross-referencing to 07.02.03.03.05
etc. Promiscuity.
C07.02.03.03/01 .01	 Sexual Problems
It should be noted that the OED does not list any terms for sexual
problems before the beginning of this century, which corresponds to the
beginnings of the work of Freud and other psychoanalysts, allowing for
sufficient time for technical vocabulary to enter more general usage.
C07.02.03.03.01 Sexual Orientation
(Sexual) orientation and sexuality could probably be usefully
included in the OED. The unqualified usage of orientation probably
belongs as a sub-sense or more specific usage of sense 5 a) "fig. (from
various senses): adjustment, position or bearing with respect to anything;
determination of one's 'bearings' or true position in relation to anything."
This sense of sexual belongs with the third division in the OED, and
specifically with the second half of it: "relative to the physical intercourse
between the sexes or the gratification of sexual appetites." Sexuality, in this
usage, belongs as a more specific usage of sense 2 "possession of sexual
powers or capability of sexual feeling."
Although the forms are placed in +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality and +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality, consideration of -orient (at)ed and identified belong here
because, theoretically, they could be used with reference to heterosexual as
well as homosexual tendencies. This usage of orient (at)ed is related to
sense 3 of oriented and sense 2 of orientated in the OED: "having an
emphasis, bias or interest indicated by a preceding sb. (usu. joined by a
hyphen) or advb." Identified probably belongs with the verbal division 1 b)
(a) "to make one in interest, feeling, principle, action etc. with; to associate
with inseparably."
1 see Reiss (1986, p239).




The main point to be noted about love is that can exist only between persons
of different sex. Between two males or between two females it can claim no
place, for two persons of the same sex are in no way fitted to reciprocate
each other's love or to practise its natural acts. Love blushes to embrace
what nature denies.1
The OED's concentration upon 'literature' is particularly apparent
with reference to sexuality. Among the heterosexual community there are
many terms for homosexuality, mostly derogatory, and few for
heterosexuality, which is taken as read. 2 In the homosexual community
where different assumptions are made, there are many terms for both.
C07.02.03.03.01 .02	 Homosexuality
There does seem to be a pattern, certainly in the early nineteenth century, of
an increase in the prosecution of buggery related to whether or not Britain
was at war or in a state of social turmoil; as in later periods, homosexual
behaviour was often a funnel for wider social anxieties.3
The preponderance of Greek and Latin terminology in this field
indicates that homosexuality, as opposed to homosexual acts which were the
concern of moralists and theologians,4 was first considered to be the realm
of the medical profession. 5 No longer a sinner whose activities should not
be mentioned lest others were led astray, the homosexual became a subject
for discussion. 6 Foucault (1976, plo1) argues that the growth in
terminology resulting from psychologists' attempts to classify and cure
homosexuality facilitated the appearance of the notion of 'the homosexual'.
If homosexual desires, however reprehensible, are seen as having a 'cause'
the individual sufferer is free from blame.7
Changes in social conditions (such as the upheavals of the two world
wars, the persecution of homosexuals following the Second World War 8 and
the growth of wage labour9) which undermined the unity of the family also
1 Capallanus, in Walsh (1982, p35).
2 (1986, p71) notes that the term heterosexual emerged after homosexual, and
"originally referred to what we now call bisexuality", but the OED dates both from 1892.
Homosexuality, however, predates heterosexuality by eight years.
Weeks (1981, p100).
see Payer (1984, p40).
see D'Emilio (1983, pp 104-5). There is also, of course, a considerable overlap with
07.02.03.03/01	 Perversion.
6 see Bancroft (1974, p9).
see Hall (1928, p413). Weeks (1986, p78) writes that the words sodomite, homosexual and
ay "symbolize the move taking place" from sin, through sickness to self-definition.
S see Bérubé (1983, pp88-99).
9 D'Emilio (1983, pplO6-7).
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gave freer reign to other sexualities. See C07.02.03.04 Prostitute &
Prostitution for the association between prostitution and urbanization.
Homosexuality has also been associated with insanity,' with the
aristocracy (?queen),2 with sexual segregation, 3 with adolescence,4 with
heresy5 and, as appears to be usual with deviant sexualities, with
foreignness 6
As an area of great social anxiety, this section contains many
euphemisms. Often, and especially in the terms recorded in the OED, this
takes the form of scientific or medical terminology. Among the non-OED
terms there are many forms of 'disguise'. These include back slang,.pig
Latin and rhyming slang.
Terms from MARRIAGE are also employed with reference to
permanent homosexual relationships. Terms from 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse are used with reference to homosexual intercourse. Many of
the terms found in 07.02.02.05.01 Lover, 07.02.02.05.02
Sweetheart and 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner are used with
reference to homosexual partners. These have been viewed as a form of
euphemism,7 although they need not necessarily be seen as such.
a
Many of these 'genderless' terms are used almost exclusively with
reference to male homosexuals (for instance, queer-bashing and -basher).
The term gay was originally employed as a code word among
homosexual men and women in order to identify themselves to one another
without alerting the hostile world. Faderman (1981, p308) writes that it was
probably still effective as late as the early 1920s. The development of the
term, as recorded by the OED, is illustrated by Fig. 4.1, where its entry into
general use with this sense is dated only from 1935.
1 see Taylor (1931, p222). It was not until 1974 that the American Psychiatric Association
ceased to classify homosexuality as a mental disease.
2 s Freud (1949 Ir, p96) and Walkowitz (1983, pp427-8). In this context it is worth noting
that Robin Lakoff Language and Women's Place (quoted in Cameron (1990, pp224-5))
singles out homosexual and upper class males as being among those men who use 'women's'
language. See also MCCrun (1986, p294on the pressure upon Australian school-boys to
cultivate a strong local accent in order to avoid imputations of homosexuality.
see McDougall (1926, p322), Bancroft (1974, p8), Shahar (1983, p79) and D'Emilio (1983,
pplO6-7).
4	 Freud (1949 tr, p95).
see C07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex and Simons (1973, p12!).
6 see Burford (1973, p34) and Bassermann (1967 tr, p95)who refer to the belief that the
Vikings introduced homosexuality into Britain and France.
7	 Carter (1987, p94).
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GAY (aj)
(of persons, their attributes and actions





(of a woman) leading






The Semantic Development of the term gay
If the non-OED forms horn opho bia and horn opho bic were to be
included in the OED, they would have to be given headword status (as
homophile is), because defmitions of the combining use of homo- would
not adequately explain this sense. An etymological analysis would give rise
to the meaning "fear or hatred of the same," because the first element is
abbreviated from homosexual(ity).
The uses of out, outed and outing listed here do predate the recent
publicity and will probably outlast it. They represent a combination of OED
senses 1 a) "to put out, turn out, drive out", 3 "to show for, disclose,
exhibit; to speak out, utter, vent" and 4 c) "of information, news etc.: to
become known." The phrases come out and come out of the closet are also
of significance in the development of this meaning.
The adjective same-sex is found in the OED, under the combined
forms of same a (pron, adv) ifi 10. The citation given is with reference to
a child and parent who share the same gender, but in non-OED citations,
same-sex is often used of relationships or practices.
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C07.02.03.03.01 .02.0 1	 Male Homosexuality
but those who ... are halves of a male whole pursue males, and being
slices, so to speak, of the male, love men throughout their boyhood, and
take pleasure in physical contact with men. Such boys and lads are the best
of their generation, because they are the most manly.1
The terms included in this section are influenced by the two main
myths of male homosexuality: that male homosexuals are effeminate2 (fairy,
Jessie, Nance, Nancy, Nancy Dawson, Nelly, pretty-boy, queen)3 or
ineffectual (flit, limp wrist, pansy, poofter, puff, pussy, swish),4 and that
they are sexually aggressive and a threat to 'normal' men, particularly boys
(shirtlifter, wolf). 5 It is expected that the penetrator will be older than his
partner6 who is viewed with scorn for taking a female role, and thus
debasing himselP (hence the extensive use of the feminine "babying" suffix
-y/-ie).
Green (1986) gives the following sequence in his thesaurus of slang
terms:
402 Brave and reckless person
403 Weakling; Coward
404 Homosexuals
405 Gloomy or Irritable Persons
406 Humorist; Amusing Person
Sections 402 and 403 are antonymous, as are 405 and 406, but classifying
homosexuals here suggests some connection between weakness, cowardice,
irritability, gloominess and homosexuality. Semantic overlaps, with the
fields of COWARDICE (jessy, pansy)8 and sadness are explicable on
consideration that homosexuality has been treated as a mental illness and
outlawed as an illicit sexuality. Similar treatment at the hands of society
links the homosexual with the insane (as in fruit, queer) and the prostitute
(gay, ponce, trade).
1 Plato (1951 tr, p62).
2 see Bailey (1956, p31) and Foucault (1984a, p18).
see Caplan (1987, pp2-3) on the confusion between gender and sexuality.
4	 OED divides sense 8 of fruit into two sections, a) "a dupe, and 'easy mark' and b) "a
malehomosexual."
5 Foucault (1984a, p215) discusses the Ancient Greeks' polarized view of homosexuality: that
one party was sexually active, dominating and superior, and the other sexually passive,
compliant and inferior.
6 see Weeks (1986, p37) and Gill Shepherd'Rank, gender, and homosexuality in Mombasa'
chapter 9, pp240-70 in Caplan (1987, p250).
see Mohr (1988, p26).
8 Many terms, such as sissy, which denote lack of bravery imply that this less-than-manliness
is a result of homosexuality. See Sylvester (1991, pp186 & 367).
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Most of the terms grouped here are used with offensive intent; many
of the citations give instances of their use as insults, or in slanderous gossip.
a
The OED derives the word fag from faggot, a term of abuse for a
woman, ultimately derived from the sense "a bundle of sticks for burning."
Wentworth and Flexner (1960) suggest that the term fag may result from
the fact that cigarettes were, at first, considered less manly than cigars.
Their more likely suggestion is that it is derived from the fags who served
older boys in public school.
Relatively frequent non-OED terms for male homosexuals include
aunt(ie), which could be placed as sub-sections of 1 b) of the OED entries
for both aunt and auntie: "a term of familiarity or respect applied to an
elderly woman." The term (boy's) bitch, also found in +07.02.03.02.03
Anal Sex, should probably be given as a sub-sense of one of the female
meanings of sense 2 a) "applied opprobriously to a woman; strictly, a lewd
or sensual woman," rather than of 2 b) "applied to a man (less opprobrious,
and somewhat whimsical, having the modem sense of "dog") ...." This
arrangement would emphasize the fall in status to the position of a woman.
The phrase fag hag, if it were to be included in the OED, should be
placed alongside fag sb5, while fruit fly belongs with section 8 b) of fruit,
both defmed as "a male homosexual." Freak is also found commonly
enough to merit inclusion in the OED. As a derogatory usage, it should
probably be placed as a sub-sense of section 4 b) "a monstrosity, an
abnormally developed individual of any species; in recent use (esp. U.S.) a
living curiosity exhibited in a show".
Lavender and pink are both commonly used with reference to
homosexuality, particularly male homosexuality. Lavender is a less
common, and probably somewhat dated American usage, which should be
placed, if at all, with lavender B aj 1 "of the colour of lavender flowers."
Pink, however, may have been influenced by sense 3 "Politically left of
centre, progressive; applied to socialism of a less extreme character than
that denoted by 'red'; loosely; Communist," especially because of the
perceived association between Communism and homosexuality, particularly
marked during the 1950s in America.
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C07.02.03.03.01 .02.02	 Female Homosexuality
"You axe going to tell the whole world that there is such an offence, to bring
it to the notice of women who have never heard of it, never thought of it,
never dreamt of it. I think that is a very great mischief."1
Despite Pearsall's (1969, p4 .75) assertion that, if male homosexuality
was the love that dare not speak its name, then female homosexuality was
the love that did not have a name to speak, it would appear from this
Classification that lesbianism was lexicalized earlier. This is because terms
used with reference to male homosexuality have tended to concentrate upon
anal intercourse and will, therefore, have been classified there. The
vocabulary of female homosexuality is drawn primarily from classical
legend, from the names of Sappho and Lesbos.
Like the male, the female homosexual is guilty of ignoring her
gender role2 and of challenging the structure of society (bull-diker, bull-
dike, butch). Where a lesbian is described as a fenime she may be seen as a
misled heterosexual, upon whom a butch preys. 4 The 'passive' male
homosexual is despised for nonconformity to his gender role, but the
'passive' female homosexual is excused, to some extent (to the heterosexual
world), by her conformity. Lesbianism is often seen as a temporary phase,5
as an inferior substitute for 'the real thing', or as a type of sexual activity
which does not 'count' because it is not seen to involve penetration.6
Lesbianism is now sometimes seen as a political statement; as the logical
extreme of feminism,7 in which any conformity to 'feminine' roles is seen
as a failure to transcend gender stereotyping.
0
Mills (1989, p71) writes that dyke may have begun as -dite from
hermaphrodite. The OED, perhaps wisely, gives no etymology.
Faderman (1981, ppl88-9) suggests that modeme, which is not listed
in the OED at all, was used as a code word among lesbians during the early
twentieth-century.
Non-OED terms for this section which might usefully be included in
the OED are bull(-daggr), Sappho and sapphic. Bull(-dagger) should
1 Lord Desart's opposition to a provision against lesbianism, quoted in Weeks (1981, plo5).
2 Fademan (1981, pp54-S) indicates that it has been the adoption of male clothing and the use
of artifial penises which have aroused the most violentjudicial reactions.
see Stone (1977, p492) and Boswell (1980, p334), quoted at C07.02.03.03.03.02.01
Male Homosexuality.
see Sio (1977, pill).
see schpmerei etc. in 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship.
6 see Faderman (1981, pp23-4, 26-7, 36, 47 & 341).
see Snitow eta! (1983, p30).
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probably be placed in bull as a figurative use of the first sense "male cow."
Sappho is defined only as a bird and as an asteroid, but the "of, or
pertaining to Sappho" definition would serve as a suitable starting point for
this usage of sapphic.
C07.02.03.03.01 .04	 Transexuality
This section does not really belong here, except in scientific tradition
and popular misconception, since transexuality concerns personal identity
rather than sexual orientation. Early on in the process of accepting
homosexuality, homosexuals who did not wish to be cured or did not
respond to treatment, were categorized as a 'third sex', made up of those
born into a body of the wrong gender.
C07.02.03.03.02 etc.	 Fetishism
Such substitutes are with some justice likened to the fetishes in which
savages believe that their gods are embodied.1
Fetishism is defmed by the OED as involving "some kind of
inanimate object ... a particular non-sexual part of the body ... or the
perfonnance of certain non-sexual actions", which is why many apparently
unrelated terms are gathered under this heading. They are cross-referenced
to 07.02.03.03/0 1 Perversion, but, as different acts and desires have
been accorded varying degrees of unnaturalness through the course of
history,2 it was impossible to place some practices under that heading
without implying that others have never been categorized as perverted. The
transferred use of terms from this section and its subsections, including
necrophiia, sadism and masochism, is a particularly powerful way of
expressing disapproval of people's attitudes and behaviour.
a
Pyromania and narcissism are not defined in specifically sexual
terms in the OED.
Travestiment and tran vest (vr) belong in DISGUISE rather than
TRANSVESTISISM. It has been asserted that the sexual aspects of cross-
dressing were not identified until the early nineteenth-century.3
Freud (1949 tr, p19).
2	 Frantzen (1983, pp55-6) and Payer (1984, p46), who assert that bestiality was treated as a
relatively minor sin by medieval penitenflals, receiving penances shorter than those for fellatio
or homosexuality, and equivalent to masturbation or fornication. Presumably bestiality, which
must be more common in rural communities )is punished less severely than homosexuality
because only one human soul is endangered.
see Shorter (1980, p85).
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The sexual usage of fetishistic/fetichistic is not indicated in the
quotations given by the OED. It might be useful to expand the citations in
order to include some with sexual reference.
C07.02.03 .03.02/01	 Sado-Masochism
even in the more common form of masochism—adult ideal love—
woman loses herself in the identification with the powerful other who
embodies the missing desire and agency ... Thus in ideal love, as in other
forms of masochism, acts of self-abnegation are in fact meant to secure
access to the glory and power of the other.1
Sado-masochism can be seen as an extreme polarization on the basis
of sexual roles. Sadism is seen as being the logical extension of male
aggressiveness2 and masochism of female submissiveness.3
a
Neanderthalic deals with the infliction of extreme cruelty, but does
not necessarily indicate that the enjoyment of the tormenter is of a sexual
nature.4 The term is defmed using sadistic, but probably in its extended
sense. Similarly, Nostalgie de la Boue is not always used of a specifically
sexual desire for depravity. Necrophilia, although often with an implication
of sexual perversity, can be used with reference to an excessive or
sentimental commitment to the dead.5
This sense of the adjective English (aj), might usefully be included
in the OED as a sub-section of 2 "of or belonging to England or its
inhabitants," while terms related to both dominate and flagellate are not
given specifically sexual defmitions. Similarly, spank (vb l ) might be more
clearly defmed if a more specific meaning were given as a sub-sense of 1 a)
"to slap or smack (a person, esp. a child) with the open hand."
The terms top and bottom, used in sado-masochism and bondage to
identify the partners' roles, parallel the sexual specificity developed by the
terms active and passive. 6 Top (sb 1 ) seems to be derived from 14 b) "one
who or that which occupies the highest or chief position," while bottom is
less easily placed, but probably belongs as a sub-sense of 1 "the lowest
surface or part of anything."
1 Benjamin(1990,ppl 16-117).
2 see Freud (1949 Ir, p23).
see H. Ellis (1913) Studies in the Psychology of Sex Vols 1-VI [Philadelphia]. Vol ifi, p84
quoted in Jackson (1987, pp56-7).
' 1967 Boston Sunday Herald 26 Mar. I. 29/3.
5 e.g. 1949 J.RODKER tr. Bonaparte's Life & Works E.A.Poe I.xii.45.
6 see C07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism.
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C07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
This sense of golden showers, does have more widespread use then
my citations imply, and should be considered for inclusion in the OED
where it is defined only as "a type of firework" among the combined forms
and phrases.
C07.02.03.03.02/03 & /04 Exhibitionism &
Voyeurism
Every active perversion is thus accompanied by its passive counterpart:
anyone who is an exhibitionist in his unconscious is at the same time a
voyeur.1
a
The following OED terms are excluded on the grounds that sexual
pleasure is not necessarily a motivating factor in the act of indecent
exposure:
to run naked. vi: streak 1973 si og us -.
.the act of running naked. n: streaking 1973 -.
.an act of running naked. n: streak 1974 si og us -.
..an act of communal streaking as a form of protest. n: streak-in
1974 + 1974.
.one who runs naked. n: streaker 1973 -.
to display the buttocks. v: moon 1968/70 + 1974 sl.
.the act of displaying the buttocks. n: mooning 1974.
Expose, exposing and exposure might usefully be more specifically
defined in the OED to indicate their use with this sense. Although they
probably represent abbreviations of indecently expose, indecently exposing
and indecent exposure, they would be more accessible listed alphabetically
than according to an invisible first element.
C07.02.03.03.03	 Pornography
It is not always possible to determine whether terms are used with
reference to spoken, written or visual obscenity. I have included those terms
defined as "indecent conversation" and "obscenity" (ribaldy, ribaldry,
harlotry etc) under pomognphy, because converting obscene conversations
1 (1949 tr, p33).
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into literature does not necessitate a change of descriptive vocabulary.
Ribaldry and so on, are usually used of unwritten versions of pornography,
but, although the etymology of pornography emphasizes the act of writing,
it can now be used with reference to drawings, photographs and films, as
well as conversation and fantasies. Rather than attempting to impose
divisions on this material, thus implying "correct" usages, I have placed
them all together and indicated in the commentary where terms are more
specifically employed.
Most of the terms here are negative in import, although some are
euphemistic, with an implied positive meaning. Writings on pornography
often include mention of the origins of the term pornography, of 'the'
dictionary defmition, or a discussion of the division between pornography
and erotica.' Ellen Willis writes "In practice, attempts to sort out good
erotica from bad porn inevitably come down to "What turns me on is
erotica; what turns you on is pornographic."2
Pornography is associated with uncleanliness (filthiness, fulsomeness,
coprology, fliths, sink, dirty, smutty etc.), with prostitution (harlotry,
bawd-, porno-) and with masturbation (stroke book, stroke house). There
also seems to be some association between pornography and luxurious or
excessive living (fat, ?juicily /01) and between pornography and heat
(wann, hot stuff, sultry, see also scorcher, sizzler /0 1). Increasingly there
is perceived to be a connection between pornography and sexual violence
(snuff, sexploit etc.).3
a
Facetiae, erotica and curiosa. were originally trade euphemisms, used
as headings in catalogues of books or art, or in tentative suggestions to
customers.
This sense of the adjective frank should probably be seen as an
extension of sense 3 b) in the OED "with reference to speech: candid,
outspoken, unreserved."
The OED defmes peep show as "a small exhibition of pictures, etc.,
viewed through a magnifying lens inserted in a small orifice." This
definition does not adequately cover the usages listed here which, although
1 e.g. Atkins (1978, p9), Ableman (1982, pp52-3) and Ann Barr Snitow 'Mass Market
Romance. Pornography for Women is Different' pp245-66 in Snitow et a! (1983, p256).2 'Feminism, Moralism and Pornography' pp 602-3 in Snitow et al (1983).
see Caplan (1987, p9).
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not cited other than from dictionary sources,ck'tworthy of fuller
investigation.
C07.02.03.03.03/01	 Risquéness
Ris qué is italicized and/or accented in all but one of the OED
citations. Risky is the naturalized form, with its first citation being in
reference to "risky Gallicisms".
The figurative usage of décolleté tends to be used with reference to a
life or past.
C07.02.03 .03.03/02	 Censorship
This section is incomplete and marginal to my field because it is
comparatively recently that censorship has concentrated upon explicitly
sexual material. In the past political comment has been more liable to
censorship than pornography, although, from the eighteenth-century on,
there has been increasing concern with moral propriety.1
C07.02.03.03.04	 Sexual Desire
Vre flesch is ure fa ... vre licomes lust is pes feondes foster2
For what purpose were the passions implanted? That man by struggling
with them might attain a degree of knowledge denied to the brute beasts.. .
Many of the terms in this section bear negative connotations: sexual
desire being seen as an aspect of the bestial nature of the human condition,
which must be overcome in the quest for the spiritual (counter-lusting).
Later there is some acceptance of sexual desire as a natural part of the
make-up of a human being (sexual instinct, sexual impulse, sex instinct, sex
impulse). The extreme version of this position is demonstrated by those
terms implying that sexual impulses are only repressed or resisted at great
personal cost (sex drive, sex-craving, sex compulsion, sexual needs).
C07.02.03.03.04/01	 Arousal
Medical terminology in this field increases the proportion of terms
derived from the classical languages. In addition, D.H. Lawrence is
responsible for the second of the two citations for sex excitement and for
the sole citation of sex -thrill.4
see Johnston (1990, pp23-9).
2 HaJi Meiôhad in Millett (1982, pp6!3 & 7/34).
3 Wollstonecraft (1792, p91).
1936 D.H.LAWRENCE Pornography & So On 30; 1928 D.H.LAWRENCE Lady
Chatterley 's Lover 1.6.
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1. To raise or stir up (a person) from sleep or inactivity; to
awaken.
2. To stir up into activity, excite (principles of action,
emotions etc.)
3. intr for reflex. To wake up, bestir oneself.
The action of arousing or the fact of being aroused.
Rousing, stirring, exciting.1
These do not adequately convey the sexual implications with which the
terms are now commonly employed, and it would be useful to give the
following additional defmitions:
arouse	 2 b) spec. trans. To excite or increase sexual excitement.
arousal	 b) spec. The state of being sexually excited.
arousing b) spec. Sexually exciting.
C07.02.03.03.04/01.01 & /01.01.01	 Erection &
Virility
Compare Sylvester (1991, p245-6) EX.7 Manliness.
If stiff and stiffen were to be included in the OED, as their
frequency among such a small citation files suggests they should, they could
be appended as sub-senses or more specific usages of existing entries. Stiff
has a second sense in the OED which represents those usages which refer to
the body and the limbs. This usage of stiffen could be given as a more
specific application of sense 2 b) "to become stiff in consistency; to
harden." These usages are not adequately explained by the existing
defmitions because the subject of the verb and the noun qualified by the
adjective may be the man himself rather than his penis.
1 with reference to a trumpet call (1841 MYERS Cath. Th. III. §48).
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C07.02.03 .03.04/01.02 	 Orgasm
The female locus of stimulation and the female orgasm are not even part of
the definition of sexual intercourse. From this view, one might wonder why
anyone ever thought the female orgasm had anything to do with sexual
intercourse, except as an occasional and accidental co-occurrence.
Sometimes the telephone rings, too.1
Both climax and orgasm are now more often used with reference to
women than men, although historically they were more generaL
This sense of the term appetite(s) is subsumed in the defmition given
for sense 3 in the OED: "esp. the determinate desire to satisfy the natural
necessities, or fuffil the natural functions of, the body; one of those
instinctive cravings which secure the preservation of the individual and the
race." The euphemistic sexual usage is probable common enough to merit a
"spec. ..." defmition.
C07.02.03 .03.04/0 1 .02.0 1 	 Ejaculation
A disproportionate number of Latin terms in this field is again the
result of medical terminology. Semination, insemination and ejaculatory
are cited only from scientific texts.
Ejaculation verbs are also used by metonymy to refer to sexual
intercourse as a whole.2
The verb ejaculate should probably be more fmely defmed in the
OED. The specific usage concerned is given as section b) of sense 1 "to
eject fluids etc. from the body," but this specificity of sense division is not
observed. Ejaculation, however, is defined in sexual terms.
C07.02.03.03.04/02 Male Sexual Desire
It is said that the Gods themselues did change their shapes, for the loue of
such women as they lusted after: Jupiter, he transformed himself into a
Bull, Neptune into a Horse, and Mercury into a goat.3
This is a field in which, until the vulgarities of the late nineteenth and
the twentieth century, Latin has been disproportionately represented because
of a combination of euphemism and medical terminology (often a form of
euphemism in itself). The preponderance of 'effeminate' terms indicates
1 Moulton (1981, plW7).2	 the quotation at C07.02.03.03.04/O 1.02 Orgasm.
Swetnam (1615, p22).
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that excessive desire has been seen as a cause for contempt, as an indication
of weakness and lack of self-control, rather than as cause for admiration.'
C07.02.03.03.04/03 Female Sexual Desire
I should say that the majority of women (happily for society) are not much
troubled by sexual feeling of any kind ... As a general rule, a modest
woman seldom desires any sexual gratification for herself. She submits to
her husband's embraces, but principally to gratify him; and were it not for
the desire of maternity, would far rather be relieved from his attention.2
Oestrus is derived from the Greek word for gadfly which came to
mean "sting" and then "frenzy".3 This suggests that female sexual desire is
seen as unnatural, even when, as is the case with many of the OED
citations, it is used with reference to animals.4
C07 .02.03.03.04/04	 Aphrodisiacs
Sexophone and sex ophonist are both found in Huxley's Brave New
World. Erogenic, erogenous, erotogenic and erotogenous are all used
mainly with reference to regions or zones of the body.
C07.02.03.03.04.01 	 Over-sexedness
Although a sexually repressive ideology characterized both [the 17th and
19th] centuries, the emphasis in the Puritan seventeenth century was on
external controls, while internal control of self-repression was the central
feature of Victorian morality.5
Over-lustfulness appears to have been cause for particular concern
during the early 16th to the early 18th-century, although opinions regarding
what degree of lust is excessive have varied considerably through the course
of history. The 19th and 20th centuries tend to classify excessive lust
according to gender, with about twice as many terms for the female. 6 In the
Christian West any lust at all has been too much. To feel desire is as bad as
to give vent to it, which is why it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
between those terms which refer to excessive sexual desire and those
refening to excessive sexual indulgence. Another indication of the influence
of Christian thought on this section is the occurrence of terms used with
1 It should be noted that the OED describes these usages as "pseudo-etymological" and states
that "unequivocal usages are rare."
2 William Acton The Function and Disorders of the Reproductive Organs in Childhood, Youth,
AdultAge, andAdvanced Life (London, 1875) p143, quoted in Peirie (1971, p82).
see Schur (1987: oestrus).4	 Murray (1987, p19).
5 Daniel Scott Smith and Michael S. Hindus (1975) 'Premarital Pregnancy in America 1640-
197 1: An Overview and Interpretation.' pp339-372 in Rotberg & Rabb (1980, p351).
6	 S4. 1 and S 4.2.
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reference to other sins of excess (e.g. luxury,' luxure, luxe, luxurity,
lusciousness).
C07.02.03.03.04.02 	 Under-sexedness
frigidity is dominant in a woman whereas in men there is a natural innate
heat; and what is cold heats quicker when moderate heat is applied to it than
if heat is added to heat.2
This field is relatively small; the terms contained within it being, in
the main, as negative in import as those within 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-
sexedness.3 The size of the field led to insufficient lust being classified
under the same heading as insufficient sexual intercourse, the first being the
concern of the 15th and 16th centuries4 and the second the anxiety of the
2Oth.
Asexual is defmed "without sexuality," in the OED, but asexuality
only as "asexual condition, absence of sex," which was probably not enough
to place it in this section in the GHT. However, it is commonly enough
found among non-OED citations with the sense "the state of being without
sexuality", for the term's defmition to merit further consideration.
Since passionlessness is found less commonly than passion, its
senses are less fmely divided. This means that there is no emphasis on the
sexual in the most relevant of the two deimitions given: "void of passion,
unimpassioned." The frequent sexual emphasis of the term may be a
relatively recent development.
C07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
About three-quarters of the nouns in this section are formed on
adjectives by the addition of suffixes such as -ness and -(i)ty, which is
why this section of the Classification is adjectivally based. As with
07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness, references within the
Commentary are by noun for the sake of consistency.
A distinction has been made in the Classification between over-
sexedness "the desire for (too) much sexual intercourse (with (too) many
1 see Hughes (1988, p7) on the amelioration of this term and of the concept of material comfort
since the Middle Ages.
2 Capallanus, in Walsh (1982, pl'75).
3TableS5.
4 Macfarlane (1986, p2Z7) writes that impotence was grounds for a divorce under Canon law,
which still holds for those observing Papal Law.
5 see Anita Grossman 'The New Woman and the Rationalization of Sexuality in Weimer
Germany' in Snitow et al (1983, ppl58-6l).
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partners)" and promiscuity "the act or practice of having (too) much sexual
intercourse (with (too) many partners)". One characterized by lust may not
necessarily be successful in persuading others to co-operate, while one
having a large number of sexual partners may be seeking as yet
unexperienced sexual arousal. This seems to be a division borne out by the
terms within the fields, although there is obviously some overlap.
Many of the terms contained within this section will have been used
of marital sexual excess,' measured by the standards of the time, as well as
of the nonmantal. The terms have been used with reference to behaviour
which might today be classified as sexual fantasy, masturbation,
homosexuality or perversion.2 The distinguishing factor in all these types of
behaviour is that proper self-control is not exercised; that sexual desire is
succumbed to instead of resisted.
The defmition of "excessive sexual behaviour" has changed
considerably through the course of history, particularly in the past few
decades. Sexual behaviour can be disapproved of on the grounds of
immorality (dishonest, imrnonil, Sodom, unvirtuously), 3 of social
unacceptability (no better than (one) should/ought to be, unproper,
impropriety),4 of dirtiness (besmiten, ful, hong, unsyferlic, warnful,
uncleansed, unclean, uncleanly, lairy, fenny, unpure, wemined, muddy,
unclear, violate, flithish, defiled, filthy, dreggy, dusty, impure, slimy,
squalor),5 or carnality (fleshly, sensual, fleshly-minded), of bestiality
(coltish, ?cocky, ?cockish, goatish, goat-drunk, hircosity, 6 sty) or
foreignness (Cyprian, Corinthian7). Objections may be made on the grounds
of lack of self-restraint (grxdig, wrxne, unto wen, incontinent, wild, riot,
unthrilty, thowless, loose8 (etc.), dissolute, licentious), lack of shame (mah,
scamleaslic, impudent, unmodest, immodest), or of proper seriousness
(galmod, hygegal, plegol, light, gigly, gay) or steadiness (brisk, fast).9
1 see HaliMeiöhed (Milieu (1982, p4/27-8)), where marital intercourse is described as "pet
bestelich gederunge, pet scheomelese sompnunge, pet fulôe of fulôe stinkinde ant untohe
dede."
2 see Weeks (1986, p32).
3 see Chase (1988, ppl4O-3) R1.10 Sin and ppl3l-2: R1.8.2.0 Unspirituality, Thornton
(1988, ppl43-5, 205-16 & .302) GAll Virtuous, GAl2 Honourable and EC Evil and
Wrong, where many terms previously used with general reference are now specifically sexual.
4 see Thornton (1988, p216) EC9 ifi-Behaved and pp22l-2 EC14 Improper, Unfitting.
"I remember my father calling my mother a whore because she wasn't tidy enough in the
kitchen." quoted in Hite (1976, pp36-7). See also Scruton (1986, p143), and compare Thornton
(1988, ppl99-200) EB9 Foul, Filthy.
6 see also the satyr form in 07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis.
see Chapter 7.
8 Loose may suggest inadequacy of dress - its opposite in this sense, strait-laced, is given
from 1546 in Tilley (1950, S9l2), and has sexual connotations from 1592. Compare with
Thornton (1988, p195) EB4 Dissolute and Sylvester (1991, p264) EXL1.ii Wanton.
see Thornton (1988, pp2O6-7) EC2 Straying, Aberrant.
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Promiscuity may also be seen as a weakness (luxurious, ?codding, sexual
frailty) or as product of psychological inadequacy (erotomaniac, sex-
maniac). Sexual profligacy lessens the person who indulges in it (low,
slight, harlot, prostitute) and is seen as wasteful (lavish, dissipated,
dissipating; see also spending in 07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation)' or even dangerous. 2 The nice terms, including nysot, may
imply stupidity on the part of the promiscuous individual.
Physical aspects of sexual intercourse which the speaker or writer
finds distasteful are the erection (proud), sweat (salt) and the sexual juices
(lubric, ?slippery, ?slime).
Some of these forms of disapproval were originally classified
separately, according to defmitions provided by the OED.In the




C Wantonness; lust; lasciviousness; licentiousness
D Shamelessness; immodesty
E Shameful
but it was found, on closer examination, that regardless of the connotations
of individual terms and their etymological import, their actual usage was
not distinct enough to maintain this division.
There are also some terms which indicate that sexual indulgence may
be enjoyable (jolly, man/woman of pleasure), and that the person indulging
in (too) much sexual intercourse is envied or admired (sex machine).
Many of these terms occur in enumerations of the seven deadly sins,
as new ways of explaining the dangers of lust are sought. 3 Animals
representing lust include goats (,goatish, hircosity etc.), doves and swine,4
while the overlap with others of the deadly sins is indicated by the terms
grEedig, rage and proud.
0
The 1885 usage of thowlessness is in inverted commas and intended
to be dialectal.5
see Petne (1971, p83).
2	 Foucault (1984a, pp249-5O).
see, for instance, the use of PRIDE terms, such as modwionc and hygewlonc in the OE
riddles (Krapp & Dobbie (1936, nos. 34 & 45).
see Bloomfield (1952, pp181 & 195).
'J.STRATHESK' More Bits xi. (ed.2) 206.
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Sin City is characteristic of newspaper headlines, but pathopolis,
suburb and suburbian also indicate that urbanization has been associated
with an increase in sexual promiscuity. See also man of the town and
woman/girl/lady of the town.1
OE terms for sexual vices often emphasize the secret nature of this
behaviour (dyme-),2 a secrecy which tends to be found later only in the
treatment of homosexuality (the love that dare not speak its name,3 nom
nominandum inter christianus4) and masturbation (the secret vice). This
may indicate that punishment for mere heterosexual indulgence was more
severe during the OE period, which is supported by the association of
promiscuity with cunning (glidder, frxfellice).
C07.02.03.03.05/02.O1	 Group Sex
Orgiophant is an anglicization of orgiophanta, recorded only in
definition of the Latin term. 5 Stames & Noyes (1946, p33) write that
Cockeram's dictionary (1623) contained many such anglicized Latin terms,
but the inclusion of orgiophant in the OED is contrary to policy.
Threesome is probably widely enough used with this sense to merit
consideration for entry in the OED. This sense represents a development of
A a) "three persons together, three forming a company."
C07.02.03.03.05.O1	 Male Promiscuity
He who immerses himself in sexual intercourse will be assailed by
premature aging, his strength will wane, his eyes will weaken and a bad
odour will emit from his mouth and his armpits, his teeth will fall out and
may other maladies will afflict him.6
Cameron (1985, p76) states that the range of words available to
describe a sexually promiscuous woman is far wider than for men. 7 Many
terms included here have been used of men indulging in excessive
behaviour generally, with only an implication of sexual excess. Sexual
excess is not as defining a feature in a male as it is in a female. Even in a
Christian context, where his behaviour is disapproved of on moral grounds,
1 in 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity and 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity, respectively.
2	 used with sinful connotations in Chaucer (see Edmund Reiss 'Chaucer's deerne love
and the Medieval View of Secrecy in Love.' pp 164-79 in Vasta & Thundy (Eds.) (1979,
pill).
see Pearsall (1969, p475).
' Quoted from an unspecified source in Weeks (1981, p19).
1886 LEWIS & SHORT LaL Dict
6 Maimonides Mishreh Touch, quoted in Daintith and Isaacs (1989, p183).
"and see the quotation at C07.02.03.03.01.01.01 Satyriasis.
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the reformed rake has more hope of re-admission to polite society than the
fallen woman. A man is positively expected to sow a few wild oats when he
is young (lusty Juventis, colt, geoguôlust), but is also required to attain
suitable decorm when he is old enough to take the place reserved for him
in the world. This youthful lustfulness, rather than always being admired
and envied, has been treated with amused indulgence (lusty Laurence,
Lothario). It has been considered to render him effeminate (squire of
dames/ladies, smocker, womanish, unmanlike) which seems to stem as
much from contempt of, or even disgust for women (flacket, smock), as
from disapproval of immoral activity. 1 Comparisons with animals may be
semi-complimentary (stallion, town-bull, gay dog, ram), or entirely
contemptuous (goat, stoat). Tiger is also used contemptuously.2 As in
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity and 07.02.03.04
Prostitute, this field contains many terms derived from proper names.3
There is a considerable overlap in terminology with
07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client: if every promiscuous female is a
whore, every promiscuous male is a whoremonger.
a
The figurative use of town bull may be related to the proverb "the
town bull is as much a bachelor as he," cited by Tilley (1950, B716) from
1666 to 1732.
C07 .02.03.03.05.02	 Female Promiscuity
Though love appears to be quite desirable for all, it is seemingly totally
opposed to the modesty of a maiden. For as you well know, a virgin soon
loses her reputation, and her good name is dissipated by minor gossip and
slight rumour.4
Many terms referring to promiscuous women are duplicated in
07.02.03.04 Prostitute, since the element of financial renlu r eration has
not always been as significant a defming feature of the prostitute as it is
today.5 It should also be noted that many of the terms labelled 'de' or 'ct'
in WOMAN in the GHT will have been used to imply promiscuity.6
1 see Hubert Lafont 'Changing sexual behaviour in French youth gangs' pp 168-80 in Aries &
Béjin (1982, pl'75) and Thielicke (1964, pp137-8).
2 Thornton (1988, pp409-66) for a discussion of the use of animal metaphor in the fields
GOOD and EVIL.
see Chapter 7.
Capellanus, in Walsh (1982, pl'75).
see Kathy Peiss "Charity Girls" and City Pleasures: Historical Notes on Working Class
Sexuality 18 80-1920' pp74-87, esp. p78, in Snitow et a! (1983).6 see Kay & Chase (1987, p162).
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Where it is taken as read that male sexual desire is stronger than
female,' the promiscuous woman is unnatural and in opposition to the
norm.2 For this she is despised, feared3 and copiously lexicalized. She is
unclean (whore), untidy (slut, trub, trail, streel/sthrcal/sthreel, tramp, tat)
and little better than an animal (bitch, cow),4 especially unforgiveable in
one who should exceed the male in spirituality. 5 Influenced by material
concerns (trinklet, ?jay, fernme du monde), she allows herself to be ridden
by men like a horse (harridan, hilding, jade6). Like the man rendered
effeminate by his womanizing, the promiscuous woman is guilty of
unfemininity (tomboy, highty-tighty, hoity-toity). She is depicted as
succumbing readily (lady of easy virtue), even automatically (open-tail), as
if by gravity (lightskirts, lightheels, tumble) or the slightest physical
persuasion (pushover, round heels, round-heeler) to male advances, rather
than actively seeking intercourse. It is implied that her sole purpose is to
provide intercourse (lay, make, hump, spare, pull, punch-board). Unlike her
male counterpart, few terms, if any, express admiration. 7 At best it is
conceded that she may experience some enjoyment (tickle-tail, play-girl).
Speed (brisk, skelpie-limmer, dasher), suggesting, perhaps, that she
contributes to the movement involved in intercourse (?flap, fricatrice, ?rig,
?whippet, ?wrig, twist), and instability of abode (tramp, rossie), 8 are also
significant sources of vocabulary. This instability of abode would be
necessitated by the fact that the promiscuous woman is on the outskirts of
society (demi-mondaine, demi-monde etc.) and has no value in the world's
terms (trinklet, pufficin, tat).
Proper nouns here appear to belittle by generalizing and by depriving
the woman of her individuality (Marian, Kit, Kitty, Kitty Unsell, Katy,
Flirt-gill, Gillot, Jezebel, Messalina).9
zIJ
Jackson (1987, p72) discusses this assumption as a tenet of modern sexology, while
Faderman (1981, pp 148-9) writes that two school-teachers accused of lesbianism in 1811 were
declared innocent on the grounds that women "above the lower classes" were not motivated by
sexual desire.
2 see Petrie (1971, p83).
see Gebhard et al (1970, p40).
4 although the promiscuous woman and dog are listed as two senses of the same headword,
whippe4 in the OED, "promiscuous woman" came first, and there is no overlap between the
two usages, so whippet should probably not be taken as an example of animal imagely.
see C07.02.04.02.O1 Husband.
6 (1971, p120) writes that "the Old Norsejalda meant a mare too old to foal," so
this term may connote unnaturalness as well as baseness.
see Cameron (1990, p16).
8 see Thornton (1988, pp2O6-'7) EC2 Straying, Aberrant.
9 see Chapter 7.
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The noun amateur (also found in +07.02.03.04 Prostitute) is
among the terms and senses from this section which might usefully be more
finely divided in the OED. Sense 2 a) is "one who cultivates anything as a
pastime, as distinguished from one who prosecutes it professionally; hence,
sometimes used disparagingly, as = dabbler, or superficial student or
worker." Attention is then drawn to the quotation from 1861:
1861 B.HEMYNG in Mayhew London Lab. Extra vol. (1862) 221/2 This
class [of prostitutes] have been called the 'amateurs' to contradistinguish
them from the professionals who devote themselves to it entirely as a
profession.
This sense seems to be in common enough usage, for both "prostitute" and
"promiscuous woman" to merit another sense division in the OED.
The terms available and availability are also probably common
enough with this sense for the usage to bear further investigation. Division
II of available is defined as "that may be availed of' and sense 3 is
specifically "capable of being employed with advantage or turned to
account." The first sense of availability "the quality of being available;
capability of being employed or made use of," is probably the starting point
for the development of this usage.
None of the OED defmitions for charity adequately express the
contempt conveyed in the term charity girl, which would probably have to
be placed among the attributive and combined usages in section 10.
This sense of the adjective easy, only cited from dictionaries, could
be derived from the OED's sense 12 a) "of persons and their dispositions:
moved without difficulty to action or belief; soon yielding, compliant;
credulous," which is where the phrase lady of easy virtue is to be found. It
could also, however, be related to easy meat found at 13 b) "someone or
something overcome, mastered, or persuaded without difficulty; anything
compassed with ease. Similarly easy game, mark' which dates from 1896.
The 1967 citation, the last given, is for easy mark, and bears sexual
connotations.
This usage of the term slapper1 may be derived from the OED's
dialectal sense "a large thing or object; a big, strapping or overgrown
person," which seems tO be used most commonly with reference to women.
It has been seen in this section,and is confirmed in 07.02.03.04
Prostitute, that female promiscuity is associated with untidyness.
1 although, as a favourite word of one of my friends, it is probably over-represented here.
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C07.02.03.03.05.02.O1	 Defloration
And yet women are easily wooed soone won, got with an apple, and lost
with the paring.1
Most of the terms included here deal with the loss of virginity outside
marriage (the second citation for unvirgined is an exception). Terms for
marital defloration are to be found at 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation.
a
Damaged goods is cited from 1809 in the OED, but not used with
reference to nonvirginal women until 1841.2
This usage of experience represents a specialization of the OED
sense division 7 a) "knowledge resulting from actual observation or from
what one has undergone."
The specifically sexual usage of initiation (also found qualified by
sexual), is not indicated by the OED, although the sense of any passage in
which it occurs could probably be understood by reference to the existing
definitions. The first OED sense is "the action of beginning, entering upon,
or 'starting' something; the fact of being begun; beginning,
commencement, origin," but the (mock?) solemnity of this usage is better
suggested by sense 2 a) "formal introduction by preliminary instruction or
initial ceremony into some position, office or society, or to knowledge of or
participation in some priciples or observances; hence generally, admission
to the knowledge, or instruction in the elements of any subject or practice."
C07.02.03.03.05.02.O1/O1 	 Virginity
Though Christianity was a sex-repressive religion, by implication it was
also obsessed with sex.3
This field is, obviously, both incomplete and marginal. If defined in
purely negative terms, as the state of not having had intercourse, it would
belong here. However, the Judeo-Christian tradition places great emphasis
upon virginity as a positive value, which means that it probably should not
be included in this Classification. VIRGINITY should probably be placed as
a sub-section of VIRTUE,4 particularly since so many general terms for
virtue acquire sexual specificity when used with reference to women. Some
1 Swetnam (1615, pp26-7).
2 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias III.iv. ¶ 6; S.WARREN Ten Thousand a Year i.
Bullough & Bullough (1977, p16!).
see C07.02.02/03 Spiritual Love.
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OED terms for this field were garnered from the GHT archive. These are
included in the Classification, with no claims to comprehensiveness.
C07.02.03.03.05.03	 Nonmarital Sex
In this section are grouped terms used both of fornication and
adultery. In addition to the terms included here, the words and phrases
placed in 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity have often been used to denote
non-marital sex.
The influence of Christianity upon this field is marked. Most of the
terms are used oily in Old English, in the writings of ecclesiastics. 1 .The
later terms commit, committing (n & aj) and committer are drawn from
the vocabulary of the commandments.2 Grouping adultery and fornication
together in this way indicates a concern for moral propriety rather than with
social considerations such as bastardy and inheritance.3
a
Dirty Weekend is now used with reference to married couples as
well as unmarried lovers.
C07.02.03.03.05.03/01 .02	 Mistress
In the early Middle Ages members of the clergy married. The law forbade it;
custom, in a fashion, sanctified their unions. The campaign for celibacy,
from the eleventh century on, led to a much sharper distinction between the
state of the married woman and the concubine ... Downgrading the
concubine therefore meant upgrading the wife.4
The use of the terms "mistress" or "concubine" in OED definitions
has been taken to imply some degree of inequality between the partners
involved in such a relationship. Unless otherwise specified, concubine has
been considered synonymous with mistress rather than secondary wifè.
However, context indicates that bosom-slave and sultana queen, at least,
should be understood in the more specific sense.6
Sooterkin, chèie arnie, nobsey, pug, doll, tib, dolly, migniard,
leveret, Linda brides and poplolly appear to be terms of endeannent. Chère
1	 S6.l.
2 Ex(yJus 20.14.
3 (1984, p64) writes that "penalties for adultery as distinct from fornication became much
harsher towards the end of the Anglo-Saxon period". Payer (1984, pp37-9) contends that
Anglo-Irish medieval penitentials showed little interest in fornication until the beginning of the
9th century.
4 Brooke (1989, p64).
5 The DOE definition of cifes illustrates the problems of this field "concubine, with reference
both to the formal legal status of concubinage and to unlawful sexual relationships (the
distinction is difficult to make with certainty in some cases)."6 see, for instance, 1728 THOMSON Spring 1131; 1668 DRYDEN SecretLove llI.i.
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Arnie and maItresse en titre are always accented and/or italicized, indicating
that they are not fully naturalized.
She-Friend is defined as "a female friend, often in bad sense, a
mistress". The dates on the GHT slip are 1609, 1668 and 1754, but only the
1668 u5of	 is in a 'bad' sense.1
Arm-slasher is found as a direct translation of taile-bras.2
Throw oneself into the arms of is defined as "become the wife or
mistress of', but context indicates that the term is used of a woman
deserting her husband for a lover.3
C07.02.03.03.05.03/01 .02.02	 Harem
Serai was coined to provide a rhyme with fly. 4 Ikbal is always in
inverted commas or italics and explained.
C07.02.03.03.05.03/02	 Illegitimacy
It is clear that not all of the terms for BASTARD are here. They may
be placed under OFFSPRING or MANKIND in the GHT, so it would
probably be better to omit these altogether, and to cross-reference.
C07.02.03.03.05.03.01 	 Fornication
If, at the end of the Middle Ages, fornication was no longer a sin reserved
to the bishop but could be absolved by the parish priest, was it not because
the lowest orders of the clergy - those closest to the people - were
obliged to allow this outlet for poor men who found marriage unattainable?5
Many dictionaries (e.g. Wright (1898/1905), Partridge (1937),
Craigie & Hulbert (1938/44)) include some terms derived from bundle,




vi "to sleep in one's clothes on the same bed or couch with (as
was formerly customary with persons of opposite sexes, in
Wales and New England)" 1781 - 1842178
"one who bundles" 1882/8 di (no quotation given).
"the act of the vb to BUNDLE in various senses" 1807 - 1878
1 1668 SEDLEY Muib. Gard liii.
2 1611 COTGR.
1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. T. 133.




What constituted adultery, therefore, in an extramarital sexual relation was
the fact that the woman was married and that alone: the marital status of the
man was not relevant.1
Hite (1987) estimates that by five years after the wedding, 70% of
women and 75% of men have had extra-marital affairs (an increase of
approximately 100% for men and 150% for women on the figures Kinsey
(1953) recordec.2 There is no apparent increase in terminology to reflect
this,3 rather a blurring of the boundaries between nonmarital sexual
intercourse and sexual intercourse in general.
a
Untrue is not used of marital disloyalty until c1290 and untruly not
until 1303.
Mechal is only found in the writings of Heywood.5
C07.02.03.03.05.03.02101	 Cuckold
Who has a fair Wife needs more than two eyes.6
The cuckold has horns upon his head (a knight of the forked order,
wear the horns etc.) which are invisible only to him. Becco, which is
Italian for "goat"7 alludes to the horns as do hoddypoll and hoddy-doddy
(with reference to snails). The song of the cuckoo, which leaves its young
in other birds' nests, alerts the cuckold to his fate (summer('s) bird).8
a
Adhorn is used, with a pun on adorn, and cited only from
Chapman.9
Man complaisant is always cited in italics. Wittol is explained by the
OED as being from the late ME form wetewold, formed after coke wald,
t Foucault (1984b, pill), with reference to Ancient Greece and Rome. See also Plowscoe
(195 1, ppl39-l4O) and Vern Bullough 'Formation of Medieval Ideals: Christian Theory
and Christian Practice' pp 14-21 in Bullough & Brundage (1982, pp2O-l). Klinck (1982,
pp1 09-11) writes that harsher punishments were accorded to adulterous women than men
in Anglo-Saxon law
2 Hite (1976, p410-i) highlights various methodological reasons for regarding Kinsey's
figures as underestimates.
3	 S6.2. But see Bailey (1984, p188).
4 c1290 St Edmund 100 in S.Eng.Leg. I. 434; 1303 R.BRUNNE Handi. Synne 1834. For a
full classification of this field see Thornton (1988, pp228-9) ED6 Disloyal.
1606 Challenge forBeauty v.i; 1624 Gunaik IV. 195; 1633 Eng. Tray. Fj.
6 Tilley (1950, W377).
7 Paradoxically, some of the animals to which a cuckold is compared, such as the goat and the
stag, are also noted for their sexual prowess.8 Although LeComte (1978, p8), writes that it was "the mocking harbinger (according to
foildore) of another year of lovelessness."






with substitution of wete "knowing", but Wedgewood (1860, ppi3-5)
suggests that the term may be drawn from the name of a bird.
C07.02.03.04 etc.	 Prostitutes and Prostitution
Various strands of imagery run through the terminology for
prostitutes and prostitution. For instance, Stanley (1977, p308) gives the
following division of PROSTiTUTE terms:
Denotative
A	 1. Cost:	 free
cheap
expensive
2. Method of Payment: direct
indirect
3. Type of Activity
B. Dysphemistic or Euphemistic
C. Metonymic
D. Metaphoric
Reference is made to these below where relevant. Terms are generally
included here only if payment is direct. Where payment is indirect, terms
are placed in C07.02.03.03.02.02 Female Promiscuity.
Most of the terms employed are of negative import. The prostitute is
dismissed as worthless (baggage, punk, shickster, slag'). 2 She is rebuked for
a lack of personal hygiene: for dirtiness (filth, filthy, fling-dust, fling-stink,
horcwene, impure, wemere, whorechore) and untidiness (drab, drabbery,
drabbing, driggle-draggle, sciubber, slack, slum, slummy, whore-sty); but
also for over-dressing (bona roba, dress-house, mobbed-head, roba, shawl,
visor-mask, vizard mask, vizard).3
The prostitute is seen as unnatural (mis woman, strange woman") and
unfeminine (tomrig) but also as hyper-natural in that she behaves as an
animal. The animals with which prostitutes are most frequently compared
are horses5 (carry-knave, ?harridan, horse-breaker, light-horse, stable,
1 see Mills (1989, p222).
Thornton (1988, ppl9O-l) EB2 Worthless.
3	 S7.1.
4 Rendering the Hebrew nokiiyah and zärãh in Proverbs in the sense of "not one's own
(wife)".
Compare the non-OED forms bike, motorcycle and (town) bicycle in
C07.02.03.03.02.02 Female Promiscuity and classy chassis, Mercedes and Porsche in
C07 .02.02.03.01.01.01 	 Attractiveness.
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stallion, yaud. See C07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse), cats (cat, cat-house,
musk-cat, polecat, torn, torn it around, tomming) and birds (cocotte,' guinea
hen, plover, poule-de-luxe, quail, soiled dove, Winchester goose). Other
animals employed here include dogs (bitchery), sheep (sheep-biter) and
various destructive lower life forms (hell-moth, moth, night-worm).2
Another significant source of vocabulary for this section is the
element of danger involved in visiting a prostitute. The unwary client may
be robbed (creep-joint, panel-den, panel-house) or subjected to physical
assault (flesh-shambles, rough trade, slaughter house). The prostitute herself
is dangerous physically (cockatrice, man-leech, mermaid, succubus),
emotionally (bepecestre, jilt, light o' love) and fmancially (man-leech,
succubus).3
The commercial aspect of prostitution provides a rich source of
vocabulary.4 The fact of accepting money for sexual intercourse can be
viewed with a degree of respect (profession, professional) as well as with
contempt (customer, hack, hackney, hackney lady, hackney wench,
hackster, market dame, plier, she-trader, trader, traffic, twopenny upright;
cf rent, rent boy, petticoat pensioner, renting). Many of the terms with
financial allusions make reference to third parties in the transaction (bed-
broker, broker-between, brokerage, broking, flesh-brokery, monger, mutton
monger, procuration, procure, trade. See also the various -shop terms in
07.02.03.04.04 Brothel.
In addition to the danger to which her clients are exposed, the
prostitute herself is in physical danger (bully, bludger, cosh-carrier,
protector (usually used ironically), ruffian, ruffiano) and at risk of
exploitation (dress house, ponce on/off). 5 Many of the terms in
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp are used of controllers rather than protectors of
prostitutes (white slaver, white slavery), a distinction not always made in
the OED, and one which I have not attempted to reconstruct. Depicting a
prostitute as a victim of forces beyond her control is a relatively recent
phenomenon (the social evil, unfortunate woman/female, unfortunate, vice-
ring), previously she was held wholly responsible for her own fate. The
1 originally a French nursery term for "hen".
2 Table S7.1. See also Stanley's D (above).3	 S7.3. In his combined version of medieval bestiaries, Wright (1954, p56) writes
"Wolves are known for their rapacity, and for this reason we call prostitutes wolves,
because they devastate the possessions of their lovers,"
4	 S7.4, and see Stanley's Al (above).
5 Table S7.2, but see also Walkowitz (1983, p432), who describes how the fear surrounding
the Jack the Ripper case led to increased persecution of prostitutes.
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social terms also imply that prostitution is a cause for concern for society
in general.1
Prostitution is associated with the night-time (Mother Midnight, night
walker, night-shade, night-trader, night-work, night-worm, nocturnal) and
with urbanization (girl (about/of the town), portcwene, suburb sinner,
town-miss, town-woman, woman of the town). By extension, the woman
walking alone at night is assumed to be a prostitute (kerb-crawler etc.).2
The prostitute is depicted as a ship to be boarded (fire-ship, land-frigate,
scuppei), or as food to be eaten (boiled stuff, buttock banqueting, laced
mutton, loose fish, meat house, meat, meat-market, meat-rack, mutton
monger, mutton, sell one 's bacon). 4 She is available to all who can pay,
without distinction or personal preference (common, common house,
common prostitute, common woman, commoner, community, doll-
common, public commoner, public house, public woman).
The profusion of proper names in this section may be a result of the
failure to see prostitutes as individuals in their own right (doll-common,
hiren, jelot, malkin/mawkin, maux, moll, moll-shop, molly, pamel) and
may be intended to belittle all women by implication, or may imply
affection (cousin Betty, dolly-mops). The clients of prostitutes are also
referred to by generic proper names (John, Johnson).5
Since the service provided by prostitutes is sexual, it is not surprising
that many terms make direct allusion to the sexual act (brass nail, brass,
coupleress, forlegis, forlegiswif, forlegnis, forligerwif, jumbler, knocking
shop, screw, split-aice mechanic,6 tail, trugging-house, trugging-place,
twigger). 7 Others are more indirect, dealing with parts of the body or
clothing8 (apron squire, buttock, squire of the placket, smockster) and with
specific positions which might be adopted (forlicgan, grande horizontale,
horizontale, turn up, twopenny upright, underputter). Indirect allusion to
sexual intercourse is made in barber's chair, carry-knave, leaping-house,
receiver general, sporting house and vaulting-house/-school and -door. In
addition to refeing to sexual intercourse, sporting house suggests the last
significant source of vocabulary for this section, which is that of pleasure
(fille de joie, gay, joy-house, lady of pleasure, maiden of joy, whore-play).9
1 see Weeks (1981, p85).
2 Table S7.3.
3	 OED gives: i a) an opening in a ship's side on a level with the deck to allow water to run
away b) A pump ?nw.
4	 overlaps with the depiction of prostitutes as animals. See Chapter 6 and Table S7.2.
see Chapter 7 and Table S7.5.
6	 Partridge (1937) dates from the 19c, slightly earlier than the OED.
cf Stanley's A3 (above).




"Among the poor," declared Josephine Butler, the "boundary lines between
the virtuous and the vicious" were "gradually and imperceptibly shaded off"
so that it was "impossible to affix a distinct name and infallibly assign"
prostitutes to an outcast category.'
Terms whose OED defmitions contained the terms prostitute, whore,
strumpet, trollop, harlot, courtesan, drab and trull are placed here. Terms
defmeds'jslattem, slag, slut, sloven or hussy are in 07.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity where this was felt to be appropriate. There is no
clear dividing line between the two areas since moral objections to
prostitution have rested upon promiscuity, rather than on payment for it,
and the promiscuous woman is still abused in terms drawn from.
PROSTITUTE.2
 The distinction is not one which it has always been
relevant to make, and much of the vocabulary classified here is probably
interchangeable with that in 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity.
A society rejecting the woman guilty of fornication and providing her with
no other means of employment virtually condemns her to prostitution.3
0
Hack, hackney wench and hackney lady are defined as "a prostitute,
a bawd", I have placed the first two in 07.02.03.04 Prostitute, and the
third in 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd, according to context.
1793 is given as the last recorded usage of common woman , but the
term is also used by the OED itself (1920/3) in defming wenchel.
File and pamel appear to be used of the common-law wife of a
priest.4 Public woman is offered in inverted commas as a term "still
[used]. . in modem places".5 Croshabel is described as "a word but lately
used"6 and no etymology is given. Traffic and scrubber also require
explanation in context. Hobby-horse, customer and public commoner are
restricted to the writings of Shakespeare. Partridge (1949) writes that cousin
Betty is used of a travelling prostitute.
Barber's Chair appears to be derived from the metaphor "as common
as a barber's chair" cited by the OED from Burton. 7 Tilley (1950, B74)
1 Josephine Butler MoraiReclaimability, quoted in Walkowitz (1983, pp4Z2-3).
2 see Chesney (1970, p315).
3 see Wollstonecraft (1792, p165) and Barbara Epstein 'Family, Sexualy Morality, and Popular
Movements in Turn-of-the-Century America' pp1 17-80 in Snitow et al (1983, p125).
4 e.g. 1393 LANGL. P.P1 C. Vll.135; 1362 LANGL. P.PI A.1V.102.
1892 E.Reeves Homeward Bound 194.
6 a1598 PEELE Jests. Wks (Rtldg.614).
' AnatMel III iv liii (1651) 665.
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cites the proverbial phrase from 1554 - 1732, but not all usages are
necessarily of prostitutes.
Neither puta nor grand(e) horizontal(e) seem to be fully naturalized.
Trully is required to provide a rhyme with dully.' Horse-breaker is usually
qualified by pretty. Pavement Princess is CB slang.
Harlot appears to acquire the meaning "prostitute" through "female
juggler or dancer". This association of prostitution with low-paid and/or
low status professions is also seen in leaguer-laundress, and with forms of
entertainment or display in geisha, hostess, hurdy-gurgy girl, sing-song girl
and model. Best (1982, p600) writes that dressmaking and plain-sewing
were trades often claimed by prostitutes in St. Paul, Minnesota from 1865-
1883. Compare also the use of the term bardash, which may come from the
Arabic bardaj "a slave", for a catamite and the palliard terms, derived
from French paille "one who sleeps on straw, a vagabond, a beggar".
The sexual connotations of actress are already implied in the second
division of sense 2, which is where the phrase as the actress said to the
bishop is listed. It would be a relatively simple matter to insert another
defmition between this and 2 a) "a female player on the stage" (itself
somewhat dated) to accomodate this euphemistic usage. Similarly masseuse
is defmed as "a woman who practices massage," but the euphemistic usage
is not listed.
The OED gives the defmition "a disparaging term for a woman, esp.
one who is unattractive or elderly" for sense 17 of bag, but also refers to
sense 6 of baggage: "a worthless good for nothing woman; a woman of
disreputable or immoral life, a strumpet." It is thus implied, if not actually
stated,that bag can mean "prostitute."
The OED lists the substantive but not the adjectival use of
professional, which is always found, in my citations, in professional
woman.
1 1711 E.WARD Quix. 1.32.
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C07.02.03.04.O1	 Prostitution
Since prostitution was not considered fornication or adultery in the accepted
meaning of the terms, it was the concern, not of ecclesiastical courts but of
urban tribunals [during the late medieval period].'
Prostitution has been justified on the grounds that it is necessary to
provide an outlet for male desire in order to protect 'honest' women.2 If
property is to be inherited intact it is necessary for many younger Sons to
remain single, which has meant that lower class women have often been
regarded as fair game. for aristocratic attentions. 3 Prostitution has also been
associated with religion4 and with the Church, particularly with a system,
requiring sexual segregation and celibacy (abbess, ?mother midnight).5 Most
of the Old English terms for organized prostitution occur in glosses.6
0
Strumpetry is used figuratively in its single OED citation. 7 Putage
and putery are both used with reference to female unchastity, and may not,
therefore, be as specific as the defmition "prostitution" implies.
All four citations for sacking are from the writings of Greene. Three
of the four make reference to the "sacking law."8
Whorism is recorded only twice in the OED, occurring both times in
dictionaries, but as a defining term rather than a head-word. It is given as a
synonym for the Italian puttaneggio9 and is used in the definition of the
French s 'appaillarder,'° used in reference to dissipation in the widest sense.
Drabbing is little used, and on each occasion is employed to provide
alliteration: with drunkenness and with dicing and drinking." Similarly,
drab it12 is used to alliterate with drink, wench with wine and punk to
rhyme with drunk.'3
1 Shahar (1983, p208).
2 vn Yelyr (1941, p169), uses this argument and Paul (1969, pplO'7-8) deals with its
acceptance 'in Latin societies'. Shahar (1983, p206), quotes to this effect from St. Augustine
"the prostitutes in a town are like the sewers in a palace. If you take away the sewers, the whole
palace will be filthy." (De Ordine PLvol xxxii Col.1000)
see Walkowitz (1983, p436).
see Ableman (1982, p'79).
see Ableman (1982, pp8l-2), who writes of the 'symbiotic relationship' between prostitution
and the Church. See also Winterson (1989, pp3O-l), who depicts the co-operation between
prostitutes in a brothel and the nuns whose convent is downstream.
6 see Coleman (1989, pp 190-4).
1435 MISYN Fire of Love 54.
8 1591 Disc. Coosnage (1592) C 1 b; Ibid. C 2; DispuL Ded. A 2; Ibid. A 4b.
1958 FLORIO.
'° 1611 COTGR.
11 a161 1 BEAUM. & FL. Triumph of Death vi; 1820 SCOTT MonasL xxxv.
12 a1624 CHAPMAN Hymn to Hermes 324, in 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client.13 1719 D'URFEY Pills VI. 212. cf also the proverbial phrase wine, women and song.
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Strumpeting is defined as "whoring", and is used to describe the
activity of the man as well as the woman.
Profession is qualified as the most ancient profession once, and as
the oldest profession twice. There are four OED citations in all.
Importuning (aj and n) is used with reference to men (not necessarily
prostitutes) soliciting for male sexual partners.
C07.02.03.04.02	 Prostitute's Client
know ye not that he which is joined to a harlot is one body? for two, saith
he, shall be one flesh.'
In the same way that PROSTITUTE and PROMISCUOUS WOMAN
merge into one another, 2 there is a considerable overlap between terms for
prostitutes' clients and male fornicators. The use of whoremonger in
definitions made it doubly difficult to determine where some of these terms
should be placed: even where it was clear that prostitution was involved,
reference had to be made to individual citations in order to place terms here
or in 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp.
a
John, trick, score and punter are prostitutes' terms for their clients.
They indicate much the same contempt as many of the terms used by clients
of prostitutes.
C07.02.03.04.03.O1	 Pimp
There is a significant increase in terms available for PIMP from the
early 19th century, confirming Walkowitz's assertion that the 19th century
saw the change in prostitution "from a female- to a male-dominated trade."3
See also Fig. C3, where the peak in terms for "female procurer" dates from
the late 16th to the late 19th centuries.
a
Jock-gagger is defmed, in Andrews' dictionary (from which the
OED cites it), as meaning "a sort of fellows who live on the prostitution of
their wives".
Ruffianize is found in direct translation of the French ruffianier.4
11 Corinthians 6.16.
2 see C07.02.03.04 Prostitute.




Bron strops, a corruption of bawdstrott, is used by L3dstei- in
allusion to its earlier usage by
	
AkIt'1 There is no evidence of any wider
usage.
C07.02.03.04.04	 Brothel
As the number of brothels has decreased, the number of terms
available for them has increased.2 This is another example of the over-
lexicalization of the abnormal.3
A major feature of this field is the tendency of brothels to
masquerade as something else, or the tendency for prostitution to arise from
other forms of relaxation. The best front for a brothel is one providing an
excuse for nakedness; one reason why baths figure so largely in this section
(stews, stew, stive, stew-house, bains, bordello, bagnio). 4 There may also be
allusion to the increase in body heat which accompanies sexual excitement
and exertion (hot-house). Other forms of commerce serving as a cover for
prostitution appear to have been shops (china house) and taverns or
boarding houses (house of accommodation, kip, public house). It is not
surprising to find brothels associated with other types of lawlessness
(disorderly house, smuggling ken).
C07.02.03.04.05	 Male Prostitute
Cameron (1985, p76) writes that "Julia Stanley has observed that for
English-speakers the prostitute is 'paradigmatic woman'. Male prostitutes
have no comparable richness of terminology associated with them, for after
all they are far from being paradigmatic men." The male prostitute,
however, does appear to be the paradigmatic ('passive') homosexual male.5
There is considerable overlap between this section, 07.02.03.02.03 Anal
Sex and 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality.
a
Rorter, as in poofter rorter, is Australian slang for "one who
engages in dishonest practices; a professional sharper or trickster".
1 1617 MIDDLETON Fair Quarr e.g. IV i; 1661 WEBSTER Cure for Cuckold Ni.
2	 Walkowitz (1983, p4.28) and Tables S8.3 & S8.4.
3 see C07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness.
see Bullough & Bullough (1977, p180) and Ableman (1982, pp68-9).




if the love even of peasant women chances to entice you, remember to praise
them lavishly, and should you find a suitable spot you should not delay in
taking what you seek, gaining it by rough embraces.'
A recent increase in terminology is seen in all of the SEX CRIME
fields except INCEST. 2 This may be a result of the need for new terms to
express modem attitudes towards sexual offences as crimes against the
individual rather than against the guardians or families, and of increasing
concern for the regulation of harmful sexualities.
a
The interfere terms are all euphemistic. They may refer to child
abuse or to attempted rape. Indecent assault is often used with reference to
a failed rape, while sexual harassment is used of unwelcome verbal as well
as physical attentions.
C07.02.03.05.01 .01	 Rape
Owing to her anatomical constuction a normal woman can scarcely be
forced against her will. When the male holds down her hands she can cross
her legs, turn on one side, and so forth.3
General sex terms, such as those found in 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse are often used in a qualified form with reference to rape.4
The object of a rape is lowered and dirtied by her experience
(violating etc., a fate worse than death, do (a) shame, spoil), perhaps with
the implication that the attack may have been caused or deserved in some
way (rapeable).5 There seems to be a fairly consistent division between
those terms used with reference to the rape of virgins (violate etc., spoil)
and to the rape of wives (force, beforce etc.). Consideration of rape as a
crime against the property of the husband6 or guardian is suggested in the
term trespass, and the use of rape as an instrument of war by military
terminology (force, hairy, spoil).
a
'Capellanus, in Walsh (1982, p223).
2TableS9.
R. MacAndrew (1928) Life Long Love, quoted in Rusbridger (1986, ppl42-3).
4 see, for instance, ChronE (Plummer) 1086.99 "j Gifhwilc Carl man hemde wiô Wimman
hire unôances..."
see Shahar (1983, p17), who states that thirteenth-century victims of rape who became
pregnant as a result, had no right to press charges, because the pregnancy was proof of their
enjoyment.
6 see Cameron (1990, ppl6-7) for the survival of this approach in newspaper reportage.
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Oppression is found only in the works of Chaucer.' Where rape (n)
is cited with reference to forced buggery in the OED, it is qualified as
homosexual rape,2 although gang-rape (n) is used of the rape of a male in
the 1975 OED quotation. 3 Rape (Vt) is usually used with a female subject
where the object is male. Rapeable is used with a male object in 1972 and
1977, and with a female object only in l976.
C07.02.03.05.O1.02	 Child Abuse
There is an engraving of 1511 depicting a holy family: St Anne's behaviour
strikes us as extremely odd - she is pushing the child's thighs apart as if
she wants to get at its private parts and tickle them.5
Child abuse is a culturally defmed phenomenon, depending upon the
concept of childhood, and on the individual's rights in the face of society
and the family.6 Behaviour characterized as paedophilia today has been
seen as defloration, incest and homosexuality in the past, and lexicalized
accordingly.7
1 c1385 L.G.W. 1868 Lucrece; c1386 Wife's T. 33.
2 Often a misnomer, since it may be that neither party in a homosexualrape actually considers
himself to be homosexual.
1975 Business Week 17 Mar. 10/1.
1972 J.ROSSITER Rope for General Dietz xiii. 183; 1976 K.BONIFIGLIOLI
Something Nasty in Woodshed vii.75; 1977 J.I.M.STEWART Madonna of Astmlabe
xi.155.
5Ariès(1962,p101).
6 see Aries (1962, pp98-l24).
But see LawAf 1, 26: "Gif mon ungewintrdne wifman to nied hmde geôreatige, sie t
swa es gewintredan monnes bot."
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Commentary on the Classification of MARRIAGE
exactly half of all those married in the Middle Ages were women; they just
seem more1
C07.02.04 Marriage
The veiy fact that the majority of women get married provides all the evidence
one needs of their superiority over men, seeing that in these modem days it is in
man's best interest to avoid marriage while it is in woman's best interests to
embraceit.2
Between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries, perhaps particularly
among the puritans, marriage was held to have three main purposes, stifi
stated during the Anglican wedding ceremony.3 Macfarlane (1986, ppl5O-l)
writes that these were procreation, the avoidance of fornication,and mutual
help and support. Lexical illustrations of these concerns are provided by the
forms gebedscipe, legerteam and hymen; brydlac, the bonds of
wedlock/matrimony and shackledom; gaderscipe, conjugality and
conjuncture.
Table Ml shows the domination of this field by terms derived from
French. This may reflect the social and legal structure obtaining after the
Norman Conquest, with French as the language of the courts. Many OE
terms failed to survive, with only the relatively archaic wedlock remaining
current, although several post-Conquest coinages occur from English
sources. This instability of terminology may reflect the unsettled nature of
the concept of marriage among the Anglo-Saxons.
a
€<a(w) also has the wider meaning "law", and although frequently
used in reference to marriage, the narrower application is usually indicated
either by qualification or through context. The term order occurs only in
"Oh blisful ordre of wedlok",4 suggesting that the phrase should be listed in
its entinty.
Wedlockhood and wedlac are each found only once, as variant
readings in Hali Meiôhad. Weddedhood and wedhood also occur as
1 Leyerle (1973, p416).
2 van Yelyr (1941, ppl84-5).
TheBookof Common Prayer 1559 ed. Booty (1976, p293).
4 cl386ChaucerMerchant'sTale (line 103).
5 line 33 in the Titus and Bodley MSS respectively.
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variant readings.' Other infrequent terms are bed match, recorded only in
translation and Hymen 's bands, used to rhyme with hands.2
Conjugacy is balanced against celibacy in its single usage, and used
in disapproving reference to the marriage of priests.3 Conjuncture too
implies disapproval of the all-too physical joining of marriage.4 The
conjugated person is contrasted with "the virgin",5 but conjugate is also
found in opposition to single, with reference to parenthood, indicating that
the root can occur without derogatory import. 6 Joyce's humo rous use of
bedlock also emphasizes the physical aspects of the social bond.7
Freondneden and freondscipe are not restricted in use to marital
love alone, but also refer to love in a wider sense.
Matrimonialism could equally well be defmed in context merely as
"marriage". 8 There are probably more terms for those who disapproye of
marriage than for those who approve of it, because it is more necessary to
label those who do not conform to society's conventions than those who do.
The under-lexicalization of excessive love of a husband compared
with excessive love of a wife indicates that over-love of a wife is less
acceptable.9 Citations given for maritality indicate that it was coined
precisely to fulfil the need for a term parallel with uxoriousness.'0
Similarly, gamical was apparently coined by Coke in order to parallel
secular, temporal, civil and paternal." Both matrirnoniously and
connubially seem to be humorous nonce-formations.'2
Matrimonial, in the sense "derived from marriage" is cited only in
reference to claims to the throne. Similarly, nuptial is used to describe
queens by marriage rather than birth. 13 Unmatrimonial occurs in the phrase
1 a1450 MYRC Par.Pr (line 212).2 1583 Stanyhurst neis (Arb) line 34; 1600 SHAKS A. Y.L. V iv 135.
1659 GAUDEN Teaz of Church 355 (D.).
1679-1714 BURNET Hist Ref. (1816) I. 1.11.191.
1690 Norris Beatitudes (228).
6 1552 HULOET.
1922 JOYCE Ulysses 483.
8 1811 SHELLEY in Dowden Life (1887) I. 174.
see Jean-Louis Flandrin 'Sex in Married Life in the Early Middle Ages: the Church's
teaching and behavioural reality' pp1 14-129, in Anès & Béjin (1982, ppl2l-2), who
alludes to St. Jerome's assertion that excessive love of one's own wife is adultery.
101812 W.TAYLORin Monthly Mag. xxxiii.42; a1832 BENHAMDeonL Wks. 18431.
235.
"1660 Coke Power & Subj 12.12 1839 Blackw. Mag. XLVI.28; 1884 W.S.GILBERT Mikado.
e.g. 1642 Chapman Odyss.
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"unmatrimonial Matrimonie",' while pretemuptial implies adulterous
behaviour.2
Bounden is found only in poetry, as is wedlock-bound,3 which
occurs in Adam's denunciation of womankind after the Fall, and reflects
Milton's well-documented opinion of matrimony without the possibility of
divorce.4 Wived is used of priests, and also conveys disapproval, 5 while
wile-bound has an alternate sense "restricted by a wife".6
 Similarly,
wedmen, is used only with reference to those involved in marital strife, and
seems therefore to imply a negative opinion of marriage.7
C07.02.04/O1 Monogamy
Monogyny is cited only once by the OED, in a quotation in which it
is suggested that the more inclusive monogamy is the prefeid term.8
 Of
the adjectives, monogamian is restricted to the works of L.H.Morgan,9
while monogamic is labelled "less correct" by the OED.
C07.02.04/O1.O1 etc. Polygamy
Polygamy tends to be used to include bigamy, trigamy etc., but can
also be employed to describe plural marriages in accordance with local
cultural norms. Bigamy and the other numerically specific terms may
imply criminal behaviour and deception in a society where monogamy is
the norm.'0
a
The notion that bigamy implies illegality is supported by the fact
that many of the OED citations for its related forms (e.g. bigamistic,
bigamic, bigamously and bigamous) are drawn from Victorian newspaper
and magazine reports of criminal trials.
Polygynaiky is used to parallel polyandry: the two terms being used
together to make explicit the meaning of polygamy. 11 All usages of
11572 Buchanan's Detectioun Fiij.
2 CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Diderot (1872) V 21; ibid. Mirabeau 243.
1667 PL x 905 "Aireadie linkt and Wedlock-bound To a fell Adversarie."
4 see Halkett (1970).
1876 Encyci. Brit V. 293/2.
6 1820 KEATS Let. 28 Jan. (1958) VI.247, in 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking.
7 c1460 TowneleyMyst. iii.400, ibid. xiii.65.
8 1876 H.SPENCER Princ. Sociol. (1877) I. 698.
9 1876 in N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII.62; 1881 Contrib. N. Amer. Ethnol. IV 5.
10	 Hayakawa (1968, p440).
11 1880 Holland Jurisprudence (1882) 131.
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Kulinism are explained, which indicates that it has not become fully
naturalized. Polyandrianism is cited only from the writings of Southey.'
In the citation given for communal marriage the phrase is advanced
only as a suggested term. 2 Plural marriage is defmed in the OED, but no
citations are given.
C07 .02.04/02 Cohabitation
Society is not yet accustomed to coping with numbers of [people] unmarried yet
'living together' ... This is well illustrated by the difficulty many cohabiting
partners find in knowing how to refer to each other in social situations lover,
live-in partner, boy/girlfriend, cohabitee - none quite reaches the mark.3
This field overlaps with 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress and with 07.02.03.03.05.03.01
Fornication. Nonmarital cohabitation is seen as concubinage among
royalty and the priesthood,4 and treated with a degree of indulgence where
it has some basis in popular tradition (as opposed to ecclesiatical law).
a
Old English terms beginning with the element unriht- are variously
treated as compound words and as phrases in the dictionaries. I have
included them as compounds because whether or not they should be treated
as single words, their use to express the notion of unlawful cohabitation
means that they are usefully listed here.
The shack phrases emphasize the ad hoc and probably temporary
nature of a domestic arrangement, since a shack is "a roughly built cabin or
shanty" (OED): an essentially temporary form of shelter.
The relatively large number of terms in this field unattested by the
OED reflects the fact that the increase in respectability of nonmarital
cohabitation is a fairly recent phenomenon.5 Some terms dealing with entry
into cohabitation overlap with unofficial wedding ceremonies, but are
1 1820 LetL (1856) ifi. 200; 1829 Sir. T. More (1831)11 199.
2 1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiliz. 67.
3 Bailey (1984, p8).
see Clunies Ross (1985, p3 & p13). Fell (1984, p65) notes that in a lOc charter, the
signature of the king's concubine came after those of the royal family proper, but before
those of the nobles. Hill (1979, p67), however, states that concubinage was not common
among the English royalty until the reign of Osric of Northumbria.
see Gwartney-Gibbs (1986, p423).
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discussed here because they do not necessarily imply that a ceremony has
actually been performed.
Nonmarital/non-marital is not found in the OED, and might
represent a useful addition. Live-in is adequately defined in the OED as
"resident, residing in the establishment (as opp. to living out or at home),"
but the quotations given all refer to domestic servants. Even if no further
explanation were to be given, it would be useful to provide citations to
illustrate this usage, which is common enough to achieve substantive use.
C07.02.04.O1	 Spouse
Man's love is of his life a thing apart,
'Tis woman's whole existence...1
Some of the "spouse" terms reoccur in 07.02.04.01.01 Wife and
07.02.04.01.02 Husband where they are used frequently enough for the
OED to have made this division,2 where a more general usage perceivably
narrows or where a narrower usage becomes less specific. Helpmeet, for
instance, "absurdly formed", according to the OED, along with helpmate,
is more often used of the wife than the husband, since the terms are both
based on a misunderstanding of Genesis 2.18. Moiety is also rarely used
of a husband, while my better half is now almost exclusively confmed to
wives.
Table M2 indicates that there was, as might be expected, a marked
increase in "spouse" terms after the Reformation and during the Puritan
period.4 Many of the terms in this section did not survive, but those with the
greatest durability have connotations of co-operation and mutual support
(fei'c('ge)fera, make<ge)maca, helpmeet, yoke-fellow and mate).
'Byron's Don Juan Ii 194 in MCGann (Ed.) (1986, p426).
2 For instance, spouse is defined as both "wife" and "husband" in the OED, but not
specifically as an inclusive and sex-neutral term.
see also rib in 07.02.04.01.01 Wife, influenced by Genesis 2.21-23.
4	 M3.1, M3.2 and M4, but see Chapter 5 for the dangers of approaching the OED
as a scientific survey of the language.
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C07.02.04.O1.O1	 Wife
If a lady understands that her duties are obedience, complaisance, an entire
surrender of her will to that of her husband, and attention to his happiness as the
first consideration, she has the spirit of the religious and civil idea of marriage.1
The proliferation of terms for "wife" indicates how important a
relationship and position it is seen to be. A woman is often defmed by
reference to her husband (feme cover4 Missis, mother), giving rise to the
assertion that a man is not married to a woman at all, but only the woman
to the man.2
Tables M3.1 and M3.2 indicate the degree of lexical ingenuity shown
in this field. Many terms are used once or are fashionable for only a short
period of time. This inventiveness is evident too in the variety of
contributing language sources, as well as in the proportion of compounds.
With the occasional exception in legal terminology (peer, mulier, spouse),
the French borrowings are relatively late. This may be a result of the
difficulty of referring to someone as familiar as a wife by perceivably
foreign terms. A larger proportion of the MARRIED WOMAN terms than
of the WIFE tenns is of non-English origin, which may reflect the OED's
methods of definition.
a
Spousage is found only in translation.3 Venter is a term from
heraldry, used of one or more of a man's wives as sources of offspring. The
term weaker vessel is derived from I Peter 3.7.
Kickie-wickie would probably be better classified as a term of
endearment, since its only usage4 is variously glossed as "wife", "mistress"
or "girlfriend".5
lago uses the phrase night cape with reference to Emilia's suspected
adultery with Cassio.6 This, the first folio reading, is generally replaced by
night cap, the quarto reading, in subsequent editions. Night cape, however,
1 AllAfrutEtiquette (1875, pp282-2&3).2 is her name that is lost in his, not his in hers; she becomes a member of his family, not
he of hers; she follows his fortunes and takes his station, not he hers. And thus, manifestly,
she has been attached to him by a legal bond, not he to her, except, indeed, as all attachment
is necessarily mutual...." White Words and Their Uses (Boston, 1886) ppl39- 140, quoted
in Cameron (1990, pl'75).
1513 DOUGLAS neid XI.vi. 109.
1601 SHAKS All's Well II iii 297.
5 in the 1959 Arden and 1970 Penguin editions, respectively.
61604 SHAKS 0th H i 316.
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may be a reference to the sheets on the marital bed, which Cassio would
'wear' across his shoulders. In either case, the usage is certainly figurative.
C07.02.04.O1.01.01 	 Married Woman
the husband and wife are one person in law; that is, the very being or legal
existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage or at least is
incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband; under whose wing,
protection and cover she performs everything.1
The OED distinguishes between the use of frow to refer to a Dutch
or German married woman, and vrow or vrouw for Dutch married. women
alone, a division which I have chosen not to maintain.
C07.02.04.01.02 & 07.02.04.01.02.01	 Husband &
Married Man
"I should like ... every man to take a wife who cannot manage to sleep alone
because he gets frightened at night."2
Relatively few terms are found for "husband" and less inventiveness
is displayed than in the slang vocabulary for "wife". Men are more
generally defmed by their professions or property than by reference to their
marital status.3
What French terms there are for "husband" seem to have been
borrowed sooner after the Conquest than the bulk of those for "wife". At
the same time, in contrast with WiFE, a larger proportion of English terms
continued in use and more were created.4
0
Parallels are to be found between the terms for wives and the terms
for husbands. (One 's) better half, although defmed as "spouse", is now
more commonly used of wives: reflecting the middle-class Victorian idea
that a 'good woman', being more spiritual and less carnal than her husband,
1 Blackstone (1758) Commentaries on the English Constitution (New York, 1847) Vol I
p441, quoted in Wollstonecraft (1792, pH). See also ibid. pp34-5 and Fraser (1984, PS).
2 St. Jerome, quoted in Tannahil (1980, p188).
see Black & Coward (1990, p1130).4 M4 and M3. 1. The uneven historical spread of documentation used by the OED
(see Chapter 5 and Schafer (1980)) has always to be taken into account, particularly when
considering such small samples of vocabulary.
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should act as his moral guide.' Its counterpart, worse half, is generally
jocular.
The use of man for "husband" is now restricted, except in Scottish
and dialectal usage, to the phrase man and wife, usually found with
reference to the marriage service. 2 The phrase is often replaced in the
Anglican ceremonial by husband and wife. 3 Some of the developments
influencing the interpretation of the phrase are illustrated (in a simplified
form) in Fig. 4.2. In OE, mann and wif could have been understood as
"man and woman" or as "husband and wife," but the distributions of each
term have changed. Wife is now generally used of a woman only m
relation to her husband, while man can stand alone. Other terms have
developed to fill some of the less specific usages of man. Humanity
becomes male, female becomes wife (cf the world and his wife4).
wfe<wf


















The development of man and wife
There is alleged to be a tradition, presented as the origin for the term
gander-mooner, by which a man was given licence to copulate with other
women, during the month after his wife's confmement.5
1 see Fraser (1984, pp5l-2) and Arthur (1872, p68). See also Swedenborg (1901 ir,
pp 180-84) for the notion of a conjugial marriage (07.02.04 Marriage) by which both
spouses are raised above their carnal condition.
2 see Booty (Ed.) (1976,. p293).
3 The Church of England Liturgical Commision (1980, p293).
4	 Partridge (1937) lists as having been current from the eighteenth century.
see Grose (1811), Halliwell (1847), Partridge (1937) and Holder (1989).
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C07.02.04.O1.03	 Married Couple
It is a sad house where the hen crows louder than the cock.1
References to husband and wife as one flesh are drawn from Genesis
2.23-24, Mark 10.82 and Matthew 19.5-6. The phrase is also found in the
marriage service.3
Ménage a trois is always italicized and accented, indicating that the
phrase is not fully naturalized. It may also be that the unusualness of such
an arrangement is emphasized by the use of a term felt to be foreign. The
association of Frenchness with the sexually immoral may be of significance
here.4
C07.02.04.O1.03/O1 etc.	 Marital Problems
And eek I praye Jhesu shorte his lyves
That noght wol be governed by hir wyves5
I have plad terms for the domineering wife and submissive husband
together, instead,dividing them between WIFE and HUSBAND, despite
similar resonances there (shrew, trouble and strife), because they are
defmed in terms of one another. The picture-postcard stereotype of the fat
and domineering wife is incomplete without the small and meek husband.
The fact that the domineering wife and the submissive husband are
lexicalized, and not vice versa, 6 indicates that their roles are contrary to
society's expectations. Similarly, the fact that physical violence against
one's wife was not lexicalized until the early nineteenth-century indicates its
previous acceptability rather than its earlier non-occurrence.7
1 Partridge (1937) suggests this proverb as a possible source for the hen-peck terms.
2 see C07.02.04.05 Wedding.3 see Booty (Ed.) (1976, p297) and The Church of England Liturgical Commision (1980,
p288).
see 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex and 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography.
Wife of Bath's Prologue Benson (Ed.) (1988,1.1261-2).
6 Although there are terms, such as squaw (see Mills (1989, p228)) and lord and master,
which express the opposite situation, OED definitions do not emphasize conformity to the
perceived norm.
' For instance, Swetnam (1615, p40) writes "Therfore, as a sharpe bit curbes a froward
horse, even so a curst women must be roughly used: but if women could hold their




Never attempt to rule, or appear to rule your husband. Such conduct degrades
husbands, and wives always partake largely in the degradation of their
husbands.1
Processions of disapproval could be mounted against couples where
the wife was guilty of hen-pecking her husband or of adultery, or where the
husband was guilty of excessive violence against his wife. 2 This might take
the form of a procession with 'rough music,' or of an impersonation of the
married couple.3 In The Mayor of Casterbridge, Hardy (1886, p351)
describes the use of models placed on a donkey, with Lucetta facing the head
and Henchard the tail. As in the medieval Feast of Fools, the transgression
of the natural and social order is a central feature of the shallal.4
Processions such as the skimmington and shallal have been used to
express disapproval of a wider range of behaviour than just the marital.
OED defmitions for skiminington 5 and ride (the) skirnmington, 6 for
instance, are more general than the definitions given here would suggest.
C07.02.04.02	 Unmarriedness
Ant bitacneö is tur pe hehnesse of meiôhad, e bihald as of heh alle widewen
under hire ant weddede baôe. For eos, ase flesches l,realles, beoô i worides
peowdom, ant wunieö 'la[he]' on eoröe.7
Before the dissolution of the convents and monasteries, celibacy was
a realistic and honourable option for considerable numbers of people in
Britain.8 Those who felt able to take a vow of chastity acceded to the
Pauline view that to marry was only better than to burn. 9 Many of the
1 AllAboutEtiquette (1875, p283).
2 see James (1952, p54). Grose (1811, riding skimmington) writes that the procession was
"a ludicrous cavalcade in ridicule of a man beaten by his wife."
3 Rough-music is in the OED, but its definition does not emphasize that married couples
were the objects of such processions. The marital aspect is stated in Wright's definition of
the term (1904).
see Chambers (1925, Vol I pp275-335).
1634-1886 in the OED and 1984 hs in my own reading.
6 1697-183 1 in the OED and 1984 hs in my own reading.
7 HaiiMeiöhad in Millett(1982,p2/6-8).
8 Mount (1982, p19).
i Corinthians 7.19.
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earlier terms are derived from a time when the unmarried were primarily
made up of those who had taken a conscious decision to dedicate their
energies to the Church (chengeom, forseon). Later on, singleness was seen
as a state through which both women and men passed before they advanced
to the ranks of the married (girl, cntht). This conflation of generational age
and marital status is also found among French speakers and in traditional
Irish villages.'
During the seventeenth-centuiy, almost a quarter of the population
would never marry, a proportion falling to only about nine percent during
the second half of the eighteenth-centuiy.2 This dramatic increase in
marriage rates is probably connected with the increasing urbanization of
Britain, improved agricultural methods, the movement away from small-
holdings and the decline of the traditional long apprenticeship. These
factors combined to produce higher income and greater freedom among
young people, thus decreasing the age at which marriage could sensibly take
place.3 Once it becomes normal to be married, an increasing lexicalization
of unmarriedness indicates the state's perceived abnormality.4
It has been suggested that urbanization necessitated the development
of Miss and Mm as terms indicating marital status and sexual availability.
Before it was restricted to married women,Mn was used to convey respect,
and, along with Mr. had been demanded by an ever-widening social range.5
a
The adjective lone, once used of both men and women, is now
restricted to women. Matchless occurs with this meaning only once; in a
pun on the more usual sense of "without an equal". 6 Unweddedness seems
to be a nonce-word, coined to balance untruthfulness.7
see Ellen Ross & Rayna Rapp 'Sex and Society: A Research Note from Social History
and Anthropology' pp51-73 in Snitow et al (1983, p58).
2 Macfarlane (1986, p25).
ibid. p88. See also Mount (1982, p56).4	 MS.5 For an example of this use of Mrs, see C07.02.04.05/09.05.O1-/09.05.02. See also
Smith (1985, p4!), Fraser (1984, p158) and the OED entry for Mr.
6 a1652 BROME Damoiselle I. i.
1830 CARLYLE Misc. (1840) 1L368.
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C07.02.04.02.01 & 07.02.04.02.02 Spinster &
Bachelor
Mr. Watkins Tottle had long lived in a state of single blessedness, as bachelors
say, or single cursedness, as spinsters think.1
Many sociolinguists and feminist theorists2 have used the pair
spinster/bachelor to illustrate the pejorative development of female/male
paired terms.3 A bachelor is seen as someone who has chosen and enjoys
his way of life. A spinster, however, is a woman insufficiently attractive in
person and personality to have 'caught' a man.
If someone is a spinster, by implication she is not eligible (to marry); she has
had her chance, and been passed by ... to be a bachelor implies that one has the
choice of marrying or not . . .'
What these writers have failed to appreciate is that, since there is no
sense in which bachelor and spinster can be said to have been parallel at
any point in their histoiy, 5 it is not possible to say that any pejorative
semantic development has taken place. 6 Bachelor, from Old French, has
been used in this sense since c1386, whereas spinster, from an Old English
root, was apparently not used to denote an unmarried woman until 1617.
Bachelor has been the core term in its field for much of its histoiy, while
spinster has shared its semantic space with many words of similar
application. Historically and etymologically, the terms are not parallel. It
has been amply demonstrated by the writers cited above that they do not
bear similar connotations, so the only sense in which they can be said to be
equivalent is in terms of reference. Until fairly recently, however, the social
and economic positions of the unmarried woman and man have not been
comparable. The perceived equivalence between bachelor and spinster is
actually a product of the equalization of the positions of unmarried men and
women in society, resulting in a need for paralleled terminology (the
adjective single is increasingly used to indicate unmarriedness, with further
Dickens (1839, Vol Hp115).
2 e.g., Schultz (1975, p135), Hite (1976, p296), Spender (1980, pl'7) and Cameron (1985,
p77).
3 In this case it is actually the male term which has acquired sexual connotations, as is
illustrated by the quotation given in C07.02.04.02.02 An Unmarried Man.
4	 Lakoff Language and Women's Place, quoted in Vetterling-Braggin (1981, pp64-
65).
Table MS. See Mills (1989, p 15).6 fact, unusually, it is the male term which has acquired sexual connotations: see
C07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man.
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specification provided where it is felt to be necessary). The supposed
linguistic pejoration is actually an example of social amelioration.1
C07.02.04.02.O1 Unmarried Woman
All of them [women] are understood [as] either married or to be married.2
Many of the central terms for unmarried women emphasize the
expect -ed youth (girl, maid, pucelage) and virginity (maid, maiden) of the
unmarried woman.3 Another significant source of vocabulary for this field,
is the legal concept of an unmarried woman as disco vert.4
Those terms which do describe a woman with sufficient
independence of mind and income to be able to choose to remain single
(bachelor-maid, -girl, -woman, -lady) all use the male term as a core
element.5 These begin to appear with the first wave of feminism in this
country.
C07.02.04.02.O1.O1	 Old Maid
These gullible females, for the most part, are old maids; in other words, women
who have failed dismally in competition with men, who have been unable to
ensnare husbands.6
The woman who fails to marry before it is 'too late' is an old maid,
a figure for ridicule and pity; and a card to be avoided in the game of that
name. The terms in this field are used to express contempt, reproach and, at
best, pity. This is illustrated by the fact that many of the citations for these
terms are drawn from insulting reference to men (old-maidenish,
spinsterish, old-maidishly, old-maidism), or to inanimate objects or
concepts. Spinsterly, for instance, is used with reference to New England.7
1 see also Black & Coward (1990, ppl28-3O) , where the limitations of the 'pair'
master/mistress as an example of pejorative development are discussed.2 TheLawesResolutions (1632) quoted in Fraser (1984, p5).
see Hardy (1891, p273).
see C07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman, but see also the verb cover in 07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse.
see Cameron (1985, p77).
6 van Yelyr (1941, ppl84-5).
' 1902 Daily Chron 17 Nov. 5/2.
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C07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
A music-loving bachelor (in the old-fashionned sense, as all his attempts of a
love life with women are doomed), he [Inspector Morse] is an underdog, who
has a habit of rubbing life up the wrong way.'
The bachelor terms are defmed separately, because they are used
with reference to those men who remain unmarried after the normal
marrying age. One of their connotative functions is to emphasize the
element of choice.2
0
The verb phrase keep bach is attested only within inverted commas,
suggesting that it is perceived as colloquial. Bach it is also found with
reference to unmarried women.3
C07.02.04.03 - 07.02.04.04 Engagements and
Betrothals
Subarrhation is used of an Ancient Roman form of engagement in
which pledges of money or rings were given to the woman by the man.
Adjectival uses of betrothal occur in betrothal thig and betrothal
kiss,which might have been more usefully treated as phrases in their own
right, especially since they supplement existing fields.4
Thackeray provides the only citations for prétendu(e), which is used
only by characters intended to seem pretentious. Similarly, Coffinson (1927,
p110) writes that fiancé is a "popular expression ... of courtship, never
used seriously by the educated, but often used derisively or of servants."
OED citations are drawn from newspapers and magazines.
Many of the teñns in this section, as with 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
are used of a third party in an engagement as well as of the two parties most
directly involved. The subject of the verbs in this section is usually either
the man entering into an engagement, or the father of the woman he intends
to marry.5 Unless a term is used with great frequency, the OED does not
always distinguish between these two usages: a tendency reflected in the
Classification.
1 Observer (17/2/91, p69).
2 see C07.02.04.02.01 & 07.02.04.02.02 Spinster & Bachelor.
e.g. 1905 C.CLYDE Pagan's Love ii.26.
1872 YEATS Tech. Hist Comm. 188; 1878 B.TAYLOR Deukalion I.iii.32.
but see C. Brontë (1847, ch. XII).
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Engaged couples, especially those just about to marry, are now so
frequently referred to as the happy couple (1811 + 1980 + 1990), that the
phrase has become a cliché, as indicated by the fact that the Haringey
Advertiser (3 0/8/90, p1) could refer, without apparent irony, to the
'happy' couple whose reception had been cancelled a few days before their
wedding. It is inconsistent to include happy pair in the OED, at happy aj
3, but exclude happy couple.
C07.02.04.03/02	 Disespousal
'"'Garraways, twelve o'clock. Dear Mrs. B. —Chops and tomato sauce. Yours,
Pickwick". Gentlemen, what does this mean?.. .is the happiness of a sensitive
and confiding female to be trifled away, by such shallow artifices as these?"1
The 1895 quotation for disengagement, drawn from the Westminster
Gazette, labels it as a euphemism for breach of promise. The adjective
repudiate is used only of those of high station: in the OED, of the rejected
fiancée of a king and of an earl's daughter. Only where a betrothal is almost
as binding as a marriage would an overlap between DISENGAGEMENT
and DIVORCE be expected (repudiate).
C07.02.04.03.O1	 Proposal
By the custom of society man has been awarded the privilege of making the first
advance towards matrimony, it is the safest and happiest way for a woman to
leave the matter entirely in his hands ... Matrimony should be considered as an
incident in life, which, if it comes at all, must come without any contrivance of
yours; and, therefore, you may safely put aside all thoughts of it till some one
forces the subject upon your notice by professions of a particular interest in
you.2
The pregnant use of speak recorded in this section indicates the
extent of sexual segregation in English society. In Sense and Sensibility,
Mrs. Jeifries and John Dashwood become convinced that Elinor and
Colonel Brandon will marry merely because they are seen to enjoy
conversing.3
1 Dickens (183617, ch. 34 p461).
2 A11AboutEtiquett*
 (1875, p244).
Austen (1811, p225). See also Faderman (1981, pp91 & 94-5) and AllAbout Etiquette(1875, p90).
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C07.02.04.05 Wedding
But from the beginning of the creation God made them male and female. For
this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and cleave to his wife. And
they twain shall be one flesh.1
Weddings are described, according to the view of marriage adopted
and the status of the individuals involved. 2 The ceremony can be seen as a
joining of two families (match, intermarriage),3 as a contract or financial
arrangement (wedding, contract, contraction) 4 as a way of ensuring
biological inheritance,5 as a solemn and/or romantic occasion (solemnize,
take to one 's bosom ),6 as an entry into adult status (change/alter one 's
condition, go to the world/be (a man/woman) of the world), 7 as a fulfilment
of the true self, as a religious ceremony (go to church, solemnize), 8 or a loss
of freedom and increase in responsibilities (noose, yoke, have to/in warison,
wed to warison, take on).9
The major semantic element of this field is, hardly surprizingly, that
of joining. The attitude of the speaker or writer can be inferred from the
type of joining used as a source of imagery. Join, join in marriage and
couple are relatively unmarked, although couple may imply sexual
joining; accouplement and accoupling are solemn and respectful; join
giblets, splice (with), rivet and buckle irreverent and perhaps
contemptuous, while yoke, yoke-mating and get hitched (as well as geoc
"spouse"), suggest the restrictions of freedom accompanying marriage.
As is the case with WIFE and HUSBAND,10 there is a marked
increase in terminology for WEDDING between the Reformation and the
Puritan era; a period well documented by the OED. 11 Again, a large
proportion of the terms are from French, indicating the influence French
had on the legal system of Britain. The wedding ceremony is seen to be of
1 Mark 10.6-8.
2 a central feature of literature, many WEDDING terms are found only once,as new
ways are sought to express an old concern. See, for instance, Elliott (1984, pp225 & 312)
on Hardy.
see see 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage.
see 07.02.04.05/03 & /04 Marriage Regisiration & Marnage Bond. See also
James (1952, p54), and Defoe (1719, p445).
see 07.02.04.05/04.02 Marriage Vow and Hardy (1897, p270).
6 see Fielding (1749, Vol Up982) and Arthur (1872, p4,l).
see Tilley (1950, W228) "You will be wiser now you are wed."
8 see Murray (1987, p6) and Hardy (1897, p270).
9 see Bailey (1984, pplO9-lO & 159) and Elite (1976, p23'7).
10	 M3.1, M3.2 and M4.
11 Table M6. 1.
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less significance to the Anglo-Saxons than the concept of marriage,' which
supports the suggestion that a system of linear polygamy (dismissed in
Christian terms as unlawful matrimony or unrihthtemed2) existed in
England before the standards of the Church gained sway. 3 Similarly, Stone
(1977, p3 1) writes that during the 'early modem period' (pre-thirteenth
century) "For those without property [marriage] was a private contract
between two individuals, enforced by the community sense of what was
right. A church ceremony was an expensive and unnecessary luxury,
especially since divorce by mutual consent followed by remarriages was still
widely practised."
Chase (1988, p67) presents some of this field in R4.2.5 Marriage,
but deals only with marriage as a sacrament, most of the terms for which
are to be found in 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies.
a
Noces is cited only with reference to the wedding at Cana in
Galiliee.4
 The two usages may be drawn from a common source, but the
Vulgate version of this passage uses nuptiae.5
The a1790 use of sponsalia is in reference to plants' reproduction.
Here it must be seen as a hyper-euphemistic usage.6
C07.02.04.05/O1 Wedding Ceremonies
Before the Act of 1753 ... There were many ways of entering into the married
state. Some of the poor lived in a form of concubinage, while between 1694 and
1754 hundreds of thousands of others went through the cheaper form of
ceremony of a clandestine wedding in a London ale-house, coffee-house or
even brothel, carried out by a professional clerical marriage-maker.7
Many of the verbs in section 07.02.04.05 proper are used for the
action of the priest as well as that of the bride and groom. There has been
no systematic attempt to distinguish between the two uses or to duplicate
them all here, although the OED does divides some of the commoner verbs
into these two senses.
1 Table Ml.
2 see 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation and Phillippe Aries 'The Indissoluble Marriage' in
Aries & Béjin (1982, p155). See also Snitow et al (1983, p16) on the degeneration of free
love from denoting a secular philosophy of marriage to being a synonym for promiscuity.
3 Macfarlane (1986, p223). See also Helmhotz (1974, pp59-62).
4 a1225AncrR 78 andcl32O Cast Love 1263.
5 Fischer et al (1969).
6 a1790 R. WATSON Chem. Ess. V. 376 (Jod.).
Stone (1977, pp34-35).
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Other terms which might usefully be placed here are the OE
nidnimung, nidnimend, nidnimu, nidnima, nidniman and nidnEeman
which are probably better translated with reference to bride capture than to
rape and abduction.2
a
Where Wedding March is used with a definite article, as in both of
the OED citations, the reference is usually to that written by Mendelssohn.
Marriages at the wedding door were cheaper than those taking place
within the body of the church.3 In the early Church and until the late
Middle Ages the last set of banns were called at the church door
immediately before the wedding ceremony.4
It is possible that British civil marriages are under-represented in the
OED because of the preeminance of the ecclesiastical wedding at the time
of its compilation. 5 Coemption was a form of civil marriage in Ancient
Rome, by which the two parties were joined by a fictitious mutual sale.
Coemptioner, conlarreate and farreate are used only in translation and
only by Muirhead.6
The quotations for fleet marriage, fleet wedding, F1eet-Stiet
marriage, fleet parson and fleet register are all drawn from eighteenth- and
early nineteenth-century newspapers and magazines. Fleet books is
unsupported by any citation in the OED.
Postmarriage appears to be a nonce-formation, being followed by the
phrase "if I may so term it".
The term shadi appears not to have been fully naturalized, appearing
as it does, in italics, and usually with an explanation.
Mormons' spirituals, are joined by sealing: a form of marriage held
to survive death. 8 The quotation for spiritual gives sealed one as an
alternative term.9 Chase (1988, ppl74-5) presents the whole field of
MORMONISM, as R2.2.4.1O.O.
1 see 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape.
2 see Fischer (1986, p20) and Clunies Ross (1985, p1 1).
see The Wife of Bath's Prologue in Benson (Ed.) (1988, 1.4-8) and Arundel MS 292,9
verso, given in Morris (1872, p23).
Pullen (1900, p219). See also 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns.
Brooke (1989, p139).6 1860 tr. MUIRHEAD The Institutes of Gal us and rules of Ulpian.
7 G.A.Bellany (1785) Apology 1146.
8 see Arington & Bitton (1979, pp 186-7).
1855 Putnam's Monthly Mag. VI. 147/1.
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Register office and registry office are defined more widely by the
OED than would determine their placement in MARRIAGE. It might be
useful to have a more specific division of meaning.
C07.02.04.05/O1.01	 Banns
The reading of banns before a marriage became a legal requirement
after Hardwick's Marriage Act of 1753. This standardization may account
for the lack of new terminology after that date, although the custom had
been observed before then.'
D
Asking appears to be a colloquial or dialectal term for the calling of
the banns. The term is probably derived from the announcement that "this is
the first (second) (third) time of asking."2
C07.02.04.05102.01 & 02.01.01 Wedding Day &
and Wedding Anniversary
Silver feast is introduced by the phrases "what he called" and "as the
Germans call it."
C07.02.04.05/03	 Marriage Registration
Terms for the register in which a marriage is recorded tend to be
defmed with wider reference to the registration of all rites of passage. They
are to be found in Chase (1988, p386), as R5.16.15.
C07.02.04.05105 Wedding Clothes
Spousing girdle is found only in defmition of cestus.4
Bridally, in 07.02.04.05 Wedding, is cited only in the phrase
"bridally attired" and might therefore be more properly placed here.
C07.02.04.05/05.01 Wedding Canopy
The term chuppah occurs only in italics and/or explained, and is,
therefore, not fully naturalized.
1 see C07.02.04.05/O1 Wedding Ceremonies.2	 Church of England Liturgical Commision (1980, p285).
1796 STEDMAN Surinam 11.216; Mrs. Barbauld (1825) Wks 11 125.
' 1666 Despauterii Gram. Instit D 5 b (Jan.).
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C07.02.04.05/06.01 & /07 Epithalamium &
Wedding Bells
The term bedding-ballad is used to explain epithalamy.' Shiravee is
often found italicized or within inverted commas and/or explained.
The GHT slip for bridal bell should be destroyed, as a misreading of
the OED quotation for bride bell.2
C07.02.04.05108 & /08.01 Relationship by
Marriage & Giving in Marriage
"I have been looking at the marriage sevice in the Prayer-book, and it seems to
me very humiliating that a giver-away should be required at all. According to
the ceremony as there printed, my bridegroom chooses me of my own will and
pleasure; but I don't choose him. Somebody gives me to him, like a she-ass or
a she-goat, or any other domestic animal."3
The bride-mother listed here, seems to be someone who represents
the mother of the bride at a wedding ceremony, rather than one who
performs the function of giving away the bride. The term might be better
placed with bridesmaid, except that it is used with reference to marriages
"in some countries" and, therefore, does not conform to English customs
and expectations.4
C07.02.04.05/09.01	 MrfMiss Right
no union but the most perfect one is at all desirable.5
The Platonic notion of lovers as the reunited halves of a whole 6 is
reflected in many of the non-OED colloquial terms for an ideal spouse as
the one fated by destiny. Many of these terms are used only semi-seriously.
1 1589 PUFIENHAM Eng. Poeise (Arb.) 68.
2 drawn from 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems 11.29.
Hardy (1897, p226).
1721 Lond. Gaz. No. 4987/1.
AllAbout Etiquette (1875, p244).
6 see Plato (1951 tr, pp59-64).
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C07.02.04.05/09.01.01 & 09.01.01.01
Marriageableness & Age of Consent
Upper-class marriage in eighteenth-century England was also made by parental
decision, always with regard to fortune and rank ... Even in the most
sentimental stories, social and economic concerns had to be satisfied before love
was permitted. Marriage was less a union of two lovers than of two people of
complementary rank and fortune.1
It is probable that most of these terms, even where gender is not
specified, have been used mainly with reference to women or girls (ripe,
marriable, marriageable). Where female chastity is essential, daughters
should marry as early as possible, and certainly within a few years of
puberty.2
C07.02.04.05/09.01 .02 	 Spouse Hunting
It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good
fortune, must be in want of a wife.3
The term fish, as represented in the OED citations, is not used
specifically in reference to potential marriage partners, but has the more
general sense of "gull".
The OED definitions for come out, coming out (n) and out (av)4 do
not stress the importance of a young ladies' formal entry into society in
relation to her marital plans.
C07.02.04.05/09.01 .03	 Match-maker
In search of Mr, Miss or Ms Right, especially when social
conventions do not allow a full exploration of a potential spouse's fmancial
and moral status, it has been customary to employ a third party as a go-
between. Towards the end of the seventeenth-century, as the connotations of
match-monger, marriage bawd, flesh-broker and marriage-huckster
suggest, this custom fell into disrepute in Britain, and those employed in it
were increasingly viewed with scorn. Arranging marriages for financial
1 Faderman (1981, p98).
2 see Moore (1988, pp 106-7) and Peter Laslett 'Age at Menarche in Europe since the
Eighteenth-Century' in Rottberg & Rabb (1980, pp283-300).
Austen (1813, p5!).
4 OED citations for these terms are from 1782-1850, 1814 + 1949 and 1782-1849,
respectively.
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reward is now seen as decidedly un-English (shadchan, nakodo,
shidduch/shiddach).'
C07.02.04.05/09.02 Marriage of Convenience
We do not counsel people to marry for money - we warn them against
mistaking the emotions of gratified vanity, the hope of independence and the
satisfaction of acquisitiveness, for the love or real union of hearts of which the
marriage ceremony should be the only external expression.2
The notion of a marriage dictated by love and not expedience is
relatively recent.3 Excluding a probable nonce usage of marriage of.
convenience in 171 1,4 this concept was not lexicalized until the mid-
nineteenth century. It is probable that the lexicalization of the concept
indicates an increasing disapproval of marriages made for worldly gain
alone.
C07.02.04.05/09.03 etc Misalliance, Good Match
& Market Match
Hwen us is of [pe] riche, hwet wenest tu of e poure, e beoô wacliche i3euen
ant biset vuele? - as gentile wumm[ejn meast alle flu on worlde, e nabbeö
hwerwiö buggen ham brudgume onont ham, ant 3eoueO ham [in]to l,eowdom
of an eôeluker mon wiO al pe ha habbeO5
The OED forms goiddig (v) 1926 - 1947 and golddigger 1920 -
are not classified here, because they are used with reference to relationships
motivated by greed in general.
a
Terms in this section (market-match, smithfield match, marriage
mart, marriage market) all express disapproval, indicating that, despite a
long history of fmancial-marital agreements, marriage for fmancial
considerations alone was not reputable much beyond the seventeenth-
century.6 Stone (1977, p272), dates the change in emphasis towards 'well-
tried personal affection' to the period 1660-1800.
1 but see Mullan (1984).
2 AflAboutEtiquette (1875, p88).
3 see Faderman (1981, p97), with reference to the seventeenth-century. See also Table
M6. 1.
' 1711 ADDISON Spect No. 164 ¶ 3.
Hali Meiöhad in Millett (1982, p4/15-19).
6	 M6.2.
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One of the difficulties in classifying terms referring to socially
unequal marriages results from the fact that, while one of the parties
marries up, the other marries down. Hypogamy is the custom by which a
woman marries above herself, but equally it is the custom by which a man
marries below himself. With hypogamy and hypergamy, the etymological
roots of the terms, as reflected in their OED definitions, determined their
position in the Classification. Etymological considerations shed no light on
the placement of morganatic marriages, however, which I have treated
from the woman's point of view, as hypogamy, because the man's social
status and inheritance remain unaltered.1
C07.02.04.05/09.04.O1-/09.04.02 	 Dowry,
Settlement & Bride Purchase
being advised to alter my condition, I married Mrs Mary Burton, second
daughter to Mr Edmond Burton hosier in Newgate Street, with whom I received
four hundred pounds for a portion.2
It is a tendency of anthropology, reflecting the bias of society as a
whole, to view other cultures according to the standards of one's own, 3 but
also to interpret 'foreign' customs uncharitably. 4 Thus, the payment of
money by a bride's family to the groom or his family is regarded as
husband purchase in 'primitive' cultures but as payment of a marriage
portion orjointure in the context of British history.5
In a society in which the wealth a man brings to his marriage is his
own and the wealth his wife brings becomes his too, it is natural that there
should be more terms for the wealth brought by a woman to her marriage.
a
Neither ketubah nor kiddushin are fully naturalized.
Wedding chest and wedding coffer are both referred to as artefacts;
as antiques rather than as functional items of furniture.6
1 see Austen (1814, pp4l-4) for the differential effects of marriage on the social and
fmancial circumstances of three sisters, see also the quotation from White at
C07.02.04.01.01 Wife.
2 (1726, p53).
see Weeks (1986, pp2l-2).
4	 Moore (1988).
see Whitelock (1930, pxxxv), Mezger (1943, p369) and Fell (1984, p16).6 1874 J.H.POLLEN Anc. & Mod. Furniture S. Kens. Mus. 127; 1904 Studio Sept.
303/2.
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Trousseau is included among the terms for dowry because it has been
used to describe the household linen brought by a new bride, as well as the
clothes acquired for the wedding. Many of these terms are used of wealth
other than money. Among the upper classes, a woman's dowry may have
included land or buildings (jointuie house/castle), among the middle classes
a house or some shares, but among the working classes the dowry would
most likely have been made up of basic household goods and implements
which would have been carried on a plenishing- or bride wain (see also
bottom drawer).
C07.02.04.05/1O Love Match
it is clearly known that love cannot claim a place between husband and wife.1
Love has been seen as an unsound, 2 temporary and perhaps even
irreligious basis for marriage. The lexicalization of the concept of love
marriage depends on previous disregard for personal affection in the choice
of marital partner. The old and the new systems were lexicalized at about
the same time, indicating that where there is no opposition there is no need
for terminology.3
C07.02.04.05/1 1 etc. Exogamy, Endogamy &
Preferential Marriage
It should be noted that the terms intermarriage and intennariy (vi)
are used for both exogamy and endogamy. The etymologically preferable
form for endogamy might be intra- ("within") rather than inter-
("between").
1 Capellanus, in Walsh (1982, p147).
2 see They (1950, L552) "Who marries for love without money has good nights and sorry




He that marries a widow makes himself Cuckold.'
Many of the terms here are used only in ecciesiatical law, even where
this is not indicated by OED usage labels. At one time remarriage was
outlawed by the Church and disapproved of by the relatives of the
remarrier2 often in the light of financial considerations.
a
The terms octogamy and pentagamist are both used as nonce-words.
The first usage is probably humorous.3
Serial monogamy is a common enough phrase to merit consideration
for entry in the OED. It would probably have to be placed in A a)
"belonging to, forming part of, or consisting of a series; taking place or
occuring in a regular succession" or else in section d), where the field labels
"Educ. & Psychol." could be supplemented with "Anthrop." or "Sociol.".
C07.02.04.05.01 .01	 Bride
Nu penne, on oöer half, nim pe to pe woride.. . ant se ofte beon imaket earm of
an eOliche mon pet tu list under, for nawt oôer nohtunge, pet te schal laöi pi hf,
ant bireowe pi siö pet tu eauer dudest te into swuch peowdom for woridliche
wunne pet tu wendest to bi3eotene, ant hauest ifunden weane prin ant
wontre[a] öeriue.4
Bride has been central to this field since Old English. This sense
represented the core meaning of bryd during the OE period, although it did
have wider application ("wife", "young woman"). 5 Other nouns in the field
are infrequently used, and often based upon bride itself (bride woman,
bride-wife, blushing bride), some derived from the earlier wider sense of
"woman", and some from the narrower modem application.
a
1 William Harvey, quoted in Fraser (1984, p90), who believed in telegony: the theory that
the womb was shaped by the first child it carried, so that all subsequent children resembled
the father of the first (see Macfarlane (1986, p232)).
2 see Goody (1983, ppl34.-46) and Duchess of Malfi Ii 320-81 in Lucas's 1966 edition.
3 c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's ProJ. 33; 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.
4 HaliMeiöhad in Millett (1982, pp3/3O-4/3).
Mills (1989, p35) writes that bride "is one of the few words in the English language
which, originally denoting someone of either sex, never acquired derogatory and negative
sexual connotations as it became female-specific". This assertion is not supported by the
OED or the OE dictionaries.
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Espousee is only cited once under its headword in the OED, but
occurs again in the citation given for bridewoman.'
To wife (av) is included here rather than in 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
because it is used only in the context of weddings.
C07.02.04.05.01 .02	 Groom
There are fewer words to describe a man at his wedding than a
woman, and at least two (bridegroom and groom) arise out of an
etymological misunderstanding of the guma "man" element in
bridegome<zbrydguma. Bridegroom is the central term in this field, with all
other parts of speech deriving their forms from it. Groom is rarely found
without bride nearby, suggesting that the usage is contextually bound.
C07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
In wyfhod I wol use myn instrument
As frely as my Makere hath it sent.2
The attitude of the Church has been that sexual intercourse, even
within marriage, was permitted only for purposes of procreation, 3 but
Augustine recognized the notion of the 'conjugal debt' by which a spouse
could be obliged to help the other avoid adultery (wedlock debt, marriage
duties). A distinction was drawn between the sin of the party demanding
marital rights and the obligation of the party fulfilling them.4
a
None of the phrases found in this section were drawn from the
Glasgow archive, presumably as a result of the fact that they are phrases
and, as such, occur as sub- rather than main headwords or among instances
of the attributive use of nouns.5
c'xi
Each of these terms has a slightly different emphasis. The phrase
torch of hymen is used of marital intercourse to the exclusion of extra-
marital intercourse. Toffee ration suggests that sexual intercourse occurs
infrequently and takes the form of a 'reward'. The use of the word rights
1 1480 CAXTON Ovid's MeL xi. viii; 1530 PALSGR. 20 1/1.
2 Wife of Bath's Prologue in Benson (1988,1.149-50)
3 Payer (1980, pp1353-'76) & (1984,p3-4) see also C07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity.
see Noonan (1966, p130) and Makowski (1977, p100 and p112).
5 see Introduction.
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often suggests undue pressure by one partner on the other, sometimes even
implying marital rape.'
C07.02.04.06.01 & /01 Consummation & Wedding
Night
Can I receive from him the bridal ring, endure all the forms of love (which I
doubt not he would scrupulously observe) and know that the spirit was quite
absent? 2
Ratify and the consummate- terms suggest that marriage is
incomplete until sexual intercourse has taken place. 3 This is supported by
the overlap between MARRIAGE and SEX, particularly regarding heman
and its cognates.4
C07.02.04.06.01/02 	 Honeymoon
Hony-Moon, applyed to those marryed persons that love well at first, and
decline in affection afterwards; it is hony now, but it will change as the moon.5
Honeymoon, as the form honeymonth more clearly shows, was
originally used to describe the month after a wedding, rather than the trip
taken during this time. Although the p1 rase 'honeymoon period' is now
used figuratively, honeymoon itself, is usually understood to refer
specifically to the holiday taken after a wedding.
C07.02.04.07 Widow(er)
As has been seen in WIFE and HUSBAND, it is more important to
define a woman in terms of her marital status than a man, reflected in the
fact that there are many more terms for the widow than the widower. 6 The
death of a husband has also had a greater effect on the social and material
circumstances of the remaining partner than the death of a wife.
1 see 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape.
2 C. Brontë (1847, ch VIII).
see Fischer (1986, p25).
see also Schur (1987: hymen) and compare Bailey (1959, p13!).
Blount's Glossographia, quoted in Starnes & Noyes (1946, p44).
6	 M7. Many of the uses placed in the genderless field are actually figurative.
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C07.02.04.07.O1 Widow
Whan that my fourthe housbonde was on beere,
I weep algate, and made sory cheere,
As wyves mooten, for it is usage...'
Many of the terms included here are found in legal usage, derived
from French, and used with reference to marriage settlements.
a
Wedow, widow and Veuve are used as titles. Veuve is frequently
italicized and/or appears in the form la Veuve, indicating that it is not fully
naturalized.
The terms self-immolation and self-immolating, used with reference
to the practice of sutteeism, are listed under self- in the OED, in sense 1 a).
Self-immolation is first cited from 1817, but the only twentieth-century
usage is figurative. Self-immolating occurs from a 1922.
C07.02.04.07.01 .01 Widow-right
Mordell is usually used of that portion of a dowry returned to the
widow. Terce was received only where a marriage had lasted for more than
one year and a da or where a child was born from it. The widow's
chamber could be claimed only by the widows of freemen of London.
C07.02.04.08 & 07.02.04.08.01 Divorce &
Separation
And I say unto you, Whosoever shall put away his wife, except it be for
fornication, and shall marry another, committeth adultery: and whoso marrieth
her which is put away does commit adultery. 2
Terms in this field ifiustrate the inequalities in the history of English
divorce law. Until as late as 1923, a husband had only to prove adultery in
order to divorce his wife, while she had to prove cmelty as well as
infidelity. The greater availability of divorce for men is indicated by the
larger number of terms available to describe the act of divorcing a wife than
a husband. Other inequalities in divorce laws have involved differences in
treatment between the rich and the poor. 3 As a result of this, many of the
terms in this section are used in reference to the divorces of royalty and
1 Wife of Bath's Prologue in Benson (Ed.) (1988, 1. 587-9).
2 Matthew 19.4-6.
see Fraser (1984, p335), Stenton (1957, p46) and Bartlett (1982, p39).
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aristocracy (partising, repulsion, repudy, repudiate, break a marriage,
repudiated). Recourse to ecclesiastical law accounts for the relatively high
proportion of Latin borrowings in this field, while the legal nature of the
proceedings accounts for the large number of terms from French and Old
French.'
a
The increase in the number of terms for DiVORCE during the early
seventeenth-century may be a result of the emphasis placed upon Milton in
making slips for the OED. 2 He alone provides citations for the terms
divorcive and writ of ease,3 and is one of the few users of unmarly,
divorcer, divorced (n), divorcing (n) and undivorcing (n and aj).
Neither get nor talak are fully naturalized.
1 Table M8.
2 Mjlton's death was taken as the end of the second of three periods into which Herbert
Coleridge, the first editor of the OED, divided English literature for the purposes of slip-
making. See Murray (1977, p137).
1643 Divorce I.i; ibid. II. xviii (1738); ibid. ll.xvi (1851) 103.
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5
Historical and Etymological Analysis
The graphs and tables, contained within this chapter are based on 9313
terms: 1719 from HATE, 3157 from LOVE, 3067 from SEX and 1370
from MARRIAGE. For the sake of simplicity, phrases are excluded. In her
statistical analysis of FEAR and EXPECTATION, Sylvester (1991, p451),
treats as a phrase "any group of more than one word not linked by a
hyphen." An unfortunate result of this defmition, also used here, is that "we
are ... dependent on the vagaries of spelling, and even of publishing house-
style."1 However, there is no reason to assume that terms thus excluded are
in any way unrepresentative of the whole, or that their exclusion will have
any significant effect on the tables and graphs produced.
Far more significant than the exclusion of phrases is the danger of
assuming that material derived from the OED constitutes a scientific survey
of the history of the English language.2 Despite the Philological Society's
(1859, pp2-3) view that "the first requirement of every lexicon is, that it
should contain every word occuiring in the litemture of the language it
professes to illustmte," some periods, genres and authors are covered with
greater thoroughness than others. 3 The writings included were carefully
selected as representative of 'great literature' as defined, initially, by the
nineteenth-century.4 This means that any comparison made between
historical periods in absolute terms will prove to be little more than a study
of the activities and concerns of Murray and the other editors. 5 Fig. 5.1,
compares my figures With variations in the OED's historical coverage, as
presented by Schafer (1980, p172).6
The periods best covered by the OED are: the late fourteenth-century,
especially as represented in the writings of Chaucer, the Renaissance and
1 Sylvester (1991, p451). See also Thornton (1988, pp36l-2).
2	 Schafer (1980, p34).
3 instance, Murray (1977, p 169) describes the difficulties of reading medieval texts
before the Early English Text Society made them readily available in an edited form.
4 approach has been significantly altered in selecting citations for the third edition of
the OED, on which work is in progress. However, the original word lists were drawn up
from concordances to Shakespeare's works and the Bible (see Philological Society (1859,
pp6-'7)).
Trench (1857, p74) writes that individual readers took responsibility for whole works,
which means that the extent of coverage of particular writers will also have been influenced
by the diligence and interests of the slip-maker.6 also Schafer (1980, PS2), however, where it is demonstrated that the OED's uneven
rate of source usage is in close correlation, at least during the period 1480-1850, with the
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Reformation, 1 with Shakespeare, Milton and early translations of the Bible
being particularly well represented; and the nineteenth-century, the period
in which the OED was originally compiled. The early division of the
history of the language into three distinct periods may also have influenced
slip-makers' decisions.2 The peak in OE terms represents material derived
from OE dictionaries, rather than from the OED.
4] number of new usages in the combined fields •- number of sources used by the OED -
of LOVE, HATE, SEX and MARRIAGE	 derived from SchAfer (1980, p 172)
Fig. 5.1
New usages compared with the Number of Sources used by the OED
If absolute figures for each period were presented, each graph,
whatever it purported to represent, would peak during those periods most
thoroughly covered by the OED, thus reducing the possibility of making
any meaningful comparisons.3 In order to combat this, absolute figures are
converted into percentages for each historical period wherever it is helpful
to do so. The raw data upon which these graphs are based is presented at the
end of the chapter, in Tables 5B-5F(i) and 5G(i). Tables 5F(ii) and 5G(ii)-
5.K show the same data in slightly more digested and digestible forms.
The OED does not aim to trace etymologies beyond the immediate
source on the grounds that "everything else belongs to an Etymological, not
1 Onions (1925-33, p8) writes that the period 1500-1675 "bulks largely indeed, yet by no
means more than it deserves."
2	 Philological Society (1859, p5).
see Dekeyser (1986).
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to an Historical Dictionary." In accordance with Chase (1988, p491),
Thornton (1988, p363) and Sylvester (1991, p437), I am concerned only
with the "the proximate origin of each word".2 In terms of cultural contact,
it is of far more significance that an English word is borrowed from
French, for instance, than that it was ultimately borrowed by French from
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Fig. 5.2
New forms as a percentage of new usages
When, after being in English for several centuries, an originally
foreign term develops new meanings, it has become a productive part of the
English lexis (see §5). The significance of its original source language is
entirely different from that of the source language of a newly borrowed
form. For example, the fact that amiable is borrowed directly from (Old)
French, indicates some degree of contact between English and French on its
first appearance in c1350, but when the term acquires further significance in
c1386 and in 1535, it is because terms borrowed from French during the
Middle English period were often fruitfully assimilated into English.
Presumably the development of new senses for terms previously borrowed
could have continued without any further direct contact with the French
language. Throughout this chapter 'new forms' will be used to denote those
borrowings derived directly from their source language. 'New usages'
includes both 'new forms' and their semantic developments after adoption
into English. Fig. 5.2 shows that the ratio of new forms to new usages is
not constant across the period studied. At their peak, during the late twelfth-
1 see Murray (1977, pl5'7).
2 Philological Society (1859, p4).
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century, previously unrecorded forms represent 61% of new usages, falling
to 39% during the early eighteenth-century. Overall, new forms represent
about 51% of new usages.'
The consideration of new forms as distinct from new usages reveals
tendencies which would otherwise be obscured. Comparison of Figs. 5.23a
and b, for instance, indicates that the second peak in apparent borrowing
from French, taking place during the late fifteenth-century, actually
represents extensive semantic development of existing French loanwords as
well as the adoption of new forms. Similarly, Figs. 5.24a and b illustrate
that the second peak in new North Germanic usages, during the early
fourteenth-century, does not represent a corresponding increase in the
borrowing of new forms. Comparison of Figs. 5.20a and b, however,
indicates that the introduction of new forms from Greek follows much the
same pattern as the development of new senses, because whole terms
borrowed directly from Greek do not tend to become productively
naturalized. This may be because they are restricted in use to relatively
learned texts, and rarely met in conversation.
Once a word has been borrowed into English, a degree of
naturalization is indicated by the use of affixes or by abbreviation. Any
such morphological change is represented by the addition of '+' after the
etymological description.2 For instance, the adjective malicious is first
recorded in English in a1225, being derived from Old French, and in 1382
the adverbial form, maliciously, is found. The addition of the -ly suffix
may indicate that malicious was no longer felt to be 'foreign'. Affixed
forms, therefore, indicate the degree to which terms derived from other
languages were to become 'acceptable' to English.
I have divided the data into thirty etymological categories, which are
explained in Table 5A. Where so many categories are presented, details may
be lost in the profusion of information. It is often useful, therefore, to
group language sources further, according to linguistic and cultural
considerations.
'see Table 51.
2 denv&j from Thornton (1988, p365). For the purposes of this study, the use of any affix
productively employed in English is indicated by '+' where the affixation has taken place
within English, regardless of the etymological origin of the affix used. An affixed term
borrowed complete from another language is not marked '+'.
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Code	 language source	 Group
E	 (Old) English	 English
E+	 (Old) English forms with affixes	 -
EC	 English Compounds	 -
Ct	 Celtic	 Celtic
Ct+	 anglicized or affixed Celtic	 -
Gk	 Greek	 Classical
Gk^	 anglicized or affixed Greek	 -
L	 Latin	 -
L+	 anglicized or affixed Latin 	 -
OC	 Greek or Latin1
HC	 Classical Hybrids	 -
F	 French	 Romance
F+	 anglicized or affixed French	 -
OR	 Other Romance languages2	-
OR+	 anglicized or affixed OR	 -
I{R	 compounds from Romance sources -
NG	 North Germanic (Scandinavian) 	 Germanic
NG+	 anglicized or affixed NG
OG	 Other Germanic languages 	 -
OG+	 anglicized or affixed OG	 -
HG	 Germanic compounds	 -
OL	 Other Languages	 Other
OL+ .	anglicized or affixed OL	 -
OS	 Other Sources (see §10)	 -
OS+	 anglicized or affixed OS	 -
HM	 Hybrids from mixed sources 	 -
Un	 uncertain etymology3	-
Un+	 anglicized or affixed Un	 -
?	 No suggested etymology found 	 -
?+	 anglicized or affixed?
Table 5A
Key to the Etymological Codes and Groupings
1 see §10 for Hebrew loanwords.
2 This category includes those forms which may be from either Latin or French.
3 1n these cases etymologies have been suggested, but they range across the other
categories. For instance, a term may represent an example of English onomatopoeia, or a
borrowing of a Dutch onomatopoeic form, or may have cognate forms in both Romance
and Germanic languages (such as cat, which has cognates in OE and ONF).
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§ 1. Acquisitions
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U HATE	 0 LOVE	 0 SEX	 0 MARRIAGE
Fig. 5.3
New us ages2
Tables 5F(i) and (ii) and Fig. 5.3 show the distribution of new usages
across the four fields of this study. The terminology of HATE has been
relatively settled since the early eighteenth-century and of MARRIAGE
during the twentieth. The proportional increase in intake for SEX is largely
a twentieth-century phenomenon, with its origins in the nineteenth-century,
corresponding to a deárease in new.terminology in LOVE as the boundaries
of the two fields shift. The apparent increase in SEX terminology is also a
result of Burchfield's determination to make good the shortcomings of the
first edition.3
Trends in new usages across the four fields are confirmed by Fig.
5.4, based on Tables 5G(i) and (ii), which illustrates the adoption of new
forms. The main difference between Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 is in the slightly
increased rate of innovation in SEX when new forms alone are considered.
It would be interesting to investigate semantic developments out of as well
as into SEX. While sadism and masochism, for instance, sometimes lose
1 Murray (1883, p516).2 new forms are shown for the OE period because of the lengthy process of trying to
determine whether or not a term formed part of the common Germanic stock, and if not,
when it was borrowed.
Burchfield (1973).
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their sexual overtones, terms such as erection and intercourse are now
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U HATE	 0 LOVE	 D SEX	 MARRIAGE
Fig. 5.4
New forms
Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 record a significant dip in the adoption of new
usages, and particularly of new forms, during the eighteenth-century,
falling even below the decreasing number of sources employed.'
Eighteenth-century writers may have been influenced by the notion of
'authority', as exemplified by Johnson. A conscious effort to use words
'correctly', would have le .d to a decrease in new senses first recorded
during the period. This does not necessarily mean, however, that the spoken
language was changing at a slower rate than during any other period,
although the sources of new usages during the eighteenth-century tend to be
learned rather than popular. It is only during the late eighteenth-century that
new usages from Greek sources outnumber new naturalized usages from
Greek.2 The eighteenth-century is also the only period during which last
usages of Classical vocabulary outstrip first usages, implying deliberate
retention of vocabulary that might otherwise have been discarded.3
1 see Fig. 5.1. The Philoical Society (1859, p7) describe the problems of maintaining
contact with American volunteers, to whom the eighteenth-century had been assigned, a
decision whose wisdom Trench (1857, p75) already doubted. See also Murray (1881,
p269).















The English language ... is a spot of colour on a damp surface, which
shades away imperceptibly into the surrounding colourlessness.'
Landau (1984, p 18) describes the difficulty of determining how
many words there actually are in the English language: "It depends on what
one means by "words" and by "English," and even if one could decide the
limits to each, the answer would be little more than a guess." For the
purposes of this study individual terms are deemed to be part of the lexis in
the period between their first and last usages, as recorded by the OED. This
means that many terms found in the first edition, but not postdated in the
supplements are treated as if they were obsolete, producing apparent rapid
change during the twentieth-century.
OE 112 e13 113 e14 114 e15 115 e16 116 eli 117 e18 118 e19 119 e20 120
thte (in centwies)
U HATE	 0 LOVE	 0 SEX	 U MARRIAGE
Fig. 5.5
The relative sizes of the lexes of HATE, LOVE, SEX and MARRIAGE
An increase in new usages and forms, however, can indicate
uncertainty of lexis as much as obsessive interest. Table 5H and Fig. 5.5
demonstrate that, despite a relatively high intake of terminology,2 the lexis
of SEX only actually grows larger than that of LOVE during the late
twentieth-century. This is due, in part, to Burchfield's determination to
document sexual vocabulary excluded from the first edition and first
supplement of the OED. The instability of the lexis of SEX is a result of
1 Murray (1880, p131).
2 see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.
3 Burchfield (1972 & 1973).
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the fact that both euphemisms and dysphemisms must be constantly
discarded and replaced if they are to remain effective.' It is worthy of note
that there is a decrease in the size of the lexis of SEX during from the late
seventeenth to the early nineteenth centuries. Johnston (1990, p29) writes
that there was little need for Government censorship during this period,
because popular opinion was already deeply concerned with moral
propriety, while Brockett (1982, pp3 16-23) writes that the accession of
Wffliam and Mary and the transformation of England into a constitutional
monarchy allowed the essentially puritan middle-classes to impose their
values on the rest of society.
The sizes of the lexes of LOVE and HATE were relatively similar
until the late fourteenth-century, when LOVE began to increase at a much
faster rate. This may be due to the further specialization of HATE
terminology into the realms of WARFARE, as well as to the development
of love as a central theme in literature.2
Figs. 5.6 - 5.10 illustrate the etymological make-up of the fields
studied overall and by semantic field, according to historical period. A
simplified etymological division makes it possible to see similarities and
differences between the fields at a glance, but a more detailed etymological
break-down is shown in Table SD.
Fig. 5.7, showing variations in lexis for HATE, is similar to the
overall picture (Fig. 5.6), with pronounced differences during the
twentieth-century. This probably indicates that HATE words did not receive
detailed attention in the production of the supplements to the first edition.
HATE does, however, have a slightly higher proportion of terms from
Latin than the average, especially during the Renaissance period.
Presumably, the expression of dislike produces greater satisfaction where an
opportunity for the display of learning is also presented.
The proportion of Germanic terms is also slightly higher than the
norm in HATE, especially immediately after the OE period. It might be
expected that Anglo-Saxon contact with the Vikings would result in a high
proportion of hostile terminology being derived from North Germanic
sources. In LOVE (Fig. 5.8) the proportion of Germanic terms remain
relatively small until the sixteenth-century, when most of the borrowings
were from West Germanic languages.3
see Chapter 3.
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Latin is a rather less significant source of vocabulary for LOVE than
overall. Celtic terms, none of which occur in HATE, form a significant
proportion of the vocabulary of LOVE from the early nineteenth-century
onwards. French terms are not disproportionately represented, despite the
influence of the courtly tradition on English literature.
The proportion of English terminology remains higher in LOVE than
in HATE, despite the fact that both love and hate, the central and most
frequently compounded terms for these fields, are derived from OE. This
may suggest that sincerity in love is most successfully conveyed by plain
speaking,' while deliberation, with its careful choice of relatively
inaccessible terminology, provides the most effective expression of sincere
hatred.
Fig. 5.9 demonstrates that	 fir6t French and then Latin were to
represent far more significant sources of vocabulary in SEX than LOVE;
the term sex itself being derived from Latin. Forms from Latin and French
provide a high proportion of the euphemistic terms in SEX, which also
contains many terms from unusual or uncertain sources, with censorship and
taboo obscuring their histories.2
Fig. 5.10 indicates that the influence of French on the terminology of
MARRIAGE dates from a very early period. Marriage is from French, but
wedding from English. Intermarriage between the English and Norman
nobility and between the royal families of England and France goes some
way towards explaining the high proportion of French terms in this field,3
although the highest point, the late fifteenth-century, coincides with the end
of the Hundred Years War and the loss of the last English possessions in
France.4 During the fifteenth-century, laws began to be written and courts
conducted in English. This transition from French may have necessitated
the adoption of terminology previously unnecessary in English.5
§3. Obsolescence
it must of course be allowed at once that it is difficult, nay impossible ever
to affirm that we have adduced the latest instance of a word's use.6
Each speaker and writer of English has an active and a passive
vocabulary. The active vocabulary consists of those terms which are
1 see CO7.02.02 Love and C07.02.02.Ol.02.O1 Terms of Endearment.
2 see Introduction.
see Boucier(198l tr, p120).
4 excluding Calais, see Miliward (1989, p123).
see MCCrun et al (1986, pT3).
6 Trench (1857, p41).
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employed by the speaker, and the passive of those which, while understood
in context, are not actually produced. The passive vocabulary may consist
of many thousands of terms only encountered in the writings of
Shakespeare, Chaucer or Bede, but as long as a word or phrase remains in
the passive vocabulary of enough speakers it is not utterly beyond
resuscitation, even if only in restricted archaic or historical usage.' Given
that the OED is a literary dictionary, many of the terms listed in it can be
assumed to be in the passive vocabulary of those educated in the works on
which it is based. This means that a high proportion of its 'obsolete' entries
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Fig. 5.11
Last Usages as a percentage of the lexis of each field
On such an understanding of 'obsolescence', however, the term is
practically meaningless. For this reason, I have freely presented dates of last
usage in the Classifications, as recorded in the OED, on the grounds that,
while they may be no less misleading than the dates of 'first' usage,3
contemporary users are at least in a position to determine whether a
'Jiirgen Schafer ('Early Modem English: OED, New OED, EMED' in Bailey (1987,
p69)) writes that Christopher Fry "impishly resurrected" terms classified as "obsolete" by
the OED. Nor is this a recent phenomenon. Starnes & Noyes (1946, p104, but see also
ibid. pp255-6, footnote 14) write that Chauerton used the obsolete terms in Nathan Bailey's
An Etymological English Dictionary as a source of his 'poetic language.'
21 have drawn attention to such revivals of terminology in the Classification where
relevant.
see Schafer (1980, p68).
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particular sense is still acceptable in their own idiolects.' Unfortunately, the
field "last" in the database contains "18" for those usages which are stifi
current as well as for those which may have passed out of use since 1951, so
it was impossible to identify any late twentieth-century entries labelled
'obsolete' by the OED.
As a result of my decision to record the last dates of usage rather than
to assume that everything recorded after 1870 is stifi current,2 a particularly
high percentage of terms are seen to be 'lost' during the late nineteenth-
century. 'Last' dates recorded in the first edition of the OED were not
postdated in the supplements, predatings having proved to be of far greater
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Fig. 5.12
Percentage of the Lexis of each period representing first and last usages
Figs 5.12 ifiustrates that there is no steady relationship between
uptake and loss in any given period, but Figs. 5.13 - 5.16 ifiustrate that the
relative proportions of uptake and loss from individual language sources do
seem to be related. English shows a different pattern from non-English
language sources,3 in that the proportion of lost terms from English almost
always exceeds the proportion of gained terms from English, as is to be
expected when starting from a relatively pure lexis.
1 see also Sylvester (199 1462-3), who argues that language is changing quickly under
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Germanic first and last usages as a percentage of total first and last usages
Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 indicate a high proportion of nonce usage among
Classical and Germanic terms. 1 Germanic last usages only outstrip first
usages during the thirteenth, fourteenth and early sixteenth-centuries,
suggesting that terms borrowed in previous periods, particularly during the
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Fig. 5.16, showing gains and losses from Romance sources,' is the
most interesting of these. It shows a far higher acceptance of
(predominantly) French vocabulary before the late fifteenth-century than
after, from which time losses and gains follow a pattern similar to that
found in English terms. 2 This suggests that French influence on English
ceased to be 'internal' after about the early fifteenth-century, with terms
borrowed before then being perceived as not un-English.
§4. Nonce and Limited Usage
The close correlation between gains and losses from individual
language sources is, however, undermined by the high proportion of nonce
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Fig. 5.17
Nonce and limited usages as a percentage of new usages
One result of the literary basis of the OED is the high proportion of
usages recorded only once or only during a limited period, 3 and the
1 excluding Latin.
2 Fig. 5.13. Boucier (1981 tr, p40) writes that many of the early loans from French proved
to be ephemeral, but it is seen that, until the late fourteenth-century at least, new French
usages had a longer life expectancy than after.
Burchfield (1973, p7) writes that "the pattern of admission [to the OED] was governed as















corresponding difficulty of fmding illustrations for common words.' Were
the OED to be taken as representative of the English language as a whole,
we should assume a particularly high level of mutual incomprehension in
the late nineteenth-century, during which period, the average rate of limited
usage across the four fields rises as high as 67%. The late seventeenth-
century, the Restoration period, sees an increase in the proportion of SEX
terms receiving limited usage, representing a temporary respite from
censorship, particularly in the theatre.2 This level of limited usage should
probably not be taken as representative of the English language as it was
spoken, rather as a reflection of the freedom enjoyed by the theatre of the
period. Up to and including the early sixteenth-century (excluding OE), the
average rate of limited usage is 22%, rising to 42% from the late sixteenth-
century on, illustrating the higher value of originality since the Renaissance
period, and the diligence of OED slip-makers in recording unusual terms.3
It should be noted that the GHT practice of making slips only for those
compounds assigned main-lemma status will have exacerbated the tendency
of the OED to give precedence to the 'great names' of literature.4
§5. English
OE 112 e13 113 e14 114 e15 115 e16 116 e17 117 e18 118 e19 119 e20 120
— E — E+ --EC
Fig. 5.l8a
New Usages from English sources
1 see Murray (1882, p6 & 1883, p516).
2 see Brockea (1982, pp3 16-23).
see Schafer (1980, p4).4	 Schafer (1980, p9).
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Only about a third of the vocabulary of these fields is from English
sources, but it would not be true to state that the remaining two thirds of the
lexis is 'foreign'. Terms borrowed from other languages become English,
their spelling is naturalized, they are inflected, affixed and formed into
compounds. In some senses all terms which are not new borrowings come
from within existing English lexical resources.' Table 5K indicates that the
proportion of new usages representing actual new borrowings averages at
about 14%, peaking from the late thirteenth to the late fifteenth-century.2
As with the figures for nonce and limited usage (see §4), there is a
considerable difference between the periods before and after the
Renaissance. Up to and including the early sixteenth-century, on average,
18% of new usages represent new loanwords, but from the late sixteenth-
century on, the proportion falls to an average of only 9%. This indicates a
rise in the status of the vernacular, with terms already in its vocabulary
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Fig. 5.18b
New Forms from English sources
A peak is observed among both new usages and new forms from
English sources during the late twelfth and early thirteenth-centuries.
During this period OE terms not recorded in pre-Conquest documents are
recorded for the first term. This process continues until the end of the
fourteenth-century, after which point 'new' forms from English are
neglible. The high proportion of new usages during this period is also due,
1 see Dekeyser (1986, pp253-4).2 see Dekeyser (1986, p259).
see Boucier (1981 tr, p180).
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in part, to the greater specificity of definition observed by the OED than by
the OE dictionaries.
§6. Celtic
Only a small number of terms derived from Celtic are found in the
English lexis of these fields. None at all are found in HATE. Celtic terms
make up only 0.5% of the 9313 terms examined. Of these, about two thirds




New Usages from Celtic sources
None of the Celtic borrowings date from the early period of the
Anglo-Saxon Conquest. 1 Celtic terms in these fields are borrowed
'externally' through later contact with Celtic peoples, particularly the Irish.
Evidence of early linguistic contact with the Britons is extremely slight,2
and is restricted, in the main, to place names and terms for topographical
features. Early Celtic influence upon the English was mainly ecclesiastical,
and took place through the vehicle of Latin.3
The peak in the early nineteenth-century may have been a result of
the growth Irish nationalism or of increasing contact between the English
and the Irish as a result of the potato famines culminating in those of 1845-
52. Figs. 5.19a and b, however, also show that terms borrowed from Celtic
1 see Jesperson (1905, pp38-40).
2 see Baugh (1935, p86) and Miliward (1989, p100).




languages from the early fifteenth until the late seventeenth-century were
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New Usages from Greek Sources
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Terms derived from Greek account for 2.5% of those examined here.
Of these, only 21% (48 terms) represent uninflected and relatively
unanglicized forms, but new forms from Greek sources represent almost a














New Forms from Greek Sources
Greek, along with Latin, now serves as a source for the basic.
elements of scientific terminology. Instead of being borrowed in full, roots
from Greek and Latin tend to be used as building bricks in constructing
terms never found and sometimes not possible in Classical sources, such as
pseudosexual, videoporn and homosexuality. Comparison of Figs. 5.20a
and b with Figs. 5.21a and b demonstrates that, although terms derived
from Greek are far smaller in number than those derived from Latin, they
follow a similar pattern of adoption, with peaks during the late seventeenth,
eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries and with affixed and naturalized forms
predominating by the late sixteenth or late seventeenth-century. Despite the
revival of Classical learning during the Renaissance, Greek remained a




[Latin borrowings since the Renaissance] are possibilities which may appear
at any one time as well as at another. We may be happy if, in such cases, we
get within half a century of the actual first use of the word1
Terms derived from Latin account for about 12% of those studied.
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New Forms from Latin Sources
1 Murray (1883, p516).
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Latin has maintained its importance as a source of naturalized English
vocabulary since the early seventeenth-century. This is most marked in SEX
and, to a lesser extent, in MARRIAGE where medicine and psychology,
anthropology and sociology have led to an increase in scientific
terminology.'
In addition to the peaks in use of Latin terminology coinciding with
those found for Greek (see §7), however, significant peaks are recorded in
the early fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The first Latin-English
dictionary (excluding OE glosses and glossaries), Promptorium Par-v1orum,
sive Clericorum, appeared in c14402 and Caxton's introduction of the
printing press into England in 1476 led to the widespread availability of
Classical texts in translation3 and contributed to the increasing interest in
Classical literature and culture among humanist scholars during the.
Renaissance period. Many latinate forms, along with Greek, are found only
in translation of Classical texts. This is noted in the Commentaries where
appropriate.
§9. French
Towards the close of the Old English period an event occurred which had a
greater effect on the English language than any other in the course of its
history.4
The Conquest was -- linguistically -- not a cataclysm: its effects outside the
lexicon are barely noticeable.5
About 26% of the 9313 terms examined are from French sources. Of
these, over half are unnaturalized and uninflected.
French borrowings have been studied more thoroughly than those from
any other source. Later scholars have updated Jesperson's (1905) survey as
more volumes and supplements to the OED became available. Unfortunately,
however, different studies take varying sized samples, which makes it difficult
to compare their findings. In Fig. 5.22, I have scaled down my fmdings and
scaled up those of Thornton and Chase so that the total number of borrowings
studied represents the 1000 selected by Jesperson, Baugh and Koszal. This
means that the figures for each are biased by variations in the coverage of each
period. In the earlier studies, undertaken before the publication of the second
supplement, especially Jesperson's, which predates even the completion of the
'see Figs. 5.9 and 5.10.
2 see Landau (1984, PS7).
Miliward (1989, p194).
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first edition, full figures for the twentieth-century were not available. In
addition, it would appear that slip-making for the second supplement had not
been completed when Chase and Thornton collected their data from the
archives of the Glasgow Historical Thesaurus. The relatively high level of
French borrowing recorded for the twentieth-century in this study, may also
represent the use of French terms in sexual euphemism.
date
D Jesperson (1905) D Baugh (1936) 	 0 Koszal (1937)
Chase (1988)	 E Thornton (1988) • Coleman (1992)
Fig. 5.22
A Comparison of the Findings of Various Studies of French Borrowing'
The peak in new French usages dates from the early thirteenth to the
early fourteenth, with further increases during the late fifteenth and early
eighteenth centuries.2 Dekeyser (1986, pp256-7), in a study based on the
MED, states that there is a steady rise in borrowings from French dating
from c1200 and peaking in the fourteenth-century, followed by a sharp fall,
but one less sharp than based on OED figures alone. He is able to pinpoint
the decline in French borrowings to the last quarter of the fourteenth
century.3 On consideration of new forms alone, apparent peaks in
1 Figures for Koszal (1937) are derived from Jesperson (1905, p88), who, in later editions,
compares the results of his own study of French borrowings with that undertaken by A.
Koszal and published in the Bulletin de la Faculté des Lettres des Strasbourg (Jan., 1937).
2 Jesperson (1905, pp38-40) writes that, during the eighteenth-century, French was seen as
a fashionable accomplishment throughout Europe.
see Dekeyser (1986, p259).
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borrowings after the late thirteenth-century are seen to be less marked.'
Anglicization of terms from French is also seen to be more significant when
new forms cs.ovC.are considered.2 Despite Pyles & Algeo's (1982, p316)
assertion that "French has maintained its position as the major contributor
of new foreign words to English," in the fields examined for this thesis,
Greek and Latin have each provided almost twice as many new forms




New Usages from French Sources
The early peak in borrowing from French occurs as an indirect result
of the Norman Conquest. In the period immediately following the
Conquest, French and English were two distinct languages within Britain.
French was the language of the court, of law and of most vernacular
literature. For some time most of the nobility (a very small proportion of
the population as a whole) were native speakers of French, but the loss of
English possessions on the Continent (see above) and the decline of
feudalism, furthered by the social upheavals following the various outbreaks
of the Black Death in the middle of the thirteenth-century, 3 meant that
I Baugh (1935, pp9O-2) and Miliward (1989, p171) are both misled by the consideration of
new usages alone, into dating the tapering of borrowing from French from as late as the
fifteenth-centuiy.
2 which would tend, along with Nist (1966, p162), to contradict the view of Blake (1981,
pp26-7) and Lass (1987, pp5S-7), who write that the apparent influx of French terms was
restricted to courtly circles.









distinctions between the two language groups became less marked. The rise
of Parisian French as a national standard during the early thirteenth-century,
meant that Anglo-Norman was reduced to a provincial dialect and ceased to
be a high-status language, 1 while continual contact with continental France
(through literary influence, intermarriage and war) meant that continental
French became as fashionable an accomplishment in England in the late
Middle Ages as it was in nineteenth-century Russia. 2 This 'fashionable'
borrowing from French causes the second peak, found in the late
fourteenth-century. This peak may also result in part from the OED's
thorough coverage of Chaucer's work.
%




New Forms from French Sources
§10. Germanic
Germanic terms, excluding those derived from OE, account for about
7% of the terms studied here. About 43% of these are uninflected and
unanglicized.
Although Germanic terms are relatively few, it is useful to divide
them into North and 'Other' Germanic because of their different patterns of
adoption. North Germanic forms account for about 35% of all the
1 Miliward (1989, p174).
2 see Lass (1987, p58).
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Germanic terms, and 'Other Germanic' for about 44%. The remaining
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New Forms from North Germanic Sources
Borrowing from new North Germanic peaks during the late twelfth-
century, when the effects of the Danelaw began to be felt. The early
fourteenth-century peak in new usages disappears entirely when new forms
alone are studied, but leaves a shadow in the form of new inflected forms.
Consideration of new forms alone indicates that the North Germanic
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Fig. 5.25b
New Forms from 'Other Germanic' Sources
Borrowings from 'Other Germanic' sources never reach the same
extent as those from Scandinavian languages, but their effect upon English
is more protracted. The peak in borrowing during the Renaissance period is
due, in part to the effects of Caxton's Flemish-influenced translations. By
the early sixteenth-century, English translations of the Bible were made,
under the influence of the German and Swiss Reformers. Later peaks may
be the result of German immigration into America and of twentieth-













Germanic, but they seem to represent development of the existing Germanic
vocabulary rather than adoption of a large number of new forms.
§10. 'Other Languages'
Only 0.4% of the recorded new usages are from languages which
could not be classified as Classical, Romance or Germanic. Of these, a large
proportion (88%) are 'pure', indicating a very low level of naturalization,
although there is some extension of sense within English. The origins of
these terms are as follows:
American Indian	 7












New Usages from 'Other Languages'
1 These terms are borrowed during the twentieth-century with reference to Jewish maniage
customs, which is why they are not grouped with the Classical languages. Teresawa (1986,
pp659-69) indicates that many earlier Hebrew borrowings have been through the medium
of Latin or Greek. Many of the terms he cites (such as Jezebel and Sodom) have been

















New Forms from 'Other Languages'
Chase (1988, p498) writes that there is a "tendency - one might
almost call it a rule - for exotic loanwords to cluster in well-defmed
semantic areas". Where such small numbers are involved, detailed
investigation can lead to misleading results, but it probably is of
significance that while HATE contains three OL/OL+ terms (0.2% of the
all the terms in HATE), LOVE four (0.1%) and SEX twelve (0.4%.),
MARRIAGE contains as many as twenty-two (1.6%). Many of these terms
are found in anthropological descriptions of non-English marriage
ceremonies and practices and are not fully naturalized.
§10. 'Other Sources'
Of the 9313 terms investigated, 3.8% are from 'Other Sources' (see
Table 5A). Of these, about 44% are 'pure' forms. These can be further
broken down into:














1 see Chapter 8.
2 e Chapter 8. Rhyming slang terms could have been classified according to the 'surface'
etymology in its extended or elliptical form (e.g. trouble and strife or just trouble), or the
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Terms from cant and rhyming slang are found relatively evenly
distributed among the four fields, but proper names make up 4% of the
total lexis of SEX, with a proportion of only 0.1% - 0.6% in the other
fields. Many of these terms are used with disparaging reference to the
promiscuous.1
Dialect terms make up 1.2% of the lexis of LOVF,
significantly higher than the 0.3% of SEX and 0.1% of MARRIAGE. None
are found in HATE. This concentration of dialect terms in LOVE suggests
that intimacy gives rise to the use of informal language (as with the tu/vous
distinction in French).2
Sound-symbolic forms are over-represented in HATE (2.7%) and, by
comparison, under-represented in MARRIAGE (0.3%). Many of the sound-
symbolic terms in HATE are found in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01
Bah!.3
'submerged' etymology (wife). It seemed more useful, and less confusing, to treat these
terms separately.
1 see Chapter 7.


























































































































Animal and Food Imagery within the Fields Classified
The following discussion is based on material contained within both
the OED and the non-OED Classifications. Comparisons are made, where
relevant, with the discussion of animal metaphors in Thornton (1988,
pp4O9-66), but this study is wider in scope in that it considers parts of
speech other than nouns, of which Thornton studied only a sub-section. I
also deal with terms alluding to animals and to animality, as well as those
containing the name of particular species.
In her examination of animal metaphor in the fields of GOOD and
EVIL, Thornton (1988, p412) found that most of the animal terminology
was concentrated in EVIL (14.8% of terms studied, as opposed to 4.3% in
GOOD). This was particularly marked in section EB Evil and Inferior
where many "terms of abuse, contempt and reproach" occurred. Similarities
between the use of animal terms in EVIL and HATE result, in part, from
an overlap between the two fields, but marked differences are observed in
consideration of LOVE. Thornton (1988, p461) found that "names for
small or young animals tend to be used as terms of contempt," but in
LOVE, animal metaphors, particularly those referring to small or young
animals, are often used with positive import.1
Animals and food are discussed together because there is not always a
clear division between the two. While the most obvious overlap is in the use
of hunting imagery, itis also difficult to categorize references to animals
sharing a name with their meat, such as quail, chicken and rabbit. Animal
and food imagery are both often used, particularly in SEX, to represent
baseness, and failure to rise above animal instincts and physical needs. It is
interesting also to note that Leach (1964, pp37-8) posits a connection
between food prohibitions and sexual taboos, writing that "Whatever is
taboo is a focus not only of special interest but also of anxiety. Whatever is
taboo is sacred, valuable, important, powerful, dangerous, untouchable,
filthy, unmentionable."
Some animal terms are not particularly usefully considered here.
These include the rhyming slang forms Donald duck, russian duck and
cattle (truck), motivated more by their concluding syllable than by any
1 The overlap between endearment and insult is discussed in C07.02.02.0l -
07.02.02.01.02.01 Images of Love.
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desire to emphasize the bestial nature of human sexual desires. Some other
forms involving animal imagery are too straight-forward to bear much
analysis. These include shoot the tadpoles and burp the worm "to
masturbate," as well as kiss the worm and play hoop-snake with "to
fellate." The use of pussy and beaver for the female genitals seem to be
more closely related to the texture than the character of the beasts.' Beaver
has been used with reference to beards, which is where the OED derives this
sense from.
Other terms which are usefully excluded from this discussion are
goose "to have sexual intercourse"2 and badger "a prostitute."3 Their
relation to the animal term may be tenuous, but, as with pussy and beaver
it should be remembered that the user and listener may identify them as
examples of animal metaphor, whether or not their etymological
development supports this.
Some of the non-specific animal terms are used to convey failure to
attain the standards of behaviour expected of humanity. Carroll (1954, p46)
describes the Elizabethan emphasis on rationality as "the basic concept
of humanistic philosophy: that man is the only creature capable of
governing his passions through the exercise of reason and required to do so
by the law of nature, which he must obey, or, not obeying, become a beast,
an unreasonable creature." Examples of this are animal gratification and
beastliness in +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse, used to suggest that
sexual intercourse and desire are unfortunate evolutionary hangovers. The
use of beast for a sexual offender may indicate that uncontrolled sexuality
is felt to be particularly characteristic of animals. In HATE, manless and
1 e.g. pussy, eat pussy, in 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse and pussy-whip, in
07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking; beaver shot and wide-open beaver, in
+07.02.03.03.03	 Pornography.
2 If the rhyming slang form goose (and duck) is not taken as the etymological motivation
behind the sexual meaning of goose, the ordering of senses in the OED appears to relate
this usage to the noun sense "fool" and verb sense "to make a fool of" (cf screw, fuck
etc.), which is cited only once. In either case, the term's connection with the bird is at at
least one remove.
3	 OED defines badger sb 1 as "one who buys corn and other commodities and carries
them elsewhere to sell; an itinerant dealer who acts as a middle man between producer...
and consumer a cadger, hawker or huckster," [my italics] which appears to be the
semantic starting point for the non-OED sense "a man who robs a prostitute's clients,"
from which, presumably, the other non-OED senses developed. However, badger
"prostitute," which may be derived from the OED's badge v2 "to deal as a badger," is
actually recorded first (not a factor upon which too much emphasis should be placed, since
non-OED dates are not intended to give reliable indications of usage span.). Another
possible derivation is from the verb badger, for which two senses are given in the OED:
"...to subject (one who cannot escape from it) to persistent worry or persecution; to pester,
tease," (giving badger "prostitute" connotations similar to those of hustler and pusher) and
"to barter; to banter over a bargain; to beat down in price," (giving a term comparable with
trader and marketdame).
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manlessly are used to describe spiteful and malicious actions: the human
lacking in love is reduced to animal status.' Animal imagery is also used, as
with the hen-peck terms in MARRIAGE,2 to suggest transgression against
the natural order. A similar effect is achieved by the use of terms such as
bull, buildagger, wolf and torn in (+)07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality.
07.02.01.02 ifi-will and particularly 07.02.01.03 Malice
contain a high concentration of animal terms, with reptiles, particularly
snakes, and dogs and cats being best represented, although wasps are also
found.3 Dogs seem to have been considered particularly spiteful from the
fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries,4 a characteristic restricted to female
dogs during the twentieth.5 Serpents begin to appear in this field during the
early sixteenth century (as early as c1400, if venorny is included as a
possible allusion) and reptiles generally during the nineteenth. 6 Reference to
cats as types of spitefulness coincides with the use of bitch etc., in the
twentieth century, and should be compared with the use of wild cat for "a
woman who is malicious or spiteful" in the late sixteenth century. 7 Terms
using cats as types of spitefulness are concentrated in relatively recent times,
however, which means that we should not necessarily allow contemporary
associations to colour our appreciation of the cat terms in 07.02.03.04
Prostitute, where it is more relevant to recall that cats are proverbially
lecherous.8 This, presumably, arises from the noisiness of feline mating
habits.
Insects occur with two main emphases in HATE. They are
contemptible (set not a fly by/at/of, not to care (three skips of) a louse for),
1 see Stern (1931, p320) "the element of similarity is either a quality that is reprehensible or
contemptible in itself, or else a quality that is neutral or favourable in an animal, but
becomes reprehensible in a human being."
2 07.02.04.01.03/01.01	 Hen-pecking.
3 Thornton (1988, pp444, 449 & 454) notes that the most frequently found animals in
GOOD and EVIL are dogs and then cats. She writes that "man's perception of animals,
particularly in terms of how they are used of people, is generally based on an informal
human-centred view, ranging from the familiar and domesticated to the unfamiliar or wild"
(ibid. p461).
see Leach (1964, p27) "In seventeenth century English witchcraft trials it was very
commonly asserted that the Devil appeared in the form of a Dog - that is, God
backwards."
5	 proverbial dog in the manger is recorded from 1546 - 1732 in Tilley (1950, D513)
as well as in Erasmus' Adagia (1982 tr, vol 32 p240). See also snarl in 07.02.0 1.02
Ill-wilL
6 see Genesis 3.15:And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy
seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel See also snake
"to steal someone else's date" in +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship and Carroll (1954,
pp1 14-5).
7	 may be related to the association between cats and witches.
8 see especially caterwaul, tomcat and catting in 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass.
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but are also harmful when they attack their enemies en masse, or by unfair
means. Massed attack is suggested by the wasps in 07.02.01.03 Malice
and the hornets in 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy.' This overlap between the
disliked and the feared is also found in 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
where references to toads as proverbially detestable date from the early
sixteenth century.2
Animals found in LOVE can be divided into two main categories:
those which love (mainly represented by turtle doves 3) and those which are
loved. The animals used as sources of imagery here are essentially
vulnerable and incapable of causing harm, as opposed to the spiteful and
malignant beasts in HATE. This difference is especially apparent in the
application of cat imagery: in this section, there are only tame cats, pussies
and kittens. These terms compare with tabby and pussock in
MARRIAGE, which express considerable contempt for the elderly
unmarried woman. There may also be implied reference to witchcraft and
to cats asc.?familiars.4
Many terms in Lo'J E. imply that the lover cares for the loved one as for
an orphaned or untended newborn animal,5 which seems to be the
motivation behind terms such as sock-lamb, nestle-cock and bulkin. The
adoration received in return for such attentions is call- or puppy-love,6
although animals may be the objects of love, they are not capable of giving
constant and disinterested love in return. 7 While hatred lowers the hater to
the status of an animal, pure love is held to raise the lover above brute
instincts.
It is not until LOVE begins to move into SEX that potentially
harmful animals reappear. The attractive woman is foxy, the flirtatious
man a spider-caul and a wo1f Rowland (1971, plo4) writes that the wolf
"not only became a natural symbol of death, the companion of the God of
Battles, but, as the epitome of lust, opened the gates of bliss and was
1 see also Tilley (1950, W79) "to stir up a wasps' nest."2	 are proverbially malignant (see Tiley (1950, T361) "to hate like a toad") and
poisonous ((ibid., T360) "full as a toad of poison" and Carroll (1954, pp1 17-8).
the use of doves as types of faithful (conjugal) love, see White (1954, ppl'15-6),
Morris (1872, pp22-3) and, for Classical and later usage, Carroll (1954, pplOO-l). Tilley
(1950, T624 & D573) cites the proverb "as true as a turtle to her mate" from 1520/40 to
1682, and "as loving (tame, patient) as a dove (pigeon)" from c1553 to 1616. Turtle doves
also figure largely in Solomon's Song, e.g. 2.14. In addition, doves appear as symbols of
the Holy Spirit (see, for instance, Luke 3.22).
4 see Adrienne Rich 'Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence' pp 177-205 in
Snitow et al (1983, p180) and Fraser (1984, p1 15).
see C07.02.02.0l - 07.02.02.01.02.01 Images of Love and C07.02.02.05
etc. Images of Amorous Love.
6 see Carroll (1954, pp94 & 99).
see Tilley (1950, D459) "the dog wags his tail not for love of you but of your bread."
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therefore both destroyer and begetter in Egyptian, Greek, Roman and
Teutonic mythologies." This combination of destructiveness and excessive
lust is seen in the use of wolf and wolfess to describe the sexually
aggressive male and female.
Seeking a marital or sexual partner is described in terms of hunting
(the sexual act, as we shall see, being likened to eating): the male goes
grousing, fishing or filly-hunting, while the ideal marriage partner is a
catch or a fish. Hunting imagery reappears in the OED terms for
prostitutes (e.g. plover, quail, guinea hen and, possibly, Winchester
Goose), and in the non-OED terms for homosexual males, where the
younger and presumed passive partner is seen as a capon, chicken, lamb or
faun(l)et, and described by means of food imagery (cornflakes, twinkle),
while the older is seen as a bird of prey (chicken hark, queer-hawk)..
In all types of penetrative intercourse the penetrated party is depicted
as passive and, therefore, as the prey of the active partner. This is true of
heterosexual and homosexual intercourse, 1 as well as of vaginal and anal
sex.2 Despite the fact that it is the penetrated party who encloses the other, it
is relatively rare to find the enclosed partner described in terms of food. 3 A
few exceptions are found, occung only among the non-OED terms. These
include feed one 's pussy and have a hot pudding for supper "to have
sexual intercourse (of a woman)."
The sexually aggressive woman, meanwhile, is seen in terms of the
siren, mermaid, succubus, witch and vamp.4 This use of mermaid
probably results from confusion with siren, which the OED describes as
"one of several fabulous monsters, part woman, part bird, who were
supposed to lure sailors to destruction by their enchanting singing." 5 The
succubus is a seducing demon in female form, appearing to men in their
dreams; presumably an early rationalization of nocturnal emissions. This
use of mythical beasts to describe the woman who fails to conform to
feminine ideals is paralleled by the use of haipie in
+07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality, defined by the OED
as "a fabulous monster, rapacious and filthy, having a woman's face and
body and a bird's wings and claws, and supposed to act as a minister of
I e.g. eat pussy, score; capon, tender biL
2 e.g. subdue to one's will, take advantage of; Iamb, meaL
excluding terms found in (+)07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex. Many of those which do
occur can be treated as 'second-hand' images, based upon depictions of the genitals as
meat.
in 07.02.02.03.01.01.01	 Attractiveness, 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity and 07.02.03.04 Prostitute.
see, for instance, Homer's Odyssey inLaltimore (1965 tr, p186/39-54 and ppl89-
90/165-200).
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divine vengeance." Comparisons of over-sexed males with the satyr are
dealt with below, but other mythical beings used to describe male non-
conformers are the fairies of 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality, and the non-OED angels, originally often presented as
male, but now frequently depicted in female form.' Men are reproached for
their lack of masculinity and women for their lack of femininity by
comparison with unnatural or supernatural beings.
The base and despicable nature of animality also emerges in the
sexual aspects of LOVE. Sexual caressing is described as pawing, the male
flirt horses around and the ladies' man is likened to the idle lizard and
poodle. Baseness and lack of dignityo. e also implied by the monkey terms:
monkey('s/s') parade, monkey business, and monkey man.2 Monkeys are
commonly seen as mischievous creatures, an element which should not be
discounted in the consideration of at least the first two of these terms. While
monkeys are seen as sub-human, apes are proverbially lustful. 3 Rowland
(1971, p33) writes that "Aelian claimed that he had heard of apes who had
fallen madly in love with girls and raped them (vii, 19, xv, 14)",4 and
Holder (1989) suggests that an apeleader has to pay the penalty for her
failure to "accommodate the monkeys sexually on earth." The 1735 citation
given by Tilley (1950, M37) suggests that old bachelors are turned into
apes. It has been suggested that the unmarried woman has to lead apes in
hell because she has no children to lead her to heaven, 5 which may be her
punishment for failing to increase and multiply. 6 The ape may also be a
manifestation of the devil.7 Whatever the exact connotations of the ape-
leading terms, it is clear that the woman who is so unnatural as never to
marry while alive, is punished by exposure to excessive animal lust in
death.
In SEX, the use of animal imagery is nearly always intended to imply
baseness. This is particularly apparent in 07.02.03.03.04.01 Arousal
and 07.02.03.03.04/03 Female Sexual Desire where the crstrus,
pride, prime, rut and horn terms imply that sexual feelings represent the
animal side of human nature. Some of these roots are also represented in
07.02.03.03.04.01	 Over-lustfulness.
1 The use of female names similarly emphasizes the perceived transgression against the
natural order.
2 in 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation, +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing and
+07.02.03 Sexual intercourse, and 07.02.04.01.03/01.01	 Hen-pecking.
seeCarroll(l954,ppl9&92).
4 supported by the seventeenth-century tradition, recorded by LeComte (1978, p9), that
"apes go after women."
in the 1981 Arden edition of Taming of the Shrew.
6 Grose (1811).
see White (1954, p34).
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get in the saddle "to have
"promicuous (of a
Other terms originally restricted in reference to animal intercourse
include tup (with reference to sheep), clicket (foxes), ride and go to.' The
use of terms for male animals as verbs to describe their act of intercourse
(e.g. bull, boar, ?mger) emphasizes that this may be the main agricultural
use for male animals. This should be compared with the use of verbs such
as girl and woman,2 which emphasize the users' conception of the purpose
of human females.3
Other animals held to be particularly lustful include goats and horses.
Goats are probably the most frequently found, 4 and are often used
specifically with reference to male lustfulness, 5 particularly in the form of
the satyr, which is typically human from the waist up and goat from the
waist down.6
Horses are able to copulate soon after birth and are not easily
controllable,7 which explains the colt terms, and the belief in hippomanes
as an aphrodisiac.8 Hippoma.nes is described by the OED as being used of
two separate substances, each associated with birthing in horses. These are
"a small black fleshy substance said to occur on the forehead of a new-born
foal"9 and "a mucous humour that runs from mares a-horsing."
Horse terms in SEX can also imply contempt for the partner and for
the sexual act in general, as with the verbs mount and ride and the nouns
light-horse, hackney and cany-knave.'° Other forms, such as stable "a
group of prostitutes working for the same pimp,"
sexual intercourse with a woman," saddle-broken
woman)," and attitude of equitation (a sexual position in which the female
is above) take the horse and riding imagery as read." Horsewoman and
jockey describe the usurpation of the dominant male role in sexual
1 in (+)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse.
2 in 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse and 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
respectively.3	 comparison is inexact, since girl and woman have male subjects.
see hircine in 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness and goatish in
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity. Carroll (1954, plo5) lists works ranging from Pliny to
Nashe using the goat as a symbol of lustfulness.
5	 White (1954, pp74-SO) "Hrycus the He-Goat is a lascivious and butting animal who is
always burning for coition. His eyes are transverse slits because he is so randy"
6 Smith (1984, p217) writes that satyrs are "spirits of wild nature, shown as half animal,
half man. ... [they] represent uncontrolled fertility and may be depicted with large genitals,
horses' or goats' legs and often with horns."
see Carroll (1954, plo7).
8 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse, 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity and
07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity. See also 07.02.03.03.04A)4
Aphrodisiac.
9 (1954, p86) notes that it was believed that if this substance were removed the mare
would not suckle her foal.
1 in 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse and 07.02.03.04 Prostitute.
see also Taming of the Shrew Iii 198-205.
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intercourse. 1 Horses are also seen as status symbols, as in the use of
thoroughbred, thoroughbred black and stallion.2 Horses which few can
afford are compared with desirable sexual partners, while the woman
available to all is a hack, jade or harridan; a division in status paralleled by
the use of Mercedes, Porsche and classy chassis with reference to attractive
women, with the sexually promiscuous woman classed as a mere bike or
bicycle.
The dog is another proverbially lustful animal, also represented as
unclean: "a typical punishment in hell for adulterous intercourse involves
the joining of lovers quomodo canis for all eternity".3 Despite the fact that
the OED's knee-chest position4 could as readily be described in terms of
almost any four-legged animal, reference is made most often to dogs (e.g.
dog(gie) -fashion, more canino). This may be a response to dogs'proverbial
uncleanness,5 but there is no indication in context that the position is seen as
any more unclean than any other (excluding the missionary position). It is
possible that, since the English terms, at least, seem to be relatively modern,
the greater familiarity of canine than of any other type of quadruped
intercourse in a contemporary urban setting should also be considered. The
term dog-knotted, "locked together in sex," for instance, seems to indicate
some degree of familiarity with the actual mating habits of dogs, rather than
a conventional use of proverbial wisdom.
A more modern type of animal lustfulness is the rabbit, 6 which is
held to reproduce itself particularly rapidly. Allusions to this are found in
rabbit "to have sexual intercourse" and "a man characterized by excessive
sexual desire," rabbiter "one who copulates," and hung like a rabbit
"denoting a promiscuous male.'1 The terms warren and cunny-warren
"brothel" are also found. 8 It should be noted that the now obsolete cony
"rabbit," with the same historical pronunication as cunny "vagina, cunt,"
1 in +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality.
2 in (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute and 07.02.02.03.01.01.01	 Attractiveness.
Rowland (1971, p1513, see also pp158 & 161).
4 defined in the OED as "a position adopted by some women in sexual intercourse," but, to
be fair, more fully explained by the single citation given.
5 As, for instance, in Wulfstan's Sermo Lupi adAnglos Quando Dani Maxime Persecuti
SuntEos, Quod FuitAnno Millesimo .XIIH. ab Incarnatione DominiNostrilesu Cristi (in
Bethurum (Ed.) (1957, p270/85-9)): "And scandlic is to specenne 1t geworden is to wide
j egeslic is to witanne pet oft doô to manege pe dreogaô a yrmpe, 1t sceotaO togdre j
ane cwenan gemnum ceape bicgaô gemne, 'j wiô pa ane fylpe adreogao, an after anum
elc after o&um, hundum gelicost e for fylpe ne scrifaô..."
6 although the hare, also, is proverbially lustful (see Rowland (1971, p40).
in 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse and -i-07.02.03.03.04.01.01 	 Satyriasis,
+07.02.03.01 One who Copulates, and +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity.
8 in (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel.
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was unable to survive as a homophone.' During the nineteenth century its
vowel sound changed ,,'o/, but the term eventually fell from use.2 The
rabbit imagery may also be motivated, to some extent, by the fact that
rabbits live in holes, as in exercise the ferret and go up (someone) like a rat
up a drain, in +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse.
As with animals, some food terms are not particularly usefully
considered here. These include rhyming slang terms, such as raspberiy (tart)
"a sound made with the tongue to indicate scorn," (jam)tart "sweetheart,
promiscuous female, prostitute" and haricot (bean) "male homosexual."3
Other forms motivated by rhyme include jerk the gherkin and tickle one 's
pickle "to masturbate."4 As with animal terms, basic Freudian-type
imagery motivates much of the food imagery found in SEX, such as hide
the sausage "to have sexual intercourse," butter the corn and cook
cucumbers "to masturbate" (of a male and female respectively).5
Eating is seen as a means of cementing a relationship, as is
demonstrated, in a literal sense, by 07.02.02.02.03.02/04 Table
Companion and 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities, and possibly in
the term cater-cousin. 6 The sharing of food is important as an indication of
peaceful intent.7 Other literal usages may be found in the terms gin-and-
flick-it and rum-and-rut "promiscuous female"8 and in gin and jaguar bird,
"a woman who commits adultery," 9 where it is implied that loss of sexual
inhibition is associated with the consumption of alcohol, especially among
females. 10
As with animal imagery, figurative use of food terminology clusters
in SEX and in those areas of LOVE and MARRIAGE most closely related
to it. Wentworth & Flexner (1960, pxiv) write that "this primary relation
between sex and food depends on the fact that they are man's two major
sensuous experiences ... Sex and food seem to be related in our
subconscious." Among the OED terms, one tastes or tastes of one's sexual
partner, and the male eats pussy. Non-OED terms include corn and
1 see Leach (1964, PS0).
2 see also Samuels (1972, p143).
in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.05	 Spitting, 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity and 07.02.03.04 Prostitute, and
07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality.
' in +07.02.03.02.OlMasturbation.
in -1-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse and +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
respectively.
6 see C07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend.
7 see Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1971, p203).
8 in 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity.
9 in 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery.
10	 note also that the lustful satyrs are the companions of Bacchus.
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horizontal refreshment "sexual intercourse" and taste (someone's) body "to
have sexual intercourse (with).1
Non-literal uses of food and eating terms tend to divide the world
into those things which would be good to eat if they were edible, and those
which would not. This division is found across all four fields studied. In
HATE, food imagery is mostly negative, with terms such as distaste and
disgust conveying dislike more strongly in terms of physical than
emotional repulsion.2 The converse of this in LOVE is found in terms such
as taste (for) and relish, but also, more specifically, in one 's cup of tea,
sweetie, and honey.3 The loved one is addressed as honey-sop and
cinnamon, while the attractive female is described, among many other food
terms, as a banana, barbecue, biscuit, (nice) bitVpiece of crackling, butter
baby, cake, candy, cheese, cherry(-pie), cookie, fine dinner, gum drop,
home cooking, jam, pancake, peach and sweet potato pie.4
While the attractive woman is good enough to eat, the unattractive
person is a cold fish or dog's dinner, and the unattractive woman a cold
biscuit or dog-biscuit. Those who fail to marry before they are too old are
stale, as opposed to ripe in 07.02.04.05/09.01.01 Marriageableness.
The unwanted third party accompanying a pair of lovers is described in
terms of the sour gooseberry, while sexual practices which are
unchailengingly plain are described as vanilla.5
Although many terms describe the (potential) sexual partner and the
sexual act in terms of sweet things and delicacies, a few equate sex with
more necessary foodstuffs. This is a relatively small group, mainly
consisting of terms such as appetite(s),6 but also containing get one's
muttons, greens, oats etc. It may be related to the treatment of the stomach
as the seat of lust.7
Meat features largely in SEX. In many instances the blood-enfused
human genitals and human flesh in general are compared with red meat,
thereby emphasizing physical aspects of sexual contact to the exclusion of
the emotional. These need not be understood in terms of the specific meat
1 from +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse. 	 -
2 both in 07.02.01.01 Dislike and 07.02.01.04 Loathing.
in 07.02.02.03 Liking, 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked, and, for instance,
07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness and 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart.
in 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment and +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness, but see also C07.02.02.01 - 07.02.02.01.02.01 Images of
Love.
in 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers and -i-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse, respectively.
6 see 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire.
7 in (+)07.0203 Sexual Intercourse. See also C07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
for discussionAterms implying that it is almost as dangerous to fail to satisfy one's sexual as
one's dietary needs.
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named (usually beef, bacon, pork or mutton, but rabbit also occurs among
the non-OED terms'), because any type of meat can be taken as
representative of all (as in eat flesh "to have sexual intercourse"). They
include mutton "prostitutes collectively," sell one 's bacon "to live by
prostitution," rub the pork and rub the bacon "to have sexual intercourse"
and stroke one 's beef "to masturbate." Similarly, seafood terms such as
have a fish dinner "to have sexual intercourse with a woman (of a
homosexual male)," eat a kipper feast "to perform cunnilingus," have a
handfull of sprats "to masturbate a woman" and, possibly loose fish
"prostitute," need not be considered in any specific sense, but should be
seen in general terms, as comparisons of the smells of female genitals and
uncooked sea-food.2
As a result of the depiction of the human genitals in terms of meat, as
well as of the fact that the mouth is used in both acts, many of the eating
references in SEX are to be found in 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex, where
they can be seen as (semi-) literal usages. These include gobble job, eat a
furburger and gnaw the 'nana, as well as the terms cannibal, meat-eater
and vegetarian, of those who will and will not perform fellatio.
The phrases have a cut/slice off the joint, cut a slice off the joint, take
a slice and cut the cake3 are based on the notion that a sexually
experienced woman is more likely to succumb to sexual intercourse than a
virgin, because she has nothing left to lose. Grose (1811, take a slice)
explains that "a slice off a cut loaf is not missed." This concentration upon
the loss of the hymeneal membrane is also found in the cherry terms,
where the cheny probably represents the blood lost when the hymen is
ruptured.4
The use of animal and food imagery in the fields of LOVE, HATE,
SEX and MARRIAGE reveals prevailing attitudes towards human emotions
and drives. In HATE, animal imagery is generally used to categorize
negative and aggressive emotions as sub-human, while food imagery
expresses dislike more strongly than with reference to the emotions alone.
In LOVE, animals, particularly the small and harmless, are depicted as
1j may be relevant in terms of the class-structure determining which texts were suitable
bases for the OED, to note that rabbit has been a characteristically working class meat,
particularly among those who were able to poach their own.
2 Mills (1989, p90) cites "the one about the blind man who tips his hat and says 'Good
morning ladies' when he passes a fish market."
3 in +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse, +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery and
+07.02.03.03.05.02.01 	 Defloration.4 in (+)07.02.03.03.05.02.0l and /01 Defloration and Virginity.
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deserving and inviting love, while those which are loved or deserve love are
described in terms of pleasant food.
Food features largely in MARRIAGE, but mainly in literal reference
to the sharing of food after a wedding. There is also relatively little animal
imagery in MARRIAGE, most of which is similar in intent to that found in
LOVE and SEX. The greatest number of animal and food terms occur in
SEX, where they are used to emphasize the bestial nature of sexual desires,
and to express the predatory aggression of uncaring sex. Animals are used
as symbols of the natural, but also to emphasize transgressions against the
natural order. 1 Food imagery is used to describe likes and dislikes on an
instinctual rather than rational level, but also to minimize emotions and
drives to the level of physical appetites.
1 1t is noteworthy that those animals which were believed to copulate in moderation if at all,




The Proper Names of the Classification
As in the treatment of animal and food imagery, OED and non-OED
forms are both considered here.
It is not always helpful to draw a rigid division between the use of
proper names belonging to people and those belonging to places. For
instance, some placenames are found only as the domain of famed or
notorious individuals. Lesbos occurs only as the home of Sappho, the
lesbian poet of the seventh to the sixth century BC; Cythera as a centre for
the worship of Aphrodite, "the Grecian Venus." Similarly, references to
regions noted for particular pastimes or practices are used to characterize
the behaviour of individual people, as in Fulliam virgin and Covent Garden
nun in +07.02.03.04 Prostitute.
Many terms derived from 	 real or imaginary proper
names are more usefully treated as instances of linguistic ingenuity, than as
allusive uses of proper names. This is the case with rhyming slang terms
such as Sir. Berkeley and Friar Tuck (n & v) "(to have) sexual
intercourse," J. Arthur (Rank) and Jodrell Bank "male masturbation," Mr.
McGimp and Charlie (Ronce) "pimp, ponce,"2 Brighton Pier
"homosexual," Duchess of Fife "wife" and Gregory (Peck) "to neck."3
Imaginary names are often used for the purposes of double entendre.
These include Dr. Jerkoff and Mrs. Palm, Mr. Brown and the Brown
Family, as well as Charlotte Harlot and Tess Tuppence.4 Partridge (1937)
records several verb phrases for sexual intercourse beginning with take a
turn in, making reference to real or imaginary places, and yielding some
degree of fairly transparent double entendre. A similar technique is found in
references to the anus as bum bay or shit creek, and to oral sex as way
1OED.
2 A large number of rhyming slang terms derived from names are also found in
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp, where the second element usually rhymes with ponce. This
kind of rhyming slang could be seen as euphemistic, or even as a type of endearment.
However it is interpreted, the occurrence of a large number of rhyming slang forms
indicates a perceived need for disguised vocabulary. See Chapter 8.
3	 not actually rhyming slang, lahore house "a brothel" is probably motivated as
much by phonological as geographical factors.
' in +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation, +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex and
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute.
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down South in Dixie, which is motivated by by the phonemes /d'k/ as well
as the song Dixie's Land.1
Individuals from history, legend and literature are often used as
representatives of particular types of people, or as practitioners of specific
forms of behaviour. This is especially common in SEX, often with negative
import, but such methods are also relatively widely used in LOVE and
MARRIAGE, sometimes with less pejorative implications. Few archetypal
individuals are found in HATE. Figures from Classical legend and history
are dealt with first, followed by Biblical archetypes and individuals, from
literature and modem history.
References to the various gods of love are found throughout LOVE
and SEX. Venus, Eros and Aphrodite are associated with explicitly sexual
love, while Cupid is usually restricted within LOVE, 2 and Hymen within
MARRIAGE. Vulcan occurs as the archetypal cuckold, along with the
mortal Actaeon, turned by Diana into a stag as a punishment for watching
her bathe,3 and used figuratively for all those with horns upon their heads.
Many of these usages are elaborately literary, particularly those found in
07.02.03.03.05.03.02/0 1 Cuckold, but terms such as venereal, erotic
and aphrodisiac have become so far assimilated that their allusiveness may
have become opaque in the eyes of some native speakers. 4 Juno, as the
goddess of marriage,5 and Jove in sport for Jove "sexual intercourse" also
occur.6
Narcissus is the beautiful youth in Classical legend who becomes
entranced by his own reflection, believing it to be the nymph of the water.
The gods turn him into a flower so that he can gaze at himself forever.7 The
term has often been used with reference to self-love on an aesthetic or
emotional level, but sexual connotations, which are not noted in the OED,
have also developed.
'to which the chorus is "Away! away! away down South in Dixie." (1859 D.D. Emmett
Dixie's Land, quoted by the OED for dixie).
2 but compare the cant phrases take a turn in Cupid's Alley/Corner (in +07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse) and Cupid's scalding house (in +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel).
see, for instance, Ovid (1986 tr) Metamorphoses p55, iii 147ff.
4 Modem examples of the opaque use of proper names include wellington (boot) and
sandwich (as in sandwich and make a sandwich in +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group
Sex).
5 1t has been suggested that Shakespeare attempted to link the attributes of Venus, the
goddess of love, with whom swans are traditionally associated, with those of Juno,
goddess of marriage, in the phrase Juno's swans, (As You Like It liii 77).
6 see C07.02.03.03.04/02 Male Sexual Desire.
see, for instance, Ovid (1986 tr) Metamorphoses p63, iii 417ff.
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Plato's Symposium includes an explanation of the higher value of
homosexual than heterosexual love.' These remarks are attributed to
Socrates, explaining the terms socratic and socratize in +07.02.03.02.03
Anal Sex. The OED notes that the terms amor socraticus and amor
platonicus have both been used to denote the love of young men, but Plato
is also particularly associated with non-sexual love.
Other archetypes from classical history are all female, perhaps giving
a distorted picture of the visibility of women in records of the ancient
world; all are remembered, however, for their relationships with powerful
and influential men. Xantippe (also Xanthippe), wife of Socrates, is
proverbially used as a type of the scolding wife, while Messalina, the third
wife of the emperor Claudius, executed for her public and biganius
marriage with a favourite, is the archetypal promiscuous woman. The
original Aspasia was a fifth century Athenian courtesan who became the
mistress of Pericles and was regarded as his advisor in all things. She was
noted for her wisdom, but held responsible for the disastrous results of
some of her advice.2 Thais (also Thals), the Greek courtesan who later
became the wife of Ptolemy Lagus, King of Egypt, was also dangerously
powerful. Accompanying Alexander the Great on his Asiatic campaign, she
persuaded him to set fire to the city of Persepolis.3
The love-affair of Troilus and Cnseyde is first recorded in the
Roman de Troie by BenoIt de Saint-Maure, who adopted names from
Homer's iliad. The story was retold by Boccaccio in II Fiostr-ato, on
which Chaucer and Shakespeare, among others, based their interpretations.4
The two archetypes arising from this story are Cressida, the fickle mistress,
and Pandar, the go-between. Cressida occurs only among the non-OED
terms for "prostitute," but Pandar, invented by Boccaccio, figures in
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire and 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd, as
well as being one of the most productive roots in 07.02.03.04.03.01
Pimp.5
As with figures drawn from Classical myth and legend, biblical types
are also predominantly female and usually destructive. The use of Mary
Magdalene, Jezebel and Delilah as archetypally sinful, dangerous and
treacherous women has behind it the full moral force of the Church. The
see C07.02.03.03.O1.02.O1 Male Homosexuality.
2	 Bassermann (1967 tr, pp 15-6).
see Bassermann (1967 tr, ppl6-7).
4	 spelling of Cressida suggests that this usage owes more to Shakespeare's Troilus
and Cressida than to Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde.
The OED notes that the spelling pander "is due, no doubt, to association with agent sbs
and freq. vbs in -ER."
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only male biblical archetype found within these fields is Onan, whose
failure to impregnate his dead brother's wife is recorded in Genesis 38.9:
And Onan knew that the seed should not be his; and it came to pass when
he went in unto his brother's wife, that he spilled it on the ground, lest that
he should give his seed to his brother.
Although traditionally associated with masturbation, Onan's crime has been
interpreted as coitus interruptus, but his death at God's hand seems to have
been as a punishment for disobedience rather than for any specific sexual
depravity.
Delilah's name is used with reference to dangerous and seductive
women because she betrayed the secret of Samson's strength to the
Philistines. 1 Jezebel was a worshipper of idols who executed prophets,2 but
her use as an archetypal promiscuous female is probably based upon only
two verses. These are II Kings 9.30, in which "she painted her face, and
tired her head, and looked out at a window" and Revelations 2.20, in which
her crimes are described in full.3
Mary Magdalene appears as the archetypal reformed prostitute,
though her identification with the unnamed repentant sinner in Luke 7.37-
50, probably arose from the fact that only two verses later,4 reference is
made to "Mary called Magdalene out of whom went seven devils." The
readiness of association between female promiscuity and diabolical forces
emphasizes the perceived unnaturalness of female sexual desire. The OED
lists the term Magdalene and its adjectival use with asylum, charity, home,
hospital, house and ward, as places established for the reclamation of
female sinners, dating from the mid eighteenth-century.
Maid Marian, most familiar as Robin Hood's female companion, is
not found in the earliest forms of the Robin Hood story. She was originally
a figure in the May-day pageants, in which folk-origin she is joined by
hobby-horse "prostitute," riding the George "sexual intercourse with the
woman above" and, possibly, jack-in-the-orchard "sexual intercourse."
Jack-in-the-orchard may be derived from the figure of jack-in-the-green,
who appeared in a costume made of foliage, while riding the George was a
widespread part of the celebration of St. George's day, being performed at
Norwich, Coventry and York, among others. 5 The hobby-horse was a
1 Judges 16.4-40.
21 Kings 18—.
3 "Notwithstanding I have a few things against thee, because thou suffrest that woman
Jezebel, which called herself a prophetess, to teach and seduce my servants to commit
fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols."
48.2.
see Carroll (1954, pp23-4).
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horse's head and neck, strapped to the waist of a morris-dancer. It entered
proverbial use, after May-day celebrations were suppressed by the Puritans'
as a type of that which is forgotten. In its association with forbidden pagan
fertility rites, as well as with the horse imagery described in Chapter six, the
hobby-horse was doubly motivated as a term for "prostitute."
The influence of the puritans may also have contributed the phrase
Dick's hatband, which is used with reference to male homosexuality.
Holder (1989) writes that the term alludes to Richard Cromwell, Oliver's
unworthy successor, but Partridge (1937) writes that the term is "prob. ex
some local half-wit."
Bede writes2 that Saint Wilfred (or Wilfrid), 3 one of the early
archbishops of England, chose not to many the niece of Dalfm, bishop of
Lyons, with whom he would have gained a "mycelne del Gallica rices,"
preferring instead to devote his life to God. He is also noted, however, for
his support of Queen Etheldreda, which is probably the source of this usage
since reference is made to someone else's virginity, rather than his own.4
Early literary archetypes are more often romantic than sexual, which
may be a result of the concern of late medieval and early modern literature
with courtly love or fm amor. The Wife of Bath, the archetypally over-
sexed and outspoken woman, is a notable exception; a usage dating only
from the early twentieth-century. Dulcinea and Lindabrides are the names
of the fair ladies in Don Quixote and The Mirror of Knighthood. They are
both used as terms for "sweetheart," but Dulcinea is also found for
"prostitute."
Lusty Juventus comes from the title of a morality play, written
c1550, while a ballad entitled Lustye Lawrence is listed in the Arber
Stationers' Register (1875) for the year 1594. The first recorded use of
both terms is in the late sixteenth-century.
Benedict, used for the newly-married man and for the apparently
confirmed bachelor who marries, appears in Much Ado About Nothing.
Although the Hero and Claudio sub-plot seems to be drawn from Ar' osto's
(1516) Orlando Furioso or Matteo Bandello's (1554) Novelle, it seems
that Shakespeare had no source for Benedict and Beatrice.5
1 see Brockett (1982, p323).
2 Miller (1890, p454/10).
in 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01	 Virginity.
4 Farmer (1983, pp24-5) "Twice married, but retaining her virginity, Etheidreda refused to
consummate her marriage with Egfrith, who was far younger than herself. With Wilfrid's
help and advice, pursuing her desire or her vow to become a nun, she had left Egfrith and
joined the monastery of Coldingham before founding her own nunnery at Ely."
see the introduction to the 1968 Penguin edition.
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Another Shakespearian allusion may be found in the rhyming slang
form Jane (Shore/Shaw) "whore," apparently drawn from the name of
Edward IV's mistress, referred to in passing in the first act of Richard HL
This derivation seemed at first to represent a folk-etymology for the generic
use of Jane, but Jane Shore is also found, as the eponymous central
character, in plays by Henry Chettle (1602) and Nicholas Rowe (1714).
Such extensive and popular coverage makes her a more convincing source
for the rhyming slang form. Similarly, Rory O'More, probably
unbeknownst to modem users of the term, is the central character in Samuel
Lover's (1837) Rory O'More: A National Romance.
Bluebeard, the archtypal wife-slaughterer, is found in folklore from
around the world, his first documented appearance being in 'Barbe Bleue'
by Charles Perrault, in the 1697 work Histoires et Contes du Tems Passé.
Similarly, Don Juan, seems to be the crystallization of many folklore tales
of the inconstant lover. His first appearance in formal literature was in
1630, in a play entitled El Burlador de Sevilla y Convidado de Piedra
which is usually attributed to Tirso de Molina, but his fame is based mainly
upon his depiction in Moliere's Le Festu de Pierre, Mozart's Don Giovanni
and Byron's Don Juan.
Characters called Lothario appear in both Davenant's Cruel Brother
(1630) and Rowe's The Fair Penitent (1703), but Davenant's Lothario is a
"comic, trifling character," a fop characterised by his extravagent
affectation and conceit." Rowe's Lothario, however, is a callous seducer
who attempts to prevent the marriage of his discarded mistress and is
eventually killed. It is evident that the later Lothario is a more likely
source for this usage than the earlier. Samuel Richardson's Lovelace, the
attractive would-be seducer, who ultimately drugs and rapes the heroine of
Clarissa (1747-8) is also found as a type of the sexually agressive male.
Casanova (1725 - 1798) is a historical rather than literary figure,
whose fame as a lover is based mainly on his Memoii in which he
describes, among other intrigues, the seduction of nuns and successive love
affairs with five sisters. Rives Childs (1989, ppxii-xiii), who defends
Casanova against charges of fabrication, notes that since his "love affairs
occupy about one third of the Memoirs, a far greater proportion than is
ordinarily so allotted by other memorialists ... the majority of readers have
their perspective so clouded that ... [the Memoirs seem to deal] with little
else but love." It is unlikely that Casanova would have entered generic use
without this misconception.
1 Bordinat & Blaydes (1981, p38).
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Darby and Joan, the archetypal devoted elderly couple appear first in
a ballad addressed to 'Chloe' and printed in The Gentleman's Magazine in
1735 (p153). The third stanza reads:
Old DARBY With JOAN by his side,
You've often regarded with wonder:
He's dropsical, she is sore-ey'd,
Yet they're ever uneasy asunder.
Together they totter about,
Or sit in the sun at the door,
And at night when old Darby's pot's out,
His Joan will not smoak a whiff more.
The OED, which misquotes the poem, states that the phrase is unlikely to
have arisen from generic usage, and suggests that the phrase may have had
reference to real people, since Darby is not particularly common as an
English surname, but the fact that Joan is used as a generic female name, as
it seems to be here, goes some way towards undermining this position.
Mrs. Grundy, the archetypal censor of sexually explicit material and
an earlier version of Mary Whitehouse (not yet accorded transferred usage
by the OED),' is frequently invoked as a representative of the moral
majority. Her first 'appearance' is as an offstage presence in Thomas
Morton's 1798 play Speed the Plough, where she is the neighbour whose
opinion is sought and feared by Dame Ashlield. The original Mrs Grundy
was, therefore, more an early incarnation of the Joneses, with whom one
must 'keep up', than a moral censor.
Grose (1811) writes that Jerry Sneak, the hen-pecked husband, is
taken from the name of a character "in one of Mr. Foote's plays." If this is
the case, the first citation for the term, taken from Samuel Foote's The
Mayor of Garnet should probably be given in square brackets as is the first
citation for Lindabrides.2
Lochinvar, is traced by the OED to the hero of a ballad in Scott's
Marmion:
There was racing and chasing on Cannobie Lee,
But the lost bride of Netherby ne'er did they see.
So daring in love, and so dauntless in war,
Have ye e'er heard of gallant like young Lochinvar?3
The tale of the lover who takes his lady from her family, the night before
her wedding to another, however, is also told in Thomas Moncrieff's 1832
melodrama Lochinvar, or, The Bridal of Netherby. This may have been
1 see Schafer (1980, p30) for the inconsistent treatment of antonomastic usage in the OED.
2 1585 RP tr Miir. Knighthd 1.11. xxi (1599) 75.
Scott (1831) Vol VII Canto V. XII, stanza 8
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inspired by Scott's rendition, or they may be derived from a common
ancestor.
The term black-eyed Susan, used for "prostitute", is probably drawn
from the song by John Gay or the play, based upon it, by Douglas Jerrold.
Jerrold's Black-Eyed Susan is the story of the devoted wife of a sailor who
dies as a result of an attempted rape by his captain. Some degree of
semantic derogation would appear to have taken place.
Svengali, a non-OED term for "promiscuous male" is drawn from the
manipulating mentor in George Du Maurier's Trilby (1894). The OED
states that the term is used "allusively to designate one who exercises a
controlling or mesmeric influence on another."
Mrs. Warren is used as a term for the brothel madam. She occurs first
in Shaw's 1893 play Mis. Warren's Profession, in which Vivee Warren
disowns her mother and abandons her social privileges on discovering how
their position in society was earned. The play gained some notoriety from
the fact that it was denied public performance in this country until as late as
1924.
Suzie Wong is used as an archetypal prostitute, particularly with
reference to prostitutes in Hong Kong who consort with service men." Her
origin is in the 1957 book by R.L. Mason, The World of Suzie Wong.
Lolita, the nymphet, appears in Vladimir Nabokov's novel of the
same name. Humbert Humbert describes his obsession with young girls, in
which he attempts to recapture a thwarted adolescent experience:2
Between the age limits of nine and fourteen there occur maidens who, to
certain bewitched travellers, twice or many times older than they, reveal their
true nature which is not human, but nymphic (that is, demoniac); and these
chosen creatures I propose to designate as 'nymphets'.3
Stavin Chain's fame as a womanizer appears to be derived from the
"long rambling ballad" of which he was the hero, 4 while Errol Flynn (1909-
59), the swashbuckling actor starring in such films as Captain Blood (1935)
and The Adventuis of Robin Hood (1938), provides another link between
sexual intercourse and violence in the phrase in like Flynn.
Until relatively recently, it is probable that Oscar Wilde's name was
more closely associated with male homosexuality in the English-speaking
world than any other. He was convicted and imprisoned for "offences
against the Criminal Law Amendment Act"5 after his ill-advised legal action
'OED.2 see Nabokov (1958, p40).
ibid. p18.
4 Wentworth & Flexner (1960).
EncyclopaediaBritannica.
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against the Marquis of Queensbury who accused him of "posing as a
somdomite" [sic].'
Oscar Wilde's fame spread beyond that due to his literary influence,
as a direct result of the public confirmation of his homosexuality. I deal
separately here with those individuals whose names have become closely
associated with specific sexual activities and interests, since the use of their
names indicates an interesting modesty on the part of the medical
profession. When doctors identify diseases and other medical conditions
they often choose to perpetutate their own names in labelling their
discovery. For example, J.L.H. Down (1828 - 96) was an English physician
who gave his name to the condition now less acceptably known as
mongolism, while Alois Alzheimer (1864 - 1915) was a German
neurologist who studied premature aging. Unlike Down's Syndrome and
Alzheimer's Disease, however, sexual conditions and practices are more
likely to be associated with their first or most famous practitioner than with
the doctor or psychologist choosing the name. 2 This may be due to a desire
to avoid association with such conditions. Individuals associated with
particular sexual interests include Onan, Narcissus and Socrates, dealt with
above, but other archetypes of sexual variation are more straightforward.
The most famous work of Leopold von Sacher Masoch (1836 - 95) is
his Venus in Furs, which describes the pact made between the nobleman
Severin and the beautiful Wanda von Dunagew. He signs over responsibility
for his own life and she promises to treat him cruelly. Ultimately, however,
her cruelty exceeds his plan.3
Sacher Masoch's active counterpart is the Marquis de Sade (1740 -
18 14), author of The One Hundred and Twenty Days of Sodom, Justine
and Juliette. As with Sacher Masoch, his writings depict interests also
expressed in his life. In The One Hundred and Twenty Days, coprophilia
features at least as largely as sadism, which suggests that the fme
distinctions now made between sadism, domination and scat sex are not so
relevant for earlier periods.
The Chevalier d'Eon (1728 - 1810), noted for his feminine physique,
dressed as a woman in order to undertake a secret mission to the court of
Russia. Later he failed to attend court for a libel judgement and, in 1775,
was exiled from France unless he returned certain state documents and wore
1 see, for instance, Broad (1954, p135).
2	 the possible exception of Zugassant'sDiscoveiy: I have been unable to identify
Zugassant.
3	 Sacher Masoch (1989 tr, p207): "The sensation of being whipped by a successful
rival before the eyes of an adored woman cannot be described. I almost went mad with
shame and despair."
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women's clothing for the rest of his life.' He continued to cross-dress even
outside the jurisdiction of the French courts, which led to speculation and
bets about his gender and, eventually, to a judicial pronouncement in 1777
that he was, in fact, female. Postmortem evidence contradicted this ruling.
Peeping Tom, is the "low churl, compact of thankless earth" 2 who
dares to look upon the naked Godiva while she rides the streets of Coventry
in order to force Leofric, her husband, to lower the taxes demanded of his
starving serfs. Peeping Tom, as his generic Christian name might suggest,
features only in later versions of the Godiva story. Tennyson refers to
peeping Tom as "The fatal byword of all years to come",3 however, which
implies that the usage may predate the OED citations.
Some names are or have been so common as to be able to stand for
all males or all females, or for all members of a particular social group. It is
possible that reference may once have been made to a particular individual
of that name, since forgotten, but more likely that a common name has been
chosen precisely so that it may take on more general relevance.4
The OED describes John as "a representative proper name for a
footman, butler, waiter, messenger, or the like" and Johnnie as being
"applied humorously or contemptuously to various classes of men ... in
recent usage chiefly denoting a fashionable young man of idle habits." Most
of the generic uses of these names are found in SEX, where John and
Johnson5 are the clients of a prostitute and Johnnie (R on cc) her pimp,
while the cuckolded husband lover or husband receives a dear John letter.6
The hen-pecked husband is described as John Thomson 's Man and the
pursuer of actresses as a stage door Johnny.7 The perceived gender
ambiguity of a male homosexual is implied by the term John and Joan,
compared with the female homosexual: an Amy-John.8
Jack is defmed by the OED as "...a generic proper name for any
representative of the common people." Tilley (1950, J2-J5) gives a number
1 see Rives Childs (1989, ppl'78-9).
2 Godiva in Warren (Ed.) (1971, p97).
3ibid.
4 Stem (1931, pp32l-2) notes that "Proper names are sometimes more or less fancifully
used of persons without any discoverable likeness between primary and actual referents. It
is comprehensible that Jack, owing to its great frequency, becomes equivalent to man
Slang and cant make an extensive use of christian names in this way."
5 Partridge (1949) traces this usage to "Jack Johnson, in 1908-15 the heavy-weight
champion boxer of the world."6 in (+)07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client, +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp and
07.02.03.03.05.03.02	 Adultery.
7 in 07.02.04.01.03/01.01	 Hen-pecking and 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass.8 in +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality and +07.02.03.03.01.02.02
Female Homosexuality.
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of proverbial phrases in which Jack is placed in juxtaposition to gentleman.
The OED also cites the form jack-gentleman "a man of low birth or
manners making pretensions to be a gentleman; an insolent fellow, an
upstart," from 1667 and 1710. This may mean that the Jack terms express
greater social contempt than those based on John.
Many of the Jack terms are indirectly derived from the proper name
or merely perceived in terms of it 1without being directly related. Some are
derived from the name of the card, 1 while others,2 may be derived from
abbreviated forms of ejaculate.3 The non-OED term common Jack for
"prostitute," along with cheap John "brothel," may represent a comparison
of sexual intercourse with defecation; an opportunity to discard excess
bodily secretions, and a resulting parallel between the toilet and the place or
person making such sexual release possible. 4 This leaves only three generic
uses of the proper name Jack. The bisexual is described as a jack of both
sides, the assaulter of homosexuals as a jack-roller, and the pimp as a dona
Jack, all of three of which are probably inherently contemptuous.5
The OED's definition for Tom includes the explanation "often a
generic name for any male representative of the common people," in which
usage it is paralleled by the female name Tib. Few of the usages of Torn
and Tommy recorded here are derived directly from the proper name,6
depending rather upon the use of torn as a male gender-marker, as in
tomcat.7 Because torn is used to mean "male" it is often found with
reference to women who fail to conform to their own gender role.
Examples of this are to be found in (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution and +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality. The expanded forms tomboy and tomrig are similarly
motivated. 8 Usages which are derived directly from the proper name include
1 including, from +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse, play the ace against the jack and
play one's ace of spades and receive the jack (which may have contributed to the use of
jack for "penis," as in jack in the orchard and jack in the box).
2 such as jack "to have sexual intercourse with a woman,"jack off "masturbation/to
masturbate," and jack around "(of a man) to be sexually promiscuous".
3 The female equivalent is found in the folk-etymological form jill(ing) off.
4 compare relief, sexual relief, self-relief and hand relief and see Greer's (1970, p254)
'spittoon' theory of womanhood.
5 in +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality, +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality and
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp, respectively.6	 that peeping Tom is dealt with above, as an actual individual, whether historical,
legendary or literary.
which appears in (+)07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass and
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity, as a proverbially lustful beast.
8 in (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute and 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity.
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Tommy/tommy for "pimp" and as a term of endearment and Tom
TilerII'yler "a hen-pecked husband."1
Alphonse and Jo(e) (R once/B once) occur as rhyming slang for
ponce, where the form fancy Joseph is also found.2 The OED states that
forms such as Joe Bloggs, Joe Blow and Joe Do(a)kes are used with
reference to "a hypothetical average or ordinary man." The use of Alphonse
may represent the suspicion of all things foreign, particularly French, which
is discussed below. The term Fancy/fancy Dan "ladies' man" is probably
also motivated by rhyme.3 George, Georgy and Georgia "to seduce" may
be derived from Georgia, the state, rather than George the male name,
although there may be an allusion to the nursery rhyme character Georgy
Porgy. This means that the only other commonly used generic male name in
these field is Charlie, found in +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality and +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality, as well as +07.02.03.04 Prostitute and
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp, commonly also used for "fool."
A wider range of female than male generic names is found in all of
the fields studied, particularly LOVE and SEX. This is due, in part, to the
wider variety of female generic names available. 4 John may be paralleled
by Jane or Joan, while Jack is found in juxtaposition with both Jill and
Jenny. Female generic terms tend to be more marked for social class than
their male counterparts, with low social status being equated with sexual
promiscuity or prostitution. 5 This appears to be the case with biddy,. doll,
moll(y), jane, tib, nan, 6 nanny and nancy.
Biddy, an abbreviation of Bridget, is cited by the OED for "an Irish
maid-servant" from 1858, chiefly from the United States, but is also found,
as a non-OED form, with the sense "mistress, prostitute." Doll and Dolly,
pet names from Dorothy, span the range from "woman" (as in crack a
doll), "attractive woman" and "sweetheart" to "mistress," "promiscuous
female" and "prostitute." 7 Moll and Molly, pet forms of Mary, are
1 in +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp, +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment and
+07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking, respectively.
2 in +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp.
+07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass.
4 1t should be noted that Liz(zi(e)) etc. are derived from lesbian and probably only
marginally influenced by Elizabeth.
see Mills (1989, p24, pp 165-6), who writes that the proper names used for prostitutes and
promiscuous women are often those characteristically belonging to household servants, and
suggests that the development of scrubber may have been similarly motivated. Bassermann
(1967 tr, p59) notes that the term dorides for a type of prostitute in Ancient Rome, was
derived from the feminine name Doris.
6	 Partridge (1937) defines as "a serving maid."
7 "prostitute" sense contributes towards and may have been influenced by
Shakespeare's Doll Tear-Sheet (Henry 1V2) and Jonson's Doll Common (The Alchemist).
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similarly associated with prostitution and used with reference to females in
sexual terms, although Partridge defines Molly merely as a dialectal term
for "a country lass" as late as 1937. 1 Mary is widely spread across the fields
studied, occurring as a term of endearment as well as with the senses "male
homosexual" (also Maiyanne) and "lesbian," and in the phrase five-finger
Mary, referring to male masturbation.
Jane is cited from 1906 in the OED with the meaning "a woman,
girl, girlfriend," while Joan, another female equivalent to John is found in
the phrase Darby and Joan "an elderly married couple," as well as John and
Joan "a male homosexual." It is described in the OED as "a generic, name
for a female rustic." Tib, the female equivalent of Tom is found only with
the senses "sweetheart, mistress, prostitute," while Sheila, originally the
female equivalent of Paddy, is used for "girlfriend."2
Partridge (1937) defmes Gill/Jill as "a wench," but the OED forms
gillot and flirt-gill "promiscuous woman" predate this usage, which
suggests that even this apparently unmarked generic use has sexual
connotations. Edie "prostitute" is not commonly found as a female name,
but Suzie, as in sidewalk Suzie, is common enough to function as a
generic term for females.
Another female generic form, Kate, is found for "prostitute" among
the non-OED terms. In addition, various forms derived from Kitty are
found among the "promiscuous woman" terms in the OED, including
kittock, kit and kittie unsell. This usage may be influenced by Katherina in
The Taming of the Shrew, but there may also be some association with
figurative uses of kitten.
Judy is defmed by the OED as "... (slang) applied disparagingly or
contemptuously esp. to a woman of ridiculous appearance," but Partridge
(1937) stresses the sexual connotations: "a girl, especially one of loose
morals" c1810 -. Sexual connotations are found in flop a judy "to dispose
a woman for sexual intercourse," crack a judy "to have sexual intercourse
with a female virgin" and, Judy/judy "a prostitute," among others.
Female markers such as jenny (as in jenny-ass) and nanny (nanny-
goat) are also found as generic terms for females, particularly for the
promiscuous or prostituted. The form jaded Jenny is also motivated by
alliteration as well as the term jade "prostitute", however, while the nanny-
1 With reference to the phrase Moll Peatly's Gig, Partridge (1937) writes "perhaps
allusively to some whore surnamed Patley or Peatley," but it is not necessaiy to assume
any actual prostitute as the basis for the song, since a purely fictitious prostitute might have
this surname as well as any other.
2 although Partridge (1937) derives the term from the dialectal shaler, which he does not
define.
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terms (including, possibly, nan and nancy) may have been influenced by
association with the reputed lechery of goats.1
Female names are frequently used with reference to males to express
disapproval of homosexuality (as well as of effeminate behaviour and
cowardice). These include Marjorie, Maud, Betty, Jessie/Jessy, Nancy,
Molly and Nelly. The cant usage of Madge,2 in Madge cull, indicates
that this form has also functioned in a similar way. 3 The Molly terms, were
probably also influenced by terms derived from the Latin root mollis "soft,
tender, delicate, gentle, mild ... effeminate, unmanly, weak", such as
mollification.4
A significant overlap occurs between the use of female names for
male homosexuals and for female homosexuals. Originally employed to
express distaste for 'unmasculine' sexual preferences, female names come to
be used with reference to lesbians by association with male homosexuality.
This appears to have been the case with Nelly, Molly and Mary.
Once rhyming slang and double entendre are excluded, geographical
allusions in the four fields studied tend to divide into two categories. The
first consists of literal references. For instance, many clandestine marriages
have taken place in Gretna Green and many semi-legal unions in Fleet
Street prison,5 but the terms do not tend to become more widely applied.
Similarly, St. Pauls, Bank, Whetstone's Park, Covent Garden and Soho are,
or have been, actual red-light districts, but their usage may blend in with
the second category which contains those terms suggesting types of
behaviour by association with particular places or nationalities.
This more extended reference is found in the usage of terms such as
Corinthian and Corinth whose connection to the literal Corinthians is
through sensual living. 6 This usage was influenced by the abbreviated form
of Corinthian brass, used figuratively with reference to "effrontery and
shamelessness such as that attributed to the Corinthians." Some of the later
citations for this form may have arisen from the nineteenth-century use of
Corinthian of "an over-brilliant literary style."7
see Chapter 6.
2 Grose (1811) "the private parts of a woman"; Partridge (1937) "a woman" sc cq 19c
see +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality. Thornton (1988, p458) notes
that names of female animals are particularly forceful as terms of abuse for males.
4 cf molly-coddle, which the OED derives from the female name.
see 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies.
6 see I Corinthians ch.5-7.
7OED.
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Despite demonstration that their sin was probably lack of hospitality
rather than anal intercourse, 1 the inhabitants of Sodom are used as
archetypal sexual deviants. This is based upon Genesis 19.5-8, in which the
men of Sodom gather around Lot's door after he has invited God's angels
into his house:
And they called unto Lot, and said unto him, Where are the men which came
into thee this night? bring them out unto us, that we may know them. And
Lot went out at the door unto them, and shut the door after him, And said, I
pray you, brethren, do not so wickedly. Behold now, I have two daughters
which have not known man; let me, I pray you, bring them out unto you,
and do ye to them as is good in your eyes: only unto these men do nothing;
for therefore came they under the shadow of my roof.	 -
Further interpretations in, for instance, Jude 7,2 elaborate upon the crime of
the Sodomites, and references to the Sodomites throughout the Bible
concentrate upon God's vengeance by fire. This emphasizes the hostility felt
towards those labelled with this term and is felt to justify their persecution.
Further references to geographic location rely on the association of
different countries and nationalities with specific sexual practices or
behaviour. Buenos Aires, for example, is seen as the twentieth-century
centre of the 'white slave trade,' while Hollywood, representing show-
business in general, is considered to contain a high proportion of
homosexuals.3 Allusions to Greece refer to the acceptance of male
homosexuality in Ancient Greece, and often concentrate upon anal sex.4
References to Rome imply orgies, 5 a view which may have been
popularized by novels such as I, Claudius (1934) and Claudius the God
(1934) by Robert Graves.
The American term Tijuana Bible arose from the relatively relaxed
control of pornography across the border in Mexico. 6 Turk and Mormon
are used with reference to those who practice plural marriage,7 Turk is also
used for the sexually aggressive male homosexual, which represents the
see Boswell (1980, pp93-9). This argument, based upon the fact that the term know has
sexual connotations in very few of its Biblical occurrences, is undermined by Lot's offer of
his virgin daughters in place of the angels.
2	 as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about them in like manner, giving
themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example,
suffering the vengeance of eternal fire."
see +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution, +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex and
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute.
4 in +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex, but see also C07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex for the
derivation of the term bugger.
see +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex.
6 see +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography.
7 Partridge (1937) defines not to have rounded Cape Turk as "still to regard women solely
as an instrument of pleasure ... Ex the Turks' reputation in sexual matters."
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following semantic development, in which optional elements of meaning
are included in brackets:
1. male + Turkish (having more than one wife)
2. male + having more than one wife (promiscuous)
3. male + promiscuous (sexually aggressive)
4. male + sexually aggressive (to other males)
Step 1-2 is paralleled by the development of Mormon, step 2-3 by the
development of free-love (see C07.02.04.05 Wedding), and step 3-4 by
that of woll
Fascination with sexual regulation in other cultures is also displayed
in references to France and the French. 1 These often relate to sexually
explicit material which has been more freely available on the other side of
the Channel since at least the eighteenth-century, or to oral sex.2
Scandinavian countries are also noted for permissive attitudes to
unconventional sexual behaviour. 3 The English are commonly associated
with masochism.4 The geographical euphemisms for sexual behaviour are
characteristically found in contact magazines and on postcards in shop-
windows, where more explicit terminology is avoided in order to evade
prosecution.
The use of proper names is negative in import overall, although a few
instances can be seen as forms of endearment. Only billie/billy
"companions" and Tommy/tommy5 express any degree of affection. 6 The
main purpose of the use of generic names in the fields studied seems to be
belittlement by generalization. Names characteristic of "the common
people" are often used, thus implicitly excluding all but the working classes
from such generalizations. The figurative use of historical and literary
archetypes, however, reduces the referent to a single characteristic and
denies even the benefit of originality. There is also some degree of
euphemism; reference to Sodom or to Sappho enables the writer to avoid
1 Lawrence (1929, p320) writes "The French, being more rational, decided that the body
had its place, but that it should be rationalized. The Frenchman of today has the most
reasonable and rationalized body possible. His conception of sex is basically hygenic. A
certain amount of copulation is good for you."2	 OED refers to the French disease "venereal disease" in defining French crown, but
without defining the term.
see Swedish culture in +07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism, swedish in
+07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism and go to Denmark in
+07.02.03.03.01.04	 Transsexuality.
+07.02.03.03.02/01	 Sado-Masochism.
5 +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment.
6 J0, "a term of endearment for a sweetheart", is from a scottish form of the word joy
"happiness," rather than the proper name.
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distasteful explanations. Motivating the use of these euphemisms may be the
hope that oblique reference to 'unspeakable' sins will contribute towards
halting the spread of their practice.
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8
Phonaesthia and other Games with Words
§ 1. Phonaesth&a
One of the main tenets of Saussure's theory is "the fact that linguistic
signs are arbitrary," a 'fact,' he asserts, that "no one disputes." Anticipating
objections, he argues that:
Onomatopoeic words might be held to show that a choice of signal is not
always arbitrary. But such words are never organic elements of a linguistic
system. Moreover, they are far fewer than is generally believed ... As for
genuine onomatopoeia, ... not only is it rare, but its use is already to a
certain extent arbitrary. For onomatopoeia is only the approximate imitation,
already partly conventionalised of certain sounds."2
In addition, exclamatory words are denied significance on the grounds that
they differ from language to language, and that many exclamations were
originally meaningful words:
In short, onomatopoeia and exclamatory words are rather marginal
phenomena, and their symbolic origin is to some extent disputable.3
This determination to exclude 'symbolic' origins of language from serious
consideration arose, in part, in response to the proliferation of 'highly
speculative' theories of the origins of speech. 4 Firth (1937, pp26-7) lists
five: the bow-wow theory, which suggests imitation of animal sounds as
the basis of language; the pooh-pooh theory, which contends that
exclamations and interjections resulting from pain or pleasure are
paramount; the ding-dong theory, that "language relates us closely to the
whole of sentient nature by the harmony of sound and sense"; the yo-he-ho
theory, in which it is argued that muscular effort, particularly of a
rhythmical nature, results in "intennittant valvular action" of the vocal
organs; and the ta-ta theory, by which the tongue is held to mirror gestures
made by the body. Such theories account for a relatively small proportion
of the lexis, but, particularly among the non-OED terms, it is equally
unsatisfactory to dismiss words as purely arbitrary signs.
On the basis of etymological information derived from the OED, 209
forms contained within the fields studied are of onomatopoeic, echoic or
1 Saussure (1972 Ir, p68).
2 ibid. p69. These arguments are criticized by Marchand (1960, p317).
Saussure (1972 tr, p69).
4 Firth (1937, ppZl).
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imitative origin.' These represent just under two percent of the OED fonns
studied. Fifty seven forms occur in HATE, representing almost three
percent of all forms in HATE, eighty seven in LOVE (2.4%), fifty nine in
SEX (1.6%) and only six in MARRIAGE (0.3%). An examination of their
distribution confirms that they are concentrated in the lexicalization of
exclamation and physical actions 2 rather than in the expression of emotional
states and attitudes. These correspond to the pooh-pooh, yo-he-ho and
ding-dong theories, respectively. There are, of course, exceptions, where
the editors of the OED recognized phonaesthia without having the term
available to describe the phenomenon. Fub(b)(s) is described as
"onomatopoeic: suggested by full, chub etc." and stodge as being "of
obscure origin; perh. phonetically symbolic after words like stuff, podge."
There does seems to be some resistance in the OED against giving
onomatopoeic etymologies, as witnessed by the fact that, in
07.02.01.06.02.01 Bah! bah and ah are traced, albeit tentatively, to
French sources, while no etymologies at all are given for pea, phah, poh,
ptish and tuh. Poof is described as "a natural utterance" and pshaw as "a
natural expression of rejection." Interjections and exclamations may
represent a sub-lexical layer of language for which there is no need to give
an etymology, since an exhalation of air, a snort or a tnt, have no language
source. Once recorded in writing, however, these forms must be seen as
attempts to render sound by means of onomatopoeia.
Many of the terms given onomatopoeic origins by the OED are used
metaphorically within these fields and have become fossilized. Examples of
this include flirt, snatch (in cradle-snatch etc.) and mamma and papa (in
mamma-papa position). There is no sense in which jump in take a running
jump or jump down one's throat can be described as contextually
onomatopoeic, because in neither instance does the term refer to an actual
act of jumping. The term is etymologically onomatopoeic, but contextually
can only be phonaesthetic.
Phonaestl4ia is the process by which certain sounds become
associated with specific concepts. Although related to onomatopoeia and
sometimes arising from it, it is not necessary to posit a direct relationship
between the sound of a word and its meaning in order to suggest a
phonaesthetic motivation. Phonaesthia is not presented as an all-embracing
explanation of language origin, but as a motivation behind the development
of and the preference for phonetically suggestive forms. For example, in
1 The three terms seem to be used interchangeably in the OED, and often include
phonaesthia as well as full onomatopoeia. I use onomatopoeia and onomatopoeic
throughout'
2 see 07.02.01.06.02.01 Bah! and, e.g., 07.02.02.04 Caressing.
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respect to the invented word *flaj]ter, association with other terms
containing the same phonemes might give rise to the explanation "to move
quickly (and unsurely or with little steps)." The initial If!! is found in many
terms associated with speed,' including flee, flight, flit and flow, while the
combination of If!! and -Cr is reminiscent of terms such as flicker and
flutter which describe repeated small movements. Again, the term flounder
may be called to mind, implying uncertainty. In addition, the -anter
element is found in canter.2 It is necessary to emphasize, however, that
context will usually provide the most important clues to the meaning of an
unknown term.	 -
Although there need be no direct relationship between speed and
initial If!, between unpleasant slipperiness and initial /sl/ 3 or between fmal
/elI/ and slowness of movement,4 the force of association between similar
sounding words is a familiar enough phenomenon for manufacturers and
advertisers to expend considerable resources in investigation of the
associations provoked by potential brand-names within the sound systems of
various languages.
Samuels (1972, p4.8) writes that phonaesthja influences language in
three ways: by motivating changes in the forms of words, by motivating
changes in the meanings of words and by a combination of these processes.
He emphasizes that:
the validity of a phonaestheme is, in the first instance, contextual only: if it
'fits' the meaning of the word in which it occurs, it reinforces the meaning,
and, conversely, the more words in which this occurs, the more its own
meaning is strengthened; but if the phoneme or phonemes in question do not
fit the meaning, then their occurrence in that context is of the common
arbitrary type, and no question of correlation arises.5
He goes on to divide phonaesthia into three main categories which I shall
follow here, selecting only the phonaesthetic effects most relevant to my
fields. These divisions are:
'see Bolinger (1950, p119).
2	 later investigation flanter proved to be a variant of the Scottish term flaunter "to
quiver, tremble with excitement or agitation; to move tremulously; to falter, to waver or
falter in speech; to prevaricate; to be delirious, distraught; to veer erratically, of the wind"
(Grant & Munson 1956). The OED also lists "to caper" as an American usage of flaunter.
These senses, however, support rather than undermine the argument that the meaning of
flanter is likely to be influenced by the associations of its sounds.
as in, for instance, slapstick, slaver, sleet, slime, slip, slipp(er)y, slither, slobber, slop,
sloppy, slosh, sluice, slurp and slush.
as in daily, dilly-daily and shilly-shally.
Samuels (1972, p46).
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(a) initial consonants or consonant clusters
(b) vowels and fmal consonants or consonant clusters
(c) unstressed syllables1
In addition to these sections, a discussion of the phonaesthetic effects of the
use of monosyllabic or polysyllabic terms is placed as section (c) i). Using
isolated sounds as the basis for discussion, however, necessitates disregard
for the fact that different forms of phonaesthJa frequently occur in the
same term and serve to complement one another.
(a) Initial Consonants or Consonant Clusters
Examination of section 07.02.01.06.02.01 Bah! wifi ifiustrate the
well documented fact that initial /p/ and It! are often used to express
contempt or disgust. The most commonly found initial sound in this section
is /p/, in, for instance, the terms packstaff, pea, pew, pish, poh, poof/pouff,
pooh, pooh(-)pooh, prut, puff (at), pup and push, representing the
exhalation of air. The frequency with which /p/ forms occur in this section
may account for the speffings 'pshaw' and 'ptish' as well as 'phah', 'pho',
'phoh' and 'phoo', whose initial sounds are It! and If!, respectively. 2 Next
in frequency to /p/ is the unvoiced dental fricative, /t!, found in ptish, tanti,
trupt, trut, tuh, tush, tut and twish, often representing an exasperated click
made with the tip of the tongue at the front of the hard palate.3
As well as expressing contempt, initial plosives can be employed to
suggest violent action. 4 This is particularly apparent in terms for "sexual
intercourse," where bagging, ball, balling, bang, bash, beating the mattress,
beef, belly-bumping, bip barn thank-you ma, boaring, bonk, boom-boom,
bounce, bouncy-bouncy, buck, bump, fast-luck, fickey-fick, fuck, lucky-
fucky, fugging, picnic, pile-driving, plugging, porn-porn, poon, poontang,
poop -noddy and pussy are expressive in, and at least partly motivated by,
their initial plosive. 5 In addition, initial /pr/ is used to express penetration,6
1 Samuels (1972, p47).
2 /h/ is also used to indicate the exhalation of air in contempt in the terms highty-tighty,
hoity-toity, hoot and hoot tooL
Marchand (1960, p313) writes that, of the plosives, /b/ is less frequently used in this way
than ff1 and /p/, supported by the fact that initial Tb! is only represented by bali and blurt in
this field. See also Miller & Swift (1977, p120) and section (c).
4 Lawrence (1929, p316) writes "Let us never forget that modern morality has its roots in
hatred, a deep, evil hate of the instinctive, intuitional procreative body."
5 see Bolinger (1950, p122) and 07.02.04.01.03/01.02 Wife-beating, where much of
the violence of beat, bash and batter is conveyed by their initial plosive.
6 as in prick, prickle, ?print, probe and pry. cf. also prow and protrude, and see
Marchand (1960, p321).
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as is the case with prig, prod and prong. A similar effect is achieved by the
use of an inital /sk/ to express violence, as in scale, skeet, skinner and
score,' with initial /skr/ particularly, in scrape and screw, suggesting
penetration.2 Initial /skl is also used to express contempt (scabb, scan cc
scoff, scorn, scout, scowl, scunner, scuzz, skank), which may influence its
use in SEX.
Marchand (1960, p332) notes that the initial sound /sV occurs in
"many words expressing falling or sliding movement," 4 "a falling blow"5
and "slimy, slushy matter,"6 to which Samuels (1972, p46) adds the senses
"inactive, degenerate, morally worthless."7 Terms from within my fields
supporting the last of these meanings include slack, slag, slapper, slattern,
sleazy, sleck-trough, slight, slimy, slipper, ?sloop of war, slopjar, sloppy
seconds, slouch and slut. It is not clear, however, whether the implication
of moral degeneracy arose from the notion of a moral fall or from allusion
to the various excretions produced during sexual exertion. Similarly, initial
/dr/, which can express wetness, 8 is also found for untidyness and, therefore,
moral degeneracy.9 This is the case with drab, drap, dmggy, driggle-draggle
and drivelling.
Initial 1W, as in flagger, flap, flash-, flat-backer, fleabag, fleecer,
flitty and floozie, can be used to express moral degeneracy or movement.10
The flirt terms also belong with this group.
Phonaesthetic effects which are most closely related to onomatopoeia
are those describing the use of the organs involved in speech. 11 Three
examples in the fields studied are concentrated in 07.02.03.04.02
Kissing etc., in 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex and in 07.02.01.06.02
Scorn etc.
1 terms from outside my fields include scather, sciaff ("to cause (the club) to hit (the
ground) when making a stroke in golf"), scorch, scour, scourge and skirmish, Marchand
(1960, p326) writes only that this sound is used to express "quick, brisk movement."
2 as in scrabble, scrape, scratch, ?scribble and scribe.
compare with scab, scabies, scabrous, scallywag, scaly, scamp, scant, scar, scrag, scum,
skimp, skinny and skive. Bolinger (1950, p135) associates /sk/, occurring both initially
and finally, with swift movement.
as in slip, slither and slump.
as in slap, sling and slug.
6 see above.
as in slob, slothful, slouch, sloven, sluggard, slum and sly.
8 as in drabble, draggle, dribble and driblet. The influence of drink, and its related terms
drunk, drunkard and drench should not be forgotten.
9 compare Marchand (1960, pp324-S) who gives only the senses "drop" and "drive."
10 Marchand (1960, p328). See also above.
11 corresponding to the ta-ta theory.
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The phonaesthetic effects of initial tm!' may be a motivating factor
behind terms such as mouth, mug, muggings, mumble, muss and muzzle,
all of which relate to the act of kissing. 2 In addition, the initial sound /sm/ is
frequently found in section 07.02.02.04.02 etc. (e.g. smack, smacker,
smacker, smattering, smick, smick-smack, smooch and smouch).3 Initial IbI
is also found in expression of the parting of the lips in kissing (e.g. ba,
banger, bass, bebass and buss),4 and is associated with speech and with
meaningless sounds produced by the mouth.5
Marchand (1960, p327) writes that initial /g/ "occurs almost only
with words denoting gutteral sounds or such as resemble gutteral sounds."6
While such common terms as good, go, give and get would tend to
undermine the emphatic nature of this statement, gam, gamahuche,
gamaruche, gob, gob-job and gobble7 do support the idea that terms
relating to the mouth and throat often begin with /g/.
Terms beginning with Sn- constitute the third category of
onomatopoeia motivated by the movement of the vocal organs. 8 These
include snarl, sneak up, sneaking, sneck up, sneer, snick up, sniddy, snidey,
sniff, snitch, snort, sno4 snotty, snouch, snubs, snuff and snurl (one's
nose/neb). The shape adopted by the mouth in articulating this sound can
approach the shape of the facial features in a sneer.
(b) Vowels and Final Consonants or Consonant Clusters
Marchand's (1960, p316) most important generalization about vowel-
based phonaesthJa with reference to verbs of movement is that "quick,
rapid movement usually goes with short vowels, slow movement goes with
long vowels." The implications of the terms lip-lick, lip-clap, tuck, smick
and peck from 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing should be contrasted with those
of basiate, smouch and smooch. Tick and pat can be contrasted with
squeeze and stroke from 07.02.02.04 Caressing. Terms such as tick
and smick or dab and tap in LOVE as well as jig, frig and twig or flap,
1 as in mumbo-jumbo, mump, munch, munga (Australian slang "to eat"), munner and
mutter.
2 see Marchand (1960, p131).
3 compare smile and smirk.
see Marchand (1960, p322).
as in babble, banter, blabber, blather and burble.
6 as in gab, gabble, gag, gaggle, garble, gorge, gulle4 gulp and gurgle.
in (+)07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex.
8 as in sneeze (possibly from the even more phonaesthetic *fn&,San), snicker, snigger,
sniggle, snook, snore and snout. Compare snob, snooty and snub, and see Marchand
(1960, pp33l-2).
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shag and slap in SEX also support the idea that vowel length suggests the
duration of an action.
The short, low, back vowel (as in hod) is often used to express heavy
movement by describing the sounds arising from them (as in boff, dock,
prod, rod, sock, wallop and wap). This sound is frequently found nasalized
by the following consonant, as in bonk, plonic, romp and tonk, where it
may suggest repetition or a slightly longer lasting action.1
Similarly, the short, low centre vowel, (as in bud) can be used to
express movement (as in nugging(-house/ken), plug, rub-a-dub, rut, trug
and tug), and nasalization seems to deaden the impact (as in bum, hump,
jumble, jump, strum, thrum and thump). The same phoneme is over-
represented in 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling and /03.01 Nuddling
(e.g. in cull-, huddl-, nudgel, hug- and snug-). The association of this
sound with physical affection seems to be borne out by chuck, cuckle,
smuggle and smug as well as, possibly, by the terms of endearment
builcin, bun, culver, duckling, nug and nutting.2
The long, high, back vowel sound, (as in fool) seems to express
contempt for excessive sentimentality, being over-represented in LOVE
(e.g. canoodle, firkytoodle, goo-goo, gooey, goofy, googly, moony,
patootie, poodle-faking, snoodge, snoodle, snookums, snoozie, sooterkin,
spoon etc. and toot). These forms may have been influenced by woo and
by coo (as in bill and coo).
(c) i) Monosyllabic and Polysyllabic terms
Wentworth & Flexner (1960, px) write that "slang seems to prefer
short words, especially monosyllables, and, best of all, words beginning
with an explosive or an aspirate."3 This is particularly apparent among non-
OED verbs for 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse, especially among those
used either wholly or usually with male subjects.4 Examples include biff,
boff, bounce, buff, bump, cleave, climb, dock, drill, firk, flop, fork,
fug(h), jack, jock, park, plank, plant, plonk, plough, pluck, plumb, pole,
1 see Marchand (1960, p338). Bolinger (1950, p128) associates final -nk with "sharp
movement plus dull (or dull ringing) sound."2	 Marchand (1960, pp338-4l). See also ibid. p351, where 'pseudo-advertisements in a
newspaper' are quoted from 0. Sitwell's Miracle on Sinai: "Humble lumble. Humble
dumble pumble lumble quumble tumble. No more Quumble of lumble pumble pumble."
3 Marchand (1960, p3 14) writes that "/p/, It!, /k/ at the end of a monosyllabic word and
preceded by a short vowel are expressive of quick, abrupt, short-stopping or explosive
noises, resp. rapid, short or short-stopping movements."
4	 implications of monosyllabic words can be contrasted with those of polysyllabic
forms by comparing non-OED sex verbs taking a male subject with those taking a female
subject.
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pork, pound, prod, prong, pull, punch, punk, push, quiff, ram, rasp, rout,
rump, scale, scrape, shake, skeet, snag, snatch, split, stoop, stroke, strum,
switch, throw, torn, tonk, twang, wang and wank. This selection also
serves to illustrate the greater number of terms with violent connotations
found among non-standard than standard forms. They represent a rejection
of the emotional aspects of sexual intercourse and a concentration upon the
physical.'
(c) ii) Unstressed Syllables
Unstressed syllables, often occurring at the end of words, are used "to
express gradual process, iteration, useless or careless action." 2 Forms ending
in -le are particularly well-represented in SEX and in those parts of LOVE
dealing with physical contact. These include cockle, coddle, cuckle, dandle,
dangle, dibble, diddle, feddle, fiddling, fondle, juggle, justle, meddle,
mumble, niggle, ningle, rattle, slap and tickle and twiddling. 3 It should be
noted that, with a few exceptions (e.g. snoodle, canoodle), the -le ending,
at least in the fields studied here, generally shares its phonaesthetic effect
with that of short vowel sounds.
Other frequently found unstressed endings are -et (e.g. amoret,
callet, crumpet, faun(l)et, poplet, poppet and twidget), -ie/-y (e.g. billie,
bunkie, butty, cookie, cully, cutie, cutty, deane, dolly, filly, hinny, matey
and yardie) and -Cr (e.g. bubbler, cobbler, cooker, cracker, digger, frister,
hammer, kipper and spadger) which all frequently serve to express
affection. Although they are bound morphemes, -le, -et, -er and -ie/y are
not semantically empty.4
§2. Word Play
The emotional attitude of a speaker or writer is conveyed by register
as well as by semantic content. 5 Techniques such as the use of rhyme and
reduplication, of ablaut variation, alliteration and assonance, and the use of
puns and nonsense words all serve to 'lower the tone' of discourse, to
question the importance of the subject matter, and to express or deny
1 see the Introduction to the non-OED Classifications.
2 Sainuels (1972, p47).
3 Word final occurrence of -Ct and -er can also suggest repetitive action, as in clicket,
grummet; rivet and, possibly, flacket felter, flatter, flicker and flutter. See above for a
discussion of the use of initial fi-.
see Marchand (1960, p354).
5 It is noteworthy that the few phonaesthetic terms which do occur in MARRIAGE, such
as buckle and splice are used only jocularly or pejoratively.
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emotion. Marchand (1960, p313) divides imitation into the "direct" and the
"expressive," rouly corresponding to the bow-wow and pooh-pooh
theories and writes that "while compounding, prefixing, and suffixing have
a primary practical purpose ... rime and ablaut subordinate the intellectual
purpose of signalling to the emotional one of playing."
Firth (1937, p36) divides reduplication into the chiming and the
rhyming, a division represented by Marchand's (1960, pp345 & 348)
'ablaut modification' and 'rime combinations.' The second category is far
better represented within the fields studied here. Examples of ablaut
modification include group-grope, he-whore, see-saw and smick-smack.
Rhyming reduplication is easier to achieve, since the range of possible
second elements is wider and there seems to be less need for the second
element to represent a meaningful morpheme in itself. 2 From within the
fields studied, examples of rhyming reduplication include bunch-punch,
claptrap, fag-hag, handy-dandy, hanky-panky, he-she, hoddy-doddy, joy-
boy, kickie- wickie, lovey-dovey, pally- wally, palsy-walsy, peer-queer,
popsy-wopsy, pox box and tootsie-wootsie. Rhyming reduplication is joined
by simple reduplication (e.g. boom-boom, bouncy-bouncy, cha-cha, chi-
chi, fucky-fucky, ga-ga, jig-jig, kiki, lulu, nice-nice, porn-porn and yo-yo)
and by rhyme (e.g. beat the meat, classy chassis, cock block, crank one 's
shank, date bait, dinky one 's slinky, jerking the gherkin and pecking and
necking).3
As with reduplication and rhyme, alliteration and assonance may also
be contributory factors in the choice of lexis. Alliteration is slightly less
common than rhyme, perhaps a result of the poetic system to which we are
now accustomed, but still represents a fairly significant influence upon the
lexicon (e.g. belly-bumping, butter baby, chubby-chaser, head over heels,
hump one 's hose, jet one's juice, join giblets, parallel parking, prime one 's
pump, romance and roses, trusty trout and wienie-waggler). Assonance is
much less common than alliteration, but may have influenced the
development of burp the worm, cream one 's jeans, date-rape, glad-hand,
little pretty, mash the fat, press flesh and turd-burgier.
1 Marchand (1960, p354).
2 The second element of a rhyming compound in 'baby-talk', for instance, may represent
only the repetition of the first element with the substitution of/wi for the initial phoneme.
This corresponds to the characteristically Yiddish practice of replacing the initial consonant
of the first element with schm- in the second element (e.g. conscienceschmonscience). As
with many of the replicated w- forms here, this is often used to express contempt.
Many more of these forms are to be found in +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation. The
euphemistic and humorous semi-rhyme thespian for "lesbian" is also found.
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A significant number of terms within the fields studied can be classed
as 'nonsense words' or words containing 'nonsense' elements. 1 These divide
into two categories. The first contains those terms describing physical
actions by means of their phonaesthetic qualities (e.g. firky-toodle,
gobbledegooker, hanky-panky, kidoodle, poon tang, poop-noddy, pully-
hawly and rantuin-scantum),2 while the second consists of terms of
endearment (e.g. buggerlugs, chick-a-biddy, chick-a-diddle, diddums,
kickie-wickie, slawsy-gawsy, snookums, spadger, splib, splib-de-wib and
tillicum).3 The use of 'nonsense words' to describe physical actions,
particularly in the fields studied here, appears to be a form of euphemism.
Of the terms of endearment cited, chick-a-biddy, chick-a-diddle, diddums
and snookums are used with reference to children or animals, both of
which are characterized by their less than full command of the language.
Terms such as kickie-wjckie and slawsy-gawsy illustrate the overlap
between the languagebetween lovers and to children.
A relatively marginal category of word-play is that of punning. Puns,
like slang, represent a short-lived stratuMof the language: while they are new
they may entertain, but once familiar they can only irritate. The distinction
between punning and the use of metaphor or simile is mainly one of
perceived quality. As with other forms of word-play, puns are best
represented among non-OED material, but even there few examples are
recorded because of their ephemeral nature. They include the use of wasp
with reference to a prostitute with a sexually-transmitted disease (she has a
sting in her tail), hat of a promiscuous woman (because it is frequently
felt) and jill off (balancing jack-off).
Rhyming slang probably represents the most formalized type of
punning found in English. Unlike all the other categories of word-play and
unlike sound-symbolic forms, rhyming slang is well-represented in
MARRIAGE. Examination of the rhyming slang forms found (which are
too many to list, but are marked 'RS' where they occur in the non-OED
Classfication) indicates that they cover three main areas which overlap and
merge at the edges. These are intimacy, physicality and taboo.4
1 which overlap with the terms based upon baby-talk described above.
2 firk- in firkytoodle is reminiscent of firk and fuck, which the -le suggests repeated
small movements. The gobble- of gobbledegooker recalls gobble "to eat" or "to perform
oral sex," and pully-hawly suggests pull and haul.
3 Bloomfield (1933, p157) notes that imitative and onomatopoeic words often have infantile
connotations: "The pet-name or hypocoristic connotation largely merges with that of the
nursery."4	 desire to exclude some of one's hearers from comprehension also motivates the use
of backslang (e.g. nammow and ?slag) and pig latin (afgay). See also Chapter 3.
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Many rhyming slang forms are found with reference to close friends
or relations: for "wife" (e.g. carving knife, cheese and kisses, fork and
knife, joy of my life, plates and dishes and trouble and strife) and
"husband" (pot and pan), for "female sweetheart" (jam (-tart), Richard (the
third)) or close friends (china, fmger and thumb, tin-plate). Affectionate
and sexual contact are also well-represented among rhyming-slang terms.
These range from heavenly bliss and plates and dishes to Friar Tuck, Sir
Berkeley and wellington (boot).' The more explicitly sexual terms blend in
with the category of taboo. High concentrations of rhyming slang are found
in (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute (e.g. twist (and twirl), brass (nail)),
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp (e.g. Charlie (Ronce), and fish and shrimp)
and (-i-)07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality (iron (hoof),
ginger (beer)). 2 Raspberry, with its derivatives razzberry, razz and. razoo,
serves as a further example of the use of rhyming slang as a form of
euphemism.3
Examination of non-arbitrary forms in the fields studied reveals four
important facts. The first is that,while few terms can be termed fully
onomatopoeic, it is inadequate to assert that all words are arbitrary signs.
Onomatopoeia may become conventionalized and fossilized, but association
with onomatopoeic or other words can lead to the creation of new
phonetically expressive forms. The second is that this phonaesth(ia can
suggest and support elements of meaning with no etymological motivation.
Thirdly, that while onomatopoeic forms are usually restricted to the
expression of sound and physical movement, phonaesthetic terms can be
used to express attitude and emotion. Finally, that phonaesthia, along with
other forms of word-play resembling the basic elements of poetry and
rhetoric, is more characteristic of informal and non-standard English than
of the standard language recorded by the OED.
'+07.02.02.04.02 Kissing and (+)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse.
2 see C07.02.03.03.01.02.0l Male Homosexuality.







hatred, enmity. n: iciest; feondricden; feoung; gnyrn-wracu; hetenii5;
modhete; niôhete; geniöla; synn; teona; unsibb; witherwardness<wiäerweardnes
OE -al 175; and(e)<anda OE - ci 175; unsaughtness<unsehtnes OE - c1200;
fiendship<feondscipe OE - c1205; nith(e)<niô OE - a1425; leth<licöôu OE -
c1425; loath<laô OE - 1728; hating<hatung (OE - c1586 + 1895); hate<hete
(OE - 1877); foeship c1200 - 1556; loathness a1225; envy a1300 - 1707;
enmity (a1300 - 1875); hatred (a1300 - 1893); ill(-)wffl (a1300 - 1828);
haine/hayn(e) 1387/8 + c1477; enemy 1398 - c1420; inmytee 1423; affection
1485 - 1600; disfriendship 1493 - 1652; feud 1530 - 1637/50 sc + 1843 Sc;
pique 1532 - a1774; dislove a1533 - 1823; inimitie 1533 - 1642; inemitie
a1572 Sc; foehood 1575 - 1625; inimicalness 1651; inimicality 1797 + 1887;
dispeace 1851 - 1881.
.bitter, intense, violent (of hatred). aj: vatinian 1607 -1654.
.designed to stir up hatred. aj: hate 1916 -.
.popular hatred, hatred felt by a people. n: leodhete.
.hatred that finds expression in acts. n: hatung; feud a1300 - 1787;
bit(t)erhede 1340; bitterness 1382 + 1711 + 1814; animosity (1605 - 1852);
ill(-)blood 1624 - 1844.
..active in hatred. aj: heteroi
* 07.02.01.03 Malice
..an action brought about by hatred. n: hete; niö.
...to show hatred by deeds. v: hatigan.
.fierce or virulent hatred. n: tomgeniôla; malignity (c1386 - 1862);
perenmity 1585; inveteracy (1691 - 1861); adder-hate 1880.
* 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
..to hate inwardly or intensely. vt: inhate 1526.
* 07.02.0 1.04 Loathing
..full of virulent hatred. aj: inveterate (1528 - 1760172 + 1861 nn vu).
.harmful or wrongful hatred. n: teonhete; unrihtfeoung.
..one who hates wrongfully. n: scyidhata.
..murderous hatred. n: morôorhete; wielniô.
...of or pert. to deadly hatred. aj: feudal 1805 (2) rr.
..warlike hatred. n: cumboihete; wighete.
* 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
...armed hatred. n: searoniô; wxpenhete.
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....the hatred of swords. n: bilthete; ecghete.
..to be at enmity with. v: fa1acan.
...to set at enmity. Vt: foe c1200 + 1596.
07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
.a thought prompted by hatred. n: hete.
.treacherous enmity. n: inwitniô; searoniö.
.a hatred characteristically academic or scholarly. n: odium
academicum 1962; odium scholasticum 1973 -.
..hatred characterizing philosophical dissensions. n: odium
philosophicum 1946.
...hatred characterizing theological dissensions. n: odium theologicum
1758 -.
...hatred characterizing ethical dissensions. n: odium ethicum a1866.
..hatred characterizing musical dissensions. n: odium musicum 1879.
..hatred characterizing biological dissensions. n: odium biologicum
1959.
...hatred characterizing medical dissensions. n: odium medicum 1893.
..hatred characterizing archaelogical dissensions. n: odium
archologicum 1959.
..hatred characterizing philological dissensions. n: odium
philologicum 1970.
.conflicting emotion combining love and hatred. n: hate-love 1915 +
1962; love-hate 1925; love-hatred 1951 + 1961.
..pert. to love-hate. aj: love-hate 1937 -.
..to feel an emotion combining love and hatred. Vt: love-hate 1967.
07.02.02 Love
.to feel hatred. v: alaOian; heöan; laôettan; laôia.n; niäa.n; hate<ge)hatigan
(OE - 1832).
Vt: i-vee/i-fee<(ge)feogan OE - c1320; nithe c1250; malign 1513 -
1667; misbelove 1545 rr; heart-bum 1612 + 1612/15; (would) not be found
dead in 1915; hate (a person's) guts 1918 -; (would) not be seen dead in/with
1931 -.
..to show supressed anger, hatred, resentment. vi: smoulder 1934 -.
..to eject saliva as a means of expressing hatred. vi: spit<(ge)spittan
(OE - 1891; spit 1562 fg - 1868).
07.02.01.06.02.01/01.05 Spitting
..they hate one another. ph: there's no love lost between them (c1622 -
1889).
..one who hates. n: hatigend; onscunigend; hater (1382 - 1887); osor 1600.
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...a female who hates. n: hatress 1892 nw.
...man-hater. n: mannhata.
....one who hates his brother. n: brother-hater 1817.
.hating, full of hate. aj: andwraô; figende; hetelic; heterof, niôhycgende;
hatekhetol OE - c1386; hateful 1340 - 1890; heinous a1400 - 1580.
..having a hatred towards someone or something. aj: phobe 1915 rr.
..animated by relentless hatred. aj: fleshed c1620 + 1659.
07.02.01.04 Loathing
..void of hatred, having no feeling of hate. aj: hateless 1580 + 1587 +
1820.
..the quality of being full of hatred. n: hatefulness 1548 - 1586.
.with hatred. av: laöe; on andan; hately<hetelice OE - 1400/50; hatefully
1412120 - 1855.
.on account of enmity to God/Christ etc. ph:  for God/Christ/one's sake
a1300 + c1375.
.an object of hatred. n: hate (1592 - 1713 po).
..that is hated. aj: hatol; (ge)laô; unleof hated (a1300 - 1871); behate(d)
c1340 - 1577; odiose 1560; odious 1382 + c1440; loathed (a1420 - 1885/94);
detested (1552 - 1805); nauseated 1659 + 1673.
* 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
...the fact or state of being regarded with hatred. n: odium (1602 -
1875).
...to cause to be hated. v: bring into hatred 1593.
07.02.01.01	 Dislike
07.02.01.03 Like
dislike. n: (h)earinheörtnes; loath<laô OE - 1728; unliking 1398 + 1876
+1886; ill(-)will (a1300 - 1828); malignation c1470 - c1485; scunner a1500/20
og sc&nd —; mislike (of) 1557 - 1885/94 nn rr; recess (to) 1567; misliking
(of) a1568 - 1891; quarrel (to) 1581 - 1720; aversion (from) 1596 + 1691;
exception 1602; dyspathy (1603 - 1884); averseness (from)(161 1 - 1863);
aversation (1613 - 1863 ai); misaffection 1621; distastefulness a1625 + 1642;
disrelish (a1625 - 1841); disopinion 1625 - 1705; disaffection (1640 - 1879);
aversation 1651 - 1659; misfavour a 1660; disrelishing 1692; disaffectedness
1709.
.to feel (a) dislike (for). v: like ill al3lO - 1854; misthink 1593 - a1634 +
1843; have no will of/in 1609 - c1626 + 1871 Sc; have a down on (1856 - 1947
cq og au); not to go/be much for/on 1896 cq -.
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Vt: mislike 1513 - 1878 un cf li/di; misaffect 1586 - 1641; dislike (1594
- 1873); disfavour 1599 + 1740; disgust 1601 - 1873; disrelish 1604 - 1886;
disaffect 1621 - 1755 + 1890 ob/ai; disfancy 1657; aversate 1725 rr.
vi: mislike a1300 - a1656; mislook (on) c1412; mislike (with/at/of)
c1555 - a1591; dislike (with/of) c1555 - 1677.
..to dislike actively. v: have a hate on/against (a person) 1941 -.
..to dislike greatly. v: hate (+ inf) (1297 - 1897).
* 07.02.01 Hate
..to take a dislike to. Vt: niman fest to; misdeem c1375 sc + 1509 -
1767; have no fancy with 1465; take (a) toy at a1593 - 1697; sour on 1862 -
1900 og us; go off 1934 -.
...to form an unfavourable judgement of. vi: misdeem 1388 - 1671.
..one who dislikes. n: misliker 1565 + 1618 + 1866; disliker (1586 -
1832/4); distaster a1613.
...ffl-disposed, not liking. aj: niOful; yfeiwille; yfeiwillende; ill asposit
1535 Sc; disliking 1592 - 1795; averse (from/to) (1597 - 1876); dyspathetic
1886.
.with dislike. av: sourly a1548 + 1579; distastably 1625; distastefully 1627
+ 1638; aversely 1643 + 1691; disgustfully 1863; digustedly (1864 + 1881);
mislikingly 1882.
.with violent dislike. ph: as the devil loves holy water (1570/6 + 1738).
.an object or cause of dislike. n: andspumes; unwill<unwilla OE -
a1300; distaste 1608 - 1731; aversion (1678 - 1821); aversation 1730 ai.
..that which one specially dislikes. n: pet aversion A 1880 + 1890; pet
hate (1939 + 1977).
07.02.01.04 Loathing
..one who is disliked. n: disfavourite 1611 + 1884; disagreeable 1829.
..pert. to that which/who is disliked. aj: fullic; unlief c1200 - a1596;
unsavoury (1401 - 1849); unliked 1561 - 1641; disgracious 1594 - 1611;
dislikeful 1596 + 1596; ungracious 1598 - 1761; disliked (1632 + 1892);
disaffected 1649; disrelished 1659; distasted a1661; invidious 1710 + 1715120;
in bad 1911 cq og us—; unfavourite 1934—.
...that is worthy of being disliked. aj: ingrate 1539 - 1702; ingrateful
1547/64 - 1754; objectional (1799 - 1897); unlik(e)ablel84l + 1888; dislikable
1843 - 1886.
...to cause dislike. v: (ge)eswician.
....to render unpopular, make disliked. Vt: dispopularize 1803;
depopularize (1834 - 1883).
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07.02.01.01/01	 The Expression of Dislike
to express strong dislike or disgust. vi: keck 1681.
.a look expressive of displeasure or dislike. n: wry loQk 1587 + 1864;
wry twist 1857 + 1872.
..twisted in manifestation of dislike. aj: wry 1598 - 1884.
...of a smile. aj: wry 1883 + 1899.
..to twist or distort (face/mouth) to show disgust. Vt: wry a15 10 -
1898.
.to glance on with dislike or disapproval. vi: squint at a1732 - 1894.
..to view askance or unfavourably. v: look squiggle-eyed (at someone)
1927 -.
...looking askance or unfavourable. aj: squiggle-eyed 1960.
.an exclamation expressing aversion or dislike, in: ah (c1435 - 1611).
* 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 BahI
..as a strong expression of dislike. aj: damnable 1594 - 1880; damned!
d----d (1596 - 1865).
..said to one the speaker has no wish to see again. ph: farewell
fieldfare c1374 + c1400.
07.02.01.01.01	 Antipathy
* 07.02.0 1.04 Loathing
feeling against, a settled dislike. n: antipathy (against/to! between) (1606
- 1858); aversion (a1626 - 1878); heart-scald/-scad 1629 - 1886 sc&no dl;
indisposition 1647 - 1898; allergy (to) 1944 fg -.
.mutual aversion. n: dissociety 1602.
.antipathy felt towards those who suffer. n: heteropathy 1874 + 1881.
.one who is possessed by an antipathy. n: antipathite 1627 rr; antipathist
1817 + a1832 rr; aversionist 1938 + 1961.
..having an antipathy or constitutional aversion. aj: antipathetic 1640
- 1865.
.the object of antipathy. n: antipathy 1691.
..that causes aversion. aj: averting c181 1.
07.02.01.01.01/01	 Aversion
07.02.01.04/01 Horror
an impulse of aversion. n: movement 1456 sc + 1732 - 1868 nn rr.
.to turn away from, regard with aversion, reject. Vt: aversate 1725.
vi: revolt 1782 - 1863.
..to shrink from in repugnance/disgust/dislike. vi: abhor 1538 - a1656.
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..to rise in repugnance against something. vi: revolt 1775 - 1860.
..to reject (opinions/conduct) with abhorrence. Vt: repudiate 1824/9 -
1865.








ifi-wifi. n: bealoi5onc; onde<anda OE - a1366; leth<kcöãu OE -. c1425;
unthank<unôanc OE - 1557; evil will<yfel willa OE - 1598; loath ci 175 -
1728; teen<teona OE - 1690 - 1819 nn Sc; attemess c1230; envy a1300 -
1707; feud ai300 - 1787; enmity (a1300 - 1875); ffl(-)will (a1300 - 1828); ifi
1303 - 1500/20; maugre c1320 - 1542; maltalent c1320 - 1828 nn Sc; ill-
willingness a1340 + 1580; talent a1380 - 1695; hard grace c1384 - c1386;
malignity (c1386 - 1862); malengin 1390 - 1726; enemy 1398 - c1420; male
entente c1450; malignation c1470 - c1485; affection 1485 - 1600; malevolence
(c1489 - 1885); pique 1532 - a1774; stomach c1540 - 1643 + a1825 dl; livor
1607 - 1675; malignancy (1640 - 1897); malevolency a1662 + 1714;
unbenignity 1867.
.ill-wffl between rivals. n: emulation 1588 - 1651; emulosity 1716 (2).
.to cause ifi-feeling. v: breed bad/ill blood 1704 - 1823.
.malignant, feeling ill-wifi. aj: getctmd; tetrenmod; etrig; bealoful;
bealuhycgende; bealuhydig; gramhyg(d)ig/grimhyg(d)ig; (ge)laä; laöwende;
wn8; yfeiwille; atterlich<aterlic OE - c1230; hatelich<hetelic OE + c1320;
hatel<hetol OE - c1386; attem<xtren OE - 1205 + 1868 dl; ill-wffling a1300
- 1741; ill ci330 - 1868; despitous c1340 - 1578; enemy ci340 - 1726; hateful
c1340 - 1890; evil-willy 1382 - c1400 + 1500/20 Sc; maltalentive c1450 (2);
malign (c1450 - 1862 tin rr); despiteful c1470 - 1852; malevolent (1509 -
1894); despiteous c1510 - 1600; inveterate (1528 - 1760172 + 1861 tin vu);
malevolous 1536 sc + 1547 - 1727; ill-given a1568 + 1819 sc + 1866 sc;
stomaching 1577/87 + 1579; malignant (1592 - 1897); gailful 1596 + 1608 rr;
gall-wet 1597/8; ill-willy a1600 cf sc - 1819; ill affected 1605; stomachful
1610 - 1765; evil-affected 1611; ill-hearted a1617 + 1786; misaffected 1633 +
1645; ill-meaning 1633 + 1681; ill-natured 1645 - a1788; swarthy 1651 fg +
1756 fg; reptile 1654 - 1889; sullen 1676 - 1703; maligning 1687;
unbenevolent (1697 - 1853); aconital 1834; swart 1852 + 1867; reptilian 1859
+ 1888.
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..of speech. aj: malignious 1578 rr.
..feeling ifi-will on account of disadvantage. aj: jealous (c1385 -
1897).
..to cause to be unfavourable disposed. Vt: indispose (1748 - 1848).
..quality of being malignant. n: malignance (1641 - 1895); evil
affectedness 1670; reptilism 1821 + 1843.
.malignantly, with ill-will. av: hetelice; despitously c1340 - a1500;
hatefully 1412/20 - 1855; despiteously c1450 - a1641; despitefully c1470 -
1678; malignly 1543 - 1881; malignantly (1606 - 1855); malevolently (1615 -
1897); despitely 1619; accursedly 1630; unbenignly a1892.
.to desire evil, be malevolent. v: yfelwilnian; snarl against/at 1593 -
1715 + 1881 dl; have a snout on 1941 au sl -.
Vt: bid (a person) mischance 1377; evil wish 1577; ill-wish 1869 -1899;
snout 1916 au si—.
vi: wifi 1414; malign 1494 - 1652; snarl 1594 - 1894.
..one who wishes evil (to oneself). n: evil-wisher ci 340; evil-wilier
1460 - 1610; foe 1607 - 1813 tf&fg; maligner 1621 - 1624.
.a malevolent person/animal. n: (ge)feond.
• .malignant guest. n: niôgxsL
....malevolent or repulsive looking old woman. n: old witch c1430 -
1884 ct.
.state or instance of being regarded with ill-will. '1: maugre c1290 -
1483 + 1560 Sc.
..viewed with ill-wifi or dislike. aj: invidious 1710 + 1715/20.
...the quality of being invidious. ii: invidiousness 1690 - 1881.
...fitted to excite ill-wifi (of a thing). aj: invidious a1661 - 1849.
....fitted to excite ill-will (of a charge). aj: invidious (1606 - 1857).
....fitted to excite ill-will (of an action). aj: invidious 1701 - 1846.
...in an invidious manner. av: invidiously 1665 - 1841.







malice, malevolence, spite. n: efest; Eefôonca; bealo; hete; heteniä; hol;
laôwendnes; niôhete; proh; yfelnes; and(e)<ande OE - ci 175; onde<anda OE
- a1366; nith(e)<niö OE - a1425; hating<hatung OE - c1586 + 1895;
teen<teona OE - 1690 - 1819 nn Sc; malice (1297 - 1871); envy a1300 - 1707;
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ill(-)will (a1300 - 1828); iii 1303 - 1500/20; eft c1325 (2); spite (c1330 -
1868); maligne a1460 - c1485; wroke a1500 sc + 1513 Sc; doggedness 1530 -
1647; cankeredness 1538 - 1660; stomach c1540 - 1643 + a1825 dl; venomy
1548; spight 1559 - 1774; doggishness 1592; livor 1607 - 1675; viperousness
1651 ^ 1727; fellness 1678 - 1865 nn ob ex dl&po; fiendism 1852; bitchery
1936 + 1962.
.of the elements. n: spite 1562 - 1814 fg.
.an instance of malice. n: niö; (a) spite a1400 - 1890; spiting c1460 +
1573/80; (a) spleen 1616 - 1722; malignancy 1652 - 1899; virulence a1774;
tail-twisting 1887 -.
.biting, wounding (of malice). aj: toothsome 1601.
..a malicious trick. n: thucke a1225; prank al529 - 1737.
..pert. to spite expressed in words. aj: word-spite 1857.
...to express malice. v: spit venom/fire/poison (c1386 - 1863).
..a louring or malevolent look. n: scowl (1500/20 - 1909 al tiE).
...to look at with louring brows. vi: scowl at/on/upon (1340 - 1882).
.baleful malice. n: bealoniô.
.malicious hatred. n: teonhete.
.malicious anger, anger and malice. n: niögrama.
.malicious thought or purpose. n: inwitôanc.
.malicious enjoyment of the misfortunes of others. n: schadenfreude
1895 -.
.char. by malice, spiteful. aj: bealu; hetelic; niôhycgende; yfeiwille;
nithful<niöful OE - a1300; lo(a)th<laö OE + c1400; ondful ci 175 - c1230;
att(e)ry c1200 - 1535 + 1868 dl; teenful c1205 - 1572; malicious (a1225 -
1880); spitous a1300 : 1481; dogged a1307 - 1684; envious c1330 - a1713;
venomous a1340 - 1885; despitous c1340 - 1578; venom a1350 - 1600 + 1892
dl; doggy 1388 + 1583; spetous a1400 - c1450; heinous a1400 - 1580; doggish
c1400 - 1672; venomy c1400 - 1594 + a1849; sputous c1420; envyful 1450/30
- a1651 cf Sc; despiteful c1470 - 1852; malice c1475; spity 1481; spiteful
(1490 - 1874); peevish ci500 - 1601; poisoned 1508 + 1588; despiteous c1510
- 1600; cankered 1513 - 1618 + 1859 fg; viperious c1520 - a1670; viperous
1535 - 1886 fg nn rr; viperine al550 - 1873 cf fg; vipered 1560; unkindly
1591; viper 1591 - 1850; sinistrous 1593 - 1751; teeny 1594 - 1847178;
dogged-sprighted 1600; maliced 1601 + 1643; malefical 1615 - 1652; viperous
1605 - 1905; manless c1611; ill-minded 1611 + 1726; virulent 1613 - 1883;
doleful 1617 + 1880; spitish 1627 - 1909; gailsome 1633; splenial 1641;
litherly a1643 + 1805; venomsome 1660 + 1876 dl + 1895 dl; invenemated
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1716; vipereal 1748; viperish 1755 - 1889; vicious 1825 - 1908; maliceful
1839 + 1893 cf dl; viperian 1866; waspish 1870 + 1880; viperan 1877; cattish
1883 + 1893; catty (1886 - 1936); bitchy 1928 -.
..of things, qualities. aj: malicious a1340 - 1855.
...of things and spiritual agencies. aj: virulent 1607 - 1867; maleficent
1678 - 1900.
...of speech or writing. aj: virulent 1631 - 1868.
....of information, suggestions, advice. aj: sinister 1411- 1601.
....of jests. aj: slim 1668 - 1681.
....having an evil or malicious tongue. aj: ifi-tongued a1300 - 1693 +
1859.
..superhuinanly crual and malignant. aj: fiendish 1529 - 1891.
...the quality of being fiendish. n: fiendishness 1613 - 1879.
..the quality or condition of being malicious. n: maliciousness (a1450
- 1791/1823); peevishness 1468 - 1664; spitefulness (1530 - 1884);
despitefulness 1535 - 1633; sinisterness 1659; maleficence 1796 - 1897;
viciousness 1879; cattishness 1894 - 1938; pussy-cat 1911; cattiness 1920—;
bitchiness 1934 -.
.in a malicious or spiteful manner. av: ni6fullice; yfle; despitously
c1340 - a1500; doggedly c1380 - 1655; maliciously (1382 - 1849); venomly
1387 + 1556; spitously a1400 - a1450; evilfully c1400; spitous c1400;
spiteously c1400 - c1460; venomously c1400 - 1898; spetuously c1440 - 1495;
sputously c1450; despiteously c1450 - a1641; despitefully c1470 - 1678;
unhappily 1509 - 1660; enviously 1509 - 1664; peevishly 1530 - 1601;
spitefully (1532 - 1878); cankeredly 1535 sc + 1559; viperiously 1538;
sinisterly 1549 - a1691; doggishly 1576; cankerly 1580; sinistruously 1582 -
a1615; viperously 1587 - 1728; manlessly 1607; despitely 1619; malefically
1652 + 1881; viciously (1841 - 1872); waspily 1854 + 1928; dolefully 1880;
cattishly 1923; cattily (1924 + 1946); bitchily (1961 + 1963).
.to feel spite (towards). v: hati(g)an; bear malice (1530 - 1875); Spite
cl560 - 1579/80; Spite at 1567/8 - 1641.
..to regard with malice or spite. v: spite al400/50 - 1690; malice 1587 -
1592.
..one who is maliciois or censorious. n: sheep-biter 1589.
...a woman who is malicious or spiteful. n: wild cat 1573/80 - 1894.
...a malicious guest. n: niögest.
...one who practices malefic arts; a malign wizard. ii: malefic 1652.
....baleful in influence. aj: malefical 1615 - 1652; malefic 1652 - 1879.
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07.02.01.03/01	 Malicious Deeds
a malicious deed. '1: inwitweorc; niögeweorc; malice 1390 - 1669; shrewd
turn 1464 - 1724; serpentine c1510.
.to treat spitefully or maliciously. Vt: spite (1592 - 1885); bitch
1934 -.
vi: bitch 1963.
..to exhibit a malicious spirit (towards). v: get/have one's knife into
1890—.
..to give vent to or wreak (spite or malice). v: wrack 1635 - 1720.
...in order to vent spite or spleen upon. v: spite (one) c1555 1885.
.with malevolent action. av: ill c1300 - 1830.
07.02.01.03/02	 Deliberate Malice
to seek or desire to injure. v: malice a1547 - 1694.
.the act of seeking or desiring to injure. n: malicing 1604 + a1640.
..malice planned beforehand, injury purposely done. n: purpensed
malice 1477 - 1548; pretenced/pretensed malice 1483 - 1579; malice prepensed
1530/1 - 1704; malice purpensed 1538; prepensed malice 1603 - 1659;
propense malice 1650 + 1752; malice prepense 1702 - 1877; malice prepensive
1752 1w; prepense malice 1752.
...to follow, persecute, act towards with malice. v: (ge)ehtan.
....to pursue (a person) vindictively/with malice. vt: prosecute 1588 -
1704.
the act of pursuing with enmity and malignity. ii: prosecution
1647 + 1759.






a grudge. n: anda; inca; grudge (1477 - 1878); ingrudge 1606.
.a little grudge. n: grudgekin 1860/1.
.instrument or symbol of a vindictive onslaught. n: tomahawk (1805 -
1897 fg).
.a fight based on persnal antipathy. n: grudge-fight (1927 + 1964).
.to have or bear a grudge. v: incan witan; owe ill will/a spite/a grudge
a1533 - 1726 + 1904.
vt: envy 1557 - 1630; be on (a person's) jack 1568 - 1631; have it in
for 1849 -; have/get a snitch on (someone) 1943 nz si -.
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..one who bears a grudge. n: grudger 1552 - 1898.
...that bears a grudge. aj: grudge-bearing 1611.
...full of resentment or rancour. aj: grudgeful 1596 - 1893.
....the fact or state of bearing a grudge. ii: grudgery 1889.
...in a grudging manner. av: grudgefully 1882.
..an instance of grudging. n: grudge (1531 - 1876).
..to vent (to incensed feelings) in action. v: bewreak c1325 - 1586.





loathing, detestation. n: unwilla; weam; w1at<w1atta OE - a1250;
w1ating<w1atung OE - a1450; hating<hatung OE - c1586 + 1895; ugging
a1250 + 1340 + 1650; loathing (c1340 - 1901); ugliness c1325 - 1425;
disdain 1370/80 + 1655; wlatsomeness c1375 - 1398; wlatingness 1382; irking
c1400 - 1650; ugsomeness c1440- 1549; horribility 1496; scunner a1500/20 og
sc&nd -; detestation (1526 - 1875); fastidiousness 1533 - 1807; disliking
1588 - 1851; execration 1563/87 - 1873; loath 1589 - 1614; detesting 1591 -
1711; dislike (1597 - 1878); envy 1598 - 1679; distaste 1598 - 1869; disgust
(1611 - 1845); nausea 1619 - 1866; nauseousness 1622 - 1693; detest 1638 +
1671; wearisomeness 1642; repugnance to/against (1643 - 1874); odium 1654 -
1826; repugancy 1681 - 1868; nausity 1685; repugancy (of) 1702; degoust
1720; repulsion (1751 - 1871).
.spec. addresses of abhorrence given to Charles II. n: abhorrence
(1678 - 1740 hi).
..one who signed addresses of abhorrence given to Charles II. n:
abhorrer 1680 - 1870 hi.
.full of detestation, loathing, disgust. aj: irk (of/with/or + inf) a1300 -
a1650; wlatful 1387; squeamous a1400 - a1600; irksome c1440 - 1590;
loathsome 1577 - 1579; squeamish 1581 - 1654; out of love (with) 1581 -
1754; loathing (c1586 - 1825); distasteful 1607 - 1646; distastive 1611;
detestant 1650; distasting 1654 + 1821; disgusted 1704 - 1819; disgustful 1841
+ 1866.
..without detesting. aj: undetesting 1736.
.in detestation, with loathing. av: laôe; loathly a1400 + 1605; loathing
1606 - 1862; bitterly 1847; detestedly 1836.
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..without loathing. av: unloathingly 1836.
.to feel loathing, to hate very much. v: forhe.3an; laöettan; onscunian;
geunlustian; hate like poison" a1300 + 1530 + 1864—.
Vt: getregian; shun<(ge)scunian OE - a1250; aloathe<alaöian OE -
1250; loathe<lxôan OE —; wiate a1340 - 1493; ug a1340 - 1825 al Sc; horre
c1430 + 1450/1530; irk c1460 - 1628; hugge 1483; loathly 1508 Sc; detest
(a1535 - 1833); detestate 1548 + 1649; stand against 1551; execrate 1561 -
1857; distaste 1592 - 1893; detaste 1614; fastidiate 1618; shrink in/up the
shoulder(s) at c1645 - 1719; nauseate 1654 - 1874.
vi: wlate<wlatian OE - c1450; reck c1300 - 1610; irk c1330 - 1797;
nauseate 1657 - 1886.
..to be or become disgusted with something. v: loathe c1400 - 1609.
..one who loathes or detests. n: onscunigend; loather 1601 + 1665 +
1885; detester (1611 - 1863); detestant 1648 + a1670; disguster 1681;
abominator 1816.
.expressing abhorrence or reproach. in: out (up)on 1413 - 1878.
07.02.01.04/01	 Horror
an emotion compounded of fear and loathing. n: horror (c1375 -
1872); horribleness 1398 - 1577; horring c1568.
.to shudder at, to loathe, abhor or dread. Vt: agrise c1374 - 1468;
hidous c1380; grise 1382 (2).
vi: shudder (a1310 - 1885); ug a1340 - 1590 + 1865 dl.
..to recoil in fear or disgust. vi: winch 1605 - 1709.
.shuddering, expressive of horror. aj: horrescent 1865.
.causing or fit to cause horror. .aj: horrible (1303 - 1870); horrid 1601 -
1827/39.
..the quality of being horrible. n: horror c1375 —; horribleness 1398 -
1827; horridness a1612 - 1896; horridity a1641 + 1892.
07.02.01.04/02	 Loathing for Food
strong dislike for food. n: loathing c1550 - 1718.
.physical nausea. n: loathsomeness 1533 - 1620.
.to feel an aversion Or disgust for food. Vt: loathe (c1400 - 1866).
..to reject (food etc) with loathing or nausea. Vt: nauseate (1646 -
1859).
.deeply affected by repugnance or loathing. aj: sick 1590 - 1860.






* 07.02.0 1 Hate
07.02.01.01.01/01 Aversion
an object of detestation (a thing or person). ii: ascunung; abomination
(1366 - 1856); horribility c1400; ugliness 1587; pest 1609 - 1899; loathing-
stock 1622; nausea 1654 + 1885; odium 1681; detestation (1728 - 1849);
abhorrency 1729; abhorrence (1752 - 1783).
.a type of anything hateful or loathsome. n: toad a1548 - 1645; horrible
1726 - 1917; obnoxity 1924 + c1925.
..an obnoxious or unpleasant person. ii: oi(c)k 1925 sl
..a hateful contrivance. ii: Iaôscearu.
..a nauseous procedure. n: nausity 1654.
..vile or loathsome imputations. n: filth 1730 + 1870.
.loathsome, detestable. aj: atol; atolic; hatigendlic; hatol; hii5ful; (ge)1a6;
laöIic; onscunigendlic; sc; swicol; swicollic; purlaö; unleof wiôerrEede;
an(d)sete<andsete OE - c1200; hatelich<hetelich OE + c1320; ail<egle OE -
c1320; loath/loth<laô OE - 1592; wiatful c1230 - c1450; wiat c1250;
wlatsome a1300 - c1430; hideous (c1330 - 1692 + 1863); odious (c1380 -
1866); hatesome 1382 -1513; hateful (1382 - 1855); waltsom(e) 1398 - 1563;
unhonest a1400 - 1633; rank (a1400 - 1871); ugsome c1400 - 1875 cf sc dl&li;
odible 1412/20 - 1675; wretched c1430 - 1855; loathsome c1440 - 1874;
noisome c1440 - 1899; loathful a1450 - 1591 + 1892; detestable (1461 -
1860); loathy 1481 - 1587; loathing 1508 sc ^ 1614 - 1683; irksome 1513 -
1835; ugged 1570; accursed/accurst 1591 - 1863; offensive 1594 - 1886;
opposite 1596 - 1726/3 1; ulcerous 1601 + 1602 fg; ulcered 1602 - 1747;
pestful 1608 + 1794; dirty 1611 - 1819; hateable 1611 - 1883; toady 1628 ^
1719; envious 1635 + 1640; nauseating (1645 - 1865); detestful 1654; reluctant
(to) 1662; nauseous 1663 - 1885; horrid (1666 - 1883 cq); obnoxious 1675 -
1866; devilish 1694 + 1800; invidious (to) 1710 + 1715/20; repugnant (to)
(1777 - 1869); sickening (1789 - 1937); repellent (1797 - 1879); toadish 1822;
repellant (1825 + 1877); ugging 1832/53 sc; repugnant 1879; hateworthy 1901
+ 1924; vomitous (1952 + 1975).
..bringing or causing a pest. aj: pestifying 1716.
..the quality of being detestable, loathsomeness. n: aôrotennes;
loathlihead 1340; horribility a1400 - 1481 + 1826; loathsomeness (c1425 -
1808); irksomeness 1435 - 1822; odiousness (1494 - 1884); fedity 1542 -
1627; heinousness 1563 - 1875; hatefulness (1611 - 1856); detestableness
(1612 - 1883); nauseousness cl645 - 1882 lt&fg; filthery a1656 rr, repellency
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1805; repulsiveness (1820 - 1875); obnoxiousness (1828 + 1851); detestability
1831 + 1868; loathedness a1859; repellingness 1895; rebarbativity 1947;
rebarbativeness (1966 + 1975).
.in a loathsome manner, detestably, hatefully. av: lablice; ugsomely
c1440 ^ a1578 sc + 1876 dl rr; heinously c1440 - 1670; odiously (c1460 -
1885); abominably a1520 - 1881; detestably (153112 - 1863); abominationly
1593 + 1716; hatefully (1632 - 1754); repellingly (1815 + 1863); obnoxiously
1828; sickeningly (1839 - 1886); nauseatingly 1883; repellently (1883 +
1885); rebarbatively (1968 + 1976).
.to be loathsome, hateful. v: alaôian; aôreotan; IaOian.
vi: stink (a1225 - 1932); stink in one's nostrils c1450 - 1867; repugn
(to) 1831.
..to cause (someone) loathing. v: make one's flesh crawl/creep (1727 -
1876); make (a person) sick 1819 -.
Vt: wlate<wlatian OE^ c1375 + a1400/50; ug a1225 - 1560 ^ 1894 ob
ex dl; irk (1513 - 1886 ai); loathe 1599 - 1661; stall 1642 + 1856 + 1874;
nauseate (1654 - 1874); stale 1709 sc + 1717 sc; repel (1817 - 1847); sicken
(1825 + 1842); repugn 1868 - 1890.
..to become loathsome. vi: aloathe a1250.
...to make loathsome. v: awhtan; be1a5an; laöan; laöettan.






unfriendly. aj: incuô; orlege; unbliäe; uncuô; ungesibb; unhold<zurthold OE
- c1320; fiendly<feondlic OE - a1529; unbain a1300; ifi c1330 - 1868; enemy
c1340 - 1726; ingrate 1393 - 1563; unfriendly (1425 - 1898); unfavourable
(1548 - 1890); cold (1557 - 1885); ingrateful c1575; ill-affected 1596 - 1884;
ill-minded 1611 + 1726; inimicitous 1641 - 1761; indisposed (towards) (1647 -
1844); unpleasant 1654; inimicous 1657 - 1727; cool (1675 - 1800); inimical
1678 - 1879; inamicable 1683; uneasy 1752; friendless 1818; chilly 1841 fg +
1874 fg.
.the state of being unfriendly. n: unhyldo; unsibb; unfriendship a1340 -
1897 nn ai; ingratitude cl477 - c1566; disfriendship 1493 - 1652; fremdness
c1500 + 1560; dislove a1533 - 1823; coldness (1557 - 1880); diskindness 1596
- 1768/74; ill(-)blood (1624 - 1844); chillness 1638 - 1846 fg; inimicalness
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1651; coolness (a1674 - 1880); unfriendliness (a1684 - 1861); inirnicality 1797
+ 1887; chill 1837 - 1839.
.one who is not a friend or on friendly terms. n: unfriend c1275 -
1877 cf Sc.
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
.in an unfriendly manner. av: uncuölice; unfriendly<unfreondlice OE -
1757 tin rr; ill c1300 - 1830; fremdly a1400 - 1569170 + 1807; unfavourably
(1460 - 1866); unfriendfully 1513; coldly (1621 - 1851); coolly (1626 - 1848);
chilly 1640 fg; chillingly 1804 fg + 1870; frozenly 1851; unfriendlily 1864;
chiffily 1886 fg.
.to treat someone/something in an unfriendly way. v: give the left
hand of friendship c1585.
.to make unfriendly. Vt: indispose (1748 - 1848).






hostility. n: feh5; hete; heteniä; lao; laOwendnes; nb; niOhete; orlege;
orlegniO; teona; unfriO; unbyldo; unOwiere; wis3errnedu; wiOerradnes;
wiOersxc; wrake<wracu OE - 1470/85; feythhed 1297; feud a1300 - 1787; ill
1303 - 1500/20; enmity (c1400 - 1855); barrace c1470 + 1603; hostility (1531
- 1876); disaffection (1640 - 1879); disaffectedness 1709.
.a hostile thought. ii: heteOanc inwitOanc.
* 07.02.01.02 rn-will
..having hostile designs. aj: heteOoncol.
07.02.01.03 Malice
...defensive attitude based on assumed hostility. n: siege mentality
(1969 + 1976).
.to be adverse in thought or purpose. v: wiOhycgan.
....animating spirit, usually of a hostile nature. n: animus 1820 -.
.(display of) hostility. n: enemying 1529.
..exhibiting dislike or hostility. aj: unfriendly (1425 - 1898).
...to show hostility to. v: fahecan.
..an act of hostility. n: wiöerded c1205; contrary c1386 - 1523 + c1565 sc.
..hostile speech. n: heoru word; hetespnec.
...to set upon a person with hostile language. vi: wring (upon) 1581.
...an adverse judgement, hostile criticism. n: censure (1603 - 1844).
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....utterance of a hostile criticism. n: animadversion 1599 - 1868.
..a hostile attack. n: farni8; feondras.
...to seize with hostile intent. v: fon; (ge)hrepian.
.to harass by hostile attacks. Vt: bestand<bestandan OE - 1470/85;
harry a1300 - 1816.
.hostility that leads to slaying. ii: wlfEeh6; wtclniô.
07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
.that is hostile. aj: andwraô; 16eodig; gmrn; gramheort gmmhycgende;
grarnhygdig; hatol; heterof, hetlen; laöwende; Iaöwendemod; niógrim;
onweard; orlege; sec; uncuô; ungesibb; unge6war1ic; wiôerhycgende;
wiöermod; wiôerrEede; wiöerweardlic; wraô; an(d)sete<andsate OE - c1200;
hatelich<hetelich OE + c1320; unhold<unhold OE - c1320; hatekhetol OE -
c1386; witherward<wióerweard OE - a1400; lo(a)th<(ge)laô OE + c1400;
fiendly<feondlic OE - a1529; foe<(ge)fah OE - 1603; wither<wiöer OE -
c1746; qued(e) (to) a1300 + 1418/20 rr ill c1330 - 1868; wrong 1340 + 1780;
enemiable 1382; enemyful 1382; enemy (1388 - 1946); unfriendly (1483 -
1884); infest 1513 - 1641; enemious 1529 + 1547; enemyly 1561; enemylike
1561 + 1623; apassioned 1574; infestuous 1593 - 1712; hostile (1594 - 1847);
infensive 1596; infestious 1597 - 1709; foe-hearted 1598; ill-minded 1611 +
1726; infense a1641 + 1680; inimicitous 1641 - 1761; inimicous 1657 - 1727;
inimical 1678 - 1879; enemicitious 1691; hostile 1791 - a1862 tf&fg.
..very hostile. aj: gryrefah; nearofah; wIfag.
..hostile to rightful authority, rebel. aj: wiôerweard.
..not hostile. aj: unhostile 1705 + 1825.
..a hostile hail. n: niösele.
...a hostile roof. n: inwithro[
..a hostile dragon. n: niödraca.
.in a hostile manner. av: feondlice; grame; gramlice; laöe; on andan;
wiäerweardlice; wither c1200 + c1250; enemyly 1382; enemylike 1382 -
1651; unsaughtly c1400 (2); enemyfully 1450/1530; enemiously 1529;
inimicously 1597; hostilely (1609 - 1876); inimicitiously 1662; inimically
1836 - 1872.
.to be hostile. v: alaôian; (ge)gimian; laôettan; wiôstandan; set c1482 -
1889.
Vt: [on ongean; set against c1330 - 1685; ill-favour 1899 + 1908.
vi: wither<wi&rian OE - a1400; enemy 1382; hostile it 1656.
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..to seek with hostile intent. v: (ge)secan.
Vt: pursue c1290 - 1855 rm rr/ob.
* 07.02.01.03/02 Deliberate Malice
..to rise up in defensive or offensive hostility. v: be up in arms 1704
+ 1868.
..to deal with in a hostile manner. v: take tea with 1888 - 1905 sl.
.to make hostile. v: alaôian; wiôerian.
Vt: hostilize 1794.
* 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
..to stir up hostile feeling or action. v: ahebban (+ prep).
vt: arear (against) c1175 - 1611.
..to place in a position of opposition. Vt: set 1297 - 1891; set (at/to)
a1400/50 - 1871; embroil (1610 - 1865); commit (with) 1855.
...to engage (parties) as opponents or competitors. Vt: commit
1612/15 - l815.
....hostile meeting. n: gemeting; gemot; toryne; collision 1662 fg - 1884.
making hostile meeting. av: togEedre.
....hostile intercourse. n: gewrixl.
07.02.01.05.01/01	 Feud
continued enmity. n: sinniô; inveterateness 1660; inveteracy (1691 - 1861).
.to render inveterate in enmity. Vt: inveterate 1656.
.a state of bitter and lasting mutual hostility. ii: wEelfEehô; feud
(c1425 - 1871); defeud 1648 nw.
..a deadly feud. n: blood-feud 1858.
...a family blood feud, esp. in Corsica. n: vendetta (1855 - 1870).
...a family blood feud other than in Corsica. n: feud (a1582/3 - 1868);
vendetta (1861 - 1891).
....one who takes part in a vendetta. n: vendettist 1904.
..of or pert. to a feud. aj: feudal 1805 (2).
..to conduct a feud. vi: feud (1673 + 1900).
...the conducting of a feud. n: feuding (1900 + 1959).
...a person who has a feud with another. n: feudist 1901 - 1948 us.
....engaged in a feud. aj: feuding 1952.






* 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
* 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
an enemy. n: an(d)saca; fahrnann; (ge)feond; giim; gehata; hatigend;
hettend; hildegiest; laôgeniôla; laôgeteona; laôge winna; mansceaôa; geniôla;
(ge)saca; sceaOa; scebôend; scyidhata; scyidhete; (ge)winna; wii5erbersta;
wiôerbreca; wiôerbroga; wiôercora; wic5erflita; wiôerling; wiôerweard;
wiöerwengel; wiOfeohtend; withers ake< wiöersaca OE - ci 205;
unwine<unwine OE - a1225; fiend<(ge)fiend OE - 1340;
witherwin<wiôerwinna OE -c1450; foe<(ge)fah (OE - 1859); unhold a1200
+ a1225; an(d)sete c1200; uniwine c1205; unfriend c1275 - 1877 cf Sc; fed(e)
a1300 (3); enemy (a1300 - 1872); adversary (1330 - 1860); evil-wisher c1340;
yuo 1340; hater (1382 - 1887); contrary c1386 - 1622; inimi/inimylmemye/
innamy 1423 - 1563 Sc; overthwarter a1450 - 1596; evil-wilier 1460 - 1610;
heavy friend" 1554 - 1621; viand 1616; smali friend 1767; hostile 1838 —;
adverse 1850 rr.
.a fierce enemy. n: agkeca; tomgeniOla.
.a terrible or harmful enemy. n: hearmsceaôa; feondsceaôa.
..a sudden or dangerous enemy. n: fiersceaöa.
..a deadly enemy. n: ealdorgewinna; feorhgeniöla; ferhögenic5la; niöhata.
...an enemy armed with a sword. n: sweordgeni6la.
..hostile grasp, the grip of a foe. n: feondgrap.
..an enemy that persistently & virulently attacks. n: nest of hornets
1590; hornet 1751173.
...to stir up a host of enemies around one. v: bring a hornets' nest
about one's ears 1857.
.an ancient foe hereditary enemy. n: ealdleond; ealdgefa; ealdgeniöla;
ealdgewinna; fyrngeflita; fyrnsceaôa.
..old foes. n: ealdhettende.
* 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Feud
.public enemy. n: leodscea6a; peodfeond.
.a particular enemy. n: bosom-enemy 1619; bosom-foe 1860.
..a chief enemy. n: arch-enemy (1550 + 1615 + 1881); arch-foe 1615 +
1667 + 1800.
.an enemy who pretends friendship, an unavowed foe. n: backiriend
1472 - 1827.
* 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
.a twilight foe. n: uhtsceaöa.
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.a boastful or arrogant enemy. Ii: gielpsceaöa.
.a royal foe. n: cyninggeniôla.
.a cruel foe. n: niöhata.
.a malignant foe. n: niôsceaöa.
..poisonous enemy. n: attorsceaöa.
.applied to persons regarded as 'the enemy'. n: philistine (1687 -
1847).
.enemies. n: i-feond(e)<gefeond OE - c1205.
.of, pert. to or char. of an enemy. aj: foeish 1566 (2) rr; hostile (1782 -
1876).
..of a foe: avowed, open. aj: full c1275 + a1300.
...in a state of open hostility. av: at dagger's drawing 1553 - 1847; at
wrig-wrag 1599; at daggers' drawn 1668 + 1801 - 1870; at daggers' points
1855; at swords' points 1909 us di + 1963 us.
..not regarded as a foe. aj: unfah.
..having no enemies; not opposed by foes. aj: unfoed 1586.
.the position or relation of an enemy. n: enemyship 1776 nw.
.to be an enemy. v: (ge)sceöi5an.
.to make or treat as a foe or enemy. Vt: foe 1596 + 1602.
..to make an enemy. Vt: i-vee/i-fee<(ge)feogan OE - cl320.
..to treat as an enemy. v: (ge)hatigan.
07.02.01.05.01.01/01	 Enemy in War
an enemy in war. n: foeman<fahmann OE - 1864; foe (c1205 - 1887);
enemy (a1300 - 1874); foemate 1592.
.a hostile country. n: unfriôland.
..a man of hostile country. n: unfriômann.
.a hostile alien. n: niôgast.
...one living in a country at war with their own. n: alien enemy 1625
+ 1853.
...the people of a hostile country. n: wiôerôeod cl200.
....a foreign army. n: telfylce; unfriôhere; the enemy (1601 - 1867).
an enemy's camp. n: fiendwic.
..a ship belonging to a hostile country. n: unfriöscip.








a quarrel, falling out. n: slit 1390 fg; variance c1425 - 1782; quarrelling
1546 - 1734; feud (a1565 - 1841); falling out (1568 - 1919); quarrel (1572 -
1876); breach (1573 - 1863); rupture (1583 - a1862); outcast 1634 + 1637 +
1818; outfalling a1670; outfall a1700 sc + 1825 no dl; split 1729 - 1886;
break-off 1860; fall-out 1862.
.a ground or occasion of complaint. n: quarrel (1340 - 1863 nn rr);
querele 1566.
.a personal quarrel. n: pique 1532 - a1774.
.the declaration of hostilities. n: diffidation 1731 - 1857.
.to fall out, to quarrel. v: fall at variance 1522 - a1635; fall out (1530 -
1879).
Vt: snarl against/at 1593 - 1715 + 1881 dl; break a straw with 1603;
come in tops with a1658.
vi: vary c1440 - 1577; square 1530 - 1607; quarrel 1530 —; breach
1573 + 1641; break 1591 - 1872; snarl 1594 - 1894; break off (1647 - 1827);
cast out 1730 - 1877 sc&no dl; split 1835 sl + 1859 sl.
..to break into factions because of a quarrel. vi: split 1730 - 1890
..to set at variance/alienate the affections. v: set off 1632 + 1651.
Vt: alien c1374 - 1870; strange (from/otT) 1460 - 1715; estrange (1494 -
1878); avert 1532 - 1633 + 1877 fg ob/ai; alienate (1548 - 1855); stranger
1605; unfriend 1659; indispose (1748 - 1848); vary 1795; turn (against) (1831
+ 1881).
...the action of estranging or alienating. n: alienation (1388 - 1862);
estranging 1574 - a1677; estrangedness 1645 - 1869; estrangement (1736 -
1883).






state of variance or disunion.n: unsâught<zunseht OE - a1300 + 1710 -
1808; schism (c1425 - 1872); variance (cl425 - 1864); variation c1485 - 1523;
variety 1546; breach (1745 - 1863).
.one's cause, side or party in a complaint. II: quarrel 1380 - 1892;
querele 1552.
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.at variance. aj: unsaught<unseht OE - c1475; unsome c1205 + a1400; in
variance with/among c1465 + 1523; at variance (1513 - 1878); at variance
with/among/between (1528 - 1874); inimicitous 1641 - 1761; at (the)/on the
outs 1824—.
.at variance. av: out 1565172 - 1873.






not reconciled. aj: unisaht ci 175; unreconciled c1450 - 1873;
unrecounselled 1533 sc + 1565 sc; unreconsiliate 1588 Sc; unatoned 1730;
unconciliated 1828/32 di ^ 1868.
.the fact or condition of being unrecondiled. n: irreconciliation (a1650
- 1927); irreconcilement 1737 + 1887.
.not easily reconciled. aj: unreconcilable 1577 - a1716 nn rr;
unreconciliable 1589 - 1628; inexpiable 1598 - 1878 a! if; irreconcilable (1599
- 1874); irreconciliable 1601 - a1649 + 1863; unconciliable 1610; unatonable
1683 - 1853.
..the fact or state of being unreconcilable. n: irreconciliableness a1631.
..in an unreconcilable manner. av: irreconciliably 1604 + 1661;
irreconcilably (1604 - 1855); unreconcilably c1620 + 1653.





contempt. n: forhogodnes; forhogung; foiewen; forsewennes; hierwnes;
hosp; ofersewennes; oil; unworthness<unweorOnes OE + 1340 (2); forhoght
a1300; despite (a1300 - a1845); unworthhead 1340 (2); despising (1382 -
1681/6); byscom 1387; despise c1440 - 1586; despection 1482 - 1654;
misprizing 1485 - 1648 + 1875; misregard 1542 - 1655; contemnment 1548 n;
misprision 1586 - 1692.- 1871 nn ai; misprize 1590 + a1843 + 1898 rr;
despisement 1603 + 1886 - 1887; despiciency 1623 - 1672; despect 1624 +
1682 + a1834; despisal (1650 - 1887); despication 1837; spuming 1853.
.contempt of self. n: self-contempt (1600 - 1861).
.contemptuous anger caused by human folly. n: saeva indignatio
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1853 -.
.to feel contempt (for). v: wan; agiemeleasian; forhycgan; forseon;
giemeleasian; (ge)hierwan; oferhycgean; oferseon; (ge)te1an; getregian;
withhuhe<wiôhycgan OE - c1230; overhow<oferhogian OE - a1250; laugh to
bismer a1225 + a1400; laugh to hoker a1240; laugh to hething a1300; set at
nought a1340 - 1874; laugh to scorn c1340 - 1866; overlook 1399 - 1794; spite
a1400/50 - 1690; have scorn of c1400 +1470/85; misprize 1481 - 1898 nn ai;
put to nought 1500/20; hold cheap (1590 + 1777 + 1879); laugh out of
countenance 1679; sneeze at 1806 - 1902 cq; point the fmger (of scorn) (at)
1829 -.
Vt: forôencan; forhow<forhogian OE - a1300;
unworth<(ge)unweoróian OE - 1340; forhecche c1230; scorn (a1275 - 1850);
despise (1297 - 1871); rebuke c1330 + 1485 n; set not a cherry/curse/fly
by/at/of c1374 - c1570; lightly c1375 - 1892 cf Sc; spise a1400 - 1435; spite
a1400/50 - 1690; not to set at a glove c1430; think scorn (+inf) c1430 - 1681
ai; think scorn of (c1430 - 1856); vilipend c1470 - 1879; aspern(e) 1513 rr,
take scorn at 1561; hold scorn of/at 1579 + 1601; disesteem (1594 - 1868);
vilify 1598 - 1671; not to care (three skips of) a louse for 1633 - 1749; look
down on 1711; look down upon (1728 - 1893); sniff 1837.
vi: despise ((up)on/above) a1325 - a1400; sdeign 1590; disesteem of
1659 + 1674.
..to bring into contempt. Vt: cheapen (1654 - 1879 fg).
...brought into contempt. aj: cheap (1596 - 1850).
..to reject with contempt. v: dam a1400 - a1592.
Vt: spurn<(ge)spuman (OE - 1868).
* 07.02.01.06.02.O1/O1.O1 Bah!
...one who rejects with contempt. n: spurner 1863 - 1899.
..to feel mutual contempt for. v: interdespise 1840 + 1893.
..one who despises or holds in contempt. n: forhogiend; oferhogiend;
misprizer 1586 + 1884 rr.
.a female who despises. n: forsewestre.
...that feels contempt, contemptuous. aj: bismerlic; forhogodlic;
scorning c1325 - 1582; despitous a1340 - 1494; lightly 1422; spiteful c1440 -
a1700; despiteful c1450 - 1676; despiteous a1500 - 1621 + 1888; contumelious
1548 - 1855; contemptible (1594 - 1816); contemptuous 1595 - 1879; lightliful
1596 Sc; contemptful 1604 - 1683; slight 1632 + 1688; slighting 1632 - 1892;
slighty 1642 + 1674; despisable 1644; despicable 1662 - 1775; overlooking
1676; contemning 1709; vilipending a1722 - a1849; high-sniffing 1906 cq.
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....the state or quality of being contemptuous. n: lightliness c1470 -
1560 Sc; despitefulness 1535; despisingness 1625; despicableness 1653 -
1727/1800; contemptuousness (1667 - 1837/9); contemptibility 1794.
...in the manner of one who feels contempt. av: bismerlice;
hierwendlice; despitously c1320 - 1523; despisantly 1389; despitefully 1535 -
1694; contemningly 1555 sc + 1558 sc + 1846 dl; contemptibly c1575 - 1827;
contemptuously (1591 - 1856); despisingly 1591 + 1820 + 1843; slightly (1599
- 1892); slight 1606 - a1716; slightfully 1627; slightingly (1636 - 1881);
despicably 1637 - 1748; contemptedly 1653 rr; contemnibly 1702 rr slightily
1740; despiteously 1808 + 1885; sufficiently 1893 dl; snootily 1940 -.









to treat with contempt. v: (ge)tEelan; (ge)unweorôia.n; laugh to scorn
c1320 + 1738; laugh of 1484; laugh upon 1513; flock 1545 - a1575; contempt
c1552 + 1567 + 1882; wipe a person's nose 1568; bite the nose 1603; run over
1836 - 1929 us cq; walk all over 1851 sl -.
Vt: scorn a1225 - 1631; despite 1375 - 1869 ob/ai; take (something) in
vain c1330 + a1400; despise 1377 - 1557; contemn 1450/1530 - 1876 nn cfli;
make a mumming of 1523; scandalize 1566 + 1606; make a pish at/of 1594 +
1600; smile 1605; blurt 1621 + a1663; trample (up)on (1646 - 1879 fg); huff
(1676 - 1882); snap one's fmgers at 1806 - 1886.
vi: despite at/against 1530 - 1736.
.to treat (e.g. law, orders) with contempt. Vt: contenm 1573 - 1818.
.to treat (a black person) with contempt. vt: niggerize 1973.
.to abuse by the name of slave. Vt: slave 1719.
.contemptuous behaviour or treatment. n: indignation c1374 - 1530;
contempt (1393 - 1872); vilipension 1456 - 1651; contemption 1488 - a1572
sc; conteninment 1502; despiting a1529 - 1677; vilipending 1566 - 1884;
contemning 1570 - 1749.
..an act of contempt. n: contemption 1502 - 1534; contempt 1574 - 1733.
..acting contemptuously or disdainfully. aj: slighting 1684 + a1697.
...(of words or actions) expressing contempt. aj: contumelious 1483 -
1884.
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an object of mockery or contempt. n: scorn 1535 - 1870; reproach 1560
(2); pig 1975 -.
.applied contemptuously to a person or animal. n: pig 1546 —;
wonner 1786 sc.	 -
..terms of contempt for people. n: slave l537 - 1819 nn ai; waning 1546
- 1671 + 1857; tar-box a1592 + 1687; fragment 1606 + 1607; hallion/hallyon
1786 - 1895; toe rag 1875 —; toe-ragger 1896 au si —; pip-squeak .1910 si —;
piece of work 1928 —; warb 1933 au sl —; wank 1970 vu si —; wanker 1972
vu sl -.
...terms of contempt for women. n: mumps 1598/9 - 1695 ct&jo; fusby
1719 Ct + 1845 Ct.
.a contemptuous description of coffee. n: turkey gruel 1705.
.despised, held in contempt. aj: forcuö; forhogod; forhygdiglic; forsewen;
forsewenlic; hean; forhaht a1310; despect 1447 + c1450; contemned 1552 -
1795; despised (1592 - 1852); jaded 1593; disdained (1598 + 1670); scorned
(1598 - a1882); disprized 1602 + 1886; disesteemed (1618 - 1860); exploded
1626 - 1879; misprized 1648 + 1822 - 1899; spumed 1805; vilipended 1836 +
1849.
• .not held in contempt. aj: uncontemned 1613 + 1634; uncontemnedly
1628.
..the condition of being held in contempt. n: contempt c1450 - 1875;
vilipension 1538.





worthy of or deserving contempt. aj: bismerlic; forcuô; forcuôlic;
forhogiendlic; forhogod; forsewenlic; hierwendlic; ofersewenfic;
unworth<unweorô OE - 1603; wretch a1200 - 1387; unworthy a1240 - a1658
+ 1864; wretched (c1250 - 1868); despisable (a1340 - 1873); sevenpenny
c1380 - 1711/12; contemptible (1382 - 1874); poor 1425 - 1884; peevish 1513
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- a1548; despectuous 1541; shitten 1546 - 1702; disdainful a1547 + 1586;
contemptuous 1549 - 1796; spiteful 1550 - c1586; despicable (1553 - 1874);
scornful 1570 - 1624; contemnible 1579 (2) rr; halfpenny 1579 + 1759; pitiful
(1582 - 1874); sneaking 1582 - 1865; triobolar 1585 - 1647; wormish a1586 -
1632; dudgeon 1589 + 1593; lightly 1608; stinkardly 1609 + 1618; disdainable
1611 + 1895; contemptful 1613 - 1627177; vilipendious 1630; triobolary 1644
- 1700; disparageable 1648; little (c1665 - 1863); piteous 1667; ficulnean
1716; pitiable 1789 - 1891; scrubbish 1798; worm-like 1805 + 1877; skunkish
1839; snid(e)y/sniddy 1890 sl -.
.contemptibly poor or small. aj: sneaking 1703 - 1779.
.(of persons) contemptible. aj: wretched (c1430 - 1855); worthless 1591 -
1881; snotty-nosed 1610 nn slid! -; snotty-nose 1622 + 1751; snotty 1681 nn
si/di —; snot-nosed 1941 si -.
.not contemtible. aj: unforcuO.
.the state or quality of being contemptible. n: bismernes; wretchedness
(a1400 - 1755); despectuousness 1447; contemptibleness (1574 - 1822);
scornfulness 1581; despisedness 1587 + 1641; contemptibiity (1611 - 1873);
worthlessness (1611 - 1884); despicableness 1653 - 1727/1800; pitifulness
1670; despisableness 1671; despicability (1830 - 1873).
.contemptibly, in a contemptible manner. av: forcuöe; forcuôlice;
foiewenlice; unweorälice; stinkingly (1545 - 1727); sneakishly 1560;
contemptibly (1581 - 1881); miserably 1597 - 1741; pitifully 1613 - 1742;
despicably a1691 - 1755; worthlessly 1847 + 1883.
a person) in a contemptible manner. av: snottily 1864 —
.to be contemtible. vi: stink 1934 -.






scorn. n: bismer; (ge)bismerung; (ge)canc; edwitsprEec; forhogodnes;
hiacerung; gehkg; oil; hoker<hocor OE - 1421/2; upbrixle c1200; hething
c1200 - c1540; scorn (cl200 - 1882); scare cl205 (3); hokering a1225 +
a1240; noughting a1225 - a1400; dedain c1290 - c1450; disdain (1393 - 1875);
dam a1400/50 + 1591; dedignation c1400 - 1716; misprisement 1484; fastidie
1538 rr; sdeign 1594 + 1596; misprisal 1620 + 1652 + 1897 rr; slight 1701 -
1897; sneer 1791 + 1841.
.an instance of scorn. n: sneer 1707 - 1879; slight (1719 - 1875).
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.to scorn. v: wan; forhogian; forhycgan; hleahtrian; hyspan; oferhogian;
oferhycgean; (ge)te1an; wiôhycgan; hethe c1200 + a1310 rr; think (it) scorn
(c1330 - 1876); make it quaint c1369 - c1430; laugh to scorning a1400; take to
scorning a1400; thin a1400/50 - a1592; think scorn c1430 - 1681; tell scorn
1477; take scorn 1575.
Vt: hoker a1225 - c1425; defy c1320 - 1727/38; disdain c1380; indeign
1483; sdeign 1590 - 1667; scorn (-i- inf) 1605 - 1885.
vi: scorn at/with c1200- c1660 + 1816 ?ai; flout 1575 - 1876; coy 1607.
..to treat with scorn. Vt: make a push at 1599; snouch (1761 - 1819); snoot
1928 us—.
...the action of treating with scorn. n: scorning c1460 - 1833; slighting
(1622 - 1859).
..one who scorns. n: te1end; t&ere; scornful 1535 + 1894; upspurner
1545; slighter 1646 - 1846.
...the position of one who scorns. n: seat/chair/stool of the scorner 1589
- 1788.
...scornful, disdainful. aj: a.ndwliteful; hleahterful; forhogodlic;
hocorwyrde; hyspful; hathiul a1240 Sc; hokerful a1275; deignous c1330 -
a1643; disdainous c1374 - a1563; scornful (a1400 - 1848); endeignous c1400;
hethingful c1400; fastidious c1440 - 1796; dainful a1530 - 1600; disdainful
(a1542 - 1849); huff-nosed c1550; coy 1591 - 1665; disdained 1596;
(')sdeignful 1596 - 1748; scornful of 1704 + a1763; saucy 1716 + a1774 -
1867 Sc; spurning 1788; scorny 1836 + 1867 vu.
....not scornful. aj: unscornful 1858.
.quality or state of being scornful. n: deignoushede ci 330;
scornfulness (1535 - 1727); disdainfulness (1548 - 1856); fastidiousness 1613
+1649; slightingness 1683.
quality or state of not being scornful. n: unscornfulness 1840.
.in a manner char, by scorn. av: hately<hetelice OE - 1400/50; hethely
c1200 - ci400; hokerly c1205 - c1386; a-scoff c1300; scornliche c1300;
hokerfully c1325; scornfully (c1380 - 1906); scorningly c1440; deignously
c1440 - a1529; ascorn c1485; disdainingly c1485 - 1611; in reproach of 1494;
disdainously 1494 + 1568; a-swash 1530 + 1611; disdainfully (a1533 - 1838);
disdainedly 1535 (2); disdainishly 1540; tauntingly 1549 - 1876; squeamishly
1571 - 1647; coy 1581; overly 1610 + 1650; coyly 1673.
..in an unscorniul manner. av: unscornfully 1844.
.matter for scorn. n: scorn c1350.
..of a person. n: scorn 1500/20 - 1833.
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..that is scorned. aj: derided 1680/90; scouted 1810.
...that is not scorned. aj: unscomed (a1425 - 1828).
...in a way worthy of scorn. av: hokerly a1225 + c1230.





to look with contempt or scorn. v: look askew (upon) 1580 - 1821 fg;
fall a lip of contempt 1611; cock the nose 1712 + 1804; sneer (one's lip) 1775;
turn up (one's nose) 1 1779 + 1836; curl the lip 1816 + 1847; snurl (one's
nose/neb) a1833 + 1873 dl; look down (one's nose) 1921 -.
vi: seance 1611 + 1833 cf Sc; squint on/upon 1652 - 1706.:
.(of the lip) to bend in an expression of scorn. vi: curl (1813 - 1837).
.an instance of the expression of scorn. n: cocking of the nose 1678;




to express contempt or scorn. vt: flout 1551 - 1873; flout (a person) out
of (something) 1612/15.
.to pour scorn upon. vi: hoker c1205 - c1275; olle (on) a1400/50.
.to cover with scorn. Vt: byscom a1300 + c1386; bescorn c1386.
07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01	 Scornful language
* 07.02.0 1.06 Contempt
* 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
* 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
scornful or contemptuous language. n: edwitsprxc; hospc wide;
hospword; conteck c1380-i- 1382 (2); contumely (c1386 - 1848); derision
(a1400 - 1852).
.an expression of scorn. n: edwit; derision 1535 + 1844.
..expressive of a sound indicating scorn. aj: pooh pooh 1860; tutting
1976.
.to reproach scornfully, utter taunts. v: taunt (1560 - 1879).
Vt: deride 1530 -. 1853.
vi: deride 1619 - 1675.
.the act of expressing contempt or scorn. n: deriding 1530- 1695.
.one who reproches scornfully. n: derider 1543 + 1857.
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.that uses scornful language. aj: hocorwyrde; puffmg 1583 + 1687;
derident 1609 nw; derisory 1618 - 1888; derisive a1662 - a1897; derisorious
1664 + 1681; deriding 1672; derisionary a1704; pooh-poohing 1906.
..inclined to use scornful language. aj: pooh-poohy 1876 nw.




to express scorn with shouts or sounds. v: pooh 1630 - 1858.
Vt: hoot c1200 - 1875; pish 1601; pooh-pooh 1827 —; bah 1838; pshaw
1848 + 1901; tut 1972 -.
vi: puff c1489 - 1677; pup 1560; blurt 1596 - 1654; pish (1598 -
a1864); puff (at) 1611; poof/pouff 1915 rr.
.to assail contemptuously, insult. vt: insaut c1425 + c1425; shoot at
c1586 - c1660.
.the act of expressing contempt. n: scorning a1205 - c1386; tushing
(1548 - 1908); disdaining 1556 - 1722; blurting 1598; pishing 1662; pooh-
poohing 1855; tutting 1929 -.
..(an instance of) the expression of scorn. ii: blurt 1580 + 1611; puff
1585 - 1598; tush (1600 - 1883); pish a1643 - 1840; pooh 1667 + 1817 +
1861; pshaw 1712 - 1845; pooh pooh 1798; poof/pouff 1908 —; yah boo 1921
si.
...as an expression of scorn or contempt. in: pmt c1300 - 1870 al dl;
trut c1330 + c1440; a straw for c1374 - 1598; trupt c1380; ah (c1435 - 1611);
tush c1440 - 1891; puff 1481 - 1606; quotha 1519 nn ai —; quoth you a1553 -
168 1; twish 1577 + 1583; tanti 1590 - a1640; marry come up 1592 - 1862;
pish 1592 - 1845; phah 1592/3; ptish 1600; pho/phoh 1601 - 1800; pooh 1602
- 1880; push 1605 - 1624; tuh 1607 rr; pea 1608; pew a1625 + 1638; phoo
1672 - 1673; pshaw (1673 - 1887); poh 1679 - 1824; hoot 1681 - 1893 sc&no
dl; hoity-toity 1695 - 1883; highty-tighty 1747 - 1866; quoz 1802 + 1841;
hoot toot 1815 - 1893 sc&no dl; hoots 1824 - 1893 sc&no dl; poof/pouff
1824 —; indeed 1834 - 1875; poof 1862 —; shucks 1847 - 1906 us; sucks
1913 si —; zut 1915 —; yah boo 1926 sl —; snubs 1934 sl + 1945 sl; up yours
1956 si —; knickers 1971 —; yah boo sucks 1980 si -.
....used of/to that which is viewed with scorn. aj: packstaff 1598 (2);




....as an expression of contempt or hostility. v: snick up 1599 - a1668
+ 1855 ai; sneck up 1601 - 1883; sneak-up 1855 ai; take a running jump
1933 —; drop dead 1934 si og us -.





scornful laughter. n: hleahtor tIh1eahtor.
.to laugh to scorn. v: smerian.
vi: fleer c1440 - 1667.
..that laughs scornfully. aj: fleering c1450 +
07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.01	 Snorting
* 07.02.0 1.06 Contempt
* 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
to express contempt by a snort. vi: snort (1818 - 1889).





to express scorn by sniffmg. vi: snuff at 1544 - 1677; snuff 1567 - 1809;
snuffle 1583 - 1662; sniff (1837 - 1881).
.to utter with a (scornful) sniff. v: sniff at (1729 - 1888).
vt: sniff (1859 - 1870).
.the/an act of sniffing as an expression of scorn. n: snuff 1570 - 1866;
sniff (1837 - 1891).
.one who sniffs scornfully. n: snuffer a1610 + 1648; sniffer (1864 + 1889
lt&fg).
..that expresses scorn by sniffmg. aj: snuffing a1548 + 1570; sniffmg
(1831 + 1837).
...prone or inclined to sniff scornfully. aj: sniffy 1871 dl&cq -.







a sibilant sound uttered in disapproval or scorn. n: hiss 1602 - 1875.
.to express with a hiss. vi: hiss 1775 - 1884.
..the utterance of a hiss. n: hissing 1382 - a1719; bird 1968170 us sI di +
1971 us si di.
..one who hisses. ii: hisser c1440 + 1819.
..that which is hissed at. n: hissing 1388 - 1560 + 1873 ai.
...that which has been hissed off the stage. aj: exploded 1713 -
1779/81.




a contemptuous gesture. n: fico 1640; two fingers 1971 -.




* 07.02.0 1.06 Contempt
* 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
to seize and twist (the nose) (esp, to show contempt). Vt: tweak 1601
- 1913.






to eject saliva on as a sign of contempt. v: spit in one's face 1639 -
1868.
Vt: spit<(ge)spittan OE - c1230; spit (at/on/in/against) <(ge)spittan (on)
(OE - 1891).
vi: spit 1562 - 1868 fg.
.to stick out the tongue as a sign of scorn. Vt: sleak 1674 dl + 1886/7
dl.
..a sound made with the tongue to indicate scorn. n: raspberzy
1890 —; razoo 1890 no am sl —; razz a1919 sl og us —; razzberry 1922 no





to reject with scorn. v: forseon; cast/throw at heel(s) 1555 - 1659.
Vt: spew 1388 - 1849; explode 1538 - 1861; scoff out 1549 + 1551;
scout 1710 - 1898.
.to put off disdainfully. Vt: slight 1601 - 1627.
.to drive out with scorn. Vt: outscout 1602.
..that drives away with scorn. aj: exploding 1667.
.to throw contemptuously. Vt: slight 1598.
.the act of rejecting with scorn. n: spurn 1602 - 1875; explosion 1656/81




to triumph over contemptuously. Vt: insult 1775.
.to destroy or subjugate contemptuously. Vt: trample (1583 - 1853);
trample under foot 1603 + 1675; trample down 1849.




Introduction to the Tables of Synonyms and Related Words.
These tables, generated from the infonnation contained within the
database, are intended to facilitate the examination of individual semantic
fields by making the chronological information contained in the
Classification available in a more visually immediate format. Only the
tables referred to in the Commentaries are presented here. They are subject
to all the previously stated limitations of studies based upon the material
contained within the OED.
At the head of each table dates of usage appear in a simplified form.
On the left-hand side is a selection of terms from the section of the
Classification under examination, which are sometimes divided into smaller
groups within a table. Usually, for the sake of simplicity of presentation,
one part of speech only is presented. Crosses are used to indicate the span of
a term's usage. Phrases are included here, although excluded from
consideration in Chapter 5.
Terms presented are arranged alphabetically within source language,
so that it is not only possible to find individual terms relatively quickly, but
also to see the historical span of individual words and the differential spread
of various etymological groups. The etymologies given are simplified to
some extent, in that OE is shown as "E" and OF as "F". There is no • attempt
to show affixing or compounding for OE terms, which all occur as "E",
rather than as "E+" or "E+E". This is because of the difficulty of
determining which compound forms occur in OE and which in pre-OE
languages. Where a term occurs twice in the section of Classification
selected, where it occurs, for instance, with a general meaning and with a
more specific, the two usages are amalgamated.
Some terms are included, for the sake of completeness, which are not
fully synonymous with others in the same table. These are italicized in
order to indicate that some further significant component of meaning is
involved.
It is possible to use the tables as aids to literary appreciation as well
as in linguistic investigation, by determining which synonyms were
available to any given author. Fine shades of connotation are often lost by
understanding a term in relation to the synonyms available for it today
rather than considering it in its historical context.'






















































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0





1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
etymology
E	 (ge)eaOmedan	 x









love alife	 x x
loveful	 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
E+F+	 bosom-reigning	 x
L	 devote (to)	 x x x x x x
devote	 xxxxxx
zeal	 x x x x x x x
L(F)	 devotee	 x x x x x
L+	 addicted	 x x x




votary	 x x x x x x
addiction	 x x x x x x
L+(F)	 devote	 X X X
F	 adoration	 x x x x x x
adore	 xxxxxx
devotion	 x x x x x x x x
devotious	 x
divinity	 x x x x x
enfant gâté	 x x x x









1 As this is a relatively small section, all parts of speech have been included.
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Table L3.1
07.02.02.01, 07.02.02.01/01 & 07.02.02.01.02.01
Images of Love
















































G	 Schatz Ci (e) ) /Schätzi
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0





















































E	 eppel on eagan
apple of one's eye
daisy














































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
x


































































































07.02.02.01, 07.02.02.01/01 & 07.02.02.01.02.01
Images of Love
(delicacy, smallness and insignificance)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0























































07.02.02.01, 07.02.02.01/01 & 07.02.02.01.02.01
Images of Love











































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

















































































07.02.02.01, 07.02.02.01/01 & 07.02.02.01.02.01
Images of Love
(animals)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0














































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0





love<lufu	 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
modlufu	 x
sorgiufu	 x
true-love<treow lufu	 x	 x
wiflufu	 x
wifmyne	 x
E+	 first love	 x x x x x
love at first sight	 x x x x x x x x x x
love-fit	 x x x x x x
E+L	 sex-love	 X x x
E+F	 love-affairs	 x
L	 cupid	 X
sex emotion	 x x






passion	 x x x x x x x
F+	 enamouredness	 x x x x x
F+?	 enamourment	 X X X X




















(Nature, animals, food, love and knowledge)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0





E+	 work/do one's kind














































































(sleep, beds, lying down and lying on top of)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
etymology






























E+F	 dance (a dance) between a pair of sheets	 xxx













F	 compress	 X X X
F	 mount (n&vb)	 x x x	 x x x
vault	 x x x x










1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0















































































































(Nearness, Touching, Companionship, Conversation and Domesticity)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
etymology
Nearness and Touching







F	 massage	 X X
touch	 xxxxxxxxx
F+	 meddling	 X X
F+ON	 touch till	 x
Cpmoanionshio and Conversation




E+	 be busy with	 X X X
fere	 X




E+ON	 (fleshly) fellowship	 x x x x




L/F?	 consort	 X X X X X X X
L+	 intimacy	 X X X X X X X
sexual intimacy	 x
L+F	 carnal confederacy	 X
sex relations	 x x
sexual intercoUrse	 x x x x x





company (n&vb)	 x x x x x x x
conversation	 x X X X x x
converse (n&vb)	 x x x x x x
encounter	 X
































E+?	 sock it to
E+F	 (a) roll in the hay

































L+F	 service of Venus
F	 service
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
























































(Pleasure, Dancing, Naughtiness, Nastiness and Violence)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
etymology









go the whole/all the way 	 X X
naughty naughty	 x
playing	 x
shaking of the sheets 	 x x x
turn a trick	 X X
E+?	 (the last) favour	 x x x x
E+L	 Venus play	 x
E+F	 dance (a dance) between a pair of sheets 	 x x x
go the limit	 X x
make (beautiful) music (together) 	 x
sweet music	 x
E+LG? merry-bout	 x
OE/dial?have fun	 X X X
L^F+	 Venus sport	 X
F	 enjoy	 XXXXXXXX




F+	 mattress-jig	 X X
sport	 XXXXXX










soil (n&vb)	 x x	 x
Violence
E	 ?grind (n&vb)	 x x x x x x x x




E+?	 sock it to me	 X
E+F+onomwham, barn, thank. you ma'am 	 X
ON	 sard<seorban	 x x x x x x x x x x x x
ON+	 sarding	 x
Scan?	 bang (n&vb)	 X X
Gmc	 rip off	 X
onom	 thrum	 x x x x






(Penetration and Genitals, Women, Possession and Deception)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0






E+	 come in unto








































































































MASTURBATION AND ORAL SEX
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0






































































































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

















































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0


























































































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0






















1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0













































(General terms and Fornication)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0






































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0











































































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
xxxxxxx


























































































(animals, food, victim, other professions)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
etymology






















































(night-time, urbanization, street-walking, shipping, the military and danger)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0


















E+Gmc? girl (about/of the town)






























































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0





















































































(sex, pleasure and proper names)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0















































07.02.03.04.01, 07.02.03.04.03 & 07.02.03.04.04.01
PROSTII1JTION
(Prostitution and Procurers)
	.1 	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
	












































































































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0























































(Female Procurers and Brothels)
etymology














































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

















































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
etymology
E+L	 introducing house	 X X X X
E+F	 assignation house	 x x






house of accomodation	 x x x x x x
house of assignation	 x x









stew-house	 x x x x x x
vaulting-house	 x x
E+F(L) disorderly house	 x x
E+F+? bawdy-house	 x x x x x x x
E+F+ON house of ill fame	 x x x
E+It? trugging-house	 x
Es-ON	 slaughter-house	 X X
E+As	 china-house	 X X X
OE/onom flash-house	 X
OE/onom hurdy-gurdy house	 X X X
OE/PN coil-shop	 X X

























































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
























L	 paederasty	 x x x x x x
L+	 statutory rape	 x x x






























































































1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

































































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0



















































































WIFE and MARRIED WOMAN
(English Sources)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0















































WIFE and MARRIED WOMAN
(non-English Sources)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
etymology
L/F	 peculiar	 x x
F	 companion	 x x x x x x
duchess	 x x







spouse	 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
tart	 xxx
venter	 x x x x x x x
F+	 (old) dutch	 X X
ma'am	 x
missis/missus	 x x x x
(the) Mrs.	 x x
(your) matronship	 x x x x x x x x
mydame	 xxxxxxxxxxxx
F+ON	 weaker vessel	 x x x x
It	 cara sposa	 X X
sposa	 xxxx
G	 frau	 xxxx
Du	 frow	 x x x x x x
Du/Fi vrouw	 x x x x x x
vrow	 xxx
Scan+	 kickie-wickie	 x	 -
Gmc?	 girl	 XXXXXXXX
MInd squaw	 xxxxxxxx
-	 webb(e)	 x x
591
Table M4
07.02.04.01.02 & 07.02.04.01.02.0 1
HUSBAND and MARRIED MAN
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0












































































































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0




















































(without marked social or fmancial connotations)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

































































































































(with reference to social and fmancial considerations)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0





























































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1.	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0






































































1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
E	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
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ad aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
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air, the n +07.0102.05.03/01 Love Affair
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alienate vi 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
alienation a 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
all in one a +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
all mght(er) a +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
all over town (with), go v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
all over, be vi 07.02.02.02 Affection
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all right, bit of n i-07.02.02.03.01.01.Ol
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allective n & aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
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allurant aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
allure a & vi 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
allurement n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
alluring aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
alluringly av (+)07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
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07.02.02.02.03 Friend
aloathe vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing
aloathe vi 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
along av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
along with av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion.
07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
alongst av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
Alphonse a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
already-married aj +07.02.04 Marriage
alter cocker a *07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
alter ego n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
alter kocker a *07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
alternative sexuality n +07.02.03.03.01.02
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amabile aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
amability a 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
amable aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
amant a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
amate vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
amateur a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
amateur night n -i07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
amative aj 07.02.02 Love
aznaiiveness n 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
amatorial aj 07.0102.05.01 Lover,
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amatorian aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
amatorious aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
amatoriousnesa n 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
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* 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
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amicability it 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
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amical aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
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animal a +07.0103.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
animal gratification it -+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
animal sex a +07.02.03.03.02/02.02 Bestiality
animosity a 07.02.01 Hatred
animus n 07.0101.05.01 Hostility
(ge)anlrcan v 07.02.02.02.03.02/01 Becoming
Companions
anlegere aj 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
nliepig it 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
anonyma a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
anorgasmua a -s-07.02.03.03.04i01.02 Orgasm
anorgasmic aj +07.02.03.03.04/0 1.02 Orgasm
anorgasmy it +07.02.03.03.04j01.02 Orgasm
another myself it 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
ansaca it 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
ansete(<andsete) it 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
answer to a maiden's prayer, the n 07.02.04.02.02
Unmarried Man
anterior-lateral position a -+07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism





anti-masturbator n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
anti-pornography aj +07.02.03.03.03)02 Censorship
and-sex! aj 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
anti-sexual! aj 07.02.03)01 Sexual Behaviour
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antiaphrodisiac n +07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
antics in bed n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
.ntilesbian if +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
antipathetic if 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
antipatbist n 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
antipathite n 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
antipathy n 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
antipathy (against/to/between) n 07.02.01.01.01
Antipathy
antisexual I if 07.02.03)01 Sexual Behaviour
any n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
any way, take it v +07.02,03.02.03 Anal Sex
apartments to let n +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
apartments to let, have vi +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
aparnnents to let, have a vi +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
apassioned aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
apluudisiac n 07.02.03.03.04)04 Aphrodisiac
aphrodisiacal aj 07.02.03.03.04104 Aphrodisiac
aphiodisian if 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
a posteriori if +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
append.ant n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
appendix n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
appetite(s) n +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
apple of one's eye n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
apple pie n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
apple-squire n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
approach v 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
vi 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends,(^)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
approaches n 07.02.02.02.03.02.01,01 Making
Acquaintance
april gentleman n 07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
apron husband a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
apron-squire n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
apt to become horizontal if +07.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
arch-enemy n 07.02.01.05.0 1.01 Enemy
arch-foe a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
Archbishop Wilfred's Needle n
07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
archwife n 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking
ardurous a) 07.02.02.OSjUl Falling in Love
amer (against) vi 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
argscipe a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
ann vi 07.02.02.04.01,02 Linking Arms
arm-in-arm if 07.02.02.04.0102 Unking Aims
arm-slasher a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
arms, be up in v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
around the world a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
around the world, go v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
arousability n +07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal
arousal a +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
arouse vi +07.02.03.03.04)01 Arousal
aroused aj +07.02.03.03.04)01 Arousal
arousing if +07.02.03.03.04)04 Aphrodisiac
arrangement a 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
arrangements, make a vi +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nonmarital Sex
arse, take it up the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
arse bandit a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
arsebender n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
arse-fucking a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex




arie(-)peddler n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
arsievarsie n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
artful aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
asbestos drawers n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
a-scoff av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
ucorn av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
ascunung a 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
asexual if (!) 07.02.03.03 Sexuality,
+07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
uexuality n +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
ashes hauled, get/have one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
ashes, haul one's own v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
ask for the ring v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
ask out v +07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
ask up v +07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
asked be v +07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
asking a 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
askings a +07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
Aspuia n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
upezn(e) vi 07.02.01.06 Contempt
ass I a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
us, piece of a 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded
Sexually,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
ass-fuck v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
us-fucker n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
ass-fuckery a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
us(-)peddler a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
#07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
us ,ro a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
assail vi 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
assault a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
n & vi +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
assay vi 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
assemble vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ushole buddy a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
assignation n 407.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
assignation house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
assist vi 07.02.02.02.03.02j02 Travelling Companion
usman a +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
associate a 07.02.02.02.03.02/07 Comrade,
vi 07.02.02.02.03.02j02 Travelling Companion.
a, vi & vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
association n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex.,
+07.02.04)02 Cohabitation
assort vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
usortative mating a 07.02.04.05)09 Mate Selection
assot vi & vi 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
usote if 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
usotted af 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
assurance n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
assure vi 07.02.04.03 Engagement
assured if 07.02.04.03 Engagement
assuring a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
a-swuh iv 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
asthore a 07.02.02.01 Loved One
liturgy a 07.02.02.02,01 Natural Affection
astounded af 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
aterlic if 07.02.01.02 rn-will
at-homeness a 07.02.02.02.03.02,01 Acquaintance
athanasian wench a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
athlete a +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
atillan v 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
atol if 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
atolic if 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
attach vi 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.03.01/02 Attachment
attachable if 07.02.02.03.01/02 Attachment
attachableness n 07.02.02.03.01/02 Attachment
attached af 07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.03.01/02 Attachment
attachediy av 07.02.02.02 Affection
attachment a 07.02.02.03.0 1,02 Attachment
attempt a 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
attend to vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
attentions n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
atterlich if 07.02.01.02 rn-win
attern if 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
atterncss n 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
attery af 07.02.01.03 Malice
attitude n 407.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
attitude of equitation n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
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attitude of flexion,, +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
attorsceaOa n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
attract Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
attracting aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
attractive aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
attractively av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
i&eotan v 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
attry aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
a6rotcnnea n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
au micux av 07.02.02.02.03.01,)1 Best Friend




auntie n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
*07.02.03.04.O4iUl Brothel Keeper
autem molt n +07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
auto-erotic aj 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
auto-erotic habits n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
auto-erotically av 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
auto-erotism n 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
eutofellatio n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
autonjinipulation n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
autotherapeutic measures n -4-07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
avail oneself of Vt -i-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
availability n .4-07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
available aj #07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
available, make oneself vi -i-07.0203.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
aversate Vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
* 07.02.01.01.01/01 Aversion
aversation n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
averse (from/to) aj 0702.0i01 Dislike
aversely av 07.02.01.01 Dislike
averseness (from) n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
aversion a 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
aversion (from) n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
aversiomat a 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
avert vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
averting aj 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
avouter a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
avonterer a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
avowterie a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
awletan v 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
awogian v 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
aworpen aj 07.02.04.08 Divorce
awnenan v 07.02.03.03.05/0 1 Becomin; Promiscuous
awrensian v 07.02.03.03.05)01 Becoming
Promiscuous
ax(e), the n +07.02.02.05.03)01 Love Affair
a 07.02.04 Marriage
rfest a 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice
rf6onca a 07.0201.03 Malice
lte a 07.02.04.08 Divorce
rlfylce a 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
elbeodig aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
mettig aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
rnlic n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
rppel on eagan n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
rswice n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
(gc)swician v 07.02.01.01 Dislike
rtfestsn v 07.02.04.05A)801 Giving in Marriage
rthrinan v 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
gcrtred aj 07.0201.02 Ill-will
rtren aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
trenmod aj 07.02.01.02 111-will
rthg aj 07.02.01.02 ill-will
ru-breche<wbryce a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
w n 07.02.0&01.OLO1 Married Woman,
* Si 07.02.04 Marriage
swan v 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
* 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
wbrece aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
wbreca a 07.02.03.03.0503.02 Adultery
rwbsyce a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
we a 07.02.04 Marriage,
* 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
(ge)rwnian v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wnunge a 07.02.04 Marriage
B
B&D a #07.02.03.03.0201 Sado-Masochism
be v 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
ba' money a +07.02.04.05 Wedding
baa-lamb a +07.02.03.03.05.03/02 Illegitimacy
babe a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
babes n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
babies together, make vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
baby a #07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
-i-07.02.03.03.01.02.0I Male Homosexuality
babycakes a +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
baby-farmer a -t-07.02.02.05.03/02 Cradle-snatching
Babylon a -t-07.0Z03.04.04/02 Red Light District
baby-pro a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
baccalaurean aj 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bach a 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bach it vi 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bach, keep vi 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bachelor a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman,
a & af (-s-)07.02.04.02.02 Umnarried Man
bachelor-girl a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
bachelor-lady a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
bachelor-like aj 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bachelor-maid a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
bachelor woman a 07.02.04.02.01 UnmarrIed
Woman
bachelordom a (-i-)07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bachelorhood n 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bacheloriarn, (old) a 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bachelorize vi 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bachelorly aj 07.02.04.02.02 Uninartied Man
bachelor's wife n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man,
* 07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right
bachelorship a 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bachelry a 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
back door, the n -+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
back door, come in at the vi +07.02.03.03.05.03/02
Illegitimacy
back door man a -+-07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
back door work a +0702.03.02.03 Anal Sex
back jump a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
back up a -i07.02.03.03.05/02.0 1.01 Gang-banging
backbender a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
backfriend a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend
backgammon a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
backgammon player a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
backgunmoner a -t-07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
backs, take on some v -+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
backacratcher a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
backward av +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bad aj+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bad girl n #07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bad-girl aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bad name, get a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
bad news a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bad way, in a i +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
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bad woman n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bad, in aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
badger n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
badger crib a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
badger-game n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
badger house a -*07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
badger worker a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
badgering n +07.02.03.04.0 1 Prostitution
badly, have got it v 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
bag a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.02.05.03101 Love Affair,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bag-shanty a -*07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
baggage n -s-07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
(-*-)07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
-I-07.02.03.04.OlfOl White Slave Trade
baggage box n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
baggage boy n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
bagging a -i-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bagnio a (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bagpipe a & v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
bagpiping a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
bali Vt 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
buns a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
baisier n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
bail a +07.02.02.04.02/01.02 Necking,
+07.02.03.03.05102.01 Group Sex,
a (-*-) & v (!) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ball and chain a -'-07.02.04/02 Cohabitation,
+07.02.04.01.01 Wife
ball crusher n +07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
bail money a -,-07.02.04.05 Wedding
ballbuster a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
balling a +07.02.02.04.02101.02 Necking.
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
balling the jack a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ballocks worker a -,-07.02.03.03.04.01.02
Nymphomania
balluni rancum a -*07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
banana a -*07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
-i-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
banana peeled, have one's v
-*07.02.03.03.04,01.02.01 Ejaculation,
vi -,-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
banana with, have a vi -*07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
banana, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bananas n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
band rat a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bane a 07.02.04.05,01.01 Banns
bang a, vi & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bang like the shithouse/a dunny door in a gale vi
-,-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bang the bishop v +07.02.03.02.0 1 Masturbation
banger a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing,
-,-07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bangtail a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bank n 07.02.03.04.04,02 Red Light District
bankling a -*07.02.03.03.05.03/02 Illegitimacy
banksidc n 07.02.03.04.04102 Red Light District
Bankside ladies n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
banns a 07.02.04.05/OLO1 Banns
bar-girl a -,-07.02.03.04 Prostitute
barbecue a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
-*07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
barber's chair a (-i-)07.0Z03.04 Prostitute
barbie doll n -*07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bardash n 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bardashing a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bareback aj & av +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
bareback rider a +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
barnacle n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
baron n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
barrace n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
barrel(-)house n -i-07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bart n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
baser needs n -t-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bash n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
n & vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
bash the bishop v -*07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
bash the dummy v -,-07.02.0102.0l Masturbation
bash, on the ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
basiate v 07.0202.04.02 Kissing
basiation a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
basket! a 07.02.03.03.05.03102 Illegitimacy
basket lunch a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
basket-making n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
basket picnic a -*07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
basketeer v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
basu a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing,
+4)7.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy,
v 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
busing a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
bastard a -.07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearinent
07.02.03.03.05.03102 illegitimacy
bastard-bearing aj 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 Illegitimacy
bastard-bellied aj 07.02.03.03.05.03,02 illegitimacy
bastarding a 07.0203.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
bastardize vi 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
bastardy a 07.02.03.03.05.03,02 illegitimacy
bat a -t-07A)2.02.03.01.0l.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
bat-house a -.07.02.03.0404 Brothel
bat, on the ph -.07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
bath bun n -.-07.02.03.03.05.03/02 Illegitimacy
batter, on the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
batting and bowling aj -*-07.02.03.03.01.03.
Bisexuality
battle, on the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
battyman a +07.02.03.03.01.0201 Male
Homosexuality
bausc vi 07.0202.04.02 Kissing
bawcock a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
bawd a -,-07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
a & vi 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
bawdily av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
bawdiness a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
bawding a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
bawdish aj 07.0203.03.03 Pornography
bawdress a 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
bawdry a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication,
07.02.03.04.03 Procurer,
a & aj 07.0203.0103 Pornography
bawdship a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
bawdstrot a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
bawdy-basket a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bawdy house a -,-07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bawdy-house a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bawdy ken a -*-07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
BB bead a -.07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Auractiveness
B/D a +01.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
be (a man/woman) of the world v 07.02.04.05
Wedding
be free with v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
bealo n 07.02.01.03 Malice
bealoful aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
bealonib a 07.02.01.03 Malice
bealobonc a 07.02.01.02 ill-will
bealu aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
bea1uhycende aj 07.02.0 1.02 rn-will
bealuhydig aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
beanbag v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bear a -*07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
vi 07.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling Companion
bear (a person) company v 07.02.02.02.03.02/02
Travelling Companion
bear (any one) fellowship vi 07.02.02.02.03.02
Companion
bear (anyone) company vi 07.02.02.02.03.02
Companion
bear malice v 07.02.01.03 Malice
beard a -s-07.02.02.05.03 Lovers,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
beard januner n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
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beard splitter n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
bearniufu n 07.02.02/04.03 Love of Offspring




beast with two backs, make the v +07.02.03.02.03
Anal Sex
beast with two backs, the n 07.02.03.01 One who
Copulates
beastliness n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
-*07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
beat n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.02)01 S ado-Masochism
beat off v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
beat on. hive a v +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection,
+07.02.03.03.04)01.01 Erection
beat one's hog v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
beat one's little brother v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
beat one's/the dummy v -*07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
beat the beaver v -s-07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
beat the gun v +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
beat the mattress vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
beat the meat v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
beating the mattress n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bean n & vi 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
beau frere n 07.02.02/04.01 Brotherly Love,
* 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
bcauperc n 07.02.02.02.03.02110 Pleasant Companion
beautiful n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
beautiful music (together), make vi 07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse
beauty parlor n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
beaver I aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
beaver-shooter n +07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
beaver shot n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
berwnian v 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
bebass vi 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
becco ii 07.0Z03.03.05.03.02i01 Cuckold
beclip<beclyppan vi 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
bedipping n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
beclypping n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
bed n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex.
v (I) & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vi 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
bed, take to vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bed with, (get into) vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bed and board n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
bed(-)and(-)breakfast n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
bed-broker a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
bedbug a -i-07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bed-company n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bed (down) vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bed-faggot a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bedfellow a (+)07.02.02.02.03.02105 Bedfellow,
07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
* 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
bed-fellowship n 07.02.02.02.03.02105 Bedfellow
bed-game n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bedgeld a 07.02.04.06.01 Conswnmation
bed-glee a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bed-hopping a +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
bed-house n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
bed-(i)fere n 07.02.02.02.03.02/05 Bedfellow
bedlock n 07.02.04 Marriage
bed-match n 07.02.04 Marriage
bed(-)matc n (-,-)07.02.02.02.03.02j05 Bedfellow
bedpan n -*07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bed-rite n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bedroll! n 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded
Sexually
bedroom aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gebedscipe n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
bed-sister n 07.02.03.03.05.03101.02 Mistress
bed springs creak, make the vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bed-swerver n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
bed-vow a 07.02.04.05/04.02 Marriage Vow
bedwork a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bedworthiness! a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
bed-worthy! aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
gebedda n 07.02.04.01 Spouse *i-b&4e
beddable! if 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bedde a 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
beddemana a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bedding n 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
bedding-ballad a 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
bodolt vi 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
beef a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
-*07.02.03.04 Prostitute
beefcake! n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
been and (gone and) done it ph +07.02.04 Marriage
befr.bmian v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
beforce vi 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
befriend vi 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
befriender a 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
befriending aj 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
beg a child of vi -,-07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
beggar a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
beggar-niggler a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
begging for it aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
béguin n 07.02.02.05)02.01 Infatutation
behatc(d) af 07.02.01 Hatred
behorn vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02)01 Cuckold
beige n -i07.02.03.03i01 Perversion
bejade vi 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bekiss vi 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
bekissed aj 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
belamour a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
* 07.02.02.05.05)01 Flirtatious Looks,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
belamy n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
* 01.02.02.02.03 Friend
bel6an v 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
belgard n 07.02.02.05.05)01 Flirtatious Looks
belie vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
beliked aj 07.02.02.03 Liking
bell money a -*07.02.04.05 Wedding
belle n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
belle passion(s) a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
belly-bump v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
belly-bumping n -*07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
belly(-)piece a 01.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
-p07.02.03.04 Prostitute
belly rub with vi -*07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bellylus a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
belove n 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
vi 07.02.02 Love
beloved a & aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
belovedly av 07.02.02.01 Loved One
belover a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
beloving aj 07.02.02 Love
belswagger a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
belt v +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmantal Sex
belt one's batter v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
belt one's hog v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
belier a -.07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bend over v -.07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bender n +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
Benedict a 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man,
*0702040501 Bride/Groom
benevolence a 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
benny house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bent n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
aj +07.02.03.03/0 1 Perversion,
07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
beodgest a 07.02.02.02.03.02104 Table Companion
beodgeneat n 07.02.02.02.03.02104 Table Companion
beon in wg miO v 07.02.02.02.03.02)02 Travelling
Companion
gebeor n 07.02.02.02.03.02/04 Table Companion
beprcan v 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
bepcestre a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
berdache n 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
beride vi 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
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barker n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
beiceatwyrpan v 07.02.04.03 Engagement
bescorn vi 07.02.01.06.02.01101 Sneering
besiren vi 07.02.02.05.05.03.01102 Seduction of a
Man
beslobber vi 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
besmitan v 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
beamiten aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
besmitenes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
besmittian v 07.02.03.03.05101.01 Defilement
besom n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
beiomer n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
besorg aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
besot vi 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
besotted aj 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
besprcan v 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
bespouse vi 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
best day of (ones) life the ii +07.02.04.05102.01
Wedding Day
best friend n 07.02.02.02.03.01101 Best Friend
best friends with, be v 07.02.02.02.03.01101 Best
Friend
best girl n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
best man n 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
bestand<bestandan vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
bestial aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
bestiality n 07.02.03.03.02/02.02 Bestiality.
-i-07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
bestow vi 07.02.04.05108.01 Giving in Marriage,
* 07.02.04.05/09.04.01.01 Settlement
bestow one's favours on vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bestride vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
betake vi 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage
betht aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
betrayal vi 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
betray v -,07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
vi 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a Woman,
-i-07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
betrayer n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman
betroth vi 07.02.04.03 Engagement
betrothal n & if (I) 07.02.04.03 Engagement
betrothed af 07.02.04.03 Engagement
betrothed, be v 07.02.04.03 Engagement
betrothing n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
betrothment ii 07.02.04.03 Engagement
better hail, (my) ii 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
* 07.02.04.01 Spouse
between the sheets av +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
between the thighs av +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bewed<beweddian vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bewedded if 07.02.04 Marriage
beweddenlic aj 07.02.04 Marriage
beweddian v 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
beweddung n 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
bewhore vi 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bewitch vi 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bewitched if 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bewitchery n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bewitchful if 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bewitching aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bewitchingly av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bewitchingness n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
bewitchment n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bewreak v 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
B/b-girl n +07.02.03.04 Prostitutc
bi if +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
bibi n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
biblical sense, in the iv +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bicycle n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bid (a person) mischance vi 07.02.01.02 ill-will
bid the banns v 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
bidden wedding n +07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
biddy n -i-07.02.03.03.05.03101.02 Mistress,
-,.07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bidi n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
buff v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
big game n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
big lee, get some vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
big prize, the n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bigama n 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy
bigame n 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage,
if 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy
bigamic if 07.02.04101.01.03 Bigamy
bigamist n 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy,
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
bigamistic aj 07.02.04101.01.03 Bigamy
bigamous if 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy
bigamously iv 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy
bigamus n +07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny,
n & if 07.02.04)01.01.03 Bigamy
bigamy n 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy.
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
bike ii +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bill vi 07.02.02.02 Affection,
* 07.02.02.04 Caressing,
*07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
bill and coo v 07.02.02.02 Affection,
vi 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
* 07.02.02.04 Caressing,
07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
billct-doux ii 07.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters
billhetc ii 07.02.01 Haired
billiards, play v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
billing n & aj 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
billing and cooing n 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous
Caressing
billy/billie n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
bim n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bimbo n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
I 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bimmy a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bind vi 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
bindle boy n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
bint a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bip barn thank-you ma a +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bird ft (I) 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.03 Hissing,
+07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bird-cage a ^07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bird dog v +07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
bird-taker n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bird taker n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
bird, cop one's v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
birdie a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
bird's-nieInye a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
biscot vi 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
biscuit a ^07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
biscuit, take it in the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bisexual! a & aj 07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
bisexualist n +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
bisexuality! n 07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
bismer a 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
bismergleow a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
bismerlic if 07.02.01.06 Contempt
bismerlice iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
(ge)bismerung a 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
bit n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
bit, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit, little a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bit for the finger, a a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
bit from ,take a vi -i07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit o' skin n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bit o(t) ke;, little n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit of all right, (a little) ^07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually
bit of black velvet, a a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit of crackling n -t07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
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bit of crumpet n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bit of cunt n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bit of fluff, (little) n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bit of fun, do/have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bit of grumble, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bit of hole, a n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit of how's your father, a n +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bit of jam n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bit of jam, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit of meat, a n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bit of muslin n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
bit of mutton n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
bit of nifty, a n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit of rabbit pie, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bit of skirt, do a vi *07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit of stuff n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bit of the other n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bit of tripe n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
bit on a fork n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse




bit(t)erhede n 07.02.01 Hatred




n & aj +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex.
Vt & vi 07.02.01.03/01 Malicious Deeds,
vi (^)07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
bitch, be v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bitchery n 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
bitchily av 07.02.01.03 Malice
bitchineu n 07.02.01.03 Malice
bitchy aj 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bite one's ear/one by the ear v
07.02.02.04.02101.02 Necking
bite (someone's) crank v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
bite the nose v 07.02.01.0601 Contesnning
biter ii +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bitten aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
bitterly av 07.02.01.04 Loathing
bitterness n 07.02.01 Hatred
black-eyed Susan n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
black snood n +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
black velvet n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
black velvet, a bit of n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
black wines n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
bLanket drill n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
blanket hornpipe n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
blanket-love n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
blanket, give (someone) the v +07.02.03.05.01.01
Rape
blanket, on the wrong side of the! av
+07.02.03.03.05.03j02 illegitimacy
blarney n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
blasted brimstone n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
blaze n 07.02.02.01)01 Favourite
bleck Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
bleeding dirt n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
blemishing aj 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
blend flesh with! vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bless him ph +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
bless his heart ph +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
bless (someone's) (little) cotton socks ph
+07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
blessed singleness n +07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
blimp n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
blimi date n 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
bliss n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend
blister n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
(ge)blibe aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
blibernod aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
block vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
block (someone's) pusage vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
blood-brother n 07.02.02/04.01 Brotherly Love
blood-brotherhood n 07.02.02)04.01 Brotherly Love
blood-feud n 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
blood-sister n 07.02.02104.02 Sisterly Love
blood-sisterhood n 07.02.02/04.02 Sisterly Love
bloomers, get into someone's vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
blouser n *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
blow n, vi & vi +07.02.03.02,02 Oral Sex,,
n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
blow(-)job n (+)07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
blow off v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
blow some tunes v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
blow (someone) out Vt +07.02.04.08 Divorce
blow (someone's) cookies v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral
Sex
blow (someone's) glass v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
blow the groundsels vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
blow the horn vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02)01 Cuckold
blow the loose corns vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
blow the skin flute v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
blow through v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
blowen/blowing n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
blower a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
blowin(g) a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
blowing a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
blowsy aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
blowze a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
blubber a +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
bludge vi 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
bludger a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
blue a +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion,
a & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
blue balls a +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
blue-eyed boy a 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
blue-eyed soul brother n #07.02.02.02.03 Friend
blue film n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
blue moon v *07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
blue movie a *07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
blue(-)pendil a & vi +07.02.03.03.03/02 Censorship
blue veiner a +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
Bluebeard a.j 07.02.04.01.03/01.02 Wife-beating
bluefoot n *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
blueness a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
bluff n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
blurt a & vi 07.02.01.06.02.01)01.01.01 Bali!,
vi 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
blurting a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
blushing bride n 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
boar a *07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
board Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
board a train v +07.02.03.03.05/02.01.01 Gang-
banging
board lodger a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
boardable aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
boaring n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
boat and oar a *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bob tail n +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
bobber n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
bobby dazzler n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
bobtail n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bodily knowledge! a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
body lover a +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
body osculation n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
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body rub n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
body, give some v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
body, yield one's V -407.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
boff v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse




bolster vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bolsterer n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
bolt v +07.02.03.03.05.03.02j02.01 Desertion
bolter n +07.02.03.03A)5.03.02/02.0l Desertion
bon infant ii 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companion
bona roba n (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bond-Mend n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
bonda n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
bondage! n 07.02.03.03.02j01 Sado-Masochism
bonds of wedlock/matrimony n 07.02.04 Marriage
bone n +07.02.03.03.04j01.0l Erection,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bonki n & v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bonk on, have a v +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
bonking! n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bonn. fortune n 07.02.02.05)04 Love Tokens
bonny aj 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tenns of Endearment
boom-boom n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
boon companionship n 07.02.02.02.03.02/10
Pleasant Companion
boondagger n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
boondocking n +07.02.02.04)04.01 Sexual Caressing
bordel a 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bordel house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bordel woman n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bordeler n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
* 07.02.03.04.04,01 Brothel Keeper
bordello a (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bordehy a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
border-line af 07.02.03.03.03,01 Risquéness
born-again virgin a +07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01
Virginity
born in the vestry, be vi +07.02.03.03.05.03,02
illegitimacy
bosom a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends,
07.02.02.04.01 Embracing,
vi 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
bosom, take to one's Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bosom-bird a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
bosom-communion n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
bosom-enemy a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
bosom-foe a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
bosom(-)friend n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
bosom-friendship a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
bosom-lover a 07.02.02 Love
bosom-partner n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
bosom-piece a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
bosom-reigning aj 07.02.02,01 Great Love
bosom-slave n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
bosonung a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
boss a +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.04.01.01 Wife
boss player a -m-07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
Boston marriage n +07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
bother Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bottle a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
bottle, the n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bottle, on the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
bottle-companion n 07.02.02.02.03.02,04 Table
Companion




bottler a -i-07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bottom n +07.02.03.03.02)01 Sado-Masochism
bottom drawer! n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
bottom-pincher n 07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
bottom-pinching n & aj 07.02.03.05.0 1 Sexual
Harassment
bottom woman n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bottoms up n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
bougeron a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bounce a +07.02.02.05.03j01 Love Affair,
a, v & vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bouncy-bouncy a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bounden aj 07.02.04 Marriage
bovril a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bow-boy a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
bowdieriam! a 07.02.03.03.03/02 Censorship
bowdlerization! a 07.02.03.03.03)02 Censorship
bowdlerize! v 07.02.03.03.03/02 Censorship
bowdlerized! af 07.02.03.03.03,02 Censorship
bowdlerizer! a 07A}2.03.03.03fl)2 Censorship
bowdlerizing! n & aj 07.02.03.03.03/02 Censorship
bowl-fellow a 07.02.02.02.03.02/04 Table
Companion
box lunch a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
box the jesuit (and get cock roaches) v
-*07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
boy n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
boy, play v -,-07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
boy(-)and(-)girl aj 07.02.02.05.03)01.02.01 Puppy
Love
boy-us n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
boy-bridegroom n 07.02.04.05.0 1.02 Groom
boy-crazy af 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
boy(-)friend a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
07.02.03.03.05.03/01.01 Paramour
boy-harlot a 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
boykin a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of EndeariRent
boy-meets-girl n & aj (*) 07.02.02.05.03,01.02
Romance
boy next door a 07.02.02.05.03/01.02 Romance
boy-spouse a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
boy's bitch a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
boys, one of the a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
boys, the a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
boytrye a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
brace a & Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
bracing n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
brahms a +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
brahnger a +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
brass n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brass nail a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brass nob n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brass rail a -m07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brat a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
breach a 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance,
a & vi 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
break vi 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
break a lance with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
break a marriage vi 07.02.04.08 Divorce
break a straw with Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
break-love a 07.02.02.05)01.03.01 Second Love
break matrimony vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
break(-)off a & vi 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
break one's elbow vi #07.02.03.03.05.03)02
Illegitimacy
break one's knee v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
break one's leg v +07.02.03.03.05.03)02 illegitimacy
break one's leg above the knee vi
+07.02.03.03.05.03/01 Partner in Nonmarital Sex
break (one's) wedlock vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
break spousehood vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
break the ice v 07.02.02.02.03)01 Making Friends
break the pale vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
break wedlock vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
breakfast n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
brecchdropper a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
breed bad/ill blood v 07.02.01.02 fl-will
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breeders a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
brewer's droop n +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
brickhouse a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
bricks, on the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
bridal(cbrydeala) n 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
* 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
aj 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride *brideale
bridal bed a 07.02.04.06.01101 Wedding Night
bridal bower n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
bridal bowl n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bridal chamber n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
bridal cheer n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bridal day a 07.02.04.05/02.01 Wedding Day
bridal dinner n 07.02.04.05,06 Wedding Festivities
bridal favour n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
bridal house n 07.02.04.05i06 Wedding Festivities
bridal procession a 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
bridal ring n 07.02.04.05/04.0 1 Wedding Ring
bridaller n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities,
07.02.04.05.01 Bridefl3room
bridally av 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bridairy n 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
bridala n 07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
bridalty n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bride(cbryd) a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
07.02.04.05.01.02 Groom,
n & vi 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
v & vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding	 yd




bride-banquet n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bride-barn n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bride-bed a 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
bride bell! n 07.02.04.05,07 Wedding Bells
bride-belt n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
bride-bowl a 07.02.04.05106 Wedding Festivities
bride bun a +07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bride-bush a 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bride(-)cake a 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bride-capture a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
bride-chamber a 07.02.04.06.01101 Wedding Night
bride clothes n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
bride-couple a 07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
bride-cup a 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bride day a +07.02.04.05/02.01 Wedding Day,
07.02.04.05,02.01 Wedding Day
bride-door a 07.02.04.05,06 Wedding Festivities
bridegome<brydgum.a a 07.02.04.05.0 1.02 Groom
bridegroom a, aj & vi 07.02.04.05.01.02 Groom
bridegroomship n 07.02.04.05.0 1.02 Groom
brideliood a 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
bridehouse n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bride-kiss a 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
bride-knot n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
bride-lace a 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
bride-leader a 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage
brideleu aj 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
bride-lifter n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
bride-lifting n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
bride-like aj 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
bridelock<brydlac a 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bridemaid a 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
bridernaiden n 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
bridemaidship n 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
brideman a 07.02.04.05.01.02 Groom,
07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
bride-mother a 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage
bride-people n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bride pie n +07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
bride price! n 07.02.04.05/09.04.02 Bride Purchase
bride-purchase n 07.02.04.05109.04.02 Bride
Purchase
bride-ring n 07.02.04.05,04.01 Wedding Ring
bride service! n 07.02.04.05,09.04.02 Bride
Purchase
brideship n 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
bride-sleep a 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
bride-song n 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
bride-squire a 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
bridewain! a 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
bridewealth n +07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry,
07.02.04.05/09.04.02 Bride Purchase
bride-wife a 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
bridewoman a 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride,
07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
bridely aj 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bridesmaid n 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
bridesmaiden n +07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
bridesmaidenship a 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
bridesmaiding a 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
bridesmais a 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
briding a 07.02.04.05 Wedding
Brighton pier a & aj +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
brilliant n -i-07.02.03.03.O1AY2.Ol Male
Homosexuality
brim a (^)07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
vi & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vi *0702.030304,03 Female Sexual Desire
bring vi 07.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling Companion
bring a hornets' nest about one's ears v
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
bring acquainted v 07.02.0102.03.02.01101 Making
Acquaintance
bring into hatred v 07.02.01 Hatred
bring off v +07.02.03.03.04j01.02 Orgasm
bring oneself off v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
bring out vi -s-07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
brisk n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
bro a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend




broadtail a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Broadway broad a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
broken home a 07.02.04.08/01 Broken Home
broker a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
* 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
broker-between n 07,02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
broker-woman a 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
brokerage a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
brokoreu a 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
broking ai 07.02.03.04.03 Procurerbronco a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
bronstrops a 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
Bronx cheer! a 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.05 Spitting
broomstick-marriage a 07.02.04.0510 1 Wedding
Ceremonies
broomsfick(-)match a +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
brothel a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
(-i-)07.02.03.04.04/0l Brothel Keeper,
n & aj 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel,
vi 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
brothel-girl a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brothel-haunting a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
brothel-house a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
brothel-keeper a 07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
brothel-like ai 07.02.03.04.04 Brothelbrothel-master a 07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
brothel-monger a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
brotheller a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
brothelling n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
brothellish aj -i07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
brothellous ai 07.02.03.04 Prostitutebrothelly aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brothelry a 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution.
07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
brothelsome aj 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
brother a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.02.02.03 Friend ubroôor
brother-hater a 07.02.01 Haired
brother-in-law a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
brother-love n 07.02.02/04.01 Brotherly Love
brother of the gusset n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
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brother starling n +07.02.03.03.05.03101.02 Mistress
brotherhead n O7.02.0204.01 Brotherly Love
brotherhood n 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love,
07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
brotbering n 07.02.02,04.01 Brotherly Love
brotherlincu n 07.02.0204.01 Brotherly Love
brotherly kindness n 07.02.02,04.01 Brotherly Love
brotherly love n 07.02.02iO4.Ol Brotherly Love
bsotherred<broboreden n 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly
Love
brothrdll n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brobor n 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love lrothcz
broborlicncs n 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love
broborlufu n 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love
broöorrrden n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
(ge)brobor.cip(e) n 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love
broOorsibb n 07.02.02iO4.01 Brotherly Love
brought into love's dance, be v 07.02.02.05,01
Falling in Love
browden aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
brown n +07.02.03.03.02102 Scat Sex,
v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
brown, do a v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
brown, take it in the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
brown artist n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
brown Bess n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brown-eye ii +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
brown family n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
brown hatter n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
brown showers n +07.02.03.03.0202 Scat Sex
brown (sugar), get some v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal
Sex
brown wings n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
brownie n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
browning n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
browning family i, +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
browning sisters ii +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
(ge)brucan v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bruche si 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
brush n +07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
brush, give the v +07.02.02.05.03101 Love Affair
brush with, have a vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
brush one's teeth v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
bruv n 407.02.02.01.02.01 Tenns of Endearment
brych n 07.02.03.03.05,01.01 Defilement
bryd n 07.021)4.01.01 Wife *bnk
brydbletsung n 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
biydboda n 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
brydgifu n 07.02.04.05109.04.01 Dowry
brydhlop n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bzydlac n 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
brydleoO n 07.02.04.05,06.01 Epithalamion
brydlic aj 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bnde
bsydlufu n 07.02.04 Marriage,
* 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
brydreaf n 07.02.04.05j05 Wedding Clothes
brydsang n 07.02.04.05,06.01 Epithalamion
bsydthing<brydbing n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
bubbler n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
bubu n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
buck n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
buck fitch n +07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
buck, go out for a vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
buckle v +07.02.04.05 Wedding,
vt 07.02.04.05,08 Relationship by Marriage.
vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
buckle-beggar n +07.02.04.0501 Wedding
Ceremonies
buckle to vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
buckleberry n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
buck's face n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
bud n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
buddy n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
buddy-buddy n & aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
buddy (up) vi 07.02.02.02.O3jOl Making Friends
Buenos Ayres, on the road to ph +071)2.03.04.01
Prostitution
boor n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
buff vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
buff boy n 407.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
bufu n 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
bugger n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
n & Vt 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
buggerer n 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
buggerlugs n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
buggerly aj 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
av 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
buggery n ()07.02.03.03.02,02.02 Bestiality,
n & aj 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
buggreu n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
buich n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
bulchin n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
bulgar n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bulker n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bulkin n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
bulking aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bull n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
Vt & vi (!) (^)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bull dagger/buildagger n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02
Female Homosexuality
bull dicker n 407.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
bull-dike n 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
bull-diker n 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
bull-feather I n 07.02.03.03.05.03.O2iOl Cuckold
buli's feather
bulling, go a! v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bullock Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bullseye n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bull's feather n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
a.buII-feather
bully ii 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
bully back a +07.02.03.04.04,01 Brothel Keeper
bully-boy n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
bully-rock/-rook a 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companion
bum n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bum bandit n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
bum-boy/bumboy n (!) (+)07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
bum-fiddler a +07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
bum-fighting a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bum fuck a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bum-fuckery n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bum-shop n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
bumbessie n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bumchat v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
bumfighter a 407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
bummer a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
bump a & vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bump bones vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bumper a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex.
+07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
bun a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bun-duster a +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
bunch punch a +07.02.03.03.05ftY2.Ol Group Sex
bundle n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
v +07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
bundle on, go a/the Vt 07.02.02 Love
bundle-man n 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
bundle with v +07.02.04.05 Wedding,
Vt +07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
bundler n 407.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
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bundling n +07.02.O2.O4O4.O1 Sexual Caressing,
n & aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
bung-up a i07.02 03.02 Sexual Athieticism
bungalow v +01.02.04/02 Cohabitation
bunker n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
bunkie/bunky n 02.02.02.03.02i05 Bedfellow




bunter a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bunting a 01.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
burerk a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
burgle v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
bur1er a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
burick n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
burn v +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
Vt 07.02.02.05i01.01 Enamouring
burp the worm v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
bush marriage n +07.02.04.05,01 Wedding
Ceremonies
bush patrol a +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
business ,i (+)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
business, do vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
business, do the vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
business, get down to vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
business, give (someone) the v +01.02.03.05.01.01
Rape
business, in the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
business boy a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
business girl n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
business widow! a 01.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
business woman a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
buss a, v & vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
buss beggar ii +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
bussing n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
bust one's nuts v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
bust some booty vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bust(-)up a & v +07.02.04.08 Divorce
bustle pinching a +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
bustle punching n +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
busy with, be Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
butch a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality,
-i07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
butchness n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
butt, take it up the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
butt(-)fuck a & v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
butter babT a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractivenessbutter one s corn v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
butterbox a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
buttercup a +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
buttered bun(s) a -.07.02.03.03.05/02.01.01 Gang-
banging,
(+)07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
butterfly ft +01.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
butterfly kiss n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
butting a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
buttock a (^)07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
buttock and file n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
buttock and twang a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
buttock ball a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
buttock-banqueting a (+)7.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
buttock broker n +01.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
buttock-jig ft +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
buttock-mail n +07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication,
407.02.03.04 Prostitute
buttocking-shop n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
button-hole factory a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
buttonhole a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
buttonhole working a +01.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
batty n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
buy love vi 407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
buy the ring v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
buzz, catch a v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
buzzard a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
by-blow! a 01.02.03.03.05.03,02 illegitimacy
by(e) child! a 01.02.03.03.05.03,02 Illegitimacy
by-chop! a 01.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
by-leman a 07.02.02.05,01.03.01 Second Love
by-lusting a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
by-scape! a 07.02.03.03.05.03,02 fllegitimacy
by-slip! n 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
by(e) son! n 01.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy(ge)bycgan wif v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
byhore Vt 01.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
byplay a 407.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
byscorn a 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
Vt 071)2.01.06.02.OljOl Sneering
C
cab a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cab-joint n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cabbage, (my) a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
caboose n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
cad a 01.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
cake a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
407.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
cake(-)eater n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
+071)2.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
calf-love a 07.02.02.05.03,01.02.01 Puppy Love
California widow a +07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-
widow
call v +07.02.04.05,01.01 Banns
call(-)boy n (+) ! 071)2.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
call-button girl a +01.02.03.04 Prostitute
call-girl a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
call home v 07.02.04.05,01.01 Banns
call-house a 071)2.03.04 Prostitute
call in church v +07.02.04.05,01.01 Banns
call it a day v +07.02.04.08 Divorce
call it quits v +07.02.04.08 Divorce
call-joint a +07.02.031)4.04 Brothel
call over v +07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
call the tricks vi +01.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
callet n 01.02.03.04 Prostitute
callisthenics in bed ii +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
camarada n 07.02.02.02.03.02,07 Comrade
camaraderie a 07.02.02.02.03.02,07 Comrade
cambrade n +07.02.02.02.03.02/03 Domestic
Companion
camp a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel,
4071)2.03.04.05 Male Prostitute,
a, aj & vi 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
camp as a row of (pink) tents aj
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
camp down with Vt +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
camp it up Vt 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
vi +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
canipfoliower n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
campy aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
can a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
can(etta), take it in the v +01.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex(ge)canc a 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
candle(sconce) a +01.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
candy n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
candy kid a 407.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
candyleg a +07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
canhousc ,i +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cankered aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
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cankcredly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
cankerednesa n 07.02.01.03 Malice
cankcrly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
canned goods n 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
..07.02.03.03.05.02.01fl)j Virginity
cannibal n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
cannibalism n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cannodling I aj 07.02.02.04)04 Amorous Caressing
canoe v 407.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
canonic(al) hours n 07.02.04.05)02 lime of
Marriage
canoodle (together) vi 07.02.02.04,04 Amorous
Caressing
canoodler n 07.02.02.04104 Amorous Caressing
canoodling n 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
cantharidcan aj 07.02.03.03.04)04 Aphrodisiac
cantharides I n 07.02.03.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
cantharidian aj 07.02.03.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
cantharidic aj 07.02.03.03.04)04 Aphrodisiac
cantbaridize! v 07.02.03.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
canvuback n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cap n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
capercock n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
capital act, the n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
capon n 07.02.02.05103.01 Love Letters,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
capricorn Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckold
capricornified aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.02)01 Cuckold
capncornify Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02fl)1 Cuckold
captivate Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
captivated aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
captivating aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
captive v 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
captived aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
capture Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cara sposa n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
*0702.040101 Wife
* 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
care n & v 07.02.02.03 LIking
care for Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
care, take vi 407.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
care (three skips of) a louse for, not to Vt
07.02.01.06 Contempt
care-cloth n 07.02.04.05)05.01 Wedding Canopy
career boy n 407.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
carer n 07.02.02.02 Affection




caresuble al 07.02.02.04 Caressing
careuant aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing
caresser n 07.02.02.04 Caressing
caressing aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
* 07.02.02.04 Caressing
caressingly av 07.02.02.04 Caressing
caressive aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing
caressively av 07.0202.04 Caressin
carezza n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
cariuima n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
carnal aj 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
aj (!) & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnal act n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnal confederacy n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnal connexion n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnal intimacy ii 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnal knowing n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnal knowledge n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnal stump n 407.02.03.03.04,01.01 Erection
carnality n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
carnalize vs 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnally av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
carnalness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
carnival n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
caro sposo n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
* 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
carpenter's dream n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
carrion n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
carry a torch for v 07.02.02.05,01.02.01 Willow-
wearing
carry-knave n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
carry on vi 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
carry on (with) v (+)! 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital
Sex
carving knife ii -107.02.04.01.01 Wife
Casanova n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
casanovaish aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
Casanovesque aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
Casanovian aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
Casanovism n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
cue n 07.02.02.05,02.01 Infatutation,
07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cue on, have a Vt 07.02.02.05)02.01 Infatutation
case, go vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
case, on the ph -i07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
cue fro n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
case-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cue-keeper n 07.02.03.04.04i01 Brothel Keeper
case vrow n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
cue with, go n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
cued up aj +07.02.04102 Cohabitation
cased up (with), be v 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's
Client
Vt 07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
cash and carried aj +07.02.04 Marriage
cash-copulation n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
casita n 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cut a fancy unto Vt 07.02.02.05Vl Falling in Love
cut a sheep's eye upon vi 07.02.02.05.05/01
Flirtatious Looks
cut at heel(s) v 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
cast favour to vi 07.02.02.05101 Falling in Love
cast love unto Vt 07.02.02.05)01 Falling in Love
cut one's affections on Vt 07.02.02.05)01 Falling in
Love
cut one's heart (upon) Vt 07.02.02.05,01 Falling in
Love
cut out! vi 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
cast sheep's eye. at Vt 07.02.02.05.05)01 Flirtatious
Looks
castigation is 407.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
casting couch! is 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
casual sex is +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity




cat and mouse is +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cat around v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
cat-house is 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cat-house cutie n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cataglottism n 07.02.02.04.02,01 French Kissing
catamite is 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
catamited aj 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
catamiting aj 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
catch is +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
catch a buzz v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
catch (a) savour v 07.02.02.03.01,01 Acquired Tasti
catch the fancy of Vt 07.02.02.01 Loved One
cater-cousin n (+)7.02.02.02.03.0l Close Friend
cater-cousinahip n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
caterwaul vi 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
caterwauling is 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
cattily av 07.02.01.03 Malice
cattiness n 07.02.01.03 Malice
catting n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
407.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
cattish af 07.02.01.03 Malice
cattishly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
cattiahness is 07.02.01.03 Malice
cattle n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
is & v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cattle truck is & v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
catty aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
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caught in love, be v 07.02.02.05i01 Falling in Love
causey-palker n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cavalier n & Vt 07.02.02.05.05.01/01 Cavaliere
Servitude
cavalier-servant n 07.02.02.05.05.01/01 Cavaliere
Servitude




cavahy n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cavaulting n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cavaulting school n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
celibacy n 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
celibataiz(e) n 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
celibstarian n & aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
celibate n, aj & Vt 07.02.04.02 Unmamedness
celibatic aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
celibatist n 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
celibatosy n 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
censensual aj +07.02.04 Marriage
censure n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
ceorl n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
ceorleu aj 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
ceorlian vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
certain condition, in a aj +07.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
certain house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cest(e) n 07.02.04.05)05 Wedding Clothes
ceston n 07.02.04.05)05 Wedding Clothes
cestus n 07.02.04.05,05 Wedding Clothes
cha-cha v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
chain gang n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
chair of the scorner n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
chamber vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
chamber of commerce n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
chamber-work n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
chamberer n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
chambering n (+) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
*07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
chamberpot n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
champagne trick n ^07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's
Client
chance aj +07.02.03.03.05.03/02 ifiegitimacy
chandelier n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
channel fever n +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
chap n +07.02.02.05.01 Lover
chappie/chappy ii 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
chapping n +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
character, lose one's v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
chare aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
charge n +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire.
+07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
charities n 07.02.02.02 Affection
charity n 07.02.02 Love,
01.02.02/03 Spiritual Love,
07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity,
07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
charity girl n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
charity moll n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
charity stuff n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex.
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity




Charlie (Ronce) n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
Charlotte Harlot n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
charm n & Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
charm out/asleep/away Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
charmer n 01.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
charms n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
charver n +07.02.02.04)04.01 Sexual Caressing,
V +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
charvering crib n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
chary aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
chaser n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
chute aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
chastise Vt +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
chat n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
chat (up) Vt 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation,
07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
chauvering n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
thaws n 907.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cheap aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cheap John n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cheapen Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
cheat on I Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.O2 Adultery
cheat the starter V +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
cheater it +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
checkers, play v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
cheese n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cheese and kisses it +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
cheesecake/cheese-cake it 07.02.03.03.03
Pornography
there it & aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
chars arnie n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
chereful aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
cherefully av 07.02.02.01 Loved One
cherely av 07.02.02 Love
cherish Vt 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness,
07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering,
07.02.02.04 Caressing
cherishable aj 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
cherished aj 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
cherishing n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
cherishingly av 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
cherishly av 07.02.02.02 Affection
cherishment n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
cherishments it 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
cherishness it 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
cherry it +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
I 07.02.03.03.05.02.01)01 Virginity
cherry, cop a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
cherry, crack a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Deflaration
cherry, lose one's V +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
cherry-picker it +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
cheny(-pse) it 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cherrypop vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Deflaration
cherte(e) n 07.02.02.02 Affection
cherub n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
cherubin it 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
chevalier it 07.02.02.05.05.01/01 Cavaliere Servitude
chevese n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
chew v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
chew face v 407.02.02.04.02,01 French Kissing
chi-chi n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
chichi aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality




chick(-)a(-)biddy it 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
chickadee n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
chick-a-diddle it 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment




chicken, play v +07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
chicken choker n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
chicken(-)hawk n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
*07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
chicken-hunter n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
chicken queen n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
chicken ranch n 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
chickie n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
625
chief n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
child abuse! n 07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
child abuser n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
child molestation I n 07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
child molester I n 07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
child of sin n +07.02.03.03.05.03102 illegitimacy
child of Venus n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
child pornographer n 407.02.03.03.03 Pornography
child pornography n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
child sexual abuse n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child
Abuse
child-wife n 07.0104.01.01 Wife
childic n 07.02.02.01.0101 Terms of Endearment
chili chump n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
chili-pimp n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
chill n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
chillily av 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
chillingly av 07.02.0 1.05 Unfriendliness
chillness n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
chilly aj & av 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
chin vi 07.02.02.04.01/03.01 Nuddling
china n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
china-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
chingszo v #07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
chippie n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
v +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery schippy
chippie/chippy ii (I) 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
07.0103.04 Prostitute
chippic-joint n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
chippic on Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
chipping ii +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
chippy v +07.0103 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution dziRie
chippy chaser n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
chippy house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
chippy on Vt +07.0103.03.05.03.02 Adultery
chis/chise aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
chisly/chysly av 07.02.02.02 Affection
chivalry n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
chivarl(e)y n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
chocolate bandit n +07.02.03.03.01.02.0l Male
Homosexuality
choke one's/the chicken/the chock v
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
chrome n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
chubby-chuer n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
chubchecker a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
chuck a 07.02.02.01.010 1 Terms, of Endearment,
v +07.02.03.03.O4i01 Arousal,
vt 07.02.02.0*102 Patting
chuck, the a #07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
chuck (over) v +07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
chuck under the chin v 07.02.02.04,02 Patting
chuckaby a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
chucking a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
chucky a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
chum a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
chum (in/up) vi 07.02.02.02.03,01 Making Friends
chumhood n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
chumineiy a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
chummily av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
chummy n & aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
chuppaI a 07.O2.04.05105.01 Wedding Canopy
church-ring a 07.02.04.05104.01 Wedding Ring
churl n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
chute, take it up the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
chutney ferret a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
cicisbeism a 07.02.02.05.05.01,01 Cavaliere
Servitude
cicisb.o n 07.02.0105.05.01,01 Cavaliere Servitude
cifes a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cifesboren aj 07.0103.03.05.03102 illegitimacy,
* 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cifesborennes n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cifesdom a 07.02.03.03.05.03.0 1 Fornication
cifesgemana n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
cifeshad a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
*0702.030401 Prostitution
cinnamon a 07.02.02.01.02.0 1 Terms of Endearment
circle jerk n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
circulation, in aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
circus n 407.02.03.03.03 Pornography
ciricsswe n 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
ciuy a +07.02.03.03.01.0101 Male Homosexuality
civil contract a +07.02.04.05,01 Wedding
Ceremonies
civil marriage a 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding
Ceremonies
clammy-banded aj +07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-
mindedness
clap v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
clap one's cit v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
claptrap a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
clasp a & Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
clasped aj 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
clasping n & aj 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
classy chassis a 407.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
cinne aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01,01 Virginity
clrngeorn aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01,01 Virginity,
07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
clnnnes n 07.02.03.03.05.0101,01 Virginity
(ge)clrnsung n 07.02.03.03.05.02.Olfl)1 Virginity
clean one's rifle v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
clean up vi +07.0103.03.05.03 Nonmantal Sex
clean up the kitchen v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cleave Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vi +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cleaver n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
clever 4 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
click n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
vi 07.02.02.02.03101 Making Friends
dlicket a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
client a 407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
climax n 07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
climb Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
climb all over vi 407.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual
Caressing
climb in with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
climb into bed vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
climb the ladder on one's back vi
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
climb trees to get away from it vi +07.02.03.03.05
Promiscuity
clinch a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
cling a & Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
clinging vine a #07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
clip(cclyppan) a, vi & Vt 07.0102.04.01 Embracing,
v +07.0103.04.01 Prostitution
clipjoint n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
clipping a & aj 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
cipsome ai 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
cithopper a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
citonmania a +07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
cloaca a 07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-mindedness
clockwork orange a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
close 4 07.02.02.02.03.0 1 Close Friend
close harmony n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
closed swinging n +07.02.03.03.05,02 Swinging
closeness a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
closet I aj 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
closet, come out of the I v 07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
closet, in the! aj 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
closeted aj +07.0103.03.01.02 Homosexuality
clo.etude n +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
clypp a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
cacow-	 know-
cniht n 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
cnihthad n 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
co-mate a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
co-respondency n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
co-respondent n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
co-wife a 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
coach-companion n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
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coach-fellow n 0702.02.02.03.02 Companion
coax vt 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
* 07.02.02.02.02,01 Pampeaing.
Vt (*) & vi 07.02.02.04 Caressing
coax up Vt 07.02.02.02.02i01 Pampering
coaxed aj 07.02.02.02.02,01.01 Pet,
07.02.02.04 Caressing
coaxing n & aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing
coaxing up n 07.02.02.02.02101 Pampering
cobber n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cobbership n i07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cock n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cock a leg aoross/athwart/over Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
cock the nose v 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful Looks
cockadillo vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cock ale ii +07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
cockafrice n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cock bawd n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
cock block v +07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
cock(-)chafer n (+) (!) 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female
Flirt,
407.02.03.04 Prostitute
cockeye n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cock-hound n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
cockling ii 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
cock-mate n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
cocknel n 07.02.02.02.02,01.01 Pet
cockney n 07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet,
Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
cock(-)pimp n +07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
cock pluck v +07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
cock sparrow n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
cocksman n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
cock-stand n 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
cock(-)sucker n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cock-sucking aj 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cocktail n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
cock-tease Vt 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
cock-teaser ii 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
cock-teasing aj 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
cocker Vt 07.02.02.02.02101 Pampering
cocker up Vt 07.02.02.01,01 Favourite
cockered aj 07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet
cockering n & aj 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
cockeringly av 07.02.02.02.02j01 Pampering
cocking n & aj 07.02.02.02.02,01 Pampering
cocking of the nose n 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful
Looks
cockish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
cockishness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
cockle Vt (i-)07.02.02.02.02i01 Pampering
cockle., play at one's v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
cocky n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
4 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
cocoa, come one's v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
cocodette n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cocotte n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
codding aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
coddle vi +07.02.02.02.02 Doting
codhopper n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
codie n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
codwinker n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
coeate vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
coemption n 07.02.04.05/Ui Wedding Ceremonies
coeinptioner n 07.02.04.O5jUl Wedding Ceremonies
coffee-and-hustler n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
coffee and pimp n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
coffee grinder n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
coffee-house of a woman's cunt, make a vi
-,07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
cognoscenti n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cohabit v +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmaiital Sex,
vi 07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
cohabitation n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
o7m.o4/o2 Cohabitation
cohabit.. I n 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
cohabiter I n 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
cohabiting aj +07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
cohabitor n i07.02.03.03.05.03/01 Partner in
Nonmarital Sex
coil aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
coin collector n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
coit ii 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
colt v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
coite vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
coition n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
coiture n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
coitus n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
coitus a terge n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
coitus 1 tergo n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
coitus condomatus n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
coitus interruptus ii 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
coitus obstuictus n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
coitus prolongatus n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
coitus resezvatus! n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
cold aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
cold biscuit n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Atiractiveness
cold fish n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
coldly av 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
coldness n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
+07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
coil ii & Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
collar and cuff n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
collar and tie n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
collar and tie brigade n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02
Female Homosexuality
colleen/Colleen Bawn n 407.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
collegiate fucking a 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
coiling a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
collingly av 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
collision a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
colly a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
colonial puck a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
colt n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
coltish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
colt's tooth n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
comarital aj +07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
combinate aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
combo a +07.02.04102 Cohabitation
come n 407.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
come about v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
come across v +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
come aloft vi +07.02.03.03.04,01.01 Erection
come at vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
come-freak n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
come-hither! vi 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction
of a Man
come-hithering I a & af 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,02
Seduction of a Man
come-hitherish! aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,02
Seduction of a Man
comehitheiy! n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,02 Seduction
of a Man
come in at the back door/the hatch/the side
door/the wicket/the window vi
07.02.03.03.05.03,02 illegitimacy
come in tops with Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
come in unto vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
come o' will! n 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 Illegitimacy
come (off) v 07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
come-on n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
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come-on boy ii +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
come one's cocoa v +07.02.03.03.04i01.02.O1
Ejaculation
come one's fat v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
come one's mutton v *07.02.03.02.01 Mastuibation
come out! v 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
come out of the closet! v 07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
come over v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
come to Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercouxse
come to a sticky end v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
come to see vt +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
come together vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
coming aj 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
coming-on aj 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
coming out n & aj 407.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
comitant aj 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
comitate Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
commaculate aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
Vt 071)2.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
commacuistion n 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
commendation ninepeace n 07.02.02.05/04 Love
Tokens
conunensal n 07.02.02.02.03.02104 Table Companion
commerce n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
commercial queer n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
commercial sex n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
commistion n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
commit v 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
commit the seventh vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
commit (with) Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
commited aj #07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
committer n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
committing ii & aj 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital
Sex
commix vi 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
commixtion n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
commixture n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
commode n 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
common a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
common customer a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
common house a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
common jack a ..07.0103.04 Prostitute
common-law marriage n 07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
common-law wife a 07.02.04102 Cohabitation
common maid a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
common prostitute n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
common sewer a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
common stale a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
common tart a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
common woman a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
commoner a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
commonly av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
communal marriage n 07.02.04/01.01.06 Group
Marriage
communicableness a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
communication n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
community a 07.02.02.0103.02 Companion,
07.0103.04 Prostitute
compadre n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
compane a & vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
companion a, aj & vi 07.02.02.02.03.02
Companion,
n * 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute,
407.02.04102 Cohabitation,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling Companion
companion-in-aims a 07.02.02.02.03.02/07 Comrade
companionage a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
companionate aj 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
companionate marriage/mating a 07.02.04
Marriage
companioneu n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
companionize Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
companionly ii 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
companionment a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
companionry a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
companionship a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
company n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01 Partner in
Nonmarital Sex,
a, Vt & vi 071)2.021)103.02 Companion,
a & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02j02 Travelling Companion




company, do (a person) Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02
Companion
company, (good, bad etc.) a 07.02.02.02.03.02
Companion
company, keep (a person) v 071)2.02.02.03.02/02
Travelling Companion
company-keeper a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
companying a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
companysbip a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
compeer a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
compelling aj 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
compernage n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
complect Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
completion a +07.0103.03.04101.02 Orgasm
complex marriage a +07.02.04/01.01.06 Group
Marriage
complexion a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
complice n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
comply Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
compound with W 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
compress Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
compromise Vt +07.02.03.031)5.03 Nonmarital Sex
computer widow a 07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
comrade n & vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
comradelineu a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
comradely aj 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
comradery a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
comradeship a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
comrado a 07.010102.03.02 Companion.
comrogue a 07.02.02.02.03.0206 Fellow-rogue
conceit Vt 07.02.0103.01/01 Acquired Taste
concern a 07.02.02.05.03/01.01 Liaison
concile Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
conciliate	 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
concomitant a 07.02.02.02.03.02,02 Travelling
Companion
concubinacy a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
concubinage a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
concubinal! aj 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
concubinanan aj 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
concubinazy a & aj 07.02.03.03.05.03101.02
Mistress
concubinate a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
concubinator a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
concubine a 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
a & Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
a *07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
concubinize Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress
concubinous aj 907.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
concuby! a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
concumbence! a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
concumbency! a 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
concupiscence a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
concupisoency a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
concupiscent aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
concupisoential aj 07.02.03.03.04.0 1 Over-sexedness
concupiscentiality a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
concupiscentious aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-
sexedness
concupiscently av 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
concupiscible a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
concupitive aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
concupy a 07.02.03.03.05.03101.02 Mistress
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condition, changelaltex one's v 07.02.04.05
Wedding
cone, give v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
coney n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
confarreate aj 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
confarrealion n 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
confedarate yr 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
confers n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
confidant n 07.02.02.02.03.01102 Confidante
confidante n 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
confidence n 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
confldency n 07.02.02.02.03.01102 Confidante
confident n 07.02.02.02.03.01,02 Confidante
confidential aj 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
confidentiality n 07.02.02.02.03.01102 Confidante
confldentialneu n 07.02.02.02.03.01,02 Confidante
confratar ii 07.02.0204.01 Brotherly Love
confr,ternal aj 07.02.0204.01 Brotherly Love
confratemization n 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love
congenial aj 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
conveu n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
conreuion n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
conjoin Vt 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
conjugacy n 07.02.04 Marriage
conjugal aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
conjugal duties n +07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
conjugal relations ii +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
407.02.04.06 Marital Sex
conjugal rights n +07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
conjugality n 07.02.04 Marriage
conjugalize vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
conjugally av 07.02.04 Marriage
conjugals n +07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
conjugate aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
vi (+)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
conjugated aj 07.02.04 Marriage
conjugation a 07.02.04 Marriage
conjugial if 07.02.04 Marriage
conjunct n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
conjunction a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04 Marriage
conjuncture a 07.02.04 Marriage
connect vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
connection with, have Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
connexion/connection a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
connubial if 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
connubial pleasures a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
connubialism a 07.02.04 Marriage
connubiality a 07.02.04 Marriage
connubialize vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
connubially iv 07.02.04 Marriage
connubiate vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
connubium a +07.02.04 Marriage
conquer a bed v +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
conquest a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
conscience a 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
consensual if 407.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
consenting adult a 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
consocial aj 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
consociate vi 07.0202.02.03.02 Companion
consociation a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
consociety a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
consolation a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
console Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
consort i vi & w 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
a & Vt () 07.0104.01 Spouse,
v +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonznarital Sex,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion,
07.02.04.05 Wedding,
Vt & vi 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
consort with vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
consort, in av 07.02.02.02.03.0202 Travelling
Compamon
consortation a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
consorting a 07.0202.02.03.02 Companion
consortahip a 07.02.04.01 Spouse
constant companion a +07.02.03.03.05.0301 Partner
in Nonmantal Sex,
407.02.04/02 Cohabitation
constrain Vt 07.02.02.04.01/01 Hugging,
07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
constuprate Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
constupration a 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
consult Dr Jerkoff v 407.02.03.02.01 Mastuibation
consummate aj & Vt 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation,
Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
consummate one's desire vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
consummating n & aj 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
consummation a 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
consummator a 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
consupiscentislly iv 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-
sexedness
contact with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
conteck a 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01 Scornful Language
contemn Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
conteinn.d if 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
contemnedly iv 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
contemnibly iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
contemning n 07.02.01.06101 Contemning,
aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt
contemningly iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
oontemnment a 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
contempt a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness,
a & v 07.02.01.06,01 Contemning
contemptedly av 07.02.01.06 Contempt
conteinpiful aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt
contemptibility a 07.02.01.06 Contempt
contemptible aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt
contemptibly av 07.02.01.06 Contempt
conteinption a 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
contemptuous aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt
contemptuously iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
contemptuousness a 07.02.01.06 Contempt
content one's desire vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
continence I a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
continency! a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01,01 Virginity
continent I aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01,01 Virginity
contract a, if, Vt & vi 07.02.04.03 Engagement,
a & Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
contract marriage v 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
vi 07.02.04.03 Engagement
contract matrimony v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
contracted aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
contracting a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
contraction n 07.02.04.03 Engagement,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
contrary a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
contrasexual aj 407.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
contrasexuality a +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
contributory negligence a +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
control w +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
contubernal a 07.02.02.02.03.02J03 Domestic
Companion,
af 07.02.04 Marriage
contubernian a 07.02.02.02.03.02/03 Domestic
Companion
contumelious af 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
contumeiously iv 07.0101.06101 Contemning
contumely a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
conveniency n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
convenient n (+)07.02.03.03.05.03,0 1.02 Mistress,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute




conversation n 0702.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
converse a, Vt & vi 07.02.02.02.03.02.01
Acquaintance,
a & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
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conversing n 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
convey Vt O7.02.02.O2.03.O2O2 Travelling
Companion
convoy Vt 07.02.02.02.03.0202 Travelling
Companion,
7.02.02.05.04,01 Dating
convoy, go v +07.02.03.03.05,02.01.01 Gang-
banging
convoying n 07.02.02.05.041W Dating
cony n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
conycatcher n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
cook v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cook cucumbers v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
cooker n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cookie n 407.02.0103.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cookie pusher n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
cookies ii +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cookies, get one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual intercourse
cool aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
cooliy av 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
coolness n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
+07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
coon-lover n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cooze n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
coozey n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cop, on the av +07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
cop a cherly vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
cop a doodle v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cop a feel v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
cop a joint v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cop and blow v +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
cop one's bird v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
cop one's joint v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
cop one's load/lot v 407.02.03.03.04fl)1.02.Ol
Ejaculation
cops Vt 07.02.02.02.03,01 Making Friends
copemate n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
copenei(e)<copenee n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual
Partner
copesmate n (+)07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Paier,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
copeolegnia n +07.02.03.03.02,02 Scat Sex
coolalia! n 07.02.03101 Sexual Behaviour,
* 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
coology n 07.02.03.03.03 Ponlography
copeophagic aj +07.02.03.03.02,02 Scat Sex
copeophaçy n 407.02.03.03.02,02 Scat Sex
coophiks ii +07.02.03.03.02ì02 Scat Sex
couophilia.c n +07.02.03.03.02,02 Scat Sex
copula ii 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
copulate vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
copulation n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
copulative n 07.02.04.05.01 BrideGrootn
coquet(te) n 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation,
07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt,
ii, aj, Vt & vi 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
coquet(te) it vi 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
coquetry n 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
coquetting n & aj 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
coquettish aj 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flit
coquettishly av 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
cordial aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cordiality n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cordially av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cordless massager n 407.02.03.021W Sex Aids
(ge)coren ai 07.02.02.01 Loved One
Corinth n (Si.) (I) 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
Corinthian n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
corinthian aj 07.0103.03.05 Promiscuity,
07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
corinthisniza vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
corn n +07.02.02.0503 Love Literature,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
corner in, get one's v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
corner, in one's ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cornergirl n 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cornflakes a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
cornhole n 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
cornification a 407.02.03.03.05.03.0201 Cuckold
cornify it 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckold
cornute a & Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckold
cornuted 4 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckold
cornuting a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cornuto a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckokl
cornutor a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
corny aj 407.02.02.05,03 Love Literature
corpse prophanalion a 407.02.03.03.02102.01
Neaothilia
correction a 407.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochism
correspond vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
correspondence n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
corrupt Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
corruption n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
cosh-carrier n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
cosh-cairying I n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
cosher Vt 07.02.02.02.02,01 Pampering
cou a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing 	 kiss
cosset a 07.02.02.02.02,01.01 Pet,
V & Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing,
Vt (*) & vi 07.02.02.02.02,01 Pampering
cosseting a 07.02.02.02.0201 Pampering
cossetung a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
cossian v 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
cosy up to Vt 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
* 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
cotchel Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
cotqueen a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
cottage n & vi +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
cottager n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
cottaging a .i07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
cotton vi 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
cotton on to Vt 07.02.02.03.01,01 Acquired Taste
cotton to vi 07.0102.02.03.02,01 Becoming
Companions
cotton up v 07.02.02.02.03101 Making Friends
cotwarmer a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
counsel-keeper a 07.02.02.02.03.01102 Confidante
counter-lusting a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
country alliance n +07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
country club a 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
country marriage n 407.02.04/02 Cohabitation
couple a 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers,
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couple-beggar a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
coupled a 07.02.04 Marriage
coupl.dom n +07.02.02.05.03 Lovexs
coupleress n 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
coupling n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
coupling house n +)7.02.03.04.04 Brothel
courage a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
court Vt 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
court of love a 07.02.02.05403 Love Literature
court to, make one's Vt 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
courted 4 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers,
07.02.0105.04 Courtship
courter a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
courteun/courtezan n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
courtesanism a 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
courtessnahip a 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
courtier a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
courting n & aj 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
courtly love a 07.02.02.05103 Love Literature
courtship a & 4 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
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cousin n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Cousin Betty n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
couth aj 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
couthly(ccublice) aj & av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
Covent Garden aj +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
Covent Garden abbesa n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
Covent Garden nun n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Covent Garden Vestal n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cover Vt (+) (!) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
covers, on the wrong side of the av
*07.02.03.03.05.03/02 Illegitimacy
covert n & aj 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
covert-baron n 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man,
n & aj 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
covert-feme n 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
coverture n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman,
07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
covesa n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
covet vt & vi 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
covey it 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cow n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.04.01.01 Wife
cows and kisses n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
coxswain it +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
coy aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
aj, av & vi 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,
Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
coy with vi 07.02.02.04 Caressing
coying n 07.02.02.04 Caressing
coyly av 07.02.01.06.02 Scum
cox n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
C/P it +07.02.03.03.0201 Sado-Masochism
crack it 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
* (+) 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
crack a cherry vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
crack a doll vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
crack a jane vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
crack a judy/Judy vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
crack a Judy's teacup vi +o7.o2.o3.o3.o5m.01
Defloration
crack a pipkin vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
crack a pitcher vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
crack salesman n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
crack your whip vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cracked a] 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
cracked about, be Vt 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
cracked in the ring aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
cracked on, be Vt 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
cracker, (little) n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
crackers aj 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
crackish aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Pmnuscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
crackling n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
crackling, bit/piece of it 407.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
crane n 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
crank one's shank v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
cratcrbutt n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
crawl (in with) Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
crazed aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
crazy about/for, be Vt 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
cream n +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal,
v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
cream (one'. jeans) v 407.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
creamer it 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
creamie it 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
creature of sale it 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
creep a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
creep-joint n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
creeper a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
Creuida a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
crew a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
crib n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
cries a 07.02.04.05#U1.01 Banns
aim, con.! a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
crime against nature n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
criminal assault a 407.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
criminal connection it +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
criminal conversation! n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
criminal correspondence a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
criminally used aj +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
cromo a 907.02.03.04 Prostitute
crony a & vi 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
cronyiam a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
croshabell a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cross aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cross-cousin marriage it 07.02.04.05/11.01.01
Preferential Marriage
cross dress v 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
cross dressed! aj 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
cross-dresser I a 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
cross-dressing a (!) & aj (+) 07.02.03.03.02
Fetishism
cross girl n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
cross marriage a 07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential
Marriage
crow a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cruise a 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
a (+) & v (!) 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
cruiser it (I) 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
407.02.03.04 Prostitute
cruising it (!) & aj (+) 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
crumpet a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually
crumpet, bit/piece of n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
crumpet, (old) a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
crumpet man a +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
crush n 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation,
407.02.02.05.01 Lover
crush on, have/get a Vt 07.02.02.05j02.01
Infatutation
cry Vt 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
cryptoerotic aj +07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
cuck n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckold
cuckally aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cuckle Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
cuckold it, aj (!) & Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01
Cuckold
cuckold-maker a 07.02.03.03.05.0302/01 Cuckold
cuckold-making a & aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01
Cuckold
cuckold the parson v +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
cuckoldage! n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cuckoldize Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cuckoldly aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cuckoldom n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cuckoldry n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cuckoldy aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cuckoo n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
cuckoo over aj 407.02.02.05 Amorous Love
cuckquean a & Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
cuddle n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing,
Vt & vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
cuddlesome aj 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
cuddly aj 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
cull a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
cull bird a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
culling n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
cully n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
Vt 0702.02.04.01 Embracing
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culver n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tams of Endeannent
cuss-freak n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
cnmbolhetc n 07.02.01 Hatred
(ge)cunnan v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cunnilictio n +07.021)3.02.02 Oral Sex
cunnilinctual if 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cunnilingism n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cnnnilingue v 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cnnnilingus n 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cunnung n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cunny-haunted aj +07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
cunny-hunter n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
canny-warren n 4071)2.03.04.01 Brothel
cunnyhunter n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
cunt n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
#07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cunt, bit of n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
cunt, eat (someone's) v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cunt-fuckary n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cuntlapper n 4071)2.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cunt-hcking n *07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
cunt-struck aj +07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
cunt-tcuer n +07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
cup of tea, (one'.)! n 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
cupcake n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
Cupid/cupid n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
Cuñd's scalding house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
curious n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
curious aj i07.02.03.03.0l.02 Homosexuality,
07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
curl vi 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful Looks
curt (of the lip) a 071)2.01.06.02.01 Scornful Looks
curl the lip v 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful Looks
curtain-lecture a 07.02.04.01.03,01.01 Hen-pecking
curtain-lecturing a 07.02.04.01.03,01.01 Hen-
pecking
curtain-sermon a 07.02.04.01.03,01.01 Hen-pecking
curtal a & af 071)2.03.04 Prostitute
customary position a +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
customer a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
cut v 407.02.03.03.04.02 Under-aexedness
cut a aide vi +071)2.03 Sexual Intercourse
cut a alice off the joint vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
cut sad carried aj +07.02.04 Marriage
cut it vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cut off the joint, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
cut one's eye at vt i07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious
Looks
cut out v +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
cut the cake vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
cut the mustard v +07.021)3.03.04,01.01 Erection,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
cute I 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cutes a +071)2.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cutesie-pie n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cutie i +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
cutty a 407.02.02.02.03 Friend
(ge)cu6 4 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
I*07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
cubs n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
(ge)cublascan v 07.02.02.0.03/0l Making Friends
cublic 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
cublioc av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
cwen(e) a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife 	 quean
cyfes a 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress
cyninggenibla ii 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
Cyprian a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
cy1,rian n & (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
Cyprian sceptre a 407.02.03.03.01,01.01 Erection
Cythera a +0702.03.03.05.03 Nomnarital Sex
cytherean a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Cytheromania a +07.02.03.03.04.01.02
Nymphomania
cybbu a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend kith
D
dab it up v 407.02.04/02 Cohabitation,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dab nebs vi 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing




daddy one a +07.02.02.05.01 Lover
dagger's drawing/drawn/points, at av
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
dam v 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
a & v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
dainful aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
dainteous a 07.02.02.01 Loved One
dainty a 071)2.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
dainty up Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
daisy a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+071)2.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
daisy(-)chain a +071)2.03.03.03 Pornography,
+07.02.03.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
daisy chainar a +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
dalliance a 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation,
07.02.02.05.05/02 Amorous Struggling,
407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dallier is 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
daily vi 07.02.02.04 Caressing,
07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dallying a & 4071)2.02.051)5 Flirtation
damaged aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
damaged goods a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
dame, my a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
dammaret a 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
damnable 07.02.01.01/01 The Expression of
Dislike
damned/d—d 07.02.01.01,01 The Expression of
Dislike
damsel a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
dance (a dance) between a pair of sheets vi
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dance a haymarket hornpipc vi +07.02.03.04.02
Prostitute's Client
dance at Vt +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
dance-hall hostess a #07.02.03.01 Prostitute
dance in the hall-peck vi +07.02.04.02.02
Unmarried Man
dance on the mattress vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
dance the mattress quadrille vi 407.02.03 Sexual
dandle Vt & vi 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering,
*07.02.02.04 Caressing
dandier a 07.02.02.02A)2/01 Pampering
dandling a 07.02.02.02.020l Pampering,
07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet,
071)21)2.04 Caressing
dangler a 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
dant a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Derby and Joan n 07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple
Derby-and-Joan it v 07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple
Darby-and-Joanish aj 07.02.04.01.03 Married
Couple
dark culiy a +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.0l Ke1t
Mistress
dark meat a 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
dark-setting a +07.02.02.04.02/01.02 Necking
dan ft 07.02.02.01 Loved One




n & Vt 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.01,01 Favourite ideorfing derlynge
darlingly av 07.02.02.01 Loved One
darlingneu n 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
darlint u 07.02.02.01 Loved One
dash in the bloomers n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dub in th. bloomers, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
dasher n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dashing aj +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
date n & Vt 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating,
Vt +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
date bait n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
date-ripe n & Vt ^07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
date up Vt 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
dating n 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating,
+07.1)2.03 Sexual Intercourse
daughter n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
daughter of Eve n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
daughter of joy n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
daughter of the game n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dauusel Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
dannting n 07.02.02.04 Caressing
gedrian v 07.02.04.08 Divorce
dead cart n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
dead-eye n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
dead meat n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dead set n 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt,
* 07.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
dead set (on) aj 407.02.02.05 Amorous Love
dead shot n ^07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dead to honour/prupiety/socia1 behaviour 4
+07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
deal vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dealings n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dear(<deore) n & a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
aj & av 07.02.02.02 Affection,
aj & Vt 07.1)2.02.01 Loved One,
* av 07.02.02 Love .deoran
dear John n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultezy
dear old thing n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
death n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
dearing n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
dearly sf 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
av 07.02.02 Love
dearness n 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
07.02.02.02 Affection
dearworth'cdeorwyrbe 4 07.02.02.01 Loved One
dearworthily av 07.02.02.02 Affection
dearworthy aj 07.02.1)2.01 Loved One
deary ii 07.02.02.0 1 Loved One,
107.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
death, little n 07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
debauch Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmaiital Sex
debauched aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
debaucher n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman
debutante n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
deceive Vt 407.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery




décolleté 4 07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
decree nisi n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
dedain ii 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
dedignation n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
deed, the n ^07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
deep, in 4 +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
deep-kiss n 07.02.02.04.02/01 French Kissing
deep-kissing n 07.02.02.04.02101 French Kissing
deep throat n & v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
defalcalion n +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
defend n 07.02.01.05.01,01 Feud
defile Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
defile a bed vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
defilement n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
defiler n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloralicu
defiling n 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
deflorste vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
defloration n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
defloralory aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
deflourish Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.0 1 Defloration
deflower vt & w (+) 07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
deflowered aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
deflowerer n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
deflowermg n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
defoil Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
defoul Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Deficration
defouled 4 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
defouling ii 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement,
07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
defy Vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
degoust n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
depded ai 407.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
deignous ai 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
deignoushede n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
deinous1y av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
delicate n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
delicate situation n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital
Sex
deliciously sv 07.02.02.02 Affection
Delilah n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Delilah-like! av 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction
of a Man
deli n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
deini-inondaine n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
derni-monde n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
demi-rep a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
d.nii-repdoni a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
dezni-viere n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
dead-virgin n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
demi-world a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Denmark, go to vi 407.02.03.03.01.04
Transsexuality
deoran v 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.01 Loved One 'dear
deere 4e.ar
deorling a 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite icLarIiug,
dfegn ii 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
deorwyrbnes a 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
deosculalion a (+)07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
depopularize Vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike
depucel Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.0 1 Defloration
dcpucelate Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
deridable I n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
deride! vi & vi 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01 Scornful
Language
derided 4 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
derident! 4 07.1)2.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
decider I a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
deriding! n & 4 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
deridingly! av 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Lanuage
darisible a 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
derision! a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Lanuage
derisionaiy! aj 07.02.01.0602.01/01.01 Scornful
Lanuage
derisive! aj 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
derisorious! af 07.02.01.06.C)2.OljOl.Ol Scornful
Language
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derisoiyl aj 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
derlyngc dainteoua n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
isdarling, deorling
desertion n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
desexualization n +07.02.03.03 Sexuality
desexuilize I Vt 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
desexualized! aj 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
desire n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
despect n 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
despection n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despicable if 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despicableness n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despicably av 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despication n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despiciency n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despicable aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despise! n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despiuntly iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despise n & Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
despise ((up)on/above) vi 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despised if 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
despisement n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despising n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despisingly av 07.02.0 1.06 Contempt
despisingness n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
despite n 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
despite at/against vi 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
despiteful aj 07.02.01.02 fl-will,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.06 Contempt
despitefufly iv 07.02.01.02 El-will,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.06 Contempt
despitefulness n 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.06 Contempt
despitely av 07.02.01.02 El-will,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice
despiteous aj 07.02.01.02 El-will,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.06 Contempt
despiteously iv 07.02.01.02 El-will,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.06 Contempt
despiting n 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
despitous aj 07.02.01.02 ill-will,
* ()7)ZOI 03 Malice,
07.02.01.06 Contempt
despitously av 07.02.01.02 El-will,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.06 Contempt
desponsate aj 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
deaponution n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
desponsories n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
despouuge n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
despouse Vt 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
despouser n 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage
despousing n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
detail. vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing
detest n & vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing
detestability n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
detestable aj 07.02.01.0401 Loathsomeness
detestableness n 07.02.01.04.0 1 Loathsomeness
detestably av 07.02.01.04.0 1 Loathsomeness
detestant n & aj 07.02.01.04 Loathing
detestate vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing
detestation n 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
detested af 07.02.01 Hatred
detestedly iv 07.02.01.04 Loathing
detester n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
detestful aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
detesting n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
detrimental n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
deuterogamist n 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
deuterogainy n 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
deviance n +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
deviant n & aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
device ii +07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aids
devil loves holy water, as the ph 07.02.01.01
Dislike
devilish aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
devirginate af & Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloralion
devirginated if 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
devirgination n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
devirginator n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
devote/devoté n 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devote (to) aj 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devoted aj 07.02.02i01 Great Love
devotedly av 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devotee n 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devoterer n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
devotion n 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devotional aj 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devotionary n 07.02.02,01 Great Love
dsvotious aj 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devotiously iv 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devotiat n 07.02.02/01 Great Love
devour Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
devouter n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
devoutrie n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
diamond n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
diamond cutter n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
diamond wedding n 07.02.04.05/02.01.01 Wedding
An
diandrous if 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy
diapering n +07.02.03.03.02/01 S ado-Masochism
dibble v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dick ii +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
dick around v -.07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
dick peddler n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
dick-teaser ii +07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
dicked 4 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
Dick's hatband a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
dicky-licker a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
diddle v 107.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
107.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
diddler a 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
407.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
diddling a & if +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
diddnzns n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
die I vi 07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
diesel a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
diesel dyke n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
diffareation n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
diffldation ft 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
digama a +07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
digainizt a 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy,
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
digamite a 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
digaznous if 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
digamus n +07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
digamy a 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy,
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
digger a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
dight Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
digustedly iv 07.02.01.01 Dislike
dike a 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
dyke
dikey 4 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
dildo a (^)07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aids
dilect aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
dilection a 07.02.02 Love
dill-darling n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
dilli-minion n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment *dilly-
dulling n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
dillydonce a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp s.diLli-
dillydown a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
dinah a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheait
dine it the Y v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
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ding-ding, (my) n 070202.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
ding-dong, (my) n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
dining at the Y ii +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
dinky one's slinky v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
dip in the bush v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
dip it v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dip (one's) wick vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dip the fly vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dipping and peering a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
dipping at th. bush a 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
dippy over/about aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
diremption n 07.02.04.08.01 Separation
diriment impediment a 07.02.04.08 Divorce
dirt tamper a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
dirty aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
dirty book a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
dirty dog n 07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-mindedness
dirty dowager n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
dirty leg a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
dirty magazine a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
dirty-minded aj 07.02.03.03.04.01)01 Dirty-
mindedness
dirty-mindedneu ft 07.02.03.03.04.OliOl Dirty-
mindedness
dirty old man n 07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-
mindedness
dirty sex n +07.02.03.03.02j02 Scat Sex
dirty shop a +07.02.03.02,01 Sex Aids
dirty-sonled aj 07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-
mindedness
dirty trip ii +07.02.03.03.02,02 Scat Sex
dirty weekend a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
dirty weekender n +07.02.03.03.05.03,01 Partner in
Nonmarital Sex
dirty work at the crouroads a +07.02.02.04,04.01
Sexual Caressing
disaffect Vt 07.02.01.01 DislIke
disaffected aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disaffectedneu a 07.02.01.01 DislIke,
*07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
disaffection a 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
*07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
disagreeable a 07.02.01.01 Dislike
discharge v 407.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
discipline n +07.02.03.03.0201 Sado-Masochism
discover one's gender vi +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
discovert aj 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
discoverture a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman,
07.02.04.07.01 Widow
discuss Uganda vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
disdain n 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
a & vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdained aj 07.02.01.06.01 Conteinptedness,
07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdainedly av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdainful aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdainfully av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdainfulness a 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdaining a 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bah!
di.sdainingly av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdainishly av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdainous aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disdainously av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
disengagement a 07.02.04.03,02 Disespousal
disespouse Vt 07.02.04.03)02 Disespousal
disesteem Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
disesteem of vi 07.02.01.06 Contempt
disestoemed aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
disfsncy vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disfavour vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disfavourite a 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disfriendship a 07.02.01 Hatred.
*07020105 Unfriendliness
disfunction n 407.02.03.03,01 Perversion
disgrace vi +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmantal Sex
disgracious aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disgust n 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
Vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disgusted aj 07.02.01.04 Loathing
disguster a 07.02.01.04 Loathing
disgustful aj 07.02.01.04 Loathing
disgustfully av 07.02.01.01 Dislike
dish a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
dishonest aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
*07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
vi 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
dishonestly av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dishonesty a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dishonour vi 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
dishonoured if 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
dishonourer a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
dishy if 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
diskindneu a 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
dislikable aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
dislike n 01.02.01.04 Loathing,
vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
dislike (with/of) vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disliked aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
dislikeful aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disliker n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disliking a 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
dislove a 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
vt 07.02.02 Love
disloyal aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
disloyalty I n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adu1teiy
dismaiden vi 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
dismarry vi 07.02.04.08 Divorce
dismiss v 07.02.04.08 Divorce
dismission a 07.02.04.08 Divorce
disopinion a 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disorderly house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
disparage a & vi 07.02.04.05,09.03 Misalliance
disparagement a 07.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
disparaging a 07.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
dispeacc n 07.02.01 Hatred
dispopularize vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disport amorously vi *07.02.03 Sexual Int&course
disposed aj 07.02.02.03 Liking
disposories a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
disprized aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
disrelish a & vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disrelished aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
disrelishing a 07.02.01.01 Dislike
dissipated aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dissipating if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dissociety a 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
dissolubility a 07.02.04.08 Divorce
dissolute n & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dissolutely av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dissoluteness a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dissolution a +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dissolutious aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
distutably iv 07.02.01.01 DislIke
distaste a 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
a & vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing
distuted aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
distuteful af 07.02.01.04 Loathing
distastefully av 07.02.01.01 Dislike
distastefulness n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
distuter a 07.02.01.01 Dislike
distuting af 07.02.01.04 Loathing
distastive aj 07.02.01.04 Loathing
div n +07.02.04.08 Divorce
dive v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
dive in the canyon v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
dive into the dark vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dive into the sky v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
divergence a +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
diviciate vi 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
divinity a 07.02.02,01 Great Love
divorce a, v & vi 07.02.04.08 Divorce
divorceable if 07.02.04.08 Divorce
divorced a & aj 07.02.04.08 Divorce
divorcee n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
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dkvorceleu aj 07.02.04.08 Divorce
divorcement n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
divorcer n 07.02.04.07 Widow(er),
07.02.04.08 Divorce
divorcing n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
divorcive aj 07.02.04.08 Divorcedivorcy ii 07.02.04.08 Divorce
divort vi 07.02.04.08 Divorce
do v *07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
Vt 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
vt & vi 07.0103 Sexual Jiitera)urse
do It vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
do it with Vt +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
do It yourself kit n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
do ones kind vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
do oneself off v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
do over Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
do the do vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
doe n 07.02.03.03.05.03102 illegitimacy
doceaniur n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
docincel n 07.02.03.03.05.03102 illegitimacy
dock v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
doctor, play v *07.02.02.04104.01 Sexual Caressing
doe n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dog n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
dog a bone, give the +07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
dog-biacuit ii +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
dogface n +07.0102.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
dog-fuhion n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism,
+07.0103.02.03 Anal Sex iidoggie-, doggy-
dog-lady n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dog (someone) around Vt 407.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
dogged aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
dogged-sprighted aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
doggedly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
doggedneu n 07.02.01.03 Malice
doggie n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
doggie fashion av +07.02.03.02 Sexual Mhleticism
sdo-, doggy-
doggish aj 07.0101.03 Malice
doggishly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
doggishn.ss n 07.02.01.03 Malice
doggy a) 07.02.01.03 Malice	 dog, doggie
doe's dinner n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
doing n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
doleful aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
dolefully av 07.02.01.03 Malice
doll n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03.03.05.03101.02 Mistress
doll, crick a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
doll city a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
doll-common n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
doilface n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness




dolly(-)bird a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
dolly-common a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dolly mop n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dolly-mopper n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
dolly-mop. a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dollymopping n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
domestic aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
domestically av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
dominance n 407.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochism
domination n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochisin
dominatrix n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
domine do little n +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
Don Juan n 07.02.03.03.05.0! Male Promiscuity
Don Juanery n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
Don Juanesque af 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
Don Juanish aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
Don Juanism n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
don the beard v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
dons! ii 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
don, Jack a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
donah a +07.0102.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Donald duck n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
doodle, cop a v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
Dorothy's friends a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
dorsal posture for the male a *07.0103.02 Sexual
Athieticism
doss vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
doss-house n 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
dot a 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
dot and carried aj 407.02.04 Marriage
dotage a 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
dotal aj 07.02.04.05109.04.01 Dowry
dotard a 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
dote n Vt & vi 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
doted aj 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
doter a 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
doteress a 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
doting a & aj 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
doting-piece a 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
dotingly av 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
double v +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
double-bagger a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
double-barreled ghee a *07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
double-barried broad n *07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
double-date v +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
double entendre n +07.02.03.03.03/01 kisquéness
double-gaited aj +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
double-header a +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
double in stud v *07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
double-life man a +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
double shot, have a vi +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation,
*07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
double standard 1 a 07.02.03j01 Sexual Behaviour
double the melt vi 407.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
double-time Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery




doughy-nosed aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
douse a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
dove, (my) a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
doyle a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
dowable aj 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
dowage n 07.0104.05j09.04.01 Dowry
dowageable aj 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
dowager a *07.0103.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
dowse a 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
dower a 07.02.04.05/09.04.02 Bride Purchase,
a & Vt 07.02.04.05109.04.01 Dowry
doweral aj 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
dowered aj 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
dowereu a 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
dowerless af 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
dowing a 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
down buttock and sham file a +07.02.03.04
Prostitute
down on, have a v 07.02.01.01 Dislike
down south, go v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
down with ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
dowry a 07.02.04.05/09.04.02 BrIde Purchase,
n & Vt 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
dowsyless aj 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
dowsabel a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
doxy a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
*07.02.0304 Prostitute
Dr Jerkoff, consult v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
drab n 07.0103.04 Prostitute,
vi (^)07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
drab it vi 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
drabber a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
drabbery a 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
drabbing n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
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thick n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
drag n (I) 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling Companion
drag-dyke n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
drag-queen n #07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
dragon upon St George, the n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
drip n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
drsarnboat n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.02.05.01 Lover
dreggy if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dreu for sale n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dress-houc ii (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
dreu(-)lodges ii +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dress on the left vi +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
dress-up n #07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
dried-up aj +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
driggle-draggle ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
drill v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
drink at the fuzzy cup v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
dripping for it aj +01.02.03.03.04j01 Arousal
drive into vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
drIvelling n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
droit de seigneur n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
drop anchor in burn bay v 907.02.03.02.03 Anal
Sex
drop dead v 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bah!
drop (one's) beads v 407.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
drop one's hairpins v 407.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
drop one's load vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
druery n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
07.02.02.05,04 Love Tokens,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
drum and fife n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
drumstick cue a +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
Drury Lane vestal n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
drut a 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
dry bob n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
dzy(-)fuck a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
v +07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
dry-mouthed widow n 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
dry rub a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
dry waltz with oneself do a v 407.02.03.02.01
Masturbation,
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
dryhtealdcr a 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
dryhtealdcrman a 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
dzyhtguma a 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
dryhtmann n 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
dryhtwemend ft 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
dryhtwemere a 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
duchess a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
Ducheu of Fife n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
duck n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
duckling a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
ducks a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
ducky a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
duke, get some v .07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
Dulcinea/dulcinea ii (+)07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress,
#07.02.03.04 Prostitute
dump n & v 407.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
dung-poacher ii +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
dusty aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
*07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
l)utch a s07.02.02.02.03 Fnend
dutch, (old) a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
Dutch husband a +07.02.03.02,01 Sex Aids
Dutch widow ii +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Dutch wife a +07.02.03.02,01 Sex Aids
duty, do one's vi #07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
dyadic if +07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
dyke ii 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
idike
dykeness n 407.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
dyrneceozl a 07.02.03.03.05.03,01 Partner in
Nonmarital Sex
dyrneforlegennes n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
dyrnegeliger a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
dyrnegeigere a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication,
07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
dyrneleges ft 07.02.03.03.05.O3 Nonmarital Sex,
if 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
dyrnelegese av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
dyrne(ge)legerscipe a 07.0103.03.05.03 Noiunarital
Sex
dyrnforlegen if 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
dyrnhmendc if 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
dyrnhicgan v 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
dysfunctional if +07.02.03.03,01 Perversion
dyspareunia a +07.02.03.03,01.01 Sexual Problems
dyspareunic if #07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
dyipathetic aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
dyspathy a 07.02.01.01 DislIke
E
B n +07.02.03.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
eadlufu a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
ealdcyb6u a 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 AcquaIntance
u.old
ealdfeond a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
caldgefa a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
caidgefera a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
ealdgeneat a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
ealdgethbla a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
ealdgcsib n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
ealdgewinna a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
caidhettende a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
ealdor a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
ealdorgewinna a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
eardlufu a 07.02.02.01 Loved One
eargues a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
eargacipe is 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
early door a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
earmheortnes a 07.02.01.01 Dislike
East African activities a +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nonmarital Sex
east man a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
easy aj #07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
w +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
easy lay a +07.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
easy make a +07.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
easy mod a #07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
easy on the eye if +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
easy ride n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
easy rider a (I) 07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis,
407.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
easy virtue a +07.0103.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
easy woman a +07.0103.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
eat I Vt 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eat a furburger v #07.02.03.0102 Oral Sex
eat a kipper feast v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eat flesh vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
eat fur pie v +07.02.03.0102 Oral Sex
eat hair pie v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eat jam v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eat out v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eat pound cake v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eat piuy vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
eat (someone's) cunt v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eat (someone's) meat v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eating a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
eabmed a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
(ge)ea6medaa v 07.0102,01 Great Love
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eabmedu n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
eabmod aj 07.02.02.02 Affection,
* 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
esubrekere a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
esubruche n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulten'
eaxlegestealla a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
ecclesiastical wedding a +07.02.04.05,01 Wedding
Ceremonies
.cdysiasin I a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
codysiast I n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
ecghete a 07.02.01 Hatred
écouter a +07.02.03.03.02,04 Voyeurism
Edie/edie a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
edwit a 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01 Scornful Language
edwitsprrc n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,
* 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01 Scornful Language
efen- aj 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
efenhcafda a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
efenhesfodling n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
efenheap a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
efenleof/emleof aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
efenling a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
efenwerod a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
efenwilit a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
effect (one',) purposes on Vt 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
effeminacy n 07.0103.03.04/02 Male Sexual Desire
effeminate a (I) 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
aj 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.0103.03.04,02 Male Sexual Desire,
+07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
effeniinmtely av 07.02.03.03.04102 Male Sexual
Desne
effeminateneu a 07.02.03.03.04i02 Male Sexual
Desire
effusion a +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
effusive aj 07.0102,01.02 Excessive Love
efning a 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers,
* 07.02.04.01 Spouse
eft a 07.02.01.03 Malice
egic aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
egoism. k deux n +07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
(e)ehtan v 07.02.01.03,02 Deliberate Malice
eight-pager a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
ejaculate v +07.02.03.03.04,01.02.01 Ejaculation
ejaculatio peaecox a 07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
ejaculation a 07.02.03.03.04/01.0101 Ejaculation
ejaculatory aj 07.02.03.03.04,01.02.01 Ejaculation
electra complex! n 07.02.03.03j01.Ol Sexual
Problems
elevation a 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
eligible aj +07.02.04.02 Unmarnedness
eligibles a 07.02.04.05,09.01 Mr/Miss Right
elope Vt (I) 07.02.04.08 Divorce,
vi 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
elopement a (+)07.02.03.03.05.03.02102.01 Desertion
eloper a 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
eloping n (!) 07.02.04.08 Divorce,
n & aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,02.01 Desertion
embabuinized af 07.02.02.05)02.01 Infatutation
embosoni Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
embrace a 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse,
a & Vt 07.0102.04.01 Embracing,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
embraceable aj 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
embraceably av 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
embracement n 07.02.02.04.0 1 Embracing
embracer n 07.0102.04.01 Embracing
embraces a 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
embracing a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
embracingly av 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
embracive aj 071)21)2.04.01 Embracing
embraasad. n 07.02.02.04.0 1 Embracing
embrasuie a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
embroil 't 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
embugges v +07.0103.02.03 Anal Sex
embuggered aj +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
embuggerer a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
embugery a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
emission a 07.02.03.03.04,01.02.01 Ejaculation
emxeuement a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
empty one's trash vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
emulation a 07.02.01.02 ill-will
emulosity a 07.02.01.02 ill-will
enamorado a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
enamorata a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
enamorate a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
Vt 07.02.02.05,01.01 Enamouring
enamorately av 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
enamoration a 07.02.02.05 Amus Love
enamour Vt 07.02.02.05/01.01 Enamouring
enamowed af 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
enamouredneu a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
enamouring aj 07.02.02.05,011)1 Enamounng
ssisinourment n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
encompany Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02,02 Travelling
Companion
encounter a 071)2.02.05.03/01.01 Liaison,
* 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
encredit w 07.02.02.01 Loved One
end away, get/have one's vi 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
end in, get one's v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
end off, have one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual intercourse
endear Vt 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.02 Affection
endearance a 07.010101 Loved One
endeared aj 07.02.0101 Loved One,
07.02.02.02 Affection
endearedly av 07.02.02.01 Loved One
endearedneu a 07.02.02.02 Affection
endearing a 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.01.02 The Expression of Love,
* 07.02.02.04 Caressing,
aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
endearingly av 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
endearingness a 07.02.02.02 Affection
endearment a 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
071)21)101.02 The Expession of Love,
07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.04 Caressing
endeignous aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
endoganiic aj 07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
endogamous aj 07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
endogamy a 07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
endow Vt (+)7.02.04.05,09.04.0l Dowry
endower t 07.0104.05,09.04.01 Dowry
endowry a 07.02.04.05i09.04.01 Dowry
enemiable aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enemicitious aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enemious aj 07.0101.05.01 Hostility
enemiously av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enemy a 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
07.02.01.05.01.01,01 Enemy in War,
a (*) & aj 071)2.01.02 Ui-will,
aj * 07.02.0 1.05 Unfriendliness,
aj & vi 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enemy, the a 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
enemyful aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enemyfully av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enemying a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enemylike aj & av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
eneniyly aj & av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enemyship a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
infant gate a 07.02.02/01 Great Love
enforce Vt 07.02.03.05.01.0 1 Rape
engage Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
Vt & vi 07.02.04.03 Engagement
engage in sex vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
engaged aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
engaged ring a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
engagement a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
engagement ring a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
engaging aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
engagingly av 07.0102.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
engagingness n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
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engender v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
engendering aj 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
engineer's daughter, the n 407.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
English n & aj +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
English arts n #07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
English culture n #07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-
Mthinn
English guidance n +07.02.03.03.02fl)1 Sado-
Masochism
English Miss n 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarned Woman
English vice, the n +07.02.03.03.021W Sado-
Masochism r.Anglaice
engougesnent ii 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
enhaunt with Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
enjoy v +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape,
vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
enjoy (a woman's) hospitality v
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
enjoy favours vs +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
enjoyed aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
enmity n 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07010102 ifi-wili,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
enslaver n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
ensurance n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
ensure Vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement
entangle (with) Vt 07.02.0205.03i01.01 liaison
entanglement n 07.02.02.05.03/01.01 Liaison
enter vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
entertain Vt +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
entertainer n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
enthigh Vt 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
enthralled aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
enthralling aj 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Aitractiveness
entire aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
entired aj 07.02.02.02.03.0 1 Close Friend
entireneu n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
envious aj 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
enviously aV 07.02.01.03 Malice





envyful Si 07.02.01.03 Malice
eonism n 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
Eonist/eonist n & aj 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
.orc(n )anitan/eorclinstan n 07.02.02.01 Loved
One
epigamy n +07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
epithalamion/epithalamiuzn is 07.02.04.05/06.01
Epithalamion
epithalsinize Vt 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
epithalamy n 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
epithymy is 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
prise(e) Sf 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
equivocal aj 407.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
équi'voque is +07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
erect aj 407.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
erection is 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
eroduction n 407.02.03.03.03 Pornography
erogenic aj 07.0103.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
erogenous aj 07.02i)3.O3.0404 Aphrodisiac
eroteur n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
erotic is 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature,
aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
erotic-aesthetic aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
erotic massage n 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
erotica is 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
erotical 4 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
erotically av 07.0202.05 Amorous Love
eroticism n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
eroticize Vt 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
rotism n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal
erotize Vt 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
erotogenic Si 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
erotogenous aj 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
erotologist is +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
erotology is 07.02.02.05,03 Love Literature,
07.0103.02 Sexual Athleticisrn,
407.02.03.03.03 Pornography
erotomanie is 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
+07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
erotomaniac is 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
errant aj 407.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
escort is 07.02.0105.04/01 Datin&
407.02.03.04 Prostitute,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
escort agency n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
espousage n 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.03 Engagement
espousal n 07.02.04.01 Spouse,
07.02.04.03 Engagement,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
espousal(s) is 07.02.04 Marriage
espouse n 07.02.04.01 Spouse,
n & Vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement,
, *07.0104.05.01 BrideA3room,
V & Vt 07.02.04.05 Weddin&
Vt 07.02.04.05108 Relationship by Marriage
espoused i 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
espousee n 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
espouser is 07.02.04.03 Engagement
espousess is 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride
espousing is 07.02.04.05 Wedding
esquire n & Vt 07.02.0105.04/01 Dating
est n 07.02.02 Love
estfullioe av 07.02.02 Love
estfulnes is 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
estrange Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
estranged aj 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
estrangedness is 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
estrangement n 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
estrangin; is 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
eternal triangle is 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/02 Ménage I
Trois
europorn n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornpaphy
even aj 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
ever-loving n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
4 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
evil-affected aj 07.02.01.02 ifi-will
evil affectedness is 07.02.01.02 ill-will
evil will a 07.02.01.02 ill-will
evil-willer a 07.02.01.02 Ill-will,
* 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
evil-willy Si 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
evil wish Vt 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
evil-wisher a 07.02.01.02 Ill-will,
* 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
evilfully av 07.02.01.03 Malice
ewe mutton is +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
cx a +07.02.02.05.03j01 Love Affair,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
exception is 0'7.02.01.01 Dislike
exchange flesh! vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
execrate Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing
execration a 07.02.01.04 Loathing
executive i +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
exercise Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
exercise the ferret vi #07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
exhibit vi +07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism
exhibition is +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
exhibitionism a 07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism
exhibitionist a 07.02.03.0302/03 Exhibitionism
exhibitionistic aj 07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism
exhibitionistically av 07.02.03.03.02/03
Exhibitionism
exibeeshe is +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
exogamic aj 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
exogamous Si 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
exogamy a 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
expansiveness n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
experience is +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
experienced Si +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
experimental marriage n +07.02.04 Marriage
expire v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
explicit! 4 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
explode Vt 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
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exploded aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness,
07.02.01.06.02.01/01.03 Hissing
exploding n & aj 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
explosion n 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
expose yr +07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism
exposing n 407.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism
exposure n +07.02.03.03.02103 Exhibitionism
extra aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
extra-cohabiting aj +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
extra-curricular activity n 407.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
extra-legal aj 407.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
extra(-)inarital aj 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
extra-maritally av 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Multeiy
extra-matrimonial aj 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nomnarital
Sex
extracurricular aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
extras ii .i07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
eye Vt +07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
eye doctor n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
eyeful n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
eyes at, take Vt 407.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
eyes for, have v 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
F
F v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
face, give up one's v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
face-artist n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
face-fucking ii +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
face made a fiddle, have one's v
07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
face the nation v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
face-to-face aj +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
facetise n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
facial n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
facility ii 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
facts of life, the n 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
faddle Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
faddlor n 07.02.02.04 Caressing
fag n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
fag bag ii +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
fag boy n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
fag-hag n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
faggot ii +07.02.03.0102 Oral Sex,
07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
407.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality,
vi +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
faggotineu n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
faggot's moli n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
faggotter n +07.0103.04.05 Male Prostitute
faggoty aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
faggy n & aj +07.02.03.03.01.0101 Male
Homosexuality
fagola n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
fags, play the v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
(ge)fah- sfoe-
fahmann n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
fain Vt 0702.02.03.01/01 Acquired Taste
faming aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
fair n 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
fair-enamoured aj 07.02.02 Love
fair-haired aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
fairy n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
fairy lady n +07.02.03.03.01.0102 Female
Homosexuality
fairy prince n 07.02.04.05,09.01 Mr/Miss Right
faithful aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01101 Virginity
faithless aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
falcan v 07.02.01 Hatred,
* v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
fale a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
fall vi 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Deflorabon
fall, take a V 07.02.02.05101 Falling in Love
fall a lip of contempt v 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful
Looks
fall at variance v 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
fall (for) v 07.0102.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
vi +07.02.02.05101 Falling in Love
fall for like a ton of lzicks Vt +07.02.02.05/01
Falling in Love
fall in v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01101 Making
Acquaintance
fall in love (with) v & Vt 07.02.02.05101 Falling in
Love .fealLan
fall into love's dance v 07.02.02.05101 Falling in
Love
fall(-)out a & v 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
fallen aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
fallen angel a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
fallen girl a +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloralion




falling out a 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
false aj +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
false lesbian a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
false step, a n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
familary aj 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
familiar n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,




familiarity a 07.02.0102.03 Friend,
07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
+07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
familiarize v 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
07.02.02.02.03101 Making Friends
familiarly av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
family a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
fan a 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship
fan club a 07.0102101.01 F'anship
fan one's us vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
fan one's pussy vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
fancify Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
fancy n 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked,
07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
V & Vt 07.02.02.03.01101 Acquired Taste,
Vt 07.02.02.03 LIking,
+07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
fancy of, catch the '.'t 07.02.02.01 Loved One
fancy, have/take a - for/to vi 07.02.02.03.01/01
Acquired Taste
fancy unto, cast a Vt 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
fancy with, have no v 07.010103 Liking,
vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
fancy-bloke a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
fancy Dan/Fancy Dan n +07.02.0105.05.03 Making
a Pass
fancy-free aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
fancy(-)girl n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fancy house a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
fancy Joseph a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp




p 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
fancy-pants n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality




fancy seat cover n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
fancy-sick aj 07.02.02.05/01.02 Love-sickness
fancy(-)woman n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept
Mistress,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fancy work, take in vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
fand/fond Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fandom n 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship
fang Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
fanship a 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship
fantail a +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
fantuer a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
fantastical aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
fantasy n 07.02.02.03 Liking,
Vt 07.02.02.03.01/01 Auired Taste
gefara n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
*07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
fare n +0702.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
farewell fieldfare ph 07.02.01.01101 The Expression
of Dislike
farg a 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
farreate aj 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
fart-catcher a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fucinative aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
fast aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
v 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
fast-fancied aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
fastfanny a 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
fast-fuck a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fast worker n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
fasten Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing,
vi 07.02.02.03.01/02 Attachment
fastidiate Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing
fastidie n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
fastidious aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
fastidiousness a 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
futish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fastness a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fat aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
fat, come one's v +07.02.03.03.04101.02.01
Ejaculation
fatback n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
fate worse than death, a a 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
father a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband,
07.02.04.05108.01 Giving in Marriage
father-in-church a 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in
Marnage
fathezling I a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
fathom a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
n & Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
faun(l)et a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fausen aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
fautor a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
faux pu! a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration





favour to, cast Vt 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
favour, (the last) a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
favour-ribbon a 07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
favoured aj 07.02.02.03 Liking
favourer a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
favo(u)rite a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
a & aj 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
favo(u)rite (of/with) n 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
favorite son n 0702.02.01/01 Favourite
favours n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fawn on/upon Vt 07.0202.04 Caressing
fawning aj & av 07.02.02.04 Caressing
fawningly av 07.02.02.04 Caressing
frder(en)feoh! a 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
frhb a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
fnie aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
frrni6 a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
fnrsceaOa a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
fnbmian v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
feallan on lufe V 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
fail
feather-bed jig n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
feather-bed soldier n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's
Client
feather-heeled aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
feature with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fed(e) a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
feddle a 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite,
07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet,
v 07.02.02.04 Caressing
fedity n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
feed from borne vi 407.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
feed one's face V +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
feel a & Vt (+) 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
feel (up) Vt 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
feel, cop a v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
feel in one's pocket for one's big hahy rocket v
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
feel-up n 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
feels one's oats v 407.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
feelthy aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
(ge)fcgan V 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
gefegnes a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
* 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
felaleof sf 07.02.02.01 Loved One
felch a & aj +07.02.03.03.02J02 Scat Sex
fellate Vt 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
fellatio I a 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
fellalion a 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
fellator a 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
fellatory aj 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
fellafrix a 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
fellness a 07.02.0 1.03 Malice
fellow a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant Companion,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
a & Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
Vt * 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
fellow- if 07.0102.0103.02 Companion
fellow-soldier a 07.02.02.02.03.0207 Comrade
fellow well-met a 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companion
fellow well-met, be (hail) v 07.02.02.02.03.01
Close Friend
fellowr.d a 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
fellowship a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
07.02.0102.03.02 Companion,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vt 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion,
Vt & vi 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02101 Becoming Companions
felter vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse




female, be the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
female friend a +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
female identified aj +07.02.03.03.01.0102 Female
Homosexuality
female orient(at)ed aj +07.02.03.03.01.0102 Female
Homosexuality
fernalist n 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
fern. a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife *femme
feme covert a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
feme-sole n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman,
07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman,
07.02.04.07.01 Widow
fenune a & if (+) 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
fenune do monde a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
fen n 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 DefIlement
fence a 407.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
fence, on the aj -*07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
(ge)feng a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
fenliche iv 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
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fanny aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
feohiufu n 07.02.02 Love
feolaga n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
feolagscipe n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
(ge)feond n 07.02.01.02 111-will,
* 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy *fiei4 i-feond(e)
feondgrap n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
feondlice av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
feondrrden n 07.02.01 Hatred
feondrs n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
feondscea6a n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
feorhgenibla n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy




n & vi 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers,
vi 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse syfese
gefered aj 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
ferhede<(ge)ferrrden n 07.02.02.02.03.02
Companion
ferhbgenibla n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
geferlic aj 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
geferlice av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
ferliblice av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend





ferry n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
(ge)ferscipe n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
* 07.0102.02.03.02 Companion,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
geferacipian v 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
fescennin. n & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
fetch mettle v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fetichistic aj +07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
fetish n & Vt (+) 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
fetishism a 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
fetishist n 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
fetishistic aj +07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
fetishistically! av 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism




n & vi 07.0101.05.OliUl Feud
feudal 407.02.01 Hatred,	 -
07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
feuding a & aj 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
feudist n 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
fey a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
feythhed a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
fiaçallles a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
fiance/fiancé a & Vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement
fiancée n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
fickey-fick n 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fico a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.04 Contemptuous
Gestures
fiddle, have one's face made a V
07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
fiddler's elbow, go in and out like a vi +07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse
fiddling n 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fidelity! n 07.02.03.03.05.0101/01 Virginity
fidus Archates a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
fie-fic a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
field, p1'y the v 407.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
fiendc(ge)fiend a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemyfeond, i-feond(e)
fiendish aj 07.0101.03 Malice
fiendishness a 07.02.01.03 Malice
fiendism n 07.02.01.03 Malice
fiendly<feondlic aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility	 feond-. i-feond-
fiendship<feondscipc a 07.02.01 Haired
fiendwic a 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
fifty-fifty a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
fig Vt 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.04 Contemptuous Gestures
figende aj 07.02.01 Hatred
figirt in armour	 +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
flke vi 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
file a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
*07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.0 1 Defloration *(ge)fylan
file one's fun-rod v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fill (someone) up Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fill. do job a 07.0103.04 Prostitute
flock a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
filly a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
filly hunting a 407.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
fllth(cfylb) n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fllthery a 07.0101.04.01 Loathsomeness
filthily av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
filthiness a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
* 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
flithish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Prcxniscuity
fllthous aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
* 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fifths a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
filthy n & aj 07.0103.03.04.OljUl Dirty-mindedness,
aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
aj & av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
filthy, be vi +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
finding out alone n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fine dinner a +07.02.0103.01.01.01 Attractiveness
finger v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
finger, a bit for the a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
finger and thumb n +07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
finger and thumb, be v 07.010102.03.01 Close
Fnend
finger artist a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
flnger(-)fuck v +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
V & Vt +07.0103.02.01 Masturbation
finger-fucking a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
finger next one's thumb, the a
07.02.02.02.03.01/01 Best Friend
finger pie a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
finger-play a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
finish v 407.0103.03.04O1.02 Orgasm,
vi 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
finish off v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
fir. a 07.02.02/01 Great Love,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire ,i/yr-
fire a shot v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
fire blanks v +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
fire-hot aj 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
fire-ship a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fire (someone) up Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fire up v +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
firenhicga a 07.0103.03.05.03.02 Adultery
flrenhicge a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
*07.0103.04 Prostitute
flrenhicgend n 07.0103.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
*07010304 Prostitute
(ge)flrenian v 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
firenligerman v 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
flrenlust a 07.0103.03.05 Promiscuity
flrenlustful aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
flrenlustgeorn aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
firk Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
firkytoodle v 407.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
firkytoodling n +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
first base a +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
first base, get to V 407.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual
Caressing,
+07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
first game ever played, the a +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
first love n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love






fish and shrimp n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
fish market n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
fish queen a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fishing, go v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Passfishmonger n +07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
fishmonger'. daughter n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fishwife n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fishy ii +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
fist v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
fist(-)fuck v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
fist it v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fist one's mister v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flsting a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
fit aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
five-finger Mar n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationfive-fingered widow a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fix up Vt +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Clientflacket vi 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
flag v +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
flag-about n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flagellant a +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
flagellation a +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
flagellatozy aj +07.02.03.03.02i01 Sado-Masochism
flagellatrice n +07.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochismflagellomania a +01.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
flageflomaniac a +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-
Masodüsm
flagger a (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flaky ho n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flame n 01.02.02/01 Great Love,
+07.02.02.0502.01 Infatutation,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
flap n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality.
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
flap shot a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
flapper a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flash I v 07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionismflash dana a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flash drum a +07.0103.04.04 Brothel
flash-girl a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flash-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
flashman a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
flash mall a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flash mollisher a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flash panney a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
flash piece a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flashpot a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
flash-tail a +07.02.03.04 Prostituteflash-woman a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flasher! n 07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism
flashing! n 07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism
flat(-)backer n +07.02.03.04 Prostituteflat-fucking a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flat-mate a 07.02.02.02.03.02/03 Domestic
Companionflatter Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
flatter up Vt 01.02.02.02.02/01 Pamperingflattering aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing
flaughen a 07.02.02 Love
flavor n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
flasc- iflesh-flnscbesmitcnes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fleabag n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fleck and his make n 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
fleecer a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fleer vi 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02 Scornful Laughter
fleering aj 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02 Scornful Laughter
Fleet books n 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
fleet marriage n 07.02.04.05101 Wedding
Ceremonies
fleet parson n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
Fleet register n 07.02.04.05/01 Weddin Ceremonies
Fleet Street dove a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Fleet Street houri n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Fleet-Street marriage n 07.02.04.05i01 Wedding
Ceremonies
Fleet wedding n 01.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremoniesflesh(<flrsc) a 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire *flsc-flesh crawl/creep, make one's v 07.02.01.04.01
Loathsomeness
flesh, eat vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
flesh one's will vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
flesh-bioker a 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd,
07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-makerflesh-hrokmy! a 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
flesh-company a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
flesh flick a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
flesh-fonding a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
flesh it vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
flesh-lust n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fleshmonger a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
flesh peddler n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
fleshpot n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
flesh-shambles a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
flesh-worm a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fleshed af 07.02.01 Hatred
fleshing a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
fleshlihood a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fleshliness n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire





aj & av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fleshly fellowship n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fleshly knowing n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fleshly-minded if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuityfleshly-mindedness n 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuityflesh's service, the n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fleshy if 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desireflex one's sex v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flick one's bick v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flicker vi 01.02.02.04 Caressing,
* 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
flinch-bird n 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
fling a 407.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmantal Sex
fling, have one's v+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
fling the handkerchief v 01.02.02.05.04 Courtship
fling-dust a 07.0103.04 Prostitute
fling-stink a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
flip oneself of v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flipwreck a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flirt a 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation,
07.02.0105.05.02 Female Flirt,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
flirt-gill a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuityflirt (with) vi 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
flirts.blc if 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtationflirtation a 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
flirtations! if 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
flirtationlcu if 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
flirtatious if 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
flirtatiously iv 07.02.02 Love
flirtatiousness a 07.02.02.02 Affection
flirted if 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
flirtee a 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
flirter a 01.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
flirting n & aj 07.02.0105.05 Flirtation
flit a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
ffit(ty) af +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
flitter-mouse a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
float vi 01.02.02.02.03.010 1 Acquaintance
floater n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
flock a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
v 07.02.01.06/01 Contemrnngflog off v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flog one's sausage v +01.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
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flog one's/the donkey v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
flog one's/the dummy v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
flog one's/the meat v ^07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flog one's/the mutton v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
flog the bishop v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flog the dog v +07.02.03.02.01 Mastwbaiion
flog the dolphin v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flog the log v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fioggee a +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
flogger a +07.02.03.03.02101 Sado.Masochism
flong one's dong v -*07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
floosie/floozie n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
flop a judy v +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
flopover v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
floral arrangement n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group
Sex
flossie n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
flout Vt 07.0l01.06.02.0101 Sneering,
.i 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
flout (a person) out of (sth) vt
07.02.01.06.02.01101 Sneering
flower n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
flower fancier a +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
flower people n +07.02.02103.01 Love of Humanity
flower power n +07.02.02103.01 Love of Humanity
fluff a .07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
fluff, (little) bit of a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
+07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
fluff one's duff v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flute a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
flute solo on one's meat whistle, play a v
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fluter a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
-*07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
flutter v +07.02.03 Sexual Interonuise
flutter a skirt vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
Flynn, in like aj +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
foe(c(ge)fah) n 07.02.01.02 Ill-will,
07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War,
a & Vt 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
Vt 07.02.01 Haired *fah-
foe-hearted a) 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
foehood n 01.02.01 Hatred
focish a) 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
foeman<fahmann n 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in
War
foemate a 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
foeship n 07.02.01 Hatred
foiblesse n 07.02.02.03 Liking
foil Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
foin vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
folcgesteaila n 07.02.02.02.03.02/07 Comrade
fold a & Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
folding n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing




follow strange flesh v 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
follower a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
folly a, aj & av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
foss v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
fon ongean Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility




fond (+inf.) Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
fond (of) Vt 07.02.02 Love
fond on Vt 07.02.02 Love
fonded aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
fonding a 07.02.02.02 Affection
fondish aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
fondle a, Vt & vi 07.02.02.04 Caressing,
v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
fondle to Vt 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
fondled a) 07.02.02.021)2/01.01 Pet
fondler n 07.02.02.04 Caressing
fondlesome aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing
fondliness a 07.02.02.02 Affection
fondling a 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet,
a & aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing,
aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
fondlingly av 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
07.02.0104 Caressing
fondly a) & av 07.02.02.02 Affection,
av 07.02.02.04 Caressing
fondness a 07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.02.02 Doting,
07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
fool n 07.02.02.01.02.0 1 Terms of Endearment
fool (about) with v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fool around vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
fool ap a *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fool with n +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
fooper a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
foot-pimp n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
foot soldier a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute





for company av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
for fdllowred ph 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
for Godhrist/one's sake ph 07.02.01 Haired
for old sake's sake ph 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
forbid the banns v 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
forbidden fruit a +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
force Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
force one's ardour upon Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
force oneself on v +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
force-put job a +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
forced a) 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
forcub a) 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
fordon v 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
*0702030305/0101 Defilement
fordraw Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
for(e)gather Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
fore-pleasure a 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
foreplay a 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
forespenning a 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
forfare Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
forget w 407.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
forgiefan v 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage
forgotten woman a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
forhaht aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
forhabbend a 0702.04.02 Unmariiedness
forhealdan v 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
forhealden aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
forhcaldnes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
forhecche Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
forhoght n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
forhogian v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn *forhow
forhogiend a 07.02.01.06 Contempt
forhogod aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
forhogodlic a) 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
forhogodnes n 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
* 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
forhogung a 07.02.01.06 Contempt
forhowcforhogian Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
*forhogian
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forhycgan v 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
* 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
fozbygdiglic aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
fork v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
Vt +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
fork, piece on a n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fork and knife n 407.02.04.01.01 Wife
fork into Vt 07.02.02.01 Loved One
fork the fingers v 07.02.01.06.02.01101.04
Contemptuous Gestures
forked aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
forked plague n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
forlain aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
fcrintnes n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
forlrban v 07.02.01.04 Loathing
forlegen a & aj (*) 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital
Sex
forlegia a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
* 0702.0304 Prostitute
forlegiuwif a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
forlegnes n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
forlegnia n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
forlicgan v 07.02.03.03.05,01.01 Defilement,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
forlicgend a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
forlie Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape,
vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
forlig(e)nes n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
forliger a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
af 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
forligerbedd a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
forligeren aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
*07020304 Prostitute
forligerhus a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
forligerlic aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
forligerlice iv 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
forligerwif a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
forliggang a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
forligrian v 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
forliagleng a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fornicarer a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
foinicarious if 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fornicaiy a & aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fornicate vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fornicating a & if 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fornication n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fornicator a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fornicatory aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fcrnicatseu a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fornicatrice a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
fornicairix a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
forpampered aj 07.02.02.01,01 Favowite
forseon v 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
* 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting,
Vt 07.02.04.02 Unmamedness
forsewen a 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
forsewenlic aj 07.02.01.06.0 1 Contemptedness
forsewennes n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
forsewestre a 07.02.01.06 Contempt
forspennend a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
forspennende if 07.02.02.05.05.03.0 1 Seduction,
* 07.02.03.03.05,01.01 Defilement
forspennendlic aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
* O7.O2.O3.O3.O5,01.Ol Defilement
forspennestre n 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
forspillian v 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fortune Vt 07.02.04.05109.04.01 Dowry
fortune off/out Vt 07.02.04.05,09.04.01 Dowry
forty-four n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fortyhtigend a 07.02.02.05.05.03.0 1 Seduction
fortylian V 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
fortytigend a 07.02.03.03.05,01.01 Defilement
forbencan Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
forwhore Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
forwhored aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
foster Vt 07.02.02.04.01103 Snuggling
foul Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
foul desire a +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
foul lusts n +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
foully iv 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
four-letter man a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
four sisters on Thumb Street n 407.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
foxy aj (!) 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
fragment a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
frasi n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
frail job n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
frail sister a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
frail sisterhood, the a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
frame a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
franion a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
frank if +07.02.03.03.03 Pomoraphy,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
fret a & vi 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
frat(ting) a 0702.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
fraternal polyandry a 07.02.04,01.01.02 Polyandiy
fraternization a 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
fraternize Vt 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love
fraternizer a 07.02.0204.01 Brotherly Love
fraternizing a 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love
fratration a 07.02.03.03.04101.01 Erection
fratter n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
fran n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
fray Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
frfe1e if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
frfellice av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
frea a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
freak a 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
freak fuck a +07.02.03.03,01 Perversion
freak off vi +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
freak trick a +07.02.03.03,01 Perversion,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
freawine a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
free if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
+07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
free bench! a 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
freebie a +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
freedom a +07.02.04.02 Unmarnedness
free for all a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
free-fucking a & if +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
free-holder a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
free-lance a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
a & vi 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
free-lancer a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
free love a & if 07.02.03,01 Sexual Behaviour,
* 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
free lover a 07.02.03)01 Sexual Behaviour,
*0702030305 Promiscuity
free loving aj (I) 07.02.03,01 Sexual Behaviour,
*07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
free lovism n (!) 07.02.03,01 Sexual Behaviour,
* 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
freeman n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
freeman of Bucks a 407.02.03.03.05.03.02,01
Cuckold
freemasonry n 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love,
* 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
free of one's hips iv +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
free of, make Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
free relationship a 407.0103.03.05j02 Swinging
free ride n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
free samples a +07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
free shot a 407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
free show n +07.02.03.03.02,04 Voyeurism
free union n 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
free will n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
free with both ends of the buik, make V
407.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
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free with, make/be v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01
Acquaintance
freeze n +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
frsmdly av 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
fremdnesa n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
french n 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
French/french aj (!) 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
vt (1) & vi 07.02.03.0102 Oral Sex
French active ft +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
french culture n 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
French/french kiss n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
n & v 07.02.02.04.02/01 French Kissing
French/french kissing n 07.O2.02.04.02)1 French
Kissing,
+07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
Frenchman n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
French passive n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
French postcard n +07.0103.03.03 Pornography
French print n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
french vice n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
French way n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
freod n 07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend
freodacipe n 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend
(ge)freogan v 07.02.02 Love,
* 07.02.02.04 Caressing
v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
freond - *ffiajd-, i-freond(e)
freond ii 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will,
* 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will,
07.02.02.05.01 Lover
freoudheald aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
freondlar n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
freondlau n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
freondleu aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
freondleast n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
fr.ondlic aj 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
freondlufu ft 07.02.02 Love,
* 0702020203 Friend,
* 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
*07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
freondmynd n 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
freondinyne n W.02.02.05j01 Falling in Love
freondrgden n 07.02.02 Love,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
freondscipe ii 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
freondsped n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
freondspedig aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
freowine n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
frequent Vt & vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
frequentation n 07.02.0102.03.02 Companion
fresh aj +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
fresh and sweet aj 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
fresh greens n +07.0103.04 Prostitute
fresh hide n +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
fresh meat n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
friar n 07.02.02/04.01 Brotherly Love
friar tuck/Friar Tuck ii & v 407.0103 Sexual
Intercourse






n, aj & Vt 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends i.fieond, i-
freond(e)
friend it vi 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friend of one's bosom ft 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close
Friend
friend-strong aj 07.02.0202.03 Friend
friend, have etc. to/at Vt 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendable aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friended aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
friendess n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendful aj 07.02.0102 Affection,
* 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendfully av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
Mending n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendless aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
fricndlies ft +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendlihood ii 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendlik. aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendlily av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend




a) & av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendman ii 07.0102.02.03.0 1 Close Friend
frisndred.eondrmden n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friends with, be/hold/keephnake Vt 07.02.02.02.03
Friend
friendship(<freondscipe) a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friendatead aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
friar frsp(art ii 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
Mg a & v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
fri8. a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
friggeress a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
frigging ii 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
frigid if 07.0103.03.04.02 Undar-sexedness
frigid. a +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
frigidity n 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
frillock a 01.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
frisco a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
frisk v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
frisker a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
frisky aj +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
friuon a +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
frister a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
fro. a +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 MIstress
frolic (with) vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
frolicsome aj +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
from behind av +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
from the front iv +07.02.03.02 Sexual MiIebciszn
front door, the a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
front one off v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
frontal aj +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
frost n 407.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
frottage a 07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
frotteur a +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
frow a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
frown (al/on/upon) vI 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
frozenly iv 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
fruit a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fruit-bar a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fruit cake a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fruit fly a +0'7.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
fruit for the monkeys a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fruit market play the v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making
a Pass
fruit picker n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fruit undex the old system n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01
Male Homosexuality
fruit-woman n 01.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
fruitar a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
frump a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.01 Snorting
frumwifung a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
fub(b)(s) n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
fuck a 01.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually,
v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
a & Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fuck-beggar a +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
fuck book a +01.02.03.03.03 Pornography
fuck-finger a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
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flick-fist ii +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
flick-me aj +07.02.03.03.04104 Aphrodisiac
fuckabic aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
flicker n 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates.
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex.
407.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
fuckjn' filly n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
fucking ii 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
aj 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
fucksome aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
fuckster n *07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
fuckitreu ii +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
fucky-fucky n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fudge v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
fudge picker n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fug(h) v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fugging ii +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ful aj (17.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fule n & av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fulfilment n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Fuihain virgin n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
full(<full) aj 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
07.02.02.02.03.01)02 Confidante
full flu, in aj +07.02.03.03.04,01.01 Erection
full fling, in ph 407.02.03.03.0503 Nonmantal Sex
full-o'-tricks ii *07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
full treatment, the n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fullic af 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fullice av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fulsome aj (+)07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
(17.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
fulsomely av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
fulsomeness n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
fulyear n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
fulyic vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
fumble n & Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
v 07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing,
07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
fumbler ii +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
fun ii +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
fun, do/have a bit of vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
fun, have vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
fun (and games) ii 07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual
Caressing.
+07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
fun house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
fun(-)loving aj *07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
funny aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
funny man n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
fur pie, eat v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
furburger, eat a v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
furniture n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
furor uterinus ii +07.02.03.03.04.01.02
Nymphomania
furp v +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
furper ii +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
furrowbutt n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
fusby n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
fuss v +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
fuss of/over/with, make a Vt 07.02.02.02.02101
Pampering
fusser n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
fustigation n +07.02.03.03.02,01 Sado-Masochism
fustigator n +07.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochism
fustigatozy aj +07.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochism
futuancy n *07.02.03.03.01 Sexual Orientation
future n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
futy v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
futz v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
(ge)fylan v 07.02.03.03.05101.01 Defilement 	 .fiIe
fyrdgestealls n 07.02.02.02.03.02107 Comrade
fyrhat aj 07.02.02101 Great Love
07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal *fire
fyrh6lufu n 07.02.0205 Amorous Love
fyrngcflita ii 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
fyrnacea6a n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemyfyl	 i.fiIth
Iyrwitgeorne. n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
G
ga-ga n +07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
gad, on the ph 407.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
(ge)gads n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
gadder n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
gaderacipe ii 07.02.04 Marriage
(ge)gaderung n 07.02.02.02.03,01 Making Friends,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
(ge)gadcrwizt n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gadling<gndeling n 07.02.02.02.03.02107 Comrade(ge)gadrian v 01.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gaff n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
Gage d'amour n 07.02.02.05,04 Love Tokens
gaily n +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
gal-	 goIe-
gal n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gal-boy ii 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
gaidson I n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
galfcrhb af 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
galfreolzu n 07.02.03.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
galful ai 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
galfuflice av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
galian v 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gall-wet aj 07.02.01.02 111-will
gallant n, vt & vi 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt,
aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
Vt 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
gallant it vi 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
gallant to, be Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
gallanting ii & aj (*) 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
gallantize 'it 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
gallantry n 07.02.02.05.03,01.01 Liaison,
07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flit,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
galleywench ii +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
gailful aj (17.02.01.02 Ill-will
gallic aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gallice av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gallivant vi 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
gallivanting aj 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
gallop n & vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gallop one's antelope v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
gallop one's maggot v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
galliome ai 07.02.01.03 Malice
galmod aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
galacre n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
galwrrne aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
* 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity *gole-
gaas ii & v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
v 407.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
gamahuchc n (I) & v 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gamahucher ii 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gamaroo.h n & v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gamaruche n (+) & Vt 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
game n 07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing,
* 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
ai *07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
game, in the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
game, on the ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
Game, the n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
game at pully hawly, have a v +07.02.02.04)04.01
Sexual Caressing
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game fee n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
game pullet n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
game woman n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
g.mes, play vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
gamester n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gamical aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
* 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
gamming n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gander-inooner n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
gang vi 07.02.02.02.03.02fl)2 Travelling Companion
gang(-)bang n +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape,
, aj (I) & Vt 07.02.03.03.05A)2.0l.0l Gang-banging
gang-banging! n 07.02.03.03.05102.01.01 Gang-
banging
gang focker n +07.02.03.03.05102.01.01 Gang-
banging
gang-rape I n & Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
gang(-)shag n & v (+) 07.02.03.03.05102.01.01
Gang-banging
gang-shay n +07.02.03.03.05102.01.01 Gang-banging
gang-splash n	 02.03.03.05102.01.01 Gang-
banging
ganymede n 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
ganymedean n 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
gap-stopper n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
garbage vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
garconniére n +07.02.03.03.05.03101.02.01 Kept
Mistress
garden(-)house n 07.02.03.03.05.03101.02.01 Kept
Mistress
garrison hack n 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt





gash-eater n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gup n +07.02.03 Sexual Intezvourse
gup and grunt n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gate, get the! v 07.02.02.05.03101 Love Affair
Oateshead, get out at vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
gay n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
gay as a row of pink tents aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01
Male Homosexuality
gaybash v 407.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
gay bashing n +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
gay bit n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gay boy n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
gay cat I n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
gay-deceiver n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
gay-dog ii 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
gay girl n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gay house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
gay in the erie aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
gay in the groin aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
gay in the leg aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
gay it vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
gay lady n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gay life, the n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
gayness n +0702.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
gay-positive si +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
gay woman n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
gaying it n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gazooney n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
gnd n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gndeling n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gnlsa n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gestlufu n 07.02.02/03 Spiritual Love
gear a) +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
geared aj +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
gee v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gegenga n 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
geisha n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gemeinachaft n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gender vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gender-bender n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
gender-bending ii +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
general n 407.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
generous keeper n 407.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
genial aj 07.02.04 Marriage
genital aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
genital behaviour n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
genital expression n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
genital sensate focusing n +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
genibla n 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
genius chamber n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
gentle art, the n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gentleman friend n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
gentleman of the back door n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal
Sex
gentoo n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
gentoo house n 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
geoc ii 07.02.04.01 Spouse
geogoOlust n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
George n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
Georgia n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
Georgy/georgy ii 407.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
vi +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
get n (I) 07.02.03.03.05.03102 Illegitimacy,
07.02.04.08 Divorce,
Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
get a bad name vi i07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
get a crush on Vt 07.02.02.05102.01 Infatutation
get a little vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get a rise v 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
get a rush v 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
get a shot of leg vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get a snitch on (someone) Vt 07.0Z0L03.01 Grudge
get across n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
get along (well with) v 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
get away with it vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get down to business vi 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
get hitched v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
get hitched up v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
get hot pants v 0702.03.03.04/01 Arousal
get in the saddle vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get in with Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
get in(to) (someone's) pants Vt 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
get inside Vt -i07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get into W 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get into bed with Vt .07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get into (someone's) bloomers vi 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
get it in v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get it off vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get it on vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get it over on Vt .07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get ilup v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
407.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
get it wet vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get more erie than a toilet seat vi +07.02.03.03.05
Promiscuity
get next to n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
v +07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
get off v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
get of! alone v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
get off at Redfern vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
get off with Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
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get on vi 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
get on the old fork vi +07.02.03 Sexual Interonurse
get on top of Vt i-07.02.03 Sexual Interonw'se
get one going v 407 02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
get (one) off Vt 07.02.04.05j08.01 Giving in
Mamaçe
get one s ashes hauled vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
get one's cookies vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's corner in v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's end away vi 907.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's end in v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's feet under the table v *07.02.02.02.03/01
Makinj Friends
get one s greens vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's hand on it v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
get one's hook into Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's hooks into Vt +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
get one's jollies vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's knickers in a twist vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
get one's knife into v 07.02.01.03/01 Malicious
Deeds
get one's leg dressed vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
get one's leg over n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01
Seduction,
v & vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's muttons vi +0702.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's nose open v +07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal
get one's nuts off v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's oats vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's rocks off v 07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation,
vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's share vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's way with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get one's wick trimmed vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
get one's will of Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get out at Gateshead vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticisin
get out on the turf vi 407.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
get some vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get some big leg vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get some brown (sugar) v #07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
get some duke v +07.02.0302.03 Anal Sex
get some pussy vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get some tail vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get (someone's) maidenhead I vi
07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
get the horn v 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
get there vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get through vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get together vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
get-toetherness n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
G.Lbnde ii 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
(c)giefan	 sgive
gielp.cea6a n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
(ge)gieman v 07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.03 Liking
giemeleasian v 01.02.01.06 Contempt
gift of one's body a +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital
Sex
giftbox a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
giftbur n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
giftian V 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Mamage
giftleo6 a 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
giftlic aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
gigletry n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
gigly aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gigolo n 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.01 Paramour,
*07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute,
v +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
gill-flirt a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
gillot n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
gimme some skin ph 07.02.02.04/03 Squeezing
Hands
gin-and-fuck-it a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
gin and jaguar bird a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
ginch n +07.02.02.03.0l.01.Ol Attractiveness,
407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
ginger n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+0'7.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
a (I) & aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
v +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
ginger beer a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
gingerer a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
gingering n +07.02.03.04.0! Prostitution
gipsy n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity




v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
girl about the town a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
girl at ease a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
girl below the line a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
girl(-)friend a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
*07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mlsttess
girl of ease a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
girl of the streets a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
girl of the town n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
girl-shop n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
girl show n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
girler a #07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
girlery a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel




girlie bar a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
girl. club a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
girl, house a 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
girlie mag a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
girl, magazine a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
girlie parlour n #07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
girl. show a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
girling, go v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
+07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
girls together, (all) aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
give(c(ge)giefan) Vt 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in
Marriage,
vi (+) & w (I) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give (a girl/woman) a rush Vt 07.02.02.05.04/01
Dating
give a green gown v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give a little v +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
give a tumble Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give (a woman) in warison vi 07.02.04.05,08.01
Giving in Marriage
giv, away vi 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Maniage
give cone v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
give head v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
give (her) one Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give in hand Vt 07.02.04.05j08.01 Giving in Marriage
give in marriage Vt 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in
Marriage
give it to Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give some body v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give (some) skin v 07.02.02.04/03 Squeezing Hands
give (someone) a length/a tumble/head vi
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give (someone) the blanket/the business/the works
V +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
give stick vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give the air v +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
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give the bcush v +07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
give the dog a bone vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give the glad eye v 401.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
give the goose Vt +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
give the left hand of friendship v 07.02.01.05
Unfriendliness
give the time to vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
give to marriage v 07.02.04.05108.01 Giving in
Marriage
give up one's face v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
give up one's treasure v *07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
give up rhythm vi ^01.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
glad ii 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
glad-eye n 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
glad eye, give the v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
glad hand V +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
glamour(-)girl I n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
glamour magazine n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
glamour pants n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
glamour(-)poss n (+) (I) 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Altractiveness
gird aj 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
gird wi6 aj 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
gleim ii & Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
glidder aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gloat vi 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
glory hole n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
glove, not to set at a Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
gluepot n +07.02.04.05J01 Wedding Ceremonies
glutton n 407.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
gnaw the 'nana v *07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gnyrn-wracu n 07.02.01 HaIred
go v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
go a bulling I v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go a person's way v 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
go a/the bundle on Vt 07.02.02 Love
go about with it in his hand v +07.02.03.03.05.01
Male Promiscuity
go after other flesh v 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
go all over town (with) v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
go all the way v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go around the world v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
go around with Vt 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
go cue vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
go case with n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
go convoy v +07.02.03.03.05i02.01.01 Gang-banging
go down vi +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
go down on! Vt 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
go down south v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
go fishing v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
go for v +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
+07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
go girling v +07.02i2.05.05.03 Making a Pass
go Hollywood v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
go in and out like a fiddler's elbow vi +07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse
go into Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go into the streets v +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
go naughty vi 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
go off v 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
v (+) & vi 07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm,
Vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike
go on Vt -i07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go on the streets v 01.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
go out for a buck vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
go out (with) v +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
go over the top v +07.02.04.05 Wedding
go short v +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
go shot for shot v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
go steady v 07.02.02.05.04/01.01 Going Steady
go the limit v 07.02.03 Sexual niercourse
go the whole way v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go through v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go to Vt (+) (!) 01.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go to bed with Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go to him v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go to church v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
go to Denmark vi +07.02.03.03.01.04 Transsexuality
go to it vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
go to market v 407.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
go to Paul's for a wife vi +07.02.03.04.02
Prostitute's Client
go to sault vi 07.02.03.03.05/01 Becoming
Pmnuscuous
go to the world v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
go to town v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
go together vi 07.02.02.05.04,01 Dating
go top vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticisin
go under the house v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
go up (someone) like a rat up a drain Vt +07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse
go up the old dirt road v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
go way down South in Dixie v +07.02.03.02.02
Oral Sex
go wiinping v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass





go wrong v 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
vi 407.02.03.03.05.03 Nomnarital Sex
goat n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
goat (with), play the v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
goat drunk aj 01.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
goat-house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
goat-milker ii 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
goatish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
goats' jig n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gob-job ii +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gobble n & v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gobble job a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gobble prick n +07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
gobble (someone'.) pecker,iork v +07.02.03.02.02
Oral Sex
gobble the goo v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gobbledygooker n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
gobbler a 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+olm.o3.o3.ol.o2.o1 Male Homosexuality
god<god n 01.02.02,01 Great Love
godeiniche a 07.02.03.02101 Sex Aids
God's band a 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
goer a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
going away! aj 01.02.04.06.01,02 Honeymoon
going up the mae a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
going up the chute n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
going up the tan track n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
going, get one v +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
gold and silver aj +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
gold mine a +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
golden shower(s) a +07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
golden wedding a 01.02.04.05/02.01.01 Wedding
Annemary
goldinine n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gole(<gal) a & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
golehead a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
goleich<gallic aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
golenessucgaines a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
goleship<galscipe n 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sgal-
golf widow ii 07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
golpol a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
gone on aj 407.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
01.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
gonif n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
gonk a +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
gonsil n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
goo-goo n 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks,
aj 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
goo-goo eyes a +07.02.02.05.05,01 Flirtatious Looks
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good bit of hole n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
good fellowship n 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companion
good)gir1 n & aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01101
Virginity
gooJ/jolly fellow n 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companion
good lady a +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
good-liking a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
good-looker! a 07.02.02.03.01.0 1.01 Attractiveness
good man a +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
good-natured aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
good-neighbourhood n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
good-neighbourlinesa n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
good old aj +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
good ole boy n +07.02.0102.03 Friend,
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
good paz, be v 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
good time a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
good-time irl a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
good with, in ph +07.0102.02.03 Friend
goods, piece of n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
goodwiller a 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
gooey about aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
gooey over aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous L.ove
goofer n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
goofy about aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
googly aj 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
goose n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
407.0103.04 Prostitute,
n (+) & Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
goose, give the Vt +07.0103.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
goose and duck ii ^07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
goose girl a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
gooseberry a & v (+) 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
gooseberry den n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
gooseberry puddin a +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
gooseberry, play v 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
gorilla a +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism,
v +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
gorilla in the washing machine v +07.02.03.02.02
Oral Sex
gossip ft & vi 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
gouipiy a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
gout (for) n 07.02.02.03 Liking
governeu a +07.02.03.03.02i01 Sado-Masochism
gow a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
grab a hot one v +07.02.03.0102 Oral Sex
graff-horn a 07.0103.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
graft v +07.02.03.03.05.03.02)1 Cuckold
grafted aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
gram a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
af 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
grame av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
graruheort aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
gramhycgende af 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
gramhyg(d)ig aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility *grim-
gramlice av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
grand bounce n +07.02.02.05.03101 Love Affair
grand duchess a i07.02.03.03.0l.01 Heterosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
grand(e) horizontal(e)! a 07.0103.04 Prostitute
grand. amoureuse a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
*07010302 Sexual Athleticism
grand. passion n 07.02.02.05.03101 Love Affair
(ge)grapian v 07.02.02.04104.01 Sexual Caressing
grasp a & vi 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
grasp and grunt a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
grass-girl a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
grass(-)widow n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
a & vi 07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
grass-widowed aj 0702.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
grass-widower n 07.02.04.08.01.02 Grass-widower
grass-widowerhood n 07.02.04.08.01.02 Grass-
widower
grass-widowhood a 07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
gratification a 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gratify v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
gratify one's passion/amorous works/desires vi
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
grave fornication n +07.02.03.03.05.03.01
Fornication
gray maze a +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
gredig aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
grease one's pipe/the gash v 407.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
grease the wheel vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
greasily av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
great aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
great as inkle weavers, u aj 07.02.02.02.03.01
Close Friend
greatness (with) a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
gree a 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
greek a & v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
Greek culture a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
Greek way, the a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
green goose a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
green gown a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
green gown, give a v +07.02.03 Sexual intercourse
greens a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
greens, get/have one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
Gregory (Peck) vi +07.02.02.04.02/01.02 Necking
gremial aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
(ge)gremian v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
(ge)gretan v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Gretna Green job! a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
Gretna Green marriage a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
Gretna Green Parson a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
Oretna Green Wedding a 07.02.04.05101 Wedding
Ceremonies
Grotns marriage n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
grsbe a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
grey a +07.02.03.03101 Perversion
grey mars a +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
grimhyg(d)ig aj 07.02.01.02 UI-will	 gram-
grin in the canyon v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
grind a & v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
n,vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
grind, do/have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
grind, on the af 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
grind-mill a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
grinding! a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
grinding-house a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
grise Vt 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
groan and grunt n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
groin a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
groom a 07.02.04.05.01.02 Groom
groomsman a 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
groove v.07.02.02.02.03 Friend
grope v +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
v (+) & Vt 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
groper a +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
groping a +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
407.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
gropyl aj 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
gross af 07.0103.03.05 Promiscuity
gross indecency a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
407.02.03.03.02/02.02 Bestiality
ground rations a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
group-fuck a 407.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
group grope n 407.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
group marriage n 07.02.04101.01.06 Group Marriage
group sex a +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
group-wife n 407.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
groupie a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
grouse, do a v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
grouse gear n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
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grouser n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
grousing n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
growl and grunt it +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
grubber n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
grudge! it 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
grudge-bearing! aj 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
grudge-fight it 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
grudgeful! aj 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
grudgefully! av 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
grudgekin! n 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
grudger I it 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
grudgery I n 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
grumble it +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually
grumble, have a bit of vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
grumble and grunt n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
grummet v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
grunter it +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
giyrefah aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
guard Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling Companion
guest ranch it +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
guilt-flick it +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
guinea hen it 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gull n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gullybum it +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
gum drop it +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
gun for v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
gunsel! it 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
* 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
gunsil it +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
gust it 07.02.02.03 Liking
gutter-crawling it & aj (!) 07.02.03.04.02
Prostitute's Client
gutterfiopper it +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
guttersnipe n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
gubwinc n 07.02.02.02.03.02107 Comrade
guy it +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
guvner it +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
guzzler it #07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
gynoolater ii 07.02.02iO3.Ol Love of Humanity
gyneopathy it +07.02.04 Marriage
gyniolatay it 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
gynophihan aj 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
gynophilous aj 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
H
Hi aj +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
habit it 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
habitual attitude/position it +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
habitude n 071)2.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
hack n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
*07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
hack one's mack v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hackney n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hackney-lady n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hackney-wench n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hackney-woman n 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
hackster it 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
had aj +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
hadswrpe it 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
hag it +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hagoateald it & aj 0702.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
hagostealdhad it 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
hagostealdlic aj 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
haostealdman n 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
hail-fellow n & aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
hail fellow well met aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close
Friend,
av 07.02.02.02.03.01/01 Best Friend
hail fellow well-met, be v 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close
Friend
hail-mate aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
haine it 07.02.01 Hatred
hair-divider it +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
hair pie it +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
hair pie, eat V +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
hair-splitter n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
hairbag it +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
gehala it 07.02.02.02.03.01102 Confidante
halch vt & vi 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
half(-)and(-)half it +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
aj +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
half brass it +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
half-how shine n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
half iron it +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
half-mark aj 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
half-mark bridal it +07.02.04.05101 Wedding
Ceremonies
half-mark kirk it +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
half-mark marriage it +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
half-mark marriage kirk n +07.02.04.05101
Wedding Ceremonies
half-marrow it 07.02.04.01 Spouse
half-moon it 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
half-virgin n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hallion/hallyon it 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
halse V & Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
baliing it 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
bame v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hamhocker n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hanuna it -*07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
hammer it +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
Hampton rock it +071)2.03.03.04j01.01 Erection
hand it 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
hand, give in Vt 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in
Marriage
band, in av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
hand, take in Vt +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hand and/in glove aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
hand-gallop v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hand ig it +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hand job/handjob it +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hand on it, get one's v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
band relief it +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hand sex it +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hand shandy it +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hand trouble it +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
handfast it 07.02.04.04 Betrothal,
aj, v, Vt & vi 07.02.04.03 Engagement,
v +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
gehandfastan v 07.02.04.03 Engagement
handfasted aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
handfastening n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
handfaster it 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
handfasting it 07.02.04.03 Engagement
handfull of sprats, have a Vt +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
handgemaca it 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
handgesella it 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
handgestealla n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
handift it 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
handic-dandie n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
bandies n +07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
bandies, play at v +07.02.02.04104 Amorous
Caressing
handle v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
handle (a woman) Vt +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
handling (on) n +071)2.03.02.01 Masturbation
handlung it 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
handy-dandy n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hang around with v +07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
hang out the besom vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
hang-sleeve it +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
hang up one's hat vi +07.02.04.05/09.03.01 Good
Match
hanger-on n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
hanky panky it +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
happiest day of (one's) life, the n
+07.02.04.05/02.01 Wedding Day
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happy pair n 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
harass it 0702.03.03.05.03A)1.02.02 Harem
hard it +07.02.03.03.04101.01 Erection
hard grace n 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
hard hit if +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
hard-leg n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
hard on it (!) & aj (+) 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
hard on (for), hav, a v +07.02.03.03.04fl)1.01
Erection
hard pornography n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
hard to get, play v +07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
hard-up if +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
hard up, have a v +07.02.03.03.04101.01 Erection,
+07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
hardlonguer it +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
harem n 07.02.O3.O3.O5.0301.02.02 Harem
haricot (bean) it 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
harlot it 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
07.02.03.03.05.03.0 1 Fornication,
it & if 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
harlot, play the v 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
harlotize v 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
harlotry it 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
harpie it +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
harridan it 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
harry Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
hup v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
hat n #07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
aj 07.02.02/01 Great Love,
* 07.02.02.01 Loved One *hot
hat-trick ii +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gehata n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
hatch, come in at the vi 07.02.03.03.05.03102
illegitimacy
hate(<hete/(gc)hatigan) it, aj & v 07.02.01 Haired
(ge)hati)an
hate (+inL) V 07.02.01.01 Dislike
hat. (a person's) guts Vt 07.02.01 Haired
hate like poison v 07.02.01.04 Loathing
hate-love it 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.02 Love
hate on/against (a person), have a v 07.02.01.01
Dislike
hateable af 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
hated aj 07.02.01 Hatred
hateful aj 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.02 111-will,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
hatefully av 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07020102 ifi-will,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
hatefulness it 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
hateichetol aj 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.02 Ill-will
*07.02.011)5.01 Hostility *hatol
hateless aj 07.02.01 Hatred
hatelich(chetelic/hetelich) if 07.02.01.02 Ill-will,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
*07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hatelycheteice av 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hater it 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
hatesome aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
hateworthy aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
hathful aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
(ge)hati(g)an v 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy .hate
hatigend it 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
hatigendlic aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
hating<hatung n 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.0 1.04 Loathing ishatung
hatol aj 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness *hatel
hatred n 07.02.01 Hatred
hatred, bring into v 07.02.01 HaIred
hatreu I it 07.02.01 Hatred
hatting it 07.02.01 Hatied *hating
haul one's own ashes v 407.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
hauled aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
haunt n & v 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
have it +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
have a banana vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have a banana with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have a beat on v +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
have a bit (of fun/grumble/jam/rabbit pie) vi
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have a bank on v +07.02.03.03.04101.01 Erection
have a brush with vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have a case/a crush on Vt 07.02.02.05/02.01
lnfatutation
have a cut off the joint vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have a dash in the bloomers vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have a double shot vi +07.02.03.03.04,01.02.01
Ejaculation
have a down on v 07.02.01.01 Dislike
have a fancy for/to Vt 07.02.02.03.01/01 Acquired
Taste
have a game at pully hawly v +07.02.02.04/04.01
Sexual Caressing
have a grind vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have a handfull of aprata Vt *07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
have a hard on (for) v +07.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
have a hard up v +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
have a hate on/against (a person) v 07.02.01.01
Dislike
have a mind for/of/to Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
have a moustache v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
have a puh for Vt 07.02.02.05j02.01 Infatutation
have (a person) away/off! Vt 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have a put vs +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have a ring through one's nose v +07.02.02.05
Amorous Love
have a shag vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have a slice off the joint vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have a snitch on (someone) it 07.02.01.03.01
Grudge
have a snout on v 07.02.01.02 111-will
have a soft spot for Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
have a thing for v 407.02.02.05 Amorous Love
have a thing (with someone) v 07.02.02.05.03,01
Love Affair
have a tumble vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have a way with women v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
have apartments to let vi +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
have at v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have connection with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have etc. to/at friend Vt 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
have eyes for v 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
have fun vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have got it badly v 07.02.02.05flY2.01 Infatutation
have hot nuts for v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
have hot pants v 07.02.03.03.04101 Arousal
have hot pants for v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
have-it-away day girl n *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
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have it away (with) n +07.02.02.05.05.03.01
Seduction,
v 07.02.03 Sexual intercourse
have it in v +07.02.03 Sexual Inteivourse
have it in for Vt 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
have it off (with)! v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have kidney trouble vi +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
have lead in one's pencil v +07.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
have more picks than a dart board vi
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
have no fancy with v 07.02.02.03 Liking,
vt 07.02.01.01 DislIke
have no will of/In v 07.02.01.01 DislIke
have one over ii +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
have one's banana peeled v
+07.02.03.03.04,01.02.01 Ejaculation,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have one's end away vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have one's end off vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have one's face made a fiddle v
07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
have one's fling v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
have one's greens vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have one's knife into v 07.02.01.03/01 Malicious
have one's nose open v +07.02.02.05 Amorous
Love,
+07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal
have one's oats vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have (one's) pleasure vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have one's way (with) Vt 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have one's will of Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have papers v +07.02.04 Marriage
have pleasure with Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have relations vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have scorn of v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
have sex vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have sexual relations vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have (someone's) maidenhead! vi
07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Deftoration
have something going (with someone) v
07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
have something to do with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have tendencies v 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
have the horn v 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal,
+07.02.03.03.04,01.01 Erection
have the hots (for) v +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
have tickets on Vt 07.02.02.03 LIking
have to do with Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
have (something) to do with Vt 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
have to/in warison Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
have to swim underwater to get away from/dodge
it vi +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
have unthank v 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
have you got the tune ph +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
having a dash aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
hawk one's brown/fork/meat vi +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
hawk one's mutton vi 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass,
#07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
hawk one's pearly vi 907.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
hay, in the! aj 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
hay, play in the vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hayn(c) n 07.02.01 Hatred
(ge)heman v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hnmed n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04 Marriage
hnmedceorl ii 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
hemedgemana n 07.02.04 Marriage
hemedlac n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hrmedrim n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
hrmedscipe n 07.02.04 Marriage,
*07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
hamedbing n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
*07.02.04 Marriage
hmedwif n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
hamend ii 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
homers n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
* 07.02.04.01 Spouse
he-mg and she-mg ii +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
he-male I n 07.02.03.03.04,01.01.01 Virility
he-man n & aj 07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility
he-mannish aj 07.02.03.03.04,01.01.01 Virility
ho-she n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
ho-whore ii +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
head n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
bead, give v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
head, give (someone) Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
bead chick n 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
bead job n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
head lunch a 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
head over heels aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
head pimp n +07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
bead-ring a 07.02.04.05,05 Wedding Clothes
heafodgemncca a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
heafodling a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
heahlnfu a 07.02.02101 Great Love
healinngeb a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
bealsgebedda n 07.02.02.02.03.02/05 Bedfellow,
* 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
* 07.02.04.01 Spouse
bean aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
hearmheortnes n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
bearmacea6a n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
heart a 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness,
+07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection *heort
heart, lose one's v 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
head-burn Vt 07.02.01 Hatred
heart-root a 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
*0702020502 Sweetheart
heart-scald/-wad n 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
heart-throb a & aj 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
heart (upon), cut one's Vt 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in
Love
heart-warm aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
heartfulneu a 07.02.02.02 Affection
hearth and board n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
besrtly aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
heat, in aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
heated up aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
heave ho, get the old v 407.02.02.05.03/01 Love
Affair,
+07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
heavenly bliss a +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
heaven's above a +07.02.02 Love
beaver a +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
heavy aj 07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
heavy cake a +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
heavy friend ft 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
• 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
heavy hitter n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
heavy kiuing a 407.02.02.04.02,01 French Kissing
heavy leather a +07.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochisin
heavy necking a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
heavy petting n 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hebephilia a +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
hebephilic aj +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
bector('s) pecking ii 407.0102.04.02/01.02 Necking
hedge whore a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hedgehog n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
heel(s), cut/throw at v 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
heifer a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
heinous aj 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.03 Malice
heinously av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
heinousness a 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
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bell-moth a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hello dwie a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
helpmate a 07.02.02.0203.02 Companion,
01.02.04.01 Spouse
helpmeet n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
hempea widow a 407.02.04.07.01 Widow
hen n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.G2.03.0I.01.01 Attractiveness
hen base a +07.02.04.05 Wedding
hen-drinking n +07.02.04.05,06 Wedding Festivities
hen-money n +07.02.04.05 Wedding
hen-peck n & Vt (!) 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-
pecking
hen-pecked! aj 07.02.04.01.03,01.01 Hen-pecking
hen-peckery I a 07.02.04.OLO3jUl.01 Hen-pecking
hen-pecking! n 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking
hen silver n +07.02.04.05 Wedding
heortlufu a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love *heait-
heor6swepe n 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
beoruword n 07.0101.05.01 Hostility
hermaphrodite ii 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
Hershey bar n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
bet a +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
heteers/hetaira a 07.02.03.03.05.03,0L02 Mistress,
*07.02.03.04 Prostitute
heteeric aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hetaerigm n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution





hete a 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07010103 Malice,
*07.02,01.05.01 Hostility
hetelic aj 07.0101 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice
heteice av 07.02.01.02 ill-will
hetcni6 a 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
*07.0101.05.01 Hostility
hetero a +07.172.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
hetero-erotic aj -*07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
heterof aj 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.0101.05.01 Hostility
heteropathy a 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
heterophilc aj +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
heterophobia n +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
heterophobic aj 407.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
heterosexisrn! a 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
heterosexist I aj 01.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality




hetesprrc ft 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hete6anc n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hetcboncol aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hethe v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hethely av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hething a 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hethingful af 01.02.01.06.02 Scorn
betlen aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hettend ft 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
hetol ihatol
hettie aj +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
betty a +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
bickey n +07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite,
I 07.02.02.04.02/01.02 Necking
bide n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hide and saleni vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hide the hot dog V +01.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
bide the salem/the sausage vi +07.0103 Sexual
Intercourse
hideous aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
bidous Vt 01.02.01.04,01 Horror
bieroamy a 07.02.04 Marriage
(ge)hierwan v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
hierwendlioe av 07.02.01.06 Contempt
hierwnea a 01.0101.06 Contempt
high aj 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
high-boy a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
high diver a #07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
high-flyer a 01.02.03.04 Prostitute
high-risk sex a +01.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
high-sniffing aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt
high-street aj +07.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
high yellow aj +07.010103.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
highty-tighty n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
in 01.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bah!
hildegicst a 07.0101.05.01.01 Enemy
hilding a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hinny n +07.0102.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
hip chick a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hipflipper a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hip peddler a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
hippomanes a 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
hircine aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
hircosity a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
hired a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
hiredleof aj 07.02.02/04.01 Brotherly Love
hizen a 01.0103.04 Prostitute
hiss a & vi 01.02.01.06.02.01/01.03 Hissing
hisser a 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.03 Hissing
hissing n 01.02.01.06.02.01,01.03 Hissing
hit a +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing,
Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hit and miss n +07.0102.04.02 Kissing
bit and run v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
hit it v 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
hit it off v 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
hit 00 V +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
hit the sack with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hit the slit v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hit the turf vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
hitched aj +07.02.04 Marriage
hitched (up), get V 07.02.04.05 Wedding
hitched, be v -*07.02.04.05 Wedding
hiOful aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
hiwcubhce av 07.0102.02.03 Friend
hiwgedal a 07.02.04.08 Divorce
(e)hiwian v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
luwlic aj 07.02.04 Marriage
* 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
hiwung a 07.02.04 Marriage
hiacerung n 07.0101.06.02 Scorn
bleford a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
geh1g a 01.0101.06.02 Scorn
hleahterful aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hleahtor a 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.02 Scornful Laughter
hleahtrian v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
gehle6a a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gehlyta a 01.02.02.0103.02 Companion
gehlytta n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Compamon
geblytto a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
hnesc-	 nesh-
ho a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
ho stroll a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hob(-)and(-)nob aj & vi 07.02.010103.0101
Acquaintance
bob-nob vi 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
hob-nobbing a 01.0102.0103.02.01 Acquaintance
hob-nobby aj 07.0102.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
bobby-horse n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
* (+)07.0103.04 Prostitute
hochie v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hocor- shoker
hocorwyrde aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,
* 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01 Scornful Language
hoddy-doddy a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
hoddypoll a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
bodes Vt 01.02.02.04.01,03 Snuggling
ho a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
hoity-toity a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity.
in 07.02.01.06.02.01/0l.01.Ol Bah!
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hoker(<hocor) n & Vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,
vs 07.02.Ol.06.02.OljOl Sneering
hokerful aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hokerfully av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hokering n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hokerly av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hol n 07.02.01.03 Malice
gehola a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
holard a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
hold(<hold) aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
aj 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
hold (a person) company Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02
Compamon
hold (a woman) in psirment Vt 07.02.04 Marriage
hold cheap v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
hold-door fade, the a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
hold-out a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hold scorn of/at Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
hold spousal vi 07.02.04.05IU4.02 Marriage Vow
hold(e)lice av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
holdlic aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
hole a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hole, abit of n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Hollywood hustler n +07.02.03.04.05 Male
Prostitute
Hollywood, go v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
holour a 07.0103.03.05 Promiscuity
holoury a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
home, at av 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
homeboy n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
home cooking n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
home-folk(s) a O7.O2.O2,)4 Family Love
homegirl a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
home squeeze n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
honielihede n 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
homeliness n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
homely aj & av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
homeophobic aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homework, (a bit/piece of) a 07.02.02.04104.01
Sexual Caressing,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
hom(e)y aj 07.02.02iO4 Family Love
hominess n 07.02.0102.03.02.01 Acquaintance
homme fatale a 07.02.02.05.05.03.01101 Seduction
of a Woman
homo a & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homo-erotic a & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
homo-eroticisin n 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homo-erotism a 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homoemotional aj +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
homoenic aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homoism! a 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homophile a & aj (!) 07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
homophilia a +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homophobe n & aj +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
homophobia a +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homophobic aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homosexual a & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
homosexual behaviour n +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
homosexualism a +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
homosexuahst a 07.02.03.03.0 1.02 Homosexuality
homosexuality a 07.02.03.03.0 1.02 Homosexuality
homosexually av 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
hon n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
honest aj (!) 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity,
Vt 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
honest woman of make a v 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
Vt 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
honestify Vt 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
honesty! n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01,01 Virginity
honey n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
n (!) & Vt (*) 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tenns of
Endearment,
aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
v 07.02.02.01.02 The Expression of Love
honey-baby n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
honey-bun n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
honey-bunch n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
+07.02.02.05.01 Lover
honey chile a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
honeycomb n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
honeyfuck v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
honey-fiacking a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
honeyfuggle v 407.0103 Sexual Intercourse
honey fuggling n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
honey-man a +07.0103.04.05 Male Prostitute
honey-month a 07.02.04.06.01i02 Honeymoon
honeymoon n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
a & vs 07.0104.06.01102 Honeymoon -
honeymooner n 07.02.04.06.01/02 Honeymoon
honeymooning aj 07.02.04.06.01102 Honeymoon
boneymoonish aj 07.02.04.06.01,02 Honeymoon
honeymoonlight a 07.02.04.06.01/02 Honeymoon
honeymoonshine a 07.02.04.06.01i02 Honeymoon
honey(-)pot n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Honeypuu a +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
honey-sop a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
honeysuckle n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
honey-sweet aj 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
honk v +07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
honk for v 407.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
honky-tonk a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
honour! a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
honour, yield one's v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
hooer a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hook Vt +07.02.04.05 Weddin&
vi 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
hook into, get one's Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hook-joint n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
hook (money/a living) Vt +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
hook shop n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
hook up with v 407.02.02.02.03101 Making Friends
hooker a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
bookie, play vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
booking a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
hooko n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
boon a 407.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
hoop a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
hoop-snake with, play v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
hoot Vt & in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 BahI
hoot toot in 07.02.01.06.02.01101.01.01 Bah!
hoots in 07.02.01.06.02.01101.01.01 Bah!
hoowah a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hop into bed (with) Vt 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
hop on a babe v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hop-pole marriage n 907.02.04/02 Cohabitation
hope-to-die ph 4-07.02.02.02.03 Friend
hot- *whore-
bor n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
bor(e)ling a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
horcwene a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
• 07010304 Prostitute
horel a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
hong aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
honines a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
horing a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
horizontal aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
horizontal, apt to become aj +07.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
horizontal conquest a +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nonmarital Sex
horizontal exercise n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
horizontal jogging n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
horizontal life a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
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horizontal refreshment n +07.02.03 Sexual
Intemourse
horizontal rumble n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
borizontal(e) n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
horizontalise v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
horn n 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection,
Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.020l Cuckold
horn, have/get the v 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal,
+07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
horn-beaten a) 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
horn-fair n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
horn-head n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
horn-mad aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
horn-madness! n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
horn-maker n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
horn movie n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
horn sickness n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
horn-stock n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
horned aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
homer n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
hornet n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
hornets' nest, bring a - about one's ears v
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
homnification n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02j01 Cuckold
homnified aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
homnifier n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
homnify Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
hornifying n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
hominess n 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
horning n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
horns n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckold
hornungbrobor n 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 Illegitimacy
hornungsunu n 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
hornwork n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
horny aj 07.02.03.03.04101 Arousal,
+07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
horny coronet n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
horre Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing
horrescent aj 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
horribility n 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
horrible n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
a) 07.02.01.0401 Horror
homl,leness n 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
horrid aj 07.02.01.04/01 Horror,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
horridity n 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
horridness n 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
barring n 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
horror n 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
horry n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hors de combat aj +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
horscic aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
horse Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
horse (around) vi 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
horse-breaker n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
horse buss n +0702.02.04.02 Kissing
horse kiss n +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
horse-leech n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
horseplay n +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
horsewoman n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
horses and mares, play at vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
horse's hoof n -*07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
hose v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
hose job n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
hose one's hole v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hosp n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
hospcwide ii 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
hospword n 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
hostess n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hostile n & aj 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hostile it vi 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hostilely av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hostility n 07.02.0105.01 Hostility
hostilize Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hot a) +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03.03.0401 Arousal,
07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac what
hot for, be v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
hot to trot aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
hot and bothered aj +07.02.03.03.04101 Arousal
hot and heavy aj +07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual
Caressing
hot-arsed aj *07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
hot u a fireoracker aj +07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-
sexedness
hot baby n +07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
hot-backed aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
hot backs n +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
hot beef n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hot fling n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hot(-)house ii 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
hot lips n +07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
hot meat n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hot member n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
hot mutton n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
hot number n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
hot nuts n +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
hot nuts for, have v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
hot pants n 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
hot pants for, have v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
hot pants, hive/get v 07.02.03.03.0401 Arousal
hot pillow hotel/motel n +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nonmarital Sex
hotpot n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hot sheet aj +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
hot stuff n +07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
n (+) & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
hot-tail it vi +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmaiital Sex
hot tamale n +07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
hot tomato n i07.02.02.03.01.0l.01 Attractiveness
hot 'en n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
hots n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
hots (for), hive the v +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
houghmagandy n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
hourly hotel n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house-bit n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
house for rent n +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
household with, in/of av 07.02.02.02.03.02.01
Acquaintance
house in the suburbs n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
housekeeper n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
+07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
bousemate n 07.02.02.02.03.02/03 Domestic
Companion
housemother ii +07.02.03.04.04,01 Brothel Keeper
house of accommodation n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of accomodation n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of all nations n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of assignation n (^)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of civil reception n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of delight n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of evil fame/repute n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of ill fame n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of ill-repute n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of pleasure n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of profession n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of resort n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of sale n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of sin n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house of tolerance n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
house piece n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
house to let n +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
housewife n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
how's your father n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
how's your father, a bit of n +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
hoyden ii +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
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(ge)hrepian v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
hrspung n 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing(ge)hrinan v 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse(ge)hrinenes n 07.02.0104/04.01 Sexual Caressing
hub n 07.02.0401.02 Husband
hubby n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
huddle v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
huddling n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
huff Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
huff-nosed aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scum
huffi. v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hug n & Vt 07.02.0104.01/01 Hugging,
v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
huggable aj 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
hugge Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing
hugged if 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
hugger ii 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
hugging n & aj 07.02.02.0401 Embracing
huggingly av 07.02.02.01.01 Embracing
huggle v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
hugsom. aj 071)21)104.01 Embracing
human relations n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hummums n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
hump n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex.
(^)07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
ii, vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hump 'em and dump 'em v +07.02.03.03.05.01
Male Promiscuity
hump for the monkeys n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
hump one's hose v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
hump the mutton vi 407.0103 Sexual Intercourse
hump under the old system n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal
Sex
humpty n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hung aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
hung like a horse/a rabbit/a stallion af
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
hunry af +07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal
hunig swete aj 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
hunk n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
hunk of us I n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hunk of butt! n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hunk of hat n +07.0103.02.03 Anal Sex.
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hunk of quiff n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hunk of skin n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hunk of skirt! n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hunk of snatch n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hunk of tail! n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hunt n & v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
hunt-smock n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
hunting season n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
hurdy-gurdy girl ii 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
hurdy-gurdy house ii 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
hurry whore n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute




husband of one's bosom n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
husband purchase n 07.02.04.05,09.04.01 Dowry
husbandleu af +07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
huuington n +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
hussy n I 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
hustle v #07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
I vi 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
hustler n (!) 07.0103.04 Prostitute,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
n & aj +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
hustling! n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
huswife n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Hyde Park cue n +07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
hygdiglice av 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
hygegal aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity





hymen-bed I n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
hymeneal n 07.02.041)5/06.01 Epithalamion,
aj 07.02.04 Marriage
hymeneal sweets n 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hymeneally dv 07.02.04 Marriage
hymeneals n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
hymenean n 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalainion,
if 07.02.04 Marriage
hymenial af 07.02.04 Marriage
hymen's bands n 07.02.04 Marriage
hymns and prayers n +07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
hypergamous aj 07.02.04.05,09.03 Misalliance
hypergainy n 07.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
hypersexual ii & aj +07.0103.03.05 Promiscuity
hypersexuility n 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
hypersexualization n 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
hypogamous aj 07.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
hypogamy n 07.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
hyspan v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
hyspful aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
I
i-bedde<gebedda n 07.02.02.02.03.02/05 Bedfellow,
07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner *gebedda
i-feond(e).cgefeond n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
sfiez4 fiend




i-same av 07.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling
Companion
i-vee/i-fee<(ge)feogan Vt 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
i-wive/y-wivo<(ge)wifian vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
s(ge)wif., wiv-
I wouldn't fuck her with a borrowed/with your
prick/with yours/with a ten foot barge poie ph
+07.02.02.03.011)1.01 Attractiveness
ice palace a 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
icing expert a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
idol a 07.02.02,01 Great Love
geiht 4 07.02.04 Marriage
ikbal a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.02 Harem
ill a 07.02.01.03 Malice,
a & aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will,
a () & aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
aj & av (*) 07.0101.05 Unfriendliness,
av 07.02.01.03/01 Malicious Deeds
ill(-)affected aj 07.02.01.02 In-will,
07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
ill asposit af 07.02.01.01 Dislike
ill-beloved af 07.02.02.01 Loved One
ill(-)blood n 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
ill-famed house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
ill-favour "t 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
ill-given aj 07.02.01.02 ifi-will
ill-hearted ai 07.02.0 1.02 Ill-will
ill-meaning 4 07.0101.02 Ill-will
ill-minded aj 07.02.01.03 Malice,
* 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
* 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
ill-natured aj 07.02.01.02 In-will
ill-piece a 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
ill-tonued aj 07.02.01.03 Malice




ill-willing aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
ill-willingness a 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
ill-willy aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
ill-wish Vt 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
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illecebration n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
illecebrous aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
illegitimate! n 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 Illegitimacy
illicit aj +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
illurcment n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
immodest aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
immodestly av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
immodesty n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
immoral aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
immoral earnings n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
immoral girl n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
immoral house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
immoral purpose a 407.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
immorality n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
Immorality Act n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
immundicity a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
immundity n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
impale Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
impatiently av 07.02.02/01 Great Love
importune vi 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
importuning a +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
a (!) & aj 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
impotence n 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
impotency n 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
impotent aj 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
impotenhizing aj 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
improper aj +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
improper suggestion, make a vi +07.02.02.05.05.03
Making a Pass
impropriety n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
impudence n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
impudency a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
impudent aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
impudicity a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
inipudicous aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
impure n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
n (*) & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
Vt & vi 07.02.03.03.05)01.01 Defilement
impureness a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
impurify Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloralion
impurity, (an) a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
in a bad way aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
in a cartain condition aj +07.02.03.03.04101rn
Erection
in amours (with) aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
in-and-in, play at vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
in-and-out a 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
in bad aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
in by the week, be v 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
in circulation aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
in consort av 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
in deep aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
in flagrante deicto av 407.02.03.03.05.03
Nonmarital Sex
in full fig aj +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
in full fling ph +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
in good with ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
in good with, be v +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
in hand av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
in heat aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
in household with av 07.02.02.02.03.02.01
Acquaintance
in law (of wedlock) aj 07.02.04 Marriage
in like Flynn aj +07.02.03.03.05.01. Male
Promiscuity
in love (with) aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
in lust (with) av 407.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
in name only aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
• 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
in name with, be v 07.02.02.05.04/01.01 Going
Steady
in ones corner ph 407.02.02.02.03 Friend
in reproach of av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
in same av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
in speaking terms aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
in suit with av 07.02.02.02.03.02,02 Travelling
Companion
interested in the opposite sex, not aj
407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
in the biblical sense av +071)2.03 Sexual
Intercourse
in the business ph -i07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
in the closet! aj 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
in the game ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
in the hay I aj 071)2.03.01 One who Copulates
in the love of aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
in the mood aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
in the rebound! av 07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
in the swim with av 07.02.02.02.03.02)Y2 Travelling
Companion
in the trade ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
in (the) way of/to marriage ph
07.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
in the wedlock way ph 07.02.04.05,09.01.02 Spouse
Hunting
in tow (with) av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
in variance with/among aj 07.02.01.05.02.01
Variance
in with aj & ph (^) 07.0102.02.03 Friend
inamicable aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliiess
inamorata a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
* 070203030503)0102 Mistress
inamorate a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
Vt 07.02.02.05,01.01 Enamouring
inamorately av 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
inamoration a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
inamorato n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
inamoretta a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
inamour v 07.02.02.05/01.01 Enamouring
inamoured aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
maim Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
inca a 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
incan witan v 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
incest a 07.02.03.05.02 Incest,
* 07.02.04.05/1 1.01 Endogainy
incestancy a 07.02.03.05.02 Incest,
* 07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
incestial aj 07.02.03.05.02 Incest,
* 07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
incestuous aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
07.02.03.05.02 Incest,
*07.02.04.051111)1 Endogamy
incestuously av 07.02.031)5.02 Incest,
* 07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
incestuousness n 07.02.03.05.02 Incest,
*07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
inchaste aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
inchutity a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
inclination a 07.02.02.01,01 Favourite,
07.02.02.03 LIking
inconstancy n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
incontinence a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
incontinency a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
incontinent n & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
incontinently av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
incorporate vi 071)2.03 Sexual Intercourse
incu6 aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness





indecent aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
indecent uuult a 07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
indecent exhibition a 407.02.03.03.02/03
Exhibitionism
indecent exposure a 07.02.03.03.02iO3
Exhibitionism
indecently av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
indecorous aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
indeed in 07.02.Ol.06.02.Olfl)1.01.01 BahI
indeign Vt 07.02.0106.02 Scorn
indignation n 07.0101.06/01 Contemning
indiscretion a +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmantal Sex
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indispose Vt 07.02.01.02 ifi-wili,
* 0702.0105 Unfriendliness,
* 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
indisposed (towards) aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
indisposition ii 07.02.01.01.01 Antipathy
indoor sledging n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
indorser n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
indu1e vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ineinitie n 07.02.01 Hatred
inemys n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
inescating aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
inexperienced aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
inexpiable af 07.02.01.05.02.01.01 Ineconciliation
infamous erime against nature, the/in n
+07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
infantilism n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
infantilist n +07.02.03.03.02)1 Sado-Masochism
infatuation n +07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
infa'vour Vt 07.02.02.01 Loved One
infection n 07.02.02.02 Affection
infense aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
infensive aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
infest 407.02.01.05.01 Hostility
infestious aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
infestuous aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
infiddit c n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
infoedation n 07.02.03.03.05101.01 Defilement
informal marriage arrangment n +07.02.04/02
Cohabitation
ingle n 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
07.0Z03.05.01.02 Child Abuse,
Vt & vi 07.02.02.04 Caressing
ingling n & aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing
ingrate aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
ingrateful aj 07.02.01.01 DislIke,
07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
ingratiatoiy aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
ingratitude n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
ingress Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ingrudge n 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
inhate Vt 07.02.01 Hatred
inhonest aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
inhonesty n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
mimi a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
inimical af 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
inimicality a 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
inimically av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
inimicalneu a 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.0 1.05 Unfriendliness
inimicitiously av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
iniinicitous aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
inimicous aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
inimicously av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
inisnitie a 07.02.01 Hatred
inisny n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
initiation a +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
initimity a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
inkle weavers, u great/thick u Sf
07.02.02.02.03.0 1 Close Friend
in-law! a 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
inlawzy! a 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
in-laws! a 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
in-lawship! n 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by
Marriage
inloving n 07.02.02 Love
inmarriage a +07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
inmytee a 07.02.01 Haired
innamy a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
innemest aj 07.02.02.02.03.01/01 Best Friend
innerliness a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
innocence, lose one's v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
inodiate Vt 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
inordinate Vt 07.02.02/01.02 Excessive Love
inorgumic aj +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
inquaintance n 07.02.02.02.03.0 1 Close Friend
insaine av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
insatiable n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
insaut Vt 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
insemination a 07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
inseparable. a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
insartee a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
insertor n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
insociation a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
instant sex n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
insult Vt 07.02.01.06.02.02101 Trampling on
insulting n 07.02.01.06.02.02/01 Trampling on
insurance a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
insure Vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement
intended a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
intentions a +07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
inter aura aj +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
inter-femoral muturbation a +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
interbrace Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
intercourse n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
intercourse from behind n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
interdespise v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
interesting condition n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
intarfemoral connection a +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
interfere with v 07.02.03.05.0 1 Sexual Harassment
interference a 07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
interior decorating n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
intermarriage a 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy,
07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
intermarriageable aj 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
intermarry Vt & vi 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy,
vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
intermarrying a 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
aj 07.02.04.05/il Exogamy
internuptial af 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy,
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
internuptiali a 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
intersex aj +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
intersexuality a +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
interunion a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
intarwed I v 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
intimacy a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
intimado a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
intimate a & aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
4 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
intimated aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
intimately av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
intimateness a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
intimaterie a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
intime aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
intinsous aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
into ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
into, go Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
into (leather/bondage etc.) ph +07.0Z03.03i01
Perversion
intombi a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
intrigant a +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
intrigue, (an) a +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
vi 07.02.02.05.03/01.01 Liaison
intriguer a 07.02.02.05.03101.01 Liaison
intrinsic aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
infrmnaical aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
introducing house a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
invade Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
invenemated aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
invenust 4 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
inverse Sf +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
inversion a 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
invest a 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
inverted 407.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
inveteracy n 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
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inveterate aj 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.02 ill-will,
Vt 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
in'vetarateneu n 07.02.01.05.01,01 Feud
invidious aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
* 07.02.01.02 rn-will
invidious (to) aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
invidiously av 07.02.01.02 rn-will
invidiousness n 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
inviting aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
invitingly av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
invitingneu n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
involutasy emission n +07.02.03.0304101.02.01
Ejaculation
involved aj .i07.02.0t05.03j01 Love Affair
inward n & aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
inwardness n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
inwithrof n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
inwitnib n 07.02.01 Haired
inwitbanc n 07.02.01.03 Malice,
*07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
inwitweorc n 07.02.01.03101 Malicious Deeds
Irish toothache ii +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
Irish way n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
irk Vt 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
Vt & vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing
irk (of/with! or +inL) aj 07.02.01.04 Loathing
irking ii 07.02.01.04 Loathing
irksome aj 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
irksomeness n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
iron n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality

















irregular situation n +07.02.03.03.05.03,Ol.02.Ol
KMisss
irresistibility n 07.02.02.03.01.OLO1 Attractiveness
irresistible n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
irrigate v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
irrumate Vt 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
irrumation n 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
urumator n 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
it n (!) 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
It girl n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
itch ii & v +07.02.03.03.04101 Arousal
itchy feet n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
ithyphallic aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
ithyphallus n 07.02.03.03.04101.0 1 Erection
iuwine n 07.02.02.021)3 Friend
J
jack n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection.
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
1ack, be on (a person's) Vt 07.02.01.03.01 Grudgejack among the maids n 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male
jack around v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
jack in the box ii 407.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejack in the orchard n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
jack of both sides n +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
jack(-)off n (+) & vi 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjack roller n +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexualityjack up v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejacking off n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjactitation of marriage n 07.02.04 Marriagejade n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuityjaded aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
jaded Jenny n 407.02.03.04 Prostitutejadish aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity




vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejam, bit of ii +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Jam, eat v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sexjam. have a bit of vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
jam-duff n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
jam fag n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexualityjam one up v +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
Jam-tart n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheazt
jane n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
Jane (Shore/Shaw) n +07.02.03.04 Prostitutejane, crack a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
tangle Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Japanese lady n +07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aidsjape n, Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,01 Seduction of a Woman
L Arthur (Rank) n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjasper n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
jay n 071)2.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuityjazz n & v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
jazz around v 407.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
jazzing n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejealous aj 071)2.01.02 ifi-will,
071)21)2.05 Amorous Love,
07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteryjealousy n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteryjeans at half mast ph +071)2.03.02.03 Anal Sexjeer n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexualityjeff v 4071)2.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
jelly n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheartjelly bean n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimpjelly roll a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Jelot a 07.02.03.04 Prostitutejere n 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
jerk a 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjerk(-)off a (+), aj & vi 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjerk-off magazine n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
jerk one's maggot/mutton v 407.02.03.02.01
Masturbationjerk one'g the turkey v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbationjerk the gherkin v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjerker a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
jerking (off) a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
jerking the gherkin a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjen-sneak n 07.02.04.0L03,V 1.01 Hen-peckingjessie a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexualityjesuit a 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
jet one's juice v +07.02.03.03.04101.02.01
Ejaculation
jewel-darling aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
Jezebel a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Jezebelical aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Jezebelish aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pg a 907.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejig(-a)-jig n & v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejig-jig n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejigga-jig a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejiggle v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation




jill off v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjilling off n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjilt n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Deficration,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept Mistress,
* 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
n & Vt 07.02.02.05/01.03 Inconstancyjive n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Jo n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
Jo(e) (Ronce) n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimpjob n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
on the aj 07.02.03.01 One who Copulatesjock V +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejock-gagger n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimpjocker n (+)07.02.03.03.O1.02.01 Male Homosexualityjockey n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
jockum-cloy v -,07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejockum-jagger n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
Jodreil Bank n i07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
lady n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
Joe (Bonce) n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
Joe Ronce V +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp




John and Joan n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
John Thomson's Man n 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen.
pecking
Jobnnie Ronce n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
Johnson n (^)07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimpjoin Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02,02 Travelling Companion,
07.02.04.05 Wedding,
vi .07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejoin giblets v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.04,02 Cohabitation,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
join hands v 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies,
07.02.04.05iO4 Maniage Bondjoin hands with v +01.02.04.05 Weddingjoin in marriage vt 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies,
vi 07.02.04.05 Weddingjoint, cop a v i07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
joint, cop one's v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjointure n & Vt 07.02.04.05,09.04.01 Dowiyjointure house/culls n 07.02.04.05,09.04.01 Dowiyjoker n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexualityjollies, get one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejollily av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
jolly n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmantal Sex,
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
jolly fellow n 07.02.0102.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companionjomen/jomer ii +07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistressjoro n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
J) scene n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbationjoy n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sexjoy boy n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexualityjoy(-)girl n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Joy-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brotheljoy of my life n +07.02.04.01.01 Wifejoy ride n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejoy sister n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Judy/judy a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitutejudy/Judy, crack a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
Judy's teacup, crack a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defioratiocjug a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheartjugal aj 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
JuMle v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejuiced up af +07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousaljuicily av 07.02.03.03.03,01 Risquáiessjuicy af 07.02.03.03.03,01 Risquéness
pike house ii +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
jumble v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
jumbler a 07.02.03.04 Prostitutejump n & v (+) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
Vt 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremoniesjump down one's throat v 07.02.04.03.01 Propcjump off the rock v +07.02.04.05 Weddingjump the besom V +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation,
vi .i07.02.03.03.05.03j02 illegitimacyjump the broomstick vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adulteryjump up v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejump up and down v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercowjuinpin a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejunior jumper ii +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
tuna's swan a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
Juno's swans a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companionjurr a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuityjury of matrons n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Wc
Just vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejust so aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friendjustle vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercoursejuves ft +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
K
Kama Sufra a 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
kangaroo n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
karezza a 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
karite a 07.02.02,03 Spiritual Love
Kate a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Katy a (+)07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
keck vi 07.02.01.01/01 The Expression of Dislike
keen on si 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
keep Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept Mistress
keep (a person) company v 07.02.02.02.03.0202
Travelling Companion
keep bach vi 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarned Man




keep in (with) vi 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
keep (one's) maidenhead I v
07.02.03.03.05.02.01,01 Virginity
keep/part fair v 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
keep up vi 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
keeper ii 07.02.03.03.05.03/Ol.02.01 Kept Mistress
keepereu ii 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.01 Paramour
keeping a 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept Mistress
keeping company a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
keeping cully a +07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
keg, little bit o(f) ft +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
keggerlege a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
keister, take it in the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
kciater-bandit a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
keister shafting a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
kelsey a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
ken Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
kennel-nymph a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Kenya a +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
kept ai 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
07.02.03.03.05.03fl)l.02.01 Kept Mistress
kept miss a +07.02.03.03.05.O3flM.02.01 Kept
Mistress
kept mistress a +07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
kept wench a +07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
kept woman n ^07.02.03.03.05.03/0l.02.01 Kept
Mistrem
kcrb-crawl vi 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
kcrb-crawler a 07.0103.04.02 Prostitute's Client
kcrb(-)crawling ft & aj (I) 07.02.03.04.02
Prostitute's Client
ketubah a 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowiy
key party n +07.02.03.03.05,02 Swinging
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kickie-wickie n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
kcks n +O7.02.03.03O1 Perversion
kid n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
kid simple n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
kiddie porn mag n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
kiddushin n 07.02.04.03 Engagement,
07.02.04.04 Betrothal,
07.02.04.05/09.04.02 Bride Purchase
kiddy porn n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
kiddy sex n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
kidnapper n +07.02.02.05.03/02 Cradle-snatching
kidney trouble, have vi +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making
a Pass
kidoodle vi +07.02.02.04.02/01.02 Necking
kife n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
ki(-)ki n & aj +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality,
i07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
killing floor n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
kind aj 07.02.02.02 Affection,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
kind girl, a n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 MIstress
kindheartedly av 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
kindly av 07.02.02.02 Affection
kindly to, take vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
kindness n 07.02.02.02 Affection
kindness, do a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
king bong n +07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
King Lear aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
king's widow n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
kink n 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
kinkiness n 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
kinky n & aj 07.02.03.03101 Perversion,
aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
kip n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
kipper n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
kipper feast, eat a v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
kiss(<coss/(ge)cyusn) it, v & Vt 07.02.02.04.02
Kissing,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex	 coss
kiss all over v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
kiss and tell v 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
kiss-cheeks aj 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
kiss(-)off n & v +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair,
+07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
kiu(-off) v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
kiss the worm v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
kissage n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
kissed aj 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
kisser ii 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
kissing n & aj (+) 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
kissing cousin ii 07.02.02/04 Family Love,
* 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
kissing kind 4 07.02.0.04.02 Kissing
kissleu aj 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
kissyface a +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
kit a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
kite a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
kith(<cyböu) n 07.02.02/04 Family Love,
v 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends,
07.02.02.02.03.02.0 1 Acquaintance *cyööu
kithing n 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
kithly av 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
kitten a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
kittie unsell! a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
kittock a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
kitty a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
kieptolagnia a 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
kleptomania n +07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
knee-chest position n 07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
knee-tremble n (!) & v (+) 07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
knee-trembler n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
kneel at the altar v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
kneesy/kneesie(s) n 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous
Caressing
kneesy-kneesy n 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
knickers in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
knickers in a twist, get one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
knife, get/have one's - into v 07.02.01.03/01
Malicious Deeds
knight in shining armour n +07.02.04.05/09.01
Mr/Miss Right
knight of lirnsey a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01
Cuckold
knight of the forked order, a a
07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
knight of the petticoat n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
knobber a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
knock a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
a & vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
knock, on the ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
knock about with Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
knock along with v +07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
knock around vi +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
knock-around broad n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
knock it off vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
knock it out vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
knock off Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
knock off a piece vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
knock on together v 407.02.04/02 Cohabitation
knock up Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
knocking a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
knocking house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
knocking joint a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
knocking(-)shop a (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
knot a 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
knot a knot with the tongue that cannot be





Vt & vi 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
know the score vi 407.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
knowing a 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
knowledge (of/with) n 07.02.02.02.03.02.01
Acquaintance,
a & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
yr 07.02.02.02.03.02.01/01 Making Acquaintance
known a 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
known, be v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
KP a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Kulinism a 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
kurva a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
kything n 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
L
la-di-dah aj 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
labour of love a 07.02.02 Love
laced mutton n (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute
laches aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lacy aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
lad n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tenns of Endearment
laddie a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
ladies' bar a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
ladies' college a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
ladies' man a 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
ladies' tailoring n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse




lady abbess a +07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
ladybird a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lady-boarder a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
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Lady Five Fingers n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
lady-friend n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
lady killer n Ol.02.02.O5.O5.O3.Ol,Ol Seduction of a
Woman
lady-frilling n & aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,01
Seduction of a Woman
ladykin n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
l.dyling n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
lady-love n 07.0102.05.02 Sweetheart
lady lover n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
lady-monger n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
lady of a certain description n +07.02.03.04
Prostitute
lady of accommodating morals n +07.02.03.04
Prostitute
lady of easy virtue n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
07.0103.04 Prostitute
lady of intrigue n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lady of joy n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lady of leisure n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lady of no virtue n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lady of pleasure n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lady of the evening n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lady of the lake n 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
lady of the night n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lady of the scarlet sisterhood n +07.02.03.04
Prostitute
lady of the town n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
Lady Right n +W.02.04.05i09.01 Mr/Miss Right
lady's man n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
lady wife n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
laf	 slave
Lahore house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
lair n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
lairy aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lam Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
la maladie Anglaise n .i07AY2.03.03.02t)1 Sado-
Masochism Engtish
lamb n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
lamb chop n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
lamb pogue n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
lambie(-pie) ii +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
lame duck n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lamp-post Lorelel n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lance Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
land-frigate n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
landlady n +07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
landsman n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
languish vi 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
languisher n 07.02.02.05.05,01 Flirtatious Looks
languishing aj 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
languishingly av 07.02.02.05,02 Sentimental Love
languishment n 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
languorous aj 07.02.02.05.05,01 Flirtatious Looks
lap Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
lap-thing a 07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet
lapling a 07.02.02.05.05.01/02 Poodle-faking
lapping a 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
lark v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
larkin a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
larks in the night a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lucive aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
luciviate vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
luciviating Si 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lasciviency n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lascivient aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lasciviently av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lascivious aj 07.02.03.03.04j04 Aphrodisiac,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lasciviously	 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lasciviousness n (^)07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-
sexedness
lascivity n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lashed up aj +07.02.04102 Cohabitation
lass a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
latent 4 +07.02.03.03.011)2 Homosexuality(ge)laO aj 07.0101 HaIred,
* 07.02.01.02 Ill-will.
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility slzö-, leth-, loath-
labs av 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
* 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility




labgenibla a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
la5geteona a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
1a6ewinna a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
labian v 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
lablic aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
laölice av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
labscearu n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
labwende aj 07.02.01.02111-will.
* 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
labwendemod aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
laôwendnea a 07.02.01.03 Malice,
* 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
laugh of v 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
laugh out of countenance v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
laugh to bismer/to hething/to baker v 07.02.01.06
Contempt
laugh to scorn v 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
laugh to scorning v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
laugh upon v 07.0101.06,01 Contemning
lavedaf a 07.02.04.07.01 Widow sloove
lavender aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
lavender boy a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
lavish 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
law (of wedlock), in af 07.02.04 Marriage
lawful blanket a +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
lay n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
a, Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
Vt +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
lay a leg across/on/over Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
lay (a person) on the lips Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
lay down Vt +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
lay for Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lay it out v i07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
lay one's leg across/on/over vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
lay some pipe vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lay the leg v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
lay the lip v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
lrb- sleth-, loath-
lrban v 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
La Postillon n 407.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
lead a gay life vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
lead astray vi +07.0103.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
lead in one's pencil n +07.0103.03.04/01.01.01
Virility
lead in one's pencil, have v +07.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
lead out vi 07.0102.05.04/01 Dating
lead to church/the altar Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
lead to the altar vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
leaguer-lady a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
leaguer-lass a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
leaguer-laundress n 07.0103.04 Prostitute
leaning Si 07.02.02.02 Affection
leaning house a 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
leap a, v (+) & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
leap do a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
leap on vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
leap over the sword a +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
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leaping academy n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
leapin;-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
leasepiece n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
leasuht n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
* 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
leather v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
leave Vt 407.02.04.08 Divorce
leave before the Gospel vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
leave one's shoes under a bed vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
loch n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
n & vi 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
loch (after) v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
lecher n, aj & vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lecherer n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
lecherhed a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lechering af 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lecherlike av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lecherly av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lecherneu n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lecherous aj O7.O2.O3.O3.04iO4 Aphrodisiac,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lecherously av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lecherousness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lechery a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
leefkyn a 07.02.02.01 Loved One
leesoine aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
left-hand aj O7.O2.O4.O5j09.03 Misalliance
left hand, by the av 07.02.04.0509.03 Misalliance
left-hand marriage n 07.02.04.05,09.03 Misalliance
left hand of friendship, give the v 07.02.01.05
Unfriendliness
left-handed aj 407.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.02.04.05,09.03 Misalliance
left-handed marriage a 07.02.04.05,09.03
Misalliance
left-handed wife a 07.02.04.05,09.03 Misalliance
leg n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
leg, get a shot of vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
leg-business a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
leg dressed, get one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
leg man a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 AUractiveness
leg(-)over a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
leg over, get one's a +07.02.02.05.05.03.01
Seduction,
v & vi 407.0103 Sexual Intercourse
leg show a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
leg-sliding a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
legal move, make the v +07.02.04.05 Wedding
legerteam n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
legerwite n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
* 0702.04/02 Cohabitation
legover aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse




lemanry a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
lemon n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
length a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
length, give (someone) a Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
leodhete a 07.02.01 Hatred
leodsceaOa n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
(ge)leof- i(ge)lief
(ge)leof a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
* 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
* aj 07.02.02 Love,
07.0102.02 Affection,
07.02.02102 Mutual Love
leoffost aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
leoflic aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
leoflice av 07.02.02 Love
leofwende aj 07.02.02.03.01.01 Likeableness
leofwendum av 07.02.02 Love
les a 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
lea-be-friends n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
lea girls aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
lesb a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
lesbian a & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
lesbianism n 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
lesbic aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
lesbie a (+) (!) 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
lesbine a 407.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
lesbo a (+)07.02.03.03.0l.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
bale a 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
Leslie a +01.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
lees a .07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
less-than-a-man a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
bessie! n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality 'Iez-, Liz-
lea trois a +07.02.03.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
let-down n 407.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
let oat one's foreroom and lie backwards vi
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
let (someone) go Vt +07.02.04.08 Divorce
letch n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
lcth<lnböu a 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.02 Ill-will 	 1aO-, Iaö-, loath-
level-coil, play vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
leveret a 07.02.02.02.02,01.01 Pet,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03101.02 Mistress
levirate a & aj 07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential
Marriage
leviratical aj 07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential
Marriage
leviration a 07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential
Marriage
Levy (and Frank) a & v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
lewd aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lewd magazine a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
lewdly iv 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedneui
lewdness a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lewdaby n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lewdster n 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lea I a 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
lezziel a 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
leuo a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
lezzy a (+) & aj (1)07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality les-, Liz-
liaison a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
07.02.02.05.03/01.01 Liaison,
07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
lib v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
libel of partising n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
liberal aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
liberally av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
liberated aj +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
liberties, take vi +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
libertinage a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
libertine n & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
libertinely I av 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
libertinism a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
liberty, take a vi +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
libidinal aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
libidinist a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
libidinosity a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
libidinous a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
aj 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
libidinously av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
libidinousness n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
libido a +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
lic-	 like-
licence a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
licentious a (+) & aj 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
licentiously av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
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licentiousness n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
hogan mid Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lichamlice av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lick out v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
lickesing aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
hickerish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lickerous aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lickerously av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lickerousnesa n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lickster n 07.02.03.03.05.O2 Female Promiscuity
lig aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
lie backwards and let out one's forerooms vi
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
lie(-)by n & vi 07.02.031)3.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
t 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lie in state vi +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
lie on Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lie together I vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lie with Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Liebchen/liebchen n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
Liebling/liebling n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart





lief and dear aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
liefed aj 071)2.02.01 Loved One
lieflydeoflic aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
lieflydeoflice av 07.02.02.01 Loved One
her I ii 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
lies-by n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept Mistress
life, my a 07.02.02.01 Loved One
life, the n +07.02.03.041)1 Prostitution,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
life of infamy a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
life of shame a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
lift a leg Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lig-by a 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress
geiger a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
* 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
geiger. a 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
* 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
geligernes a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
*07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
light aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
* 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
light-footed aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
light-heeled af 07.02.03.03.051)2 Female Promiscuity
light-hecha a 071)2.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
light-horse a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
light of love/light o' love/light a love a
07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
a & aj 07.02.02.05,01.03. Inconstancy .lightilove
light of one's eye(s) a 07.02.02.01 Loved One
light sister a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
light-ikirtedneu a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
light-tailed aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
light the lamp vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lightilove a 07.02.02.05/01.03 Inconstancy .light
of love
lightliful aj 07.02.0106 Contempt
lightlineu a 07.02.01.06 Contempt.
lightly ai & Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lightness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lightskirts n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
lik(.)able 4 07.02.02.03.01.01 Likeableness
like(s) a 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked,
V & Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
like (+inf.) Vt 07.021)2.03 Liking
like a fiddler's elbow, go in and out vi +07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse
like a rat up a drain, go up (someone) Vt
407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
like by Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
like ill v 07.02.01.01 Dislike
like of Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
like (of) a 07.021)2.03 Liking
like one's greens vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
like that 4 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
+07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
lik. with Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
likesbility a 07.02.02.03.01.01 Llkeableness
likeableness n 07.02.02.03.0 1.01 Likeableness
liked al 07.02.02.03 Liking
likeful av 07.02.02.03.01.01 Likeableness
likened, be v 07.02.02.05.04U1.01 Going Steady
hiker n 07.02.02.03 Liking
hikesome aj 07.02.02.03.01.01 Llkeableness
Iikeworth.clicwyrbe ai 07.02.02.03.01.01
Likeableness




lily a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
limb-lifter a 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
limit, go the v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
limit, the a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
limmer a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
limp wrist a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
limp-wristed aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
Lindabrides a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
*070203031)503,0102 Mistress
lindgeateahla n 07.02.02.02.03.02,07 Comrade
line a +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
line up on v 407.02.03.03.05/02.01.01 Gang-banging
lin, with, do a Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
linear polygamy a +07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
linen-hfter a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
lines a 07.02.04.05/03 Marriage Registration
link vi 07.02.0202.03 Friend
lip Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
lip-clap a +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
lip-clip a 07.021)2.04.02 Kissing
lip-labour a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
lip-lick a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
lip-work a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
liquor (someone's) boots v Ol.02.O3.O3.O5.O3.O2jO1
Cuckold
liquorish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
liquorsome al 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
liquorsomely av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
liu/hihs a 07.02.02 Love
litherly 4 07.02.01.03 Malice
little al 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearmentlittle bit a +071)2.03.04 Prostitute
little bit o(f) keg a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
little bit of fluff a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
little cracker a +07.02.02.03.011)1.01 Attractiveness
little death a 07.02.03.03.04O1.02 Orgasm
Little Miss Roundheels a 407.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
little of, make Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
little pretty a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
little woman, (the) a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
071)2.04.01.01 Wife
little, get a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
little, give a v +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
live u man and wife vi 407.02.04/02 Cohabitation
live fast vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
live-in a & ai 407.02.04/02 Cohabitation
live in sin vi 07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
live off/on Vt 407.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
Mistress,
407.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
live (on) tally vi 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
live one a 407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
live over the brush v +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
live together I v 07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
live with Vt 07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
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lively aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
liver shot a 407.02.03.03.03 Pornography
living by irade aj +07.02.03.04.01 Frostitution
living together relationship a +07.02.04/02
Cohabitation
liver n 07.02.01.02 rn-will,
07.02.01.03 Malice
lizard a 07.02.02.05.05.01/02 Poodle-faking
Lizzi(e) a & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality *Ics-, kz-
load a 407.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
load, cop one's v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation






07.02.01.05.01 Hostility	 1aO, leth-
loathe(<lrban) v & Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04/02 Loathing for Food,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
loathed aj 07.02.01 Haired
loathedncss a 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
loather n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
loathful aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
loathing n 07.02.01.04/(12 Loathing for Food,
a, aj & av 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
loathing-stock a 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
loathlihead n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
loathly av & Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing
loathness n 07.02.01 Hatred
loathsome aj 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
loathsomeness a 07.02.01.04/02 Loathing for Food,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
loathy aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness *Iaö-, IzO-
leth-
lobola a 07.02.04.05/09.04.02 Bride Purchase
Lochnivar a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
lock V 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
lodes-mate a 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
Lolita a & aj (!) 07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
Lolita-like! aj 07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
Lolitaizh I aj 07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
Lolitaland! n 07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
loll a 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite -
lone aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarnedness
long arm a #07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
long kiss n +07.02.02.04.02/01 French Kissing
long-term relationship a +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
longwinded aj 407.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
look askew (upon) v 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful
Looks
look babies in (someone's) eyes V
+07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
look down on Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
look down (one's nose) V 07.02.01.06.02.01
Scornful Looks
look down upon Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
look sideways V 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
look squiggle-eyed (at someone) v 07.02.01.01/01
The Expression of Dislike
looker a (I) 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
loon n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
loop, on the aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
loose aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
loose-bodied aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
loose fish n (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute
loose-gowned aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
loose-hilled aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
loose house a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
loose in the hilts aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
loose-legged aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
loose love lady n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
loose-tailed aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
loose woman a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
loosely av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
looseness a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
loosish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
loove/love n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow 'Late
lord n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
lord and muter a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
Lord Right a +07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right
lordless aj 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
lorette a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lorettism a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lose one's character/one's cherry v
+07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
lose one's heart v 07.02.02.05/01 Failing in Love
lose one's innocence v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
lose (one's) nraidenhead I v 07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
lose one's reputation/one's snood/one's virtue V
407.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
lost aj +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
lost lady a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
lot, cop one's v -+07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01.
Ejaculation
loteby n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
loth<(ge)laO aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility i1aö, ieth-
Lothario a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
louche aj +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
louke a 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant Companion
louse for, not to care (three skips of) a Vt
07.02.01.06 Contempt
lounge lizard I a 07.02.02.05.05.01/02 Poodle-faking
lov(e)ability a 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
lov(e)able aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend
lov(s)ably av 07.0202.01.01 Loveableness
lovableness a 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
love(clufu/(ge)luflan) a 07.02.02.01 Loved One,




07.02.03.03.05.03,01 Partner in Nonmantal Sex,
Vt 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
V 07.02.02/02 Mutual Love,
Vt 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling,
407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse sluf-
love, be caught in v 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
love, make vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
love, (my) a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
love (of) a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
love of in the aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
love-affair a 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
love-affairs a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love alife Vt 07.02.02/01 Great Love
love amour I a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love at first sight a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love beads n 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
love begotten! aj 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
love-bend a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love-bird a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
love(-)bite a 07.02.02.04.02,01.02 Necking
love-book a 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
love-bound aj 07.02.02 Love
love-boy a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
love brat I a 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
love-call a 07.02.02.05iO3.01 Love Letters
love-cause a 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
love-charm a 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
love child! a 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
love-cup! a 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
love-desire a +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love-ditty a 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
loved a & aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
loved one n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
love-dose! n 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
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love-draught! n 07.02.02.05105 Love Potions
love-drink n 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
love-drury n 07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens,
07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
love-favour n 07.02.02.)5,04 Love Tokens
love-feat n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
love-fit n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love from ph 07.02.02 Love
love-fuck ii +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
loveful aj O7.02.02Ul Gieat Love,
07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
love game n +07.02.02.O5jW Love Literature
love-god n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love-hate naj&vt 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.02.02 Love
love-hatred! n 07.02.01 Hatted,
* 07.02.02 L.ove
love-in a 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
love in a cottage! n 07.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
love-interest n 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
love-juice a (!) 07.O2.02.0505 Love Potions,
+07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal,
07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
lovekin(s) a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
love-knot ii 07.02.02.05,04 Love Tokens
Lovelace a 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman
love-lad n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
love-lake n 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
love-less n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
love-late n 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
love-lay a 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
loveless aj 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.01 Loved One
lovelessly av 07.02.02 Love
lovelessness a 07.02.02 Love
love-letter a (+)07.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters
love-libel a 07.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters
love-life a 07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
love-light a 07.02.02.05102.01 Infatutation
lovelike aj 07.02.02 Love
love-liking! n 07.02.02 Love,
*07020205 Amorous Love
lovelily av 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend
love-line! a 07.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters
loveliness a 07.02.02.0 1.01 Loveableness
loveling n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
love-longing a 07.02.02.05/01.02 Love-sickness
love-maker a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
love-making n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
a & aj 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
love-marriage a +07.02.04.05/10 Love Match
love-match n 07.02.04.05/10 Love Match
love-mate a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
love-money n 07.02.02 Love
love-nest a 07.02.02.05.03/01.01 Liaison
love-nettled aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love-note a +07.02.02 Love
love-object a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
love-ode a 07.02.02.05,03 Love Literature
love par amour v 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love-pauage n 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
love-pat a 01.02.02.04/02 Patting
love-peddler n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
love philire! n 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
love-play a 01.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
love-poem n 07.02.02.05,03 Love Literature
love potion! n 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
love powder! a 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
love-rime n 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
love-ron a 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
love-rune n 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
loves n 07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
love samen v 07.02.02/02 Mutual Love
lovescape n 07.02.02 Love
love-scene n 01.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
love-shaft a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
loveship a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
lovesick aj 01.02.02.05j01.02 Love-sickness
lovesickness n 07.02.02.05/01.02 Love-sickness
love.ome( .dufsum) aj 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
*07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
lovesomehead n 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
loveaomely av 07.02.02 Love
lovesomeneu<lufsumnes n 07.02.02.01.01
Loveableness
love-song n 07.02.02.05103 Love Literature
love-spoon a 01.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
love-sport a 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
love-story a 01.02.02.05,03 Love literature
love's young dream n 07.02.02.05.03/01.02.01
Puppy Love
love-tale n 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
love-tap a 07.02.02.04/02 Patting
love that dare not speak its name, the a
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
love them and leave them v
01.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a Woman
love-thing! a 07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
love-tick a 07.02.02.04/02 Patting
love-tiding n 07.02.02.05,03.01 Love Letters
love (to), make v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
Vt 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
love together v 07.02.02102 Mutual Love
love-token a 07.02.02.05104 Love Tokens
love-tooth a 01.02.02.05/01 Fallin in Love
love-trick n 01.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
love unto, cast vt 07.02.02.05,01 Falling in Love
love(-)up a 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing,
v 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
loveward(s) av 07.02.02 Love
lovewendeclufwende aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
love with vt 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
love-words a 07.02.02.01.02 The Expression of Love
love-worth a & aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
love-worthiness a 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
love-worthy aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
lovey n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
lovey-dovey a 07.02.02,04.01 Brotherly Love,







07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love,
aj & av 07.02.02 Love
lovely lady a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
loveness n 07.02.02 Love




07.02.03.03.05.03/01 Partner in Nonmarital Sex,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
+07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
lover boy a 01.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
lover man a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
lovered(clufrrden) a 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
aj 01.02.02.05.03 L.overs
lovereden aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
loveredenly av 07.02.02 Love
lovering a 07.02.02.04104.01 Sexual Caressing,
* 0702020504 Courtship
loverlike aj & av 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
loverlineu a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
loverly aj & av 01.0202.05.01 Lover
lover's knot n 01.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
lovers' lane n 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
lovers' quarrel a 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
lovership n 01.02.02.05.01 Lover
loverwise av 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
loving(dufiende) n & aj 07.02.02.02 Affection,
aj 07.02.02 Love
loving-kindness n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
668
loving-knot n 07.0202.05104 Love Tokens
lovingly av 07.02.02 Love
lovingness n 07.02.02.02 Affection
low af 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lowgap n iO7.02.O3.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
low girl n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
low heel n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
low heels n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
low rent n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
LTR n +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
lubric aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lubrical aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lubuicatef aj +07.02.03.03.04101 Arousal
lubricious aj +07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lubricity ii 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lubricous aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
luf- wiove-
lufestre n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
lufi(g)endlic aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
* 07.02.02.03.01.01 Llkeableness
(ge)lufisn v 07.02.02.02 Affection,
*07.02.02.04 Caressing	 1ov-
luflan on vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
luflend ii 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
luflende aj 07.02.02 Love,
* 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
* 07020203 0101 Likeableness
luflic aj 07.02.02.02 Affection,
* 07.02.02.03.01.01 Llkeableness
luflice av 07.02.02.03.01.01 Llkeableness
lufium a) 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.03.01.01 Likeableness
lufsumnes a 07.02.02 Love,
* 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
luftacen a 07.02.02 Love
luftimlic aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
Iuftne a) 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
lufu ninian to v 07.02.02 Love
lufung n 07.02.03 Sexual Inteitourse
lufwende a) 07.02.02 Love,
*07.02.0102 Affection,
*07.02.02.03.01.01 Llkeableness
lufwendlic a) 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
*07.02.02.03.01.01 Llkeableness
lufwendlice av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
lulu n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
lumber vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
lumber room n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
lupenir a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
lupercal n 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
lure n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
lureful aj 07.02.02.03.01.0 1.01 Attractiveness
lurefully av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
lurement a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
luresome a) 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
luring n & aj 07.0102.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
luringly av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
luscious a) 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
lusciously av 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
lusciousness a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lush a (+) & aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
vi +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
lust(4ust) n 07.02.02.03 Liking,
n & vi 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
lust-breathed a) 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
lust dog a +07.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
luster n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
lustful a) 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac,
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lustfully av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
(ge)lustfulnei a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
lustfulness<(ge)lustfulnes ft 07.0103.03.04.01
Over-sexedness
lusteornnes si 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
lustihead a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lustihood a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lustily av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lustineu a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lusting a & aj 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lusticss aj 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
lustlessness n 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
lustly a) 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
lusty aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lusty Juventus a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
lusty Laurence a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
mv a 07.02.02 Love,
*07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
luxe a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
luxur a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
luxure a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
luxurious 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
luxuriously av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
luxuriousness a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
luxurity n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
luxury a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
* 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
lyance a 07.02.02MM Family Love
lypatia a +07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
lyricising n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
M
ma'am n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
niab a ^07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Mac Gimp(er) n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
mac a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp	 niack- maq-1 mec-
(ge)maca	 make
macaroni a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
machine n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
machismo a & a) (1)07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility
macho a & a) 07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility
macbree a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
mack n aj & v +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp *mac-,
maq mm-
mack man a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
mack on vt 407.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
mackerel a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
mackerelage n 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
mackery a 407.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
macking a +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
macko man a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
maerio a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
macuihla a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
-mad aj 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship
mad about a) +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
madam a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
(+)07.02.03.03.05.03i01.02.01 Kept Mistress,
• 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
madame n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
madam(c) a 07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
madam(c) ran a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
madam. van a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Madge a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
Madge cove a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
Madge cull a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
maffian v 07.02.03.03.05,01 Becoming Promiscuous
Magdalen(c) I a (^)7.02.03.04 Prostitute
magdclenisrn a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
Maggie May a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
magiffer a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
magnet a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
magnetic a & a) 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
magnetical aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
magnetically av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
magncticness a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
magnetism a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
magnetize Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
(ge)mah a) 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gcrnahlicnes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
maid a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
Maid Marian n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
maid of honour a 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
maid-of-honourship n 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
669
maiden n & aj 07.02.04.02.01 Unmamed Woman
maidenhead I n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity,
*0702040201 Unmarried Woman
maidenhead, have/take (someone'.)! vi
07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
maidenhead, keep/lose (one's)! v
07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
maidenhood n 07.02.04.02.0 1 Unmarried Woman
maidhood n 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
maiden name ! ii 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
maiden of joy ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
maiden-widow n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
maiden-wife n .07.02.03.04 Prostitute
main bitch n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.031)4 Prostitute
main lady a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
main man n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
main queen a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
maini the n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
maintain a clandestine ménage vi
+07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept Mistress
maintiiner n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
maiaon close n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
maison de puse n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
maison do rendezvous n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
maison jose n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
maison tolérée n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
maltresse en litre n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02
Mistress





make, on the aj 071)2.021)5.05.03 Making a Pass
make a coffee-house of a woman's cunt vi
+07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
make a fuss of/over/with Vt 01.02.02.02.02/01
Pampering
make (a husband) a stag v 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01
Cuckold
make (a husband) wear the stag's crest v
07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
make a marriage v 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
make a match vi 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
make a mumming of Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
make a pus at Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
make (a person) sick v 07.02.01.04.01
Loathsomeness	 -
make a pish at/of Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
make a play for Vt +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
make a push at Vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
make a sandwich v +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group
Sex
make an honest woman of v 07.02.04.05 Weddin&
'it 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
make an imoper suggestion vi
407.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
make arrangements vi +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nonmarital Sex
make babies together vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
make beautiful music (together) vi 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
make free of Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make free with v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
make free with both ends of the busk v
+07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
make it v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make (it) v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make it quaint v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
make it together v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make it with v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make little of Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make love (to) v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
'it 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make matrimony v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
make much of Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
make music (together) vi 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
make of Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
make one's court to vi 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
make one's flesh crawl/creep v 07.02.01.04.01
Loathsomeness
make one's way(s) v 07.02.02.01 Loved One
make oneself available vi +07.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
make out v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make sheep's eyes at 'it 07.02.02.05.05/01
Flirtatious Looks
make (someone) wear an ox-feather Vt
07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
make the beut with two backs v +071)2.03.02.03
Anal Sex
make the (bed).prings ureak vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
make the legal move v +07.02.04.05 Wedding
make time with Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
+07.02.03 Sexual intercourse
make up a marriage v 071)2.04.04 Betrothal
make up to Vt +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
make waves v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
make whoopee vi 907.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
make with Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
inakeless aj 07.0204.02 Unmarriedness
makeout artist n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
making a 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
makin .out n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
maladie Anglaise, la a +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-
Masochism *English
male a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
male continence n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
male coquette n 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
male entente a 07.02.01.02 rn-will
male identified aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
male on top position n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
male organ, play the v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
male orient(at)ed aj -,.07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
male jrostitute a 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
male jxnstitution a 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
malefic n & aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
malefical aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
malefically av 07.02.01.03 Malice
maleficence a 07.02.01.03 Malice
maleficent af 07.02.01.03 Malice
maleness a 07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility
malengin n 07.02.01.02 lU-will
malevolence a 07.02.01.02 rn-win
malevolency n 07.02.01.02 lU-will
malevolent aj 07.02.01.02 ill-will
malevolently av 07.02.01.02 lU-will
malevolous aj 07.02.01.02 ill-will
ma]flor a 407.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
malice a 07.02.01.03/01 Malicious Deeds,
a, aj & v 07.02.01.03 Malice,
V 07.02.Ol.03j02 Deliberate Malice
malice prepense(d) n 07.02.01.03/02 Deliberate
Malice
malice prepensive n 07.02.01.03/02 Deliberate
Malice
malice purpensed n 07.02.01.03/02 Deliberate
Malice
maliced aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
maliceful sf 07.02.01.03 Malice
malicing n 07.02.01.03/02 Deliberate Malice
malicious aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
maliciously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
maliciousness a 07.02.0 1.03 Malice
malign aj & vi 071)2.01.02 lU-will.
Vt 07.02.01 Hatred
malignance n 07.02.01.02 rn-will
malignancy a 07.02.01.02 lU-will,
07.02.0 1.03 Malice
malignant aj 07.02.01.02 rn-will
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malignantly av 07.02.01.02 ill-will
malignation n 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
* 01.02.01.02 Ill-will
malign. n 07.02.01.03 Malice
maligner n 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
maligning aj 07.02.01.02 ifi-will
malignious aj 07.02.01.02 ifi-will
malignity n 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 01.02.01.02 rn-will
ma4nly av 07.02.01.02 ill-will
malkin n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
malice-root n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
maltalent n 07.02.01.02 ill-will
maltalentive aj 07.02.01.02 ill-will
mama n +07.02.03.031)1.02.02 Female
Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Mama-san n +07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
mamish aj 07.02.02,01.02 Excessive Love,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
mamma-papa position I n 07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
mammothrept n 071)2.02.01101 Favourite
man n 07.02.03.03.04101.01.01 VIrility,
07.02.04.01.02 Husband,
Vt 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
man, my n +07.02.04.05,09.01 Mr/Miss Right
man and wife n 07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple
man and wife, live as vi +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
man-crazy aj 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 NymphomanIa
man-eater n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,02 Seduction of a
Man
man-eating aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
man-friend n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
man-hungry aj 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
man-leech n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
man-mad aj 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
man of pleasure n (+)7.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
man of the town n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
man-root n tO7.O2.O3.O3.04j01.01 Erection
man-starved aj 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
man-superior position n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticisin




man-wood aj 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
(ge)man- (ge)mon-
gemana n 07.02.04 Marriage
manable aj 07.02.04.05,09.01.01 Marriageableness
management privileges n +07.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
managerial privileges n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
(ge)mang n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
*(ge)meng-
manipulate v +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
manless aj 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
manlessly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
manlessness n 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
manlufu n 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
mnnhata n 07.02.01 Hatred
manred n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
man's man n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
man's meat n 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded
Sexually
mansceaôa n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
mantce n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
mantle and the ring, take the vi 07.02.04.07.01
Widow
manual exercise n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
manualjenital aj +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
manual intercourse n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
manual pollution n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
manual sexual stimulation n +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
manual stimulation ii +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
manualize v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
manweorOung n 07.02.02,03.01 Love of Humanity
maq n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp	 mac-, mack-,
me
maquereau n 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
mar Vt 07.02.02.0101 Favourite
mar-tail ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
marathon n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
mare n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
marge n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
marl complaisant n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
manage blanc n 07.02.04 Marriage,
* 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
manage de convenance n 07.02.04.05/09.02
Marriage of Convenience
marian n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
manage Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
marital aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.01.02 Husband
marital aid n +07.02.03.02,01 Sex Aids
marital rape ! n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
marital rights n +07.02.04.06 Marital Sex.
manitality n 07.02.02/01.02 Excessive Love,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
maritally av 07.02.04 Marriage
marite n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
Marjorie n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
mark n 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
market dame n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
market-match n 07.02.04.05,09.04 Market Match
market, go to v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
marmalade-madam n 071)2.03.04 Prostitute
marmoset n 07.02.02.01,01 Favourite,
071)2.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
Marqueu of Lorne n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
marred aj 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
mairiable aj 07.02.04.05,09.01.01 Marriageableness






marriage, give in Vt 07.0104.05,08.01 Giving in
Marriage
marriage, give to v 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in
Marriage
marriage, make (up) a v 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
marriage, take in Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
marriage act n 07.02.04.05,03 Marriage Registration
marriage articles n 07.02.04.05,09.04.01 Dowry
marriage bawd n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
marriage-bed n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
marriage bell n 07.02.04.05/07 Wedding Bells
marriage blessing n 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding
Ceremonies
marriage bond n 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
marriage bower! n 0702.04.06.01,01 Wedding Night
marriage brokage n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-
maker
marriage broker n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-
maker
marriage brokerage n 07.02.04.05,09.01.03 Match-
maker
marriage bureau n 07.02.04.05,09.01.03 Match-
maker
marriage-ceremony n 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding
Ceremonies
marriage certificate n 07.02.04.05,03 Marriage
Registration
marriage chain n 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
marriage chamber! n 07.02.04.06.0l01 Wedding
Night
marriage choice n 07.02.04.05,09.01.02 Spouse
Hunting
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marriage contact n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
marriage counselling n 07.02.04.01.03101 Marital
Problems
inamage counsellor n 07.02.04.01.03/01 Marital
Problems
marriage covenant n 07.O2.04.05,04.02 Marriage
Vow
marriage day n 07.04.05/02.01 Wedding Day
marriage deed n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
marriage dinner! n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
marriage dowry n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
marriage dues! n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
marriage duties I n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
marriage faith n 07.02.04.05,04.02 Marriage Vow
marriage feast I ii 07.02.04.05,06 Wedding Festivities
marriage finger n 01.02.04.05/04.01 Wedding Ring
marriage gear n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
marriage good n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
marriage guidance a 07.02.04.01.03/01 Marital
Problems
marriage-hall n 07.02.04.05106 Wedding Festivities
marriage-hates a 07.02.04 Marriage
marriage-hindering aj 07.02.04.05i09.01.03 Match-
maker
marriage hour a 07.02.04.05i02 Time of Marriage
marriage-huckster n 07.02.04.05109.01.03 Match-
maker
marriage joys I a 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
marriage knell a 07.02.04.05107 Wedding Bells
marriage knot a 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
marriage lay n 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
marriage licence a 07.02.04.05/03 Marriage
Registration
marriage life a 01.02.04 Marriage
marriage(-)like aj +07.02.04 Marriage
marriage lines a 07.02.04.05/03 Marriage
Registration
marriage-makes n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-
maker
marriage market a 07.02.04.05/09.04 Market Match
marriage mart a 07.02.04.05/09.04 Market Match
marriage-monger n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-
maker
marriage morn a 07.02.04.05102.01 Wedding Day
marriage morning a 01.02.04.05102.01 Wedding Day
marriage night a 07.02.04.06.01,01 Wedding Night
marriage of convenience a 07.02.04.05109.02
Marriage of Convenience
(marriage paymenen +07.02.04.05,09.04.01 Dowry
marriage payment a 07.02.04.05/09.04.02 Bride
LPurchase
marriage portion n 07.02.04.05i09.04.01 Dowry
marriage rate a 07.02.04.05/03 Marriage Registration
marriage register a 07.02.04.05/03 Maniage
Registration
marriage relations n +07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
marriage-ring a 07.02.04.05,04.01 Wedding Ring
marriage rites a 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
marriage service n 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding
Ceremonies
marriage settlement n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
marriage-song n 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
marriage state a 07.02.04 Marriage
marriage table a 07.02.04.05106 Wedding Festivities
marriage-tie n 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
marriage vow a 01.02.04.05104.02 Marriage Vow
marriage vows a 07.02.04.05/04.02 Marriage Vow
marriageability a 07.02.04.05109.01.01
Marriageableness
marriageable n & aj 07.02.04.05/09.01.01
Marriageableness,
aj 07.02.04.05/09.01.01.01 Age of Consent
marriageableneu n 01.02.04.05,09.01.01
Marriageableness
married a & aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
a +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
married country style aj +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
married life a 07.02.04 Marriage
married on the carpet and the banns up the
chimney aj +07.02.04/02. Cohabitation
married state a 07.02.04 Marriage
married, be v 07.02.04 Marriage,
01.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
marries a 01.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies,
07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
marrow n 07A)2.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
marrow-boiling aj 07.02.03.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
marrow-burning aj 07.0103.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
marrow burns, the v 01.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
marrow-eating aj 07.02.03.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
marrow-melting aj 01.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
marry Vt, vi & w 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
Vt 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies,
07.02.04.05108 Relationship by Marriage,
*07.02.04.05,08.01 Giving in Marriage
marry above/below/beneath w 07.02.04.05,09.02
Marriage of Convenience 	 -
marry and settle v 07.02.04.05/09.04.01.01
Settlement
marry come up in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 BahI
marry money vi 07.02.04.05/09.03.01 Good Match
marry off Vt 01.02.04.05108.01 Giving in Marriage
marry out vi 01.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
marry over the broomstick v 01.02.04.05/01
Wedding Ceremonies
marry up v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
marry with Vt 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by
Marriage
marry with the left hand Vt 07.02.04.05/09.03
Misalliance
marrying n 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage,
aj 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies,
01.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
marrying age a 07.02.04.05/09.01.01.01 Age of
Consent
marrying day n 07.02.04.05/02.01 Wedding Day
marrying ring a 07.02.04.05/04.01 Wedding Ring
Mary a +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
Masyanne n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
mash a 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation,
Vt 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
mash, on the aj 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
mash note a 01.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters
mash the fat vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mashed on, be Vt 07.02.02.05,02.01 Infatutation
masher a +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
mashin1 a & aj 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
masochism a 07.02.03.0302/01 Sado-Masochism
masochist a 07.02.03.03.02,01 Sado-Masochism
masochistic aj 01.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
masochistically av 01.02.03.03.02/01 S ado-
Masochism
mason n 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
massage a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
massage parlour a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
masseuse a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mutes, (one's) a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
Masterpiece of Nightwork n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mutubatic! aj 07.02.03.02.0 1 Masturbation
mastubstor! a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mastuate! v 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mastupration I a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mastuprator! a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
masturbate Vt & vi 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
masturbation! a & aj 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
masturbational I aj 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
masturbatorily av 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
masturbatory! aj 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mat a +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
match(c(ge)mnncca) a 07.02.04.01 Spouse,
07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right,
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07.02.04.05)09.02 Marnage of Convenience
a &vt 07.02.04.05)08 Relationship by Marriage,
a, vi & w 07.02.04.05 Wedding
match, makes vi 07.02..04.05/09.0I.03 Match-maker
match-broker a 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
match into vt 07.02.04.05)08 Relationship by
Marriage
m tch-make vi 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
match-maker a 07.02.04.05)09.01.03 Match-maker
match-making a & aj 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-
maker
match-marring ii 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
match-monger a 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
matcher a 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
matching a 07.02.04.05i08 Relationship by Marriage
matchless aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarnedness
mate ii 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
07.02.04.01 Spouse,
a & vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
a (I), vi & Vt (!) 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers,
07.02.04.05,08 Relationship by Marriage,
*07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage,
yt & vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Interonurse
mate choice a +07.02.04.05/09 Mate Selection
mats exchange a +07.02.03.03.05Y2 Swingin
mate selection a +07.02.04.05/09 Mate Selection
mate sharing a i07.02.03.03.05fl)2 Swinging
mate-swapper n +07.02.03.03.05,02 Swinging
mate swapping n +07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
mated aj 07.02.04 Marriage
mateleu aj 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
matey n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
ii 07.02.02-02.03 Friend
mateyneu a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
matily iv 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
matineu a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
matrilateral ai 07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential
Marriage
matrimoney, take to vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
matrimonial a & aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
aj 07.02.04.05)09.01.03 Match-maker
matrimonial agency/bureau a 07.02.04.05)09.01.03
Match-maker
matrimonial agent n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-
maker
matrimonialism a 07.02.04 Marriage
matrimonialist a 07.02.04.05)01 Wedding
Ceremonies
matrimonially av 07.02.04 Marriage
matrimonious ai 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02-04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
matrimoniously av 07.02.04 Marriage
matrimonize Vt 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by
Marriage




*07.02.04.05)08 Relationship by Marriae
matrimony, make v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
matron a 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matron-like ai 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matron of honour a 07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
matronage n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matronal ai 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matronhood a 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matronism a 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matronize Vt & vi 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married
Woman
matronized aj 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matronliness n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matronly aj & iv 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matronihip a 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
matronship, (your) a 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married
Woman
mattress n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
matlressback a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
mattress extortion a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mattress-jig n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Mind a 407.02.03.03.01.02.0l Male Homosexuality
maugre a 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
maul Vt +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
mauz n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mavourneen n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
mawkin a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
may.cmog a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity,
• 07.02.04.02.Ol Unmarried Woman
mayfair merc(enary) a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
maytag a& v +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
(ge)mrcca *match
gemeclic ii 07.02.04 Marriagegcmmcnes a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gem.cscipe a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mg may
mrgdenw a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
mrgensibb a 07.02.02/01 Great Love
mghrmed a 07.02.03.05.02 Incest,
*07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
mrglufu a 07.02.02 Love,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
magaibb a 07.02.02/04 Family Love
mrgwine a 07.02.02/04 Family Love
(ge)ra.n.-	 )men..
gemenscipe a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
(ge)nirnsumian v 07.02.02-02.03.02 Companion,
* 07.02.04.05 Wedding
gemmnsumnes a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
mrnsumung n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gememung a 07.02.04.05 Wedding (ge)mainesse




meat, a bit of n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
meat, eat (someone's) v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
meatceoker a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
meat-eater a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
meat flash vi +07.02.03.03.02,03 Exhibitionism
meat-flasher a +07.02.03.03.02,03 Exhibitionism
meat-flashing n +07.02.03.03.02,03 Exhibitionism
meatgrinder a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
meat hound a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
meat-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
meat(-)market a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
meat out of the basket, take one's v
+07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism




meat salesman a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
meat shot a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
meat show a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
meat vendor n *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mec n *07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp *mac, ,nack rnaq
medial ai 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
meddle v *07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
meddling a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
medial attitude a *07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
meat with Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mectin; a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mcli vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
melling a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mellow a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
melt Vt & vi 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
melted butter n +4)7.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
melting a & aj 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness,
n +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
meltingly iv 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
meltingnesa a 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
mem-sahib a +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
member for Horncastle n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01
Cuckold
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ménage 1 trois n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02102 Ménage I
Trois,
*0702040103 Married Couple
meno.c(ge)mne n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
meng(<gesnengan) w 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers,
vi vi & vi (!)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
geniengednes n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gemengung n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
(ge)rnang-
mennessecgemnes n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
wi-men-
men's magazine n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
mental eruelty n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
Mercedes n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
merchandise n +01.02.03.04 Prostitute
meretric aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
meretricate I v 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
meretricial aj 01.02.03.04 Prostitute
meretrician n & aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
meretricious aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
merctrix n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
meraed af +07.02.04 Marriage
messed aj 07.02.04 Marriage
mermaid n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01102 Seduction of a
Man,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
merry arm Christian n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
merry-begotten! n 07.02.03.03.05.03102 Illegitimacy
merry-bout n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Merry Widow n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
mésalliance n 07.02.04.0509.03 Misalliance
mess vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mesa around vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mesa with nature vi 407.02.03.03.04101.01 Erection
Messalina n 01.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
messer n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
messmate n 07.02.O2.02.O3.02iO4 Table Companion
metromhni. n +07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
inette<gemetta n 07.02.02.02.03.02104 Table
Companion
gemeting n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
micher n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
mid-lying n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
niidgehlytto n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
znidgesiö ii 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
midhlyt n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
midinette ii +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
(ge)midsibegian v 01.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling
Companion
midwist n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
snidwunung n 07.02.02.02.03.02,03 Domestic
Companion
migniard n 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 MIstress,
*07020304 Prostitute
migniardise n 07.02.02.04 Caressing
mignisrdizc Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
migniardized aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing
migniardizing n 07.02.02.04 Caressing
mignote n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
mildelice av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
mildheartcd aj 01.0202.02.01 Tenderness
mildheartedness n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
mildheortnes n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
Miiesian tales ii 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
milk v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+01.02.03.03.04,01.02.01 Ejaculation
milk the chicken v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
miltenhus n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
miltestre n 01.02.03.04 Prostitute
mind n & Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
mind for, have a Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
mind like a sink, a n 07.02.03.03.04.01101 Dirty-
mindedness
mind ofjto, have a Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
izunge n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
mingle Vt 07.02.02.02.03101 Making Friends,
vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
mingle bodies vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mingling n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
miniard aj 07.02.02.04 Caressing
minikin n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tenns of Endearment
minion n 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.03.03.05.03,01 Partner in Nonmaiital Sex,
aj 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite,
Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
minioning n 01.02.02.01/01 Favourite
minionized aj 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
mink n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
minor wife n +07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 MIstress
mini n 01.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
misaffect Vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike
misaffected aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
misaffection n 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
07.02.02.02/01 Natural Affection
misalliance ii 07.02.04.05,09.03 Misalliance
niisbelove Vt 07.02.01 Hatred
misconduct n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
misdeesn Vt & vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
misfavour n 01.02.01.01 Dislike
mishap n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloratioti
misintended aj 07.02.01.03,02 Deliberate Malice
miskissing n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
mislike Vt & vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
mislike (of) n 01.02.01.01 Dislike
mislike (with/at/of) vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
misliker n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
misliking (of) n 07.02.01.01 DislIke
mislikingly av 07.02.01.01 Dislike
mislook (on) vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
mismarriage n 07.02.04.05,09.03 Misalliance
mismarry Vt 07.02.04.05i09.03 Misalliance
mismatching n 01.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
mismate vs & w 07.02.04.05,09.03 Misalliance
misogamic aj 07.02.04 Marriage
misogamist n 07.02.04 Marriage
misogamy n 01.02.04 Marriage
misprisal n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
misprisement n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
misprision n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
misprize ii & v 01.02.01.06 Contempt
misprized aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
misprizer n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
misprizing n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
misregard n 07.02.0 1.06 Contempt




Miss Molly n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
Miss Nancy n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
Miss Right n 07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right
Miss Roundheels, Little n +07.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
misshood n 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
missionary n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Atbieticisin,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
missionary approach ii +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Aihieticism
missionary position! n 07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
missis/missus n 01.02.04.01.01 Wife
misthink v 07.02.01.01 Dislike
mistress ii 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
Mistress a 407.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochism
mistress n 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress
misfreuing a 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress
misuse Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
* 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
misusement a 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,01 Seduction of a
Woman
miswoman n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mix Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mix one's thigh vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mixed marriage n 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
mixed marriage a 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
mixer n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mixtion a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mixture n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
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mob n (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mob-rape Vt +01.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
mob up with v 407.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
mobbed-head n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
model n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
modheta n 07.02.01 Hatred
modleof af 07.02.02.01 Loved One
modlufu n 07.02.02.02 Affection,
* 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
moiety n 07.02.04.01 Spouse
molest Vt +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment,
+07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
molestation n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
molested af +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
molester n +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
moll n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mall-shop n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
molled af +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex




v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
molly-coddle Vt 07.02.02.02.02O1 Pampering
molly-coddling n & af 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
Molly mop n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
mollying aj +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
inoirower n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
molrowing n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
momentary trick, the n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
mon vieux n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
monandry n 07.02.04/01 Monogamy
mone(<gemana) n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.03 Sexual Inteitourse
money honey n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
monger n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
monkey business n +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual
Caressin&
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
monkey man n 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking
monkey-,arading n 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
monkey( s/i') parade n 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
mono-orgasmic aj +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
monogamian af 07.02.04/01 Monogamy
monogarnic aj 07.02.04/01 Monogamy
monogamically av 07.02.04/01 Monogamy
monogamist n & aj 07.02.04/01 Monogamy,
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage	 -
monogamize Vt 07.02.04/01 Monogamy,
vi 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
monogamous aj 07.02.04/01 Monogamy
monogamously av 07.02.04/01 Monogamy
monogamousness n 01.02.04/01 Monogamy
monogamy n 07.02.04/01 Monogamy,
07.02.04.05112 Remarriage
monogynous aj 07.02.04/01 Monogamy
monogyny n 01.02.04/01 Monogamy
monosexual af +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
monosexuslity n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
monotony n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
monster n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
month's mind n 07.02.02.03 Liking
moo n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms olEndearment
mood, in the aj 407.02.03.03.04/01 .Amusal
moon n 07.02.04.06.01/02 Honeymoon
moon-us n +07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
moonlight and roses n 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental
Love
moonlighter n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
moony (over) aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
moose n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
moppet n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
mops n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
mopsy n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mordell n 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
more inc than a toilet seat, get i 407.02.03.03.05
Promiscuity
more arse than a toilet seat, had aj
+07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
more canino n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
more pricks than a dart board, have vi
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
more pricks than a second-hand dart-board, had
aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
moresome n +07.02.03.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
morganatic af 07.02.04.05109.03 Misalliance
morginaticaliy av 01.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
morganic af 01.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
morgengifu n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
mormon n 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
mormonic if 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
mormonite n 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
morning pride n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
morph n +01.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
morphodite n +01.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
mod ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mod wapapace n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
morborhete n 07.02.01 Hatred
molyeve n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
mat n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
gemot n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
moth n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute




mother abbess ii +07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
mother flat and her five daughters n
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mother five-fingers n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mother ga-ga n ^07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
mother midnight ii 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
mother of the maids n +07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
Mother Superior n +01.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
motherkin(s) n 01.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
motherling n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
mother, and fathers, play vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
mother's bairn I n 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
mother's boy I n 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
mother's darling I n 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
mother's pet n 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
mother's son I n 07.02.02.01,01 Favourite
motorcycle n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
mott n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mount n & Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
mount a corporal and four v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
mourning weeds n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
mouse n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+01.02.03.04 Prostitute
mouse, the n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
mouser n 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
moustache, have a v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
mouth v +07.02.02.04.02/01 French Kissing
mouth music n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
mouth whore n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
mouth worker n ^07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
mouthing n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
movement n 07.02.01.01.01/01 Aversion
mow v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Mr. Brown n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
Mr. McGimp n +01.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
Mr. Right n 07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right
Mr. Wonderful n +07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right
Mrs. Orundy n ^07.02.03.03.03/02 Censorship
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Mrs. Murphy n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.04101 Brothel Keeper
Mrs Palm and her five daughters n
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
Mrs. Warren's Profession n +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
Mrs., (the) n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
Ms. Grundy n ^07.02.03.03.03,02 Censorship
Ms. Right n +07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right
ms-sionary position ii 407.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
much of, make Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
muck-spout n 07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-mindedness
mucker n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
mud(-)kicker a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
muddy aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
muff a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
muff-diver! n 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
muff diving a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
mug v 07.02.02.04.02 Kissin,
+07.02.02.04.02,01 French Kissing.
vi +07.02.02.04.02,01.02 Necking
mugging a 07.02.02.04.02,01.01 Love-bite
muggings n +07.02.02.041)2/01.02 Necking
mule a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
muller n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
mulling n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
mully a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeaiment
multi-orgasmic aj +07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
multilateral marriage a +07.02.04,01.01.01
Polygyny
multiple a +07.02.03.03.05,0101 Group Sex
multiple orgasm n +07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
multiiexu.1 aj +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
mum a +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
mumble Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
mummies and daddies, play vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
mnnlming of, make a Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
mumps a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptadness
mums and dads, play vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
gemunglic aj 07.02.04 Marriage
murphy v +07.02.03.041)1 Prostitution
murphy game, the n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
murphy, the n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
murphying n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
mush a (!) 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.02.05,03 Love literature,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
music (together), make (beautiful) vi 07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse
musical beds, play vi +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
musical hotel rooms, play vi +07.02.03.03.05
Promiscuity
musk-cat a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
muakin a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
muslin, bit of a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
PromiscuIty
muss n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
mutton a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mutton, bit of n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
mutton, come one's v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mutton-broker a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
mutton dressed as lamb I n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
mutton(-)monger a +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
muttoner n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
muttons, pt one's vi +071)2.03 Sexual Intercourse
mutual aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
mutual abuse a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mutual joys a +07.021)3 Sexual Intercourse
mutual masturbation n 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mutual orgasm a +07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
mutual pleasuring n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
mutuality a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
muzzle Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
muzzler a 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
myltestrehus a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
mylte.tzvrn n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
myne a 07.02.02 Love,
* 07Z()102 Affection
mynele a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
myrtle a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
mysophiliac a +07.02.03.03.02,02 Scat Sex
mystery a +07.021)31)3.05.02.01,01 Virginity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
mystery mad a 407.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
mystery punter a +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
N
nafka a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nag a .07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nail n 407.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
nailhead n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
nakodo a 07.02.0(05,09.01.03 Match-maker
name v 07.02.04.08 Divorce
name away, take one's vi +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nomnarital Sex
name only, in aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
* 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
name the day v 07.02.04.05,02.01 Wedding Day
name with, be in v 071)2.02.05.04101.01 Going
Steady
nameless crime, the a 407.021)3.02.03 Anal Sex
nammow n 407.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
nance n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
nancified aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
nancifully av 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
nancy a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
nancy-boy a +071)2.03.031)1.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
Nancy Dawson a 07.02.03.03.01.021)1 Male
Homosexuality
nanny a 407.0103.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nanny-goating a +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
nanny-house a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
nsnny(-)shop a (^)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
nannygoat a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
narcissism I a 07.02.02 Love,
*07.021)3.03.02 Fetishism
narcissist I a 07.02.02 Love,
+07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism,
I sf 07.02.02 Love
narcissistic! aj 07.02.02 Love,
+071)2.03.03.02 Fetishism
narcissistically ! av 07.02.02 Love
narrow aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
narrower n 071)2.02.02 Affection
narycherry a 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
nastiness a 07.02.031)3.03 Pornography
nasty a *07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
nasty, do the vi +071)2.03 Sexual Intercourse
national indoor game n +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
natualized aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
natural a *07.02.03.03.05.03i02 fllegitimacy
(+)07.02.03.03.05.03i01.02 Mistress
natural thing, do the vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
natural vigours a +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
naturalness n 07.02.02.02101 Natural Affection
nature a 07.02.02.02/01 Natural Affection
nature-hearted a) 07.02.02.02,01 Natural Affection
naturally av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
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natureue n 07.02.02.02j01 Natural Affection
naught aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
naughties n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
n.nghty n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
aj +07.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
n.i'ghty-house n 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
naughty naughty ii 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
naughty, do the vi 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
n.ughty, go vi 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
nausea n 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
nauseate Vt & vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
Vt 07.02.01.04,02 Loathing for Food,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
nauseated aj 07.02.01 Haired
nauseating aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
nauseatingly av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
nauseous aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
nauseousness n 07.02.01.04 Loathing.
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
nausity n 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
nautch-broad n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nautch-irl n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nautch-joint n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
nautchery n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
navigate the windward passage v +07.02.03.02.03
Anal Sex
neahfesld aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
neahfealdlic aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
neahwest n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
(ge)nealocan v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
neanderthalic aj 07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
near aj & av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
av 07.02.02/04 Family Love
near and dear av 07.02.02/04 Family Love
nearest and dearest n 07.02.02,04 Family Love
nearness n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
nesrofah aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
neb v 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
necessary n & aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
neck Vt 07.02.0104 Caressing,
* 07.02.02.04104.01 Sexual Caressing,
* 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing,
vi 07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
nader n 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
necking n 07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
necrophile n 07.0103.0302/02.01 Necrophilia
necrophilia n 07.02.03.03.02,02.01 Necrophilia
necrophiliac n 07.02.03.03.02,02.01 Necrophilia
necrophilic aj 07.02.03.03.02/02.01 Necrophilia
necrophilism n 07.02.03.03.02/02.01 Necrophilia
necrophilist ii 07.0103.0302/02.01 Necrophilia
necrophilistic aj 07.0103.03.02/02.01 Necrophilia
necrophilous aj 07.02.03.03.02102.01 Necrophilia
necrophily n 07.0103.03.02/02.01 Necrophilia
nectar epistle n 07.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters
nectar love n 07.02.02 Love
née! aj 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
needle freak n +07.02.03.03.02,01 Sado-Masochism
neighbour n & v 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
neighboured n 07.02.02/04 Family Love
neighbourhead n 07.0102/04 Family Love
neighbourhood n 07.02.02/04 Family Love
neighbourllke aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
neighbourliness n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
neighbourly aj & av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
nellie n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
nelly n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
neogam n 07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
neogamist n 07.02.04.05.0 1 Bride/Groom
neogamus n +07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
nephew n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
nepotious aj 07.02.02,04.04 Nepotism
nepotism n 07.02.02,04.04 Nepotism
neronist ii 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
nesh(<hnesce) 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
aj & av 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
neshly<hneslice av 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
nest of hornets n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
nestle Vt & vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
nestle-cock n 07.02.0101/01 Favourite
nestling aj 07.02.02.04.01iO3 Snuggling
new-married aj 07.0104.05.0 1 Bride/Groom
newly-wed/newlywed n 07.02.04.05.01
Bride/Groom
next aj 07.02.02.02.03.01,01 Best Friend
next to ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
nibble v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
nibbler n +07.02.03.0102 Oral Sex
nice aj & av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
nice bit/piece of crackling n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
nice girl n +07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
nice-hearted aj 07.0102.02.0 1 Tenderness
nice-nice n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nice time n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
niceness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
nicety n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
* 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
nidfreond ii 07.02.02/04 Family Love,
07.02.0102.03.01 Close Friend
nidhemdere n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloralion,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
nidhmestrs n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
* 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
nidnom n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
nidnoman v 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
niin na n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
nidniman v 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
nidnimend n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
nidnimu n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
nLlnimung n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
niedhmed n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
niebsta n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
* 07.02.02.02.03.01/01 Best Friend
niffle n 407.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
nifty n 407.0102.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nifty, a bit of n 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nifty-piece n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
nigger-lover n 407.010102.03 Friend
niggermzs Vt 07.02.01.06,01 Contemning
niggle v 07.02.02.0103.02 Companion,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
I vi 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
niggler n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
niggji.ng ii (+)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nigh a,j & av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
nigh enough/enuff n 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
nightbag n +07.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
night baseball n 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
night baseball, play vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
night bird n +07.0103.04 Prostitute
night-cape n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
night club n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
night exercise n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
night hawk n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
night house ii 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
night job n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
night loss n 407.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
night owl n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
night physic n +07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
night-piece n 07.02.03.03.05.03j01.02 Mistress
night-shade n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
night starvation n 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
night-trader n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
night walker n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
night-walking aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
night(-)work n (+) & Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
night-worm n 07.0103.04 Prostitute
niman fest to vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike
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ningic n 07.0203.02.03 Anal Sex,
07.0Z03.05.01.02 Child Abuse,
i 07.02.02.04 Caressing
nith(eX cme) n (*) 07.02.01.03 Malice,
n & Vt 07.02.01 Hatred *niö
nithfuliMul aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
nitty aj 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
nib n 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
* 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility 	 nith(e)
niban v 07.02.01 Hatred
nibdraca n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
nibful aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
niöfullice av 07.02.01.03 Malice
nibgr.t n 07.02.01.02 Ill-will,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
* 07.02.01.05.01.01,01 Enemy in War
nibgeweorc n 07.02.01.03,01 Malicious Deeds
nibgrama n 07.02.01.03 Malice
nibgrim aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
nibhata n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
nibbete n 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice,
*07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
nibhycgende aj 07.02.01 Hatred,
*070201.03 Malice
nibsceaOa n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
nibsele n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
no better than (one) should/ought to be aj
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
no-tell motel n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
nobbing ii +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nobjobbea n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscwty
noble game, the n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
nob. n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tenns of Endeannent
nobsey n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
noces n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
noceur n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
nocturnal n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nocturnal emission n 07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
nocturnal exercise n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nocturne is +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nodding and smiling is 407.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
noffgur/noffka n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
noisome aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
nola is 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
nonable aj 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
non-access n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
nonce is +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
noncing is +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
nonoohabitor is +07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
non-coital af 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
non-formalized aj +07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
nongay/non-gay is & aj +07.02.03.03.01.01
Heterosexuality
nongenital aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse








non-kinky aj +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
noninarital/non-marital aj 407.02.04/02
Cohabitation
nonmarriage is +07.02.04 Marriage
non-monogamy is 407.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital
Sex
non-patience is 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
non-random mating is 07.02.04.05/09 Mate Selection
nonsense n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
nonsexual aj 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
non-virgin/nonvirgin n +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
nookey push-push n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nookie n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
nooky n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually
noose is 07.02.04.05,04 Marriage Bond,
v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
noozed aj +07.02.04 Marriage
normal is & aj 07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
nose open, get/have One's V 407.02.02.05 Amorous
Love,
+07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal
noah v 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
noshin is +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
nosophile is 07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex,
i07.02.03.03.02}2.02 Bestiality
nostalgie de is boue n 07.02.03.03.02102 Scat Sex
not interested in the opposite sex aj
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
not to care (three skips of) a louse for Vt
07.02.01.06 Contempt
set to go/be much for/on v 07.02.01.01 Dislike
set to set at a glove Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
notch-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
nought aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
nought, play the vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
nouhting is 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
nov10 is 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
nub is +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nubile aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.04.05,09.01.01 Marriageableness,
07.02.04.05/09.01.01.01 Age of Consent
nubility is 07.02.04.05/09.01.01 Marriageableness
nuddle Vt 07.02.02.04.01/03.01 Nuddling
nud riling aj 07.02.02.04.01/03.01 Nuddling
nudge nudge (wink wink (say no more)) ! ph
07.02.03.03.04.01/01 Dirty-mindedness
nudpl vi 07.02.02.0401/03 Snuggling
nudie n (+)07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
aj () 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
flu; is +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent,
07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
nugging house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
nugging ken n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
nun is 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nunnery is 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
nuptial n & aj 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
v 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
nuptial band n 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
nuptial bed is 07.02.04.06.01,01 Wedding Night
nuptial father is 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in
Marriage
nuptialities is 07.02.04.05I)1 Wedding Ceremonies,
07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
nuptiality is 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.05)03 Marriage Registration
nuptialize w 07.02.04.05 Wedding
nuptisilings is 07.02.04.05 Wedding
nuptially av 07.02.04.05 Wedding
nuptials is 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
nutcracker is +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
nuts about aj 07.02.02.05,02.01 Infatutation
nuts off, get one's v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
nuts on/upon, be (dead) Vt 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship
nutting n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
nutty aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
nuzzle is & v 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
nydgestealla n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
07.02.02.02.03.02,06 Fellow.rogue
nykin is 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
nymph is 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nymph of delight is +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nymph of the pave is +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nymph of the pavement is +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nymphe do pave is +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
nymphet is +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
nympho is & aj 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
nymphokick is +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
nymphomania n 0702.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania





nymphomanic aj 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
ny.ot n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
0
oats, 'et/have one's vi .iO7.02.03 Sexual Intarcuurse
objectional aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
objet n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheait
obligement n 07.02.02.03.01/02 Auachment
obliging aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
obnoxious aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
obnoxiously av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
obnoxiousness n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
obnoxity ii 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
obscene aj (+)07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
obscenely av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
obscenity n (+X)7.02.03.03.03 Pornography
obscenous aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
obscenously av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
obscenousneu I n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
obstuprate Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
occupant n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
occupy v & Vt (+) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
occupying ii 07.02.03 Sexual Intera)urse
occupying house n +07.0103.04.04 Brothel
octogamy n 07.0104.05/12 Remarnage
octopus n +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
odalisquc n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.02 Harem
odible aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
odiose aj 07.02.01 Hatred
odious aj 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.0101.04.0 1 Loathsomeness
odiously av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
odiousness n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
odium n 07.02.01 Hatred,
07.0101.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
odium academicum n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium archrologicum n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium biologicum n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium ethicuni n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium inedicum n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium musicum n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium philologicum n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium philosophicum n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium scholasticum n 07.02.01 Hatred
odium theologicum ii 07.02.01 Hatred
oedipus complex I n 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual
Problems
oeillade n 07.02.02.05.05101 Flirtatious Looks
oestrual aj 07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm,
* 07 02.03 0304/03 Female Sexual Desire
mstruate vi 07.02.03.03.04/03 Female Sexual Desire
esstrum n 07.02.03.03.04/03 Female Sexual Desire
esstrus/oe.trus n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.04101.02 Orgasm,
07.02.03.03.04/03 Female Sexual Desire
of a certain description aj 07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
of fellowship ph 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
of household with av 07.02.02.02.03.02.01
Aopiaintance
of secrets with, be v 07.02.02.02.03.01/02
Confidante
ofer- over-
oferfn6muan v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
oferhogian v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
oferhogiend n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
oferhycgean v 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
* 0702010602 Scorn
oferlufu n 07.02.0201.02 Excessive Love
oferniman v 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
oferseon v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
ofersewennes n 07.0101.06 Contempt
off av 07.02.04 Marriage,
v +07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
off-colour ii 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
off the block n 407.02.02.02.03 Friend
off-white wedding n +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
offensive aj 07.0101.04.01 Loathsomeness,
+07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
offer I vi & w 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal,
yr 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
offer kindness Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
offered aj 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
office bicycle n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
ofli. Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ogle ii, Vt & vi 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
oiling n & aj 07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
oi(c)k n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
oiran n 07.0103.04 Prostitute
old aj +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old Adam, the n +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
old bach n 07.02.04.0102 Unmarried Man
old bachelor n 407.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
old bag n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04Prostitute
old bean n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old boots n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
old boy ii 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old 1au n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
old buck n 407.0102.02.01 Tenderness
old buster n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old chap n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
old cock sparrow n +07.0102.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
old egg n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old-fashioned aj +07.02.03.03.05.0101/01 Virginity
old fork, get on the vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
old fruit n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old girl n +07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness,
07.021)4.01.01 Wife
old horse n +07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
old lad ii 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old ladies' borne n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
old lady n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
07.02.04.01.01 Wife




old shoes n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
old sock(s) n +07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
old son n 407.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
old sport n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old thing n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old timer n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
old tin of fruit ii 07.0102.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
old top n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
old witch a 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
old woman n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
oldest profession, the a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
oIl n 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
* 0702010602 Scorn
oil. (on) vi 07.02.01.06.02.01101 Sneering
omee-polone n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
omnibus a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
omnifutuant/-futuent aj 07.02.03.03.01.03
Bisexuality
oinnigamy n +07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
on a tight leash aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
on andan a' 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
on-coming aj 07.02.02.C)2.03 Friend
on for one's greens aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
on heat aj +07.0103.03.04/01 Arousal
on one's back av +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
on remount service av 407.0103.04.01/01 White
Slave Trade
on speaking terms aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
on terms aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
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on the buh ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the bat ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the batter ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the battle ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the bottle ph +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
on the bricks ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the case ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the cop av +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
on the fence aj +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
on the gad ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the game ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the grind aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the job af 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
on the knock ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the loop aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
on the loose ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the make aj 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
on the mash aj 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
on the pave ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the rebound! av 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
on the right side of ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
on the right side of, be v +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
on the road to Buenos Ayres ph +07.0103.04.01
Prostitution
on the shelf aj 07.02.04.05fl)9.01.01
Maniageableness
on the square aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
on the streets ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the stroll ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the town ph (+)07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the turf ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
on the wrong side of the blanket ! av
07.02.03.03.05.03/02 illegitimacy
on the wrong side of the covers av
+07.02.03.03.05.03i02 Illegitimacy
on top aj +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
on top of, get Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Onanism/onanism n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
onanist n 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
onanistic a/ 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
onanophobic aj +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
Onan's Olympics n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
oncer n +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
ond-	 sand-
onde<anda n 07.02.01.02 ill-will,
07.02.01.03 Malice
ondful aj 07.02.01.03 Malice -
one n 07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple,
aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
one, the n +07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss Right
one and only n 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
+07.02.0105.02 Sweetheart
one flesh n 07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple
one-hand job n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
one-legged race n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
one-man af 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
one-night stand n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
07.0103.03.05 Promiscuity
one-nighter n .07.0103.03.05 Promiscuity
one of my cousins n +07.0103.04 Prostitute
one of the boys n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
+07.0103.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
one of the Brown family n +07.0103.02.03 Anal
Sex
one of the girls n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
one of those n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
+07.0103.04 Prostitute
one of us n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
+07.0103.04 Prostitute
one off the wrist n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
one on one ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
one stick drum improvisation n +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
one thing n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
one-time bit n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
one-track mind n +07.02.03.03.04.01/01 Dirty-
one who hu been tampered with n
+07.02.03.0103 Anal Sex
one-woman Sf 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
onement n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
one's dish n 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
one's oats n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
onfngnian v 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
ongietan v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
onhrinan v 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
onicker n +07.0103.04 Prostitute
oning n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
onlepyn 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
only in name aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
* 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
onscunian v 07.02.01.04 Loathing
onscunigend n 07.02.01 HaIred,
*07.02.01.04 Loathing
onscunigendlic aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
onsinscipe n 07.02.04 Marriage
onweard aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
oomph n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
oomph girl n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
open arse n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
open game n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
open-legged aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
open marriage ! n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
open relationship n +07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
open swinging n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
open-tail n 07.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
oppo n +07.0102.02.03 Friend,
I 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
+07.02.04.01.01 Wife
opposite i 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
opposite number n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
opposite sex, not interested in the aj
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
oeu Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
oppression n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
opsigamy n 07.02.04.05/09.01.01.01 Age of Consent
opsit v 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
oral 407.02.03.0102 Oral Sex
oral activity n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
oral copulation n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
oral-genital n & ai (I) (+)07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
oral gratification ii 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
oral sex n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
oral stimulation n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
oral-vaginal 4 +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
orally av 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex som-
orange-blossom n 07.0101.05/05 Wedding Clothes
order n 07.02.04 Marriage
ordinary n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
aj +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
organ, play the/one's v +07.0103.02.01
Masturbation,
+07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
organgrinder n +07.0103.01 Prostitute
orgasm n aj & vi 07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
orgasm-producing 4 +07.02.03.03.01/01.02 Orgasm
orgasmal aj 07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
orgasmic ai +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
orgasmically av 07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
orgutic 4 07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
orgutically av 07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
orgia I n 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
orgiac I n & aj 07.0103.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
orgial I n 07.02.03.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
orgium I n 07.0103.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
orgiast! n 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
orgiastic 4 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
orgiutically av 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
orgic! aj 07.02.03.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
orgiophant n 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
orgistical! ai 07.02.03.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
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ory it 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
orientation it i07.02.03.03.O1 Sexual Orientation
orlege it & aj 07.02.Ol.05.Ol Hostility,
aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
orlcgni6 it 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
arogenital aj 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex *oml-
orthodox dorsal position n +07.0103.02 Sexual
Athieticism
orthodox position n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
Oscar (Wilde) it +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
oscular aj 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
osculate v 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
osculation n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
osculatory aj 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
osculum it 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
osculum pacts n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
0101 n 07.02.01 Hatred
other it 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
other, bit of the it +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
other flesh, go after v 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
other half, one's a +07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss
Right
other man, the a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/02 Ménage I
Trois
other sexual aj +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
other thing, the n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
other way, the aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
other woman, the n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02
Mistress,
07.02.03.03.05.03.02/02 Ménage I Trois
out av 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance,
Vt +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
out-uk v 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
out of love (with) af 07.02.01.04 Loathing
out (up)on in 07.02.01.04 Loathing
outcut a 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
outed aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
outfall a 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
outfalling n 07.0201.05.02 Quarrel
outgoing aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
outoingness n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
outing it +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
outlove Vt 07.02.02/01.02 Excessive Love
outmarriage it +07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
outinarry v +07.02.04.05/il Exogamy
outpubhsh v 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
outrage Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
outs, at (the)/on the aj 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
outzcout vi 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
outside aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
outside sexual contact a +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nonmarital Sex
outward aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
over- ofer-
over-familiar aj +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
over-favour v 07.02.02.03 Liking
over-fond aj 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
over-fondle Vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
over-fondly av 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
over-fondness a 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
over-gallant aj +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
overgo one's bed vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
overhow<oferhogian v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
overlay! Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
overlie vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
overlook v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
overlooking aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt
over-love n & v 07.0202/01.02 Excessive Love
over-lover n 07.02.02/01.02 Excessive Love
over-loving a & aj 07.02.02/01.02 Excessive Love
over-lustiness n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
over-lusty aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
overly av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
over-marry w 07.02.04.05/09.03.01 Good Match
overmatch vi 07.02.04.05/09.03.01 Good Match
overnight bag n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
overscutched aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
over-sexed aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
oversexedneu n 07.02.03.03.04.0 1 Over-sexedness
over-tender aj (+) (!)07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
over-tenderly ! av 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
over-tenderness a 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
over the hill ho n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
over the top av +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
overthwarter n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
overwhelming aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness s.ofer-
owe v 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
owe ill will/a spite/a grudge v 07.02.01.03.01
Grudge
own af 07.0202.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
ox-feather a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
ox-feather, make (someone) wear an vi
07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
oyster n +07.02.03.03.05.03fl)l.02.01 Kept Mistress
P
pack aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
pack one's palm v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pack peanut butter v +07.0203.02.03 Anal Sex
packztaff aj 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
pad it +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
paddle vi 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
paederut it 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
* 07.02.03.03.0l.02.0i Male Homosexuality,
*07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
paederutic aj 07.0203.02.03 Anal Sex
paederutically av 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
p.ederutist a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
peederuty a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
*07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
* (^)07.02.03.05.Ol.02 Child Abuse
paedivate V +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
psedo- aj +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
paedoplule a & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
*071)2.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse






paedophlc * n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
pagan a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
* 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
page a 071)2.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
page three girl a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
paint one's ceiling V +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
painted lady a .i07.02.03.04 Prostitute
painted woman it +07.0203.04 Prostitute
pair a 07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple,
v 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers,
vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
pair-bond! n 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
pair-bonded aj +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
pair off with vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
pairing a & af 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
pal a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
*07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.02.0103.02/06 Fellow-rogue,
vi 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
pal around (with) Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
pal up with vi 07.02.02.02.0301 Making Friends
palare n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
palate n 07.02.02.03 Liking
palefacc a +071)2.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
paleface nigger a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
palliard a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
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palliardise n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
pauhardize Vt 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer,
vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
pallisrdry n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
pauiardy n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
• 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
pallish aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
pally aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
pally-wafly aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
palihip n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
palsy n & aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
palsy-walsineu ii 07.02.0102.03 Friend
palsy-wal.y n & aj 07.0102.02.03 Friend
pamper Vt 07.02.0202.02,01 Pampering
pampered aj 07.02.02.01,01 Favourite
pamperedness n 07.02.02.02.0201.01 Pet
pamperer n 07.02.02.02.02,01 Pampering
pampering if 07.02.02.02.02,01 Pampering
pamperize Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
pamphelet n 07.0103.04 Prostitute
pancake n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
pander n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pandaric if 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pandemian if 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
pandemic af 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
Pandemonium n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
pander n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd,
n, vt & vi 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
panderage n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
panderer n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pandereu n 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
pandering if 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
panderism n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
panderize v 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
panderizing n & if 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
panderly aj 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
panderous n & aj 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pandership n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
panel n -i07.02.03.04 Prostitute
panel-den n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
panel-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
panel-joint n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
panion n 07.0102.02.03.02 Companion
pansy n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pansyish if 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
pantagamy n 07.02.04/01.01.06 Group Maniage
paula (get in(to) (someone's)) Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
pap n +07.02.03.03.01.0102 Female Homosexuality
papa n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
papers, have v 407.02.04 Marriage
paphian n & aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
paraffin lamp n 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
paragon n 07.02.04.01 Spouse
parallel parking n 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
paramour n 07.02A)2/03.01 Love of Humanity,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
07.02.03.03.05.03,01 Partner in Nonmarital Sex,
n & iv 07.02.0105 Amorous Love,
av 07.02.02 Love
paranymph n 07.02.04.05.02 Paranymph
p.ranymphal if 07.02.04.05.02 Paranymph
paraphika n 07.02.03.03j01 Perversion
paraphiliac a & aj 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
paraphilic a & aj 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion,
aj +07.0103.03.01.02 Homosexuality
path n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
pard(e)ner n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
pareil a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
park v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
park woman n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
parking a +07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
parlour house a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
parnel a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
*07.0103.04 Prostitute
par.oned aj 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
personify Vt 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
part beds vi 07.02.04.08.01 Separation
parti n 07.02.04.05,09.01 Mr/Miss Right
partial aj 07.02.02.03 LIking
partiality a 07.02.02.03 Liking
partially av 07.02.02.03 Liking
particular 07.02.02.02.03.01,02 Confidante,
a & aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
particularly av 07.02.02.0103.01 Close Friend
partising a 07.02.04.08 Divorce
partner a 07.02.04.01 Spouse





party boy a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
party girl a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
party-livered aj 07.02.02.05e01.03 Inconstancy
party with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
paah n 07.02.02.05,02.01 Infatutalion,
+07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
pash for, have a st 07.02.02.05,02.01 Infatutation
pass n 07.0102.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
v +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
pass at, mike a Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
passadc n 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
paisado a 07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
passage a 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
passing n +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality




passionate n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
if 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
passionlessness a +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
passive! aj 07.0103.02 Sexual Athieticism,
+07.02.03.0103 Anal Sex
past, (one's) a +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
pasture vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pat a & v 07.02.02.04,02 Patting
pathic a & if 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pathicism a 07.0103.0103 Anal Sex
patholopolis a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
patient a +07.02.03.0103 Anal Sex
patootie a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.0105.02 Sweetheart
patriot (of) a 07.02.02 Love
patron a +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.0101 Kept Mistress
patting a 07.02.02.04e02 Patting
Paul's for a wife, go to vi 407.02.03.04.02
Prostitute's Client
pav6, on the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
pave thumper n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
pavement-beater a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
pavement pounder a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pavement princess a 07.0103.04 Prostitute
paw aj 07.02.03.03.03 Poroography,
v 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
Vt +07.0103.05.01 Sexual Harassment
paw-paw aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
paw-pawness n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pawing n 07.02.02.04104.01 Sexual Caressing
pax a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
pay attention to Vt 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
pay (one's) court to Vt 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
pays di tendre n 07.02.02 Love
PDA a 407.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
ipublic display of affection
pea in 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bah!
peaceable n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
peacefully av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
peach a #07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
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pearl diving n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
pebble n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
peck n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
pecking and necking n +07.02.02.04104.01 Sexual
Caressing
pecky aj 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
peculiar n (+)07.02.03.03.05.03fl)1.02 Mistress,
* 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
peculiarity n 07.02.02.03 LIking
peddle erie vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
peddle one's area vi +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
peddle one's hips vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
peddle pussy vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
peddler n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
peddlesnatch n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pederutice I n 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pedication n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pedophile n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
*07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
pedophilhac n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
*07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse paedo-
peeing tommery I n 07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
peek freak n +07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
peel a (fine green) banana vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
peep vt & vi +07.02.03.03.02104 Voyeurism
pee-pee lover n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
peep show n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
peeper n +07.02.03.03.02104 Voyeurism
peeping n +07.02.03.03.02104 Voyeurism
peeping Tom I n & aj 07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
peeping Tom-ism I n 07.02.03.031)2/04 Voyeurism
peer n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
peer queer n +07.02.03.03.02104 Voyeurism
peevish aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
peevishly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
peevishness n 07.02.01.03 Malice
peg v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
peg boy n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pegging crib n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
peg-house n 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
pelican n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pelvic thrust n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
pencel n 07.02.02.05104 Love Tokens
penetrate Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
penetration n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticiszn
pen-friend n 07.(Y2.02.02.03flJ2 Penfriend
pen-friendship n 07.02.02.02.03/02 Penfriend
penile covering n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
penilingism n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
penilingus n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
penny-bridal n 071)2.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
penny wedder n 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
penny-wedding n 07.02.04.05101 Wedding
Ceremonies
pen-pal n 07.02.02.02.03/02 Penfriend
penpalmanship n 07.02.02.02.03/02 Penfriend
penpalship n 07.02.02.02.03/02 Penfriend
pensel n 07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
pentagarnist n 07.0104.05/12 Remarriage
people like us n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
people's choice n 071)2.02.01101 Favourite
per mum aj (+) & av 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
perenrnity n 07.02.01 Hatred
perfect lady n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
perform v +07.02.03.0102 Oral Sex,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
perform the operation vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
performance n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
performer n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
permitted position, the n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
pernel I n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
perpendicular, do a v +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
person one's involved with n +07.02.04/02
Cohabitation
personal n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
personal friend n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
personal relations n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
personal services n 907.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
personal 'violence n +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
perv n +07.0103.05.01.02 Child Abuse
perv about vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
perverse aj +07.02.03.03.011)2 Homosexuality
perversion I n 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
pervert! n 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion.
+07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
perverted aj +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion,
+07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
pest n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
pestful aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
pestifying aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
pet n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
407.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
07.02.02.01 Loved One,
n (*) & aj 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite,
07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet,
aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
n & Vt 07.0102.04 Caressing,
* Vt 07.02.02.0202101 Pampering,
vi 07.0102.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
pet aversion n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
pet hate n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
pet the poodle v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
petit ami n +07.0103.03.01.0101 Male
Homosexuality
petite ansi. n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
07.02.031)3.05.03/01.02.01 Kept Mistress
petite femme n +07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress
petkin n 07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet
petling n 07.02.02.02.02101.01 Pet
petted aj 07.02.02.02.0201.01 Pet





petting n 07.02.02.02.O2iOl Pampering
07.02.0104104.01 Sexual Caressing
petting party n 07.0102.04104.01 Sexual Caressing
pettingly av 07.02.02.02.02101 Pampering
pettle Vt 07.02.02.02.02/Ui Pampering,
*07.010104 Caressing,
vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
petulance n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
petulancy n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
petulant aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
pew in 071)2.01.06.02.01I01.0i.01 Bah!
pewfellow n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
phah in 07.02.O1.06.02.01I01.01.Ol Bah!
phd chick n +071)2.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
pheasant n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pheasantry n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
philadeiphy n 07.02.02/04.01 Brotherly Love
philander n & vi 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt,
Vt 07.010105.04 Courtship
philanderer n 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
philandering n & a) 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
philia n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
philism n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
philistine n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
philogenitive a) 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
philogenitiveneu n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
philogynaecic a) 07.02.02103.01 Love of Humanity
philogyneity n 07.021)2/03.01 Love of Humanity
philogynist n 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
philogynous a) 07.02.02/03.01 Love of Humanity
philogyny n 07.02.02103.01 Love of Humanity
philoprogeneity n 07.02.02/04.03 Love of Offspring
philoprogenitive a) 07.02.02104.03 Love of Offspring
philoprogenitiveneu n 07.02.02/04.03 Love of
Offspring
philterer I n 07.02.02.05105 Love Potions
philhre I n, Vt & vi 07.02.02.05105 Love Potions
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philtre-bred! af 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
philtre-channed! aj 07.02.02.05/05 Love Potions
phillrous ! aj 07.02.02.05O5 Love Potions
pbo/phoh in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
phobe aj 07.02.01 Hatred
phoney n 407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
phoo m 07.02.Ol.06.02.OlflM.01.01 Bah!
physical involvement n +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
physico-sexual aj i07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
piccolo player n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
pick acquaintance/chat with v
07.02.02.02.03.02.01/01 Making Acquaintance
pick-me-up n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
*07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pick(-)up n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
* 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
& v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
pick up a cruise v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
pick up the soap for v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
picked-hatch n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
pickeer v 07.02.02.05.05/02 Amorous Struggling
pickeering n 07.02.02.05.05/02 Amorous Struggling
pickle n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
picnic a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pie a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
piece! n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
piece, do a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
piece of us n (!) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
piece of butt! a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
piece of crackling n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Aeneu
piece of crumpet n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
piece of goods n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
piece of Watt n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
piece of skirt! n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
piece of snatch a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
piece of tail! a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
piece of trade n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
piece of work a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
piece on a fork a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pig a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pigeon a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
pig meat a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pig(-)party a +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05/02.01.01 Gang-banging
pig pile n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
pigpoke a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pigsn(e)y n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
pig-suck a +07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality
pigsy/pigges eye n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
pile (into) Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pile-driving n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pillicock a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
pillion a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pillow biter a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
pillow-mate a +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
407.02.03.04 Prostitute
pillowgut a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pimp a 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute,
a, 't & vi 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pimp-whisk a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pimp(-)whiskin ii (+)07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pimper Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
pimping a & aj 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pimple n 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant Companion,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pimpmobile ! n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
pimpahip n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
+07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
pin-money n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
pin-up n & aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
pinchable aj 07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
pinchably av 07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
pinchprick n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pink a +07.02.03.O3iOl Perversion,
a (+) & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pink oboe, play the v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
pink pants a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pink toes a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pinininny n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
pinkeny/pinkany a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
pinkpot a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pinky a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
pinnace a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pinned aj +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
pinning a 07.02.02.05.04/01.01 Going Steady
pip-squeak a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
pipecleaner a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
pipkin, crack a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
pippin-squire ii 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
piquant aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
pique a 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.02 Ill-will,
* 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
pish a, vt vi & in 07.02.01.06.02.OliOl.01.01 Bah
pish at/of make a Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
pishing a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
pisspallet a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
piss-proud aj 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
pitch a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
407.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
pitch (the) woo vi 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
pitcher a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pitcher crack a vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
pity a 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
paz n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pixie a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
place a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
place of usignation a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
placer a +07.02.03.04.01/01 White Slave Trade
plain(-)sewing n 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
plank v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plant v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plant a man vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plate Vt & vi 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
plate of ham n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
plateau n 07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
plater a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
plates and dishes n +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing,
+07.02.04.01.01 Wife
plating n 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
play(<plega/plegan) a & v (+) 07.02.02.05.05.03
Making a Pass,
a & vi 07.02.02.04j04.01 Sexual Caressing,
* a & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse p1eg-
play for, make a Vt +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
play a flute solo on one's meat whistle v
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
play a schweiner v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
play around vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
play at handies v +07.02.02.04/04 Amorous
Caressing
play at horses and mares vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
play at in-and-in vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
play at one's cockles v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
play at push-pike/push-pin vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
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play at rantum scantum vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intemourse
play at two-handed put vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
play billiards v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
playboy/play boy n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
play checkers v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
play chicken v +07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
play doctor v +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
playfdllow n 07.02.0102.03.0209 Playfellow
playfere n 07.0Z02.U2.03.02)9 Playfellow
play tames vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
playgirl/play(-)girl n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
play gooseberry v 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
play hard to get v +07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
play bookie vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
play hoop-snake with v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
play in the hay vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
play level-coil vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
play mothers and fathers vi *07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
playmate n 07.02.02.02.03.02i09 Playfellow
playmating a 07.02.02.02.03.02109 Playfellow
play mum(mie)s and dad(die)s vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
play musical beds/hotel rooms vi +07.02.03.03.05
Promiscuity
play night baseball vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
play off v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
play one's organ v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
play pocket billiards vi 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
play sixty-nine v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
play the fags v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
play the field v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
play the fruit market v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making
a Pass
play the goat (with) v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
play the harlot v 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
play the male organ v +07.0103.02.02 Oral Sex
play the nought vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
play the organ v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
play the pink oboe v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
play the silent flute v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
play the skin flute v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation.
play the wanton VI 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
play the wanton's part vi 07.02.03.03.05
Promiscwty
play the whore vi 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
play the widow vi +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
play tricks vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultezy
play with vt +07.02.02.04iO4.Ol Sexual Caressing,
w 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
player a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
playful aj +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
playing a 07.02.02.04104.01 Sexual Caressing,
* 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
playing chopsticks n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
playing-fere n 07.0102.02.03.02109 Playfellow
playing with oneself a +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
please one's pisser v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
please oneself on Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pleasure n Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pleasure with, have/take vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
pleasure, have (one's) vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
pleasure house a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
plegan v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plegol aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity *play-
plenishing a 07.02.04.05109.04.01 Dowry
plenhshing-wain n 07.0Z04.0509.04.01 Dowry
plier a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
plig n 07.02.04101.01 Polygamy
plight Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing,
07.02.04.03 Engagement
plight one's froth v 07.02.04.03 Engagement
plightage n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
plighted, be v 07.02.04.03 Engagement
plonk v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plonker a 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
plough v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plough the back forty vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
plover n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
plow v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
PLU a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
pluck v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pluck a rose vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Deficration,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
plucked aj +07.02.03.03.04101.02 Orgasm
plug v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.0103 Anal Sex
plugging n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plumb Vt i07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plumber a +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
plunge away vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
plural marriage a 07.02.04101.01 Polygamy
plurisexual aj +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
plyccan v 07.02.02.05/01.01 Enamouring
pocket billiards a 07.02.03.02.0 1 Masturbation
pocket billiards, play vi 07.02.03.0101
Masturbation
pocket job a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pocket pool n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pocket the red vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
poger a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pogey a +07.0103.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pogie n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pogie n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pogie bait n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
pogy a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
poh in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 BahI
point one's social finger v +07.02.03.0101
Masturbation
point the finger (of scorn) (at) v 07.02.01.06
Contempt
poisoned aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
poke n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
a, Vt & vi 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
poker n 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
poking a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pole v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
polecat a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
poleclimber n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
police widow In 07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
polish one's arse on the top sheet vi +07.02.03
Sexual Intercourse
polish one's sword v +07.02.03.0101 Masturbation
poll a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
polyandria n 07.02.04/01.01.02 Polyandiy
polyandrian aj 07.02.04i01.0l.02 Polyandry
polyandrianism n 07.02.04/01.01.02 Polyandry
polyandric aj 07.02.04/01.01.02 Polyandry
polyandrism a 07.02.04101.01.02 Polyandry
polyandrist n 07.02.04/01.01.02 Polyandry
polyandrous aj 07.02.04i01.01.02 Polyandiy
polyandry a 07.02.04/01.01.02 Polyandry
polybigamy n 07.02.04/01.01 Polygamy
polygamic aj 07.02.04/01.01 Polygamy
polygamical aj 07.02.04/01.01 Polygamy
polygamically av 07.02.04/01.01 Polygamy
polygamist n & aj 07.02.04,01.01 Polygamy
polygamistic aj 07.02.04101.01 Polygamy
polygamize vi 07.02.04/01.01 Polygamy
polygamous aj 07.02.04/01.01 Polygamy
polygamously av 07.02.04/01.01 Polygamy
polygamy a 07.02.04/01.01 Polygamy
polygynaiky n 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
polygynia a 07.02.04,01.01.01 Polygyny
polygynic aj 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
polygynist n 07.02.04101.01.01 Polygyny
polygynous aj 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
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polygyny n 07.02.04101.01.01 Polygyny
polysexual aj +07.02.03.03.05102.01 Group Sex
pompey Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
porn-porn n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ponce n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
ponce on/off vi 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
ponc(e)y aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
poncing n & aj 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
poodle n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
poodle-faker n 07.02.02.05.05.01/02 Poodle-faking
poodle-faking ii & aj 07.02.02.05.05.01/02 Poodle-
faking
poof n +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing,
07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
vi & in 07.02.01.06.02.01101.01.01 Bah
poofdom n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pooff n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
poofta n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pooftab/poofter n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
pooftor rortcr n 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
poofteroo n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
poofy aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pooh n, v & in 07.02.0l.06.0Z0l/01.01.01 Bah!
pooh(-)pooh n & Vt 07.02.01.06.02.01101.01.01
Bali!,
aj 07.02.01.06.02.01101.01 Scornful Language
pooh-poohing n 07.02.01.06.02.01101.01.01 Bali!,
aj 07.02.01.06.02.01101.01 Scornful Language
pooh-poohingly av 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
pooh-poohy aj 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful
Language
poon n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually
poontanglPoon-Tang n 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women
Regarded Sexually,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
n & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
poop-chute, take it up the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal
Sex
poop-noddy a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
poove a & vi 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
pooved-up aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
poovey/poovy aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
pop n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.03.03.05.03101.02.01 Kept Mistress,
v 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
pop a cherry vi +074)2.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
pop one's cork v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
pop the question v 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
popcorn pimp a +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
popelote a 07.02.02.01 Loved One
poplet a 07.02.02.01101 Favourite,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
poplolly n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
poppet n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
popsy/popsie/poppsie a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
popsy-wopsy n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
pork v .07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pork packer a +07.02.03.03.02/02.01 Necrophilia
porno a & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
porneia n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pornerastic aj 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
pornie a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
porno a & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornocrat n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pornograph n & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornographer a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornographic aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornographica n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornographical aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornographically av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornographico aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornographist a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornographize Vt 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornography a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornomanin a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornophile a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pornophobic ! a 07.02.03.03.03,02 Censorship
pornotopia n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
porny aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
Porsche a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
portcwene a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
portion a & Vt 07.02.04.0509.04.01 Dowry
portion-money n 07.02.04.05109.04.01 Dowiy
portionable aj 07.02.04.05109.04.01 Dowry
portional aj 07.02.04.05109.04.01 Dowry
position a 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
pouesh a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
possess v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
possodie n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tenna of Endearment
post-coital aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
post-coitally! av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
post coiturn aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
post-connubial aj 07.02.04.05 Wedding
posterior-lateral attitude n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
posterior-sedentary attitude a +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
posthole a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
postil(l)ion Vt 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
postil(l)ioning a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
post-marriage a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
postnuptial aj 07.02.04.05 Wedding
postnuptially av 07.02.04.05 Weddin
posture n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
pot and pan n +07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
07.02.04.01.02 Husband
potato a 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
potato finger a 07.02.03.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
pot-companion a 07.02.02.02.03.02/04 Table
Companion
pot-companionship n 07.02.02.02.03.02/04 Table
Companion
potence n 07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility
potency a 07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm
potent aj 07.02.03.03.04,01.01.01 Virility
potentia coeundi a 407.02.03.03.04j01.02 Orgasm
potentia satisfactionis n +07.0Z03.03.0401.02
Orasm
pothcker n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pot-mate n 07.02.02.02.03.02104 Table Companion
potpanion n 07.02.02.02.03.0204 Table Companion
pottily av 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
potty aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
pouf(f)y aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pouff a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
avi & in 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 BahI
poufter a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
poule a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
poule-de-luxe n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pound Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pound cake, eat v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
pound one's flounder/pork/pud v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
poundcake n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
powder puff n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
poxbox a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
prank a 07.02.01.03 Malice
prat(t) v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
Vt +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
pratt for v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pratt, piece of n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pratt, take it in the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pratt-boy n 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
prawn n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
pray with one's knees upwards vi
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
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pm-attachment n 07.02.02.05/01.03.01 Second Love
precious n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
precoital aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
precoitally av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pre-coitional aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pre-connubisi aj 07.02.04.05 Wedding
pre(-)contract a, af & Vt 07.02.04.03,01 Pre-
engagement
pre-copulathe aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
predihction a +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
pie-engage Vt 07.02.04.03/01 Pie-engagement
pm-engagement a 07.02.04.03/01 Pre-engagement





prehomosexual aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
premarital af 07.02.04.05 Wedding
premaritally av 07.02.04.05 Wedding
pie-matrimonial aj 07.02.04.05 Wedding
premature ejaculation a 07.02.03.03.04101.02.01
Ejaculation
pre(-)nuptial af (+)07.02.04.05 Wedding
pie-orgasmic af 07.02.03.03.04101.02 Orgasm,
+07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
prepenae(d) malice n 07.02.01.03102 Deliberate
Malice





prescriptive aj 07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential
Marriage
present arms v +07.02.03.03.04101.01 Erection
presenter a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
presexual af 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
preshin n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
press vt 07.02.02.04/03 Squeezing Hands
press flesh V +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
press the sheets vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pretenced malice a 07.02.01.03/02 Deliberate Malice
pretend to Vt 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
pretendant a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
pretender a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
pretender to the throne a +07.02.0103.01.02
Homosexuality
pr&endu(e) a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
pretensed malice a 07.02.01.03102 Deliberate Malice
preternuptial aj 07.02.04 Marriage
pretty a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
pretty, little a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
pretty-boy n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
pretty little flowers n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prey to the bicorn a +07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01
Cuckold
priape vi 07.02.03.03.04102 Male Sexual Desire
priapian a 07.02.03.03.04/02 Male Sexual Desire
priapish aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
* 07.02.03.03.04/02 Male Sexual Desire
priapism n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
* 07.02.03.03.04/02 Male Sexual Desire,
07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
priapist a 07.02.03.03.04102 Male Sexual Desire
priapize vi 07.02.03.03.04/02 Male Sexual Desire
priapus a 07.02.03.03.04i01.01 Erection
prick n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
prick peddler a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
prick pocket n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
prick-sucker a 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
prick-tease a & v (+) 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
prick-teased aj 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
prick-teaser n 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
prick-teasing aj 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
pricks than a dart board, have more Vi
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pride n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection.
07.02.03.03.04/03 Female Sexual Desire
pride of the morning n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
priest a +07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
priest-layer n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
priest-linked aj +07.02.04 Marriage
prig vi +01.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pigging a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
prigstes a +07.02.02.05.01 Lover
prim n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
prima donna n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pimasy relationship a +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love
Affair
prime af 07.0103.03.04/01 Arousal
prime one's pump v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
prime the fifth limb v i07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
Prince Charming I a 07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss
Right
princess a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Princeton-First-Year a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
Princeton rub n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
prison wolf a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
puss a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
privacy a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
pivado n 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
privancy a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
private a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
af 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
privateer a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
privateness a 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
privity a 0702.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
privy a 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante,
aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
privy to (someone's) bed, be vi 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
pro a 01.02.03.04 Prostitute
proclaim Vt 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
proclaim the banns v 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
procuration a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
procure Vt 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
procurer a 07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
procuress a 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
procureur a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
procureuse n 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
- a & ' +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
profession a 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
professional n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
professional woman n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
profligacy a 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
profligate a & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
profligated aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
profligately av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
proffigateness a 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
pojirl a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prohibited degrees a 07.02.04.05/11.01 Endogamy
pro-homosexual aj +01.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
promenade a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
promiscuity a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
promiscuous! aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
promise Vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement
promised, be V 07.02.04.03 Engagement
promising a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
promote a & v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
prompt one's porpoise v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
prone attitude n 407.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
prong a 407.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pronub. a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
pronubal aj 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
pronubial aj 0102.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
pro-mstrous aj 07.02.03.03.04103 Female Sexual
Desire
pro-ssstrum ! n 07.02.03.03.04/03 Female Sexual
Desire
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prop (someone) up vt +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
propense malice n 07.02.01.03,02 Deliberate Malice
proposal n 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
propose v 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
proposition v 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
pros n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prosecute vt 07.02.01.03,02 Deliberate Malice
prosecution n 07.02.01.03/02 Deliberate Malice
proas ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prosIer n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
407.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
prossie/jrossy n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prouo n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prostibulous aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prostie ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prostisciutto n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prostitu. Vt 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
prostitute n 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
n & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,01 Seduction of a Woman,
vi & w 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
prostituted aj 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
prostitutely av 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prostitution ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
prostitutional aj +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
prosty ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
protection n 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
protection, take under one's Vt
+07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept Mistress
protector ft 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
Mistress,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
protestant n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
prothahminn ii 07.02.04.05,06.01 Epithalamion




providing n 07.02.04.05)09.04.01 Dowry
provincial ii 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
provocative n & aj 07.02.03.03.04104 Aphrodisiac
provocatively av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
provocatory aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
provokingly av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
proxenete ii 07.02.04.05,09.01.03 Match-maker
prozzy n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
prurience ii 07.02.03.03.04.01,01. Dirty-mindedness
pruriency ii 07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-mindedness
prurient a & aj 07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-
mindedness
pruriently av 07.02.03.03.04.01,01 Dirty-mindedness
pruriousneu ft 07.02.03.03.04.01/01 Dirty-
mindedness
prurity n 07.02.03.03.04.01101 Dirty-mindedness
prushin a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
prushun a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
prussian a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pint in 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bah!
pseudo-lesbian a +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
pseudohomosexual ft (+) & aj (I) 07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
pseudohomosexuality I n 07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
pseudomuturbation a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pseudosex n 07.02.03.03 Sexuality,
*07.02.03.03,01 Perversion
pseudosexual aj 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
pseudosexually av 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
pshaw n, Vt & in 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bali!
psychosexual/psycho-sexual aj 07.02.03.03
Sexuality
psychosexuality a 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
psychosexually av 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
PTA aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
*pussy•
 tits and armpits
push in 07.02.01.06.02.01)01.01.01 Bah!
public commoner ft 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
public display of affection a +07.02.02.04/04.01
Sexual Caressing PDA
public house a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
public ledger a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
public woman a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
publish Vt 07.02.04.05,01.01 Banns
publish the banns v 07.02.04.05,01.01 Banns
publishment a 407.02.04.05,01.01 Banns
pucelage a 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
pucelle a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
puddletrotter a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
puff n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
n, vi & in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
puff (at) vi 07.02.01.06.02.01101.01.01 Bali!
puffing aj 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful Language
puffkin a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
pufter a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
pug ft 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress,
* 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
puggy a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
pull n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
a & Vt (+) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pull a quick park v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
pull a train v 07.02.03.03.05,02.01.01 Gang-bangin
vi +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
pull a trick v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
pull off Vt & yr 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pull one's joint v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pull one's pud(ding)/wire vi 07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
pull one's taffy v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pull out vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticisin
pull (someone's) frigger v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02
Orgasm
pull the pin v +07.02.04.08 Divorce
pull the pope v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pull up v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
pump a +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pump one's pickle/shaft v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
punce n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
punch a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
punch-board a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
punch in the mouth a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
punishment a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
punk a 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
a & v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
vi 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
punker a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
punk kid a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
punkling a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
puntan n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
punter a 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
pup vi 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bah!
puppy n +07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
puppy-love a 07.02.02.05.03/01.02.01 Puppy Love
purchase a 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress
pure n 07.02.03.03.05.03101.02.01 Kept Mistress
purpensed malice a 07.02.01.03102 Deliberate
Malice
purple a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
pursue Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
pursuer a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
pursuivant n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
push ii +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
push, do a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
push at, make a Vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
push in the truck a & vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
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push-over/pushover n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
push-pike/push-pin, play at vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
pusher n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pushing school n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
pushing shop n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
puss n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tenna of Endearment,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
pussy n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded Sexually,
07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
pussy, do the vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pussy, eat v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
pussy, get some vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
pussy-cat n 07.02.01.03 Malice
pussy game n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
pussy hound n +07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
pussy posse n 07.02.03.04.01,01 White Slave Trade
pussy whip I vt 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking
pussy, tits and armpits aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Auractiveness *PTA
put, be v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
put, do a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
put, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
put a chiv to and hump v +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
put a move on Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
put away Vt 07.02.04.08 Divorce
put it about vi +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
put it in Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
put it up Vt +07.02.03 Sexual intercourse
put off Vt 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage
put (oneself) about w 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
put out n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
put the asm on and stab v +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
put the hard word on vt +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making
a Pass
put the horns on Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03.02101
Cuckold
put the speak on Vt +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
put to vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
put to nought v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
put up the banns v 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
puta n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
putap n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
putain n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute -
putani. n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
putative marriage n 07.02.04 Marnage
put. n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
putezy n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
put. n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
putour n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
putrer ii 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
putyer n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
pyromania n +07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
Q
Q n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
quack n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
quadrigamist n 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
quadrogamy n 07.02.04/01.01.05 Quadrigamy
quadrupal coitus n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
quail n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
quaint vi & w 07.02.02.02.03.02.01,01 Making
Acquaintance
quaint, make it v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
quaintance n 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
quaintance of, take v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01/01
Making Acquaintance
quarrel n 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance,
n & vi 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
quarrel (to) n 07.02.01.01 DislIke
quarrelling n 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
quarter-piece n *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
quean(<cwene) n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute *cwai(e)
quesning n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
quesnish aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
queanry n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
qued(e) (to) aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility




queen house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
queen of hearts n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
queenie-fuhion av 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
queenie ii. aj & av 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
queenly aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 MaIe'Hornosexuality
Queen s woman n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
queeny n, aj & av 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
queer ft & af 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
queer as a five-leafed clover aj
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
queer for, be Vt 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
queer buher I n 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
queer-bashing 1 ii 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
queer-hawk n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
queer mod n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
queerdom n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
homosexuality
queene n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
queerness n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
queervert n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
queme aj 07.02.02.02.03.0 1 Close Friend
querele n 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel,
07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
querida n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
* 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
querido n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
quick time n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
quick worker n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
quickie n .iOl.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
quiff ii +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v (+) & vi 07.02.03 Sexual intercourse
qniffing n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
quincunque vuk n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
quomodo cams av +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
quoth you in 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bali!
quothain 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 BahI
quoz in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
R
rabbit n +07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rabbit, have some vi +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
rabbit pie n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
rabbit pie, have a bit of vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
race off v 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
rack salesman n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
raclan n +07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
racy aj +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
racy girl n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
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rafik/rafflk/rafiq n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
rag n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
Rag/rag, the n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
ragbag n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
rage n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
aj & vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
rageous aj 07.02.03.03.0401 Over-sexedness
rageousneas n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
ragery n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
raggie n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
ramop n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
raise a heal/a gallop v +07.02.03.03.04/01.01
Erection
raisin ii +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
rake a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
& vi 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rake-hell a & af 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakehellish aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakehdlionian ! n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakehelly a & aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakeism a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakel a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakely aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rake out v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rakery n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakeshaine a 07.02.03.03.05.0 1 Male Promiscuity
rake-shamed aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
raking a & aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakish aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rakishness a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
ram a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ramage n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
ramsgeneu a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
ram-head a & vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
ranimish aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
rammishly av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
rammishneu a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
ramp vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
rampancy a 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
rampant aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
ranchy aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
randan n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
randinesm n +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal,
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
randy aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal,
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
* 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
vt 07.02.03.03.05/01 Becoming Promiscuous
ranger n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rank aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathwmeness
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
rank one's style v +07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
rannell ft 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
rantipol. aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
rantum Icantuni, play at vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
rap aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rap club n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
rap parlo(u)r n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
rapable aj 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rape n & Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rape send n +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rape hound ft +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
raped aj 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
raper n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
raping a 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rapist n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rapt ii 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rapter a 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
raptor a 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
riiptuz ii 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rup v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rup, do a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
raspberry I a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.05 Spitting
rat up a drain, go up (someone) like a vt
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rate v 907.02.02.02.03 Friend
ratify Vt 07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
rattle Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rattler n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
raunch a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
raunchy aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
* 07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal
rave a 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship,
407.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
ravener a 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
river a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
ravish n & Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ravisher a 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
ravishment n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rawhide a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
raw meat a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
razoo a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.05 Spitting
razz(bezry) a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.05 Spitting
reach Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
real babe n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
real thing, the a 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
ream v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
reaming a 407.0103.02.03 Anal Sex
ream-job a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
rear-entry position a +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
rebasbatively av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
rebarbativeneu a 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
rebarbativity a 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
re-belove Vt 07.0102l2 Mutual Love
rebound, in/on the! av 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love
Affair
rebuke Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
reccan v 07.02.02.03 Liking
receive v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
receive fellatio v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
receiver a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
receiver-general a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
racers (to) a 07.02.01.01 Dislike
reck vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing
recolage a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
recounsel Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
recounselling a 07.02.02.02.03)01 Making Friends
recreational swinger a +07.02.03.03.05,02 Swinging
recultivate Vt 07.02.02.02.03)01 Making Friends
recultivation a 07.02.02.02.O3jOl Making Friends
red a 407.0103.02.02 Oral Sex
Redfern, get off it vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
red-hot momma a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
red-hot poker a +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
red lamp a 07.02.03.04.04i02 Red Light District
red lantern a 07.02.03.04.04/02 Red Light District
red light a 07.02.03.04.04)02 Red Light District
red light district a +07.02.03.04.04/02 Red Light
District
red-lighted number n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
red-lighter a #07.02.03.04 Prostitute
red lighterie n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
red line, the a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
red scatter n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
red wing. a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
reef v 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
reel in the biscuit a +07.02.02.05.05.03.01
Seduction
refusal a 07.02.04.08 Divorce
refuse Vt 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal.
07.02.04.08 Divorce
regard a & Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
registry office wedding n +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
reinptiate Vt & w 07.02.02.01 Loved One
rejoice Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04.01 Spouse
rekiu Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
rekiaaing a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
relate to Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
relating a ^07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
relations a 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
relations, have vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
relationship a 07.02.02.05.0310 1 Love Affair
relu vi 0102.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
release n +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
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relict n 07.02.04.07 Widow(er),
07.02.04.07.01 Widow
relief n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
relief massage n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
relieve w +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
relieve of virginity Vt +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
relish n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
n & Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
relove v 07.02.02i02 Mutual Love
reloved aj 07.02.02102 Mutual Love
reluctant (to) aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
remarriage n 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
remarried aj 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
remarry vt & vi 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
remarry with/to Vt 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriaje
remount n +07.02.03.04.01/01 White Slave Trade
rendezvous n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Renee n +07.02.02.05.02 Swectheait
rent n (OED & +), aj (+) & vt 07.02.03.04.05 Male
Prostitute
rent boy n 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
renter n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
renting n 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
rep n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
reput take v 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
repel Vt 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repellant aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repellency n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repellent aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repellently av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repellingly av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repellingness n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
reproach n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
reproach of, in av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
reptile aj 07.02.01.02 ill-will
reptilian aj 07.02.01.02 ifi-will
reptilism n 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
repudiate n, aj & Vt 07.02.04.08 Divorce,
aj 07.02.04.03/02 Disespousal,
't 07.02.01.01.01/01 Aversion
repudiated aj 07.02.04.08 Divorce
repudiation n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
repudious aj 07.02.04.08 Divorce
repudy n & v 07.02.04.08 Divorce
repugancy n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
repugancy (of) n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
repugn Vt 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repugn (to) vi 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repugnance to/against n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
repugnant (to) aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
repulsion n 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.04.08 Divorce
repulsiveness n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
reputation, lose one's v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
requirant n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
research Vt 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
resolute aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
resort n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
respect Vt +07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
respectable aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01,01 Virginity
responsiveness n +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
(ge)resta n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
07.02.04.01 Spouse,
* 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
restgemana n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
gerestscipe n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
retailer n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
retailer of love ii +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
retro av +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
reverie n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
reversed af +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
reversed sex instinct n +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
revolt vi 07.02.01.01.01/01 Aversion
rewed Vt 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
rhythm method! n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
rhythm system I n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
rhythm, give up vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
rib n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
ribald n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
ribaldise a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
ribaldry n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
n & if 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
ribald7 a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
rib-joint n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
Richard (the third) a +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
ride a, Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
ride a blind piece v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
ride the deck v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
rider a +07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
riding muter n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.01 Paramour
riding St George n 407.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
riffle v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rifle v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rig a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
riggish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
right hand a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
right side of, on the ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
right sort a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
right thing, do the v +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
rigole Vt 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
rihtaôelcwen a 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
rihtrw a 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman,
* 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
ribtgehiwan aj 07.02.04.0 1.03 Married Couple
rihtgemrcca a 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
rihtgesamhiwan af 07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple
rihtgesinscipe n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
rihthmed a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
rihthiwa a 07.02.04.01 Spouse
rihtlif a 07.02.04 Marriage
rihtsin.cipe n 07.02.04 Marriage
rihtwer a 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
rihtwif a 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
rim n (+) & Vt 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
vi 07.02.03.03.04/03 Female Sexual Desire
rim-job a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
rimming n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
rim queen n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
ring a 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
Vt 07.02.04.04.01 Betrothal Ring
ring, get the v 07.02.04.04.01 Betrothal Ring
ring through one's nose, have a v +07.02.02.05
Amorous Love
ring (someone's) bell v 407.02.03.03.04/01.02
Orgasm
ring (someone's) chimes v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02
Orgasm
ring-carrier n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
ring-snatching a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ring(-)tail n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
ringed aj 07.02.04 Marriage,
*07.02.04.04.01 Betrothal Ring,
* 07.02.04.05104.01 Wedding Ring
ringer n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
ringin a +07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
riot aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
rip off Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
*07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
rip-off artist n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
rip (someone's) guts down Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
ripe aj 07.02.04.05/09.01.01 Marriageableness
ripple n +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
rise n +07.02.03.03.04,01.01 Erection
rise, get a v 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
risk take a vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
rise to the occasion v +07.02.03.03.04101.01
Erection
riskiness n 07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
risky aj 07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
risquó af 07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
ritual union a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
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rivet Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
road dog n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
road to Buenos Ayres, on the ph +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitubon
Roasy O'Mo(o)re n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
robe n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
rock Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rock-guards n 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
rocks off, get one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rod n 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rod walloper n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
roger Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rogering n (+)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
aj 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
roll n &vt +) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
roll around in the hay vi +07.02.03.03.05
Promiscuity
roll in (someone's) ivories/ivoiy v
+07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
roll in the hay n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
n & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
roll the linen vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
roller n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Roman n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
Roman culture n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-
Masochism,
+07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
Roman spring n +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
Roman way n +07.02.03.03.05,02.01 Group Sex
romance I n 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
ii & Vt 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair,
Vt *07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
n () & Vt 07.02.02.05.0301.02 Romance,
Vt * 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
romance and roses aj +07.02.02.05/03 Love
Literature
romantic aj +07.0103.03.04,01 Arousal
romeo n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
romp n *07.0103.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
V +07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rompworthy aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
Ronson n 407.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
roof it vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
roommate n +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
rooster n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
root n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
+07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection, -
is, Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rooting is 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse,
aj 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
rootle v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rooty, be v *07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
rorty aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
Rory O'Mo(o)re is +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
rose among the thorns n +07.0103.04 Prostitute
rosemary n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
rossie n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
roue ii 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rouéism n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
rough trade n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism,
+07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility,
07.0103.04.05 Male Prostitute
round-eye is +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
round-eye, take it in the v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal
Sex
round-heeled aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
round-heeler n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
round(-)heeli n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
round-house v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
round-up n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
roust vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rout v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rover n 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
roving eye n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
R/S is +07.02.03.03.0201 Sado-Masochism
rub is +07.02.02.04.02Ul.02 Necking,
Vt +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
rub-a-dub is +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rub-belly is +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rub groins together vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rub(-)off is & Vt (+) 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
rub the bacon vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rub the pork vi +07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
rub(-)up is (+) & v 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
Vt 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
rubber n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
rubber fetish I is 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
rubber fetishism is 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
rubber goods is +07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aids
rubber-goods shop n +07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aids
rubber shop is +07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aids
rubberite is +07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
rubbernecking is +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
rude aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Atiractivenss
ruffian is 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
ruffianize vi 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
rufflano is 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
ruffle n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality,
Vt 07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
ruin is & Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman
ruined aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
rum-and-rut n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
rumbelow n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
rumheort aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
rwnmodlice av 07.0202.0103.03 Good-will
rump n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Ruinpelstiltskin is 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
romper is +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
romp-splitter is 407.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
rump-work n 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
rumpy pumpy is +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
run a double train v +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group
Sex
run after v 07.02.02.02.03.02i01 Becoming
Companions
run around with Vt +07.0103.03.05.03 Nonmarital
Sex
run around with/together v 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love
Affair
run away v 407.02.04.08 Divorce,
I vi 07.0104.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
run off with 4 +07.02.04.08 Divorce
run one's hand up the flagpole v 407.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
run out of steam v 407.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
run out on v +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
run over v 07.02 01.06101 Contemning
run the tier v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
run with v +07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03,01 Making Friends
running jump, take a v 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01
Bahi
running-mate is 07.02.02.0103.02 Companion,
* 07.02.04.01 Spouse
running with ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
runnion is 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
rupture n 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel,
+07.02.04.08 Divorce
rush Vt 07.02.0105.04/01 Dating
rush, get a v 07.02.02.05.04,01 Dating
rush, give (a girl/woman) a Vt 07.02.02.05.04,01
Dating
rush job n +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
rush-ring n 07.02.04.05,04.01 Wedding Ring
russian duck n +07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
rustle vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
rut Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Ruth Buzzy n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
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rutter n -.07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
ruttery n 0702.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
rutting n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ruttish aj 07.02.03.03.04i01 Arousal,
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
S
S. and MJS-M n 07.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochism
(ge)saca n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
sack-artist n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
sack lunch n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
sacking n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
vt 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
sad aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
saddle vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
saddle, get in the vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
saddle-broken aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
sadean/udeian/sadian aj 07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-
Masochism
sadic aj 07.0Z03.03.02i01 Sado-Masochism
Sadie-Music n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
Sadie Thompson n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sadism n 07.0Z03.03.02i01 S ado-Masochism
sadist n & aj (!) 07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
sadistic aj 07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
sadistically av 07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
sacva indignatio n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
safe sex n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
safer sex n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticisin
nida bint n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
sail vi +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Saint Wilfred's Needle n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01)01
Virginity
salacious aj 07.02.03.03.04104 Aphrodisiac,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
salaciously! av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
salaciousness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
salinity n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sally-dilly n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
saloon-bar cowboy n .i07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
salt aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
saltflitch n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
saltuess n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
salute n vt & vi 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
salute upon the lips n +07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
same-sex n & aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
same-sexer n +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
(ge)sambiwan n 07.02.04 Marriage
(ge)samnian v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
(ge)s.smnung n 07.02.04 Marriage
samodgesib n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
samodlice av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
samodsibian v 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
samodwist n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
samrad a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
samrudenn n 07.02.04 Marriage
samwist n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
San Quentin jail bait/quail n +07.02.03.05.01.02
Child Abuse
sand rat n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sandwich, make a v +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group
Sex
sandwich man n 407.02.03.03.05102.01 Group Sex
sannup n 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
sapphic n & aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
sapphism n 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
Sapphist n 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
sapphistically av 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
sapphistry n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
Sappho n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
sard v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sarding ii 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse *seorO-
satisfied aj +07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
Saturday-to-Monday n -.07.02.03.04 Prostitute
saturnian n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
satyr n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
satyriuis n 07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
satyric 4 +07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
satyrish aj 07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis,
07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
satyromanha n +07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
satyromaniac n & 07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
saucy 4 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sauna parlour ii +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sausage n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
sausage-grinder n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
save it (for the worms) v 07.02.03.03.05.02.OljOl
Virginity
savour n 07.02.02.03 Liking
savour, catch (a) v 07.02.02.03.01/01 Acquired
Taste
arc 4 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
scab n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
scabber n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
scabrous 07.02.03.03.03101 Risquéness
scag hag n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
scalding house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
scale Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
scalp v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
scamleulic aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
scamleast n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
scainmered 4 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
scance vi 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful Looks
scandalize vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
ucandlic ai 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
scanlice av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
scare n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scarlet fever! n 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship
scarlet letter ii 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
scarlet sisterhood, lady of the n +07.02.03.04
Prostitute
scarlet woman n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
*0702.0304 Prostitute
scat n & aj +07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
scatological aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
scatology ii 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
scat sex n +07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
scatter n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sceaudhus n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sceandlufiende 4 07.02.02.05.030 1.01 Liaison
sceaZa n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
(ge)scebban v 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
scebbend n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
schadenfreude n 07.02.01.03 Malice
Schatz(i(e))/Schltzi n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
schism n 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
schmaltz n +07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
schmaltzy +07.02.02.05)03 Love Literature
school-chum n 07.02.02.02.03.02/08 School Friend
schoolfellow n +07.02.02.02.03.02/08 School Friend
school-fellowship n 07.02.02.02.03.02/08 School
Friend
school-mamma n 07.02.02.02.03.02)08 School Friend
schoolmate n 07.02.02.02.03.02/08 School Friend
school-mother n 07.02.02.02.03.02/08 School Friend
school of Venus n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
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schtup Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
clswlrm n & vi 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship
scbwlrmerei n 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship
schwlrmenih aj 07.02.0201.01 Fanship
schweiner, play a v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
sctvvie/skivvy n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
scoff out Vt 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
loop. (on) Vt +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
scopophilia ! n 07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
scopophiliac n (+) & aj (!) 07.02.03.03.02/04
Voyeurism
scopophilic n +07.02.O3.03.O2iO4 Voyeurism
scoptophilha! n 07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
sooptophile I aj 07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
scoptophilhac! aj 07.02.03.03.02104 Voyeurism
scoptophilic I aj 07.02.03.03.02104 Voyeurism
scoptophilist n +07.02.03.03.0204 Voyeurism
scorcher n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
scorching aj 07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
score n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
score between the posts vi 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse




scorn at, take Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
scorn of, have v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
scorn, take v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scorn (i. jut) vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scorn at/with vi 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scorned aj 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
scornful n & aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scornful of a) 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scornful av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scornfulness n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scorning n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,
07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!,
aj 07.02.01.06 Contempt
scorning, take to v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scorningly I av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scornliche av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scorny aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scortation n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
scortator n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
soortatoly a1 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
scotch marriage n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
scout Vt 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
scouted aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
scowl n 07.02.01.03 Malice
scowl at/on/upon vi 07.02.01.03 Malice
scrape v 407.0103 Sexual Intercourse
scrape ((up) an) acquaintance v
07.02.02.02.03.02.01/01 Making Acquaintance
scrape kindred v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01/01 Making
Acquaintance
scratch acquaintance v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01/01
Making Acquaintance
scrrtte n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery,
* 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
screamer and a creamer n *07.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
screw n 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded
Sexually,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
is, 'i & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
screw around vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
screw the erie off Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
screwing n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
scrub n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
* 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
scrubber is +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
scuffer is +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
scun-	 shun-
scunner n 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
07.02.01.04 Loathing
scupper n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
scurrility n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
scuzz n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
scycen is 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
scyldhata is 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
scyidhete n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
sdeign is & Vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,
vi 07.02.01.06 Contempt
(')sdeignful aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
sea pll is 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
sealing n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
searoni6 n 07.02.01 Haired
seat cover n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
seat of the scorner n 00.02.01.06.02 Scorn
(ge)secan v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
secko n 07.0103.05 Sex Crimes,
+07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
second Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02i02 Travelling Companion
second self n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
secondary marriage is 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02
Mistress,
* 07.02.04102 Cohabitation
secondary wife is 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 MIstress,
*070204/02 Cohabitation
secondhand aj +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
secrecy is 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
secret a) 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
secret indulgence n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
secret sin, (the),i +07.0103.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
secret vice is +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
secretary is 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante,
+07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
sedentary attitude is 907.0103.02 Sexual Athleticism
seduce v +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a Woman,
vi 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
seduced aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
seduces is 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
seducer is 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman,
*07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
* 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
seducible aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
seducingly av 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
seduction n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman,
07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
* 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
seductress is 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
see Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
see a dog about a man vi +07.02.03.04.02
Prostitute's Client
see a man about a dog vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
see a wolf v +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
see company vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
see-saw is +07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
see the King vi +07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
seeing-to is +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
seek v 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
seht n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
geselda is 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
self is 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
self-abuse is (+)07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-abuser is (+)07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-contempt n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
self-gratification n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-indulgence is +07.0103.02.01 Masturbation
self-love is 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-pleasuring is +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-polluter is 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-pollution is (^)07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-relief n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-sexuality is +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
self-stimulation n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
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sell w +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sell a boy vi .07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
sell one's back vi i07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sell one's bacon vi (+)07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sell one's body vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sell one's desires vi 407.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sell one's hips vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
(ge)sellan v 07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage
seliny n 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
semination n 07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
send a boy on a man's errand v +07.02.03.02.03
Anal Sex
send a man into Cornwall without a boat v
+07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
sensitively av 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
sensual 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sensuality n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sensually av 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
*07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sentimental aj 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
seorban v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape isard-
separate Vt & vi 07.02.04.08.01 Separation
separated n 07.02.04.08.01 Separation
separating n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
separation n 07.02.04.08.01 Separation
separation order n 07.02.04.08.01 Separation
seraglio n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.02 Harem,
+07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
serai n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.02 Harem
serail n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.02 Harem
serenade 11, Vt & vi 07.02.02.05iO3 Love Literature
serenader n 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
serenading n & aj 07.02.02.05/03 Love Literature
sergeant n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
serial monogamy n +07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
serially monogamous aj +07.02.04.05/12
Remarriage
serpentine n 07.02.01.03/01 Malicious Deeds
servant n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
servantless aj 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
serve Vt 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
serventism n 07.02.02.05.05.01/01 Cavaliere
SeMWde
service n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
*07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
n (i.) & Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
n & Vt +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
service of Venus n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
service station n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
servitor n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
set n 07.02.02.0505.02 Female Flirt,
*07.02.0405/090102 Spouse Hunting,
v & Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
'It 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Comparnon
set against Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
set at nought v 07.02.0106 Contempt
set (at/to) Vt 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
set not a cheaiy/curselfly by/at/of Vt 07.02.01.06
Contempt
set off v 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
set one's cap at v 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt,
* 07.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
set out v 0702.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
set up Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.0Z01 Kept Mistress
settle v 07.02.04.05/09.04.01.01 Settlement
settle down vi 07.02.04.05/09.04.01.01 Settlement
settle in life v 07.02.04.05/09.04.01.01 Settlement
settle in the world/in life Vt
07.02.04.05/09.04.01.01 Settlement
settled aj 0702.04.05/09.04.01.01 Settlement
settlement n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01.01 Settlement
settling down n 07.02.04.05/09.04 01.01 Settlement
seven year(s') itch n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
seventh, commit the vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultezy
sew v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
sewerage n 07.02.03.03.05)01.0 1 Defilement
sex ii & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sex, have vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sex act n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sex addict n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sex-addicted aj 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sex addiction n 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sex affair I n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
sexaholic n 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sex aid I n 07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aids
sex alive! aj 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sex-appeal ii & Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
sex-appealing aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sex athlete n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
sexational aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sexationalism n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex behaviour I n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexboat n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sex-bomb n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sex boy n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
sexcapade n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sex change I n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.04 Transsexuality
sex complex I ii 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
sex compulsion! n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex-conscious I aj 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sex-consciousness I n 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sex-craving I n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex-crazed I aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
sex crime n 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sex criminal I n 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sex deviate n +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
sex drive ii 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex education I n & aj 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theoiy
sex emancipated! aj 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sex emotion I n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
sex excitement I a 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
sex experience I n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
sex-exploitation! a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex-feeling I a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex fiend I n 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sex film I a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex-flow I a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex-free aj 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexful(l) aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sex function I a 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
sex game I a 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
sex hungry I aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
sex impulse a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex inertia I a 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
sex instinct a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex instruction I a & a) 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
sex interest a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex job a #07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania.
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
sex joke I n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sex killer I a 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sex killing a 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sex kitten n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sex kittenish! aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sexless aj +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
sexo-aesthetic inversion a +07.02.03.03.02
Fetishism
sex life I a 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sex-longing I n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex-love I n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
sex machine I a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sex mad! aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
sex magazine I n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex mania! n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
sex-maniac a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sex manual I n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
sex-mate a +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
sex morality I a 07.02.03i01 Sexual Behaviour
sex novel! a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex object a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sex-obsessed! aj 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
sex obsession I a 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
sex offence/offense n 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sex-offender a 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sexological! aj 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
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sexologist! n 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
sexology! n 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
sexophone n 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
sexophonist n 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
sex orgy I n 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
partn& I n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
party I n 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
sexpert n 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
play n 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
I 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sexploit Vt 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sexploitation n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sexploitative aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sexploit& n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex-pot n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
n (+*) & aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sex-problems! n 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
sex-related! aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sex relation n 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
sex relations n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sex-repressive aj 407.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
sexsational aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex shop n 07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aids
sex show! n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex-smelling aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sex-starvation! n 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
sex-starved! aj 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
sex-stewardess n -+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sex story ! ii 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex surrogate! aj 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
sex-symbol ! n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sex talk! n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour,
07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
sex therapist! n 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
sex therapy I n 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
sex-thrill I n 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
sex-union I n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sex up Vt 01.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sex urge n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sex without a partner n +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
sexed! aj 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sexed up aj +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
sexily av 01.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sexiness n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sexing up n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sexual aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexual aberration I n 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
sexual abuse n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
sexual act, (the/an) n +01.02.03- Sexual Intercourse,
-+01.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
sexual addiction n +01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sexual ambiguity n +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
sexual anaethesia n *07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
sexual appetite I n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sexual arousability n *07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
sexual assault n +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
sexual usaultist a +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
sexual athlete n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
sexual athleticism I n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticisin
sexual athletics I a 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
sexual attraction I n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
sexual behaviour! n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual coercion n +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
sexual commerce a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexual congress a -+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexual connection n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexual convention! a 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual desires I a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sexual deviation I a 01.02.03.03/01 Perversion
sexual drives I n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sexual dysfunction n +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
sexual education I a 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
sexual ethics I n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual fantasies I a 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual force n +07.02.03.03.04/0l.01.01 Virility
sexual frailty! n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sexual freedom I n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual function I n 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
sexual harassment I n 07.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
sexual hygiene ! a 07.02.03/01.01 Sex Theory
sexual immorality! n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sexual impulse! a 01.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sexual inhibition! n 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
sexual initiation a +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloratiion
sexual instinct I n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sexual intercourse a 01.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexual interference a 07.02.03.05.01 Sexual
Harassment
sexual intimacy! n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexual inversion a 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
sexual jealousy I n 07.02.03101 Sexual Behaviour
sexual kissing a +Ol.02AY2.O4.O2jOl French Kissing
sexual knowledge n ^07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexual legislation I a 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual liberation I a 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual life ! a 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual misconduct! n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmantal
Sex
sexual morality I a 07.02.03i01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual mores I a 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual needs I n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sexual object I n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sexual offence ! a 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sexual offender! a 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sexual order I a 07.02.03,01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual orientation n +07.02.03.03.01 Sexual
Orientation
sexual passion I a 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sexual perversion I n 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
sexual pervert! n 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
sexual preference a +01.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
sexual prodlivity/-ies a +01.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
sexual psychopath I n & aj 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sexual psychopathic! aj 07.02.03.05 Sex Crimes
sexual psychopathy! n 07.02.03.05 Sex (.rimes
sexual relations I n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
sexual relations, have vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercoune
sexual relief a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexual repression I a 07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
sexual revolution I a 07.02.03101 Sexual Behaviour
sexual services n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sexual surrogate I n 07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual
Problems
sexual taboo I n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexual therapist 1 a 01.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual
Problems
sexual urges I a 01.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
sexual variety a +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sexual virtue I n 01.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
sexualisns n 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sexualities n 07.02.03/01 Sexual Behaviour
sexuality n 07.02.03.03 Sexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01 Sexual Orientation
sexu.li'-.tion a 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sexualize Vt (!) (+)07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sexually av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sexually abusive aj +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
sexually anaesthetic aj *07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
sexually inverted aj -+07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
sexually molest Vt +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
sexually(-)repressed aj *07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
sexualogical! aj 07.02.03101.01 Sex Theory
sexualogy! a 07.02.03,01.01 Sex Theory
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sexy aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shack n (I.) & vi 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
shack(-)job n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
(+)07.02.04i02 Cohabitation
shack man n +07.02.04102 Cohabitation
shack((-)up) (with) n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
n & Vt (+) 07.02.04102 Cohabitation
shacking n 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
shackledom n 07.02.04 Marriage
shackles, the n 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
shadchan n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
shade n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
shadi n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
shady lady n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
shaft Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shafting n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shag n 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates,
n, v & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
shag, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shag like a rattlesnake vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
shagbag n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
ihagger n 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
shagging n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
aj 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
shake v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shake hands with the guy who stood up when one
got married v -,-07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
shake-tail aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
shake together v 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
shaker n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
shaking of the sheets n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shallal n 07.02.04.01.03/01.03 Rough Music
shame n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
shame, do (a) v 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
shandy n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
share, get one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
share a bed vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
share affections vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
share favours with Vt *07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adulteiy
sharp-set aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
sharp-shooter n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
shat n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
shawl n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute -
she n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
shebang n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
she-friend n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
I 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
she-man n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
she napper n +07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
she-she ii +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
she-shirt n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
she-trader n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sheep-biter n 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
sheep ranch n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sheep's(-)eye(.) n & vi 07.02.02.05.05/01
Flirtatious Looks
sheep's eye(s) upon/at, cut/make/throw (a) Vt
07.02.02.05.05j01 Flirtatious Looks
sheet vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sheets n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sheikh n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman
sheila ii 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
sheg on the aj 07.02.04.05i09.01.01
Marriageableness
shepherd's hour n 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
shickster n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
uhidduch/shiddach n 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-
maker
shift vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shindy n 07.02.02.03 Liking
shine one's pole v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
shine to, take a vi +07.02.02.05i01 Falling in Love
shirtlifter n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
shishi aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
shivaree n & Vt W.02.04.05i06.01 Epithalamion
shoe-horn vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02i01 Cuckold
shoeing-born n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
shook on, be vi 07.02.02/01.01 Fanship,
07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation
shoot Vt 07.02.02.05/01.0 1 Enamouring
shoot a line v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
shoot at vi 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 BahI
shoot off v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
shoot one's load v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
shoot (one's roe) vi 07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
shoot one's star v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
shoot over the stubble v +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
shoot the tadpoles v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
shoot the thnll vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
shooting gallery n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
shop-fellow n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
shop-soiled aj +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
short, go v +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
short-arm bandit n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
short-arm heister n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
short eyes n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
short-heeled aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
short-heels n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
short session n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
short time n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
short-time girl n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
short-timer n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
short-timers n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
shot n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
shot downstairs n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shot for shot, go v -.07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
shot of leg, get a VI +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shot upstairs n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
shotgun aj 407.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
shotgun marriage n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
shotgun wedding n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
shout v (^)07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
shove n & v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
show house n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
show one's charms vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
show stopper n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
showers n +07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
shrew n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
shrewd torn ii 07.02.01.03/01 Malicious Deeds
shrimp n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
shrink in/up the shoulder(s) at vi 07.02.01.04
Loathing
shtup vi & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
shucks in 07.02.Ol.06.02.01/01.01.01 BahI
shudder vi 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
shun<(ge)scunian Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing
shunga/shung-ga n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
shut up in the parson's pound aj +07.02.04
Marriage
shutcyea/shut eyes n +07.02.03.05.01.02 Child
Abuse
shy a) 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
(e)sibb n & aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
sibcwide n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
sibgeornes n 07.02.02 Love,
* 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
sib(ge)leger n 07.02.03.05.02 Incest




sibred n 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
(ge)sibsum aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
(ge)sibsumlice av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
(e)slbsumnes n 07.02.02U4.0l Brotherly Love
sick aj 07.02.01.04/02 Loathing for Food,
07.02.02.05/01.02 Love-sickness
sick, make (a person) v 07.02.01.04.01
Loathsomeness
sicken vt 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
sickening aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
sickeningly av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
sicker vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement
side door, come in at the vi +07.02.03.03.05.03/02
Illegitimacy
side(-)kick ii 07.02.02.02.03.02/06 Fellow-rogue
side(-)kickar n 07.02.02.02.03.02/06 Fellow-rogue
side orders n +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
side-partner n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
side position n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
side-stroke n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
sidewalk Suzie n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
siege mentality n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
sight for sore eyes n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
sigorfnst aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
silent flute, play the v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
si11y (old) moo n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
silver bridal n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
silver cord n & aj 07.02.02.0101 Favourite
silver feast n 07.02.04.05/02.01.01 Wedding
Anniversary
silver-marriage n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
silver spoon n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
silver wedding n 07.02.04.05/02.01.01 Wedding
Anniversary
silvern wedding n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
simbelgefera n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
simbelgemaca n 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
similisexualism n #07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
simpatico/simpatica aj 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
simple pimp n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
simpler n (+)07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
simultaneous orgasm n +07.02.03.03.04/01.02
Orgasm
sin vi 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
sin city n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sin spot n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sinfrea n 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
sinful commerce n +0702.03.04.01 Prostitution
sing-song girl n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
singer n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
single n & aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness,
aj 07.02.04.08/01 Broken Home
single blessedness n 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
singlehood n 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
single man n +07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
singleness n 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
single parent family a 07.02.04.08/01 Broken Home
single-sex aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
singleton a 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
single woman ! n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
singles! aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
(e)sinhigan n 07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple
sinhiwisn v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
sinhiwicips a 07.02.04 Marriage
(ge)sinig(i)sn v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
gesinge n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
gesinhiwen aj 07.02.04 Marriage
gesinig a 07.02.04 Marriage
sinister aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
sinisterly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
sinisterneu a 07.02.01.03 Malice
sinistrous aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
sinistruously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
sink a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sink-o-perdition n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sink the soldier v .07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sinner a 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
sinning house a 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sinnib n 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
sinrnden n 07.02.04 Marriage
(ge)sinscipe n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
* 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.01.03 Married Couple
gesinsciplic aj 07.02.04 Marriage
gesinscippend sj 07.02.04 Marriage
sinwrrnnes a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sip a 407.02.02.04.02 Kissing
sip at the fuzzy cup v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
Sir Berkeley a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sireneal aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
sirenian aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
sirenic aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a Man
sirenical aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
sirenically av 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
sirenize v 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
sissy n & aj 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
sister n 07.02.02/04.02 Sisterly Love,
(^)07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sister-in-law a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
sister of charity a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sister of mercy a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sister soul a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend.
sister-wife n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
sisterliness n 07.02.02104.02 Sisterly Love
sisters of the bank! n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sit v +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
sit for company vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sit on one's stuff vi 407.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sit on (someone's) face v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
sit right with v +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
sitter n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gesiba n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
* 0702.02020302/07 Comrade
gesiöcundlic aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
gesiblic aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
gesibscipe n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
iix-keeuf a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
six to four n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sixty-nine a & v (^) 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
sixty-nine, play v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
sixty-niner a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
sizzler a 07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
skank a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
skate a +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
skeet v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercxmrse
skelpie-limmer a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
skewer Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
immington a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold,
07.02.04.01.03/01.03 Rough Music
skin a 07.02.02.04/03 Squeezing Hands,
407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
skin, bit o' a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
skin, get under one's v +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
skin, give (some) v 07.02.02.04/03 Squeezing Hands
skin-flick a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
skin flute, play the v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
skin house n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
skin magazine n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
skin the cat vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
skin the live rabbit vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
skin trade a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
skippy n 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
skiit n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
v +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
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skirt, do a bit of vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
skirt chase vi 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
skirt chaser n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
skirt chasing n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Makin a Pass
skirt duty n 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
skirt-hunting n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
skirt man n +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
skirt patrol n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
skit n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
skivvie-house n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
skull n *07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
skyrgaliard n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
slack n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
slag n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
* 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
slag around v i07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Prcxniscuity
slagger n +07.02.03.04.04,01 Brothel Keeper
slagy if 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
slaking th. bacon n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
slam one's h*mmer v i07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
slam one's spam v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
slam the clam v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
siap and tickle n 07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
slap artist n *07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
slap on th. back/shoulder a 07.02.02.04,02 Patting
slap one's wapper v *07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
slapper n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
slapping n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
slattern n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
slaughter-house a 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
slave n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness,
yr 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
slavering n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
slavey n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
slawsy(-gawsy) a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
(ge)slrpan v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse	 s1eep
sleak Vt 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.05 Spitting
sleaze a *07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sleazo a & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sleazy aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
slack-trough a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sleek lady a +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sleek (one's tongue/brow etc.) Vt 07.02.02.02.03
Friend
sleep(cslrpan) a & Vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
*(ge)s1pan
sleep around vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sleep over vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sleeping around a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sleeping dictionary a 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partnec
sleeping partner a 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner
sleepy(-)tim. girl n *07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sleezy if 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
slice, take a vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
slice of ham ii 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
slice off the joint, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
slick chick n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
slight a 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
if & av 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
Vt 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
slighter a 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
slightfully iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
slightily iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
slighting n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn,
if 07.02.01.06 Contempt.
07.02.01.06,01 Contemning
slightingly iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
slightingness n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
slightly iv 07.02.01.06 Contempt
slighty if 07.02.01.06 Contempt
slim aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
slime n 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
slimy aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
slip it to Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
slip (someone) a length vi 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
slipper aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
slippery aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
slit a 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
slobber Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
slobber over Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
slock Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01,02 Seduction of a Man
sloe n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
s1oop of war n *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
slopjar a *07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
sloppy seconds n *07.02.03.03.05,02.01.01 Gang-
banging
slouch a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
slovenly if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sloy a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
slugger a +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
sluice Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
slum vi 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
slummy aj 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
slut a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
slut (about) vi 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
sluttery n 07.02.03.03.05i01.Ol Defilement
sluttish if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
(ge)smacian v 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
smack n & Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissin
smacker n & v 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
smacking n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
smackly iv 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
small iv 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
small friend n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
smattering if 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
smell-smock a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
smenan v 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02 Scornful Laughter
smick v 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
smick-smack n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
smicker if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
vi 07.02.02.05.05,01 Flirtatious Looks
smickering a 07.02.02.05,01 Failing in Love
smile Vt 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
smiling faces a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
smitcsmitte a 07.02.03.03.05,01.01 Defilement
(ge)smitan v 07.02.03.03.05101.01 Defilement
smite Vt 07.02.02.OSiOl.01 Enamouring
.mithfldsld match a 07.02.04.05/09.04 Market Match
smitt. a 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
smitten aj 407.02.02.05 Amorous Love
(ge)smittsan v 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
smock if 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
smocker a 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
smockst.r a 07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd
smoke v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
smokehouse n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
smoker a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
smooch a & VI 07.02.02.04.02101.01 Love-bite
smoocher a 07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
smoochily iv 07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
smoochiness a 07.02.02.04.02,01.01 Love-bite
smooching a & if 07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
smoochy if 07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
smoo(d)ge vi 07.02.02.02 Affection
smooth if 07.02.02.03.01.01 Llkeableness
smooth over Vt 07.02.02.02.03,01 Making Friends
smoothed if 07.02.02.02.02/01.01 Pet
smoothie n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
smouch a, Vt & vi 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
smoucher a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
smouching a 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
smoulder vi 07.02.01 Hatred
smudge vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
smug vi 07.02.02.04,04 Amorous Caressing
smuggle vt 07.02.02.04 Caressing
* 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
smuggling(-)ken a (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
smut! a & Vt 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
smut book! n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
smut-bound a 07.02.03.03.03,02 Censorship
smut huntin; ! if 07.02.03.03.03,02 Censorship
smut magazine ! a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
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smut shop I n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
smuttily av 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
smutty aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
snag v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
snake v +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
snake charmer n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
snake rsnch n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
snap one's fingers at Vt 07.02.0l.06fl)l Contemning
snap up Vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement
snaphance n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
snare one v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
snarl vi 07.02.01.02 ill-will,
* 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
snarl against/at v 07.02.01.02 ifi-will,
* Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
snatch n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
v i07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
snatch, piece of n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
snatch-peddler n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sneak-up v 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
snack up v 07.02.O1.06.02.OljOl.01.01 Bali!
sneer n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
sneer (one's lip) v 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful Looks
sneeze at v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
sneeze in the cabbage/the canyon v
+07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
snick up v 07.02.01.06.02.OljOl.01.01 Bah!
sniff ,i,Vt & vi 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing,
Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
sniff at v 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing
sniffer n 07.02.0l.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing
sniffing aj 07.02.01.06.02.0l/01.02.02 Sniffing
sniffingly av W.02.01.06.02.OliOl.02.02 Sniffing
sniffy aj 07.0Z01.06.02.OliOl.02.02 Sniffing
snitch on (someone), have/get a Vt 07.02.01.03.01
Gnidge
snog n & vi 07.02.02.04.02)1.01 Love-bite
snogger a 07.0102.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
snogging a & if 07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
snood, lose one's v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
snooded if +07.02.04.02.01 Unmanied Woman
snoodge Vt +07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
snoodle v 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
snookums a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
snoot Vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
snootily av 07.02.01.06 Contempt
snooze with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
snoozing ken n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
snoozie Vt 07.02.02.04.01/03.01 Nuddlin&
vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
snort vi 07.02.0l.06.02.0l/0l.02.0l Snorting
sumter n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Atirsctiveness
snot a 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
snouch Vt 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
snout Vt 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
snout on, have a v 07.02.01.02 ifi-wili
snow bunny a 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
snowed over aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
snowman a +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
snubs in 07.02.0l.06.02.OliOl.01.01 Bali!
snudge vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
snuff a & vi 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing,
if 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
snuff at vi 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing
snuffer a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing
snuffing if 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing
snuffingly av 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing
snuffle vi 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02.02 Sniffing
snug vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
snuggle n Vt & vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snugglin
snuggle up/down vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
snuggly if 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
snurl (one's nose/nob) v 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful
Looks
snuzzle vi 07.02.02.04.01/03 Snuggling
so if 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
so busy I've had to put a man on to help ph
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
soandzo/so-and-so n (17.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
souls n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
*07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
sociable if 07.02.02.02.0 Friend
sociableneu n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
sociably av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
social a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
social evil a 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
social girl a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
social problem, the a +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
societe n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
society a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
socio(-)sexual aj (I) (+)7.0103.03 Sexuality
socius a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
sock n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
sock it to Vt 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
socket money n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
sock-lamb a 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
socking af 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
socratic if +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
socratize v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sod n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sod widow a 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
sodality a +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
Sodom a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sodomefroua if 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodometry a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomic if 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomist a & if 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomite n & if 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomiter a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomiteu a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomitic if 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomitical af 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomitically iv 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomiticalness a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomitish if 07.02.03.0103 Anal Sex
sodomitry a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomize Vt 07.0103.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomized aj 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomizing a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sodomy a 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
sofa lizard a 407.02.02.04.02/01.02 Necking
soft af 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
soft on/upon (a person), be v 07.02.02.05/02
Sentimental Love
soft on, be/go Vt 07.010102.02 Doting
soft spot for, have a Vt 07.02.02.02 Affection
soft-core if 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
softhead a 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
soft-hearted if 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
soft-beartedneu a 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
softness n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
soft pornography a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
Soho a 07.02.03.04.04/02 Red Light District
soil n & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
soiled dove a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
soixante-neuf a 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
solace a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
soldier's joy a 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
sole a & a) 07.02.04.02 Unmariiedness,
07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
solemnany a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
solemnization a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
solemnize v 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
Vt 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
solicit Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
107.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
!07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
solicitation a 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
solicitee a 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
solicitor n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
soliciting af 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
solicitress n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
solicitrix n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
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solid aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
solid with ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
solitary forms of sex ii +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
solitary irregularities n +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
solitary pleasures n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
solitary sex n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
solitary sin ii +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
solute aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
gesom aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
somebody/someone else n 07.02.02.05j01.03.01
Second Love
someone's huckleberry, be v 07.02.02.02.03
Friend,
*0702.02.0502 Sweetheart
something going (with someone), have v
07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
something to do with, have vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
son n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
son of a whore I n 07.02.03.03.05.03,02 ifiegitimacy
song and dance n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
sonny n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
sooterkin n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02 Mistress
sopcan n +07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
soppy aj 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
soppy on, be Vt 07.02.02.05102.01 Infatutation
sor-whore n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sorgiufu n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
sororal polygyny n 07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny,
*07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential Marriage
sozorate n 07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential Marriage
sororatic aj 07.02.04.05/11.01.01 Preferential
Marriage
sororize vi 07.02.02/04.02 Sisterly Love
sort n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
w 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
sort with/among/together Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02
Companion,
*07.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling Companion
sotadic aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
soblufu n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
soubaette n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sought, be v 07.02.02.02.03.02,01 Becoming
Companions,
07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
soul n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
soul(-)kiss n & Vt 07.02.02.04.02,01 French Kissing
soul-kissing n 07.02.02.04.02/01 French Kissing
souls n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
soupirint n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
sour on Vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike
sourly av 07.02.01.01 Dislike
souteneur n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
sovereign n 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
sow n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
sow one's wild oats v 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity
spader n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
spanish fly! is 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
spank Vt +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
spank the monkey/the salami v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
spank with the wife's best friend v
.i07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
spanker n +07.02.03.03.02101 Sado-Masochism
spanking is & aj +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-
Mahism
spars, (a bit of) 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
*07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spark n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
Vt & vi 07.0202.05.04 Courtship
sparking n 0702.02.05.04 Courtship,
*07.02.02.05.04101 Dating
sparling n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
sparrow n 07.021)2.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
speak vs 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
speak for v +07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
speak till v +07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
speak to Vt (+)07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
speaking terms, in aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend




is & aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
specialty is 07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.02.03.01 a Friend
specious adultery is +07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
speed, be one's v 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
spend vi 07.02.03.03.04/01.02 Orgasm
spend the night with Vt 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
spending! n 07.02.03.03.04,01.02 Orgasm,
07.02.03.03.04101.02.01 Ejaculation
spetous aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
spetuously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
spew Vt 1)7.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
sphere is 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
spice is +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
upider-caul n 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Fliit
spight is 07.02.01.03 Malice
spill Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape,
yr +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
spin is 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spinster is 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spinsterdom is 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spinsterhood n 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spinsterism is 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spinstership is 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spinstress is 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spinstry is 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
spinfry n 407.02.03.03.05102.01 Group Sex,
07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
spiritual is 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
spise Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
spit('c(ge)spittan) v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
vi 07.02.01 Hatred,
Vt & vi (*) 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.05 Spitting
spit (atjon/ln/against)<(ge)spittan (on) Vt
07.02.01.06.02.01,01.05 Spitting
spit in one's face v 07.02.01.06.02.01101.05 Spitting
spit 'venom/fire/poison v 07.02.01.03 Malice
spite, (a) is & v 07.02.01.03 Malice,
V & Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
Vt 07.02.01.03101 Malicious Deeds
spite at v 07.02.01.03 Malice
spite (one) v 07.02.01.03,01 Malicious Deeds
spiteful aj 07.02.01.03 Malice,
07.02.01.06 Contempt
spitefully av 07.02.01.03 Malice
spitefulness n 07.02.01.03 Malice
spiteoualy av 07.02.01.03 Malice
spiting is 07.02.01.03 Malice
spitish aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
spitous aj & av 07.02.01.03 Malice
spitously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
spity aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
splash is +07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
spleen, (a) is 07.02.01.03 Malice
splenial aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
splib(-de-wib) is +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
splice is & Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
splice (with) vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
spliced aj 407.02.04 Marriage
split n & vi 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04.08 Divorce
split-aria mechanic is 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
split beaver n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
split-tail is +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
split the cup vi +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloralion
split up vi 07.02.04.08 Divorce
splitsvslle n +07.02.04.08 Divorce
spoffskins n 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
spoil Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
701
spokesmate n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
spousal aj 07.0204.05 Wedding
sponsalia n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
spontaneous emiujon n +07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01
Ejaculation
spoon n +07.02.02.05/02.01 Infatutation,
W & vi 07.02.02.05102 Sentimental Love,
* vi 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
spoon the burick vi +07.021)2.05.05.01 Male Flirt
spooner n 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
spooniness n 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
spooning n 07.02.02.05j02 Sentimental Love,
* 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
spoons n 01.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love,
* 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
spoons with/on, be v 01.02.02.05/02 Sentimental
Love
spoony n & aj 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
spoony (on/upon) aj 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental
Love
sport n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent,




n & vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vi +071)2.03.04.01 Prostitution
sport for Jove n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sport-trap n +07.02.03.04.04/02 Red Light District
sport with vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sports n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
sporting girl/woman a 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
*07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sporting girl's manager n +07.02.03.04.04/01
Brothel Keeper
sporting goods a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
sporting(-)house n (^)7.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sporting section n *01.02.03.04.04,02 Red Light
District
sportive aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sportswoman a 01.021)3.04 Prostitute
sposa n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
*071)2 04 05 01 01 Bride
spose a 07.02.04.01 Spouse
sposo a 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
spousage a 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
01.02.04.04 Betrothal
spousage (of) a 07.02.04.04 Betrothal






spousally av 07.02.04.01 Spouse
spousals n 07.02.04.04 Betrothal




n & vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement,
v & Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
vt & vi 07.02.04.05,08.01 Giving in Marriage
spouse-bed n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
spouse-breach a 01.02.03.03.05.031)2 Adultery
spouse-break a & aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
spouse-breaker a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
spouse-breaking a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
spouse equivalent a +01.02.04/02 Cohabitation
spouse faith a 07.02.04.05,04.02 Marriage Vow
spouse-feast! a 07.02.04.05,06 Wedding Festivities
spouse-lost aj 07.02.04.07 Widow(er)
spoused n 07.02.04 Marriage,
aj 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
spousehead n 07.02.04 Marriage
spousehood n 07.02.04 Marriage
spouseless aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness,
01.02.04.07 Widow(er)
spouseship n +07.02.04.01 Spouse
spousess a 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
spousing a 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
spousing-band a 01.02.04.05104 Marriage Bond
spousing chamber I a 07.02.04.06.OliOl Wedding
Night
spousing cloth n 07.02.04.05i05.01 Wedding Canopy
spousing garment a 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
spousing girdle a 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
spousing gown a 07.02.04.05,05 Wedding Clothes
spousy a 07.02.04.01 Spouse
sprain one's ankle v 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01
Seduction of a Woman,
* 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
gesprmce aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
spreadeagle n 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
spring creak, make the vi *07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
springherder a .07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
sprunny a 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
spur Vt 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
spurcitious aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
spurcity a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
spurn(<(ge)spurnan) n 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting.
Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
spumed sf 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
spurnar n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
spurning n 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
aj 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
spurred aj 07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
spurring a *07.02.04.05,01.01 Banns
spurring penny a +07.02.04.05/01.01 Banns
spurrings a 01.02.04.05,01.01 Banns,
01.02.04.05,07 Wedding Bells
sputous ai 07.02.01.03 Malice
spntously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
squalor a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
square vt 07.02.02.02.03101 Making Friends,
vi 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
square broad a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
square-pusher a 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
square-pushing a 01.02.02.05.04,01 Dating
squaw a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
squaw-man n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
squawed ai 011)2.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
squdge Vt 01.02.021)4.01101 Huging
squeamish ai 07.02.01.04 Loathing
squeamishly av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
squeamous aj 01.02.01.04 Loathing
squeeze a 07.02.02.04.01/01 Hugging,
a & Vt 01.02.02.04/03 Squeering Hands,
Vt +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
squeezekin a 07.02.02.04,03 Squeezing Hands
'squeeze' technique a +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
squelch a 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
squelching a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
squiggle-eyed i 01.02.01.OljOl The Expression of
Dislike
squint at vi 07.02.01.01,01 The Expression of Dislike
squint on/upon vi 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful Looks
squire a +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
01.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
a & Vt 01.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
squire (1. const.) Vt 01.02.02.05.04,01 Dating
squire of dames/ladies n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuity,
071)2.03.04.03.01 Pimp
squire of the placket a 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
squirrel n +071)2.03.04 Prostitute
St. George a +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
stab Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
stab in the thigh Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
stable a 01.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp,
ai 01.02.02.02 Affection
stable-boss a +07.02.03.04.04,01 Brothel Keeper
stag, make (a husband) a v 01.02.03.03.05.03.02/01
Cuckold
stag film a 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
702
stag movie n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
stage-door Johnny n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass
stag's crest, make (a husband) wear the v
07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
stain vt 407.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmantal Sex





stale meat n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
stalk n 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
stalk the streets v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
stall Vt 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
stall whimper ! n 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 fllegitimacy




stallionize it vi 07.02.03.03.05.0 1 Male Promiscuity
stand n, v (+) & vi 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection,
v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
stand against Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing
stand for vt +07.02.04.05.02 Paranymph
stand good with v +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
stand to attention v +07.02.03.03.04101.01 Erection
stand up! Vt 07.02.02.05.04101 Dating,
vi 07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
stand up with Vt 07.02.04.05.02 Paranymph
standing position n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
star n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
star boarder n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01 Partner in
Nonmarital Sex
star of the line n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
stale n 07.02.04 Marriage
statutory offense n 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
statutoly rape n 07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
Stavin Chain n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
stay n +07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
steady n & aj 07.02.02.05.04/01.01 Going Steady
steady, go v 07.02.02.05.04/01.01 Going Steady
steal v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
steal a marriage v 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
stealing n +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
steamer n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
steamy! aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
steed ii +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
steer aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
step vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
step off the carpet v +07.02.04.05 Wedding
step out vi 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
step out on Vt 407.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
step out on the hustle vi +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
step out with Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
step up to Vt +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
stcpney n -,.07.02.03.04 Prostitute
stepper n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
steppin' ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
steps, take v +07.02.04.08 Divorce
stern-wheeler n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
stew n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
*07.02.03.04.03.02 Bawd,
07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
stew for beans v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
stew-holder n +07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
stew(-)house n (^)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
stewpot n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
stew-side n 07.02.03.04.04,02 Red Light District
stewed aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
stewish aj 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
stews n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sthreal/sthreel n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
stick n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
stick, give vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
stick it on Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
stick it to Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
stickup v 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
stickman n ^07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
sticky end, come to a v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
sticky palms n +07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
stiff aj +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
stiff and stout, the n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
stiffen vi +07.02.03.03.04j01.01 Erection
stink vi 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
stink in one's nostrils vi 07.02.01.04.01
Loathsomeness
stink(y)-finger n +07.02.02.04iO4.01 Sexual
Caressing
stinker n 407.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
stir one's stew v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
stive n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
stoat n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
stodge Vt 07.02.01.04,02 Loathing for Food




stomachful aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
stomaching aj 07.02.01.02 ifi-will
stone aj 07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
stone (up) in the ear, take a v 07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
stoned aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
stool of the scorner n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
stoop v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
stoop one's body to pollution v +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nomnarital Sex
storge n 07.02.02.02/01 Natural Affection
storm and strife n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
Storyville n 407.02.03.04.04,02 Red Light District
stracung n 07.02.02.04101 Stroking
straddle Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
straight n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
I n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.01 Heterosexuality,
aj +07.02.03.03.05102 Swinging,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
straight-gay aj +07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
straik Vt 07.02.02.04/01 Stroking
strain Vt 07.02.02.04.01,01 Hugging
strain to one's bosom/heart/etc. Vt
07.02.02.04.01/01 Hugging
strait aj 07.02.02.04.01/01 Hugging,
aj & av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
straitly av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
strange (from/of) Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
strange woman n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
stranger Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
strapping n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
straw for, am 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 BahI
stxawgirl n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
stray n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
stray one's affections vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
streel n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
street, the n +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
street girl n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
street tricking n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
street-walker ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
slreet(-)walking n & aj 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
street(s), the n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
streets, be on the v 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
streets, go into the v +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
streets, go on the v 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
stricken aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
strict aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
strictness n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
strike Vt 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.02.03.02.01,01 Making Acquaintance
strike out v +07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
strike the pink match v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
703
striker n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
string n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
string along with vi 07.02.02.(2.03.02t02 Travelling
Companion
stringer n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
strip I aj & vi 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
strip-tease I n, aj & vi 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
strip-teaser I n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
sirip-teueusel n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
strip-teasing! n & aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
stripper I n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
strippeuse! n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
strive vi 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
striver n 07.02.O2.O5.04j01 Dating
stroke(<stracian) n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vi 07.02.02.04,01 Stroking,
-*07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
stroke book n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
stroke house n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
stroke off v -*07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
stroke one's beef v -*07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
stroke one's poker v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
stroke the dog v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
stroli n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
stroli, on the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
strong aj +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
strong of friends/friendship aj 07.02.02.02.03
Friend
strop it v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
strop one's beak v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
struck on/up, be v 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
struggle and strife n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
strum n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
strump it vi 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
struinpely n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
strumpet n, aj & vi 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
strumpet it vi 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
strumpethood n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
strunipetier n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
sfrumpeting n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
strumpetly aj & av 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
strumpetocracy n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
strumpetry n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
strumpet-wise av 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sfrumpthunaper ii +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
stuck on, be vi 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love






studbroad n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
study n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
vi +07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
stuff n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
vi 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
stuff bit of n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
stump-jump v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
stunner I n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
stuprate vi 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape.
stuprated aj 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
stupration n +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
stupre n & vi 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
stuprous aj 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
sty n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
style n 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
suaviate vi 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
suavitation n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
suavitude n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
suayasnuara n 07.02.04.05,01 Wedding Ceremonies
subagitatc v (+) & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
subagitation n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
subagitatory aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
subarrhation n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
subcontracted, be v 07.02.04.03j01 Pie-engagement
subdue to one's will vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sublimate! vi & vi 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sublimation I ai 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sublimations I n 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
sublimatoryl ai 07.02.03.03 Sexuality
submission n +07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
submissive n +07.02.03.03.02,01 Sado-Masochism
submit! v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
suburb n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
suburb sinner I n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
succubus n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
suck it, vi & vi 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
in 07.02.01.06.02.01Vl.01.01 Balil
suck face v +07.02.02.04.02/01 French Kissing
suck off vi 07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
sucker n +0702.03.02.02 Oral Sex
sucket n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
sucking n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex	 -
suckler n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
sue vi & vi 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
vi 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
sufficiently av 07.02.01.06 Contempt
sugar n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
sugar bowl n -07.02.03.03.05.03101.02.01 Kept
Mistress
sugar daddy n 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.01 Kept
Mistress,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
sugar bill n +07.02.03.04.04 BrotheL
+07.02.03.04.04/02 Red Light District
sugared ai 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
suggestive ai 07.02.03.03.0301 Risquéness
suggestiveness ii 07.02.03.03.03/01 Risquéness
suit ii, vi & vi 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
suit with, in av 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
suiterer a 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
suiting a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
suitor a, vi & vi 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
suitorin; a & s/ (I) 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
suitorship n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
suifress a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
sukebind a 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
sullage a 07.02.03.03.05,01.01 Defilement
sullen ai 07.02.01.02 ifi-will
sultan n 07.02.03.03.05.03,01.02.02 Harem
sultana a 07.02.03.03.05.03i01.02 Mistress
sultana 9ueen a 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress





summer('s) bird n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02101 Cuckold
summertime ho a 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
sunbeamy 4 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
Sunday girl n -*07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sundorcybbu a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
*07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
sundorwine a 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
sunshine n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
sunu n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
super-sexed 4 +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
supersexual aj 07.02.03.03.04.0 1 Over-sexedness
supine position a +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
supporter a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
407.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
suppress vi 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
supprise vi 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
sur6urbian 4 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
sure aj 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
sure thing a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
sured, be v 07.02.04.03 Engagement
suring a 07.02.04.03 Engagement
surrogate partner n +07.02.03.03,01.01 Sexual
Problems
Sussex crest a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
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suttee! n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
sutteeism ! n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
Suzic Wong n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Svengali n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
swain n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
swain it vi 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
swaineu n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
swaining n 07.02.02.05i02 Sentimental Love
swainish aj 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
swainling n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
swap n & Vt 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
swap spit v +07.02.02.04.02/01 French Kissing
swap swap v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
await aj 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
swarthy aj 07.02.01.02 fl-will
iwayazn-bara/-var n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
(ge)sws aj 07.02.02 Love,
* 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
*07.02.02.01/01 Favourite,
* 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
swslic aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
(ge)swrslice av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
(ge)swrsnes n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
geswrucipe n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
sweat(-)hog n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
Swedish n -,07.02.03.03.02i01 Sado-Masochism
Swedish culture n +07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
sweet(cswete) n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality,
*07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
n & aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
n (*) & aj 07.02.02.01.02.01 Tenns of Endearment
sweet on/upon, be vt 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
sweet back/sweetback n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
sweet cream lady n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sweet daddy n +07.02.02.05.01 Lover
sweetheart n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
07.02.03.03.05.03i01 Partner in Nomnarital Sex,
Vt & vi 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
* vi 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
sweethearter n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
sweethearting n & aj 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
sweet kid n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
sweeting n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
sweetkin n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
sweetling n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment.
sweet-love n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
sweet mama n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
sweet man n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04.03.0 1 Pimp
sweetmeat n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
sweet music n 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
*07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sweet nothings n 07.02.02.01.02 The Expression of
Love,
* 07.02.02.05/02 Sentimental Love
sweet papa n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept
Mistress
sweet patootie n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
sweetpea n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
sweet potato pie n +07.02.02.03.OLO1.01
Attractiveness
sweet sixteen aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
sweet(-)ta]k n 07.02.02.01.02 The Expression of
J_ove,
' +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
sweetest n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
sweetia n 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness,
*07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
I 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
sweetie-pie n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
sweetikin n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent
sweetly av 07.02.02.02 Affection
sweets n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
swell's ken n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
sweordgeniôla n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
swicol 4 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
swicollic aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
swill trough n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
swim underwater to get away from/dodge it, have
to vi 407.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
swim with, in the dV 07.02.02.02.03.02dY2
Travelling Companion
swing vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
*07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
swing both ways v 07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
swing with Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
swinge Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
swinge-bow n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
swinger n 07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
swinging n & ai 07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
swingle n 07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
swish n & v (+) 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
swishy n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
switch v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
switch-hitter n 07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
switch-hitting n 07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
swive ii, Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
swiver n 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates,
* 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
* 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
swiving n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
sword-brother n 07.02.02.02.03.02/07 Comrade
swords' points, at av 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
swordsman n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
+07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis,
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
sworn brother n 07.02.02,04.01 Brotherly Love
symmetrical marriage n +07.02.04 Maniage
sympatheal af 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
sympathy n 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
synbxyne n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
syndyasmian aj 07.02.04 Marriage
ayneisaktic ai 407.02.04.06.01 Consummation
syneiaaktism n +07.02.04.06.01 Consummation
syngamical di 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
synluat n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
synn n 07.02.01 Hatred
synodite n 07.02.02.02.03.02,02 Travelling
Companion
T
tack Vt 07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
ta.ckhead n 407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tackle n (+)O7.02.03.03.O5.03j01.02 Mistress




n & Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tail, get some vi 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tail, piece of I n 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded
Sexually,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
tail chaser n +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
tail-twisting n 07.02.01.03 Malice
take ii 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
v 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vi 07.02.02.03.01101 Acquired Taste
take a bit from Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
take advantage of Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
take a fall v 07.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
take a fancy for/to Vt 07.02.02.03.01/01 Acquired
Taste
take a liberty vi +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
take and give v +07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
take a risk vi +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
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take a running jump v 07.02.01.06.02.OliUl.0l.O1
Bah!
take a shine to Vt 0702.02.03.01/01. Acquired Taste
take a slice vi .07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteiy
take a stone (up) in the ear v 07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
take (a) toy at vt 07.02.01.01 Dislike
take care vs +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
take eyes at Vt +07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
take in fancy work VI 407.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
take in hand Vt +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
take in marriage Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
take (something) in vain Vt 07.02.01.06/Ui
Contemning
take it any way v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
take it in the
biscuit/brown/can(etta)/keister/prait/round-eye v
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
take it up the srse/butl/(poop-)chute v
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
take kindly to Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
take liberties vi +07.02.03.05.01 Sexual Harassment
take (someone's) maidenhead! vi
07.02.03.03.05.02.0 1 Defloration
take on Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
take on some backs v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
take on with v 07.02.02.02.03.0201 Becoming
Companions,
Vt 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
take one's meat out of the basket v
+07.02.03.03.02/03 Exhibitionism
take one's name away vi +07.02.03.03.05.03
Nonmarital Sex
take out Vt +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
take pleasure with Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
take quaintance of v 07.02.02.02.03.02.01/01
Making Acquaintance
take repast v 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
take scorn v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
take scorn at Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
take step. v +07.02.04.08 Divorce
take tea with v 01.02.01.05.01 Hostility
take the mantle and the ring vi 07.02.04.07.01
Widow
take to Vt 07.02.02.03.01/01 Acquired Taste
take to bed Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
take to matrimony Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
take to one's bosom vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
take to icornin v 01.02.01.06.02 Scorn
take under one s protection Vt
+07AY2.03.03.05.Oi,ol.02.01 Kept Mistress
take up v 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
take up with Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends,
01.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
taken in hand aj +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
taken in love, be v 01.02.02.05/01 Falling in Love
taken (with) aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
taker is +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
taking aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
takingly av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
takingness n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
talak is 07.02.04.08 Divorce
talent is 07.02.01.02 ill-will,
407.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
talent-spotting n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
talk business v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
talk with Rosy Palm and her five.little sisters v
+07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
ta]kable aj 01.02.02.02.03 Friend
tall, dark and handsome! is & aj
07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tallyman is 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
tallywoman is 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
tame cat is 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
tarntart n +07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
tan trucker n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
tanti in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
tap Vt +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
tapette n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
tar-box n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness







vs 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
tart ((a)round) vi 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
tartish if 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
tartlet is 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
tasty is & aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
taste v(t) (+)01.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
taste (for) is 07.02.02.03 Liking
taste of Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
taste (someone's) body Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
taste (someone's) tongue v 407.02.02.04.02/Ui
French Kissing
tasty ai +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tat n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
taunt v 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful Language
tauntingly av 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
tavern-fellow is 07.02.02.02.03.02/04 Table
Companion
TA widow I is 07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
taxi drinker n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
(ge)trlan v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
*07.02.01.06/01 Contemning,
* 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
tolend is 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
tzlere is 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
tolhleahtor is 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.02 Scornful
Laughter
tchotchke is 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tea is +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tea with, tike v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
tea-hound is 07.02.02.05.05.01/02 Poodle-faking
team eream is +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
tear off a piece of asic/as. v +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
tearoom is +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
teaser is 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt
technical virgin n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
technique is 07.02.03.02 Sexual Aihleticism
t.cnolater a 07.02.02.01/Ui Favourite
tccnolatry a 07.02.02.01/Ui Favourite
teddy bear is 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
teddy-bearish aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
teem vi 07.0102.05/01 Falling in Love
teen<teona n 07.02.01.02 ifi-will,
07.02.01.03 Malice
teenful aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
teeny aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
teknolater a 07.02.02.01/Ui Favourite
tell scorn v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
temple ostitute is +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
tempt v 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
temptress is 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
tendencies, have v 01.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
tender is 07.02.02.02 Affection,
is () & di 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness,
ai 07.02.02.01 Loved One
tenderance is 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tender bit is +01.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
tender-eyed aj 07.02.02.02.02 Doting
tenderful ai 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tenderfully av 07.02.02.02 Affection,
*07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tender-heart n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tender-hearted aj (+)07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tender-heartedness is 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tender loving care n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tenderly av 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tenderness n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tendre a 07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
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tendreuc n 07.02.02.02 Affection,
07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
tenements to let n 407.02.04.07.01 Widow
ten o'clock girl n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
tentiginous aj 07.02.03.03.04104 Aphrodisiac,
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
tentigo n 07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection,
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
teon- *teen-
teona n 07.02.01 Haired,
* 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
teonhete n 07.02.01 Haired,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice
terse! n 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
terce land! n 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
tercer ! n 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-riht
Tess Tuppence n 907.0103.04 Prostitute
test the mattress vi *07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tetraganly n 07.02.04/01.01.05 Quadrigamy,
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
t&e-l-tête aj & av 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
flail n 407.0103.04 Prostitute
that kind aj 407.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
that wu aj 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
that way aj I (+)07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
that way (about)! af 07.02.02.05/0101 Infatutation
that way inclined! aj 07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
thelyjththonc af 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
there a no love lost between them ph 07.02.01
Hatred,
07.02.02/02 Mutual Love
thermal aj 07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
thespian n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
thick aj 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
thick an inkle weavers, u aj 07.02.02.0103.01
Close Friend
thick with ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
thigh-fuck Vt +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
thigh-fuckery n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
thing for, have a v 407.02.02.05 Amorous Love
thing (with someone), have a v 07.02.02.05.03/01
Love Affair
think cit) scorn v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
think of (a person) v 07.02.04.05/09.01 Mr/Miss
Right
think scorn v 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
think scorn (+inf) Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
think scorn of Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
third sex, the n +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
third sexer n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
thoral if 07.02.04.06.01101 Wedding Night
thore n 07.0104.06.01/01 Wedding Night
thoroughbred n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
thoroughbred black n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
tbowleu aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
tbowlessneu n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
thread Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
three dollar bit n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
three-legged beaver n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
three letter man n +07.0203.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
three-penny upright n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
three-way deal n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
three-way girl n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
threesome n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
thrill and chill n 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
thrill dame n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
throw v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
throw a bop into Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
throw a buttonhole on Vt +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
throw a leg over Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
throw a sheep's eye upon vt 07.02.0105.05/0l
Flirtatious Looks
throw at heel(s) v 07.02.01.06.02.02 Slighting
throw eyes at Vt +07.02.02.05.05/01 Flirtatious
Looks
throw oneself at v 07.02.02.05.05.02 Female Flirt,
* 07.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
throw (oneself) away Vt 07.02.04.05/09.03
Misalliance
throw oneself into the urns of v
07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
throw over v +07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair
throw the handkerchief v 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
thrown at, be v 07.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
thrum Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
thucke n 07.02.01.03 Malice
thump Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
thump one's pumper v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
thunder chicken n 907.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
tib n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress,
*07.0103.04 Prostitute
tick n & vi 07.0102.04/02 Patting
tick and toy vi 07.02.02.04/02 Patting
tickets on, have the Vt 07.02.02.03 Liking
ticking n 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
tickle if 07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal,
07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac,
Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tickle one's pickle v i-07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
tickle(-)tail n (-t-X)7.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
tickle your fancy n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
tickling n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
tiddle Vt 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering,
* 07.02.02.04 Caressing
tiddlingly av 07.02.02.02.02/01 Pampering
tidling ii 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
*07.02.02.01/01 Favourite,
*0702.02.0202/0101 Pet
tie Vt & Vi 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
tie a knot with the tongue that cannot be
undone/untied with the teeth v +07.02.04.05
Wedding
tie in with v +07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
tie the knot v +07.02.04.05 Wedding,
07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
tie up Vt 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies,
*07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
tie up with v +07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
($e)tleman v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
hifing n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tiger n 07.0103.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
tight if 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
tiht with ph +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
Tijuana bible n 407.02.03.03.03 Pornography
tillage n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tillicum n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
tilmodig af 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
time to, give the Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
time with, make Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a
Pass,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tin-plate n -*07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
-*07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
tine (one's) maidenhe.A! v 07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
tip v 407.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair,
v & Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
tip out v +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
tip the velvet v +07.02.02.04.02/01 French Kissing
tired af 407.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
tit n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
tit and us magazine n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
titmag n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornngraphy
tit magazine n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
tit man n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tit show n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
tits and us/sue if 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
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fits and bum aj 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
tittio-oggie/titty-oggy n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
Little vi 07.02.02.02.02i01 Pampering,
* 07.02.02.04 Caressing
tittuj, n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
TLC n 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
to-melt vi 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
to one's mind aj 07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
to wifecto wife av 07.02.04.05.01.01 Bride	 wi1è
toad n 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
toadish aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
toady aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
tocher n & Vt 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
tochered aj 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
tocherleu aj 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
toe queen n +07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
toe rag n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
toe-rigger n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
toffee ration n +07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
toffer n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
togdre av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
togeefnan v 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
togeblytto n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
together(s) av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
tolcetung n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
tolihole n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
tom n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
v +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
torn (it) around vi 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
tomahawk n 07.02.01.03.01 Grudge
tomato n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tomboy n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
407.02.03.04 Prostitute
tomcat p (+) & vi 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
v +07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
torncatting n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
tomming n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution




tomrii n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
Tom Ty1erflilar n 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-
pecking
tongue v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
tongue bath n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
tongue lash v 407.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
tongue pie n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
tongue sushi n t07.02.02.04.02j01 French Kissing
tonk n 07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
v 407.02.03 Sexual intercourse
toothache p +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
toothsome aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
tootj-frooti n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
toots n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
+07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheait
tootsie n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tootsie-roll n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tootsie(-wootsic)/tootsy(-wootsy) ! n
07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
top Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
top on aj +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
top of get on vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
top, go over the v +07.02.04.05 Wedding
top diver n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
topgallant n 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
top (man) n +07.02.03.03.0201 Sado-Masochism
top sergeant n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
top-shelf magazine n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
tops with, come in Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
torch-carrying n 07.02.02.05/01.02.01 Willow-
wearing
torch of hymen n +07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
torngeniöla n 07.02.01 Hatred,
* 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
tolyne n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
TOS n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
tosh n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
av 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
toss(-)off p (+) & vi (I) 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
tote vi 07.02.02.02.03.02102 Travelling Companion
totem exogamy n 07.02.04.05/11 Exogamy
Lottie n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
I 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
touch n & vi 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
yr 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
touch till vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
touch up v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
+07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse,
vi 07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
touching-up n 07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
Louse vi 07.02.02.04,04.01 Sexual Caressing
tousle vi 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
tout p 407.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
tow (with), in av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
towardliness n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
towardly aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
toweorOian v 07.02.02/01 Great Love
town, go v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
town, on the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
town bicycle n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
town bike n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
town bucket n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
town(-)bull p (^)07.02.03.03.05.Ol Male
Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
town-miss p 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
town pump n -.0702.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
town punch n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
town-woman n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
toy n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing,
n & vi 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
toy at, take (a) vi 07.02.01.01 Dislike
toy boy n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
toyer p 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
toying n & aj 0702.02.05.05 Flirtation
toyingly! av 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
toyish aj (+)07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation,
toyous aj 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
toys n 407.02.03.02101 Sex Aids
toy.ome aj 07.02.02.05.05 Flirtation
trabajadno n +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
track n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
track with vi .07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
tracture n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
trade p 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
*07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
trade, in the ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
trade, piece of n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
trade, the n 407.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
+07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
trader n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
traffic n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
traffic with v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
trail n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
tramp n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
trample (down/wider foot) vi 07.02.01.06.02.02/01
Trampling on
trample (up)on vi 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
trance vi 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
transsexual! n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.04 Transsexuality
transsexualism I n 07.02.03.03.01.04 Transsexuality
tranasexualist I n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.04
Transsexuality
transsexuality ! n 07.02.03.03.01.04 Transsexuality
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fransvert Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman
transvest yr 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
transvestic! aj 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
tranivesticism ! ii 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
transveitism n 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
transvestist n & aj 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
transvestite I n & aj 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
transvestitic! aj 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
transvestitism! ,i 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
transvestitist! ii 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
trapan n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
trapeze artist n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
travel with vt -.07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
travestiment ii 07.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
treacle-moon n 07.02.04.06.01/02 Honeymoon
tread! Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tread one's foot awry/(one's) shoe amiss/one's
shoe awry/the shoe awry v 07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
treadle n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
treasure n 07.02.02.01 Loved One,
07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
vt 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
treasure, give up one's v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
treat ii 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
tree-root n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
getregian v 07.02.01.06 Contempt,
Vt 07.02.01.04 Loathing
treow- *tnle-
treowge6ofta n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
trespass Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
trial of (someone's) manhood n +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
triangle n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex,
07.02.03.03.05.03.02102 Ménage I Trois
tribade n 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
tribadism I n 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality
tribady n 07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality




trick, do the vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
trick flick n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography




tricks, play vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
trigamist n 07.0104/01.01.04 Tngamy
trigamous aj 07.02.04/01.01.04 Trigamy
trigamy n 07.02.04,01.01.04 Trigamy,
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
trim n (!) & v (+) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
trinklet n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
trip to the moon ii +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
tripe, bit of n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
trobriand position n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athieticism
troilhsm I ii 07.O2.03.03.05ì02.Ol Group Sex
troilist! aj 07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
trois, las n +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
trojan n +07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
trolley (and truck) n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
trollin' ph +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
trollop ii 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
trolly(-mog) ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
trooper n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
trot n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
trot out Vt 0702.02.05.04/01 Dating
troth Vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement
troth-contracted aj 0702.04.03 Engagement
troth-plight n aj & Vt 07.02.04.03 Engagement
troth-plight ring n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
troth-plighting ft 07.02.04.03 Engagement
troth-ring ii 07.02.04.03 Engagement
frothed aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
frothing ii & aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
trotter n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
trotting n 07.02.0105.04/01 Dating
trouble n 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
trouble and strife ii 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
trousseau n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
trout n (^)07.02.02.02.03.01,02 Confidante
truant with one's bed vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
Irub n 7.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
truck vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
truck driver n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.03.03.01.0102 Female Homosexuality
true aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery




true-love knot n 07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
true lover's knot ft 07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
true-love's knot n 07.02.02.05/04 Love Tokens
bug n 07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
trugging(-)house n (^)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
frugging(-)place n (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
trugmallion n 07.0103.04 Prostitute
trull n (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute
trully n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
trumpery n -,-07.02.03.04 Prostitute
truptin 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
trustee ft 07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
trusty trojan n +07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
trusty trout n +07.02.02.02.03.01/02 Confidante
but in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 BahI
truth n & v 07.02.04.03 Engagement
Iruthing n 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
try Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
try-out marriage n +07.02.04 Marriage
try to get even v +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
TS aj +07.02.03.03.01.04 Transsexuality
tsatske n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
tutskeleh ii 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Allractiveness
tube n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
tube of meat n 407.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erction
tuck n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
tucker-up n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 Mistress
tug vi 07.02.02.05.05/02 Amorous Struggling
tugging n 07.02.02.05.05/02 Amorous Struggling
tub in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
tumble n 1* 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
I n & Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
Vt 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing
tumble, give a Vt 07.0103 Sexual Intercourse
tumble, give (someone) a Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
tumble, have a vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
tumbler n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
tumescence n +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
tup n (OED & +) & Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01
Cuckold,
v (+), Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
top-me-upright n +07.0103.04 Prostitute
tupped aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.0 1 Defloration
tripping I ii 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
turd-burgier ii +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
turd-packer n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
turf ii 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
turf, get out on the vi 407.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
turf, on the ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
Turk n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality,
+07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
turkey gruel ii 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
turking n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse




* 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution *trick
turn (against) Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
turn an honest penny v +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
turn off v +07.02.02.05.03,01 Love Affair,
Vt +07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac,
07.02.04.05/08 Relationship by Marriage
turn on v +07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal,
Vt 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
turn Out V +07.02.03.03.05O2.01.01 Gang-banging
turn out upon the streets v +07.02.03.04.01
Prostitution
turn the/one's head vt 07.02.02.05/02.01 Infaliitation
turn(-)up n (+)07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
V 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
W +07.02.03 Sexual lntezouurse
turn up (one's nose) v 07.02.01.06.02.01 Scornful
Looks
turquoise n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
turtle n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent,
*07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
turtle-billing aj 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
turtle-dove n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
Vt 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
turtle-doveism n 07.02.02.04iO4 Amorous Caressing
turtle-dovery n 07.02.02.05.03/01.01 Liaison
turtle it v 07.02.02.04,04 Amorous Caressing
turtle-like aj 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
turtling n 07.02.02.04/04 Amorous Caressing
tush n & in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
tushing n 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bah!
tusk n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
tilt Vt 07.02.01.06.02.01,01.01.01 Bah!
tutoiement n 07.02.02.02.03.02.01 Acquaintance
tutoyant af 07.02.0202.03.01 Close Friend
tutting ii 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!,
07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01 Scornful Language
TV n 407.02.03.03.02 Fetishism
twang vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
twank n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
twink one's wire V +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
twattle vi 07.02.02.04 Caressing
tweak n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
n & vi 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.04.01 Tweaking
tweak one's twinkle v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
twi-wiThig n 07.02.04/01.01.03 Bigamy
twiddling oneself n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
twidget n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
*07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
twigger n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
twihmod aj 07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
twilight personality ii +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
twilight world, the n +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
twin n 07.02.04.01 Spouse
twin soul n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
twine n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
twinkle n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
twish in 07.02.01.06.02.01/Ol.01.01 Bah!
twist n .i07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female Homosexuality,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
two-backed aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
two-backed beast n 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
two-backed game n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
two-bit hustler n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
two-bit whore ii *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
two(-)by(-)four a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
two fingers a 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.04 Contemptuous
Gestures
two handed put a +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
two-handed put, play at vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
two on one a +07.02.03.03.05/02.01 Group Sex
two-time Vt & vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adulteay
two-way ghee a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
two-way man a +07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
twofer a *07.02.03.04 Prostitute
twopenny uwight a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
twos v 07.02.02.05.0401 Dating
twosing a 07.02.02.05.04101 Dating
twosome a 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
(ge)tyhtan v 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
tyhten a 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
I,
(ge)peodan v 07.02.02.02.03i01 Making Friends
eodfeond a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
gepeodlic aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
*07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
gepeodnes n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
(ge)eodrnden a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,-
*07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
(ge)ieodscipe n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
gepofta a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
ge4ioftscipe a 07.0202.02.03.02 Companion
(ge)poffrrden a 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
Drihmed aj 07.02.04,01.01.04 Trigamy
proh a 07.02.01.03 Malice
Durls6 aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
U
ug vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
vi 07.02.01.04,01 Horror
Uganda a +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
Ugandan discussions n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ugged aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
ugging a 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
ugliness a 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
ugsomc aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
ugsomely av 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
ugsomeness a 07.02.0 1.04 Loathing
uhtscea6a a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
ulcered aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
ulcerous aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
ultrasadistic aj +07.02.03.03.02/01 S ado-Masochism
umbeclap vi 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
umbefold vi 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
umbfold vi 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
umgripe Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
unadorcd aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
unaffectionate aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
unaffiaaoed aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
unaffied aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
unalienated af 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
unalyfed aj 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
unalyfedlice av 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
unalyfednes a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unalyfendlic if 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarilal Sex
unamiable if 07.02.02 Love,
07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
unatonable aj 07.02.01.05.02.01.01 Irreconciliation
unatoned aj 07.02.01.05.02.0 1.01 Irreconciliation
unattached aj +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair,
07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
unbin aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unbeloved aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
unbenevolent if 07.02.01.02 fll-wiU
unbenign aj 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
unbenignaat if 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
unbenignity a 07.02.01.02 ifi-wili
unbemgnly iv 07.02.01.02 Ill-will
unbequeathed if 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
unbestowed af 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
unbetrothed aj 07.02.04.03 Engagement
unbeweddod af 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
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unbispused aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
unblibe if 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unchaghe n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
uncharmed aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
uncharming if 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
unchaste if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unchastely av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unchuteneu n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unchastity n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unchilied if 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
unclien-	 uncIean-
unclienlice av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unclieno n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
(ge)unclansian v 07.02.03.03.05101.01 Defilement
uncliensung n 07.02.03.03.05101.01 Defilement
uncle n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
unclean- wuncjn-
unclean<unclrne if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
uncleanliness n 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity






uncleansedness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unclear aj 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unclog the pipes v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
uncomfortable vi +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
unconciliable aj 07.02.01.05.02.01.01 Irreconciliation
unconciliated aj 07.02.01.05.02.01.01 Irreconciliation
unconjunctivc aj 07.02.04.05/09.01.01
Marriageableness
unconstant aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
uncontemned if 07.02.0106.01 Contemptedness
unconteinnedly if 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
uncontinent if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
uncontinently iv 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
uncontrscted if 07.02.04.03 Engagement
uncorn n 01.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
uncovering the nakedness of n +01.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
uncuckolded aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
uncu6 if 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
* 01.02.01.05.01 Hostility
uncublice iv 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
undear if 07.02.02.01 Loved One
under one's skin, get v +07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
under-sexed aj 07.02.03.03.04.02 Undex-sexedness
under the house, go v +07.02.0302.02 Oral Sex
undercover man n 407.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
underfocunderfon Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making
Friends
underfong Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
underliking n 07.02.02.03 LIking
underput n 07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 MIstress
underputter n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
underwear n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
underweight n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
undetesting if 01.02.01.04 Loathing
undinisni if 407.02.03.03.01.04 Transsexuality
undivorceable ii 01.02.04.08 Divorce
undivorcing ii & aj 07.02.04.08 Divorce
undo Vt 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman.
+07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmantal Sex
undoer n 07.0202.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a
Woman
undowered if 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
uneasy aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unengaged if 07.02.04.03 Engagement
unengaging if 070202.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
unei'otic aj +07.02.03.03.04/04 Aphrodisiac
unestranged aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
unfah if 01.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
unfaithful if (^)07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
unfaithfulneu n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
unfavourable if 07.02.0 1.05 Unfriendliness
unfavourably iv 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unfavourite af 07.02.01.01 Dislike
unfiele aj 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
unfoed ij 01.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
unforgifen if 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
unforhiefednes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unfortunate n & if (+) 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
unfortunate (woman/female) n 07.02.03.04
Prostitute
unfraternal if 07.02.02104.01 Brotherly Love
unfreond-	 wifriend
unfreeze vi 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
wifriend n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
* 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
Vt 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel
unfriendfully iv 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unfriendlily iv 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unfriendliness n 07.02.0 1.05 Unfriendliness
unfriendly(cunfreondlice) if * 01.02.01.05.01
Hostility,
07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
if & iv 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unfriendahip n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unfri6 n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
unfri8tlota n 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
unfriôhers n 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
unfribland n 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
unfribmann n 07.02.01.05.01.0l/01 Enemy in War
unfribscip n 07.02.01.05.01.01,01 Enemy in War
unfucked if +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-sexedness
ungerwed if 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
ungecyndlic if 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
ungehealdsum af 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
ungehealdaunilice iv 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
ungehealdsunrnes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
ungenital if +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
ungesibb if 07.02.0 1.05 Unfriendliness.
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
ungebwierlic if 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
ungiven if 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
ungracious if 01.02.01.01 DislIke
unhappily iv 07.02.01.03 Malice
unhiemed if 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
unhealthy if +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
wihold(cunhold) n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
if 01.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
unhonest if 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
07.02.03.03.03 Pornography,
07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unhonestly iv 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unhostile af 01.02.01.05.01 Hostility
unhusbanded if 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
unhyldo n 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness,
* 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
unicorn n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
union a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
uniuht ii 07.02.01.05.02.01.01 Irrecondiliation
unite Vt O7.02.04.05,V1 Wedding Ceremonies,
07.02.04.05104 Marriage Bond,
vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
uniwine n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
unkindly if 07.02.01.03 Malice,
01.02.02.02/01 Natural Affection
unknown to man/woman if
407.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 VIrginity
unlawful if +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
unleof if 01.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
07.02.02.01 Loved One *unlief
unlief if 07.02.01.01 DislIke 'unleof
un(e)1ifed if 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
unlike vi 07.02.02.03 Liking
unlik(e)able if 07.02.01.01 Dislike
unliked if 07.02.01.01 Dislike
unliking n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
unline yr 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
unload v 407.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
unloathlngly iv 07.02.01.04 Loathing
unlov(e)able if 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
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unloved aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
unlovelineu n 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
unlovely aj & av 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
unloverlike aj 07.02.02.05.01 Lover
unloving n 07.02.02 Love
unlovingly av 07.02.02 Love
unlovingneu n 07.02.02 Love
unlust n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
geunlustien v 07.02.01.04 Loathing
nnm.id Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
unmaiden n & Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
unmaidening n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
unniaidenlike aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
unmaidenlineu n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defioration
unmaidenly aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration





unmarried, (the) n & aj 07.02.04.02 Umnarriedness,
aj 407.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
unmarried bliu n +07.02.04.02 Unmarnedness
unmairy Vt & VI 07.02.04.08 Divorce
unmarrying af 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
unmated aj 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
unmating aj 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
unmatrimonial af 07.02.04 Marriage
unmodest aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unmodestly av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unmodesty n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unnatural aj +01.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+01.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
407.02.03.03.02/02.02 Bestiality
unnatural crime n 407.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
unnatural filth n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
unnatural practice n t-07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
unpiatonically av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
unpleasant aj 07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unportioned aj 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
unpromised af 07.02.04.03 Engagement
unpioper aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unpure aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unpureneu n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unracked af 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity












unrihtfeoung n 07.0101 Hatred
unrihtgewill n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
unrihthrman v 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex,
* 07 02.04/02 Cohabitation
unrihthunidere n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
unrihthmed n 07.02.03.03/01 Perversion,





unrihthrmend n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
unrihthmnere n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
unrihthrmeb n 01.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
unrihtlust n 01.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
unrihtwif n 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
unrihtwifung n 07.02.04/02 Cohabitation
unrihtwillnung n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
unrinsed if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unromantic aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
unsafe aj 407.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticisin
unsafe sex ii +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
unsafely iv +07.0103.02 Sexual Athieticism
unsaught<unseht n & if 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
unsaughtly iv 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
unsaughtness<unsehtnes ii 07.02.01 Haired
unsavoury if 07.02.01.01 Dislike
unscamfulnes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unscorned af 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
mscomful if 01.02.01.06.02 Scorn
unscornfully iv 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
unscornfulnou n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
unseduced! aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
un.eht- *unsaught-
unsex Vt +07.02.03.03 Sexuality
uniexual I if 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
unsibb ii 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.05 Unfriendliness
unsideful if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unsidu n 01.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
unsolicited aj 07.02.04.03.0 1 Proposal
uniome af 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
unspeakable sin n +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
unspoused af 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
unspouaelike if 01.02.04.01 Spouse
unstanched if 407.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
unsyferlic if 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unsyfarnes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unsyfre af & aV 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
untaking af 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
unthankcunbanc n 07.02.01.02 ill-will
unthank, have v 07.02.01.02 ill-will
unthrifty if 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
untochered af 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
ungetogen-	 untowen-
untouched! af 07.02.03.03.05.02.0l/01 Virginity
untowencungetogen I aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
untowe(n)ly iv 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
untowe(n)ship n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unfreow-	 witnie
untrimmed if 407.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
untme(<untreowe) aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
av 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
untrulycuntreowlice iv 07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
unbwure n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
unvestal if 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
unvirgin Vt 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Deficration
unvirginal if 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
unvirgined if 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
unvirginlike if 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
unvirtuously iv 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
unwed if 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
unwedded af 07.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
unweddedness n 01.02.04.02 Unmarriedness
(ge)unweorb- .unworth-
(e)unw.orOian v 07.02.01.04/01 Contemning
unwifed if 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
unwifelike if 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
unwifely if 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
unwili<unwilla n 07.02.01.01 Dislike
unwilla n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
unwinecunwine n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
unwinning if 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
unwiberweard if 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
unwive Vt 07.02.04.07.02 Widower
unwived af 01.0104.02.02 Unmarried Man
unwiring if 07.0104.02.02 Unmarried Man
unwon if 07.02.04.02.0 1 Unmarried Woman
unwooed aj 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
unworth<(ge)unweor5ian Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
unworthhead n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
unworthneucunweorbnes n 07.02.01.06 Contempt
unwrrne if 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
up v & Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
up-end Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
up in arms if +07.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
up shit creek without a paddle ph 407.0103.0103
Anal Sex
up the old dirt road, go v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
up yours if & in 07.02.0l.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bali!
upbrixle n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
uphill gardening n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
upmaking af 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
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upon the loose ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
upon the square aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
upon the town ph 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
upped aj 407.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
upsitting n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
upupurner n 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
upstairs av +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
uranian n & aj 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
uranism n 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
uranist n 07.02.03.03.0 1.02 Homosexuality
urchin n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
urnian n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
Urning/urning n 07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
urolagnia! n 07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
urolagnic! aj 07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
urophiliac n +07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
use n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution,
Vt (OED & +) & vi (*) 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
use u a woman Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
use for (one's) vile purpose Vt 407.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
use marriage vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
use of marriage n -i07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
use of Venus n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
use the windward pusage v +07.02.03.02.03 Anal
Sex
use to sate (one's) lust Vt +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
used merchandise n +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
used-to-be n 07.02.04.01 Spouse
ush vi 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
usher n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
usher of the back door a +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
n +07.02.03.03j01 Perversion,
+07.02.03.05.01.02 Child Abuse
ustion n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
ustulation n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
utopian swinger a +07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
uxorality n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
uxorial aj 07.02.02/01.02 Excessive Love,
*07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.01.01 Wife
uxorious aj 07.02.02/01.02 Excessive Love,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
uxoriously av 071)2.02/01.02 Excessive Love,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
uxoriousness a 07.02.02/01.02 Excessive Love,
* 07.02.04 Marriage
V
vacand n 07.0104.02 Unmarnedness
vaginismus a +07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
vainitus n +07.02.03.03/01.01 Sexual Problems
yam, take (something) in Vt 07.02.01.06/01
Contemning
valentine n 07.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters,
07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
valentine card a 07.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters
Valentino a & aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
vamp n, Vt & vi 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction
ofaMan
vampiness n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
vamping n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
vampire n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
vanipish aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man
vampishneu n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of
a Man
vampy aj 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a Man
vanilla aj +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
variance n 07.02.01.05.02 Quarrel,
07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
variance, at aj 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
variance with/among/between, at aj
07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
variance with/among, in aj 07.02.01.05.02.01
Variance
variant aj +07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality
variation n 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance,
+07.02.03.03/01 Perversion
variety a 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
varlet n 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
varnish one's pole v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
vary Vt & vi 07.0101.05.02 Quarrel,
vi 07.02.01.05.02.01 Variance
vatican roulette I n 07.0103.02 Sexual Athleticism
vatinian aj 07.02.01 Haired
vault Vt & vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
vaulting door a 07.0103.04.04 Brothel
vaulting-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
vaultinç(-)school n (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
vegetarian a +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
vendetta a 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
vendettist a 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud





venereal aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness sve.nera1 venerial
venereally av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
venerean n & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire *venerian, venerien
venereous aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,




venereously I av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
veneseousneu n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
.veneriousne.ss
venerial aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire,
07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-aexedness 	 vencr4
venereal
venerian n & aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness,
aj 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire 	 veneiean, veneñen
venerien n & aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness





veneriousness n 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
venereousness
vencrist a 07.02.03.03.04.0 1 Over-sexedness





vcnerous act n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
venery n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
venom aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
venomly av 07.02.01.03 Malice
venomous aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
venomously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
venomsomc aj 07.0101.03 Malice
venomy a & aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
venter n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife,
07.02.04.05/12 Remarriage
ventral attitude a 407.0103.02 Sexual Athleticism
ventrenter a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
venture n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
venture-girl/-miss n 07.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse
Hunting
venturer a 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
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Venus/venus n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
Venus act n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Venus exercise n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
venus observa n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
Venus play n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
Venus spoit n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
venus work n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
vera copula n 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
versatile aj 07.02.03.03.01.03 Bisexuality
vestry, be born in the vi +07.02.03.03.05.03/02
illegitimacy
vert n +07.02.03.03/01 Perversion,
+07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
vet n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
veuve n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
V-girl n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
viand n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
vilrator n 07.02.03.02/01 Sex Aids
vice n 07.02.03.04.01/01 White Slave Trade
vice anglais I n 07.02.03.03.02/01 Sado-Masochism
vice ring I n 07.02.03.04.01/01 White Slave Trade
vice squad n 07.0103.04.01/01 White Slave Trade
vicious aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viciously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
viciousneu n 07.02.01.03 Malice
victualler n +07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
victualling house n 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
videoporn n 07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
viduage n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
vidual aj 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
vidualiy av 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
viduate aj 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
viduity n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
vierix marcheur ii 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
vilify Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
vilipend Vt 07.02.01.06 Contempt
vilipended aj 07.02.01.06.01 Conteinptedness
vilipending n 07.02.01.06/01 Contemmng,
aj 07.0101.06 Contempt
vilipension n 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning,
07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
vintner's droop n +07.02.03.03.04.02 Under-
sexedness
viny aj 07.02.02.04.01/01 Hugging
violate aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
n & vt 07.0103.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
v & Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
violated aj 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
violator n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
violating n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
violation n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration,
07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
violator n 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
viole Vt 07.02.03.05.01.01 Rape
viper aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperan aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
vipereal aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
vipered aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperian aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperine aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperious aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperiously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperish aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperous aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperously av 07.02.01.03 Malice
viperousneu n 07.02.01.03 Malice
virgin! aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
virgin widow n 07.02.04.0101 Widow
virginity n 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
virginity, yield one's v 407.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
virginityship n .07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
virginship n 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
viro intacta! aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
virile aj 07.02.04.05/09.01.01 Marriageableness
virility n 07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility
viripotency ii 07.02.04.05/09.01.01 Marriageableness
viripotent aj 07.02.04.05/09.01.01 Marriageableness
virtue I n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
virtue after n +07.0103.01 Prostitute
virtue, lose one's v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
virtuous! aj 07.02.03.03.05.02.01/01 Virginity
virtuously av 0702.03.03.05.0201/01 Virginity
virulence n 07.0101.03 Malice
virulent aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
viry vi +07.02.02.04.02/01.02 Necking
visit Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
visiting acquaintance n 07.02.0102.03.02.0 1
Acquaintance
visor-muk n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
vitiate Vt 07.0103.03.05.02.01 Defloration
vitiating n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
vitiation n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
vituous! aj 07.02.03.03.05.0101/01 Virginity
vizard n 01.0103.04 Prostitute
vizard-muk n 07.0103.04 Prostitute
volunteer n 407.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
vomit (out/up) Vt 07.02.01.01.01/01 Aversion
voinitous af 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
votary n 07.0202/01 Great Love
vouter n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
voutly n 07.0103.03.05.03.02 Adultery
vowed aj 07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud,
07.02.04.04 Betrothal
vowess n 07.0104.07.01 Widow
vowtre ii & vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
vowfriere n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
vowtry n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
voyeur n & vi 01.0103.03.02/04 Voyeurism
voycurise Vt 407.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
voyeurism ii 07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
voyeurist n & aj 07.02.03.03.02104 Voyeurism
voyeuristic ai 07.02.03.03.02/04 Voyeurism
voycuristically av 07.0103.03.02/04 Voyeurism
vroe n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02 MIstress
vrouw n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
vrow n 07.02.04.01.01.01 Married Woman
vulcan Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
Vulcanisn n 07.0103.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
w
waffle n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
wag vi 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
wag-wanton n 01.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
waggish aj 07.0103.03.05 Promiscuity
waggishness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wagon-hunter n 07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
wagtail n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
watailed aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
waistcoateer n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
waisting a +07.0102.05.04 Courtship
wait of v 01.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
wait on v 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling Companion
waiter a 07.02.04.05.02 Paranymph,
07.02.04.05.02.01 Bridesmaid
walk vi +07.0103.04.01 Prostitution
walk all over v 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
walk along of Vt 407.02.02.05.04 Courtship
walk in the way with V 07.02.02.02.03.02/02
Travelling Companion
walk into (a person's affections) v 07.0102.01
Loved One
walk(-)out n 07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair,
v 407.02.02.05.04 Courtship
walk (out) with Vt 07.0102.05.04/01 Dating
walk-street a 07.0103.04 Prostitute
walk the dog v +07.0103.02.01 Masturbation
walk together V 07.02.02.05.04/01 Dating
walk-up a +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
walking-mate a 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
walking papers, be given one's v
+07.02.02.05.03/01 Love Affair
wallop the mattress Vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
waltsom(e) af 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
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wamful aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wamm ii 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defi1ement
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wunmiust n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
* 702O303(L)5flJ101 Defilement
wing V 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wing-house a 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
wink a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness,
a & aj 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation,
v 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wink (off) vs & Vt (*) 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
wnktnrium n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
winker a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness,
07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
winker's doom I a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
wankesy a +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
winking a 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
wanky aj 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
wanna do a thing?/go out? ph +07.02.03.04
Prostitute
want v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
want intercourse v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
want love v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
want relations v 407.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
want sex v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
want (someone's) body v +07.02.03.03.04 Sexual
Desire
winter a 07.02.04.05,09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
wanton n 07.02.02.01/01 Favounte,
07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endeannent,
a, aj & vs 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
Vt 07.02.03.03.05/01 Becoming Promiscuous
wanton, play the vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantoner n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantonhede n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantoning a & aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wanton it vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantonize Vt 07.02.03.03.05/01 Becoming
Promiscuous,
vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantonize it vi 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantoniring a 07.02.03.03.05/01 Becoming
Promiscuous,
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantonly av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantonness n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wantonly n +07.02.02.04104.01 Sexual Caressing
wanton's part, play the vi 07.02.03.03.05
Promiscuity
wantons, the a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wap vi (+)07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wap-apace a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
wap-mort a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
wapping a 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
aj 07.02.03.01 One who Copulates
wapping deli n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
wapping mon n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
war and strife a +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
war bride I n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
war marriage n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
war wedding n 07.02.04.05101 Wedding Ceremonies
war widow I a 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
warb n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
warison n 07.02.03.03.05.02.01,01 Virginity
warison, give (a woman) in vt 07.02.04.05/0801
Giving in Marriage
warison, have to/in Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wailing a 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness







warm as they make them aj +07.02.03.03.05.02
Female Promiscuity
warm baby n +07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
warm bit n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
warm-hearted aj 07.02.02.02 Affection
warm-heartedly av 07.02.02.02 Affection
warm member a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
warm one/'un a #07.02.03.04 Prostitute
warm shop n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
warm-show a 407.02.03.04.04 Brothel
warm up old porridge v +07.02.02.05.03/01 Love
Affair
warming-pan a 07.02.03.01.01 Sexual Partner,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
warmly av 07.02.02.02 Affection
warmness a 07.02.02.02 Affection
warmth a 07.02.03.03.04,04 Aphrodisiac
warren a (+)07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
wup a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
wupily av 07.02.01.03 Malice
waspish 4 07.02.01.03 Malice
watch the eyelid movies v +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
watching a +07.02.02.05iO4 Love Tokens
watchqueen/watch queen a +07.02.03.03;02/04
Voyeurism
water sports a +07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex
waves, make v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
wax one's dolphin v 407.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
way down south in dixie n +07.02.03.02.02 Oral
Sex
way down South in Dixie, go v +07.02.03.02.02
Oral Sex
way-fare a 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
way of marriage, be in v 07.02.04.05/09.01.02
Spouse Hunting
way of/to marriage, in (the) ph
07.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
way with women, have a v +07.02.03.03.05.01
Male Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
way (with), have one's Vt 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
way with, get one's Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
way(s), make one's v 07.02.02.01 Loved One
wnlfag 407.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wlfh6 a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
*07.02.01.05.01/01 Feud
wnling-word a 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
wmlnib a 07.02.01 Hatred,
*07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wpenhad a 07.02.03.03.04,01.01.01 Virility
wnpenhete a 07.02.01 Hatred
wrr n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
weagesib a 07.02.02.02.03.02/06 Fellow-rogue
weaker vessel a 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
weakness a 07.02.02.02.02 Doting,
07.02.02.03.01 Being Liked
weapon a 407.02.03.03.04/01.01 Erection
weapon-love a 07.02.02 Love
wear a fork v +07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckold
wear a forker v (+)07.02.03.03.05.03.02,Ol Cuckold
wear a mourning veil v +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
wear Dick's hatband vi i07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
wear iron knickers v 407.02.03.03.05.02.0101
Virginity
wear one's badge v +07.02.03.03.01.02
Homosexuality
wear one's hanky on the right v +07.02.03.02.03
Anal Sex
wear one's heart upon one's sleeve v +07.02.02.05
Amorous Love
wear the breeches/pants! v 07.02.04.01.03,01.01
Hen-pecking
wear the horn(s) v 07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01 Cuckold
wear the ring v +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
wear Vulcan's badge v +07.02.03.03.05.03.02,01
Cuckold
wearisomeness a 0702.01.04 Loathing
wean n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
wcbb(e) n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wed(c(ge)weddian) a 07.02.04.05/04.02 Marriage
Vow,
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aj & Vt 07.02.04 Marriage,
vt, vi & vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding,
Vt 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies,
07.02.04.05/08.01 Giving in Marriage '(ge)weddian
wed (a) wife v 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wed-bed n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
wed-breach n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
wed-break n 07.02.03.031)5.03.02 Adultery
wed-brother<wed-brobor n 07.02.02/04.01
Brotherly Love
wed-fer. n 07.02.04.01 Spouse
wed to warison Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wed (un)to (his) wifec(ge)weddian to wife v
07.02.04.05 Wedding
weddable aj 071)2.04.05/09.01.01 Marriageableness
wedded(cweddod) n & aj 07.02.04 Marriage
wedded, be v 07.02.04.05.01 Brideft3room
wedded brother n 07.02.02/04.01 Brotherly Love
weddedhood n 07.02.04 Marriage
weddedness n 07.02.04 Marriage
wedder n 407.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
(ge)w.ddisn v 07.02.04.04 Betrothal
wed(<(ge)weddian)
wedding(.cweddung) n 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.05 Wedding
wedding anniversary n 07.02.04.05/02.01.01
Wedding Anniversary
wedding-appearance n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding
Clothes
wedding band n 07.02.04.05/04.01 Wedding Ring
wedding banquet I n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding(-)bed n (+)07.02.04.06.01fl)1 Wedding
Night
wedding-bell n 07.02.04.05/07 Wedding Bells
wedding bells n -.07.02.04.05/07 Wedding Bells
wedding bidding n +07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding breakfast n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding cake n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding canopy n 07.02.04.05/05.01 Wedding
Canopy
wedding-card(s) ii 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wedding chamber I n 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding
Night
wedding cheer n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding-chest I n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
wedding church door n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
wedding-clothes n 071)2.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding coat ii 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding-coffer! n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
wedding(-)day n 07.02.04.05/02.01 Wedding Day,
07.02.04.05102.01.01 Wedding Anniversary
wedding dinner I ii 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding-door n 071)2.04.05/01 Wedding Ceremonies
wedding dower n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
wedding-dress n 071)2.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding-favour n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding-feast! n 07.02.04.05106 Wedding Festivities
wedding festival n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding finger n 071)2.04.05/04.01 Wedding Ring
wedding garment n 071)104.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding-garter n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding gown n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding group n 071)2.041)5/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding guest n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding house n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding journey I a 07.02.04.06.01/02 Honeymoon
wedding kirk door a 071)2.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
wedding-knives n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding-knot n 07.02.04.05/04 Marriage Bond
wedding lines a +07.02.04.05/03 Marriage
Registration
wedding list a 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding march a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
wedding mass a 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
wedding-monger n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding-night a 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
wedding party a 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding peal a 07.02.04.05/07 Wedding Bells
wedding photo n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding photograph n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding resent n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding psalm a +07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
wedding reception a 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding-ring a 07.02.04.05/04.01 Wedding Ring
wedding robe a 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding sermon n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
wedding(-)sheet n 07.02.04.06.01,01 Wedding Night
wedding smock n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding song n 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
wedding store n +07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding suit n 07.02.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding supper I a 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding
Festivities
wedding table n 07.02.04.05,06 Wedding Festivities
wedding torch a 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wedding tour I a 07.02.04.06.01/02 Honeymoon
wedding treat a +07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
wedding-trim a 071)2.04.05/05 Wedding Clothes
wedding tip! a 07.02.04.06.01/02 Honeymoon
wedding visit n 07.02.04.06.01/02 Honeymoon
weddinger n 07.02.04.05/06 Wedding Festivities
weddingers a 07.02.04.05106 Wedding Festivities
weddung n 07.02.04.03 Engagement
wedhood n 07.02.04 Marriage
wedlac a 07.02.04.04 Betrothal 	 w&Jock




Vt 07.02.04.05 Wedding	 wed1ac
wedlock it v 071)104.05 Wedding
wedlock bands a 07.02.04.05/04 Marriae Bond
wedlock bed a 07.02.04.06.01/01 Wedding Night
wedlock-bound aj 071)2.04 Marriage
wedlock-breaker a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
wedlock-breaking aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultery
wedlock copulation! n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
wedlock courtesy a 07.02.04.05106 Wedding
Festivities
wedlock debt! n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
wedlock hours a 07.02.04.05/02 Time of Marriage
wedlock hymn a 07.02.04.05/06.01 Epithalamion
wedlock mate a 07.02.04.05.01 Bride/Groom
wedlock offices! n 07.02.04.06 Marital Sex
wedlock-treachery a 071)2.04.01.03/01 Marital
Problems
wedlock way, in the ph 07.02.04.05/09.01.02
Spouse Hunting
wedlock woe n 07.02.04.01.03/01 Marital Problems
wedlockable aj 07.02.04.05j09.01.0l
Marriageableness
wedlockhood a 07.02.04 Marriage
wedman a 07.02.04.01.02.01 Married Man
wedmen a 071)2.04 Marriage
wedowcwuduwe a 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow, wodowe, wuduwe
weeds a 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
weekend ho a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
weekend warrior n 407.02.03.04 Prostitute
weggesiO n 07.02.02.02.03.02/02 Travelling
Companion
weirdie a +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
welfare mother n +071)2.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
well aj & av 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend
well-affectionate af 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
well-beloved n & aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
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well-endowed aj 0702.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility
well-liking (of) n 07.02.02 Love,
* 07.02.02.02 Affection
well-loved aj 07.02.02.01 Loved One
well-married aj 07.02.04.05,09.03.01 Good Match
well-wilier (of/to) n 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
wellington (boot) n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
welwillende aj 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
welwillendlice av 07.02.02 Love
welwillendnes n 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
wem n & Vt 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
wern (of sin, etc) n 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
wemere n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
(ge)wemman v 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
wenuned aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
gewenimednes n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
(ge)wemmend n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex




(ge)wemming n 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
gewemniodlice av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity




vi 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
wench out Vt 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
wenchel n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
wencher n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
wenching n (OED & +) & aj 07.02.03.04.02
Prostitute's Client
weorc-	 woik-
weorb n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
weorOian v 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
weoruldfreond n 07.0102.02.03 Friend
weoruidlufu n 07.02.02 Love
were<wer n 07.02.04.0 1.02 Husband
werhad n 07.02.03.03.04/01.01.01 Virility
werleu aj 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried Woman
werlic aj 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
westward for smelts av 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's
Client
wet deck n +07.02.03.03.05,02.01.01 Gang-banging
wet dream n 07.02.03.03.04/01.02.01 Ejaculation
wet for aj +07.0103.03.04/01 Arousal
wet hen n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
wet tongue kiss n +07.02.02.04.02,01 French Kissing
whack n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
whack off vi 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
whack magazine n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
whacking off n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
wham-barn/-bang av 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wham, barn, thank you ma'am n 07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
whank v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
whanker's doom ! n 07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
what comes naturally, do vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
what-is-it n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
wheelbarrow around Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wheelman n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
where cj 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart
whereabout av 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
Whetstone whore n 07.0103.04.04/02 Red Light
District
Wbetstones-Park n 07.02.03.04.04/02 Red Light
District
whip, crack your vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
whip it v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
whip off v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
whip one's dripper v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
whip one's wire v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
whip shack n +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
whippet n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
whiskers n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
whiskin n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
whistle in the dark v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
white aj 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
white boy/whiteboy n 07.02.02.01/01 Favourite
white-hairedf-headed boy n 01.02.02.01,01
Favourite
whit. liver n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
white meat n 07.02.03.01.01.01 Women Regarded
Sexually
white(-)slave n & Vt 07.02.03.04.01/01 White Slave
Trade
white slaver n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
white slavasy n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
white eon n 07.02.02/04.03 Love of Offspring,
* 07.0102.01101 Favourite
white wedding n 07.02.04.05/01 Wedding
Ceremonies
whites n +07.02.03.03.04/01 Arousal
whiteslaving n 07.02.03.04.01/01 White Slave Trade
whither-go-ye n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
whiting n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
whiting mop I n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
whiting's eye n 07.02.0105.05/01 Flirtatious Looks
whizzing the jizzum n +07.02.03.02.01
Masturbation
whole hog, the n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
whole way, go the v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
whoopee, make vi +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
whoopie wench n +01.02.03.04 Prostitute
whorage n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
whore(<hore) n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
* 07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute,
07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity,
n & vi 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
vi 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a Woman,
vi 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whore, play the vi 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
whore out vi 01.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whore-haunter! n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whore-hopping n +07.0103.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whore-house n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
whore-house madam n 07.02.03.04.04,01 Brothel
Keeper
whore-hunt vi 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication,
* 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whore-hunter n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute' g
 Client
whore-hunting n 07.0103.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
07.02.03.04.03 Procurer
whore-keeper n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whore-man n 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
whore mistress n 07.02.03.04.04/01 Brothel Keeper
whore-play n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whore-shop n 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
whore-sty ii 07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
whore-toll n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whoredoni n 07.0103.04.0 1 Prostitution
whoredomer n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whoredorns n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
whorehopper n +07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whorehouse aj +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
whorelike! aj 07.0103.04 Prostitute
whoremuter n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client,
07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
whoremasterly aj 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
whctemutery n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
whoremonger n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whoremonging n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whorer n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
whore', killing I n 07.0203.03.05.03/02 fllegitimacy
whore's son! n 07.02.03.03.05.03j02 Illegitimacy
whoreship n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
whoteson n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
whoring n 07.02.03.03.05.03.0 1 Fornication,
aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
whorish aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
whorishly av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
07.02.03.04 Prostitute
whorishneu n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
whorisni n 07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
whorster n 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
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whory aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
* 07021)304 Prostitute
wick trimmed, get one's vi +07.02.03 Sexual
Intercourse
wicket, come in at the vi +07.02.03.O3.05.03U2
illegitimacy
widda ii +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widder n +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widdy ii +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
wide aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wide one, a n +07.02.03.03.04,01 Arousal
wide-open beaver n +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
widgangel aj 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity




n & Vt 07.02.04.07.01 Widow,
Vt 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
widow, play the vi +07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
widow bed n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow bewitched n +07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-
widow,
07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
widow body n +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow-burning ! n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow child n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow comfort! n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow-dolour I n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow-gentleman n +07.02.04.07.02 Widower
widow hunter n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow hunting n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow lady I n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow-life it 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow man/widowman n (+)07.02.04.07.02
Widower
widow-mother it 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow-night I it 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow-right n 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
widow state it 07.02.04.07 Widow(er)
widow-wife n +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow woman n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widowed aj 07.02.04.07 Widow(er)
widower it 07.02.041)7.02 Widower
widower bewitched it 07.02.04.08.01.02 Grass-
widower
widowered aj 07.02.04.07.02 Widower
widowerhood it 07.02.04.07.02 Widower
widower's peak n +07.02.04.07.02 Widower
widowership n 07.02.04.07.02 Widower
widowery ii 07.02.04.08.01.02 Grass-widower
widowess ft 07.02.04.07.01 Widow








widowing it 07.02.04.07 Widow(er)
widowish aj 071)2.04.07.01 Widow
widowity it 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widowlike aj 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widowly aj & 5%' 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow's bench it 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
widow's chamber it 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
widow's lock it 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow's man it 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow's peak it 071)2.04.07.01 Widow
widow's sereen n +07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widow's terce I ii 07.02.04.07.01.01 Widow-right
widow's weeds ii 0702.04.07.01 Widow
widowy aj 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
widver n +07.02.04.07.02 Widower
wield Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wienie wiggler it +07.02.03.03.02103 Exhibitionism
wif- *wife-, wiv-
wif ii 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
wifcyOAu it 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse






vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding vi-wiv-, wit:.
wile-awed a 07.02.04.01.03,01.01 Hen.pecking
wife-buher ii 07.02.04.01.03/01.02 Wife-beating
wife-bashing it 07.02.04.01.03,01.02 Wife-beating
wife battering it 07.02.04.01.03,01.02 Wife-beating
wife-beater it 07.02.04.01.03,01.02 Wife-beating
wife-beating it & aj 07.02.04.01.03,01.02 Wife-
beating
wife-bound i 07.02.04 Marriage,
07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking
wife-broker it 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
wifedom ii 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifebead it 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifehood n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife	 -
wife hunter I it 07.02.04.05,09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
wife hunting! aj 07.02.04.05,09.01.02 Spouse
Hunting
wife in every port, a it 07.02.04,02 Cohabitation
wife in water colour(s) n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02
Mistress,
+07.02.04.05/09.03 Misalliance
wife it vi 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifekin it 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
*0702040101 Wife
wife-lending it +07.02.04/01.01.01 Polygyny
wifeleu(cwifleas) ai 07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried
Woman,
07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
wifelessneu I it 07.02.04.02.02 Unmarried Man
wifelet n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
*07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifelihead it 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifelike ai & av 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifeliness it 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifeling it 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
* 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifelkin it 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
*()7()4Øj)j Wife
wifely ai & av 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wife murder it 07.02.04.01.03,01.02 Wife-beating
Wife of Bath Si 07.02.03.03.04.01.02 Nymphomania
wife of one's bosom it 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wife of the left hand it 07.02.04.05,09.03
Misalliance
wife-old i 07.02.04.05,09.01.01 Marriageableness
wile out of Westminster it +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
wife purchase it 07.02.04.05,09.04.02 Bride Purchase
wife-ridden i 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking
wife seeker! n 07.02.04.05/09.01.02 Spouse Hunting
wifeship n 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wife slaughter n 07.02.04.01.03/01.02 Wife-beating
wife slave it 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wife-swap ai & vi 07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
wife-swapper it 07.02.03.03.05,02 Swinging
wife-swapping n & ai 07.02.03.03.05/02 Swinging
wife-widow it 07.02.04.08.01.01 Grass-widow
wife-worn i 07.02.04.01.03/01.01 Hen-pecking
wiff it +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wiffst aj 07.02.04 Marriage
wiffreond it 07.0202.02.03 Friend
wifgal a) 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wifgehrine n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wifgemana it 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wifgeornes it 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
*07.02.03.031)5.03.02 Adultery
wifgifta n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wifie n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment,
*07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wifish ai 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wiflac it 071)2.03 Sexual Intercourse,
* 07.02.03.03.05.03.01 Fornication
wiflufu it 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
wifmyne n 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
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wifthing<wifbing n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wifOing
wiftegen n 07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
wifing n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04 Marriage *wifthing
wifung n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wighete n 07.02.01 Haired
wild aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wild about aj +07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
wild cat n 07.02.01.03 Malice
wild for aj 07.02.02.03 Liking
wild oats a & aj 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
wilderness a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wildly av 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wildness a 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wilgedzyht n 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companion
wilgelile6a n 07.02.02.02.03.01 Close Friend,
07.02.02.02.03.02110 Pleasant Companion
wilgesiô a 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant Companion
wilgebofta a 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companion




will of/in, have no v 07.02.01.01 Dislike
will of, have one's Vt 407.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
+07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wills n 07.02.02.02.03.03 Good-will
willan v 07.02.02.03 Liking
willie n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
willing a) +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
willing tit n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
willing woman a +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity
willow-branch n 07.02.02.05/01.02.01 Willow-
wearing
willow-garland a 07.02.02.05/01.02.01 Willow-
wearing
willow-ribband a 07.02.02.05/01.02.01 Willow-
wearing
willow-wearer n 07.02.02.05j01.02.01 Willow-
wearing
willow-wearing aj 07.02.02.05/01.02.01 Willow-
wearing
willow-wreath n 07.02.02.05/01.02.01 Willow-
wearing
(ge)wilniendlic aj 07.02.03.03.04.01 Over-sexedness
(ge)wilnung n 07.02.02 Love,
*07.02.02.02 Affection,	 -
07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
wimble Vt 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
wiinping, go V *07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
win Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
07.02.04.03.01 Proi,osal
win (onlupon) vi 07.02.02.01 Loved One
win (someone's) maidenhead I vi
07.02.03.03.05.02.0 1 Defloration
winch vi 07.02.01.04/01 Horror
Winchester Goose a (^)7.0Z03.04 Prostitute
winchin' a +07.02.02.05.04 Couitship
wind Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
wind the horn vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
winding boy n 407.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
windjanuner n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
window hustling n +0702.03.04.01 Prostitution
window tappery n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
window, come in at the vi +07.02.03.03.05.03/02
illegitimacy
windowgirl a +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
wine a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend,
* 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
*0702.040102 Husband
winedzyhten n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
winegeomor aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
wineleu aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
wineinrg a 07.02.02/04 Family Love
winescipe n 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
winetreow n 07.02.04.05/04.02 Marriage Vow
winebearfende aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
winger a 07.02.02.02.03 Friend(ge)winna n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
winning aj & av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
winning (over) n 07.02.02.01 Loved One
winningly av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
winningneu n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
winsomely av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
winsomeness n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
wipe a person'. nose v 07.02.01.06/01 Contemning
wish-wife n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
wishing n 07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
witch Vt 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
vi 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a Man
witchcraft n 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
witchery a 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
witching a, aj &av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
witchinly av 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
with'cwtb av 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
with, be Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
with a green gown aj +07.02.03.03.05.03.01
Fornication
withdrawal a 07.02.03.02 Sexual Athieticism
wither(<wi6er/wiberian) 4, av & vi 07.02.01.05.01
Hostility
withersake<wiöersaca n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
witherward<wiberweard af 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
witherwardness<wiberweardnes n 07.02.01 Hatred
witherwincwi6erwinna a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
withhuhe<wiOhycgan v 07.02.01.06 Contempt
without a head aj +07.02.04.02.01 Unmarried
Woman
wittee a 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
wiltol a, aj & Vt 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
wittolly aj 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
wittohy n 07.02.03.03.05.03.02/01 Cuckold
witunibora n 07.02.04.05.02.02 Best Man
wiberbersta n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wiberbreca a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wiberbtoga a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wiberoora a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wiberded a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wi6erflita a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wiberhycgende aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wiberian v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wiberling a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wibermedu a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wibermod aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wiberrede aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness,
07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wiberrndnei n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wiberanc a 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wiberOeod a 07.02.01.05.01.01/01 Enemy in War
wiberweard a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy,
* aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wiberweardlic aj 07.02.01.05.0 1 Hostility
wiberweardlice av 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wiberwengel a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wibfeohtcnd a 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wibhycgan v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
* 07.02.01.06.02 Scorn
wiOstandan v 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility




wive it Vt 07.02.04.05/09.01.03 Match-maker
wived aj 07.02.04 Marriage
wiven aj 07.02.04.01.01 Wife
wiver n 07.02.04.05.01.02 Groom
wiving n & aj 07.02.04.05 Wedding
wlat<wlrtts a 07.02.01.04 Loathing
wlat aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
wlate(<wlatian) Vt 07.02.01.04.0 1 Loathsomeness,
Vt & vi 07.02.01.04 Loathing
wistful aj 07.02.01.04 Loathing,
07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
wlating.cwlrtung n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
wlstingnes. n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
wlatsome af 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
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wlatsomencss n 07.02.01.04 Loathing
wlmt-	 wIat-
wodcwecwuduwe n 07.02.04.07.01 Widow
wedow, widow, wuduwe
wog-	 woo-
wogerlic aj 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
* 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
*07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wogian v 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse,
*07.02.04.05 Wedding woo
wohhmed n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
wohhmende aj 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
wohhmere n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
wohhmetes n 07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
wolf n +07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass,
07.02.02.05.05.03.01/01 Seduction of a Woman,




wolf around vi +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
wolfeas n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01/02 Seduction of a
Man






woman, (the) little n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment,
07.02.04.01.01 Wife
woman-dangler n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
woman-errant n 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
woman-identified aj +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
woman in a gilded cage n
+07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.01 Kept Mistress,
+07.02.04.05i09.03.01 Good Match
woman in top position n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
woman-Iouper ii 07.02.03.04.02 Prostitute's Client
woman-mad 4 07.02.03.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
woman of ill repute n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
woman of pleuure n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute
woman of the town n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female
Promiscuity,
(^)07.02.03.04 Prostitute
woman on top position n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
woman-palaver n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male
Promiscuitr
woman-ravine aj 07.0203.03.04.01.01 Satyriasis
woman-lupenor aJ +07.02.03.02 Sexual Athleticism
woman widow n 07.0104.07.01 Widow
womaned aj 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
womanish aj +07.02.03.0103 Anal Sex,
07.02.03.03.05.0 1 Male Promiscuity
womanist n 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
womanize vi 07.02.03.03.05.0 1 Male Promiscuity
womanizer ii 07.02.03.03.05.01 Male Promiscuity
woman's man n 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
woman's thing, the n +07.02.03.03.01.02.02 Female
Homosexuality
women-strikers n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
women's men n 07.02.02.05.05.01 Male Flirt
wonk one's conker v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
wonner n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
woo(<wogian) n 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
Vt 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship,
vi 07.02.02.05.05.03 Making a Pass
	
wogian
wooable aj 07.02.04.03.01 Proposal
woods colt n 07.02.03.03.05.03/02 ifiegitimacy
wooed aj 07.02.0105.04 Courtship
wooer<wogere n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
* 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
wooing(<wogung) n & aj 07.02.02.05.04
Courtship,
aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wooingly av 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
word-spite aj 07.02.01.03 Malice
wordwynsum aj 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
work.cweorcan Vt 07.02.02.02.03/01 Making Friends
work, piece of n 07.02.01.06.01 Contemptedness
work a ginger v +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
work from a book vi +07.02.03.04.03.01 Pimp
work late at the office vi +07.02.03.03.05.03.02
Adultery
work on Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
work one's kind vi 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
work oneself off v +07.0103.02.01 Masturbation
work the streets vi +07.02.03.04.01 Prostitution
working girl n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
+07.02.03.04.05 Male Prostitute
works n +07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex,
+07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
works, give (someone) the v i07.02.03.05.01.Ol
Rape




worry and strife n +07.02.04.01.01 Wife
worse half ii 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
worthing n 07.02.03.03.05/01.01 Defilement
wouhleche n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
wouhlechung n 07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
would not be found/seen dead in/with Vt 07.02.0 1
Hatred
wrack v 07.02.01.03/01 Malicious Deeds
wrack of maidenhead n +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
wrakecwracu n 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wrap Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
wrath n 07.02.02/01 Great Love
wrab aj 07.0101.02 ifi-will,
07.0101.05.01 Hostility
wrrn- * wren-
wrmnnes ii 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wrrnsa n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wnenscipe n 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wrmnsian v 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wrenecwrne aj 07.02.03.03.05 Promiscuity
wretched aj 07.02.01.04.01 Loathsomeness
wrig n 07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
wrig-wrag, at av 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
wring (upon) vi 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility
wrist-job n +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
writ of cue n 07.02.04.08 Divorce
gewrixl ii 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
* 07.02.02.02.03 Friend
wroke n 07.02.01.03 Malice
wrong aj 07.02.01.05.01 Hostility,
+07.02.03.03.01.02 Homosexuality,
Vt +07.02.03.03.05.03 Nonmarital Sex
wrong side of the blanket, on the I av
07.02.03.03.05.03/02 ifiegitimacy
wrong side of the covers, on the av
+07.02.03.03.05.03/01 Partner in Nonmarital Sex
wry aj & Vt 07.02.01.01/01 The Expression of Dislike
wry look n 07.02.01.01/01 The Expression of Dislike
wry twist n 07.02.01.01/01 The Expression of Dislike
wuduwanhad n 07.02.04.07 Widow(er)
(ge)wunian v 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
wuacbearn n 07.02.02/04.03 Love of Offspring
wyngesi6 n 07.02.02.02.03.02/10 Pleasant
Companion
wynmeg n 07.02.02/04 Family Love
wynsumne. n 07.02.02.01.01 Loveableness
wytuma n 07.02.04.05/09.04.01 Dowry
xsYaz
x n 07.02.02.04.02 Kissing
x-rated aj +07.02.03.03.03 Pornography
yabasa n 07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
720
zazzle n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness,
+07.02.03.03.04 Sexual Desire
zeal n 07.02.02/01 Great Love
zealous aj 07.02.02.05 Amorous Love
zenana n +07.02.03.03.05.03/01.02.02 Harem
zig-zig n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
zing n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
zipleu if 07.02.03 Sexual Intarcourse
zit n +07.02.02.04.02/01.01 Love-bite
zoftig/zofti(c)k aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01
Attractiveness
zoo n +07.02.03.04.04 Brothel
wok n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
zoophilia n 07.02.03.03.02/02.02 Bestiality
zoophilic aj 07.02.03.03.02/02.02 Bestiality
Zugusent's Discovesy n +07.02.03.02 Sexual
Athleticism
zut in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
yah boo n 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!,
in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
yah boo sucks in 07.02.01.06.02.01/01.01.01 Bah!
yancing n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
yang one's wang v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
yank it u Vt +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
yank ones crank v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
yank the yam v +07.02.03.02.01 Masturbation
yard (on) v +07.02.03.03.05.03.02 Adultesy
yardie n +07.02.02.02.03 Friend
yarding n +07.02.02.05.04 Courtship
yaud n 07.02.03.04 Prostitute
ysud-swiver n 07.02.03.03.02/02.02 Bestiality
yearn vi 07.02.02.02.01 Tenderness
yellow n +07.02.03.03.02/02 Scat Sex,
+07.02.03.04 Prostitute,
aj +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
yellow-hammer ii 07.02.04.01.02 Husband
yes-girl n +07.02.03.03.05.02 Female Promiscuity
yfelnes n 07.02.01.03 Malice
yfeiwille aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike,
* 07.02.01.02 ifi-will,
* 07.02.01.03 Malice
yfelwillende aj 07.02.01.01 Dislike
yfeiwilnian v 07.02.01.02 ifi-will
yferacgefere n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion
igefere
yfle av 07.02.01.03 Malice
yfel willa n 07.02.01.02 ill-will
yield v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01 Defloration
yield one's body V +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
yield one's honour v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
yield one's virginity v +07.02.03.03.05.02.01
Defloration
yleof n 07.02.02.05.03 Lovers
ymaried aj 07.02.04 Marriage
ymbclyccan v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
ymbclyppan v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
ymbclyppung n 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
ymbf6mian v 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing
ymbsprnning n 07.02.02.05.05.03.01 Seduction
ymone(<gemana) n 07.02.02.02.03.02 Companion,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
yo-yo n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male Homosexuality
yodel V +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex,
+07.02.03.02.03 Anal Sex
yodel in the canyon (of love) v +07.02.03.02.02
Oral Sex
yodel up the valley v +07.02.03.02.02 Oral Sex
yoke n 07.02.04 Marriage,
Vt 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing,
vi 07.02.04.05 Wedding
yoke-fellow n 07.02.04.01 Spouse
yoke-mate n 07.02.04.01 Spouse
yoke-mating n 07.02.04.05 Wedding
yoked aj 07.02.04 Marriage
yoking ! aj 07.02.02.04.01 Embracing,
07.02.04.05.01 Bnde3room
yoo-hoo boy n +07.02.03.03.01.02.01 Male
Homosexuality
you know what n +07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
young aj +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of Endearment
young fellow me lad n +07.02.02.01.02.01 Terms of
Endearment
young lady n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
* 07.02.04.03 Engagement
young man n 07.02.02.05.01 Lover,
* 07.02.04.03 Engagement
young woman n 07.02.02.05.02 Sweetheart,
* 07.02.04.03 Engagement
yum(-)yum n 07.02.02.04/04.01 Sexual Caressing,
07.02.02.05/03.01 Love Letters,
07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
yurn yum girl n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
yum yum tart n +07.02.03.04 Prostitute
yummy n +07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
yuo n 07.02.01.05.01.01 Enemy
zaftig aj 07.02.02.03.01.01.01 Attractiveness
zilch n 07.02.03 Sexual Intercourse
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